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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

I HAVE to thank God for permitting me once again to

revise this work on the Apocalypse. The impression of

its importance has deepened in my mind the more I

have reflected on it : most especially in reference to the

tendencies of religious inquiry, and belief, which cha-

racterize the present time.

When first I began to give attention to the subject,

some twenty years ago,^ it was the increasing preva-

lence among Christian men in our country of the futur-

ist system of Apocalyptic interpretation,—a system which

involved the abandonment of the opinion held by all

the chief fathers and doctors of our Church respecting

the Roman Popes and Popedom as the great intended

anti-Christian power of Scripture prophecy,—that sug-

gested to me the desirableness, and indeed necessity,

of a more thoroughly careful investigation of the whole

' In the Prefaces to former Editions a full and detailed account was given of the cir-

cumstances connected with the origin and progress of the Work ; circumstances at

that time interesting to others besides myself, but of which it now appears to me need-

less to speak. Suffice it to observe that the Work was primarily undertaken in the

autumn of 1837 ; and that its four first editions,— each one an improvement and

enlargement of its predecessor,—were published respectively in the years 1844, 1816,

1847, and 1851.
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subject than had been made previously. For thereby I

trusted that we might see God's mind on the question

;

all engaged in that controversy being alike agreed as

to the fact of its being exprest in this prophecy, rightly

understood : and whether indeed in His view Popery

was that monstrous evil, and the Reformation a deli-

verance to our Church and nation as mighty and blessed,

as we had been taught from early youth to regard them.

Even yet more does the importance of the work strike

me at the present time, when infidelity has become

notoriously prevalent among our educated men ; and

even from ordained ministers in our own Church a voice

has been raised somewhat pretentiously, with question-

ings ofthe truth of Christianity as a religion supernatur-

ally revealed from Heaven, and denial of all supernatural

inspiration of the Christian Scriptures.^ For, supposing

the evidence in proof of the fulfilment of the Apocalyp-

tic prophecy in the history of Christendom since St.

John's time to be satisfactory and irrefragable, we have

herein a proof similarly irrefragable not only of the pos-

sibility, but of the fact, of the divine supernatural inspir-

ation of one book at least of Holy Scripture ;—a fact

annihilative of the sceptic's doctrine as to the impossi-

bility in the nature of things of such inspiration ; and

rendering more than probable, apriori^ the idea of divine

supernatural inspiration in other of its prophetic books

also.

I said, supposing the evidence in proof of the historical

fulfilment of the prophecy to he satisfactory and irrefragable.

1 Not, 1 think, without premonitory warning in this very prophecy that there would

be a remarkable outgoing about the present time of the spirit of heathen-like infidelity,

as well as of other spirits of deception. See Apoc. xvi. 13, 14 ; and my comments on

the passage, Vol. iii. pp. 496—502, 618—632.
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1

And here of course arises the grand question for solu-

tion between myself and the sceptics who deny the fact

of any really predictive prophecy of the future in the

Christian Scriptures. And what then the criteria by
which we are to decide it ? I am perfectly willing to

accept the criteria laid down by one who has argued

out the plea for infidelity with as much ability, and as

elaborately and temperately also, as any other of our

modern sceptics ;—I mean Mr. Greg, in his " Creed

of Christendom." At the beginning of his 4tli chap-

ter, on " The Prophecies," he thus expresses himself.

'

' In order to establish the claim of any anticipator}^

statement, promise, or denunciation, to the rank and

title of a Prophecjj, four points must be ascertained with

precision :—viz. 1st, what the event was to which the

alleged prediction was intended to refer
; 21y, that the

prediction was uttered, in specific not vague language,

before the event ; 31y, that the event took place speci-

fically, not loosely, as predicted ; 41y, that it could not

have been foreseen by human sagacity." Now, as re-

gards the two conditions first laid down, viz. as to the

subject predicted^ and the time of the prediction ^ as unques-

tionably preceding it,—their fulfilment in the case be-

fore us is obvious, f For the things figured in the

Apocalyptic prophecy were declared to be the things

that were to happen (the grand and most characteristic

events evidently, whether in the world or in the Church)

from after the time of St. John's seeing the vision in

Patmos ; and this continuously, as appeared from sub-

sequent express statements in the Apocalyptic Book,

down even to the consummation. Moreover, as regards

Mr. G.'s 4th condition, its fulfilment in the case before
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US is equally obvious ; for what merely human sagacity

could have seen into the events of that prolonged, and

in part far distant, futurity ? The only question re-

maining is whether the predictions were specific, not

vague; and the asserted fulfilments similarly specific

and definite also. Nor have I a doubt as to the true

answer being here, as before, distinctly in the affirma-

tive. In fact my own investigations were from the first

conducted, and my interpretation concluded on, with the

self-same views that Mr. Greg has exprest as to the

definite and specific character which, in regard of this

Scripture prophetic book at least, we might reasonably

expect to attach to both prediction and fulfilment.

Let me be permitted on this point (I mean in regard

of my a priori Apocalyptic anticipations, and subse-

quent researches) to re-state substantially what I stated

respecting them, without any thought in my mind of Mr.

Greg, towards the close ofmy "History of Apocalyptic

Interpretation."^ Struck with the manner in which

respectable previous expositors had most unsatisfactorily

referred not a few of the more important figurations

of the Apocalypse to quite different historic eras and

events, I saw (it is there observed) that this had arisen

from their, alike one and all, assigning a vague indefinite

meaning to the prophetic symbols ; whether on prin-

ciple (mistaken principle), so as in the case of some, or

from ignorance and want of discernment, so as in the

case ofmany others :^—whereas, on the hypothesis of the

Apocalypse being indeed a Divinely inspired prophecy

1 Vol. iv. p. 558.

2 E. g. Ciminghame, Frere, Fairbairn, &c. &c. ; from whom I exemplify in the

passage referred to, and at p. 693 of the same 4th Volume. But the names might be

largely multiplied. Dean Alford's Apocalyptic Exposition furnishes a recent and

notable exemplification.
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of " the things that were to come to pass" in the histo-

ries of the Church and world, from after the time of St.

John, two characteristics, as it seemed to me, might

undoubtingly be expected to attach to its sacred prefi-

gurations : the one that the ceras and events selected for

prefigm-ation would be those of greatest importance in the

subsequent history of Christendom ; the other that the

proplietic picturings of such events and seras would in

each case (more especially if expressed much in detail)^

be so specific and definite as to be applicable perfectly

and accurately to those seras and events alone. Would

it not be so in the descriptions or picturings, retro-

spectively, of such a subject by any superior artist or

historian ? How much more so then in the anticipative

fi^urings by the eternal omniscient Spirit of God !

Hence, I add, a deej) persuasion in my mind, as I pro-

ceeded, of the duty of noting most carefully every sin-

gle point and peculiarity in each of the prophetic sym-

bolizations ; and of sparing no pains in the investigation

of whatever might possibly elucidate them. And then,

as the result of researches so conducted, it is observed

' Of course, in the very nature of things, as observable iu the best human historic

writings, as well as in prophetic writings of a higher origin, some descriptions must

needs be shorter and less precise than others ; alike from the greater peculiarity or

importance of the subject described in the one case than in the other, and also with a

view to the more effective throwing out into high relief of that which is most peculiar

and most important. And, in the testing of the descriptive power and accuracy of

the writer, it is evidently the fuller and more detailed descriptions that will be chiefly

referred to.

In the Preface to my earlier Editions I remarked thankfully on the fact of the

commencing visions of the Apocalyptic prophecy being of this character, with figura-

tions singularly characteristic and of many details ; and of the immense advantage of

this towards a right interpretation of the Apocalypse. " Ce n'est que le premier pas

qui coute," is a proverbial truth in no little measure applicable here. In consequence

of the order and marked connexion of the various parts of the prophecy, the meaning

of its fuller and more characteristic figurations having been fixed, there hence arise

data, very generally, for fixing the meaning of other less definite figurations connected

with the former.
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further that the evidence hence arising of fulfihuent {spe-

cific historic fulfilment) of prediction after prediction

was altogether beyond what I had even hoped ; indeed

such as often to astonish me. The figurations of the

Seals, when thus elucidated in each and every detail of

their symbols,—elucidated very much on the indisput-

able evidence of illustrative medals of the time, never

before referred to,—were found to unfold, brief as they

are, a prophetic sketch of the successive fortunes and

phases of the Roman Empire and Christian Church

within it, during the three next centuries after St. John,

most singularly accordant with the philosophic history

of the same subjects drawn out at large in the two first

volumes of Gibbon. Further, (passing over the briefer

and less distinctive symbolizations of the first fojiir

Trumpets, the determinate sense of which had to be

argued in considerable measure from the contexts pre-

ceding and following,) a similarly singular distinctive-

ness of the symbols, when each and every one thus

particularly and in detail noted and elucidated, was

found to fix the meaning of the 5th and 6th Trumpet-

visions, with proportionally increased strength of evi-

dence, agreeably with the usual previous Protestant

interpretation, to the Saracenic and Turkish invasions

of Christendom : and both that of the symbols in the

vision next following of the rainbow-crowned Angel in

Apoc. X., (especially through the new and extraordinary

evidence illustrating it of allusive contrast,^) and that

of those of the sackcloth-robed witnesses' death and re-

^ A kind of evidence tliis first applied by myself, I believe, in elucidation of the

Apocalypse ; but which has often been applied by historians, and with great advantage,

in elucidation of past history. Its nature and value is sufficiently illustrated by me in

the body of my work, before using it.
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surrcctlon in Apoc. xi., to fix their correspondence as

specifically with the a3ra and gi-and introductory events

of the great Reformation. Yet again, as I proceed to

observe, by the diadem on the Dragon's heads, as if

then the ensign of Roman sovereignty, (a point altoge-

ther minoticed before,) confirmation was added to the

usual interpretation explaining the figuration of the

antagonistic Woman and Dragon in Apoc. xii. of the

last conflicts of Roman Heathendom with the Christian

Church at the opening of the 4th century ;
for just at

that time the Asiatic diadem was first worn as the im-

perial distinctive by Roman Emperors:—and, as I am
now at length able to add in my fifth Edition, through the

similarly singular and irrefragable evidence of their own

diademed coins in the 6th and 7th centuries, as exhi-

bited in Plate XXVII. ofmy third Volume, confirmation

of the truth of the application of the ten-diademed

horns of the Beast from the sea, in Apoc. xiii., to the ten

Romano-Gothic kings and kingdoms just then estab-

lished in Western Christendom, in spiritual subjection

to the Roman Popes, or Apocalyptic Antichrist, as their

common head. Scarce less specific appeared to be

other prophetic characteristics of the Beast itself, or its

last ruling head, when thus with more particularity

than ever sought out in the Prophecy ; scarce less spe-

cific their fulfilment historically in the rise, history, and

character of the Roman Popedom.

Such is my summary, as given in the passage referred

to, of the views a priori entertained by me when about

to enter on the investigation of the Apocalyptic predic-

tions considered as Divinely inspired prophecies ; such

too, in my own judgment at least, as also there stated.
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the satisfactory, indeed almost more than satisfactory,

results. Theoretically it cannot but be acknowledged

that there is an answer in all this to Mr. Greg's crite-

rion of a true prophecy of the future. The testing of

course remains as to the accuracy of the summary so

given, and reality of the asserted specific coincidences

between prophecy and history. But I have no fear of

the most searching investigation on this point; pro-

vided only that it be conducted in a spirit of fairness,

candour, and supreme regard to truth.

I feel forced to make this proviso in the recollection

of the many criticisms written on my Book in a spirit

very different. Most sincerely may I say with Pascal,

that, in my own researches on the subject, the one para-

mount desire in my mind, ever followed out, has been
'' the discovery of the truth ;" not without earnest and

continual prayer to the Father of lights, in the words

of our great poet :
—

" what in me is dark

Illumine : what is low raise and support

:

That, to the height of this great argument,

I may assert eternal Providence
;

And justify thy word, and ways, to man."

And I confess to having expected originally that this

spirit would have been generally recognized ; and, in

a measure, responded to by my critics and reviewers.

But the event proved in not a few cases to be too much
the contrary. Instead of a candid and careful inquiry,

1st, whether I was justified in my a priori y'iqw^ as to the

intent of the prophetic symbols,—2ndly, whether the

facts of history, adduced as in accord therewith, were

correctly as I stated them, and the asserted coinci-

dences consequently established between the prophecy
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and the history,—instead of this, I say, and of an ad-

mission being fairly made of what could not fairly be

disputed in my solution of any particular prediction,

conjointly with the counter-statement of what might

appear incorrect, or more open to objection,— I found

that other feelings too often dictated the criticism.

Not to speak of authors who had previously written on

the same subject, with views different from my own,

and who could scarce be expected to regard a new

interpretation without prejudice, I had to learn that

prejudice was paramount in other quarters also. In

certain Reviews, advocating Church principles varying

from mine, I saw burlesque sometimes substituted for

fair criticism ; or else a few incorrectnesses, real or im-

agined, held up as a sufficient sample of the whole

Commentary, without notice of the mass of more im-

portant matter which the Reviewer might feel it diffi-

cult to deal with
;
and even actual falsifications made

here and there of my Exposition, in order the better

to justify his adverse judgment. In other cases, while

dogmatically condemning it, the writers seemed to be

altogether unacquainted with the evidence on which

that exposition was based, or at least thought proper to

ignore it. It was deemed enough to denounce Protest-

ant prophetic views like my own, though held by

Hooker, Butler, and all the chief fathers of our own

Cluu'ch,^ as wild, and what had now become antiquated

and eflPete.^ And others, again, contented themselves (a

veiy favourite mode this of proceeding) with an enu-

' See the extracts given by me in the Paper No. IV. of the Appendix to my 4th

Volume.
2 "The M;»7rf notion that the chief Bishop of Western Christendom was Antichrist."

So one Reviewer, a clergyman of the Church of England.
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meration of the many varying and contradictory opin-

ions propounded by various Expositors, as a sufficient

reason of itself for rejecting alike one and all.^ (Would

our critics in similar manner, on the ground of the

many different physical theories of the Universe, ad-

vanced in different ages, reject all alike;—the New-

tonian, as well as those of Epicurus, Ptolemy, or Des

Cartes ?)—It is the evidence of coincidences between pro-

phecy and history, (as Mr. Greg justly states the case,)

of real, peculiar, irrefragable coincidences, especially if

proved to exist in a continuous chain, (even though

here and there a link of the chain may seem wanting

or doubtful,)^ which, on the solid ground of common
sense, must ever constitute the true test and proof, 1st,

of the supernatural inspiration, 2ndly, of the right in-

terpretation, of the Apocalypse.

But I do not wish here further to particularize, or

to recall past controversies. Rather I would wish to

express my sense of the advantage derived from some

of the earlier criticisms of my Book, alike in the cor-

rection of sometimes not unimportant incorrectnesses,

and in the indication where my argument needled

clearer or fuller elucidation : for certainly, on all main

1 So not long since Professor Jowett, in his Commentary on 2 Thessalonians ; fol-

lowing here in the wake of multitudinous other anti-Protestant critics.

- Said Mr. K. Arnold :
" A proof of failui-e on one point is a proof of absolute

failure." What, let me ask, would ray readers think if any one, with a dissected map
before him, were, on account of failure in one of the joinings, ft-om breakage or other

accident, to argue that the failure was decisive, as negativing the idea of design in

the fittings generally ?

How much more wisely Bp. Butler :

—" Objectors may say that the conformity be-

tween the prophecies and the event is by accident ; but there are many instances in

which such conformity cannot be denied." His whole statement on the subject, and
especially those, says an Edinburgh Eeviewer, Mr. Eogers, " on the impression to be

derived from the multitude of apparent coincidences in a long series of prophecies,

some vast, some minute, and the improbability Of their all being accidental, are wor-

thy of his comprehensive genius. It is on the eifect of the whole, and not ou single

coincidences, that the argument depends."
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points, not only was my theory loft unbroken by these

criticisms, but, by the controversies to which they gave

rise, and the corrections and improvements which they

suggested, made stronger than before. Such, for ex-

ample, was the result of my long controversies with

the late Rev. Kirchever Arnold, of which a fuller

notice will be found in the Preface to my 4th Edition :^

such the result of that with Dr. Keith, on his laboured

and virulent assault upon my Historic Exposition of the

Seals, and of the death and resurrection of the Wit-

nesses. An assault this, let me observe, answered by
me yet more fully and elaborately in my '' Vindicia3

Ilorarige :
" ^ of which a Refutation was forthwith ad-

vertised by Dr. K. ; which however, in the course of

the 12 or 13 years subsequently elapsed, has never yet

appeared.—The failm'e of these former attacks on my
Book may perhaps be deemed by admirers of the pre-

sent Anglo-German literary school indecisive of the

grand question on which I have been hitherto speak-

ing ; and that the result may be very different when

the assault is made with the keener weapons of " mo-

dern criticism." Most heartily do I rejoice, were it

only for the satisfaction of such persons, that Dean

Alford, by his pronounced judgment against sundry

' Ilencc a more full and exact inquiry than over previously made, I believe, into

the tenets and history of the Paulikians ; and vindication of them as true witnesses

for Christ, not only against their Romish impugncrs, and others who have followed

these Romanist-s in England ; hut also against Dr. Giesclcr, and his hostile Marcion-

itic anti-Paulikian theory. All which is now incorporated in the hody of my work.

And let me here add, though not so immediately connected with my Arnoldian

controversies, that there will be found in my Rook, if I mistake not, a more accurate

inquiry than by previous writers into the Waldensian history ; especially on certain

important and much controverted points, on which both Romish and Protestant

writers in the controversy seem alike to have been in error.

2 Including a very careful and accurate investigation of the history of the broken

remnants of anti-Papal protesting Churches at the crisis just before the Reformation.
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of my more important solutions in the last Volume of

his Commentary on the New Testament, has furnished

occasion for my calling him into the arena to test, with

whatever advantage this modern criticism may afford,

the accuracy of the coincidences asserted by me, and so

ofthe truth or untruth ofmy Exposition. I'or hereby not

only will the issue be more decisively settled ; but the

necessary, the absolutely necessary, steps towards such a

decision, will be set forth before my readers more clearly

than may have occurred to them before. And, after

Dean Alford, have I not a right on somewhat similar

grounds to call on Dr. Arthur Stanley for a justification

of his almost contemptuous allusion to my Book, and

rejection of its claims on men's belief from any pecu-

liar evidence of truth ?
^

While such have been the adverse criticisms on the

Horse during the 18 or 20 years that it has been before

the public, it is due to the cause I advocate to add that,

on the other side, many, very many, have been the

strong opinions expressed in its favour, more especially

with reference to the point which I am now urging, I

1 In thus mentioning Br. Stanley I have in mind the allusion made hy him to my
Hor?e Apocalypticse, as well as to Dean Alford's Apocalyptic Exposition, as if each

alike fanciful and untrustworthy,—the proofless, and the one almost super-abounding in

proof,—in his article in the Edinburgh Review in defence of the Essays and Reviews.

Let me be here too permitted to ask Professor JoxvetVs candid consideration of the

evidence drawn out by me from this prophecy in support of the usual Protestant view

respecting the predicted Antichrist.

" It is criticism," says he, " that is leading Protestants to doubt whether the doc-

trine that the Pope is Antichrist is really discoverable in Scripture." So in the

" Essays and Reviews," p. 411. It is evidently modern criticism of which the Pro-

fessor is here speaking ; for Sci-ipture criticism at the aira of the Reformation, and
for above a century and half after it, led the most inquiring minds to the belief that

the Roman Pope was Antichrist. And I suspect that Mr. J., in regard of this as well

as of many other questions, will find on leaning upon what he thus glorifies as modern
criticism, that, like the Egyptian reed in the hand of the old Egyptian hierophants,

it will pierce the hand that rests upon it.

Of course in any future controversy that may arise it is this bth Edition, as that in

which my views and evidence are set forth most fully and exactly, that must be re-

ferred to by the controversialist.
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mean the sufficiency of its evidence of truth, by men

whose judgment could not but be regarded as of

weight. From the Preface to my 4th Edition let me

be permitted to repeat the names of Dr. Chalmers/

and the late Vice-Chancellor of England Sir Lancelot

Shadwell. ^ To which I have peculiar satisfaction in

adding the opinion subsequently expressed by the late

eminent and able Sir James Stephen ; who, after most

kindly reading through the greater part of that 4th Edi-

tion of the Horse, with the express object, agreeably

with a request I had made to him, of judging as to the

sufficiency of its evidence, wrote me that in his judg-

ment, if the proof of design arising out of the coin-

cidences there traced out between the prophecy and

history were deemed insufficient, all idea of proof from

circumstantial evidence must be set aside.—Nor let me

here omit to notice the corroboration of the truth of my
Exposition from the more or less partial admissions in its

^ So in a long letter written to me in 1847, very shortly before his death, on occa-

sion of my friendly controversy with Dr. Candlish.

* In a letter to me dated Jan. 1, 1849, after some strong expressions of the interest

he had felt in the perusal of the Hora;, he thus proceeded. " Every word of it, down

to p. 524 of the 4th Volume (3rd Ed.), I have read with deliberate attention; many

parts twice, some thrice. And I beg leave to express my entire approbation of the

principle of construction upon which you have proceeded : viz. that of giving one uni-

form continuous meaning to the whole of the Apocalypse, while making each word

bear its own appropriate sense ; and thereby producing one consistent symbolic pic-

ture, consisting it is true of many parts, but all held in agreemeut together. You

have in effect adopted the only rule that can safely be applied either in courts of law,

or elsewhere, to the interpretation of written instruments : a rule which I am myself

in the constant habit of adopting, and have learnt by experience to be most satisfac-

tory." He then notices his satisfaction at the manner in which out of "so prodigious

a mass of materials, collected, sifted, and arranged for the purpose," there had been

shown the fulfilment of this symbolic prophecy, " alike in vast general circumstances

and in minute particulars :" states that " my view of the Seals and of the Trumpct.i

carried conviction to his mind ;" and especially expresses his delight in my exposition

of *' tlic 3 J days' death of tJic Witnesses and their revival," that of " the seven chiliada"

included.

I feel it the rather a duty to cite thus much from the Vice-Chancellor's letter, be-

cause it was his own expressed wish that I should make any use of it that might seem

to me desirable.

VOL. I. b
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favour by one or another advocate of each of the three

chief counter-Apocalyptic theories within the last few

years. 1st, Dr. S. Davidson/ sometime Theological

Professor on Anglo-Germanic principles in the Inde-

pendent College at Manchester, and who, both in

Kitto's Cyclopedia, in the Eclectic Review, and else-

where, had dogmatically pronounced against my view

of the prophecy as fundamentally wrong, because

of its being on the historic system, and non-accordant

with the hypothesis generally received in Germany of

a Neronic date, and wholly jprceterist interpretation,

has himself since then formally abandoned the Neronic

date and praeterist explication; confessing his final

adhesion, both in respect of date and interpretation, to

Hengstenberg's curious Commentary, described in the

Appendix to the 4th Volume of my Book.^ 2ndly,

Mr. W. Kelly, the most recent Expositor, I believe, on

the futurist side, himself an intelligent man, and the

representative, it would seem, of the present Apoca-

lyptic views of a considerable section of the Brethren

(formerly called Plymouth Brethren), has in his Com-

mentary distinctly renounced many of the chief dogmas

of the original Futurist school ; and declared his admis-

sion both of the year-day principle, and of the truth of

a large part of my own historical Exposition of the

Apocalypse, as a partial though (he considers) imper-

fect view of the prophecy.^ 3rdly, Mr. Birks, the

ablest and most eminent advocate of an historic expo-

sition founded on a different view of the structure of

the Apocalyptic Prophecy from my own, and which

involves a quite different interpretation of the Seals,

^ See pp, 566, 567 of my 4th Volume ; also my notice of Dr. D. in the Appendix

to my Warburton Lectures. 2 gge my Vol. iv. p. 684, et seq,

3 See the Review of Mr. W. K.'s Commentary in my 4th Volume, pp. 639 et seq.
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has renounced that counter-view ; and, both as regards

structure, and other points too of minor but not unim-

portant difference between us, has acknowledged, in

fine, his substantial agreement with me.^

The fundamental point of sufficiency of evidence

having been once established, the Prophecy proved in

the strictest sense of the word to be a real prophecy,

dictated supernaturally by none other than the omni-

scient Spirit of God, and the truth of my own Apoca-

lyptic Interpretation on main points also established,

need I suggest its surpassing importance in other

points of view, besides that of proving the possibility,

and indeed fact, of Divine supernatural inspiration ?

1st, and as regards the past and present, we must

in such case have herein nothing less than God's oivn

philosophy of the history of Christendom. For, as there is

always a moral element in the Old Testament Prophecies^

(a characteristic of them that has been well urged as

never to be overlooked,) so too, quite as markedly, in this.

In part by the direct expression of the Divine judgment

respecting what might be prefigured at the time as

passing in the Church or in the world,—whether by a

voice from the Holy Place, or out of Heaven, re-

corded as audibly heard by the Evangelist, or perhaps

by the Evangelist's own statements inaudibly dictated

to him by the Divine Spirit,—whether, I say, in this

way, or through intimations implied in what might

' See p. 549 in the Appendix to my Vol. i. ; also the Note p. 192 of Vol. iii.

I may here mention further the encouraging fact of the many Abridgments made

of my book, as additional testimonies to the soundness and sufficiency of its evidence of

truth. Of these there are three or four in English that I am acquainted with, besides

Dr. Cumming's, and that of the American Dr. A. Banies ; (for such Dr. A. B.'s Apo-

calyptic Commentary mainly is, notwithstanding the total want of due acknowledg-

ment on the part of the plagiarist;) also one Abridgment in French, and a partial one

in Italian.

b 2
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visibly pass at the time on that standing symbol

throughout these visions of the professing Church, the

Apocalyptic Tabernacle, God's judgment was here ever

clearly shown, indeed inseparably intermixed with the

whole of the sacred prefigurations. Many are our

Church histories, some of ancient, more of modern

authorship
; the histories, e. g., by Eusebius and Theo-

doret of old, and those more modern of Fleury and

Dupin, of Mosheim, Gieseler, and Neander, Milner and

Waddington ; not to add particular Church histories,

such as those of the Anglican Church by Hook, and of

the Greek and Latin Churches by Stanley and Milman

:

and, in each, the judgment of the Historian on what

he describes is necessarily more or less delineated in

his historic page. But all this is at best but the judg-

ment of fallible men. How superior, how inestimably

precious, whether in the way of correction or of con-

firmation, the Divine judgment, as here indicated, on

most of the important questions so discussed !—For ex-

ample how different, and, let me add, how much grand-

er as well as truer, the view here given of God's '' edu-

cation of the world," from what erring man has of late

essayed to palm upon us :—in the one its lessons, and

the world's consequent advance towards "perfection,"

(though still, alas, too evidently for the most part lying

in wickedness,) being set forth as evidenced in the pro-

gress of human art, literature, and science of govern-

ment, derived from the teachings of Egyptian, Greek,

and Roman Heathendom, quite as much as in the high-

er standard of morals, and knowledge of the divine

unity, derived from Jewish and Christian teaching ;

—

in the other (the Apocalyptic prophecy) the two chief

lessons of the world's history, as there prefigured, being,
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1st, that of the essential and constant working of sin for

evil ; under every variety of age, nation, civilization,

circumstance ; 2ndly, that of the effectual working for

man's recovery from evil, under every variety of age,

nation, civilization, circumstance, of God's own gospel-

grace

:

—lessons these of the divine education of our

world intended not for time only, but for eternity; and

not for men only, but for angels : that so ''in the ages

to come might be made known to them too, through

the Church, the riches of God's grace in Christ Jesus."

Fm'ther, 2ndly, there is to be considered the light

shed by the demonstrated past in the Prophecy on

its most deeply interesting, but mysteriously shadowed

forth, predictions of the yet covam^ future.

For, first, how can we hope satisfactorily to ascertain

our present place in the world's calendar, except by

marking the several onward stages of its progress, as

defined and established by a demonstrated parallelism

in their evolution of the successive pages of prophecy

and history ? Not certainly by the signs of the ii?ncs,

considered simply and alone, on which one prophetic

school (that of the Futurists) is wont altogetlier to base

its conclusions as to the nearness of the coming con-

summation ; nor again on the ground, considered sim-

ply and alone, of the measure of the evolution of the great

prophetic period of the 1260 gears, on which certain other

prophetic students appear to me to have too exclusively

insisted in their calculations : but on the strength of

all the three kinds of evidence considered conjointly,

and when shown all to converge to the same result.^

' The point is one the importance of which has much impressed itself on my mind;

and I have thought it well accordingly to press and to illustrate it in my present Edi-

tion, even yet more fully than in those hefore. So especially in the concluding Paper

of the Appendix to Vol. iv., now first included in the HoraB Apoc.
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HoWj again, with reference to the as yet undeveloped

future, can we hope to explain the prophetic figurative

language concerning it in any way so satisfactory as

by comparing those figures with the previous Apoca-

lyptic figurations, the meaning of which has already

been unfolded to us in the history of the past ? Thus

the great Lord Bacon advises the use of the part ful-

filled of sacred prophecy in explication of the part un-

fulfilled ; for he was not one, like so many ofhis modern

professed disciples, to despise the prophesyings of Holy

Scripture. '' The method of this study," says he,

'' ought to be such that the truth of the events predicted,

concerning every age of the world, may be conjoined

with each respective prophecy of the Scripture ; to the

end that it may tend as well to the confirmation of the

faith, as to the establishment of a certain rule and sJcil-

fulness in the interpretation of the 2>rophecies which i^emain

yet to he fulfilledP ^

Let me here take the opportunity of mentioning that

there is in the present Edition the correction of an inad-

vertence in my former Editions of no inconsiderable

importance, concerning the relation of the 75 years, set

forth in Dan. xii. as " the time of the end," to the great

prophetic period of the 1260 years. Of that period I

have from the first, on the strength of the precedent of

the 70 years of the Babylonish Captivity, insisted on

two epochs of commencement, in association with two

correspondent epochs of termination : the incipient and

imperfect beginning, as about the year a. d. 530, with

1 " Seciinda pars (historiee ecclesiasticsR) qune est historia ad Frophetias, ex duobus

relativis constat, Frophetia ipsA, et ejus adimpletmie. Quapropter tale esse debet

hujus operis institutiim, ut cum singulis ex scripturis propbetiis eventuum Veritas con-

jungatur; idque per omnesmundi a^tates : turn ad confirmationem Fidei; turn ad insti-

tuendara disciplinam quandam, ct peritiam, in interpretatione Prophetianim, quK
adliuc rcstant complendoe." Dc Augra. Scientiaruni, Lib. ii. cap. xi.
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an ending in the epoch of the gi-eat French Revolution

in A. D. 1790 ; the other, or complete and more perfect

epoch of commencement, dated about a. d. 606, being

connected with a complete and more perfect ending

about the year a. d. 1866. To which view of the 1260

years I still fully adhere. But, in regard of Daniel's

supplemental 75 years of '' the time of the end," quite

inconsistently with this double theory of the great 1260

year epochs, I inadvertently connected it only with my
primary and imperfect ending epoch in a. d, 1790

;

without suggesting the other possible, and indeed

equally probable alternative, of its being a supplemental

period to be connected with, and measured from, the

second and complete ending of the 1260 years, about

a. d. 1866. It is now some years since this inadvert-

ence in former Editions of the Horse was publicly, as

it has been often privately, noticed by me. It will be

found rectified now in my Commentary ;
^ and also, as

the Reader will see, in my Apocalyptic Chart.'^

Yet one word in conclusion, on the great millennial

question. As was my duty, I have very carefully con-

sidered the arguments in the Bampton Lectures of the

present highly esteemed Bishop of Carlisle, Dr. Walde-
> See pp. 237—239, and 706—708 in my Vol. iv.

Besides this (which is indeed an addition rather than change) there is no change of

interpretation that I remember in my present Edition : save only in regard of the

fallen star of Apoc. ix. 1 ; to which, on reconsideration, I have concluded on giving

what in my former Editions I spoke of as in my opinion the only admissible alterna-

tive explanation of the symbol, instead of the one previously preferred.

2 Let me here take the opportunity of observing on the peculiar importance and

value of a Tabular Chart, or Schedule, of the interpretation in every Apocalyptic

Commentar)-. For there is such a connexion of one part of this Prophecy with other

parts, and order so singularly marked in its structure, that the simple tabular arrange-

ment will of itself be to a certain extent a testing of the interpretation offered, and

detector (if such there be) of its structural inconsistencies and flaws. Indeed without

this no man, in my judgment, is in a position to publish his scheme of interpretation.

There seems to me a want of proper respect in an Author to his readers, when, on a

subject so immensely important, he shrinks from the trouble of thus prenously testing

the truth of what he offers thorn.
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grave, as also those of Professor Fairbairn, and other

recent writers on the subject, against the hypothesis of

Christ's pre-millennial Advent advocated by me in

my former Editions. And I am bound to say that the

result of the examination has been to confirm me in the

truth of that hypothesis. I trust that the brief review

of those publications, given in the Appendix to the 4th

Volume of the present Edition, will show that my con-

clusion in regard to the arguments of these authors has

not been formed without due consideration and reason.

And let me add that, while feeling strengthened in my
belief in the pre-millennial view by the very arguments

most recently urged against it, it approves itself more

and more to my mind by what seems to me to be its

intrinsic grandeur. From the very nature of Jehovah

the manifestation ofthe glory of His own attributes must

necessarily be the great end, and object, of all his dis-

pensations. '' My glory will I not give to another." ^

Nor can I conceive any issue of the destinies of this our

world whereby the glory of his attributes as the Re-

deemer will be so exalted, as by that of our earth's final

regeneration and jubilee following on the gathering

round Him, and visible manifestation before the world,

of all that have faithfully served and followed the Lamb
during the past and still present sera of spiritual trial

and temptation ;—a multitude that no man can number,

out of every people and nation and tongue and age ;

—

arrayed in the likeness and glory, as well as admitted to

the presence and the joy, of Himself, their Saviour God.

1 Is. xlii. 8. I have enlarged very fully on this most interesting passage, and

especially the governing principle which it announces in the Divine proceedings, in

the first Triad of my Warburton Lectures.
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PRELIMINARY ESSAYS

ON THE GENUINENESS AND THE DATE

OF THE APOCALYPSE OF ST. JOHN.

When a Book of any interest or importance is set before

us, there are two questions on which we may reasonably

wish and ex])ect information, preUminarily to its perusal

;

—the 1st, Who is the write?- ? the 2n(l, When written ?

More especially this is the feeling, if the Work be one that

claims to be of divine inspiration ; so as in the case of the

Apocalypse. I purpose therefore, in the present pre-

liminary Essays, to answer these two questions concerning

it. The first is one that has obviously a most im])ortant

bearing on the Book's inspiration, and consequently on its

claim to any true prophetic character ; the second, as will

herejjfter appear, on its right interpretation.

Essay I.

—

The writer of the Apocalypse.

Now on this point a ready answer seems at onc3 to meet

the eye in the very text of the prophetic J^ook itself. For

the writer more than once enunciates his own name in it,

" John."^ And the authority which the several contexts

imply to have attached to this John,—in one place from

' So i. 4 ;
" John to the seven eliurrhes " And / Jahn saw tlie holy city, the new

which are in Asia, &c. :
"

i. 9 ;
" I John, Jeru-<alem," &c. : xxii. 8 ;

" .And / John
who also am your brother and com- saw thc^c things, and heard them."
panion in tribulation," &c. : xxi. 2

;

VOL. I. 1
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the asserted fact of his being Christ's cliosen medium for

receiving the revelation, and communicating it to the angels.

or presiding bishops of the seven Asiatic Churches,—in

another from that of his j)ronouncing a blessing on those

several presiding bishops,^—in another from the prophets

being spoken pointedly of as his brethren,^—is such as

could scarcely belong to any one named John of less than

apostolic dignity : insomuch that the very genuineness of

the Book seems almost involved in the fact of its writer

being John the apostle. Nor will the corroborative evi-

dence that the Apocalypse itself offers fail to strike the in-

quirer, (an evidence acknowledged even by the superficial

and the prejudiced,) in the holiness and super-human sub-

limity of the composition,^—Should direct testimony fur-

ther be sought for, as de-^irable, the well-known corroborative

testimony of Irenceus will be found ready at hand to the

inquirer,—a testimony express and various times repeated,

as will presently appear,—to the effect that the author of the

Apocalypse was indeed that beloved disciple, the Apostle

and Evangelist St. John.* And considering Irenseus' own
very early era, relation to St. John, and character,—that

he was an Asiatic Greek, born nearly about the time

of St. John's death,^—that he was a disciple of Polycarp,

which latter was a disciple of St. John,^—and that he was

' Apoc. i. 4 ;
" Grace be unto you and more magnificent than the original."

and peace," &c. Now "without all I quote from Marsh's Translation of Mi-
contradiction the less is blessed of the chaelis (Cambridge, 1801), Vol. iv. pp.
better." 533,534.—The instant and exceeding in-

- Apoc. xxii. 9. feriority of the Christian Fathers that
3 In the word prejurJiced I allude to followed on the apostolic age, considered

Michaells more especially. His judg- in a literary point of view, will be pre-

ment is given, as will be presently seen, sently noted and illustrated, as greatly

against the genuineness of the Apocalypse, enhancing the force of this argument.
Yet in the 10th Section of ch. xxxiii. of * The testimony of Irenseus will be
his " Introduction to the New Testa- given afterwards. See p. 22.

ment," the subject of which Section is ^ In Grabe's Prolegora. ad Irenneum,

the siijle of the Apocalypse, he thus ex- the birth of this Father is placed about
presses himself: " The language of the the year A. D. 108. Dodwell has placed

Apocalypse is both beautiful and sublime, it eleven years earlier; or at almost the
affecting and animating ; and this not precise date of the Apocalypse. See
only in the original, but in every even Lardner, Vol. ii. p. 166. (Ed. 1838.)
the worst translation of it. . . The Apo- « Let me illustrate this by the follow-

calypse has something in it which en- ing well-known beautiful extract from a
chants, and insensibly inspires the reader letter of Iremeus himself, preserved by
•with the sublime spirit of the author. .

.

Eusebius, and given in his E. II. v. 20.

A great part of the imagery is borrowed " I saw you [Florinus], when I was
from the ancient prophets : but the imi- very young, in the lower Asia with Poly-
tation is for the most part more beautiful carp.—For 1 better remember the affairs
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moreover one of the most learned, as well as most devoted

of the Christian bishops of that age,—his testimony will

justly have been considered not only as of high authority,

but as almost in itself conclusive on the point in question : in-

deed as altogether sufficient and conclusive, exce))t in cai:e

of the existence of some strong countervailing evidence.

The fact is, however, that countervailing evidence of

this nature has been asserted to exist. The genuineness

of the Apocalyi):<e has been questioned by ancient writers

of eminence in the Christian Church, as early at least as

the third century : more especially I may name Dion/jshis

of Alc.cauflria. And it has been questioned too by mo-
dern biblical critics of liigh reputation for learning and
candour ; among whom Michaclis stands pre-eminent.

This renders it necessary that the point in question should

be more carefully looked into ; and the evidence, as well

(ujaimt as for, examined in detail. At least it must be

done by him who would wish thoroitgldtj to satisfy himself

on the grounds of our belief in the genuineness and divine

inspiration of the Apocalypse of St. John.—I purpose

therefore drawing out the evidence somewhat fully ; and
shall first, and with a view to the fairer conducting of the

inquiry, set before the reader the strength and substance

of the objections of these two writers, the most eminent

perhaps respectively of ancient and modern objectors.

With regard then to Dion>/sins, who was Bishop of Alex-

andria about the middle of' the third century,^ and the ear-

Hest impugner (at least earliest of any note)^ of the apo-

stolic authorshi}) of the Apocalypse, this is most observable,

of that time than those which have lately I'olycarp related, a<;;ieeably to tlie Scrip-

happened ; the thin;i;s which we learn in turcs. These thiiij^^s I then, through the

our ehildhood growing up with the soul, mercv of God toward me, diligently

and uniting themselves to it. Insomuch heard and attended to ; recording them,

that I can tell the place in wliich tlie not on paper, but upon my heart. And
blessed Polycarp sate and taught ; and through the grace of God I continually

his going out and coming in ; and the renew the remembrance of thimi."

—

manner of his life, and the form of his I copy Lardner's translation; Vol. ii.

piTson ; and the discourses he made to p. 96.

the people ; and how he related his con- ' He died A.D. 264 or 265, according

versation with John, and others who had to Lardner. See his Vol. ii. p. 613.

seen the Lord ; and how lie related tlieir - Dionysius speaks of certain before

sayings, and what he had heard from him that had impugned it, but without

them coneoming the Lord, both con- naming them. 'Xivii^ \nv ovv rwv Trpo

cerning his miracles and his doctrine, as y'liiwv ifiiri^aav . . . to j'iiSXioi', &c. Ih.

he had received them from tlie eye- p. 693. I shall presently speak of these

witnesses of the Word of Life. All which persons.

1*
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that he did not impugn its ascription to the Apostle John
on historical grounds. He did not allege the testimony

of any more ancient writer against it. He did not thus

argue (I borrow the language of Michaelis^) : "It is not

preserved in the archives of the seven Asiatic Churches

:

the oldest persons in those cities have no knowledge of its

having been sent thither: no one ever saw it during the

life of St. John : it was introduced in such and such a year,

and contradicted as soon as it appeared." It was simply

on critical grounds, and internal evidence, that he rested

his objection ; reasoning from certain marked differences

of style and diction between the Apostle John's Gospel

and Epistles on the one hand, and the Apocalypse of John
on the other.—Now the circumstance of an objector so

learned as Dionysius having thus failed to appeal to histo-

rical evidence, and of certain previous but evidently rash

and intemperate objectors, to whom he alludes, having

equally failed to do so,^ (nor, let me add, is the case different

with any other patristic questioners of the apostolic author-

ship of the Apocalypse in the two next centuries,'^) consti-

tutes, as Michaelis allows, a considerable,^—I should say an

exceedingly strong argument, in favour of the high origin

in question. For had such counter-evidence existed at the

time, I cannot but believe that he would have alleged it.

1 Chap, xxxiii. § 2. I cite, as before, rational : 2ndly, that the title of the Book
from Marsh's Translation, Vol. iv. p. 484. involved a falsehood ; it being called Tlie

- His statement (Euseb. H. E. vii. Apocalypse or SeveMion, though most oh-

25) is, that they set aside the Apocalypse scure. And they ascribed it to Cerinthus,

as the work of the heretic Cerinthus. simply because "that sectary advocated the

TiviQ fiiv ovv Twv Trpo 7//(wi' TiOiTrjTav doctrine of Christ's millennary reign on
Kai avsfJKivaaav Travry to [itfiXiov Ka9' earth.—Yet, as Lardner justly observes,

tKa^ov Kt(f)aXaiov dievOvvovTtg, ayruirov (Vol. ii. p. 700,) the Apocalypse directly

Tf Kcn auvWoyi'^ov a-Koipan'ovrtQ' >f/cv- contradicts Cerinthus' opinions on the

^inQai Ts Ti]i' STTiYparpr]!', Iwavvov yap most essential points. E. g. Cerinthus (as

ovK (Lvai Xiyoiiffiv' aW ovd' airoKaXvii^iv Iren;cus tells us) denied that God made
tivaiyTr]i> a(podp(i)Kanraxii-KtKa\vfiixivr}v the u'orld : the Apocalypse teaches the

Tij) Tr]Q ayvoiag TrapairiTafffiarC Kai ovx direct contrary, chap. iv. 11, x. 6, &c.

ontog Tcov ciTTO'^oXwv Tiva, aW ovS' 6\ti)Q Again, Cerinthus taught that C/irist did

Tiov ayiMv, ?/ Tuiv otto tt]q iKKXjjmnQ, not suffer, but only the man Jesus :

TovTov ytyovevai Troij/rij)' tov ypajxiia- whereas the Apocalypse calls Jesus by
TOQ, Kijpiv9ov ot, . . . aKioTTi'^ov tin- the name Christ, speaks of him as the

tj>i]fii(Tai OeXrjnai'ra rt^ kavTov nXairfiari first begotten of the dead, and adds that

oi'Ojua- TovTo yap iivai Tr\q SiSacTKaXiag he washed us from oiu' sins in his own
avTov TO Soyi-ia, (TTiyiiov imrrOai Tr}v tov blood.—Dionysius' case was certainly not
XprToi' fiaaiXuav. Thus the sum of their helped by such reasoners.

objections was, 1st, that the Book was, » Especially jE'«se;ijws. See p. 28 infra,

generally speaking, unintelligible and ir- * Ibid. p. 484.
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—As to Dionysius' grand critical argument,^ just before

stated, he who ha§ marked the difference of style in the

case of other sacred writers, when simply writing history,

and when rapt by the Spirit into the enunciation of pro-

phecy, (I might exemplify this in the cases of Moses,

Isaiah, and St. Peter,^) will easily perceive the danger of

deciding a question of identity of authorship simply on

such grounds, and without the corroboration of external

evidence :—not to add that there are observable certain

remarkable points of similarity'^ (as well as of dissimilarity)

' His objections are thus summed up
by Lardner, Vol. ii. p. 719 :

—
1. The Evangelist John has not named

himself, either in his Gospel, or in his

Catholic Epistles : but the ivriter of the

Apocali/p.se names himself more than once.

2. The writer of the Apocalypse,

though calling himself John, has not

shown us that he was the apostle of that

name.
3. The Apocalypse does not mention

the Catholic Epistle, nor that Epistle the

Apocalypse.

4. There is a great agreement in sen-

timent, expression, and manner between
St. John's Gospel and his Epistle ; but the

Apocalypse is quite ditfcrent in all these

respects, and without any similitude.

0. The Greek of the Gospel and Epis-

tle is pure and correct ; that of the

Apocalypse has barbarisms and solecisms.

It is evident that the whole strength of

Dionysius' case consists iu the two laM
objections. As to the others it will

suffice to test and refute them by parallel

cases. Because St. Paul names himself

in other Epistles, not in tliat to the

Hebicws, is he therefore not the author
of the last-named Epistle ? Because St,

James iu his Epistle styles himself simply

" a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus

Christ" (James i. 1), not an apostle, is

he therefore not the apostle James.'

Because St. John does not in his second

and third Epistles name the first, is he

therefore not the writer of the first ?

And the same of St. Paul's silence iu

each one of his Epistles about all the rest

of the Epistles written by him.
^ Compare the diction of Moses' song

(Dent, xxxii.) with the simply written

history which constitutes almost the

whole of Moses' compositions ; Isaiah's

historical chapters, xxxvi and xxxvii,

with the more poetical and impassioned

of his poetic prophecies ; and the second

chapter of Ht. I'ctcr's 2nd Epistle, with

all his first Epistle. In fact the difference

of style and diction in this last case ap-

peared such to Grotius, Salmasius, and
others, that they have argued from it

(though vainly) a different authorship to

the one Epistle and the otlier. See

Macknight's Preface to St. Peter's 2nd
Epistle.

Similarly, to borrow an example from
classical writers, let the reader compare
the difierence of diction and style between
Horace's Odes, and his Epistles and
Satires.

* These have been drawn out by Mr. Twells and others.

from Mr. Twells by Lardner, ii. 710—714.

I subjoin a few, cited

1. In the Apocalypse (xix. 13) Christ

is called, " The JKord of God."

2. In the Apocalypse Christ is called

" The Lamb," (v. 6, 12, vii. 17, xiv. 1,

i&c. i^e.) apviov.

1. In St. John's Gospel (i. 1, 14)

Cliristis styled " The Word," and in his

first Epistle (i. 1) " The Wordof Life;"*
and there only in the Bible.

2. In John's Gospel ('hrist is called
" IVie I^amli <f God," (i, 29, 3(3,) o afivoQ

Tov Hfoi/. ('l"o which I may add the ap-

plication of tlie type of the paschal lamb
to him, John xix. 36; "A bone of it

1 John V. 7, "The Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost," might be added,

but that the genuineness of the passage is suspected, and indeed more tlian doubtful.
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between the wiitings thus brouglit into comparison ; indeed

such as to make Michaehs suggest in explanation the idea

of the Apocalyptic phraseology being in these points a

forged imitation of that of St. John's Gospel.^—In similar

manner the Evangehst's Apocalyptic Ilehraisms may be

accounted for by reference to his very natural adoption of

mnch of the language and style, as well as figures, of the

old Hebrew prophets, when under the prophetic afflatus :

besides that the hypothesis is at least possible, in the ab-

sliall not be broken.") The only other

passages in the New Testament where
Christ is called the Lamb, are Acts viii.

32, 1 Peter i. 19.

3. In St. John's Gospel and Epistle,

Christ is called " He that is true," " Full

of truth," " The truth ; " i. 14, xiv. 6.

1 John V. 20.

4. In John vi. 31, 49, 50, 58, the spi-

ritual food that Christ gives his disciples

to eat is spoken of with reference to the

type of manna,.

5. In John's Gospel (xix. 37) the

same prophecy of Zecliariah is referred to

(and in it alone of all the Gospels)
;

" Again another scripture saith. They
shall look on him vhom they pierced."

Michaelis (p. 535), in quoting the

above, observes justly that Mr. Twells
has not given to this example of par-

rallelism all the force he might : because
in the Apocalypse the quotation from Zc-
chariah is made not according to the text

of the Septuagittt ; * but with a certain

different Greek rendering, the same that

occurs in St. John's Gospel citation.

of the New Testament : also that in

Apoc. xviii. 24 the true reading, ae-

cording to Griesbach, Scholz, &c., is

aV/.(«ra in the plural {tv avry aijiara

TTpoipijTiov eiiptOi]) ; which somewhat re-

markable use of the word, though not

V(;/-y infrequent in the Septuagint, is found,

I believe, no where else in the New Tes-

tament except in St. John's Gospel, i.

13, Oi oi'K f^ a'ifiarwi', &c.
' " These instances will not prove that

the Apocalypse was written by St. John
the apostle : for the author of it may in

some cases have imitated St. John's

manner, in order to make his work pass

the more easily for the composition of

St. John." Ibid.— Strange that Michaelis

could imagine the possibility of such

a forgery ; and this too at such a time as

he supposes, viz. A. D. 120.

3. In the Apocalypse Christ is called

"-ffe that is true," ''He that is faithful
and true." (iii. 7, xix. 11.)

4. In Apoc. ii. 17, Christ says, "To
him that overcomcth will I give to eat of

the hidden manna."

5. In Apoc. i. 7, Zeehariah's prophecy
(xii. 10) is referred to; "Every eye
shall see Him, and they also who pierced
Him."

* Sept. E7r(/3X6)^ovrai irpoc, pe av6'
wv KaTwpxiiTarTo. With which com-
pare,—

John xix. 37; O-^povTai hq ov e^tKiv-

Ti)<Tav' and,

Apoc. i. 7; O-i/trai avroviraQ of9a\-
fiog, Kai o'lTifig avTOV i^iKivTriuav.

As an example of similar construction

and phrase, also urged by Mr. TwcUs, I

may select the expression " to keep the

tvords," or " tvord," rripuv \oyovc;, or

Xoyov, occurring in Apoc. iii. 8, 10, xxii.

7, 9 ; but which occurs no where else in

the New Testament, except in St. John's

Gospel, viii. 51, 52, 55, xiv. 23, 24, xv.

20, xvii. 6, and his Epistle, 1 John ii. 5.

—Michaelis (ibid. §. 10, p. 535) adds

that the similar but antithetical phrases

TToifiv n\iidtiav and jrotav ^'H'dag are

used, the one 1 Ep. John i. 6, the other

Apoc. xxii. 15.—Let me suggest further

the correspondence of exovTwv tiji' pap-
Tvgiav, Apoc. xii. 17, with t^*' '"'/'' l^"9'
rvpiav, 1 .John v. 10 : and of the GKtp'to-

fftt £7r' avToiiQ and OK'qvwnti fitr' avTwv
of Apoc. vii. 15, xxi. 3 with the iOKip'io-

(Ttv tv t'lfuv of John i. 14 ; a figurative

Terb not found in any other books
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sence of direct contradicting testimony, of his domicilia-

tion in Greek Asia having occnrred late in life ; and his

pnblication of the Apocalypse been made first, of the Epis-

tles and Gospel afterwards.^—Nor let me here omit to ob-

serve that Dionysius himself, though incrednlous as to the

Apostle John being the anthor of the Apocalypse, had yet

the conviction,—in part derived from the holy character of

the book itself, in part from its general reception in the

Christian Church,—that it was the writing of a holy man
of that name, indeed of one inspired by God}

It is MichacW judgment, however, that there exists,

over and above the internal evidence alleged by Dionysius,

direct historic evidence also against the fact of the beloved

disciple having been the writer of the Apocalypse ; and
indeed against its divine inspiration. Referring to the two
earliest of the Fathers, Ignatius and Papias,—authors con-

temporary Avith St. John in his old age, and whose writ-

ings nuist be dated very soon after his death,—he alleges,

that the former in his Epistles still extant, though address-

ing in them three out of the seven Apocalyptic Churches,

viz. those of Smyrna, Ephesus, and Philadelphia, does yet

take no notice of anything written to those Churches in

the A])ocalypse ; and that the latter, notwithstanding his

well-known and strong advocacy of the doctrine of a 3Iil-

lennium, does yet, according to Eusebius, ground it only

on unwritten tradition from the Apostles, and (as if he

were either ignorant of it, or disbelieved the book's divine

' Of the Apncahjpse, as most allow, Trnv^ov rrvvaivw' it bcinnf added, 0»; firjv

(see ray next cluiptfr) A.D. 96 ; of the paciujg av nvvdoifir^v tovtov tivai tov
Gospel, as Mill niid others, A.D. 97 ;* of utzo^oXov, tov inov '/A^tcaiov, rov adi\-

the J'pi.stlcs, as liasnaf^e, A.T). 98 ; thoiit^h (poi' IriKai/^oii' ou to tvayyi\iov to Kara
others (not without roiuion, I think.) date iwut>ut]v tTriyiypnfi/xti'ov, Kai i) tTri^oXij

the last earlier.— St. John is probably sup- 7) KnBoXiKr]. A])ud Euseb. II. E. vii. 25.

posed to have remained in Jtidioa, till near Eusi'bius further quotes Dionysius, a
the formation of the sie^re of Jerusalem, little after, as adniittiiif;' tiie writer's pro-

After this may he not have long sojoumed photic character, ii\j)<i>n>nt irpo(pt)Tnav

among the Syrian or Parthian converted oiiv arrfpu)- and he also tells us, ibid. 10,

Jews, before settling in Proconsular that Dionvsius, in a tlien extant letter

Asia ; though that is generally dated of his, referred to the propliecy of the

earlier.^ See Macknight's Pref. to the lieast in Apoc. xiii. as fidfilled in Vate-

Epistlcs of St. John, ^ i, iv. rian's persecution of the Church.
* 'Ayiov fitv yap itvai tivoq rat 9to-

* Granville Penn judges that the appellation predicated of Christ in Apoe. six. 13,
" Ilis name is called the If'onl of Gud," is the original whence the title was adopted
into both John's Gospel and Epistle.
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authority) not on the Apocalypse of St. John.^—Thus, on

the whole, Michaehs inchnes to conclude that this book is

a spurious production ; introduced into the world after St.

John's death, about the year 120, and between the times

of Papias' and Justin Martyr's writings.^

Such is the substance of the chief objections of these

two critics, who may fairly be supposed to represent the

strength of the anti-Johannic arguments of the ancient ob-

jectors and the modern. And I cannot but at once remark,

with reference to them, that it is plain that both Dionysius

(with his followers) in his time, and also Michaelis in his,

conducted their inquiries not without a very considerable

though perhaps unconscious bias k priori against the point

at issue,—I mean the genuineness and apostolical origin

of the Apocalypse.^ Its millennary doctrine could not but

prejudice the Alexandrian Bishop against it ; considering

that he was not only himself a strong anti-millennarian in

sentiment, but that it was in the act of writing against

Millennarians that he pronounced judgment against the

genuineness of the Apocalypse.'* Again, the failure of
expositors., in Michaelis judgment, to show anything like

a clear fulfilment of the Apocalyptic jwophecies,—which
yet, if the book were genuine and therefore inspired, ought,

he was persuaded, to have been long ere this in great part

fultilled,^—operated, it seems evident, quite as powerfully

to prejudice the German critic^—Now the ungrounded-
ness of these presumptions wdll, I hope, be made soon ap-

parent. I trust in the ensuing historical Exposition of the

Apocalypse to prove, on such evidence as may satisfy

1 Chap, xxxiii. \ 2, pp. 462—466, and to which his milleunarian principles
again

^^
3, p. 486. must have made him partial." Must

- Ibid. pp. 466, 484, 487, 528. not then the anti-millennarian views of
* For its apostolicity, as all will allow, Dionysius, by parity of reason, have made

involves its divine inspiration. him prejudiced against it }

* See the account in Eusebius, H. E. ^ "If these prophecies are not yet
vii. 25 ad init. fulfilled, it is wliolly impossible that the

In illustration of what a bias such a Apocalypse should be a divine work

;

man must be expected to have felt, let since the author expressly declares that
me cite a passage from Michaelis (p. it contains 'things which must shortly
466) about the Milleunarian Papias. come to pass.' "

p. 503.
" If Papias really knew and received the « See Michaelis' recurrence to the fact
Apocalypse," argues the German critic, of this universal failure of Expositors,
" he is by no means an important wit- according to his judgment, in Sections
ness iu its favour ; because it is a book 1, 5, 7, of the same Chapter xxxiii.
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even the cautious and severe examiner, that its predictions

have indeed been fulfilled, and that with exactitude very

remarkal)le. Moreover I may perhaps, ere its conclusion,

be enabled to show that much of the objection felt by Dio-

nysius and others, alike in ancient and modern times,

against the millennarij doctrine, has been founded in mis-

conception. For the present it may suffice to repeat that

what has been stated shows the importance, as was before

said, of our looking more accurately and particularly into

the actual historical evidence,—whether against oy for,—
on the point in question : especially into such evidence as

those three half-centuries may furnish that elapsed next

after the publication of the Apocal/jpse : that is, in the in-

terval from near the end of the first century, (such will be

proved to be the Apocalyptic commencing date in the second

of these Preliminary Essays,) to the time of Dionysius,

about the middle of the third.

The which division of the interval into three half-centu-

ries offers, I think, a very convenient chronological classi-

fication of the Christian Fathers and authors, whose testi-

monies to the Apocalypse of John we have to investigate.

Nor will any but the first cause the least difficulty, or

detain us long.

I. As to the primary half-century ranging from A.D.

96 to about A.D. 150, it comprehends the last of those

apostolic men who conversed, or might probably have con-

versed, with the apostles, viz. Ignatius, Polgcarp, Fapias ;

as well as one of very different and inferior authority, whom
it may be well at once to examine and despatch, I mean
llermas.

1. I speak of the work of Hernias in this manner, under

a full conviction of the correctness of Dr. Bin-ton's judg-

ment ^ both to its age and character

:

—its age, as not long

before the middle of the second century ; its character,

as most probably a spurious pu})lication, palmed on the

Christian Church, agreeably with a custom already at that

} History of the Christian Church, chap. x. p. 203. (Ed. 1840.)
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time too prevalent, under the name of Hermas, a compa-

nion of St. Paul.^ Hence, even though the evidence of

the writer's acquaintance with the Apocalypse of St. John

be, as I think it is, conclusive, and indeed of his borrowing

from it just in the same manner that he does from the older

and undoubted canonical scriptures of the New Testament,^

' Dr. Burton says that it cannot in-

deed now be ascertained that such was
the case in the Book of Hermas. But,

he adds, " It is certain that many spu-

rious publications were circulated at this

period, which professed to have been

Avritten by apoi^tles, or companions of the

apostles. So too Mosheimii. 3. 15

The passage in which a certain Her-
mas is mentioned, as one of St. Paul's

friends and companions, occurs in his

Epistle to the Komans, xvi. 14 ;
" Sa-

lute Asyncritus, PUlegon, Hernias," &c.

—The earliest extant quotation of the

Book of the Pseudo-Hermas is by Irenes-

us, Adv. Hiereses, Lib. iv.

2 So Lardner, Vol. ii. Chap. iv. p. 70,

&c. Indeed the evidence seems to me
even stronger than Lardner has repre-

sented it. And as Dean Woodhouse,
under the singular impression that Her-
nias' work was published before the

Apocalypse of St. John, perhaps as early

as A.D. 75, (albeit, as Lardner observes,

p. 59, there is a sentence in the book
itself which speaks of the apostles as

being all then dead,*) has in his Pre-

liminary Essay expressed an opinion that

no such evidence is apparent, it may be

useful if I subjoin a notice of two no-

table points of parallelism to that effect.

1st, there are repeated references to a

certain ivell-known great tribulation, as

at hand, indeed the great tribulation.

So Vis. ii. 2 ;
" Happy ye, as many as

shall endure thegreat trial that is at hand ;"

Lat. pressurani siipcrvcnicntem niagnam :

and again ibid. 3; "Thou wilt say, Be-
hold there is a great trial coming ;

" Lat.

Hcce magna tribulatio venit. Now this

cannot be the great tribulation noted in

Christ's prophecy of the destruction of

Jerusalem, Matt. xxiv. 21 : because that

was to happen to the Jews ; this, which

Hermas speaks of, to Christians. Moreover
that it was to be one great kut' i^oxv^t
appears from Hermas referring to former

persecutions in which Christians had
suffered even unto death. Vis. iii. 2,

&c. And what then this expected great

tribulation, and where predicted .' It

can hardly, I think, be any other than

the one predicted in Eev. vii. 14,
" These are they that are to come
out of the great tribulation ;" £k ttjq

OXixlisiog TriQ iJ.iyaXr)c- This view of it

seems confirmed by what is said in the

vision next following, Vis. iv. 1 ;
" I saw

an emblem of the tribulation now at

hand;" Jiguram tribulationis superven-

turce : the emblem being one of " a
great Beast," huge as a whale, with
" fiery locusts coming out of his mouth."
"This Beast," it is repeated, "is the figure

of the trial that is about to come: " and
again, " Here ye have the figure of the

great tribulation that is about to come."
Vis. iv. 1, 2, 3. Now, in the Apoca-
lypse, in similar manner, after mention
of the great coming tribulation, there

appears a great red dragon seeking to

swallow up the woman, the true Church
;

and again a vast teu-horued wild beast,

the enemy of the saints. And the fiery

locusts coming out of the mouth of Her-
mas' beast may not improbably have been
borrowed from the imagery of the fifth

and sixth Trumpets ;—the locusts from the

abyss in the oue, and the Jire from the

mouths of the horses in the other. (This

parallelism is noted in Cotelerius, though
not by Lardner.)

2ndly, as Lardner observes, there is the

parallelism between Hermas' tower and
tlie Apocalyptic city, the New Jerusalem.

—In either case the seer was carried into

a high mountain to see it (Sim. ix. 1,

Apoc. xxi. 10) ; — either is square

* Simil. ix. 16 :
" These apostles and teachers, who preached the name of the

Son of God, dying after they had received his faith and power, preached to them who
were dead before." I give here, and above. Archbishop Wake's translation. The Latin in

the old translation which alone remains to us, the original Greek being lost, is as follows

:

" Hi apostoli, &c. ciim defuncti essent, praedicaverunt Ulis qui ante obierunt," &c.
Ed. Cotelcr. iVntwerp, 1698.
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yet this will little help us in our present inquiry ; Michaelis'

theory, which we have to refute, being that the Apocalypse

was a forgery published after St. John's death, somewhere
between the time of Papias and that of Justin Martyr,

(perhaps about A.D. 120,^) and consequently early enough

for the soi-disant Hennas to' have become acquainted with

it : while the mere judgment of this writer as to what was

truly inspired scripture, and what was not, is of very little

weight.—But in another point of view I deem the work
eminently to our purpose, and on that account indeed have

made this mention of it : viz. as showing us what kind of

forger)j of a sacred Book of Visions and Revelations the

Christian writers of that age were capable of, almost at

their best; this being one very highly esteemed by the

early Church. To a candid and sensible man, wanting

time or opportunity for examining into the direct historic

evidence of the genuineness and divine inspiration of John's

Apocalypse, I scarce could advise anything, I think, more
calculated to produce presumptive belief in its favour, than

simply that he should read one after the other, even if it

were but for the space of one brief half-hour, the Revelations

of Hennas and the Revelation of St. John.

2. I proceed to Ignatius, the venerable Bishop of Antioch,

ordained, it has been thought, to that See by the hands of

apostles, somewhere about A.D. 70, or a little before the

destruction of Jerusalem ;
^ and who, after some thirty or

(Vis. iii. 2, Apoc. xxi. 16) :—the stones their hands.—Apoc. vii. 3, 9, 10, xxi.

alike of the one and the other are re- 24.

splendent, and the tower and the city It is to he ohservcd that Ilermas (as

each shining as the sun (Sim. ix. 6, Lardner lias remarked) makes no express

Apoc. xxi. 11, 2.3) : — the founda- cilationn from any of the Books of the

lions in either case (at least Hermas' in New Testament, or indeed of the Old
part) are the aponlles (Vis. iii. 5, Testament. "It was not," says Lard-

Apoc. xxi. 14) :—the tower of Ilermas ner, p. 59, "suitable to the nature of his

is the woman the Church, (Vis. iii. 3,) writing to /^jw^e books." Wxs tiae of the

as the New .lerusalem is the Church the Apocalyptic visions is just similar to his

Bride, Apoc. xxi. 9, 10 :—they who were use of, and reference to, some of the

to enter the tower had crowns of palmit, parables in St. Matthew, and other

and white garments, and the seal or scriptures.

name of the Son of God (Sim. viii. 2, '_ See supra, p. 8.

ix. 12) ;
just as they that were the saved 2' Lardner, \ol. ii. pp. 73, 74. For

in the Apocalypse, and who were to example, Chrysostom (as cited in Lard-

walk in the light of the New Jerusalem, ner) says that Ignatius " conversed fami-

had the seal or name of God on their liarly with the apostles, was perfectly

foreheads, were clothed in white robes, acquainted with their doctrine, and had

and had crowns of gold, and palms iu the bunds of the apostles laid upon him."
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forty years' faithful labour in the Church, suffered mar-

tyrdom, A.D. 107, or, as some prefer to fix the date, A.D.

11 5 or 116, under Trajan.^—It was in the course of a forced

and hurried journey from Antioch to Rome, the scene of his

martyrdom by wild blasts, that he wrote Epistles ; and, as

it has been generally supposed, the same substantially that

are still extant, to the Ephesian Christians, the 3Iagnesians,

TralUans^ Romans, Philadelphians, Bmyrneans, and Polij-

carp? And Michaelis makes this, as we have seen, one of

the two strong grounds of his disbelief of the genuineness

of the Apocalypse, that Ignatius, in these Epistles of the

probable date (say) of A.D. 107, makes no mention of the

book ; and consequently seems either not to have known it,

or at least not to have recognised it as holy Scripture : his

non-reference to it being the more remarkable, forasmuch

as it had been published, according to ecclesiastical tra-

dition, in the very locality of those churches which he was

addressing ; and this only some ten years, or a little more,

according to the same tradition, before the time when he

wrote.

^

Now it is not without reason that Dean Woodhouse*
calls attention to the circumstances under which Ignatius

wrote these Epistles, " a prisoner, guarded by soldiers,

whom from their ferocity he compares to leopards, and by
them hurried forward in his passage to Rome." In such

circumstances it is to be expected, the Dean adds, that he

would write with perpetual interruptions, and his quotations

depend for the most part on memory. Besides which we

' Eusebius places the death of Ignatius Consulship they themselves place the

in the tenth year of Trajan, i. e. A.D. martyrdoni held office A.D. 107.

107; in which Dupin, Tillemont, Cave, ' See the evidence drawn out in Bishop

and Lardiier follow him. Others, as Pearson's Dissertation, given in the 2nd
Bishop Pearson, Pagi, and Le Clerc, date Volume of the Antwerp Cotelcrian Edi-

it a little later, about A.D. 116. Seethe tion of the Apostolic Fathers; also in

argument on this point in Lardner, pp. the Preliminary Dissertations prefixed to

74, 77.— If we are to believe the Acts or the Epistles of Ignatius, in Smith's

Martyrdom of Ignatius, relating that Ig- Edition of them in the original, in Wake's
natius was condemned by Trajan himself Apostolic Fathers, or Chevalier's Trans-

at Antioch, then we have numismatic lation of the Epistles of Clement, Poly-

evidence, as Eckhel shows in his Vol. vi. carp, and Ignatius, p. xhi. : which last

p. 452, that this must have been in the writer has abridged from Bishop Pearson,

year 114 A.D. But the genuineness of •^ See my next Chapter on the date of

those " Acts," as Lardner observes, is the Apocalypse,

disputed; and the Consuls uuder whose * Woodhouse, p. 13, 2nd Edition.
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have to bear in mind Larclner's remark^ on Io;natius' usual

mode of reference to the Books of the New Testament ; as

made ahnost always by alhision only, or unacknowledged

adoption of their language : St. Paul's Epistle to the Ephe-

sians being the one and only Book expressly named by him.

—This premised, the Dean suggests the following two

passages- from Ignatius, as passages in which he judges the

language to have been borrowed from the Apocalyptic ex-

tracts that I have placed in the parallel column ; and so

borrowed as from one of the sacred Books.

I<jnat. ad Bom. ad fin.

Ev VTrofiOpy Itjuov XpioTov.

Ignat. ad Ephes. ^ 9.

AiGoi vaov HaTpog i)Toiixa(Tfifvoi fic

oiKoCoiii]!' Hfon, .... Kara iravTaKtKoa-

fiqfttvoi (VToXai^ Itjaov Xpiarov.

Apoc. i. 9.

El' VTTOfiovy Iqirov Xpiarov,

Apoc. xxi. 2, 19.

T»;>/ TToXiv Ti]v uyiav . . . Karaf^aivov-

rrav mro tov Qeov, . . . iiTOi^arrnivi^v

ti)f vv/Kpriv KiKoa/irj^trrii' Tijjni'Cpi avrtjQ.

Kai ol OffitXioi TOV Tti\ov(; Ti]g ttoXhoq

Besides these, Mr. J. C. Knight, in a late little Publi-

cation,^ has suggested a tJurd case of parallelism.

Ignat. ad Philadelph. \ fi.

"If thoy do not spoak concerring

Jesus Christ, ovroi t/ioi oTijXai (itiv [Kai

raipoi)* vtKpwv, «p' o\q ytypairrai ymi'ov

oi'Oftara arGpiomvi'.

Apoc. iii. 12; Ep. to the Philadel-

phian Church.

'O VIKWV TTOITJTW ttVTOI' (tTvXoV (V T<l)

vatf) TOV Otov (lov Kai ypaipuj fK avTov

TO ovofia TOV Qiov fiov.

Of which examples it seems to me that the first may
be regarded as a case of language borrowed very pro-

bably from the Apocalypse, For the parallelism is exact

;

and tins in respect of a phrase not usual, and which does

not occur in that precise form any where else in the New
Testament.^—The other two seem to me more doubtful.

* I^ardner, p. 78. The same as the

pscudo-IIcrmas, noticed p. 11 supra.

2 lie gives a third also ; which, how-
ever, as grounded on a needless and en-

tirely unauthorized correctiim of vnoi

into Xaoj, it is not worth the while to

quote.
3 Entitled, "Two New Arguments in

Vindication of tlic Genuineness and Au-
thenticity of the Revelation of St. John."

* Omitted in Mr. K.'s citation as par-

enthetical.

* The peculiar u.se of the genitive must

he observed. It does not designate the

/?«r«o)M exercising this patience, so as in

J^uke xxi. 19, Ei* ry vwofiovy vfiwv, " In

your patience possess your souls;" and

as also in 2 Thess. i. 4, Apoc. ii. 2, xiv.

12, &c :—nor is it a genitive expressive

of the sufferings whieli their jjatience

hiid to endure; as in 2 Cor. i. 6, iv inro-

fiovy Twv avTtov TraGrjftaTwv I'ov icat

j//(fiC Tranx"f'f>'- I'"'^ '^ '^ '''f" genitive

of an o/iJcr( patiiiith/ iraitvd far. Of
which use of tlie genitive witli viro^ory

there is only one other example, viz. in 2

Tiiess. iii. 5 ;
" The Lord direct your

hearts into the love of God, and tic

virniioi'rjv ItjTov XpiffTov, into thepatifnt

irniti)/;/ for (JlirisI : " where, however, the

rase is difl'crent, being the accusniirc, as

required by the verb, not ahlalirc. If not

Apoc. i. 9, this probably was Ignatius'

original.
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In the second the reference suggests itself more readily to

1 Peter ii. 5, "Ye also, as living stones, {"kiSoi ^covreg) are

built up a spiritual house ;

" or to a similar passage in Paul's

Epistle to the Ephesians.^—As to the third, Mr. Knight

urges it as a case of antithetical parallelism ; and one the

more observable, because occurring in Ignatius' Epistle

to the same Philadelphian Church to which the Apocalj^ptic

passage had been addressed. It had been a promise in the

Apocalyptic Epistle, " Him that overcometh I will make
a pillar in the temple of God ; and upon him (or it, (rrvXov)

shall be written the name of imj God, and the name of the

city of my God :"—a promise partially indicative of even

the present state and character of those that might right-

fully appropriate it among the Philadelphian Christians
;

their reward being its glorious and everlasting completeness

and perfection. But what of false professors and teachers

in the Church, such as Ignatius was referring to ? They
were not, nor would be, living pillars in the living temple of
God: and on them there was not, and would not be,

written the name of God. Rather they v/ere the very anti-

thesis and contrast of the Apocalyptic figure ; which con-

sequently Mr. K. supposes to have been in Ignatius' mind
when writing. They were but '' sepulchral pillars, and on

them were written only the names of men."— Such is Mr.
Knight's argument ; and, notwithstanding the existence in

the Epistle of the words koh tcc^oi, which he omits, it is

perhaps sustainable : the word " onlg," prefixed to " the

names of men^^ being in such case an antithetic allusion by
the writer to the Apocalyptic figure of pillars ivritten

tvith the name of God.—The word ra^oi, however, suggests

a reference to Matthew xxiii. 27 as also possible : the

antithesis, if so, intended by him in the word only being

that the heretical teachers spoken of, though professedly

Christians, were regarded by Ignatius as having only the

7iame to live, not the reality of life.^

* Ephes. ii. 20, 21 ; " Being built on thcr, groweth unto a holy temple in tlie

the foundation of the apostles and pro- Lord."
pliets, Jesus Christ himself being the " Vossius compares the Eoman kuight
chief corner-stone ; in whom all the Laberius' saying about himself; "• Sepul-
buildiug (oiKo^ojucy), fitly framed toge- chri similis nihil nisi uomen retiueo."
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Let me add two other passaixcs that have struck me in

my own perusal of the generally received Epistles of Igna-

tius, as containing in them certain probable references to

the A])ocMlypse ; especially the latter.—The first is from

his Epistle to the Trallians, § 3 ; where he charges them to

reverence the Bishops like Jesus Chnst the Son of the Father,

(so I read the clause with Bisho]) Pearson,)^ and the j^resb//-

tersas the sanhedrim of God, zrQsa-^oTs^o'jg (6g a-uvs^oiov (dsou:

an expression certainly remarkal)le, and which we may not

unnaturally conceive to have had allusion to the Apoca-

lyptic imagery of the twentijfourprcsh)/ters, that appeared in

vision seated, ev o-uvsSpito, round the throne of God and of the

Lamh'}— Secondlij, in the same Epistle to the Trallians, he

speaks of a true member of the Church of Christ under

the figure of being one " ivithin the altar'' svrog too Sua-ia-

a-rriC'io'j ; and of him that did not really belong to it as

" without the altar," BXTog.^ Now this is the characteristic

figure of true Christian worshippers (as we shall see strik-

ingly illustrated in the course of the ensuing Commentary)

in the Book of the Apocalypse. So especially Apoc. xi.

2 ;
" Rise and measure the temple of God, and the altar,

and them that tvorship in it: but the court that is without

the temple, cast out ; for it is given to the Gentiles." In

either passage,—both that of Ignatius and that of the Apo-

calypse,—the word altar seems used to include the altar-

> 'OnoiuiQ iravTtQ tprpnrtodwaav .... Ep. ad Magnes. § 13, given in the note

Tov nri(rKo-irov Oil; lt}(Tovv XpiTTov, ovra prcfeding, and then thus remarks:

i'lov Tov narpog, rovi; St TrptajSuTipovg " Thcodor. v. 3, docct quod w fitiroQ

ojQ avptcotov Binv. Vo.ssius reads, tov Owkoq ad Episcopum pertineat ; into viri

(TTiTKOTroi' (ijg TOV iruTtpa. In the last eruditi ad luuic episeopi in eleri medio

clause, uhout the pnnbi/hrs, there is no sedendi morcm trahunt (|ua' hahentur

dillerence of reading. Apoc. iv. 4." Tins will confirm my ar-

Somewhat similar expressions occur gument.

elsewhere in Ignatius' Epistles. So e. g. ^ 'q iyrog tov OvaiaaTtjpiov wr KaBap-

in his Ad Magnes. 6 ; YlpuKaQtjfievov tov oq enri .... o Si fKTog wv nv xaBapog

iTTiUKOTTov iiQ ToiTov Qtov, tat Tiuv TTptff- ntT(v, (fcc., § 7.—Such, as ^ ossius sajs,

ftvTipwv tic Toirov TH avvtcpiov Twv is the reading of the ancient Latin trans-

airoaroXiov. Mso \h. \'-i,Ti>v u^ioTrpfrrKT- lator, and apparently the true reading.

TciTov iniuKOTrov vfiwv, icai TrvtvftaTiKov With which compare the similar figur-

iTTfipavov TOV vptfTjivTHHoV wlicrc an- ative expression in Ignatius' J'^pist. ad

(pa^'ov is, I suppose, in the sense of Eplies. § 5 ; Env pt] Tig y tvTog tov

kvkXov. QvfiiaaTijpiov varipnTai tov apTov tov
• A])oc.. iv. 4.—On Cj-prian's pxprcs- i)tov. Wliere the aproQ seems to ho the

sion, Epist. i. " Preshyteri qui nohis as- Hhew-hrcad of the Jewish temple, figur-

sidebant," the commentator (Oxford Ed. atively applied to sigTiify the Christian's

1682) quotes the passage from Ignatius' bread of life.
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court ; ^ in either the figure of worshipping tvithin the

altar-court to signify tr^ue church-membership, l^he figure

here too is certainly remarkable ; nor do I think of any

other passage in the New Testament that could so well

have suggested it to Ignatius.^

Such are the parallelisms that suggest themselves, (and

others might perhaps be added,^) as fit to be taken into

consideration, on the supposition long and generally enter-

tained of the genuineness of the seven above-mentioned

Epistles of Ignatius. And I think them at least sufficient

to weaken the force, and throw doubt on the validity, of

the Ignatian argument urged by Michaelis against the apo-

stolicity of the Apocalypse ; as if a book unknoAvn to, or

unacknowledged by, the venerable writer of the Epistles.

—

Since the publication however of my first Edition of the

Horse, Mr. Cureton has given to the world a translation of

an ancient and trustworthy Syriac version of Ignatius'

Epistles : which Edition, out of all the seven, only recog-

nizes the three epistles to the Romans, the Ephesians, and

^ Ignatius' meaning to this effect is il-

lustrated by the following from his Epist.

ad Magncs. § 7 ; Ylavrtq ovv oig tig era

vaov avvrpexiTt Oiov, wc «"! (vGvniafTrr]-

ptov, wQ ETTi iva Irfaovv Xpiurov' and a

passage in Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. ; Eori

TO Trap' ijniv OvutaffTi^piot' ixnavGa, to

fTTiyttoi', TO aQpainfia Ttiiv Tcttg iv)(qiQ

avaKiifi(vii)v^ fttav wrrvrep (xov (pujvrjv

Ttji' (coti'Tj)', Kai fiiav yvLJUtjv.

It is to be observed that in Ignatius'

time and for some time afterwards, the

word Qv(yiaaTr]piov, or alfm-, was only

used as tlfigure from the Jewish ritual. It

was not till some time after, and as the

apostasy was developed, that the term

was adopted and applied to the commu-
nion /rti^fs of the Christian Churches. (See

this illustrated at the close of my ch.

vii.
J 3, in the Commcntai-y ensuing.) That

there were not altars properly so called

in the primitive Church, says Suicer on

QvaiaaTrtpiov, is '' tneridiana lueeclarius.''

And so Lardner, iv. 212, from Basnage.
- St. Paul's statement, 1 Cor. ix. 13,

"They that wait at the altar are par-

takers with the altar," said of Christian

ministers' right to a sustenance, and that

in Ileb. xiii. 10, " We have an altar

whereof they have no right to eat which
serve the tabernacle," affirmed of the

Hebrexv Christians distinctively, if I

mistake not, (the " we" being used just

as the ''our" in 1 Cor. x. 1,) with re-

ference to certain of the Jewish temple
sacrifices not at that time abolished,—are

little comparatively to the purpose.
2 E. g. the following passage from

Ignatius' Epistle to the Magnesians, § 5,

'Qrnrtp t<TTi vofitofiaTa Pvo, to fiti' Qiov,

TO St KOTjUOD, Kai IKaUTOV OVTIOV iSlOV

XapaKTTjpa fniKitfiivov fx**) [ovTii)g\ o'l

aiTKTrOl Toil KOff^OV TOVTOV, 01 St TTiaTOlfV

aymry )(a.pnKTr)pa Qtov YlaTpoQ [f yoikti],

may be compared Avith what is said of

persons having tJie marie of the Beast,

and others having God the Father's mark,
in Apoc. xiii. 16, xiv. 1.

I liave in the above only referred to

the seven Epistles that have been liitherto

almost universally acknowledged to be

genuine Epistles of Ignatius. In another

more than doubtful, that to the Christians

of Tarsus, (which, however, Bellarmine

and other Roman Doctors receive as

genuine,) there occurs, § 3, a direct re-

cognition of the John that wrote the

Apocalypse as the Apostle John, in the

passage following : "Ti ^i;7rore ; TltTpog

fitv c^ravpovTO, TlavXog St kui laKiofiog

fiaxaipa trini'ovro,l w a vvr] g St t<pv-

yaStviTO tv Ha9fi<i)."
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Polycarp as genuine ; and from out even of them re-

jects considerable portions.—Now, if this Syriac version

really give us all the genuine Epistles of Ignatius, then

our Apocalyptic argument is thus affected. 1st, the fewer

and shorter his epistles, by so much is the argument weaker
that is derivable from their silence (if silent they be) about
it, for Ignatius' non-recognition of the Apocalypse : 2ndly,

the Apocalyptic parallelism cited from Ignatius' Epistle to

the Romans is found in the Syriac, as well as in the Greek :

3rdly, the other suggested Apocalyptic parallelisms, if

really such, though not Ignatian, must yet be I'eferred to

some pseudo-Ignatius of perhaps no very much later date

;

and are therefore so far vahd.
* 3. I now pass on to Poh/carp. And though in his own
very brief Epistle to the Philippians,—the only writing of

his now extant,—we cannot trace allusion to St. John's

Apocalypse, any more than to St. John's Gospel, or sundry
other acknowledged books of the New Testament, yet in

the Narrative of his Martjjrdom, written by the Smyrnean
Church over which he presided immediatehj after that event,

we can trace it ; and, as Lardner justly observes,^ the tes-

timony of his Church, there given, may be considered as

Polycarp's own testimony. And first Woodhouse cites the

following case of borrowing from the Apocalypse.

In Polycarp's Martyrdom,
the body of the suffering martyr is re-

presented,

OVK ijjg (Tap? Kaiofitvr], aW wg XP^'^OS fO"

apyv()os tv KUfiivni jrvpwfj.tvoq.

Now the writer may very possibly have had in view in the

first instance, observes Woodhouse, that passage in 1 Peter

i. 7, where the Apostle compares the suffering Christians

to " gold tried by the fire." But why, instead of Peter's

oia CTu^oj ^oxi[x(x.^o(xsvou, in the sequel of that passage, the

phrase ev xafxivoi zruowixsvog ? Tliere seems to be no passage

in Holy Scripture that could at all proi)al)ly have suggested

the change of phrase, except these of the Apocalypse.^
' Lardner, ii. 110. at the end of the v,-or\(\, not 6i a j)urifyiny
- The only two passajjes in the other furnace :—the only other passages where

books of the New Testament in which Tri/ooo^ai is usc^d are 1 Cor. vii. 9, 2 Cor.
ra^tvof occurs are llatt. xiii. 42 and oO

;
xi. 2'J, K])h. vi. IG, 2 I'eter iii. 12; in

where however it is used of the furnace not one of which is it used in Poly-
offire into which the wicked are to be cast carp's sense of refining.

VOL. I. 2

In Rev. i. 1-5,

the feet of the Son of Man are described

as bjiuioi xa\xo\il3av(iJ wf tp Kafiivtiiirt-

TTvpwiitvot. And in Rev. iii. 18 we read,

Xpvaiov TrtTrypoi/nsi'ov tK irvpog.
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Moreover Woodhouse cites from the same beautiful Nar-

rative those commencing words of Polycarp's subUme
prayer, at the moment w^hen the fire Avas about to be hghted

under him, JLuois b 0=o^ o wavroxoara)^, as being the iden-

tical words used in Apoc. xi. 17, Ku^is o 0sog b ttuvto-

XpOLTUiq.

4. There remains Papias, Bishop of Hierapohs near

Colosse : a man that belongs also to the apostolic age, and
one said by Irenaeus to have been a hearer of John, and
companion of Polycarp.^ Now of his writings, which were

in five books, entitled Aoyuiv Ko^iaxcov 'E^Tjyr^crig, " An
Exposition of the sayings of our Lord," there remain to us

only a few short fragments, preserved by Eusebius : which
treating, however, not of the Apocalypse, but of other

subjects, (chiefly two of the Gospels,) furnish no data from

which an inquirer may form his own independent judgment
on the point, whether Papias knew and received the Apo-
calypse, as the genuine writing of the Evangelist John, and
as inspired scripture, or not. And we are thus thrown

back on ancient testimonies about him, to resolve the ques-

tion.—But so it is that, on looking into them, we find, as

Michaelis observes, contrary testimonies in two writers,

each of eminence in their day ; viz, Eiisehius the celebrated

Bishop and Historian of the 4th century, and Andreas

Bishop of Csesarea, about the middle, probably, of the 6th.

^

1 Irenseus adv. Hasr'. v. 33. The pas- inquiry: Aristion ^xA John the preshyter

sage is as follows : "Hfec autera," (viz. being mentioned in the present tense,

the mUlerincinj docfrine of which he had "What they say," as if contemporaries;

hQexi&^cix\.mg,y'- Papias, Johannis auditor, the apostles in i\iQ past, "What they
Polycarpi autem contiibernalis {i-aiooQ), were wont to say." Eusebius inferred

vetus homo, per scripturam testimonium that the John, whose hearer Irenajus savs

perhibet, {Greek, iyyoa<p(»Q tiTi(iap-vp(i, Papias was, was probably this /o7/?« the

Euseb. H. E. iii. 39,) in quarto librorum presbyter, not John the evangelist. —
suorum : sunt enim illi quinque libri Jerome however (Ep. 29, ad Theodor.)

conscripti." . viewed the matter otherwise ; for he

Eusebius, who had these books before speaks of him as " Papi-ie, auditoris Jo-

him, says, that it does not appear from hannis Evangclistfe.'" Perhaps in his

the Preface that Papias himself heard or youth he might have heard the Evan-
saw any of the apostles, but only that gclist John himself ; in the researches of

he had received the things concerning his manhood only heard of him from
the faith from others who were well ac- others, St. John having died in the in-

quaintod with them: adding that he terval. As the "companion of Polycarp,"
mentioned the names of "the disciples" we can hardly suppose him not to have
Aristion and John the presbyter, as well been in earlier days, at least, well ac-

as of the apostles Andrew and Peter, quainted with Polycarp's instructor St.

John and Matthew, Thomas and James, John,
as those into whose sapngs he had made ° He is placed by Cave and Lardner
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The former, says ]\lichaclis, implies that Papias had no
acquaintance with the Apocalypse, by thus writing :

" This

writer has mentioned several things, which he says he learnt

by oral tradition ; such as paraliles and doctiines of our

Saviour, not contained in the Gospels, and also some things

which are fabulous : among which may be reckoned the

assertion that, after the resurrection of the dead, Christ

will reign in person a thousand years on earth. I suppose

that he acquired this wotiowfrom his inquiring into the say-

ings of the apostles, and his not understanding what they

had cleliMered fisnu-ativelv." ^ Such, savs Michaelis, is Eu-
sehius' testimony. And, if correct, since it implies that Papias

made no mention of John's Apocalypse in support of his

millennary \iews, the inference seems warranted that Papias

did not know the book ; for surely, argues Michaelis, he

would have referred to had he known it.—On the other

hand Andreas, who himself wrote a Comment on the Apo-
calypse still extant, of some repute for its learning,'^ and
who professes to have both consulted and largely used the

earlier patristic works noticed by him, declares expressly

that Papias, for one, testilied to its inspiration : saying,
" Of the divine inspiration of this Book I need not treat at

large ; since so many holy men, Gregory the Divine, Cyril

of Alexandria, and before them Papias, Irengeus, Metho-
dius, and Hippolytus, have given their testimony to it."

^

Thus the representation of Eusebius is met by that of

Andreas ; and the correctness of the former appears doubt-

ful, even as Michaelis puts the case. Nor, I think, Avill

reasons fail to appear for believing Andreas right in his

statement, not Eusebius. If Eusebius was two centuries

older than Andreas, and moreover the more learned man

about the Tear .500 A.D. ; but I tbink kvihWh. nnoain ce Kai twv ap\aioTfpo)v

ooO mav be probably more nearly the Tl uTririov, Eipi)vai»,'MiGoStii, koi'^Itt-

date of his Apocalypfic TiTatisc, for rea- noXvrs ravry n-porrfiaprvnHVTwv to

sons that Avill be given in my notice of a^ioiriTov. Tlnp' uv Kai »'//[/fic TroWat;

Andreas in the Appendix to my 4th Xa;-'iovTt(; aifiopftag fif thto tXijXvOn^uv,

vol. Kaihoc fi' Tiai TOTToiQ xP'J<''"t' ruriov
* Ibid. p. 465. irnpiQtfii9a.

' See the Jesuit Peltan's testimony to On what Andreas here says of Gregory

h'm, prefixed to Andreas' Commentary'. Xnziaiizcn, and the very equivocal smnid-
3 ixipi fitvToi Tit Btotn'tvTii Tr]Q fiiftXti ness of Michaelis' argument from it

nipiTTov njjKvvfiv Tov \nyov y)y»^i9a' against Andreas' accuracy, see Note '-, p.

Twv fiUKaonuv rri;jyopi« th OtoXoya, Kai 29, infra.

2*
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of the two, on the other hand Andreas assures us that he

had studied Papias', as well as the other writers' works, to

which he refers :

'^ while we have no assurance that Euse-

bius did so ; and, considering the contempt he expresses

for Papais' understanding,^ it seems hardly hkely that he

would. Again, Eusebius was a man strongly prejudiced

against Papias' millennary doctrine ; and therefore biassed

against connecting either him or his doctrine with the

Apostle John •} whereas Andreas could have had no preju-

dice on this account in Papias' favour, he not being him-

self a pre-millennarian.^—Moreover, in point of fact, both

Michaehs will be found, if I mistake not, to have given a

rather unfair version of Eusebius' testimony ; and Eusebius

to have shown, by a decidedly unfair and incorrect state-

ment respecting another millennarian in the very passage

cited, how incorrect he may probably have been in the tes-

timony really given by him about the millennarian Papias.

Firsts I say, it will be seen from the originaP that Eusebius

does not make Papias sajj, so as Micliaelis translation

does, that he learnt these doctrines by oral tradition ; but

only that Papias so set them forth as if they had come to

him through it :— a statement explicable perhaps on the

supposition of his having in his ^^r^yria-ig mixed up tra-

ditionarjj collectanea on the subject, with the Apostle

John's simpler doctrine of the millennium. Again, it will

be seen that Eusebius does not attribute Papias' adop-

' See the Extract in the Note pre- TrapartOsiTat, ^evag ts Tivag Trapa(3o\aQ

ceding. tov 2wr?jpoc, Kai SiSaffKaXiag avrov,
'^ a<podpa yap Toi (jfiiKpog (xiv TOV i'ovv, kui riva aWa fivBiKojrtpa' tv o'lg /cat

&c. See the quotation from Eusebius in xi-^'^f'-^^'''^^'^ (pTjcriv stujv tffi(y9ai /xtTa ttjv

Note 5, below. A eulogistic reference to £k vtKp(x>v avaaTaaiv, awiiaTiKoig ttiq

Papias found in another passage of Euse- row Xpi<jTov jSaaiXnag nri ravrijai rrjg

bins seems to be spurious. So Lardner yTjg vTroarrjaoiievqQ' a kui yyovfiai rag
ii. 119. a TT <TT o\i K ag TrapeKSe^afitvov

2 See Note,* p. 8, supra, giving Mi- d irjy rj a tig i/TroXa/Sfir, t a tv iiiro-

chaelis' sentiments on the effect of pre- Suyfiavi irpog avrwv (ivariKug ttprjfieva

judice on this head, iit) avvtoipaKora' ff(poSpa yap toi ajxiKpog

^ See his Comment on Apoc. xx. The uv tov vow, wg av ek twv avrov Xoyoiv

following sentence will suffice to show TtKixrjpafievov eiTrtiv ipaiveTai. IlXi]v xai

Andreas' anti-millennarian views. XiXia roig jiit' avrov irXtiaroig baoig ikkXt]-

tTi] roivvv 6 airo rrjg ts Kvpis svavOpai- (jiaffriKiov rt]g ofioiag avT({) So^ijg irapai-

•n-Tjctaig xpovog fJ^tXP'- ^'K ''** Ai'TixpiTS Tiog ytyovt, ri]v apxaiOTi)ra t' avSpog

eXivaewg. Trpo(3(l3Xi]iJ.evoig' wanep ovv EipT}vatt>j,

5 Kai aXXa St 6 avrog (yvyypa<pivg fcat u rig aXXog tu ofiota ippovwv

{TlaTriug), oi g i k rcapaSoaewg avawKpTjViv. H. E. iii. 39.

a y p a<j) V e ig avrov r) k o v r a,
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tion of niillennary views to his inquiring into the sa>/-

inf/s of the apostles, but to his misapprehension^ of their

hr^yr^a-Bis, or narratives : a word used by St. Luke^ of tvrit-

t^n histories ; and which we may here also not improbably
explain of the canonical written Gospels and Acts of the

Apostles.^

—

Further, Eusebius' own untrustworthiness, and
tendencies to inaccuracy on any millcnnanj subject, appear

sutticiently from the very sentence just cited. For in its

ending clause he attributes the raillennary opinions of both

Irenaeus, and each other ancient father that adopted that

view, to the weight which Papias opinion (that silly old

man, as he calls him) had with them. Whereas, possess-

ing (as we do) the works of both Irenaeus and of other

early millennarists, we knotv from them, (as will be seen

almost immediately,) that these later fathers did not rest

their opinions on Papias' authority, but on written scrip-

ture, alike of the Old and New Testaments; including

specially the Apocalypse of St. John.*

My conclusion is, that Papias did precisely the same

;

that Eusebius' insinuation about him w^as groundless ; that

Andreas is correct in mentioning Papias among the wit-

nesses to the genuineness and inspiration of the Apoca-
lypse, just as we know him to have been correct in respect

of the other four ancients whom he quotes as authorities ;^

and that Papias' niillennary doctrine was founded in part

on the Apocalyptic Book, as well as on the many other

scriptures well agreeing therewith, both of the Old and New
Testament.

II. So w^e come to the writers of the second half-century

' TrapcK^tKafitvov. * See especially, in the last chapters of
^ Eirit^rjirtp ttoXXoj twixtipriffav ava- Irenaeus' 5th Book on Heresies, his re-

Ta^a<jQut(ii)yr]f!iv,^c.\ " to set in order ference to, and argument from, various

a hixtonj." Luke i. 1. Books of Scripture. I believe the little

^ Lardner's translation is, I see, sub- sentence quoted in Note ', p. 18, above,

stantially the same as that which I have is aU that he says of Papias.

eiven : viz. " which opinion, I suppose, * Viz. Iren.x'us, llippolytus, Gregory
he wa.s led into by misund.rstanding the Theologus, and Cyril of Alexandria.

apostolic narratives."—How these might Gregory is the only one about who.se

lead Papias to premillennarian vi^'ws will testimonv on the point in dispute there

wellappear from comparing .l/r. 6'rf.sKa/r* can be any doubt. And see on iV p. 29,

case; who confesses his inability to ex- Note-, infra,

plain the Parables in the written Gospels,

except on the milUnnary principle.
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subsequent to tlie publication of the Apocalypse ; a period

extending from A.D. 150 to 200, and which includes the

honoured names of Justin 3Iartijr, the Narrator of the

Lijonnese martyrdoms, Irenceiis, Melito, Theophilus, Apol-

lonius, Clement of Alexandria, Terttdlian. And in regard

of all these our task is indeed brief and easy. Their testi-

mony to the apostolic authorship, and divine authority of

the Apocalypse, is uncontroverted and notorious.

1. First, Justin Martyr,—?i Christian philosopher, born

at Sicheni^ about A.D. 103, it is supposed, converted to

Christianity about 133, and who suffered martyrdom about

165,— this man, to whose learning and piety testimony has

been borne by nearly all the succeeding fathers, in his Dia-

logue with Trypho,^ written probably about the year 150,

thus expresses himself :
" A man from among us, by name

John, ofie of the Apostles of Christ, in the Revelation made
to him, has prophesied that the behevers in our Christ shall

live a thousand years in Jerusalem ; &c."

2. Some twelve or fifteen years after this, the Narrative

of the Lyonnese martyrs was written by one of the surviv-

ing Christians of that city; that is about A.D. 177. It

was addressed by the Gallic Churches, as a letter to the

Churches of Asia, (Proconsular Asia,) and Phrygia, includ-

ing of course the seven Apocalyptic Churches among them
;

and by Eusebius has been preserved to us entire.^ And
in this letter there appears (as Lardner has remarked)'* the

remarkable expression, in description of a true disciple,

" Pollowing the Lamb whithersoever he goeth," axoT^ovScov

Tco Apv/co oTs-ou av uTrayrj-— the very words (thus adopted as

from Scripture) of the Apocalypse.^

3. It was very soon after these martyrdoms that Irenceus,

previously a presbyter of the Lyonnese Church, became its

bishop.^ He Wrote his Book on Heresies probably between

A.D. 180 and 190. And in it he testifies many times

1 Lardner ii. 12-5. Kai 7r^wroTOK(j) rtpv viK^otv, so as in

2 Cited ibid. Vol. ii. p. 137. Apoc. i. 5, iii. 14.

» Euseb. H. E. v. 1. e So Eusebius, H. E. v. 5 ; " When
* Ibid. p. 164. Pothinus had been put to death with
5 Viz. Apoc. xiv. 4 : Ovtoi iiaiv o'l the mai-tyrs in Gaul, Irenreus succeeded

aKoXovdovvreg rq)Apviqi oTTov avvTrayy. him in the bishopric of the Church of

It also, I see, (H. E. v. 2,) refers to Lyons."
Christ as ry Tricrry /cat a\r]9ivii> fiaprvpi,
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most clearly on the point in question : s})eaking of the

Apocalypse as the work of JoJia the disciple of the Lord^

that same John that leaned on his breast at the last supper ;^

declaring (as will be seen in the second of these Pre-

liniinarv Essays) the time when it was written ; and
speaking of various approved and ancient copies of that

Book of Scripture as then existing, confirmed by the agree-

ing testimony of those who had seen John himself.'^—In

short a more clear and decisive testimony, on almost every

point on which information might be desired, could scarcely

have been given.

4. Next may be mentioned his contemporary Melito,

Bishop of >S'(/;7//-5, about A.D. 170; and who consequently

may have presided over that See at the very time when
the letter from the Gallic Churches was sent to it.^ He
wrote a Treatise on the Revelation of John, doubtless as

on a book of apostolic authorship and authority ; and thus

is allowed by Michaelis^ to be one of the witnesses in its

favour.

5. Of Theophilus, Bishop of Antiocli about 181, Euse-

bius says that in a work of his against the Heresy of Her-

mogenes he made use of testimonies, or quotations, from

John's Apocalypse.'' It was undoubtedly, as Michaelis

allows, received by him.

6. Apollonius, a writer at the close of the second cen-

tury, and called by Jerome a most eloquent man,*' (though

])robably not the same that, when accused before Perennis,

the Pnetorian Prefect under Commodus, about A.T). 186,

read an eloquent apology before the Senate, and then

suffered martyrdom,) is also noted by Eusebius as one that

acknowledged the Apocalypse, and borrowed testimonies

from it."

» De Haer. iv. 37, 50 ; v. 26, 30. 3 So Lardner ii. lo9.
' This occurs in his disquisition on * Ibid.

J 2, p. 466.

the name and number of Antichrist

:

* II. K. iv. 24.
" in omnibus anti((uis et probatissimis <" Du V. I. c. 40.

ct veteribus Scripturis numero hoc po- "> Euseb. H. E. v. 18.—Lardner thinks

site, et testimonium perhibentibus his him a different person from tlie Roman
qui faciem Joannis viderunt." Hk. v. martyr of that name, and a few years later

;

30. — On wliich passage the thought chiefly on the autlioritv of Jerome, who
suggests itself, Were not both Pnpinx and s]«'aks of him as flourishing under both
Polv<'arp among tlie persons referred to Cdinmodus and Siverm. Compare his

by him in the plural, as having seen St. remarks ibid. pp. 323 and 392.

John }
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7. Its reception by Clement of Alexandria, an inquisi-

tive and learned writer who flourished, as Lardner gives the

date, about 1 94, is as undoubted. He has frequently quoted

from it, and referred to it, as the work of an apostle : ^ and

adds, as we shall presently see, his testimony to fix its date.

8. Finally in this half-century comes Tertullian, the con-

temporary of Clement ; the most ancient, and one of the

most learned, of the Latin fathers. His testimony to the

Apocalypse is very full and ample. He quotes or refers to

it in more than seventy passages in his writings ; appealing

to it expressly as the work of the apostle John, and the

same that wrote the 1st Epistle of St. John.^ He defends

too the authenticity of the book against the heretic Marcion

and his followers, by asserting its external evidence ; thus

appealing to the Asiatic Churches on the point :
" We

have churches that are disciples of John ; for, though Mar-

cion rejects the Revelation, the succession of bishops, traced

to its original, will rest on John as its author."^

Thus far not a single writer of the Church had impugned
the genuineness, or the divine inspiration, of the Apocalypse

of St. John. Only the Alogi, an heretical sect that rose up
ere the end of this half-century, (so Epiphanius tells us,)

and derived their name from an absurd antipathy to the

term Logos, {The Word,) did on this account reject both

the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse of John, which
alike gave the obnoxious title to Jesus Christ.* The only

other objection they pretended against the latter, was that

there was no Church of Christians existing at the Apoca-
lyptic station Thyatira :^ of which statement, if referred to

>S'^. JohnJs time, they offered no proof; and, if referred to

their otvn time, the circumstance did not militate against

1 He refers to Apoc. xxi. 21, ("The ^ " Habemus et Johannis alumnas ec-

twelve gates are twelve pearls," &c.) as clesias : nam, etsi Apocalypsim ejus

the work of an apostle. Psed. Bk. ii.

—

Marcion respuit, ordo tamen episcopo-
Again, referring to Apoc. iv. 4, he says, rum, ad originem recensus, in Johannem
" Such an one, though here on earth he stabit auctorem." Adv. Marcion. B. iv.

be not honoured with the first seat, shall c. 5.

sit upon the four-and-twenty thrones, * See Michaelis, ubi supra, p. 468.

J the people; as John says in the ^ KaiovKt^'iiKuiKKkrimaXpKjriavwv.
Kevelation." Strom. Bk. vi. Lardner, So Epiphanius (De Haeres. c. 51) reports

ii- 245. their language. Gibbon could not find
2 See Lardner, ii. 295 ; and the Index in his heart to pass by the objection. See

of Scripture citations at the end of the his History, ii. 359.
best editions of Tertullian.
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there having been one some seventy or eighty years before.^

Their ascription of the Book to Cerinthus,—whose, obvi-

ously, it could not be, as I have already shown in my brief

anticipatory notice of these earliest objectors against the

Apocalypse,"— did not help their case. And altogether,

Michaelis confesses, " the estimation in which they were
held by their contemporaries w^as not sufficient to inspire

much respect for them in a critic of the present age."

III. Early, however, in the next half-century, it is said,''

a man of some repute in the Church rose up to impugn the

genuineness of the Apocalypse ; I mean the Roman pres-

byter Cuius. If so, it was evidently under the influence

of strong anti-millennarian prejudices, and wdth almost as

little just pretension to authority as his Alogistic predeces-

sors : since he appears to have urged no argument against

it, except its (by him misunderstood) millennial doctrine

;

and, with the absurdity of the Alogi, to have ascribed it to

Cerinthus.^ But, in fact, this view of Caius' meaning seems
questionable.^—However certain writers in Egypt, contem-

porary with him, or nearly so, under evident prejudices

against, and misconceptions of, this millennial doctrine of

the Apocalypse,—attacked it as obscure, unconnected, and
indeed false in statement : inasmuch as it called that a

revelation which was covered with f/«rA"w^.s-<?, and represented

John to be its author, when in fact it was the work of

Cerinthus} These continued the line of objections and ob-

' So Michaelis ibid. the point, (compare'his pp. 401 and 705
2 See Note ^ p. 4. ibid.) and Michaelis, p. 474, have con-
3 About A.D. 212. eluded that the lievelation above referred
* The following are the words of Caius, to by Caius was probably the Apocalypse

as reported by Lusebius, H. E. iii. 28 : of St. John ; and not the spurious ^n-c-
" Cerinthus also,—who, by his revela- lation of St. Peter, written in the 2nd
tions, as if written by some great apostle, century, or any other.—But Prof. Ilug:,

imposes upon us monstrous relations citinp: Paulus, concurs with him in the

(rtparoXoytof) of thinr,^s of his own in- opinion that Caius did not mean St. John's
vention, as if shown him by ano;els,

—

Apocalyi)se. Introd. to the N. T. ii. 649.
Bays, that after the resurrection there is (Wait's Transl. 1827.) And so, previously,

to be a terrestrial kingdom of Christ; Mr. Twells, and others.

and that men shall live again in Jerusa- * See Michaelis, pp. 474

—

477. These
lem, subject to sensual desires and plea- seem to have been the AUegorintH whom
sures. And being an enemy to the di- Nepos opposed in his EXtyxoc A\\i]yo-
vine Scriptures, and desirous to seduce piarwv. And it was cither these, or Cams,
mankind, he says there will be a term of or the Alot/i, that Dionysius must have
1000 years, spent in nuptial fca.sting." I meant, when he spoke of previous (pips-

give Lardner's translation, ii. 400. tioncrsofthe inspiration of the Apocalypse.
* Lardner, in his later judgment on See Note ', p. 4.
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jectors, from its first origin with the Alogi, down to Diowj-

sius

:

—that same Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria about

the middle of the third century, of whose arguments I

have already given a succinct account;^ and who, we have

seen, though he entered with better judgment and temper

on the inquiry, was yet as unable as his predecessors to

adduce any historical testimony whatsoever, of the least

weight, to aid his argument.

Meanwhile the chain of testimony was continued still

onward to the genuineness and divine inspiration of the Apo-

calypse. 1 . Pirst Hippohjtus,—a Christian Bishop who flou-

rished, according to Cave and Lardner, about A.D. 220,

in earl}^ years a disciple of Irenseus,^ and in more mature

life a martyr to the cause of Christ,—not only elsewhere

and otherwise bore testimony to it,^ but moreover wrote an

express commentary on the Apocalypse :
* and this with so

much weight of influence from his character, authority, and

talents, that Michaelis attributes to it very principally the

general reception of the Apocalypse thenceforward in the

Christian Church.^—2. After him (not to speak of the

Egyptian Bishop Nepos, and of his EXsy;^©^ AxXTjyogio-ra^v,

' p. 4, &c. supra. of Hippolytus one entitled, " On the
2 So riiotius, cited by Lardner, ii. Apocalypse." — Again, on the curious

424; Ma0jjT>jf 5f Eipjjraiouo'ljTTroXi^roe. marble statue of Hippolytus, now in

Photius eulogizes him as in his style the Vatican, a monument dug up near
clear, grave, concise: Tr]v (ppaaiv aa^m; Rome in 1551, and of which an account
tcrrt, Kai viroaifxvoQ, Kai a-rrepiTToQ. He is given in Lardner (p. 428), a list is

was bishop of a place called Partus Eoma- engraved of his writings, and one of them
mis. Whether this was the modern Ostia is recorded as " On St. John's Gospel and
at the mouth of the Tiber, or the mo- Apocalypse."—Similarly Ebedjesu, who
dern Aden at the mouth of the Arabian was Bishop of Nisibis in the Nestorian

Gulf, each of which bore that name in Syrian Church, near the close of the 13th

ancient times, has been long controverted, century, (see Lardner, iv. 320,) in the 7th

By the late discovery however of his Book chapter of his metrical [catalogue of eccle-

on Heresies it has been shown to be the siastical writings, mentions among othei;

former. See Lardner, ii. 427 ; also my works of Hippolytus,

own notice of Hippolytus in the Appen- m ^ l r\ •

dix to Vol. iv. ; and Bunsen on his lately ^^"-f' f^"" f ^f""V i

recovered work. ^'^^ I
•^^^'^"''^ f ^^^ Apocalj^se,

• So in his work on Antichrist, § 36 : ^f ^}^ Gospel of St. John,

" St. John saw in the isle of Patmos a ^ "^^ ^P°^*^^ ^"'^ Evangelist,

revelation of awful mysteries, which he His Commentary on the Apocalypse is

taught to others without envy :
" and, referred to several times by Andreas of

presently after ;
" Tell me, holy John, Ciesarea ; also by Jacob the Syrian,

thou apostle and disciple of Christ, what Bishop of Edessa from A.D. 651 to 710.
thou hast seen and heard about Babylon." Michaelis, pp. 478, 479; Lardner ii.

Cited by Lardner, p. 437. 437.
* Jerome mentions among the writings ^ i^ij p 473,
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to whicli Dionysiiis' work was an answer,^) Origen, the

most critical and learned of all the ecclesiastical writers of

his time, though a decided anti-millcnnarian,- did yet re-

ceive the Apocalypse into the canon of inspired Scripture

;

and this without the slightest doubt, so far as a])pears, of

its genuineness. " What shall we say of John," is his ob-

servation in one place, " who leaned on the breast of Jesus ?

He has left us a Gospel ; ... he wrote likewise the Reve-

lation, though ordered to seal up those things which the

seven thunders uttered: he left too one Epistle of very mode-

rate length ; and perhaps " (I beg the reader to mark the

discrimination exercised by him) "perhaps a second and third

;

for of these last the genuineness is not by all admitted."^

—3. And with Origen, in Eastern Africa, there agreed, we
know, on the important point of our inquiry his e(iually

eminent contemporary, the bishop and martyr of Western

Africa, C/fprian}

So ends our catena of testimonies to the genuineness and

divine inspiration of the Apocalypse, traced as proposed

throu2:h the three half centuries that followed after its

publication. Alike from East and AVest, North and South,

—from the Churches of the Asiatic province and the

Syrian, of Italy and of Gaul, of Egypt and of Africa,—we
have heard an unbroken and all but uniform voice of testi-

mony in its favour.^ Nay, even what there is of contrarij

testimony has been shown only to confirm and add new
weight to that which it opposes : for it proves how unable

they who most wished it were to find evidence or argument

of this kind, of any real value, and such as could bear exam-

ination, on their side of the question.

Let me just add, by way of supplement to my sketch of

^ See Lardner, ii. 655, 691, &c. the writer, he simply calls him John ; evl-

2 Michaelis with his usual candour deutly meaning thereby the most emi-

notes this ; "Origen, »oticith.s(a»di>ig ncnt person of that name, viz. tlie ffjWo.s7&

his warm opjmsitioii to the chctriiie of tlte John : for how else could he have viewed

Millennium, received the Apocalypse as a the hook as inspired?

work of St. John the apostle," &c., p. The same might bo said of an author

480. contemporary, as it would seem, with
3 Quoted bv Eusebius, H. I']. y\. 25. Cyprian, and whose Treatise is one of

* See Lardner, iii. 47. Cyjirian in those that has been often joined with

several places cites it, and speaks of it as Cyprian's works.—See Lardner, iii. p. 64.

divinely inspired Scripture. In the only * So Woodhouse.
passage where he mentions the name of
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the earlier historic evidence, that in what remained of the

3rd century, while no other opponent to it appeared of any

note, the Apocalypse was received as the work of the in-

spired apostle John, alike by the schismatic Novatians and

Donatists} and by the most eminent writers of the Catholic

Church ; e. g. Victorinus'^ Methodius,^ Arnohius,^ Lactan-

tius :
^—further, that in the earlier half of the 4th century,

while Eusehius doubted,^ Athanasius received it
;

' and in

1 Lardner, iii. 121, 565. The Kova-
tian schism began about A.D. 251, the

Donatist about 311.
^ Bishop of Fettaw on the Drave,

about A.D. 290, according to Lardner

(iii. 162) ; and who suffered martyrdom
in the persecution by Diocletian. He
wrote a Commentary on the Apocalypse,

as Jerome informs us, evidently as a

book of divine inspiration : his other

Commentaries, mentioned by Jerome in

association with this, being on Genesis,

Exodus, Leviticus, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Ha-
bakkuk, Ecclesiastes, and the Canticles

;

all books of the canon of Scripture.—See

Lardner, iii. 163.

I doubt not that the book still extant

under the title of Victorinus' Comment-
ary on the Apocalypse is really his, and
the one meant by Jerome, though inter-

polated. See the notice on this question,

and sketch of his Comment, in the second

Chapter of my History of Apocalyptic

Interpretation, in the Appendix to my 4th

Volume.
3 A contemporary of Victorinus ; bishop

first of Olympus in Lycia, afterwards of

Tyre ; and who, like Victorinus, suffered

martyrdom under Diocletian. So Jerome.

He often quotes the Apocalypse as a

book of Scripture ; speaks of it as written

by "the blessed John," (6 /laKapwg
Iwavrijg,) in all probability meaning the

apostle John ; and is mentioned by An-
drew of CiBsarea, in conjunction with

Irenaeus and others, as among those who
had borne testimony to the divine in-

spiration of the book. Lardner, iii. 181,

198.—A brief sketch of his Apocalyptic

notices will also be found in my History
of Apocalyptic Interpretation.

* On Psalm cii. he says, " Si vis videre

divitem et mendicum, Sancti Apostoli
Johannis lege Apocalypsiin ; " besides

elsewhere referring to it as to a book of

canonical Scripture. Lardner, ibid. 480.
* He borrows from, and moreover

cites the Apocalypse as both a book of

sacred Scripture, and as written by
John. Inst. vii. 17, Epit. c. 42, 73, 74,

&c.—See Lardner, iii. 541.
6 A person might put it, he said, if he

so thought fit, among the ofioXoyovfisva,

the aeknowlcdyed Scriptures of inspira-

tion ; or if he preferred, among the vo9a,

or apocryphal. H. E. iii. 25. He seized,

we find, on the facts of Papias having
mentioned John the Presbyter as one
whom he had learnt from, as well as

John the Apostle, and of the tombs of

either being (according to traditional

report) at Ephesus, as a ground-work for

the theory of its having been not im-
probably the simple presbyter John that

saw the Apocalypse : Eiko? yap tov Siv
TEpov, (I fit] Tig i9t\oi TOV TrpwTov, Ttfv itt'

ovoiiaTOQ<pipoixivrivlwavvovATZOKa\vi\/iv

iiupaKti'ai. H. E. iii. 39. On which
doubt as to the apostolicify of its origin

was mainly founded his doubt as to its

inspiration.—Lardner, iv. 126, observes

that he never refers to the Apocalypse
for authority : adding that he was pro-

bably influenced in his judgment on this

point by regard to the arguments of

Dionysius ; as well as by aversion to the

niillennarian doctrine, which the Apo-
calypse of St. John was brought forward

to support.

' The Apocalypse is often and largely

quoted by Athanasius. Moreover in the

Festal Epistle, generally allowed to be

his, the list of sacred books given by him
coincides with that of our own received

Canon, and ends like it with the Reve-

lation of St. John. Lardner, iv. 155,

158.—I may add, that in the Synopsis of

sacred Scripture, usually joined with the

works of Athanasius, but respecting the

real author of which there exists some
doubt, " the Apocalypse, seen by John
the Evangelist and Divine in Patmos,"
is reckoned among the canonical Books.

Lardner, iv. 163.
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its later half, while Cfp'il of Jerusalem apparently hesitat-

ed respecting it/ and Gregory Nadanzen'; and Chrysos-
^ He not only excludes it from his

Canon of Scripture, but in his Chapter
on Antichrist omits all clear direct re-

ference to it as an authority ; ground-
ing his doctrine wholly on Daniel's pro-

phecy, and apparently retlectinn^ on the

-Apocalypse (for it seems the book re-

ferred to) as apocryphal. "QaaiXtvati Se

6 AvrtYp((Trot rota Kai t//u(TI' tri] ftova.

OvK tK anoKOVipiiiv Xeyo/^tj', aW tK

Tov Aai'wjX. <t>;;(Ti yap, Kai SoOtjatrai tv

Xiipi avrov iws Kaipov kui Kuipoii' Kai

I'lHiav Kaipov.—Cat. xv. Hence, and not

without reason, as it seemed to me on first

reading them, the Benedictine Editors'

inference, and Lardner's, 'i\. 175, as to

CjTil's rejection of the Apocalypse from
the books of divine Scripture.

But, since then, my attention has been
directed by the works of Professors Liicke

and Moses Stuart on the Apocalypse
(the former at p. 335 of his Einleitimg,

the latter vol. i. p. 361) to Cyril's scarcely

questionable reference in his Catechism,

XV. 12, 13, 27, to the figurations of the

Dragon and the Beast in Apoc xii, xiii,

xvii ; speaking, as he does, of Antichrist

as " another head of the Dragon ;" {tov

dpaKovrog tuTivaWt] KKpaXtf) and, with

regard to Daniel's fourth Beast in its last

form, prcfigurative of Antichrist, that he

was to be the eiijhth hiny. {avroq oycoog
(iaaiXtvaei.) Thus Cyril cannot be re-

garded as a decided rejector of the Apo-
calj-pse.

^ The opinion of Gregory Nazianzcn
on the genuineness and inspiration of

the Apocalypse has been a subject of

controversy. His metrical catalogue of

the genuine books of the New Testa-

ment begins thus :

M utQuioq fiiv typatj/iv 'E/3pacoif Qavfiara
XpiCfTOV

MapKof IraXi^, ,\oi;koc Axdia^i.
Uaai S 'Imavvin;, KqpvK l^tyas ovpavo-

^otrijf.

Then he gives the Acts, then the four-

teen Epistles of Paul, and the seven Ca-
tholic Epistles ; viz. one of James, two of

Peter, three of John, one of Jude. From
which Baronius and others infer that

Gregory did not receive the Apocalypse
;

and Lardncr (iv. 287) allows that, argu-
ing only from it, this would be the na-
tural conclusion. But he adds that in other

of Gregory's remaining \torks the Apoca-
lypse is twice cited

;
(in one, Ilpog h rovg

ffiCTTwrai; ayyiXovg- iTdOofiai yap a\-
Xovg a\\}](; rcpoaraTnv fKKXjyiriat,', wg
lotavi'Tit^ CicacTKU fit Cia ti]q Attoku-
\vil/(wq ; in the otlier, 'O wv, kui 6 i]v, Kai 6

fpX<oi.tipo(;, 6 iraiTOKparwo')— also that
Andreas of Caesarea, in his Apocalyptic
Commentary, (as likewise his imitator

Arethas,) names Gregory as one by whom
the Apocalypse was received.—And, let

me add, not only does Andreas so speak
of him at the beginning of his work, but
he actually quotes him several limes in

it. Besides which, in the very verse

itself of Gregory about John the Evan-
gelist, there seems to me a not impro-
bable argument for his reception of the

Apocalypse. For if, instead of Lardner's
figurative rendering of the ovpavn(poir7)s,

enlightened with the heavenly mysteries,

we render it literally, " ranging, or con-

versant, in /icffi'tvi," it can only allude to

John's rapture to heaven in the Spirit,

so as described in the Apocalj-jise.* And
if so, it is a direct testimony to the fact

of John the Evangelist beiug the Apo-
calyptic John ; and may have been meant
to couple together iu brief his two chief

works, the Gospel and the Apocalypse.—
The cii-cumstance of its being alluded to

out of its order in the canon is not any
strong argument against my inference.

Order is by no means always observed
in the patristic lists. For example,
Chrysostom begins his List of the Books
of the N. T. with St. Paul's Epistles.

Lardner iv. 537.

This controverted point about Gregory
Nazianzen I have the longer dwelt upon,
because Michaelis, on the assumption of

Andreas being grossly incorrect in his

statement that Gregory recognised the

Apocalypse, has unduly used it to shake
his testimony in f'avoui- of Fapias' recog-

nition of the Apocalypse. See his pp,
466, 490 : also my p. 21 supra.

' • Just as Prudentius in his Cathem. Hymn vi. 73, 112, &c. (see Lardncr v. 5) iu

reference to St. John's Apocalyptic rapture to iieaven
;

Quam clara, quam taceuda, Tali sopore Justus,

Evangelista summi Mentem relaxat heros,

Fidissimus magistri Ut spiritu sagaci

Neb'ilis vidcs remotis ; &c. Cwlum pvrugrct omne.
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tom,^ thoiigli not rejecting, did yet but sparingly refer to it as

inspired Scripture, it was on the other hand fully and

unhesitatingly acknowledged, alike among the Greeks by

Epiphanius,^ Basil^' and Cyril of Alexandria,^ by the Syrian

Ephrem,^ and, among the Latins, by Hilari/,^ Ambrose^

Jetwne, and Auffustine}—Subsequently in the Greek Church,

though the Book was never formally rejected by any Eccle-

siastical Council,^ yet the same variety of opinion was ex-

pressed by its chief authors as by those of the 4th century.^**

On the other hand, the 'Syrian Church seems to have re-

ceived it, after the |^time of its eminent Doctor Ephrem
Syrus, the same as before :

^^ a Church which had its

ramifications, not only in Assyria and Mesopotamia, coun-

1 Lardnev, iv. 549, says that Chrysos-

tom omits all notice of the Apocalypse

as entirely as if he were ignorant of it.—

But the statement requires several mo-

difications. For at the commencement

of his comment on the Epistle to the

Ephesians, he refers to the Apostle John's

banishment into the parts of Ephesus :

an allusion scarce to be mistaken (in-

deed the learned Benedictines so explain

it unhesitatingly) to the Apoeahjptic

John's banishment to the island of Pat-

mos, opposite the Ephesian coast ; there-

by almost identifying the author of the

Apocalypse and the Gospel : Kai 6 fxriKa-

pioQ 5t Iwnwjjc tvayYi\iaTi](: ra TroWa
ti'CiETpr^tv iKtC Kai yap Kcti e^io pi ffOt]

fKH, Km (.TiKivrT]<yi.—Moreover, as Pro-

fessor Liicke observes at p. 337 of his

Introduction, both Wetstein and Schmid

have noted many passages in his Ho-
milies on St. Matthew, in which he evi-

dently borrows figures from the Apoca-

lypse, respecting the future consumma-

tion, and happiness of the kingdom of

God. " So that the statement of Suidas,"

says Liicke, " seems to be borne out,

that Chrysostom, besides the Gospel,

received also the three Epistles and the

Apocalypse of John." {i^ix^rai cs 6

XpvffOffTOfiog Krti rac tTrioroXflC avrov

raQ Tpsig, Kai rr)v Ano KaXvipii'.)
2 E. g. in the passage following : 'O

«yioc IdjavvTjc, ^«a '"of ^vayyiXiov, icai

TWV ETTIOToXdJl', Kai T 7} Q AtTOKO-
\ vi\j t(.j Q, tK Tov nvTov xctpifffiaToi; tov

ayiov YlvevixaTOQ /lETaoeSaiKe. Cited by
Lardner, iv. 190.

* This is my conclusion from his hav-

ing thus cited the Apocalypse in his

second Book against Eimomius ;
" And

the same Evangelist " (he had been re-

ferring to John i. 1,) "in another Book
says, ' Which is, and which was, even

the Almighty.' " And again, in his

fourth Book ;
" In the Apocalypse,

which is, and which was, and which is

to come." Lardner, iv. 279. This seems

to me decisive ; notwithstanding the fact

of his having very seldom referred to the

book. Arethas, too, mentions Sasil as

one that received the Apocaly^jse as in-

spired.
•* Lardner, v. 13.

5 So Lardner, iv. 313, to whom I refer

the reader. ^ Ibid. 179.
" He often quotes the Apocalypse : for

example, when writing on Psalm xl.

thus; "Et ideo fortassis Joanni Eran-
(jclhta ccelum apertum, et albus equus

est demonstratus :
" viz. in Apoc. xix.

12—16. Lardner, iv. 335.
^ The opinions of Jerome and Augus-

tine are too well known to need the in-

sertion of proofs or authorities. But see

Michaelis p. 493, and Lardner.
9 Professor Spittlei-, says Michaelis,

p. 489, has clearly shown that the 16th

Canon of the Council of Laodicea, held

A.D. 363, and which in its list of the

canonical Books of Scripture omits the

Apocalypse, is a forgery. And indeed in

the chief editions of the Councils the

Canon is noted as suspect. So e. g.

Harduin, i. 792, notes in the margin,
" Hunc canonem Dionysius pra^tennit-

tit."

1" See the summary given by Michaelis,

p. 491.
11 See Michaelis, p. 495.
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tries nearest to the mother Syrian Church, but also in

Arabia, Persia, Tartary, China. ^ By the Latin Church
too it was notoriously and universally received : and in

the third Council of Carthage, held A.D. 397, and presided

over by the great Augustine, it was solemnly declared to

be included in the Canon of inspired Scripture.

-

And on the whole, and in conclusion,—considering the

early date, continuity, and strength of the external histo-

rical testimony to the Book's apostolic Johannic original,

and on the contrary the comparative lateness, brokenness,

and weakness of all counter-historical testimony,—consi-

dering too, in reference to the internal evidence connected

with the cpicstion, that, although the Book's marked differ-

ence of style, and more strikingly Hebraistic phraseology,

as compared with that of St. John's Gospel and Epistles,

might very naturally suggest a different autliorship, yet

this seems accountable for (in great measure at least) by
the total difference of subject in the Apocalypse, and in-

fluence of the same divine afflatus that dictated the effusions

of the old Hebrew prophets, whereas, on the other hand,

the coimter intenial evidence of the Book's inimitable

sublimity and holiness seems absolutely unaccountable for

on any other hypothesis than that of an apostolic and in-

spired original,— I say, considering and weighing the tes-

timonies thus given in by this twofold kind of evidence, it

does appear to me that Augustine and the Latin Council

had good reason for their solemn verdict ; and that we may
sai'ely and unhesitatingly direct our inquiries into the mean-
ing of the Apocalypse, as into that of a prophecy of the

^ With reference to the Xcstorian ferring its erection to the year of the

branch of this Church a very curious Greeks 1092, or A. D. 781 ; at ^vhich

illustrative memorial, found in the last- time, as well as some centuries later,

named distant country of China, has there was a very numerous colony of

furnished decisive evidence of the fact of Nestorian Snians, wln) regularly re-

the Nestorian Churches there receiving ceivcd their tishops from the Xcstorian

it. I allude to an ancient monument patriarch. And on this monument men-
(the interest of the locality, as well as tion was made of the New Testament
of the subject, bids me here to particu- as containing iicoifi/scren books : — a

larize) dug up at Sanxuen, in tlie Chi- proof, adds Michaelis, that the Apoca-
nese province of Xensi, in the year 1625

;
lypse must have been included in the

a monument, as Michaelis is convinced, number.

(see his p. 497,) reallv ancient and I have seen an account of this in As-

genuine. It bore two inscriptions, one soman's Bihiiothcc. Orientalis.

in Chinese, the other in Syriac, re- - See Michaelis, p. 493.
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future, revealed to the beloved disciple, by none other than

Christ's own divine, eternal, and omniscient Spirit.^

Essay IL—The Date of the Apocalypse.

This is my second preliminary point of inquiry ; and one

on which also, I believe, the historical evidence will be

found not only ready at hand, but conclusive. For the

testimony of Irenceus,—Polycarp's disciple, let it be again

remembered, who was himself the disciple of the apostle

John,—is as express to the point in question as it is unex-

ceptionable. Speaking of the name and number of the

. Beast in the Apocalypse, he says, that had this been a

matter then to be made known, it would have been dis-

closed by him who saw the Apocalypse :
" for it [the Apo-

calypse evidently] was seen no very long time ago ; but al-

most in our age, towards the end of the reign of Domitian"^
The attempts that have been made to get rid of this tes-

timony, and force another meaning on Irenseus' words, by
those whose Apocalyptic theories made them wish to do so,^

I I am glad to entertain the belief

that even in the German theological

schools there has been of late a receding

in no inconsiderable measure from the

old scepticism on this point ; and a revert-

ing to the view of an Apostolic origin to

the Book here advocated. So Professor

Tholuck has expressed himself to me in

conversation. So Br. Zullig declares

his opinion in his Oiienbarung Johanuis,

(i. 136, &c.,) published at Stuttgart in

1834—1840. So again Professor Moses
Stuart, whose Germanizing affinities are

well known, and apparent through all his

Book, in an elaborate and excellent

essay, reaching from p. 283 to p. 450 of

the first Volume 9f his lately published

Apocalyptic Commentary. And, once
more, Olshau,sen, as appears in his Com-
ment on Matt. xxiv. 1.

As regards Professor Liicke, if in his

Einleitung published in 1832 (p. 388) he
has pronounced a strong opinion against

the apostolic authorship of the Apoca-
lypse, yet in his earlier work on St. John's
First Epistle he expresses himself to quite

a difi"erent elfect. So at pp. 6, 11, 27, «&c.,

of the Litroduction. (Edinburgh Trans-
lation, in vol, X.V. of Clark's Biblical

Cabinet, 1837.) I trust with him first

impressions will soon return.

- The following is the passage, which
I quote in full from Eusebius, H. E. iii.

18. T^a(pwv ye roi 6 Hipijvaiog vepi rijg

ipr](pov TT]g Kara rev Avrixpiarov vpoat]-

yopiag (pepoj.uvr]g, iv nj Iioai'fOvXeyonivri

ATTOKaXvij^it, uvraig cvXXajSaig tv Tn/nr-

T(fj Tojv Trpog rag aipeaetg ravra Trtpi rov
lijjavi'ov(pr](fiv. El Se tSti avacpav-
S O V tV T

(f)
V VV K a I p (^ K T} p V T-

r e (T 9 a I r«vo/na avTov, Si tKsi-

V V aveppsdri t ov Kai t r] v Air o-

Ka\v\piv kwpaKOTog' ovdt yap
Trpo TToXXov xpovov ewpaOr},
aXXa ffx^^ov £7rt tt] g r) /xtr e p ag
y EV tag, it p o g r ij) t tXf. i r y g
AoixiTiavov apx//f.

^ Micbaelis, p. 525, thus candidly

acknowledges ihe origin and object of

these attempts. " Several modern com-
mentators, wJio wish to refer the Apoca-
lypse to the reign of Nero, that they may
be better able to explain its 2)rophecies,

contend that the words of Ireufeus have

been misunderstood by ecclesiastical

writers, and that Ireufeus did not mean
to say that the Eevelation was seen in

the rei™ of Domitian."

1
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seem to me to have utterly failed.^ It is as clear a testi-

mony on the point it relates to, as there can be found to any
other fact in any other historian.

Nor is it unsupported by other testimony.—First, Ter-

tullian seems in no dubious manner to indicate this view

of the Apocalyptic date. For in his Apology, after spe-

cifying Nero's as the first imperial persecution, and this

one by the sword, (wherein, as he elsewhere says,'^ Paul

and Peter suffered, no mention being made of Jolin,) he

proceeds to notice Domitian's as the next persecution, and
this as one in which Christians suffered by banishment, the

well-known punishment inflicted on St. John.^ , It is evi-

dent that Eusebius thus understands TertuUian ; I mean
as alluding to St. John's banishment as the act of Domitian.*

—Next Clement of Alexandria indirectly, but I think

clearly, confirms the statement. In relating the Avell-known

story of St. John and the robber, he speaks of it as acted

^ It will only need, I think, to men-
tion the three several counter-construc-

tions that have been proposed of the

words of Irentcus, in order to convince

the intelligent and unprejudiced reader

of their absurdity and extravagance.

1. Wctxtcin proposes to apply the

verb tttioaQri, not to .47ro»:oXjn//if, (not-

withstanding the fojpniforoc ti)v Attoku-

Xv^l/iv of the clause immediately pre-

ceding,) but to lwavi'i)Q : in the sense

that 'St. John was seen at the end of

Domitian's reign!

!

2. Knittel would apply the same verb

fuipadi; to the ovofia of the clause next

but one preceding ; in the sense that the

name of Antichrist, viz. Tfirni', (which,

together with A«rfii'o^, had been men-
tioned a little before as a likely solution

of the enigma,) had been di.icovered only

at the close of Domitian's reign : Do-
mitian's own pr;enomen being Titus ;

and his character, as a Qtoftaxog, and
persecutor, and tit type of Antichrist,

then at length made known by his per-

secutions of the Christians !—This, let it

be observed, thtjugh the verb in Irena-us'

text is i(ooaOij, not ivpiOt], or (poiOti,

the noun Tttrav, not Ttrof, and the

real name declared to be still a mystery,

and (mly the subject of conjecture !

!

3. Ilaroihcrg, admitting that the

iiopdOti must be construed with the

AiTOKa\i'}pi(;, as its nominative, proposes

VOL. I. 3

to give that nominative noun quite a

different sense here from what it had in

the clause preceding : and, whereas it

there meant the Apocah/ptic vision seen

by St. John, here to make it the Apoca-
hjptic Book, or Volume; which Book,

says he, was not seen,—that is, not seen

by the Christians in Gaul,— fill the end
of Domitian's reign : the words, " by
the Christians of Gaul," or something

tantamount, being thus further sup-

plied ! !

Michaelis (p. 5'2o) allows the great

improbability of this solution. Yet it is

an explanation somewhat like it that

was the best Sir I. Newton could devise,

in order to escape from the force of

Irenieus' testimony. "I'erhaps he w; /////<

have heard from his master Polycarp

that he had received this book from John
about the time of Domitian's death : or

indeed John might himself at that time

have made a nvtc publication of it ; from

whence Ireuicus might imagine it was
then but newly written."

- Scorpiac. c. lo.

3 " Teutaverat Domitianus, portio Ne-
ronis de crudelitate ; scd, ([uia et homo,
facile cncptum rcpressit, restitutis etiaui

quos relegaverat." Apol. c. o. The
verl) relego is used by him elsewhere of

St. John's exile to I'atmos. Dc Praise.

36.

* Euseb. n.E. iii. 20.
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out by the apostle on his return from exile in Patmos,

''after the death of the tyrant;"^ and represents him as

at that time an infirm old man.^ Now " the tyrant"

whose death is referred to, must necessarily be either Nero

or Domitian ; as these were, up to the end of the first cen-

tury, the only imperial persecutors of the Christian body.

And Nero it can scarcely be : since, at the time of Nero's

persecution, St. John was by no means an infirm old man

;

being probably not much above, if indeed so much as, sixty

years of age.^ Thus it must rather have been the tyrant

Domitian} So, in fact, Eusebius expressly explains Cle-

ment to mean.^ Nor is there any thing whatsoever incon-

sistent with this view of the chronology of the story, so as

some have supposed, in Chrysostom's second-hand version

of it ; but the contrary.^—Thirdly, Victorinus, Bishop of
1 Quis Dives Salvetur, chd'p. xWi. The or some contemporary; "rescissis actis

story is copied by Eusebius into his H; tyranni." M. P. c. 3. ad fin. So also

E. iii. 23, and begins thus : ^irtiSr} yap, in Apollonius Tyaneus' celebrated second-

rov Tvpavvov TiXevrrjaavroq, sight view, and notification, of Domi-
•a-Ro Tt]Q Ylar^ov rrjg vi](!ov nenjXtitv tian's death; "Strike the tyrant" &c.

6«e rr\v E(ptaov. ^ H. E. ubi sup.

- The statement, eTriXaOo/iEvog ti]q ^ It is to Sir I.Newton that I here more
rfKiKiaQ Trie eavrov, and the appellative particularly allude ; who has endeavoured
rov yepovra, both occur in reference to to draw a conclusion from Chrysostom's
him : the latter twice over. version of the story, such as to make it

3 For he is supposed to have been support his theory of St. John's having
considerably younger than our Lord, been banished to Patmos, and seen the

The traditionary reports of his age at Apocalypse, under yero. His argument
the time of his death all tend to that is this. " Chrysostom says that the

conclusion. And Jerome, Adv. Jovin. young reprobate continued captain of the

Lib. i. c. 14, says expressly of his age robbers alony time. Therefore this is a
when first called by Christ ;

" Ut autem stori/ of mani/ years ; and requires that

sciamus tunc fuisse puerum manifestissime John should have returned from Patmos
decent ecclesiasticae historiaj." Now rather at the death of Nero than of
Nero's persecution broke out in the year Domitian ; because between Domitian's
of our Lord 64, and ended with Nero's death and that of St. John there were
death, A.D. 68. but two and a half years." And so too

* Compare with Clement's emphatic argues Tilloch, p. 39—41.—But Chrysos-
designation oi Domitian, as I suppose, tom's "long time " is in fact indefinite.*

under the appellation of ^^tke tyrant," And that it was not meant to signify ««(?«//

the undoubted application to Domitian years appears clearly on reference to the

of the same title-, in the same emphatic original ; since the reprobate is there

manner, by the author of the De Morti- designated as still a young man when re-

bus Persecutorum, whether Lactantius, covered by St. John.f—It should be

* See on this point of the -koXw xpo^ov some illustrations in my supplemental
Paper on the Apocalyptic date, in the Appendix to this Volume.

t The passage in Chrysostom (Ad Theodor. Laps.) is as follow. Ta St Kara toi^

veov eKHvov, rov irpoTtpov fitv lioavvov rou ZifSiSaiov yevoiitvov fiaOyrijv, vcrrt^iov

Ss tiTi TToXw \i]<yTapxriaavTa xpovov, kui TraXiv vtto tiov ayiwu tov /laKapLOV

GajptvOevra ;)^£tpa>v .... oDOe avroi; ayvoeig .... xai aov iroXXuKig tjKovaa 6av-
HaZ,ovTOQ rrjv (TvyKara^amv rriv noXXijv, /cat on rrjv aijiaxSuffav irpwrov t(pi\i](7(

St^iav T tf} vtt{) TTtpixvOdg, Kai ovTdiQ avTov em ra nportpa tiravqyayt. Where
mark the ry vt<^ in the conclusion.
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Pettaw, and martyr in Diocletian's persecution, in a Com-
mentary on the Apocalypse written towards the close of the

third century, says twice over expressly, and in a part that

bears no mark of interpolation, that the Apocalypse was seen

by the Apostle John in the isle of Patnios, when banished-

thither by the Roman Emperor Domitian.^—To the same
effect, fourthly, is the very important testimony of Eusebius.

For, though doubting about the author of the Apocalyptic

book, (and in these doubts we see exemplified the free ex-

ercise of his independent judgment,) yet, on the date of St.

added that St. John is supposed to have
lived more than two and a half years

after his return : the time being three

years according to Cave, four according

to Basnaffe. See Lardner, v. 427.

Very much the same limitation of the

interval between this man's first conver-

sion and recovery appears in Clement's

original narrative. He depicts the sub-

ject of the story as a youth nearly grown
up, when first seen and presented to the

bishop of the place by St. John ; Trpoo--

/3\£i//ag vtavidKov iKavov rtf) awfian,
&c. He speaks of tlie interval simply

thus. )(^povoQ tv fitttifi'
" A certain in-

terval of time past." And St. John's

later visit, in which he reclaimed this

young man {rov vtavioKov, as he is still

called,) from the bishop, is spoken of as

if his next and second visit ; made on
occasion of some affair arising in the

district church, (one ov ^aKpav, " not far

off" says Clement,) which caused them
to send for him. Xpoi/of tv fie<Tif)' kui,

rivof tTmrt(TOvar)s ^ptiac, avaKaXovai
TOP Iwai'j'j/i'"—just as if he had in the

interval still lived at Ephesus, within call

;

and meanwhile no particular occasion

had arisen for his presence, till then.*
' The two passages are as follows,

taken from the edition of Victorinus given

in the Bibliotheca Patr. Max. (B. P. M.)
Vol. iii. pp. 419, 420.

1. On Apoc. X. 11, " Thou must pro-

phesy again," he observes ;
" Hoc est

quoniam, quando hoc \ndit Joannes, erat

in insula. I'athmos, in metallura damua-
tus a Bomitiano Caesare. Ibi ergo vidit

Apocalypsim : et cum senior jam putaret

se per passionem accepturum receptionem,

iuterfecto Domitiano omnia judicia ejus

soluta sunt ; et Joannes, de raetallo di-

missus, sic postea tradidit banc eandem
quam acceperat a Domino Apocalyp-
sim."

2. On Apoc. xvii. 10, about the Beast's

seventh and eighth heads, he writes
;

" Intelligi oportet tempus quo Scriptura

Apocalypsis cdita est. Quoniam tunc

erat Casar Bomitinnus ; ante ilium

autem fuerat Titus frater illius, et Ves-
pasianus pater, Galba, Otho, et Vitellius.

Hi sunt quinque qui ceciderunt : unus
extat sub quo scribitur Apoealijpsis ;

—Bo-
mitianus scilicet. Aliiis noudum venit

:

Nervam dixit."

I have alluded to the work now come
down to us under the title of Victorinus'

Commentary, (the same from which I

have quoted the above,) as being really

Victorinus', though interpolated. Nor
do I think we need have any doubt on
that point. See my full notice of Victo-

rinus' Commentary in the Appendix to

my Vol. iv., on the History of Apocalyp-

tic Interpretation.

* Let me add, with reference to Chrysostom's o^vn view on this matter, that he,

in common with the other ancient Fathers, (followed, I might add, by Whitby,
Macknight, Palcy, and most other learned moderns,) dates St. Paul's 2nd Epistle to

Timothy (then Bi.shop of Ephesus) just before St. Paul's martyrdom, near the end of

Nero's persecution ; Aoett \ioi irpoi; T<ft riXii tivai avrri r] miffroXi]' eyw yap tjfii,

<pam, ttirtvlofiai. (Homily on 2 Tim. ad init.) And is he likely to have supposed

that St. John addrest the Church of Ephesus, and the other six Asiatic churches, in

the tone of apostolic connexion and authority described in tlie Apocalyp.se, at the very

time when St. Paul (himself the apostolic supcrintendant of the Ephesian church)

was yet living, or else almost immediately after his death ; so as tlie notion of Chry-

sostom's referring St. John's exile in Patmos to Nero's persecution requires ?

3 •
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John's banishment to Patraos, he distinctly intimates more

than once his agreement with the tradition of the ancients,

that referred it to Domitian's persecution : and indeed im-

pUes, as is perfectly evident, that he knew of no other tradition

whatsoever as to the time of St. John's banishment to Pat-

mos/—The same is the recorded judgment oi Jerome f the

same of Augustine's friend, Orosius; ^ the same of Sulpitias

Severus}—Once more, we find an unhesitating statement

of similar purport in Primasius; an eminent Augustinian

commentator on the Apocalypse, of the sixth century. In

his Preface to this Commentary, he speaks of the Apoca-

lyptic visions having been seen by St. John when banished

and condemned to the mines in Patmos by the Emperor
Domitian.^—Other ancient testimonies of less importance

might yet be added.^

^ Immediately before the quotation

made by him from Irenseus, which I have

given at full p. 32, in the first Note of

this Essay, Eusebius says; " In this

persecution [under Dotnitian) it is re-

ported {Kartxii Xoyoc) that John the

Apostle and Evangelist, being yet alive,

was banished into the island Patraos, for

the testimony of the word of God."—If

it be objected that the whole of this

report is given as from IrenoBus, and that

the date, as well as mention of the Apoca-
lyptic John as John the Apostle and
ivangelist, might perhaps be deemed a

part of Irenajus' report, rather than Euse-
bius' own opinion, I may I'efer, secondly,

to the unequivocal statement made by
him at the end of chapter 20 of the same
3rd Book of his History ; Tors ^>; ovv
(viz. on Domitian's death, and Nerva's

accession) kul tov aironroXov \ioavvi]v

iTTO Tt]Q Kara ttjv vriaov (pvyijg Tt}v mri

Tt]Q E^tffov SiaTpijSr^v anei\i]<ptvat, 6

Twv irap' rifuv apxaiwv TrapaCidojtri

Xoyog : where he reports the matter not

as the tradition of one of the Christian

fathers, Ireureus only, but of the Christ-

ian ancient writers (in the plural) gcner-

alUj.— Further', in another passage, II.

E. iii. 29, soon afterwards, he adds the

statement following; ^^ About this time

(Domitian's reign) was the heresy of the

Nicolaitans, which continued for a short

time ; of which also the Revelation of
John makes mention."—Moreover in his

Chronicon he places St. John's banish-
ment at the 14th year of Domitian.

In the Note at p. 40,^ it will be shown

that there is nothing contradictory to this

in Eusebius' statement on the same sub-

ject in his Demonstratio Evangelica.
2 " Vidit enim (sc. Joannes Apostolus)

in Patmo insula, in qua fuerat a Bomi-
tiano Principe ob Domini martyrium re-

legatus, Apocalypsin." Adv. Jovin. Lib.

i. ch. 14. So again in his De V. I. chap.

9, where he speaks of John's banishment
as an event that occurred in the 14th year

of Domitian's reign, Lardner, iv. 446.

I may add that in the Epist. Faulm et

Eustochii ad Marcellam, inviting her to

Bethlehem, given in Jerome's works,

Tom. iv. ii. 549, (Bened. Ed.) the Apo-
calypse is spoken of as written after the

destruction of Jerusalem.
3 " Domitianus .... persecutionem in

Christianos secundus a Nerone impe-
ravit. Quo tempore etiam beatissimus

Joannes Apostolus in Pathmum insulam
relegatus fuit." Hist. B. vii. B. P. M.
vi. 436.

* " Interjecto deinde tempore Bomiti-

antis, Vespasiani filius, persecutus est

Christianos
;
quo tempore Joannem Apo-

stolum atque Evangelistam in Pathmou
insulam relegavit : ubi ille .... librum

Apocalypsin . . conscriptum edidit." Hist,

Sacr. Lib. ii. B. P. M. vi". 344.
5 " Ha?c autem eo tempore videre pro-

meruit, quo in Patmos insula pro Christo

a Bomitiano Ccesare exilio missus, et me-
tallo damnatus, terminis arcebatur in-

clusus." B. P. M. X. 288.
^ E. g. 1st, that of Jornandes, the his-

torian of the 6th century, in his Be Regn,

Success, " Domitianus .... mauus in
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Such is the later and suhaidiarrj Patristic testimony still

extant, to tlie fact of St. John having seen the Apocalyptic

visions in Patmos under the reign of Domitian:— a chain

of testimony not to be viewed (so as Tilloch would quite

unwarrantably represent it) ^ as but the repetition of

that of Irenaius, whom indeed for the most part these

writers do not even refer to :
^ but as their own deliberate

independent judgment, formed on all the evidence which
then existed. As to any contrary earhj tradition respecting

the date, if such there was, (as Sir I. Newton and Tilloch,

still without any warrant of historic record, have assumed,^)

it can scarcely have been unknown to them. And their

total silence respecting it is only explicable on one of two
suppositions ;—viz. either that it did not exist ; or that

they deemed it undesening of credit, and not even worth
the notice.

Nor can this be wondered at : seeing that as to any con-

Christianos injiciens, loannem apostolum

et Evangelistam, postquam in fervcnti

oleo missum non potuissit extinguere, in

Pathmos eum insulam relogavit, ubi

Apoealypsin vidit." B. P. M. xi. 1086.—'indly, and to the same effect, as quoted

by Lardiier v. 140, Isidore of tSeville,

about 600 A.D. in his Chronicle.

Besides these I may mention two apo-

cryphal, but probably rather early, autho-

rities.

—

T\\c first ii the I'seudo-Prochorus

(compare Acts ^^. 5), in liis Karratio de

rehus gestis Sancti Joannis : a writing

which Bellamiine (B. P. M. ii. 46)
thinks may perhaps be the same that

Athanasius alludes to under the title

Circuittis Joannin ; and which, if so,

may probably have been of the third

century, when literary forgeries under
apostolic names were rife. (See Mo-
sheim, iii. 2. 3. 11.) This Pseudo-Pro-
chorus is very full on the subject of

Domitian's persecution of the Christians

;

and (chap, xiv.) gives the Emperor's pre-

tended liescript, addressed to the Ephe-
sian heathens who had applied for it,

condemning the apostle Jolin to the

mines in I'atmos. B. P. M. ii. 53.—My
KfCDud a])ocryphal authority is the old

Homan Martijrologij : which, as Whitby
observes on Ileb. iv. 3, asserts that

Antipas, mentioned Apoc. ii. 13, suffered

martyrdom under I)omitiati ; so fixing

the date of the Apocalypse to a time after

that event. This Martyrium of Antipas
is, I presume, the same tliat Andreas of

Cajsarea in his Apocalyptic Commentary
on that verse tells us he had seen :

—

AiTtTraf «7rfp ariyvwi' to papTvpiov.
1 " However numerous the authors are

who ascribe it to the end of Domitian's

reign, the testimony of all of them may
be resolved into that of one individual

whom they copi'ed, (p. 8, " whom they
refer to,") namely, Irenpeus." Tilloch

on the Apocalypse, p. 14. So agaiu

pp. 8, 9, 44. He says too, p. 6, after Sir

Isaac Newton, that Ircnanis fr.H infro-

diteed this opinion. But how so ? Why
not rather Folycnrp, Irenicus' instruct-

orin "</«' lower Asia; " (see p. 2, Note*,

supra ;) or other Christians there resi-

dent ; to whom, and their Churches, the

Apostle John, as commanded by Jesus

Christ, (A])oc. i. 11,) had first communi-
cated the Ajjocalypse }

* I pray the reader to refer back to the

extracts, especially that from the Alexan-
drian Clement, as evidence on this point.

3 They dwell much on this hypothesis.

Sir I. Newton calls it "a tradition in the

first churches." Tilloch .says, p. 9, "Epi-
phanius followed some other [and of

course earlier] authority now lost
:

"

p. 11, ^'' Early commentators licld the

opinion," &c. Eusebius' ignorance of any
such early counter tradition has been al-

ready noted, p. 36.
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trary statement on the point in question, there appears to have

been none whatsoever until the time of Epiphanius, Bishop

of Salamis in Cyprus, in the latter half of the fourth cen-

tury : a writer commendable indeed, as Dupin says,^ " for

zeal, learning, and piety, but credulous, indiscriminating, in-

accurate ; " and whose chief work, "On Heresies," is decried

by Mosheim as " full of blots and errors, through the levity

and ignorance of the author :

"^ who moreover, in his state-

ment in that work on this very point,—supposing it cor-

rectly given, and not an error of transcription in our copies,

—so exemplifies this ignorance, as quite to justify the silent

neglect of it by those writers of our catena, viz. Jerome, Oro-

sius, Sulpitius, and P7'imasius, who wrote after him. For

he speaks of St. John having prophesied when in the isle of

Patmos, in the days of the Emperor Claudius: ^—a time

when, as Michaelis justly observes,^ it does not appear from

history that there was any imperial persecution of the Chris-

tian body whatsoever ; and when moreover the probability

is that of the seven Apocalyptic churches scarce one was as

yet in existence,^ and the Apostle John moreover in no way
associated with the district.^ But indeed one is almost

forced to suspect some strange error in the transcriber.

For Epiphanius elsewhere implies John's age to have been

ninety at the time of his return from Patmos.''' And can

^ Auteurs Ecclesiastiqiies, Tom. ii. p. Ato heirtpov avayKaZn to ayiov Ylvevfia

301. (Ed. Paris, 1693.) - iv. 2. 2. 9. rov lujai'vriv, TrapniTovixtvo}' ivajytXta-
^ AvTov Si TrpofijTivffavrog iv \povoig aaGai Si ev\al3eiav Kai raTnwoippoavvtjv,

KXavSiov Kai(Tapogai'ojTar<jj,6ri eii; T7]v etti ry ytjpaXea avrov i)\iKia, (.lira trrj

TlaTftov vr/ffov hirt]p^iv. Hier. 51, n. iwivi^Koina riiQ lavrov su»j;^, fiera rrjv

33, quoted by liardner, iv. 190. avrov ctno tijq narfiov iTraroSov, Tt}v tin
* Michaelis ibid. § 9, p. 520. KAan^ioii ytvof^uviii' Kanropof /cai /.ttra

^ See ibid, and my Note - p. 43. iKava ity) rovSin-pi\liat avroi'mvo [f. nri]

^ The reader should remember that in ri/c Acriac ai'ayica^jrat £K0£T0ai rotiroy-

the Acts and the Apostolic Epistles we ytkiov. Hajr. 51. n. 12. Where we may
have an authentic history, and series of most naturally understand the " after

historical notices, descriptive of the state ninety years of aye" as in chronological

of the Christian Church throughout the apposition with the ^"^ after the return

whole of the reign of Claudius ; which from Fatmos, which was under Claitdius

reign lasted only from A.D. 41 to 54. the Emperor."

So that we are perfectly in a situation to Does not the whole passage, let me ask,

compare the facts of the case with the suggest Apoc. x. 11 to one's mind; "And
Epiphanian theory, as to the time of the he said to me, Thou must prophesy again

Apocalyptic publication; and so to con- before many peoples, &c.: " a charge ap-

vince ourselves of its falsehood. plied by Victoriuus, and other early ex-
' The passage I refer to is one in positors, to St. John's writing his Gospel

which Epiplianius speaks of John writing and Apocalypse after his return from

his Gospel, given in Lardner, iv. 188. Patmos?
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we suppose that he really thought John to have been

nineti/ years old before A.l). 54, which was the latest year

of the life of Claudius, or near seventij when called by
Christ to be his disciple?^—Besides which strange theory

we are reminded by Newton and Tilloch of yet another

testimony to the early date of the Apocalypse. The subscrip-

tion to a Si/riac re?'sion of the t>ook, written about the be-

ginning of the sixth century,'- is thus Avorded ;
" The Reve-

lation Avhich was made by God to John the Evangelist in

the island of Patmos, whither he was banished by the Em-
peror Xevo!' But of what value is this opinion, then first

broached, as it would appear ?
^—Or again, of what that of

the commentator Arethas, promulgated still two or three

centuries later,^ to the effect that the Apocalypse was writ-

1 See Note' p. 34, supra.—At p. 190
Lardncr expresses his suspicion of an

error of transcription in the passages

given in Notes" and^ p. 37. A'itringa

(In Apoc. p. 8) intimates that he shmild

have thought the same, but from the

circumstance of Epiplianius twice over

making the statement. And a similar sus-

picion, I should think, must have crossed

the mind of every reflective inquirer into

the subject.

It will be seen in the next Note but one

that Juvenal designates Domitian as the*

Flaiius itltimus. And so too Martial says,
'' Flaria templa," of temples built by
Domitian. Epig. ix. 4. Might not Epi-

phanius have somewhat similarly desig-

nated him from this his Gentile name .''

If so, and the appellatives given by him
were ^Xaviov Kaiitupog, (I write the

*Xai/ioi» as Eusubius in his Chronicon,

quoted from Syncellus in Clinton's Fasti

Komani, p. 80,) the rareness of this ap-

pellation of the emperor might perhaps

make a transcriber suspect error ; and by
a small alteration he might think to rec-

tify it, the word being changed into

KXavCiov.
'^ " The S)Tiac version of the Apoca-

Ivpse is now known to be a part of the

I'hiloxenian version, which was made by
Polycarp at the beginning of the sixth

century." Michaclis ibid. p. 521.
^ May not a mistake have arisen from

Domitian having soimtimes the title of

Nero given him ; and in fact the original.

writer of the Syriac subscription have
meant Domidan, not Nero }

Thu8 J uvenal iv. 37 :

Quum jam semianimum laceraret Flavins

orbem
Ultimus, et oalvo servnret Roma Neroni.

On which Ruperti observes :
" Neroni

alteri. . . .Nota sunt Ausonii verba

;

Et Titus imperii felix brevitate, sequutus
Frater, quern Calvum dixit sua Roma

Neronem."

Similarly TertuUian, in his Apolog.
ch. 5, speaks of " Domitianus portio

Xeronis."

Or perhaps, contrariwise, the fact of

Xero's pr<enomen being Lomitius (so

Jerome on Dan. xi., " Multi nostrorum
putant. . I)omitium Neronem Antichristum
fore ") may have caused the mistake with
an ill-informed translator, or transcriber

;

and, seeing that the time of the writing

of the Apocalypse was stated to have been
under Jhwitinn, he may have judged it to

mean Ifoiiiifius Nero.

Mistakes like these can of course only

be supposed of writers ignorant or care-

le;s, not of such as Irena^us or Eusebius.
• On Apoc. xiii. 2, " The beast that I

saw W!is like to a leopard, and his mouth
like a lion's," he writes; " Per os leonis

rcgnum designatur Babyloniorum, cui

Haracenorum regnum manifest^ successit,

quod in hoc ttxque iempus reffia corum
liahi/lmie sit." \i. \\ M. ix. 771. Now
tlie Saracen capital of Bagdad near Ba-
bylon was- not built till A.D. 702. See
my notice of Arethas in the Appendix to

Vol. iv.
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ten before the destruction of Jerusalem ;^ ^n opinion con-

tradicted indeed elsewhere in the body of his work by

himself? ^—Alike the one and the other slept unnoticed for

centuries. And, if waked up by critics of a more modern

age, it has only been (as Michaelis, we have seen, confesses)

from the supposed necessity of such dates, in order to any

possible explanation of the Apocalyptic prophecies.^

-^ It does not need that I discuss at all prominently certain

points of indirect and subsidiary historical evidence, in favour

of an early date, which these writers have also called in to

their aid. A sufficient notice of them will be found below :

and it will appear that they all, like the direct testimony

just discussed, prove weak and worthless on examination.*

1 "NoBdum enim vastatio a Romanis
illata Judijeos involverat, ubi h«c Evan-
elista oracula suscipiebat." Comment.

in Apoc. vii. 4 ; B. P. M. ix. 759.

Andreas (Aretbas' predecessor and
model) had previously mentioned that

certain preceding expositors supposed an

allusion to this event in Apoc. vii
;

Tavra Tivig eig rrjv tm OvtffTraffiavov

fiaaiXiojg TroXiopKiav i^tXafSov airai'Ta,

ru)v itprjiJiviDV iKartrov TpoTroXoyijaav-

Ttg; (quoted by Lardner v. 78 ;) and Mi-
chaelis, p. 524, suggests that Hijypolytiis'

lost Comment must be the one referred to.

But I find what substantially answers to

Andreas' statement in Tichonius' still ex-

taut Commentary, Homily xiii., an expos-

itor of the fourth century. For on Apoc.

xvi. 14, he refers the great day of the

Lord to Jerusalem's destruction by Titus.

This, however, is meant in a retrosjiective

sense simply ; I mean retrospective from

the date of the Apocalyptic visions : just,

for example, as Mr. Faber explains the

Seals retrospectively.—See my notice of

Tichonius in the Appendix to Vol. iv.

- On Apoc. i. 9, he cites with appro-

bation Eusebius' date ;
" Relegatum

ipsum in Patmum insulam sub Bomitiaiw

fuisse Eusebius Pamphili in Chronica sua

citat." B. P. M. ix. 743.
3 See Note 3, p. .32 supra.
* There are two points of subsidiary

historic evidence urged by Sir I. Newton,
in proof of the Apocalypse having been
written in Nero's persecution; besides

the story from Clement and Chrysostom
already noticed, Note « , p. 34.

I. Of these two the^rsHs thus stated

by that eminent author. " Eusebius in

his Chronicle and Ecclesiastical History

follows Irenseus : but afterwards in his

Evangelical Demonstrations he conjoins

the banishment of John into Patmos
with the deaths of Peter and Paul : and

so do Tertullian, and Pseudo-Prochorus
;

as well as the first author, whoever he

was, of that very ancient fable, that John
was put by Nero into a vessel of boiling

oil, and, coming out unhurt, was banish-

ed by him into Patmos. Though this

story be no more than a fiction, yet was
it founded on a tradition in the first

churches, that John was banished into

Patmos in the days of Nero."

Let us however examine Sir I. N.'s

three authorities on this point, and see

whether they will bear him out.

1

.

Eusebius, after briefly sketching the

earlier persecutions of the apostles and

disciples, as related in the Book of the

Acts of the Apostles, adds that subse-

quently, or in addition to these, [tin rov-

ToiQ,) James, the Lord's brother, was
stoned to death : and he then passes to

the following notice of Peter, Paul, and
John, which is the passage referred to

by Sir I. Newton ; Kai TlirpoQ St t-iri

"Pw^jjC Kara Kt(pa\r]Q TavpovTui, IlavXog

re airoTtfiverai, Idiainnjq re vr]a<f) iraga-

Sidorai'—a passage followed by the gene-

ral statement that the surviving disciples,

undeterred by these things, persisted in

their Christian profession and designs.

Eusebius Dem. Evan. Lib. iii. p. 116.

(Paris 1628.) Thus we see that there

is here no intimation whatever of si/n-

chronisin between the two events of Paul's

beheading and John's banishment.

2. In Tertullian's Treatise de Praes.
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Nor will the only other evidence offered on their side,

—

evidence internal m its character, and which has been urged

IliBr. c. 36, (who was the Jirst author

of the story referred to,*) the conjoined

mention of John's being thrown into

boiling oil, and Paul's and Peter's death,

is not at all a chronological but a local

conjunction. Speaking of Rome he says :

" Ista quam felix ecclesia cui totam doc-

trinam apostoli cum sanguine suo pro-

fuderunt: ubi Petrus passioni Dominican

adaequatur ; ubi Paulus Joannis [sc. Bap-

tista?J eiitu coronatur; ubi apostolus

Joannes, posteaquam in oleum igneum
demersus nihil passus est, in insulam re-

legatur." Not a word is here said of

this last transaction having taken place

under Nero. On the contrary, tradition,

we shall now see, referred it to the times

of Bomitian.— For tirst Jerome adv. Jovi-

nian (Lib. i.) repeats the story imme-
diately after the clause given in Note 2,

p. 36 supri, wherein he states Bomitian
to have been the Empsror that banished

St. John to Patmos. And, further, Sir I.

Newton's third witness,

3. Pseiulo-Prochorus, is directly against

him. For, after telling the story at full

length, and similarly conjoining the men-
tion of this event with that of Paul's and
Peter's martyrdoms, as a mere associa-

tion of place, (for he supposes it to have

occurred at Rome, and that thus the

Porta Latina in that city became a me-
morial of one apostle, St. John, as the

Porta Vaticana was of the other, St.

Peter,) after this, I say, he expressly

states the Emperor by whom St. John
was thus thrown into the oil to have

been Bomitian, (who soon after banished

him to Patmos,) not Nero. " Audiens
Bomitianus de adventu ejus [Joannis]

.... jussit ut proconsul duceret ante

Portam Latinam, et in ferventis olci do-

lium ilium vivum dimitti." . . . ." Deus
enim per crudelcm tyrannum consilium

suum disponebat, ut, sicut virtutibus et

signis Joannes et Petrus socii fuerunt,

ita in urbe Koma memoriam haberent

8ui triuraphi. Sicut enim Porta Vati-

cana," kv. Bomitian is again and again

mentioned by this writer as the Empuror
concerned in the persecution of St John.

B. P. M. ii. 52. See NoteS p. 36 supri.

One cannot but greatly regret that

such a man as Sir I. Newton should have

written in the above-made citation from

him what was not only so incorrect, but

so calculated to mislead. Perhaps, how-
ever, he may have transcribed from others,

and not looked into the originals.

II. The second point of subsidiary his-

toric evidence urged by Sir Isaac, and re-

peated by Dr. Tilloch with an air of great

confidence and triumph, p. 41, is the

early existence of pseudo-Apocahjpses in

the professing Christian Church ; espe-

cially one by Cerinthus, who, they say,

lived so early as to withstand the apostles

in the first council at Jerusalem, (Acts

XV,) and died before St. John : which
false Apocalypses implied the previous

existence of the true. — But what the

authority for assigning this early date to

Cerinthus, and his Apocalypses ? It is

well known to be a controverted point

(as Mosheim says, i. 2. 5. 16, and Lard-
ncr viii. 409) whether Cerinthus was of

the first century or the second. Epipha-
nius,—the inaccurate and untrustworthy

Epiphanius,—is the only author of the

story of Cerinthus being at the Council at

Jerusalem. And he himself puts the Ce-

rinthians elsewhere after the Carpocra-

tians ; whom all place, I believe, (see

Lardner viii. 393,) after the end of the

first century. On the other hand Ircnajus

dates the Cerinthians after the Nicolaitans

;

which last he deemed (as his date of the

Apocalypse proves) to have been of Do-
mitian's time. Theodoret imjdies (as

Lardner observes, p. 4U9) that Cerinthus

did not arise till the old age of St. John.

Krjpii'Oov £s ipaaiv, Itoavvn . . trt
TTtpiovTog, ra TtjQ oiKiiag a'tptatwg

TTapcKJTrfipai !^i<^avia. H. E. ii. A judg-

ment on the question moderate, and which
seems to me sufficiently to agree with the

various most trustworthy testimonies.

Thus St. John, in extreme old age, may
have written his Gospel after Cerinthus'

first rise : Cerinthus, after St. John's death,

have written and published his false

Apocalypse.

Let me add, had these pcrvertcrs of

'SV. John'n Apocalypse written as early as

Tilloch asserts, even before St. Paul's 1st

Epistle to the Thessalonians, might we
not presume that they would have been

as specifically reprobated as those that

wrested «S7. Paulas epistles in 2 Pet. iii.

16?

* See Lardner, ii. 286.
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of late years with great earnestness and some effect ^ by Dr.

Tillocli and others, after Sir Isaac and Bishop Newton,—be

found at all better able to bear examination.

Tor what is the main argument of this kind? It is

founded on certain marked similarities discoverable, as they

suppose, in sundry Epistles of Peter and Paul, written be-

fore Nero's death, to passages in the Apocalypse -^ whence

they infer that the Apocalypse was written first, the Epistles

afterwards.—Now in a question of this kind it is important,

indeed essential, to distinguish between cases of reference

to some antecedent writing, (Mdiether direct, or -by means

of the article ox pronouns demonstrative^ and those of mere

similaritij of thought or expression. Of the former class

of examples, adduced by these ciitics from the apostolic

epistles, there is not one, I believe, which is not explicable

as a reference to the previous prophecies of the Old Testa-

ment.^—As to cases of mere similarity and coincidence of

thought, if we may often see much of it even in uninspired

writings, without implying imitation on the part of one or

other of the writers, how much more may we expect unde-

signed resemblances in inspired writings, such as are both

the Epistles and Book of the Apocalypse spoken of ; see-

ing that, though written by different human penmen, they

were inspired by one and the same divine Spirit: ^ which

1 See the notices of it by Burgh in the Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22, as well as to Apoc. xxL
Appendix to his Comment on the Reve- 1 ; titc city which hath fotouhitioiis to Isa.

lation, pp. 409—422 (4th Ed.), and by liv. 11, as well as to Apoc. xxi. 14; the

a Reviewer in the Investigator, Vol. i. p. last trumpet to Exod. xix. 16, (compared

213. The former entirely adopts and ap- with Heb. xii. 19, 26 and 1 Thess. iv. 16,)

proves the argument; the latter however as well as to Apoc. xi. 15.—Indeed that

much more cautiously, and only in part. this last could not have been the original

2 See the enumeration of them in Sir of 1 Cor. xv. 62 is hence evident;

—

I. Newton and Dr. Tilloch. The most because the last Apocalyptic trumpet in-

striking, I think, are those of St. Peter eluded iu it, like the trumpets preceding,

about the church at Babylon, the royal a certain considerable space of time ere

priesthood, and new heaven and new earth ; the events connected with it (of which the

and those from the Epistle to the Hebrews judgment of the dead is not the first)

about the heavenly sabbatism, the general should be accomplished; whereas at the last

assembly, the coming unto Mount Zion, trumpet sounding of 1 Cor. and 2 Thess.

the city that hath foundations, the heavenly the dead are to rise " in the twinkling of

Jerusalem : also, as Dr. Tilloch adds, p. an eye." See, too, Note - on the next

99, and his Reviewer in the Investigator, page^

the expressions in 1 Cor. xv. 52, about * 2 Pet. i. 20, 21: "No prophecy of

the last trumpet's sounding, and in Gal. iv. the scripture is of any private interpreta-

26, about ^^ the Jerusalem above, ivhich is the tion: for the prophecy came not in old

mother of us all." time by the will of man, but holy men
3 E. g. St. Peter's promised new hea- of God spake as they were moved by the

vens and neio earth may be referred to Isa. Holy Ghost."
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Spirit may just as well be supposed to have dictated an
idea or brief sketch to St. Peter or St. Paul, which was
afterwards to be developed in the finished pictures of the

Apocalypse of St. John, as to have spoken by those first-

mentioned Apostles in terms or figures borroAved from the

previously promulged pictures of the Apocalypse, All

this is very evident ; and with it the exceeding danger of

arguing, so as Newton and Tilloch have done, for tlie

chronological priority of the Apocalypse, from any supposed
imitations of it which they may think to trace in one and
another of the apostolic epistles.—But it is to Di". Tilloch

himself that we owe the setting forth of the utter unsound-
ness and error of this their argument in the clearest light,

Por he has plainly shown that on this principle there must
be allowed proof of reference to the Apocalypse in St. Paul's

two Epistles to the Thessalonians,—proof as conclusive as

in any other case :^—which two Epistles were, however, no-

toriously written before ever a Christian church was founded
at Ephesus ;

" nmch more before it had any episcopal angel

presiding over it, such as was addressed in the first of the

Apocalyptic Epistles by the Lord Jesus. And the same
very much in regard of the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians

;

which also, as we have seen, Dr. T. strongly argues to have

been post-Apocalyptic : seeing that it was almost certainly

written before the foundation of any of the seven Asiatic

churches but that of Ephesus.^

* Tilloch, Diss. ii. § 11, pp. 110— 122. Jesus shall be revealed from heaven in
" In the First Epistle to the Thessaloni- flaming tire,'] the allusions to the Apoca-
ans," he says, p. 110, " there are several lypse are quite obvious."

expressions, which, if we believe that '^ Uoth these Epistles were written,

the writer often has allusions to the while Timothy and Silas were with Paul,
Apocalypse in his other Epistles, we can from Corinth : (compare Acts xviii. 5,

hardly have reason to doubt have refer- 1 Thess. i. 1, iii. 1, 2, 6, 2 Thess. i. 1
:)

ence to the contents of that prophecy :

"

and it was not till after leaving Corinth
instancing the urath to cune, the coming that he first touched at Ephesus, where
of Chrht with all his saints, the coning there was then no Christian churcii, but
as a thief in the night, the trumpet of only a Jewish synagogue; (Acts xviii.

God, and the signs and periods, which 19;) nor till his second visit, on return-

the Christians addressed perfectly knew

;

ing from Jerusalem and Antioch, (Acts

1 Thess. i. 10, iii. 13, iv. 16, v. 1, com- xix. 1, &c.) that he formed a church in

pared with Apoc. vi. 16, xix. 11— 14, that city. Indeed Tilloch allows this,

xi. lo, xiii. 5, &c.—Again of the Second pp. 21, il2.

Epistle he writes, p. 117; "To the au- ^ St. I'aul's first Epistle to the Corin-
thor of this work it appears certain that thians was written from Ephesus, as all

in these passages of the first chapter [viz. allow, and is indeed most manifest (see 1

veracs 7, 8, ' liest with us, when the Lord Cor. xvi. 8, 19), during St. Taul's sojourn
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So as to the primary argument of these writers, to prove

an early date, from internal evidence. A secondarij class

of arguments from internal evidence, derived from the allu-

sions that vi^e find in the Apocalj^pse to the Israelitinh tribes

and the Holy City, temple, and altar,—as if, say they, the

Jewish city, temple, and altar were still standing,^—is even

yet more obviously inconclusive. Tor it takes for granted

that those expressions are meant literally of the old Jeru-

salem and Israel, not figuratively, of the Christian Church :

a point which not only have they not proved, but which, I

am well persuaded, (and we shall soon see that the persua-

sion exprest is not without reason,) they never can prove.^

Tet a few words, ere I conclude, on two or three cor-

roborative points of evidence drawn both from profane

history and Scripture.—First, it would seem from historic

report very questionable whether Nerds persecution of

Christians extended far beyond the precincts of Rome
itself : ^ a circumstance which, if true, (nor is it contra-

dicted by any distinct Christian ecclesiastical record of

at Ephesus, mentioned Acts xix, in which temple and altar and Soly City, as then
he was occupied in founding the Ephesian standing ; and to the Gentiles, who were
Church*—I might add the same too of soon after (?) to tread under foot the holy
the Epistle to the Galatians, which hears city and outward court."

date probably yet earlier.—See Lardner ^ ggg my observations in Chap, ii of
and Macknight on the Chronology of my Introduction to the Prophecy, on the

St. Paul's Epistles. primary exhibition of a scene like that

There is a passage in Polycarp's of the Holy Place of the Jewish temple
Epistle to the Philippians, which strikes in Apoc. i ; also those on the sealing of

me as corroborative on this point. He the 144,000, out of the twelve tribes of

writes thus, § 11. "St. Paul noticing Israel, in Apoc. vii; and those on the

you in the beginning of his Epistle, glo- measuring of the temple and altar in

ries of you in all the churches which Apoc. xi. 1, 2. Here however Tilloch

alone then knew God ; for we did not differs ; as may be inferred from his ex-

then know Him." Whence we may plaining the sanctuary, altar, &c., of Dan.
naturally infer, that at the date of St. ix. 24, in a Christian sense.

Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, or as ^ See especially Tacitus Ann. xv. 44.
late as about the year A.D. 61 or 62, the Also Suetonius' Nero c. 16.—The learned
Christian Church of Smyrna (which was modern ecclesiastical historians Gieseler

one of the Apocalyptic churches, and (Text Book i. 2. 28), TFarfi^rf/w/^tow (Church
Polycarp's see afterwards,) had not been History i. 113, 114, 2nd Ed.), and many
formed. others, take this restricted view of the Ne-

^ So Sir I. Newton :
—" allusions to the ronic persecution.

* Let me add, would St. Paul have said, 1 Cor, xv. 8, " Last of all he was seen by
me also," if St. John had subsequently to Paul's seeing Christ near Damascus, yet

before his writing to the Corinthians, been favoured with the visi6n of Christ in

Patmos ; and not rather pointedly have referred to that extraordinary vision, in

further proof of Christ's resurrection }
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the first four centuries,) ^ negatives of itself the idea of St.

John having been banished in his persecution to the mines

of Patmos.

—

Secondlf/, they fiu-nish no evidence that in

Neros persecution banishment to the islands^ with its

usual penal accompaniments, was one of the punishments

then put in force against accused Christians : whereas, on

the other hand, we have direct profane historic testimony

in proof that that particular punishment tvas enforced /

against persons accused of Christianity in the persecution i

by Domitian. The illustrative case of the noble Senator I

Clemens' equally noble wife Domitilla will readily occur

to the meuiory of the classic reader.-—To which let mej

add, thirdlij, that it appears from Tacitus,^ that about the' J*

sixth year of Nero, or A.D. 60, the city of Laodicea was'

destroyed by an earthquake ; in which earthcpiake, ac-i

cording to Eusebius,* the adjacent cities of Colossce and
Hierapolis were also involved. Now, as regards Laodicea

itself, we read in Tacitus that before he wrote it was re-

built :
^ the exact time of its restoration not being specified

by him ; but which, according to such memorials as exist,

seems to have been completed not till some 10 or 12 years

1 So "Waddington ibid. 114; Orosius agreeing with the ecclesiastical tradition

and perhaps Sulp. Severus, both given as to St. John's liberation occurring on

by Larduer vi. 624, being the earliest that Emperor's death (whoever he was)

Christian writers who distinctly extend that had banished him to Patmos.

the Xeronic jjcrsecution into the Pro- ' Annal. xiv. 27. See Note '.

vinces. Eusebius especially, H. E. ii. * In his Chronicon.— I agree with Tille-

25, docs not. As. to the Lusitanian in- mont, ad ann. 60, in supposing Eusebius

scription given by Larduer, p. 623, I'rom to mean the same earthquake as Tacitus

;

the archicologist Gruter, wliich would though he places it iu the tenth year of

make Nero's persecution to have ex- Nero.

tended into Portugal, Dean Waddington If Colossa- was destroyed in the earth-

observes (ibid. 113), "The forgery of (piuke, and 2'(7f (7 «.v' date is to bo received,

the Lusitanian inscription, according to Paul must have written his Epistle to the

whici^ ' Nero purged that province from Colossiaus before the ending of Nero's

the new superstition,' is now universally 6th year, Oct. 13, A.D. 60. Let me be

admitted." So too Gieseler, ibid. permitted to refer on this point to my
2 The history is found in Dion Cas- Essay and Chart ot the Pauline Chrono-

sius, Ixvii. 14, and Eusebius H. E. iii. logy, in the Appendix to my Warburton
18.— Flavius Clemens was cousin-ger- Lectures, p. 4>7.

man to Domitian, Domitilla his niece. Mr. OresswcU dates the Epistle A.D.
Let me observe that Dion Ca.ssius fil on account of the earthquake. But

expressly mentions also the liberation this is a year too late,

from exile of those whom Domitian had ^ " Eodem anno ex inlustribu.s Asise

banislied on the charge of atheism, (i. e. urbibus Laodicea tremore tcrnc prolapsa,

of Christianity,) by the Emi)cri)r Nerva nullo a nobis remedio, propriis (.jiibus

on his accession: 'O N(oou«c tovq n revaluit."— In Fellowes' "Exiursicjus in

Kotvo^iivovt; or' aatjiui} ucjiifKE, Knt rovi; Asia Minor" there is a notice of the "ex-
(pivyovrai; Karqyayf—a fact precisely tinct volcanoes of Laodicea."
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after, perhaps in the reign of Vespasian.^ Which time of

the city's restoration is of course quite inconsistent with

the idea of a Laodicean Church existing at the epoch of

Nero's persecution ; much more with the state of wealth

and kixury ascribed to it in the Apocalyptic epistle. On
the other hand, on the hypothesis of a Domitianic date to

the Apocalypse, the testimony of these monumental memo-
rials well consists with the idea of Laodicean prosperity

sketched in the epistle : while at the same time the non-

restoration, according to existing monuments, of both

Hierapolis and Colossae before Domitian's death, quite ac-

counts for the silence at that time in the Apocalyptic letter

about Colossee and Hierapolis.—How rash then Dr. Til-

loch's argument from this silence for a Neronic date ;
^ even

if considered only in the light of profane history ! How
much more rash when considered also in the light of the

adverse evidence derivable from the Scriptures them-

selves ! Li which Scriptures, not to revert to what has been

argued from other of St. Paul's Epistles, we have in fine his

2nd to Timothy, then Bishop of Ephesus, written, accord-

ing to the most probable and generally received opinion,^

just before his death under the Neronic persecution : and
which gives not a hint of the Apostle John's being even

then established in that neighbourhood, or expected ; or of

1 Turning to medallic illustrations, I the time of Jolin's exile in Patmos,
find in Mionnet's coins of Colossa none A.D. 96.

between those of the elder Agrippina, ^ "These passages (viz. ' John to the

struck, I suppose, under Caligula, (see seven churches in Asia,' and ' The seven

Easche on "Agrippina Senior,") and stars are the angels of the seven

those of Commodus, a century and a half churches,') prove that the Apocal}'pse

after : (Colossean coins, however, are very was written before there was a church
rare :) in hiscoins of 5^iVrff;;o/wagapfrom at Colosse or at Hierapolis: for Dean
Nero to Trajan. And neither Eckhel nor Woodhouse has not ventured to state that

Easche supply any others in the case these churches had ceased to exist at the

either of Colossceov Hierapolis. In those date he assigns to the Apocalj-pse."

of Laodieea Mionnet's gap is from Nero Tiiloch, p. 32; and so again at p. 38.

—

to Titus only; there being various' Lao- Dean Woodhouse, it seems, in account-

dicean medals both of Titus and Do- ing for the omission of these churches,

mitian. had simply said that they were probably
The elder Pliny (H. N* v. 29, 30) implies not mentioned from the circumstance of

the existence of a Roman tribunal under ^'' their having become of less importance ;"

Vespasian at Laodieea. Vitr. p. 54. And not bethinking him, at the time, of the

Kitto's Pictorial Bible, on Apoc. iii, speaks earthquake that I have specified.

of an inscription found on the amphi- ^ So Chrysostom, (see p. 35 supra,)

theatre there, with a date showing Whitby, Macknight, Michaelis, Paley,

that it was in course of erection at &c.
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any such new Churches havhig been formed there, as are

a(klressed in live out of the seven letters to the Asiatic

Churches ! Besides that the state of those Churches, as

A])ocalyptically described, seems to indicate a considerable

interval of time from that of their first founding. So,

for example, very specially in the case of the Ephesian
Church, which is charged with having then " left its first

love."^

Thus (to conclude) the varied historical evidence that

has been inquired into all concurs to confirm the date

originally and expressly assigned by Irenceiis to the Apo-
calypse, as seen and written at the close of the reign of Do-
mitian ; that is, near the end of the vear 95, or bearinnins:

of 96." Accordingly, the great majority hitherto of the most
approved ecclesiastical historians and biblical critics, alike

Roman Catholic and Protestant, French, German, and
English,—writers who have had no bias on the point in

question, one way or the other, from any particular cherish-

ed theory of Apocalyptic interpretation,—for example, Tille-

mont, l)iq)in, Bossuet, Le Clerc,—Turretin, Spanheim,^

Basnage, Lampe, Mosheim,— Mill, Whitby,^ Lardner, &c.,

—have all alike adopted it.^ To whom I am happy to add
the more modem names of the German ecclesiastical his-

torian Gieseler,^ as well as of our own Church historians

Burton and Waddington ^ also, and the very learned classi-

cal chronologist Fynes Clinton.** AVe may, I am per-

suaded, depend on its correctness, with as unhesitating and

1 This arj^ument is urjyed strong-ly'by author of St. John's banishment to Pat-

Titrinjja in Apoc. i. 2 ; also bj' L'Enfaut mos.'"
and Beausobrc, after him, as cited in ^ Text Book i. 63.

Lardner vi. 327. ' Burton, p. 163, says; "The date of
2 Domitian was assassinated Septem- all his (St. John's) writings is attended

ber A. D. 96. Suetonius' Domit. c. 17. with uncertainty, except perhaps that of
' Spanheim inhis Eccles. Hist, speaks his Apocalypse, which must have been

of it as among the things certain. written either in the island of I'atmos, or
^ On Heb. iv. 3. soon after his retuim to Ephesus." Dr.
' Woodhouse, from whom I have B. had just spoken of John's banishment

freely borrowed in this Preliminary to Patmos as under Domitian.—What
Essay, thus sums up about the date of Dean Waddington says of the seven
the Apocalypse, p. 11: " Lampe has Apocalyptic churches, i. 7, implies it.

asserted, and Lardner fully confirms the "* In his Fasti Uomani ad ann. 95.

—

assertion, ' that all anti()uity is abun- Let me add that Mr. TreyeUcK. in his late

dantly agreed that Domitian was the Critical Edition of the Apocalyptic text.
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implicit confidence, as on the truth of almost any of the

lesser facts recorded in history.

The important bearing of the true Apocalyptic date on

Apocalyptic interpretation will soon appear.* Xu ^^^i^-<>^

(Preface p. x,) accounts for the very much having been written, agreeably with

fewer number of the Apocalyptic MSS, Irenaeus' testimony, at a later period than

as compared with those of the other New the rest.

Testament Books, from the fact of its

* Since the above was printed in my 1st Edition I have seen the American Theo-

logical Professor Moses Stuart's Apocal)-ptic Commentary, published in 1 845, shortly

after mv own : a Commentary the result, he says, of 20 years' thought and labour ; and

in which, after Liicke aud others of the more modern German school, he contends

strongly for the Neronic date. As the commentary is thus elaborate, and he asserts

that " it is now a matter agreed on by nearly all the recent critics who have studied

the literature of this book that it was written under the bloody reign of Nero, or

shortly after," (Biblioth. Sacra ii. 249,) I feel it right not to omit a consideration of

his argument.
Accordingly in the Appendix to the present Volume there will be found a

review of whatever new argument, or evidence, may have been adduced by any

of the more recent writers of the German school in favour of a Neronic date ; more

especially by Professor M. Stuart himself. I am well persuaded that the review will

only result in a confirmation of what I have written above.
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PROPHECY OF THE FUTURE

APOC. I—IV.

CHAPTER I.

ST. JOHN IN PATMOS.

It was in the year of Christ, as we have seen, 95 or C6, and

of Rome S48 or 849, that St. John had the visions of the

Apocalypse revealed to him. The chronological eras in

which I thus mark the date,— eras perhaps the most famous

in history,—suggest to us the two kingdoms between which,

from thenceforward, was to lie the visible contest for the su-

])remacy of the world. Of the former kingdom the then

living ruler and head was the Em])eror Domitian, the last

of the twelve Caesars ; w^ho was engaged at the time spoken

of in a bitter persecution of the Christians in his empire

:

of the latter the most eminent member and director (for

Head it knew none but the Lord Jesus) was the last and
only survivor of Christ's twelve apostles,^ himself a sufferer

in the persecution, the beloved disciple St. John.
" I John, your brother and companion in tribulation,

and in the kingdom and patience (or rather patient ex-

pectation ') of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called

' Such is the received tradition of the Church, handed dowu in ecclesiastical his-

tory : though of the times, as well as manner, of the deaths of several others of the

apostles, precise accounts arc wantinp;.

' Ev Ty iiTTOfiovy lijffov XmoTov. Apoc. i. 9.

4 •
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Patmos, for the word of God and for the testimony of

Jesus,"—sncli is the account now given by St. John re-

specting himself. He had been banished from his brethren

and friends in proconsular Asia/ to the barren isle of Pat-

mos, simply for bearing witness to Jesus as the Christ and

Saviour of the world : and probably,—if we may form a

conjecture from what was common among the Romans in

the case of such punishment,^ and from the strength too

of the phrase " tribulation,'' used by the Apostle to de-

signate his own experience of it,—was condemned to penal

labour in the mines or quarries -^ or perhaps to incarcera-

tion in some dungeon of the island. He was now far

advanced in life, much beyond the threescore years and

ten that have been noted as the measure of the age of man

:

1 Proconsular Asia, of which Ephesus was the capital, must he distinguished from

Asia Minor, as well as from the vaster continent of Asia. It appears that the word
Asia was used by the Romans in four senses : 1st, for the whole Asiatic continent,

as opposed to Europe and Africa ; 2ndly, for Asia Minor in its largest extent, in-

cluding Cilicia and other districts beyond the Taurus ; 3rd, for the same in its smaller

extent, embracing only the provinces within the Taurus ; 4th, for Lydian Asia, or,

as it was also called towards the end of the first century, Proconsular Asia, extend-

ing along the coast from Pergamos down to Caria, and inland to the Phrygian

frontier, or a little beyond it.—It is in this last sense that the word is used in Acts

xvi. 6, &c.,—a passage which has been very appositely cited in illustration ;
" When

they had gone throughout Phrygia and the region of Galatia, and were forbidden of

the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia, after they were come to Mysia they

essayed to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit suffered them not: and they, passing by
Mysia, came down to Troas."—See the Diatribe of the learned Archbishop Usher on
the subject ; referred to by Vitringa on Apoc. i. 4.

Perhaps the little maritime district on the Cayster near Ephesus huA first the name
Asia, since Homer so uses the word, II. '&A&\, Airtifi ivXufxiovi, Ka'varpiov a^ipi pnQpa;
it being called so, according to Strabo (1. xiv. p. 961), from one Asius, a king of Lydia.

Thence the appellation may have extended to a larger and larger signification.

^ His being there as one penally banished, and in exile, is almost implied in what
St. John says of his being the fellow-partaker with the Asiatic Churches in affliction,

&c. ; and it is stated by many of the ancients. So Ignatius' Epistle (as it is called)

to the Tarsenses, IwavvriQ KpvyaStvtTo tv nar/ix^" an epistle very ancient, doubtless,

if not of Ignatius' own writing : and so too almost all the other early fathers cited in

the Essay preceding.— Dr. Tilloch stands nearly alone, I believe, in his strange idea

(pp. 12, 15, 16) of St. John having voluntarily gone to Patmos (itself an almost barren

island !) merely to preach the Gospel.

Daubuz (ad loc.) observes from Grotius; " By the Roman laws this was the pun-
ishment of seditious persons ; among which were reckoned those who broached and
published new superstitions." And, as it appears from Dion Cassius, (1. Ixvii. 14)

that many who suffered under Domitian suffered under the conjoint charge of atheism

and Jewish manners, {eyKXrjfia a9toTt]Tog and lovSaiwv jj^j;,)—a charge, as

Neander judges, (Church Hist. vol. i. p. 131, Clark's Eng. Ed.) designative of Chris-

tians,—it is evident that this punishment among others would naturally be adjudged
to them.

3 Victorinus, quoted p. 35, Note ' ; and, after him, Primasius, quoted p. 36, Note ^,

affirm this about St. John.—"De vestris semper metalla suspirant," said by Tertul-

lian in his Apolog. c. 44, suggests the hardness of the labour in the mines, enforced

on criminals.
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and at ninety, or nearly ninety years, privation and penal

labour, like this, must needs have been peculiarly pain-

ful. But the spirit of the man had that within it which
might well sustain his infirmity ; the peace, hopes, and
joys of the Gospel :—joy at suffering for Christ

; joy in com-
numion with him, through that Holy Spirit whose light no

dungeon could exclude
; joy in looking for a speedy re-

union with Him, and the triumphant establishment, soon

it might be or somewhat later, of his kingdom in glory.

How peculiar, how different from those of the few rude

inhabitants, and perhaps ruder governor of the island

around him,^ were the thoughts and feelings, recollections

and anticipations, joys and sorrows, that filled the mind of

the aged saint ! In part and measure it is not difficult for

us to picture them to ourselves. For, besides certain his-

torical notices of his life, we have preserved to us the ex-

pression of his mind in writings of his own still extant,—
his Gospel, his Epistles, his Apocalypse. Nor, I think,

can we better prepare ourselves for an intelligent and pro-

fitable consideration of the extraordinary prefigurative

visions just at this time accorded to him, than by endea-

vouring, though but partially and briefly, to picture these

his thouglits and feelings to ourselves : and this as they

embraced within their scope alike the past, the present, and
the future.

1. The past. It was now above sixty years since the

ascension of his blessed Lord. Surely that was an event

and scene that could never fade from St. John's recollec-

tion :—then when He led the disciples out as far as Be-

thany on the mount of Olives, and there for the last time

blessed them, and, as He blessed them, was parted from

them, till a cloud received him out of their sight.'—It was
then that two Angels, robed in heavenly white, stood by
them ; and said, " Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye so

gazing up into heaven ? This same Jesus shall come in

like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven."^ These

' Dauhuz on Apoc. i. 10, says, " It is likelv that St. John was exiled into the
island of I'atmos, because there were as yet no Christians therein."

- Luke xxiv. 50. * Acts i. 10, 11.
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were heart-cheering words, never to be forgotten ;—words

indeed that were but the repetition of many to the same
effect that Jesus Himself had before spoken to them.^ At
tirst the idea, the joyful idea, in their minds was that the

promise of his coming would very speedily be fulfilled
;

and, long before the generation then living had wholly

passed away, this dearest wish of their hearts have its ac-

complishment.^ But the years that had since passed,

(above sixty years we have seen), had already shown some
error in their, expectations on that point :

^ yet only so as,

by -unfolding the fulfilment of other of Christ's predictions,

that needs must come first in order of time, to confirm,

and render yet more certain, their assurance of the fulfil-

ment of this best promise in its due course also.

Thus, in regard to Jerusalem, when they witnessed the

Lord's ascension, that " holy city " * was 3^et standing. As
they returned from Mount Olivet, the hum of busy life

rose from its thronging population : and with its towers

and pinnacles, its forts and palaces, and its temple the

mightiest and most splendid of all its mighty buildings.

Mount Zion seemed still, as in the olden time, the queen

amidst the hills that surrounded it.^ But Christ had fore-

shown its then imminent destruction and desolation.^ Its

people had rejected Him who came to save them ; and
1 It will be found interesting^ to note these predictions in the order of time, and with

regard to the occasions on which they were given : e. g. Matt. xri. 2", xix. 28, 29, xxiv.

30, XXV. 31, Luke xvii. 24, John xiv. 3, &c. &c. It will thus appear, 1st, that it

was not till after the lapse of a certain time from the calling of his disciples, that He
opened to them the subject of his secorid coming in glory; 2nd, that it was not until

after he had mentioned to them the sufferings and humiliation that He would have to

undergo. Indeed it would seem to have been generally in direct connexion with pre-

iutimations on the subject of his approaching sufferings, or on that of their own com-
ing trials and sorrows, that He spoke of his second and glorious coming.

^ His saying (Matt. xxiv. 34), "This generation (») yivta aiirt)) shall not pass till

all these things be fulfilled," was not one that the disciples could overlook; under-

standing Christ's coming, verse 30, so as they doubtless did, of his second coming to

glory. On which' passage (supposing the word avrt) read, as we read it, with the

aspii-ate) the question would arise with them, Is the word generation to be taken in

a chronological sense of thirty or thirty-three years ? Or was the term intended by
the expression to be measured by the longevity of all then alive, so as only to end

with the death of the longest liver ; and thus to extend to some ninety or a hundred
years, from the time when the prediction was spoken ?—Compare on this expectation

of the disciples. Acts iii. 19, 1 Thess. iv. 17, Heb. x. 37, James v. 8, &c.
3 For what I conceive to be the true explanation of this prophecy in Matt. xxiv.

34, let me refer the reader to Part VI. Ch. 6, § 1, of this Commentary.
* Matt, xxvii. 53. * Ps. cxxv. 2.

« To the disciples, Matt. xxiv. 2, Luke xix. 41—44, xxi. 24, &c. ; to the people

themselves, Matt. xxi. 40, 41, 43, xxiii. 35—38, Luke xxiii. 28, &c.
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had even imprecated the curse on themselves, when they

cried out for his crucifixion, "' His blood be on us and on

our children." And when yet again,— after that the Spirit

had been poured out from on high, and that the apostles,

with all its signs and mighty wonders to attest the truth of

their mission, had preached and pressed upon them with

all earnestness, both at Jerusalem and throughout the pro-

vinces, the Gospel of his salvation,^ (it was their Lord's

last charge to them to do so,")—when that unhappy people

for twenty, thirty, forty years had still rejected, pertina-

ciously rejected, this witness of the Spirit, and last offers

of mercy ,^—then at length the Almighty's protection was

withdrawn ; and wrath came on them to the uttermost.

Not without providential warnings loud and many did

it fall upon them. The predicted preliminary signs ap-

])eared in due course,—of earthquakes, famines, and pesti-

lences, of wars and rumours of wars, of false Christs and

prophets,^ and fearful sights, sounds, and wonders, in

heaven above and the earth beneath,^ yea, and even within

the solemn recesses of the sanctuary :

®—signs appointed as

1 The manner in which St. Paul, in the fulfilment of his mission among the Gen-
tiles, always sought out the Jewish sj'uagogue and the Jews, to whom first to preach

the gospel of Jesus Christ, is very remarkable.
'^ l.uke xxiv. 47 ;

" beginning at Jerusalem."
^ So Euseb. H. E. iii. 7.—Might not what is said, Matt. xii. 31, of the sin against

the HolyGliost, have had some reference to this rejection by the Jews of the dispens-

ation of the Spirit } Compare Acts vii. .51.

* So Hippolytus, (?)* De Consummatione Mundi et Antichristo, cited by Mede,
Book V, ch. 7. (p. 901, Ed. 1672.) After Christ's ascension, he says, avfrrjaav

Tivii Xtyovng, Eyw ufii 6 XpiTof, Ka9(og 6 "Zifiuiv o Mayog, Kai oi \onroi, it)V hk

4Ti Kaipog apri ra ovofxaTa fivrj^ovtvaai. So too Cyril Catech. 6, and Jerome on Matt,

xxiv. 2.3.

* See Bishop Newton's, Whitby's, (on Matt, xxiv,) or Lardner's (vi. 402—423)

historical illustrations of these several points in Christ's famous prophecy of the

destruction of Jerusalem; illustrations taken chiefly from Josephus : also Grcswell

on Parables, v. 375—385
;
(who well observes on Josephus' designed abstaining from

the use of the name Christ orfalse Christ, thougli implying that many of the false

prophets mentioned by him were pretended Christs ;) and Dr. Robinson's valuable

Biblical Researches on Palestine, ii. 1—9.

" Josephus' report (B. J. vi. 5. 3) of the voice, just before the taking of the city,

from within the temple, " Let us depart hence," is known to all.

There is a singular Je\vish tradition of a similar sign, said by the Rabbles to have

occurred /rtr^/ years before the temple's destruction ; i. e. just at the time of the rejec-

tion and crucifixion of Christ by their nation. It is given in Kimchi's Comment
on Zfch. xi. 1— 3, "Open thy doors, Lebanon," ifcc. Says he: "Our Rabbies of

blessed memory have interpreted this chapter of the desolation of the second Temple,

* The real author of the Treatise De Consumm., as it now stands, cannot have
been Hippolytus, the Bishop of Ostia in the 3rd century. See my notice of him
in the History of Apocalyptic Interpretation, in the Appendix to my 4th Volume.
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if to force the attention of the Jews, if so it might be ; or,

if not, of Christians at least, and perhaps of the heathen

world itself, to the coming judgments as from heaven.

And just after Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews, and

James too in his Epistle, had uttered their last warning

voice in vain,^ first the war, and then, three or four years after,

the siege began ;
' and with it those unparalleled horrors

that had been foretold by Jesus, when he looked on the

city and wept over it. The sad story of the catastrophe

was but too fresh in St. John's remembrance : the fulhl-

ment of the predicted horrors too complete and notorious.

No Christian eye indeed had beheld them in their progress.

Warned by their Lord, the Christians had quitted the de-

voted city when they saw the vanguard of the Roman army
under Cestius plant its 'idolatrous ensigns (was this the

predicted " abomination that was to make desolate ? ") in the

holy precincts of the Holy City.^ But many a wretched

outcast Jew had since wandered into Asia, a living monu-

for Lebanon is the Holy Temple. They say that forty years before the destruction

of the Temple, the doors of the sanctuary opened of themselves. Rabban Johanan
ben Zakkai reproved them, and said, sanctuary, sanctuary, how long wilt thou
terrify thyself? I know that thy end is to be left desolate ; for Zechariah has pro-

phesied against thee long since. Open thy doors, Lebanon." On which passage

see Dr. M 'Caul's Note, who says that fiie tradition is found in the Babylonian
Talmud, Treatise Yoma, fol. 39. Lightfoot, Esercitat. on Matt. xxvi. 3, (Works, Vol.

xi. p. 309, Ed. Pitman,) also mentions the tradition.—Compare the fact of the rending
of the veil of the temple at that precise time.

' The date of each of these Epistles is fixed by Whitby, Macknight, and other

commentators, at about A.D. 62 ; only three or four years before the war broke out.

Compare the warnings in Heb. x. 37, and James v. 8, on the imminence of the

coming destruction of the Jewish polity, if not of the world.
2 The chronology of the chief epochs of the Jewish war is as follows ; accord-

ing to Larduer Vol. vi. and Clinton in his Fasti Romani.
A.D.
66 May, War commenced with the Jews' revolt ; its conduct being committed by

Nero to Vespasian.

September, Cestius Gallus' expedition against Jerusalem.

67 July, Jotapata taken, and Josephus in it.

68 Gadara taken.

69 War suspended, after Nero's death, and during the civil wars of Galba, Otho,
Vitellius, and Vespasian.

70 War renewed by Titus ; siege of Jerusalem begun April 14, about the time of
the passover.

September 8, Jerusalem taken and destroyed.
3 See Josephus B. J. ii. 19. 4—7 ; also Euseb. H. E. iii. 5, and Greswell on Par.

v. 318, 323, 326—333.—Another explanation of the abomination of desolation may refer

it to the murders and other abominations committed in the city and the temple by the

Jews themselves, both at the first revolt which brought on the war, and afterwards.

See on this Josephus ii. 17. 10 ;
" It seemed," says he, " to be a prelude to the

Jews' own destruction . . that the city was all over polluted with such abominations."
This was just before Cestius' march against Jerusalem.
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ment of his country's ruin :
^ opprest alike by prince and

people ; and bearing, like Cain, God's mark of reprobation

on his brow."^ The learned and noble Jew, (alas, not

Christian Jew,) Flavius Josephus, had recounted in his

lately published Plistory all the details of the siege in all

their horrors ; and Vespasian and Titus had themselves au-

thenticated the narrative.^ Moreover the Christian dis-

ciples, alike in Rome and in Judea, spoke of memorials of

the catastrophe, now visible in either place, a spectacle for

the world:—in the one, the Arch of Tifus, exhibiting in

its nicely chiselled sculptm-es the captured furniture of the

once Holy Place,—the table for shew-bread, the book of

the law, and the seven-branched candlestick ;

^ in the other,

the Ciff/ itself desolate, and in heajjs ; its ruins still stained

1 So the author of the Qusest. et Eespons. ad Orthodox, appended to Justin

Martyr's Works, (Ed. Colon.) in Qusest. 108, respecting the /ew's, after their later

overtlirow by Hadrian : Ot (5t vvv ry Xfjiart^ aTiiiBovvTtQ avrwv, rnq fitv oiKtiag

varpiSog antXaOivrig ii^ iraaav ttjv yijv i\tKixji9)]rrai', toii; ^t tOi'tat)' ii^ Sov\iiaf
tKtlc9)jaav ^aTifiop, o/t; ra Trpay/xura artjXijg li o cf n t pi<p aviart p or .

• It was the enactment of Titus that all Jews, wherever they were, should pay to

the Capitoline Jupiter the same annual tribute of a didrachm that they had been
previously accustomed to pay to their own temple : (see this exemplified Matt.
xvii. 24 :) a payment in value equal to that enjoined by Moses, on occasion of num-
bering the people, Exodus xxx. 13 , and which in course of time seems to have
become annual. So we read in Josephus B. J. vii. 6. 6, and Dion Cass. Ixvi. 7-

This "Judaicus fiscus," as Suetonius tells us, (Domit. 12,) was rigidly and oppres-

sively exacted (" acerbissime actus est ") under Domitian. From Eckliel's observ-

ations, vi. 404, on Xerva's coin with the inscription, " Fisci Judaici caluninia sub-

lata," it appears that certain unjust oppressions connected with the tax were reme-
died by Xerva. But the tax itself, as Eckhel adds, still continued. So Origen, kui

vvv lovSaiwv TO Si?oa\^ov avToig ['Pw^aio/c] TeXovvT(iJV,m his Letter to Africanus.

—Wliat a. priinari/ fulfilment, let me suggest, of Deut. xxviii. 64 ;
" The Lord shall

scatter thee among all people : and there shalt thou serve other gods, which neither

thou nor thy fathers have known, even wood and stone." In Papal Rome they have
been similarly taxed in support of Papal idolatrous worship.

The trembling Jewish mendicants at Rome are sketched by another contemporary
of St. John in Patmos, I mean Juvenal, Sat. vi. -543; " Arcauam Judaea tremens
mendicat in aurem."

^ Xopa^af ry iavTov x*'P' ^" /3(/3Xia, says Josephus of the emperor Titus, Yit.

§ 64. And so again in his Book against Apion, i. 9 ; saying that he had presented his

History of tlic War first of all to Vespasian and Titus ; and appealing to them as wit-

nesses of its accuracy.

His History of the Jewish War was the first of his publications; and is referred

by Whiston, iii. 244, (Ed. 1821,) to the year A.D. 75. His History of the Jewish

Antiquities seems to have been published, as Whiston and Clinton (in his Fasti

Romani) agree, A.D. 93, just before St. John's banishment to Patmos.
* An engraving of the arch is given in Taylor's Calmet, Jlontfaucou, and elsewhere.

I have copied the candlestick from the latter ; Vol. iv. I!, v. c. .5.—They give too

Vespasian's well-known medal, struck on the occasion, and wliicli I have also copied : re-

presenting Judah as a woman-captive seated under a palm-tree, and a Roman soldier

standing by ; with the legend Judcpa capta. What an illustration to the very eye of

the fulfilment of Isaiah's prophecy, (iii. 26,) " Audshe, being desolate, shall sit upou
the ground."
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with blood, and black with fire ; and of its Temple especial-

ly (just as Jesus had predicted) not one stone left upon an-

other, because the people knew not the time of their visit-

ation.^

Thus Jerusalem was no more ; and, as its city and temple,

so the ritual, polity, and dispensation essentially associated

with them, overthrown. But meanwhile a better dispensation

had been striking its roots far and wide in the world ; with a

better temple, better worship, better polity, and better

hopes and promises attached to it :—the " Most Holy " of

its temple being the heavenly presence, now opened by the

blood of Jesus ;
^ its worship a spiritual worship, with Christ

Himself the Lamb of God for its high priest and sacri-

fice ; its polity one constituted by community in a heavenly

citizenship :

^—the members of which polity, God's election

of grace, now in process of gathering from out of an apos-

tate world,* were at present indeed scattered, despised, per-

secuted ; but sure, after a little while, of being manifested

complete in glory, number, and union, even at their Lord's

coming.^—Mighty had been the power of the world,

mightier still the malice and the subtlety of Satan, the

Prince of this world, to arrest its progress, and stop the

promulgation of its doctrine by the Christian disciples.

But in vain. In number few, so as that an upper room
might almost contain them,^ at the time when charged by
their risen Lord with the commission to go forth and disci-

ple all nations, they had since then advanced and multiplied

into the numbers of a great though scattered people, known
through not Judea only, but the whole Roman world."^ Per-

1 When the Romans had taken Jerusalem, Titus ordered the soldiers, says Josephus,

to dig up the foundations both of the city and of the temple ; rtjv re ttoKiv koi tov
vewv KaraffKUTrrnv. B. J. vii. 1. 1. Only, as he adds, a part of the Western wall,

and the towers of Phaselus, Hippicus, and Mariamne were left standing ; as a me-
morial of the strength of the captured city, and protection to a Roman garrison.

2 Heb. ix. 24—26, x. 19—21, &c.
3 Phil. iii. 20 ;

" Our citizenship (n-oXiTfVjxa) is in heaven."—So the beautiful

description of Christians in the Epistle to Diognetus, written some eighty or ninety

years probably after the Apocalypse, Etpi yjje StarpilSovai., aX\' tv ovpavii> ttoXj-

TivovTai. Lardner, ii. 142.
* E(cic\»j(Tta ; lit. an assembly, or gathering, called out of ; i. e. out of the u-orld.

Hence the haXm ecclesia ; and the modern eglise, chiesa, &c. Our own words A^rA
and church are from the word KnptaKjj. Together the two Greek words signify, The
Lord's assembly gathered o%d of the world.

« John xvii.' 20—23, Rom. viii. 18, 19. ^ John xx. 19, Acts i. 13. •

^ Compare Christ's predictions, Matt. xxiv. 14, "And this gospel of the kingdom
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secution itself had but strengthened the holy canse. The
blood of the martyrs had proved the seed of the Church.

—

Here too the Lord's prophetic declaration had been ad-

vancing towards fultihnent. " The kingdom of heaven,"

He had said, " was like a grain of mustard-seed
;

" which,

though itself the least of seeds, would yet become a great tree,

such that the fowls of the air might lodge in its branches.^

2. And thus what the present state of the Christian

cause ? Surely scarce a city was there, scarce a town, in

the vast Roman Empire, but some little church had been ga-

thered out of it ; with its leaven spreading through the vil-

lages adjacent, and as what would yet more spread. So that

when at any time the aged apostle, under permission to

emerge* to daylight from his subterranean prison, might

look round from the rocky summit of Patmos, and follow

with his eye in the distant horizon the indented coast first

of Asia, then of Thrace and Greece, with its bays, and

gulfs, and islands, and far-stretching capes and ])romon-

tories, it would rest ever and anon on the sites of notable

Christian Churches :—first, those of proconsular Asia,

where Timothy had fallen asleep, where Antipas had recent-

ly suffered martyrdom,^ and Polycaqj still lived a faithful

witness for Christ ; churches under St. John's own immedi-

ate superintendence : then the Macedonian and Greek

Churches of Fhilippi, and Thessalonlca, and Benca, and
Athens, and Corinth:—while yet farther, beyond where the

eye might penetrate, he knew that alike in the distant West
on the one side, and the South and East on the other. Chris-

tian Churches existed there also, instinct with spiritual life,

shall be preached in all the world, for a witness to all nations, and then shall the

end come," with St. I'aul's stronj^ statement. Col. i. 6, 23, that " the gospel had
come into all the world, and been preached to every creature (or, in all the creation, tv

irany ry ktkth) under heaven :
" which Epistle to the Colossians appears to have

been written about four or live years before the Jewish war.—Of course St. Paul's

words must be considered the exaggeration of a common colloquialism, and to have

had reference to the Roman world.

It is likely that a larger preaching of the Gospel, even over the whole habitable

uorM, was here chieHy intended by Christ; as a sign of the great consummation,

and his own second coming, being near at liand. But I conceive that a subordinate

and smaller fulfilment was also intended, on tlie scale of the Roman world ; as a sign

of the approaching destruction of Jerusalem, and end of the Jewish dispensation, by

his Provioential interposition and judgments.
» Matt. xiii. 31, 32. « Apoc. ii. 13.
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in holy fellowship ; from which the daily incense arose of

prayer and praise and adoration to the same Saviour-God
and to the Lamb.—There was the Church fondly gathered

again round the ruins of Jerusalem, over which the aged Sy-

meon still survived to preside.^ There was the Church at

Antioch, with its faithful Bishop Ignatius,^ where the disci-

ples had first received the sacred name of Christians. There

was the Church oi Alexandria, and other associated Churches

in Egupt founded by St. Mark -^ that of Cyprus, where

Barnabas had laboured ;^ and of Crete, set in order by Ti-

tus.^ Yet once more, Westward,—omitting, but not for-

getting, the blessed germs of Christianity among the pro-

vincials of Spain,^ and Gaid^'^ and even Britain,^—there was

that numerous and noble Church at Rome, where the be-

loved brothers Paul and Peter, under Nero's earlier persecu-

tion, conjointly with many others of the brethren, had seal-

ed their testimony with their blood. ^ There the leaven had
1 He is said to have been chosen Bishop of Jerusalem after the murder of the

Apostle James, A.D. 62 or 63 ; thither to have returned when the Christian refugees

at Pella, some certain time after its destruction by Titus, returned to the vicinity of

the ruined site of the once holy city ; and there remained till A.D. 104, or 106, at

which time he suffered martyrdom. See Euseb. H. E. iii. 11, 32.

Dr. Robinson, in his " Biblical Eesearches in Palestine," expresses his opinion that

the Judaeo-Christian Church as a bodij did not return from Pella to Jerusalem till

after Hadrian's subjugation of the revolted Jewish remnant, and prohibition of Jews
approaching Jerusalem thenceforward on penalty of death. But many probably re-

turned much earlier, "accompanied," as Dr. Burton judges, (Church Hist. p. 141,

4th Ed.,) "by their Bishop, and set up again a Christian Church amidst the ruins of

their city."—After Hadrian's Jewish war the Christian Church at Jerusalem became,

as Eusebius says, H. E. iv. 6, altogether a Gentile Christian Church.
2 Bishop of Antioch from about A.D. 70 to 107, or perhaps Ho. See p. 12 supra.

3 He is reported by Jerome to have died at Alexandria, in the 8th year of Nero,

or about A.D. 62; nearly the same time that St. James was martyred at Jerusalem.

De V.I.c.8. Lardner, iv. 443. * Acts xv. 39. -^ Titus i. o.

6 In Rom. XV. 24, 28, St. Paul himself states his intention of visiting Spain.

Whether he fulfilled it however is very doubtful ; though Clement of Rome, c. 5, says

that he preached the gospel t-ni to ripua rrjg dvatwg.
' Mosheim, ii. 1. 1. 5, thinks it very possible that the light of Christianity reached

Transalpine Gaul before the conclusion of the apostolic age.

8 See Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. iii. 7, Usher. Brit. Eccles. Antiq. c. 1, and Gildae

Epist. apud Stillingfleet's Antiquities of the British Churches iii. 3.—Tacitus, ad ann.

A.D. 58 (Annal. xiii. 32), speaks of Po)npo>iia GrtBchia, the wife of Plautius, just

before Governor of Britain, as " externte superstitionis rea ;
" a phrase most naturally

to be understood as a charge of Christianitij against her. So Lipsius, and other

commentators ad loc. This is certainly a remarkable circumstance, in reference to

the question as to the time when Christianity first entered Britain.

On the whole the slight general notice of Gaul, Spain, and Britain in the text

seems quite justifiable.—Compare the history of the early Christian Churches' evan-

gelization given in Burton's and Waddington's Church Histories.

9 A.D. 65 or 66. This was after the burning of Rome by Nero; which act he

charged on the Christians.—Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44, clearly implies that the number
who then suffered as Christians was large. " Primo corrcpti qui fatebantur; deinde
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penetrated not only into Caesar's household,^ but into the

hearts of some of the nearest kindred of Caesar. Whilst the

aged Clement, whose name St. Paul had noticed as in the

book of life,'^ was faithfully presiding as its bishop over the

Church in that vast city, undeterred by the terrors of the

persecution,^ another Clement, whose name was also in the

book of life, the cousin-german of the Emperor, had just

witnessed for Christ, even unto blood : and his wife Domi-
tilla, with similar constancy of spirit, endured to be trans-

])orted to the desolate island of Pandateria ;* where she

was even now suffering the same punishment for the Chris-

tian faith as St. John himself.

As sorrowful but rejoicing,^ as rejoicing yet sorrowful,

—

such was the mixture of feeling which then, as in this

world it ever must do, characterized the true Christian.

Even upon its own account, and of the sufferings it entailed

upon the Christian brotherhood, persecution such as that

to which the church was now subject could not but be a

cause of pain to the Apostle : but yet more, as considering

whence it all originated ; viz. from the enmity to God of

a world lying under the influence of the Wicked One.*^

—

Nor was persecution the worst or deadliest of that great

enemy's weapons against the Christian Church, which the

apostle had to lament and to fear. The corruption of the

Church itself, through the intermixture of doctrines of

altogether contrary spirit and origin with the pure and
holy doctrine of Christ crucified,—this was a weapon of

that subtle foe the Prince of this world, the Devil, yet

more to be apprehended. Already indeed this corruption

had begun to work in individuals and in churches, which
yet called themselves after the name of Christ. Those

indicio eorum multitudo ingens. hand pcrinde in crimine inccndii, quam odio humani
generis convicti sunt." He adds, with regard to the torments they were sul)jortod to;

" Pereuntibus addita Indibria, ut fcrarum tcrgis contecti, laniatu canum intcrirent

;

aut crucibus atfixi, aut flammandi, atque ubi defecissct dies, in iisum nocturni

luminis, urerentur." ' Phil. iv. 22. - Phil. iv. 3.

^ See Lardner, Vol. ii. p. 30—34, on Clement. He concludes that Clement became
Bishop of the Roman Church about A.D. 91 or 92 ; and wrote his Epistle, after Do-
mitian's persecution, about A.D. 96.

* So Dion Cassius, Ixvii. 14, already referred to p. 46 supr^. Jerome, in his Epist.

to Eustoch., written as the Epitaphium of her mother Paula, ch. 3, makes it the

island Fonda.
* 2 Cor. vi. 10. ^ tv rtp novtipiff 1 John v. 19.
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sjrievous wolves against which the Apostle Paul had so so-

lemnly warned the Ephesian elders, when parting from

them at Miletus/ had already shown themselves in the pro-

fessing Church at Ephesus and Laodicea, and far and wide

elsewhere. The lovers of Judaic ritualism and Judaic

fables,^—of the figments on heavenly things of human
philosophy, and science falsely so called,^—of doctrines of

asceticism,* or of the lusts of the flesh,^—had each and all

far and wide propagated their tenets, commixedly or separ-

ately,^ under the Christian name :
^ superseding Christ's

word and his apostles', as the rule of faith, by a human

^ Acts XX. 29. Where mark the tK v/iiov avnov, "perverse teachers /?ww out of

your own selves."

2 The first alluded to by St. Paul in Gal. iii. 1, 2, Phil. iii. 2, &c. ; the second in

1 Tim. i. 4, Titus i. 14, iii. 9, Col. ii. 16, &c.
3 So St. Paul, Col. ii. 8, "Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and

vain deceit ; " and 1 Tim. vi. 20, where he speaks of avridiTiiQ rijg xpevSwvvnov

yviofffujQ' from their pretensions to which yvoiaiQ, {knowledge falsely S'o called,) the

Gnostics derived their name. Also Col. ii. 18 ; "Let no man beguile you of your

reward in a voluntary humility, and worshiioping of angels, intruding into those

things which he hath not seen; " &c. But see Note ^ infra.

4 So Col. ii. 21, 23, &c.
5 So some in the Corinthian Church, spoken of 1 Cor. v. vi ; also those of Jude

4 ; and again the Nicolaitans in Proconsular Asia, mentioned Apoc. ii. 6, 14, 15.

6 The subject of the heresies that had crept into the Chui-ch by the end of the

first century is, as Mosheim says, i. 2. 5. 2, one involved in much obscurity. But
thus much is evident, alike from the inspired epistles, and fi'om Irenteus and other

early ecclesiastical writers, that Judaism and heathen philosophy had both a share in

their production. And sometimes there was an easy commixture and fusion of the

doctrines from the one source and the other. For example, the Judaists, with their

rabbinical traditions about angels, (as Tobit, xii. 15, speaks of " the seven angels

that present the prayers of the saints,") easily fell in with the Platonic doctrine of

dcemons, and dmnon-ivorship, as mediators.—Again, in respect of the doctrines of

fasting from animal food, and washings and purifications, they as naturally coalesced

with the similar doctrines of the Pythagorean philosophy.

—

Philo, the celebrated

Alexandrian Jew of this century, affords a notable Jewish illustration. And so too

certain of the Gnostics under a Christian name.

Compare Whitby on Col. ii, Macknight's Preliminary Treatise to the Epistle to

the Colossians, Mosheim i. 2. 5 ; and also Liicke on the Epistles of St. John,

pp. 64 et seq.
'' Polycarp, within ten or twenty years of St. John's seeing the Apocalypse,

marks prominently the Christian profession of the Doketic Gnostic heresiarchs, in

Chapters vi, vii of his Epistle. Attsxc/xcvoi tojv ^fvSaStX(pojv, kui twv tv

viroKpiffsi <pi(>ovrwv to ovofia rov Kvpiov, o'lTiveg airoTrXavoJcrt Kti'ovg

av9p(jjirovg. Hag yap oQ av fit] o/jioXoyy Irjrrovv XpiOTov tv capKi tXriXvBtvai.

K. T. X.— So too Liicke ibid. pp. 65, 66;—"This theosophical, not to say gnostical

pseudo-prophetia, [the -^^^v^f^vvfiog yvwrrtg of 1 Tim. vi. 20, and Col. ii. 8, &c.,]. . . .

pretended to embody and assimilate with itself Christianity, as well as Judaism. . . .

Originally confused in itself, and threatening and seducing only from a distance, it

now had nestled in the midst of Christendom." And again, p. 69 ;
" The heretics [of

1 Joh. ii. 19], as it seems, .... still externally kept up their connexion with the Chris-

tian community."—So Eusebius of Menander, Simon Magus' disciple, and other con-

temporary heresiarchs ; Bv S' apa tia^oXiKrig iptpjeiag dia roiujvdt yoijroji/ tiji/

XpiaTiavujv irpoariyopiav vTroSvofitvwv, k. t. \. H. E. iii. 26.
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tradition in their own keeping ;^ and, in one way or other,

superseding Christ himself, in his character of fallen man's
only pro])het, priest, mediator, atonement, and righteous-

ness ;- thereby teaching apostasy from the Head,^ and
destroying the very essence of the gospel. Indeed they
had not only drawn away many insincere professors into

error, but partially infected even some of the faithful them-
selves.—So was the truth of another of the Lord's remark-
able parables already illustrated. " The kingdom of heaven
is like unto a man which sowed good seed in his field : but,

while men slept, an enemy sowed tares ; and when the

1 Polycarp, in the immediate sequel of the extract given in the preceding Note,
speaks of them as perverting Scripture to their purpose ; bq av fxtOoStvy ra Xoyia tou
Ki'piow Trpoc rag iSiag tiriOvfiing.— Irenaeus, i, 1, 6, 17, ifcc, speaks of them as not
merely pcrierting but also fahifging Scripture ; and using moreover multitudinous
apocrj-phal Scriptures, as if true. Further, iii. 2, he tells, in a very romurkuble
passage, how they made use of their own tradition, as authority, when liard

pressed by Scripture testimony. Indeed it is so remarkable that I must cite the pas-

sage. "Cum ex Scripturis arguuntur, in accusationem convertuntur ipsarum
Seripturarum

;
quasi non rectc habeant, neque sint ex auctoritate, et quia varie sint

dicta, et quia non possit ex his inveniri Veritas ab his qui ncsciant traditionem. Non
enim per literas traditam illam, sed per \-ivam vocem ; ob quam causam et Paulum
dixissc, ' Sapientiam loquimur inter perfcctos, sapientiam autem non mundi hujus :

'

et banc sapientiam unusquisque eorum esse dicit quara a semet ipso adinveuerit."

—He adds :
" Cum autem ad earn traditionem quie est ab apostolis, quaj per suc-

cessiones presbyterorum in ecclesiis custoditur, provocaraus eos, adversantur traditioni

;

dicentes se, . . etiam apostolis existentes sapientiores, sinceram invenisse sapientiam."

—Compare Mosheim i. 2. o. 8.

* The Gnostic teachers generally represented themselves, like their first head
Simon Magus, as "the great power of God;" (Acts viii. 9, 10;) and as having in

themselves those treasures of divine wisdom and knowledge, and being able to impart
from out of them,* which, as St. Paul so strongly insists on in his Epistle to the

Colossians, resided altogether in the Lord Jesus. Hence they superseded Christ iu

his character of prophet : while the merits of their gnosis and their ritual superseded
him in his character of our righteoimicss ; and themselves, aud the iEous of their

theogony,t in that of pritat and mediator.

As to Christ's character as our atonement, that vital doctrine of the Christian

faith (by the Gnostic perfected ones quite unnecded) was in a singular manner
equally set aside by the two grand branches of the Gnostic heresy. The one,

founded by Simon Magus originally, held that our Lord Jesus Christ was a man in

appearance only ; a sect called in consequence Do/cetee, or Phantomists : J and thus

made his really atoning death a mere illusion of the senses of the bystanders.f The
other, that of Cerinthm, admitting the humanitg of Jesus, denied hia divinitg ; and
thus, making his death to be that of a mere man, denied it the virtue whereby alone it

could become a full and satisfactory atonement to the Divine Father for the sins of the

world. »
Col. ii. 19,

* " Omnes tument, omnes scientiam pollicentur." Tertullian De Praescr. c. 41.

t On the genealogy of their ^Dcms, see Irenaeus i. 1

.

+ Ignatius vehemently denounces the heretics on this point, in his Epist. ad
Smyrnajos,

'J
2 ; ovk, wairtp riytg Xtyovai, to ookhv avTov irnrovOivai, avroi

TO COKHV ovTig, ice.

H Tertull. adv. Marcion. iii. 8, strongly marks this : saying that if Christ, were a

phantasm, his was no true atoning death ; and wc arc therefore yet in our sins.
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blade was sprung up, and brought forth fruit, then ap-

peared the tares also."^—Could things be so, and yet the

Apostle not feel anxiety for the Church, as he looked into

the uncertainties of the coming future ?

3. And this the rather, as he could not forget what had

been foreshown by the Holy Spirit respecting this coming

future, to one and another of the apostles ; and how some

grand apostasy from the faith was to be expected, ere the

second advent of the Lord Jesus. So especially St. Paul

had been inspired to write to the Thessalonian Christians
;

" That day of Christ shall not come except there come the

apostasy first :" ^ together with certain memorable words

besides, respecting the chief of the predicted apostasy
;

" And that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition, who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God,

or that is worshipped ; so that he, as God, sitteth in the

temple of God, showing himself that he is God." Indeed to

himself, St. John, the same issue of events had been revealed

;

and he had been directed to remind the Christian Church

of this great coming enemy under the very notable name of

" the Antichrist."^—I say a name very notable ! Por it was

-noipseudo- Christ, like as of those false self-styled Christs, (in

professed denial of Jesus being the Christ,) that the Lord de-

clared would appear in Judsea before the destruction of

Jerusalem,* and who did in fact appear there and then :

^

but was a name of new formation, expressly compounded,

it might seem, by God's Spirit for the occasion, and as if to

express some idea through its etymological force which no

older word could so well express, the name Antichrist :

even as if he would appear in some way as a Vice- Christ
^

1 Matt. xiii. 24—26. 2 2 Thess. ii. 3, ?j anoaraaia.
3 " Ye have heard that the Antichrist cometh." 1 John ii. 18.

' This first Epistle of St. John is thought by many to have been wi-itten before his

banishment to Patmos, perhaps about A.D. 80 ; by others, as Basnage, as late as

A.D. 98, or after the Apocalypse. To myself the earlier date seems the more prob-

able ; though it is possible that the later may be the true one, as I have ali-eady inti-

mated at p. 7. In any case the license will readily be allowed me, considering the

uncertainty of the question, to state the matter so as in the text.—See Macknight's

Preliminary Essay to St. John's Epistles.

* Matt. xxiv. 24, Mark xiii. 22.

5 See Josephus' B. J., or Lardner, &c., alluded to p. 5o supra.

* AvTix^Kyroq. When avn is compoimded with a noun signifying an agent of

any kind, or functionary, the compound word either signifies a vice-functionary,
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in the mystic Temple, or professinc/ Church; and in that

character act out the part of Usurper and Adversary,

or a fiDictioiianj of the same kind opposing, or sometimes both. The following two-
fold tabular list of examples will show this.

n.
I.

AvravlpoQ, a man's substitute.

AvTal('k<poq, one in a brother's stead.

AvT4ia<ri\tvq, a vice-king.

AvrayioviarriQ, an opposing combatant.
AiTfpaoTjjc, a rival lover.

AiTTiptrriQ, an opposing rower.

A>'n7ro\a((Tr;;f, a counter-wrestler.
Avrt^iaKovo^, a servant's substitute.

:
Ayriffraatwriig, an opposing factionary.

AiTi^iia9uiTog, a mercenary's sukstitute. ArriaTpartjyog, an opposing general.

A»'r(7rpf<T/3fi;r/;c, an envoy's substitute, i AvTiarparnoTTji;, a soldier of the enemv.
AiTiarpartjyog, a pro-pra-tor. AvrtfvXa^, a guard posted against
Airtra^tiag, a Roman vice-qua;stor. another, a hostile sentinel.

Ai'9i>TraTog, a proconsul. i AvTiypa<p(ve, one who keeps a counter-
Ai'TiQfog, one in place of, or like God. reckoning, a check-clerk.

AvTKppovpog, a vice-sentinel. AvTiSuaaKciXog, arrixoprjyog, ajTi^tXo-
(TO<pog, &c. a rival teacher, &c.

I
AvTiavyKXriTog. a counter-senate.

Of which words three, it will be observed, have either meaning ; viz. AvTKTTpaTrjyog,
Ai'Ti(3a(jt\ivg, and Arntppovpog.*

The following from L>ion Ca.ssius, liii. 13, respecting Augustus' arrangement of
the great Provincial Governors, will well illustrate thc//-«^ of these lists. Ta ovo^ara
TO Ti Tov ffrparriyov, icai to tov inraTov, w ry IraXi^ in^prjm' tovq ^t tKw vaiTag,
(j>g Kai avT iKtivixiv apxovrag, 7rpo(T>;yop£j;(Ttv i.e. as said just before, named
them ai'TKTTparTjyovg and avOvTrarovg.

]n the New Testament, I believe, the only precise compounds of the kind are

used in the sense of the frst of these lists
; f as avOvirarog, Proconsul, Acts xiii.

7, 8, 12, xix. 38. And both on that account, and yet more because the old word
pseudo-Christ would almost have expressed the idea of an adverse-Christ, I conclude
that this must be St. John's chief intended sense of Antichrist ; the further idea
however of an antagonist Christ, or rival and usurper of his place in the Church,
being also necessarily, fi'om the very nature of the ca.se, included.

I shall have to add a few further remarks on the word in my Part iv, Chap, iii.,

§ 2 ; where will be found a more direct notice of the prophecy respecting Antichrist,

given in St. John's Epistle. Meanwhile it is important, most important, for the

reader ever to bear in mind that the word cannf)t with etymological propriety mean
simply any and e\cry person opposed to Christ ; but only a Vice-Christ, or an opponing

Christ, or both-X The point will recur, and be illustrated, as we proceed, both from the

Fathers and from history.

* Similar to the use of avri in compounds of the first list is the French use of

contre in certain compounds : such as contreamiral, a vice-admiral ; contre-maitre, a
vice-master ; (fcc.

t For avrdiKog {y\a.it. v. 2.5, &c.) is not such a word, as hxog is not a substantive :

nor again, avTiKmitvog; (2 Thess. ii. 4;) which is a compound of a neutral partici-

ple, not significative of an agent or functionary.

X Since this»was written 1 have seen that both Grotius and, in our own time, Mr.
(freswell have given explanations of the word to much the same effect. Says
Grotius; " Sicut Anti-Ccc$arem dicimus qui contra Cffsarem vult dici atque Caesar

haberi, sic Antichristus est qui se vero Christo ojiponit eo' modo ut ipse Christus

liaberi velit." (Op.iv. p. 490, cited by Hurd in his 7th Warburton Lecture.)—And Mr,
GreswcU, on the Parables, vol. i. p. 372, after certain verlnil illustrations observes

;

" The result of these examples is to show that the word Atilichrist signifies neither

more nor less than another Christ, tx pro-Christ, a vice-Christ, a pretender to the natne

of Christ ; who in every cliaracteristie of personal distinction .... sets himself up
as the counterpart of the true." This is cited by Todd "on Antichrist," p. 92. Thus
Dr. T. admits the truth of Mr. G.'s etymological criticism ; but, agreeably with the

necessities of his own theorj', prefers to explain the term in tliat loose way which I

VOL. I. 6
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against Christ's true Church and Christ himself.—Nor
coukl it fail to strengthen this anticipation that the Gnostics,

and other heresiarchs, whom the Holy Ghost had taught

him so to designate, did in a subordinate sense already act

out that very part of a pseudo-apostolical Antichrist :
^ by

setting Christ practically aside, while in mouth confessing

Him ;
^ and professing themselves in his place to be the

power, wisdom, and salvation of God.^

But when, how, and tvhence, his manifestation ? It was

evidently the very same enemy to the Lord Jesus Christ

and his saints, that had been long before foreshown to the

prophet Daniel }—and very singularly his prophecy seemed

1 I use Professor Liicke's language, in his Comment on St. John's Ep. p. 13,
^^ t\i& pseudo-a2}ostolical Antichrist then already appearing."

2 As regards that statement about the Antichrist which we find in 1 John ii. 22,

"This is the Antichrist that dsnieth the Father and the Son,"—if compared alike

with the clause next preceding, " Who is the liar hut he that denieth that Jesus is

the Christ," with the verse next following, " Whosoever denieth the Son the same
hath not the Father," and also with the other plainly Gnostic characteristic of the

Antichrists spoken of as then already manifested, (so 1 John iv. 3,)—it will at once

be seen to contain nothing in it contrary to my description of St. John's Antichrist, as

in mouth cotiffssiiiff Christ, while practicalh/ denying him, but rather absolutely to need

such an explanation.—Compare the citation from Polycarp about the Gnostic heretics

of his time given on my p. 62, Note', just preceding.—Compare too Augustine's very

remarkable comment on 1 John iv. 3, when denouncing as Antichrists certain heretics

of his time who yet made profession of being Christians, which I must subjoin. " Ergo
spiritus qui est apud hisreticos ex Deo est, quia coufitentur Jesum Christum in came
venisse ? Jam hie erigunt se forte adversus nos, et dicunt ;

' Sed uos confitemur

Jesum Christum in carne venisse. Quajre ab Arianis, . . quajre ab Euuomiauis, . ,

quaere a Macedonianis, . . interroga Cataphrygas, . . interroga Novatianos, . . con-

fitentiir J. Christum in carne venisse. . . Non ergo pseudo-prophetse sunt } Certe

Antkhristi sunt. . .Quid ergo facimus? Unde discei'nimus ?—Qusesivimus quisneget

[J. Christum in carne venisse] : quia nee nos negamus, nee illi negant. Et inveniraus

quosdam /aci/s negare : et adhibaimus testimonium de Apostolo
;
qui ait [Tit. i. 16]

;

' Confitentur se nosso Deum, /«(;;'<« autem negant.' " Tract, vi. in Epist. Joh. 12, 13.

3 See Note ^ p. 63 supra.—Thus Simon Magus, as there observed, gave out that

"he was the great power of God." As Irenteus says of him, i. 20 ;
" Hie a multis

quasi I>etis glorificatus est, et docuit semet ipsuui esse qui inter Judaeos quidem quasi

Filius apparuerit, &c." : and again ;
" Ipsum venisse uti . . . hominibus salutcm pra-

staret ]yer suam ctgnitionem." Again of the Carpocratians Irenaeus says, i. 24 ;
" Ad

tantum elationis provecti sunt, ut quidam se similes esse dicunt Jesu ; quidam autem
adhuc, et secundiim aliquid, illo fortiores."— So too Tertullian De Pncscrip. c. 46,

of both Simon Magus, " qui ausus est summam se dicere virtutem, id est summum
Deum," and his disciple Menander : whom (together with other professed Christian

heresiarchs) Tertullian distinguishes from the Jewish false prophets ; saying, " Ad eos

me converto qui ex evangelio ha3retici esse voluerunt."—So too Eusebius, H. E. iii. 26,

of Menander; who, though a Christian in profession, (see my Note ' p. 62,) yet repre-

sented himself as the real Saviour of men. "Eai/rov fitv uq aga eirj Xtyujv 6 aujrtjp,

STTi TTj rwv m'OpwTToiv avdodiv irodtv (^ aopaTwv aiwvuv airtaraXfitvog cxwTtjpicf,.

* Dan. vii. 8, 20, 24, 25, and xi. 36.

have shown that the etymology will not admit, of teachers who by their false doctrine

(simply) were enemies or opposites of Christ.
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to connect this Antichrist with the Roman Empire ; the

last»of those four kingdoms that were to hold in succession

the supremacy of tlie world, until the times of the Gentiles

were fulfilled : even as if he were to be the head or chief

over it, not indeed in its present, but in some subsequent

and divided form}—With which view well accorded what
was added in his prophecy by St. Paul, For he spoke of

the principle of the apostasy, which was to bring forth

Antichrist, as already sown:' but that a certain hindrance

needed first to be removed out of the way,^—a hindrance

well understood in the Church to mean the Roman Em^nre
as at that time constituted ;* ere room could be made for the

Antichrist's development.

And when then might the first of these changes occur^

and imperial heathen Rome fall to make way for him?
Was the awful and increasing moral corruption of the mass

of its population,—a corruption which the heathen JuvenaP
(even as if in illustration of St. Paul ^) had just recently

been portraying in its naked turpitude,—was the aliena-

tion of the public mind from its imperial rulers, through

disgust at their long and almost uninterrupted career of

vice, folly, and cruelty, which was the subject of so many of

Tacitus' dark picturings,"—and agahi were the successes of

the Dacian, Pannonian, and other barbarians, hovering on

the frontiers of the empire, who under Domitian's reign

had crossed those frontiers, and boldlv attacked and defeated
•' »

1 This great subject of prophecy will of course be agaia reverted to by me ; indeed
again and again, at certain historical epochs, as we advance in the Commentary.

- 2 The.ss. ii. 7 ;
" The mystery of initiuity doth ah-eady work," i&c.

3 " Only he tiiat lelteth will let, until lie be taken out of the way: and then

shall that wicked one be revealed," &c. Ibid.

^ So Tertullian.—But I must again refer to the subsequent parts of my work for

the fuller explanation of these points : and first to my comment on the 5th Seal, where
the passage referred to from Tertullian is given.

* Juvenal is supposed to have died in Trajan's reign, and at the time of the Apoca-
lypse to have been tilling a governorship to which he had been appointed by Doniitian

on the borders of Egypt :— an honorary kind of banishment, as it would seem, for

the caustic satirist. Mr. Girt'ord (whose Life of Juvenal seems to me well considered

in regard of the points of difference with Dodwell) supposes him to have finished his

2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, and perhaps 13th Satires, during the hitter years of Doinitian. If

AV" merely take the 2nd, what a picture of the depravity of Koman manners then ])re-

valeut, and testimony to the truth of St. Paul's awful descriptive sketch !—The dis-

interment of Pompeii, after sixteen centuries, has in certain of its paintings and
statuary furnished a silent, and almost more awful, corroborative testimony ; disclosing

together, as it has done, visible memorials alike of the sins and the punishment.
6 Rom. i. 21—32.
> Tacitus too was a contemporary of St. John: and, like him, died under Trajan.

5 *
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more than once the Roman legions/—were these several

signs of the times, internal and external, to be regarded as

indications that the dissolution of the empire in its present

form was near at hand ; and so the first great step about

to be taken, in the progress of events, towards the con-

summation ?—And then as to the Antichrist that would

follow, how long was to be the time of his reign and tri-

umph ? Mystical periods in Daniel were given twice over

to measure it : in one place " time, times, and a half time,"

or 1260 days ;^ and again in another, yet more particu-

larly, 1260, 1290, and 1335 days ;^ a period reaching

apparently to the time of the enemy's destruction by some
judgment of fire like that which destroyed Sodom,'^ and of

the revelation of the brightness and blessedness of Christ's

coming. But were those days meant as simple days?^

J Tacitus (Agricola c. 41) thus briefly sketches the foreign political relations of the

empire just before Agricola's death, A.D. 93. " Et ea insequuta sunt Reipublicfe

tempora qua; sileri Agricolam non sinerent : tot exercitus in Moesia Daciaque, et

Germania Pannoniaque, temeritatc aut per ignaviam ducum araissi ; tot railifares

viri ctim tot cohortibus expugnati et capti : nee jam de limite imperii et ripa, sed de

hibeniis legionum et possessione dubitatum." See too on the internal evils and op-
pressions then prevailing, ib. eh. 45.

Suetonius and Dion Cassius may also be consulted for the history.

2 Dan. vii. 25. 3 Dan. xii. 7, 11, 12.

* Dan. vii. 11, 2 Thess. i. 8, ii. 8, Luke xvii. 29, 30, Jude 7, &c.—Perhaps the very
recent and terrible destruction of the cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii by volcanic

fire might also occur to the apostle's mind, as no inapt illustration, on a small scale,

of that later and yet more awful catastrophe.
5 A curious illustration of the manner in which these mystical periods were

thought of about the time of St. John's being in Patmos, as well by heretical sects

that called themselves Christians, as by the faithful Christians themselves, occurs, if

I mistake not, in the Apocryphal Vision of Isaiah, lately translated from the .55thiopic,

and published by Archbishop Lawrence : to which work, chiefly from its speaking of

but one past persecution, viz. Nero's, (an indication however by no means sufficient

of itself to prove the point,^ the Archbishop assigns a date before Domitian's persecu-

tion, and the end of the first century. The writer (a Judaizing Christian Gnostic)

thus alludes to the expected coming of Antichrist. " Serial shall descend, the mighty
angel, the prince of this world, which he has possessed since its creation : he shall de-

scend from the firm.ament in the form of a man, an impious monarch, the murderer of
his mother, in the form of him the sovereign of the world."—Thus, according to the

well-known expectation of many in the second century, (compare Victorinus and the

Sibyl's prophecies,*) he suggests Nei-o as him that would revive to act the part of the

Antichrist.—The writer adds that he was to have power three years, seven months,
twenty-seven days. And Archbishop Lawrence explains this of the interval that
actually occurred between the time of Nero's persecution of the Christians, on the
conflagration of Rome, and his death. For the latter happened June 9, A.D. 68

;

and three years, seven months, twenty-seven days, measured back from that epoch,
would reach to Oct. 30, A.D. 64, which is nearly the time fixed by Mosheim for the
commencement of Nero's persecution.

But considering that the period was stated by the -vfriter of the Vision not as that

* See Lardner iii. 167, 173, and the references there given by him.
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Was Antichrist's reign thus to be very short ; the apostle

himself })ossihlv to live to see its beginning and cud ; and
so that memorable saying of Christ, " If I will that he tarry

till I come," to be fulfilled according to the interpretation

which many of the disciples had originally put upon it ?
^

—A clearer light on these great subjects was needed. And
perhaps that light might not unreasonably be expected.

For tlie Lord had ])romised just before his death, that he
would by his Spirit foreshow to the disciples the things to

come;- and the promise had scarcely as yet received its

due fulfilment.

I think we can hardly err in supposing that thoughts

like these were much in the mind of the beloved disciple,

during his time of exile and penal sufi'ering in Patmos

;

and that they must have often broken out into fervent

prayers. If so, just as in the case of the prophet Daniel,^

the visions of the Apocalypse may be considered as an an-

swer to them. It was one Lord's day during his sojourn

there, (perhaps the Easter Sunday,^) before sunrise,—con-

of a past tyrant's persecution, but of the duration of an antichristian tyrant yet future,

and considering too the exactness of the specification of the number of days of that

predicted tyrant's reign, a number which only approximates to the length of Nero's,

measured from the commencement of his persecution to his death, it seems to me that

we must look elsewhere for another and better solution. And I think we shall find

it in Daniel's predicted 1335 days between Antichrist's rise and the time of blessed-

ness. For the period in (|uestion, resolved into days, is as follows

:

3 years = 365 x 3 = 1095 days \

7 Hist months of the 4th year =: 212 days / _ , „„, , .,

Add for leap year . . . 1 day " ^"^"^^ ''''>''' ^^''^^'^•

27 days 27 days /

Indeed I think there can scarcely be a doubt but that this is the true solution.*
' John xxi. 23; " Then went this saying abroad among the brethren, that this dis-

ciple should not die," &c. Perhaps Christ's saying in Matt. xvi. 28 may have strength-

ened the expectation, " There be some standing here which shall not taste of death,

till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom;" though another and quite

different explanation of either passage might of course be given.—TertuUian (De
Anima c. 50) refers to the expectation. " Obiit et Joannes, quern in adventum Do-
mini remausurum frustru fuerat spes."

2 Ja ipxaniva' John xvi, 13. 3 j^gn. x. 12,

* So Hammond in loc. and Daubuz, p, 82 : the latter referring to a passage in

TertuUian (De Idol. c. 14) in which he thinks the Easter Sunday to have been meant
by Dominicus dies. But tliis seems doubtful. Tlie I'asclial Sunday was called in

later times >) fityaXr) KvpiaxTj t'l/jLtpa. Eichhorn however takes the word here as

Hammond and Daubuz ; inferring tliis chieHy from the definite article prefixt.

The Paschal festival, I may remark, is said to have been obsejved, or rather begun

* Since this was printed in my 1st Edition, Professor M. Stuart's Apocalyptic

Commentary has been published, suggesting (i. 47) the same solution : whether taken

from me, or thought of independently, 1 know not.
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formably with the season and hour of Christ's resurrection

from the dead, some sixty-three years previous,—that a

voice w^as heard behind him w^hich told that the revelation

was to be given. " I was in the Spirit," he tells us, " on

the Lord's day; " ^ that is, rapt in ecstasy from the earthly

scene before him :
" and I heard behind me a great voice

as of a trumpet, saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first

and the last." It was the Lord himself that spoke. The

sound of the voice, locally hehind him, might be meant to

imply, according to a mode of interpretation then preva-

lent, that the visions about to be shown would have refer-

ence to events yet future and hehind in the course of time :^

and the Lord's own injunction, " Write the things which

are, and the things which are to happen after them," ex-

pressly declared that such would be in part their character.

—The grand hero of the revelation was anticipatively

hinted in the words, " I am Alpha and Omega, saith the

to be observed, by St. John on the 14th day of the lunar month, -whatever the day of

the week. So Irenoeus, as quoted by Eusebius, H. E. v. 24. For he says that Poly-

carp could not be persuaded by Anicetus, the Roman Bishop, not to keep it on the

14th day of the moon ; "because he had always on that day kept it with John the dis-

ciple of the Lord, and other of the apostles."*

In the case before us, however, we may suppose the 3rd day after the then 14th day
of the moon to have fallen on a Sunday.

' See on the KvpiuKi] ijfiipa my criticism on the Futurist system, in the Appendix
to Vol. iv.

2 So Daubuz, pp. 83, 84 ; who instances from Suetonius' Domitian, c. 23, (a pas-

sage which will come before us again under the 1st Seal,) that emperor's dream of a

golden neck growing out from his own neck behind, as the emblem of a. future race of

emperors, who would introduce a golden age.

Compare further Homer's ufia irpocrtTw icni ott laa to, II. A. 343, said, as the Scholiast

explains it, of things present and future; Herodot. i. 75, tv rotat otti crw XoyoiTi

;

meaning the subsequent or later Bt)oks of bis History; and Virgil's "Necdum etiam

geminos a tergo respicit angues," (^n. viii. 697,) said, writes Servius, to signify,

"Nondum videbat xaoriem futuram."

* There seems to me to be not a little obscurity in the reports of the ancient ec-

clesiastical historians as to the time of observance of the Easter-feast, or festival of

Christ's resurrection, by the Asiatic Christians, mainly from the dubious meaning of

the word iratrxa. Eusebius (ibid. 23) says that these Christians judged it right to

observe the feast t« at,)Ti]pis Traaxu on the 14th day of the moon, ("that same on
which the Jews were commanded to sacrifice the lamb,") and then to end their pre-

vious fastings, whether of two days or more (ibid. 24) ; while the Churches of the

West judged that the fastings should only end on the Lord's day, as the day properly

commemorative of the resurrection. We might hence naturally infer that the

Asiatics commemorated Christ's resurrection, as well as dmth, on the 14th of the moon.
But I think, from tb# nature of the case, it can only have been the paschal feast

commemorative of Christ's de(dh that they then celebrated ; and that, as Mosheira

(ii. 2. 4. 9) and AVaddington (Vol. i. p. 18) state the matter, they commemorated the

resurrection three days later. So too Neander, Vol. i. pp. 406, 407 ;
(Clark's Ed.)

who there notes the ambiguity among the ancient Christian writers of the word iraaxa.
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Lord ; the beginning and the ending, the first and the

last." And the command to send what was written to the

seven churches of Asia, showed that the revelation was not

intended for the Evansielist himself alone, but for the

Church at large : the declaration that was added, " Blessed

is he that readeth, and they that hear ^ the words of this

prophecy," being alike an injunction and an encouragement

from the Divine Spirit to all members of the Church to

peruse and study it.

CHAPTER II.

THE PRIMARY APOCALYPTIC VISION, ON
" THE THINGS THAT ARE."

It is not my purpose to enter at all fully into the particu-

lars of this primary vision, and of the Epistles therein dic-

tated by the Lord Jesus to the seven Churches of Asia.

The subject is one rather for the minister, or the theolo-

gian, tlian the prophetic expositor ; and of matter sufficient

in itself to constitute a volume.'^ I shall only notice in it

a few points respecting the sjjmboUc scene now apparent in

vision, the state of tJie seven Churches severalhj depicted, and
the rcivards promised to the faithful in them ; these being

the three chief points that have a bearing on the visions of
the future, subsequently revealed, my more proper subject.

1. The Sfjmbolic scene
^^—And this appears to have been

' i. e. church readings and hearings as of a book inspired.

' It constitutes, I think, the subject of three out of the four Volumes of Irving's

Lectures on the Revchvtion.

' Apoc. i. 1. " The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to shew
unto his servants the things which must shortly come to pass; and he sent and sig-

nified it by liis angel unto his servant John : 2. Who bare record of the AVord of God,
and of the testimduy of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw. 3. Blessed is he
that readeth, and they tliat h(!ar the words of this prophecy, and keep those things

which arc written therein : for the time is at hand.

4. John to the seven churches which are in Asia: Grace be unto you, and peace,

from him which is, and which was, and whicli is to come ; and from the seven Spirits

which arc before his throne; 5. And from Jesus Clirist, who is the faithful witness,

and the first begotten of the dead, and the prince of the kings of ^he earth. Unto him
that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, 6. And hatli made us
kings and priests unto God and his Father ; to liini be tlie glory and dominion for ever

and ever. Amen^ 7. Behold he conietli witli clouds ; and every eye sliall see him,
and they also which pierced him : aud all tribes of the earth (or laud) shall wail be-
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a chamber like that of the Holy Place of the Jewish Tem-
ple ; with not indeed a seven-branched candlestick or lamp,

but seven separate lamps, lighted and burning in it :
^ and

Christ walking among and overseeing them, habited as the

ancient High Priest; though with the glory of divinity

attached to his human priestly semblance.^— Of these

seven lamps an explanation was given by Christ himself

:

they symbolized the seven Churches of JProconsular Asia.

In which expression the definite article used implied their

being either the only churches, or the chief churches, then

existing in the province : an intimation which, with regard

both to the specification of the church of Laodicea, and the

omission of the once famous churches in its near neigh-

cause of him. Even so, Amen ! 8. I am Alpha and Omega, [the beginning and the

ending,] saith the Lord ; which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty,

9. I John, who also am your brother, and companion in tribulation, and in the

kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for the

word of God, and for the testimony of Jesus Christ. 10. I was in the Spirit on the

Lord's day ; and I heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, 11. Saying, [I am
Alpha and Omega, the first and the last : and] what thou seest write in a book, and
send it unto the seven churches [which are in Asia] ; unto Ephesus, and unto Smj-rna,

and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and
unto Laodicea. 12. And I turned to see the voice that spake with me. And, being

turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks; 13. And in the midst of the seven candle-

sticks one like unto the Son of Man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, and
girt about the paps with a golden girdle. 14. His head and his hairs were white like

wool, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a flame of fire; 15. And his feet lite

unto fine brass,* as if they burned in a furnace ; and his voice as the sound of many
waters. 16. And he had in his right hand seven stars : and out of his mouth went a

sharp two-edged sword : and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength.

17. And when I saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right hand upon
me, saying unto me, Fear not; I am the first and the last : 18. I am he that liveth,

and was dead; and, behold, I am alive for evermore
;
[Amen ;] and have the keys of

hades and of death. 19. Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which
are, and the things which shall be hereafter ; 20. The mystery of the seven stars which

thou sawest in my right hand, and the seven golden candlesticks. The seven stars are

the angels of the seven churches : and the seven candlesticks which thou sawest are

the seven churches."!
^ It would seem probable that the seven branches' of the Jewish Temple lamp-

sconces were removable from the central chandelier : (see Patrick on Exod. xxv. 31 :)

perhaps to typify how under a future dispensation, (viz. the Gentile,) the Church
would lose the form of visible unity that it had possessed under the Jewish, and be

scattered in its diff'erent branches over the world.
2 Apoc. i. 14, &c. Compare Dan. x. 5, &c.

* xa^xo^'l^avoe, rather amber, says Lowth on Ezek. i. 4 ; where the correspond-

ing Hebrew word is so rendered in our English authorized version.

t In the above I have rendered (pvXai tribes, according to its usual rendering, in-

stead of kindred ; and suggested (verse 7) land as perhaps the better rendering for yjj,

instead of earth ; so marking more clearly, as probably intended, a reference to Zech.

xii. 10— 14. I have also enclosed in brackets the clauses of the received version which
are rejected by the critical Editions, as wanting in the best Greek MSS.
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bourhood of Colossse and Hierapolis/ we have seen illus-

trated from the record of certain physical changes made by
an earth(|uake in the district ; very shortly after the date

of the Apostle Paul's Epistles to the Colossian Church and
to Philemon.-

Now the temple scenery thus presented to view, with

Christ's own authoritatively attached Christian explanation

of its chief article of furniture, was precisely that which
might best prepare the Evangelist for the similar applica-

tion to the Christian Church of similar symbols, borrowed

from the old Jetvish tabernacle or temple ; should they ap-

pear, as in fact they did appear, in the visions of the

future^^—In the same way the emblem here seen of the

' That churches were founded at the time of St. Paul's Epistle to the Colossians

in the two neighbouring towns of Laodicea and Hierapolis, appears from Col. iv. 13

;

" I bear him (Epapiiras) record, that he hath a great zeal for jou, and them that

are in Laodicea, and them in Hierapolis." Of which two towns, Laodicea was
situated some ten or twelve miles north of Colossie, Hierapolis the same distance

north of Laodicea. There seems every probability in favour of Theudoret's and
Lardncr's (vi. 151) opinion, that St. Paul himself, while preaching in Phrygia,

founded these churches. See Acts xvi. 6, xviii. 23.

- It has been already mentioned, (see p. 4-5 supri,) that in the time of Nero the

three cities Laodiccu, Hierapolis, and Coloss<e were destroyed by an earthquake ; also

that Laodicea was not very 4ong afterwards rebuilt. Hence it is natural to suppose

that the main body of the Christians of all the three cities soon congregated thither.

On the other hand the earliest historical information, I believe, that we have respect-

ing the restoration of the Church at Hierapolis, is that which arises out of the fact of

Papias having been its bishop in Trajan's reign, i. e. somewhere between 98 and
117. And as to Colossse, I am not aware that either city or Church is noticed by
anv writer in the second century.

In a Laodicean medal of Domitian's reign, given by Mionnet and noticed also in

Easche, there appears the following inscription, AaoiiKtwv lHaph' the coin thus fur-

nishing its interesting and silent memorial of the union and communion of the two
towns of Laodicea and Sardis, ("Laodicensium et Sardianoruni Concordia," llasche,)

at the very time when the two Churches there established were addressed conjunc-

tively in the Apocalyptic epistles.

' £. g. viii. 3, xi. 2, 4, &c.—There seems to me nothing to contravene this view in

the use of the word Jews in Apoc. ii. 9, iii. 9; ("I know the blasphemy of them
which say they are Jews, and are not, but are tlie synagogue of Satan ;

" " I will

make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but

do lie, to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved

thee ; ") but the contrary. For I cannot doubt the use ',()( the word in a mys-
tical and Christian sense, as of all tiiat was Jewish in tlie visible scenery.

So-s Vitringa on Apoc. ii. 9. " Nomen lovSawg mystiit: accipiondum est.

n'.rp Hebrieis est confessor ; ab rtT.n coijiteri, pne se ferre veram fidei profes-

sionem. Erant inter ipsos Christianos qui se appellari et denominari cupiebant

Judceos, hoc est veritatis purioris confessores."—There could surely have been little

trial to the Christians from actual Jews, at the time of the Apocalyptic visions : a

time when Jerusalem was fallen ; its nation outcast ; an<l those outcasts, among
the Romans, a.s among the Assyrians and Babylonians in olden time, " despectissima

pars servientium :
"* moreover when actual professing Jews were by the Christian

* Tacit. Hist. v. 8.—Compare Juvenal vi. 543, already referred to p. 57 ; also his

line, iii. 14, Judteis quorum cophinus fa-numque supellex.
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seven stars that Christ held in his hand,^ coupled with his

explanation of them as meaning the seven angels, or rulef'S

and presiding ministers of the churches, would prepare St.

John to interpret the symbol of stars (should they occur

in the subsequent visions), of ecclesiastical rulers, where

ecclesiastical things Avere concerned ;^ as also of secidar

rulers, I may add, where the subject was of secular things.^

— It was observable, that this Holy Place and its candle-

sticks seemed to represent the state of the churches, not as

seen by the eye of man, but by the eyes of him that seeth

in secret
;
just as the Hohj Place of the Jewish Temple

was only accessible to the priest, while the altar-court was
the scene of what was publicly visible in the worship.* This

was a fact also to be remembered for application after-

wards.—Nor was it of unimportant use to note the repre-

sentation of Jesus Christ here given, as the Priest of the

churches ; and the designation of their ecclesiastical pre-

sidents or bishops simply as angels, a term borrowed not

from the Temple, but the Synagogue : ^ in token, thus

early, that the offices of the Levitical priests were to be re-

body universally held in abhorrence. Hence my persuasion that false prnfessi7ig

Christians were here meant.—Nor does difficulty on this head arise from the word
cvvaywyr], synagogue. It is a word used of Christian assemblies by James ii. 2 :

and even were it only an appellative of Jewish assemblies for worship, its symbolic
use to signify Christian Church assemblies, would be only in keeping with the

symbolic use in a Christian sense both of the word Jeivs, and of the pictured Holy
Place of the Jewish sanctuary on the Apocalyptic scene.—Compare Gal. iv. 26,

vi. 16.

1 In a medal of Faustina's consecration that I have seen, she appears carried up-
ward on an eagle, and holding over head a circular band with seven stars in it.

2 E. g. Apoc. xii. 1, "A woman having on her head a crown of ttvelve stars ;"
and xii. 4, " And his tail (the Dragon's) drew the third part of the stars of heaven,

and did cast them to the earth."
3 E.g. Apoc. vi. 13.

* Compare my observations on the Apocalyptic scenery in Ch. iv. infra ; also those

subsequently given on the temple-scene figured in Apoc. vi. 9, viii. 3, xi. i, 2.

* " Dictio Graeca AyytXoc tjjc tKicXijaiag respondet Hebrasoe ^'SS n^^'i', Iccjatns,

sive delegatus ecclesim. Dicebantur autem Legati ecclesice in Synagoga exereitati

quidam doctique viri, et in his prfficipue doctores, qui solenniter delegabantur ad
preces pro ccetu publico fimdendas, sive in ordinariis sive in extraordinariis casibus :

ut adeo per angelos ecclesiae hie intelligi debeant Pmepositi ecclesise Christianas,

quorum erat preces publice ad Deum in ecclesia mittere, sacra curare, et verba
facere ad populum . . . Et ciim precandi et docendi officium in ecclesia precipue incu-

buerit ti{I TrpwT({) rwv Trpfff/Surepwv, primo presbyterorum, quem setas recentior £pis-
copum vocavit, facile patior Preesides presbyterorum ecclesioe Christianfe hie potissi-

miim a Domino notari." So Vitringa ad loc.— Professor Stuart suggests also, from
the use of a similar Hebrew word in Haggai i. 13 ("Haggai, the Lord's messe>/ger,")

the sense of prophet or chief teacher of the Church ; a sense well uniting with the

former.
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garded as fulfilled by Christ ;
^ and that the functions of

the Christian bishop, or minister in the Chnrch, were those

of leading the devotions, and directing and animating the

faith of the flock ; not functions sacriticial or mediatorial,

as with the Levitical priests of old.-—Besides all which it

will be well to notice the view that is here presented of ilie

Devil, or Satan, as the real though unseen actor on the

different and hostile scene of this world ;'^—the secret in-

dwelling instigator of the persecuting emperors and people

of heathen Rome. This might fitly prepare the evangelist

for any symbolic picture, or any explanatory connnent, in

the subsecpient visions of the future, embodying or hinting

the same great truth.'*

2. With regard to the seven moral sketches of the seven

Asiatic churches,^ the question arises whether these had a

prophetic application, besides and beyond their primary and

literal application to those Asiatic Churches then existing

;

1 Compare lleb. x. 21 ;
" Having an high priest over tlie house of God ;

" (viz.

Christ ;) and iii. 6 ;
" Whose house are we," &c. : the temple being meant by God's

home, as in Matt. xxi. 13, &c.
- The theological importance of the point (which will begin strikingly to appear

in the history of the Cliurch, when we come to the Sealing A'ision, Apoc. vii.)

has induced me to quote the above from Vitringa at length. Daubuz, p. 109, (on

Apoc. ii. 1.) vainly attempts to gainsay the view thus given, and to attach a LerHiral

character to the Christian ministry ; a theory supported by his own interpretation of

the twenty-four elders in Apoc. iv, v, as signifying the same. But it Avill appear,

I trust, in the Exposition ensuing, that the twenty-four elders meant no such thing.

' Apo'!. ii. 10. * Compare Apoc. xii. 9.

* Apoc. ii. 1. "Unto the angel of the church in Ephems write ; These things

saith he that holdeth the seven stars in his right hand, who walketh in tlie midst

of the seven golden candlesticks ; 2. I know thy works, and thy labour, and tby

patience, and how thou canst not bear them Mhich are evil : and thou hast tried

them which say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars : 3. And
hast borne, and hast patience, and for my name's sake hast laboured, and liast not

fainted. 4. Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy

first love. 5. Remember therefore from whence thn^i art fallen, and repent, and

do the first works ; or else I will come unto thee [quickly], and will remove tby can-

dlestick out of its place, except thou repent. 6. Hut this thou hast, tliat thou

hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitancs, wliieli I also hate. 7. He that hatli an ear,

let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. To him that overcometb will I

give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the [midst of the] paradise of (jod.

8. And unto the angel of the church in ib'wyrwa write ; These things saith the

first and the last, which was dead, and is alive; I know thy [works, and] tribula-

tion and poverty, (but tliou art rich ;) and I know the blasphemy of them which say

they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. 10. Fear none of

those things which thou slialt suffer : behold, the devil shall cast some of you into

prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful

unto death, and I will give thee the crown of life. 11. He that liath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. He that overcometh shall not be hurt

of the second death.

12. And to the angel of the church in Pergnmox write ; These things saith he

which hath the sharp sword with two edges; 13. I know [thy works, and] where thou
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and signified further seven several phases that the Church

Cathohc would present to Christ's all-seeing eye, in its pro-

gress through coming ages, down to the consummation.

Such is the view taken by not a few commentators ; and

which has been illustrated at large in a former age by Vi-

tringa and Sir I. Newton, in the present by Mr. Trotter.

I subjoin a chronological diagram of their respective

dwellest, even where Satan's seat is : * and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not

denied my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who
was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth. 14. But I have a few things against

thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught

Balak to cast a stumbling-block before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed

unto idols, and to commit fornication. 15. So hast thou also them that hold the

doctrine of the Nicolaitanes, in like manner. f 16. Eepent: or else I will come
unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with ihe sword of my mouth. 17.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. To him
that overcometh will I give [to eat] of the hidden manna; and I will give him a white

stone, and on the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth save he that

receiveth it.

18. And imto the angel of the church in Thyatira write ; These things saith

the Son of God, who hath his eyes like unto a flame of fire, and his feet are

like fine brass ; 19. I know thy works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy

patience, and thy works ; and the last to be more than the firet. 20. Notwith-
standing I have a few things against thee, because thou lettest alonej that woman
Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, and teacheth, and seduceth my servants'

to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols. 21. And I gave

her space to repent of her fornication; and she repented not. 22. Behold, I

will cast her into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great tri-

bulation, except they repent of their deeds. 23. And I will kill her children with

death ; and all the churches shall know that I am he which searcheth the reins and
hearts : and I will give unto every one of you accoi'ding to your works. 24. But
unto you I say, [and unto] the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine, and
which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak, I will put upon you none
other burden. 25. But that which ye have already, hold fast till I come. 26. And
he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power
over the nations : 27. and he shall rule them with a rod of iron ; as the vessels of a

potter shall they be broken to shivers : even as I received of my Father. 28. And I

will give him the morning star. 29. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches.

iii. 1 . And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write ; These things saith he

that hath the seven spirits qf G;od, and the s^ven stars ; I know thy works, that

thou hast a name that thou livest, and art dead. 2. Be watchful, and strengthen the

things which remain, that are ready to die : for I have not found thy works perfect

before God. 3. Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard ; and hold

fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief

;

and thou shalt 'not know what hour I will come upon thee. 4. Thou hast a few

names even in Sardis which have not defiled their garments ; and they shall walk
with me in white : for they are worthy. 5. He that overcometh, the same shall be

clothed in white raiment : and I will not blot out his name out of the book of life
;

but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his angels. 6. He that

hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

7. And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write ; These things saith he

* Kitto notes on the word Pergamos, that this statement about it may refer to the

Perganienes' worship of a serpent, as the emblem of iEsculapius.

t A, C, have ofioLWi;, instead of the received 6 niaw, " which thiug I hate."

X A, B, C, a(ptis, instead of the received tag.
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schemes, for the reader's infomiation.* To myself the

that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no
man shuttcth, and shutteth, and no man openeth : 8. I know thy works : behold,

• Vitringa's, Sir I. Newton's, and Mr. Trotter's Schemes of the Epistles to the
Seven Churches as prefigurative.

Ephesus.
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view seems quite untenable. For not a word is said by
Christ to indicate any such prospective meaning in the

I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it : for thou hast a little

strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name. 9. Behold I will

make them of the synagogue of Satan which say they are Jews, and are not, but do

lie : behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know
that I have loved thee. 10. Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also

will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to

try them that dwell upon the earth. 11. Behold, I come quickly : hold that fast

which thou hast, that no man take thy crown. 12. Him that overcometh will I

make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out : and I will

write upon him the name of ray God, and the name of the city of my God, which is

New Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write

upon him my new name. 13. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

saith unto the churches.

14. And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write; These things saith

the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of God ; 15.

I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot : 1 would thou wert cold or hot.

16. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee

out of my mouth : 17. because thou sayest I am rich, and increased with goods, and
have need of nothing ; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and
poor, and blind, and naked. 18. I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fii-e,

that thou mayest be rich ; and white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and that

the shame of thy nakedness do not appear ; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that

thou mayest see. 19. As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten ; be zealous, there-

fore, and repent. 20. Behold, I stand at the door, and knock : if any man hear my
voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with

me. 21. To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne; even as

I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his tlirone. 2"'2. He that hath

an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches."*

Mr. G. published a Pamphlet, entitled " Notes on the Apocalypse ;' in which he in-

timates a renunciation very much of his original view ; adding, as his more mature

opinion, that the seven epistles, together with an historic sense somewhat similar to

Vitringa's, have also further a yet unfulfilled jyroj!?/ie<«c sense, as bearing "with special

application" on the state of the'Ghurch in "the crisis of the last days." 1 have

therefore thought it better to give, instead, the later scheme of Mr. Trotter, one of

"the Brethren," so called, at York. It will be found in his Volume of "Plain
Papers on Prophetic and other subjects;" published A.D. 1854. See its pp. 254

—

256.

In the " Monthly Review of the London Prophetic Society," (1857,) pp. 455—458,
I published a review refuting this Scheme of Mr. Trotter's ; from which I beg to cite

the extract following. " It is inconsistent with plain fact ; because in more than one

of the Epistles the prominent characteristics of the church addrest disagree utterly

with the state of the Christian Chuixh'at the a?ra to which Mr. T. assigns it. So e. g.

very specially in that to Thyatira. For Mr. T. most strangely, and by means really

of what is nothing less than mutilation, . . . explains it to represent the Church's state

under the all-dominant Popery of the dark ages, when irreligion prevailed everywhere,

and the very witness for Christ was all but extinguished : whereas the Epistle depicts

a high state of piety as prevalent in the general professing body at Thyatira ; and

with the power in their hands, which it was their grand fault not duly to exercise,

of interdicting and stopping the teaching of the woman Jezebel. Mr. T.'s eye has

been on the exception Jezebel, not on the church Thyatira. This is the 4th and
central epistle of the seven. And, if his centre be thus broken, Mr. T. wiU hardly, I

think, care to contend for the rest."

* The bracket marks [ ] indicate, as before, omissions in which the chief MSS.
agree. The few different readings fi-om those of our received English version are

specified in the foot notes.
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descriptions. On the contrary, in the two-fold division of

the Revelations given to St. John, a division noted by
Christ himself,

—
" the things that are" and " the things

that are to happen after them" ^—it seems to me clear that

the Epistles to the seven Chnrches were meant to consti-

tnte the first division, being a description of the state of

things in the Church as theg then were : and that the visions

that followed,—visions separated with the utmost precision

from the former, alike by a new summons of the trumpet-
voice, and a scene and scenic accompaniments altogether

new also,—constituted (alone and distinctively) the visions

of the future. Indeed the summons itself expressly so de-

fined it ;
" Come up, and I will [now] show thee the things

whieh must happen hcrcafter."^^—With this simple, striking,

and strongly marked division made by the Divine Revealer,

the hypothesis of the seven Epistles depicting seven suc-

cessive phases of the Christian Church appears to me an
interference altogether rude and unwarranted. Besides

that it were easy to show how ill the states of these seven

Asiatic Churches, here described in local order,'^—I say

how ill these severally depicted ecclesiastical sketches an-

swer to any seven chronologically successive phases of the

professing Church, or Christendom, that human wit and
research can ever frame out of its actual history.^

Not but that we may admit of an universalitg of appli-

cation attaching to the moral pictures here set before us.

Such is the case \vith all the historical and biographical

sketches in holy Scripture : especially, for example, with

the pictures from time to time presented of the moral and
religious state of the Jewish people, in the course of their

long history. The character which belongs to all holy

Scripture, of being pi-ofitable always and to all, applies of

course to this section of it, as much as to the rest. And,
thus considered, where is the Church, where the individual

• Apoc. i. 19 ; (cat a iiai, icai a ^tWti yivtaOai fitra ravra.
^ Apoc. iv. 1 ; a Cu ytvKji)ui fiiTu ravra.
3 That is, in the ordtr of a circuit, such as we may suppose St. John to have

travelled in his visitation of them.
* It may sulhce on this point to refer to my examination of the Church-scheme of

the -Smln, which will be fouml in the Appendix to this Volume. The reader will easily

apply the reasoning there drawn out ; and make for himself the necessary inutata

mtttumUi in its transference to the ar'^umuut in the Text.
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Christian, that may not have made profitable use and self-

application of all the several addresses, at one time or an-

other : v^^ith their words of searching and of vv^arning, of

promise and consolation, of expostulation and reproof, of

sympathy and compassion ;—in regard respectively of the

consistent faithful disciples, and the tempted, the lukewarm,

or the fallen ? The words, " He that hath an ear to hear, let

him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches," are, as

Ambrose Ansbert has observed,^ a direct intimation that this

universality of use and application was intended in them

;

even to the end of time. And, doubtless, he whosoever has

seriously and with prayerful mind perused them, will have

experienced in his own heart the truth of the declaration,

" Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words

of this prophecy."—But this is very different from the

view combated.

I must not omit to add further that these descriptive

sketches of the seven Asiatic Churches seem to have been

intended by its great Head as representative specimens, if

I may so say, of the then existing state and character of

the Church in general.^ And in the admixture which they

unfold of evil intermixed with the good, error with truth,

vice with holiness, there is very strikingly set forth to us

Christ's own view of the energizing within its bosom, even

tlius early, of the Spirit of the Wicked One ; of the inroot-

ing of the tares, or mock-wheat,^ sown by him among the

true wheat ; and the budding of that germ of evil which, as

St. Paul had foreshown, was still to go on working till it

should expand into the grand Apostasy.

3. With regard to the promises made to conquerors in

all these various churches, it can scarcely fail to strike even

a superficial reader, that there is a correspondence very

marked between them, and the blessings described as the

privilege of the saints in the Millennary state, or that of

^ " Cum hie .... non unam Epliesi ecclesiam ad aiidieiida dicta Spiritiis, sed eccle-

sias invitet, patet certe quia quod uui dicit onniibus dicit." B. P. M. xiii. 434.
" So Augustine, Ep. xlix. 2; "Johannes scribit ad septem ecclcsias quas comme-

morat in illis partibus constitutas : in quibus etiam universam ecclesiam septenario

numcro iutelligimus commendari." So too in his C. D. x\'ii. 4. 4.
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the New Jerusalem. Thus to the faithful ones that over-

came in the Ephesian Church, it was promised, " To him
that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life which

is in the midst of the paradise of God :

"^ while in the de-

scription of the New Jerusalem it is said, " On either side

of the river was the tree of life. . . . Blessed are they that

do his commandments, that they may have right to ih^ tree

oflife!"^—To the conquerors of the Church of Smyrna it

was promised, " He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the

second death :"^ a promise answering to that which we
find assigned to the partakers of the tirst resurrection at

the opening of the IMillennium ;
" Blessed and holy is he

that hath part in the first resurrection ; for on them the se-

cond death hath no ])ower." ^—To the overcomers at Sardis

it was promised, " They shall walk with me in white, and

I will not blot out their names out of the hook of life.''
^

Of which double promise the former part was seen fulfilled

alike in the case of the white-robed palm-bearers, led by
the lamb beside the living waters,^ and of the bride, the

Lamb's wife, figured as the New Jerusalem, to whom it

was given to be arrayed in fine linen clear and white ; '' the

latter part in those who, on the judgment of the great

white throne, were recognised by Him who sate thereon as

having their names written in the hook of life.^—The
same is the correspondence between the promise to the

Laodiceans, " To him that overcometh I will give to sit

vjith me on my throne,'' ^ and the raillennary privilege of

reiyniny enthroned tvith Christ during the thousand years,

and for ever.^° The thoughtful reader Avill easily perceive

what important and interesting considerations arise out of

this coincidence. Let me suggest two. The first is how
beautifully it helps to mark the dramatic unity, from first

to last, of the Apocalyptic prophecy ; the second how great

the interest it must have added in St. John's mind to the

progress of the drama, to know before-hand that its finale

to the saints would be one of such blessedness.
' Apoc. ii. 7.

* Apoc. xxii. 2, 14. So according to the rwmerf reading. The parallelism how-
ever does not depend on this. It exists if we follow the raore criticiil reading, " they

that wash their robes." ' Apoc. ii. 11. * Apoc. xx. 6.

* Apoc. iii. 4, 5. * Apoc. vii. 14, 17. ' Apoc. xix. 8.

*' Apoc. XX. 12, 14, 15. '> Apoc. iii 21. "^ Apoc. xx. 4, xxii. 5.

VOL. I. 6
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But it is time to leave this preliminary vision, and pro-

ceed to the second and grand division of the Apocalyptic

revelations.

CHAPTER III.

THE OPENING VISION OF THE HEAVENLY THRONE AND
COMPANY, PREPARATORY TO THE REVELATIONS OF THE
FUTURE.

In the two preceding chapters of the Apocalypse " the

things that were"—the state of the church then existing,

—had been described to the Evangelist. Then the voice

ceased of Him 'that had been communing with him ; and
the scene passed from his view of the seven lamps, and the

heavenly High Priest that walked among them. It re-

mained that the promised revelation should be made of

things future,—a i^sXhsi yivsaSai /xsra raura,^—the things

which were to follow after the state then existing of the

church and of the world.

And for this another and higher scene was deemed
suitable. The revelations to be made him were to be com-
municated to beings of a higher order also ; that so " unto

principalities and powers in heavenly places might be made
known," through this history of the Church, in its prefi-

guration, as afterwards both in its evolution and in its re-

trospect, " the manifold wisdom of God." ^ So a door

appeared open in heaven ;
^ and the voice which had before

addressed him was heard again speaking, " Come up, and
I will show thee what must happen hereafter." Then was
he again in the Spirit : and he seemed to enter at the door

:

and a vision of heavenly glory, and scene as of a new
world, burst upon his view.

The vision is thus described. " Behold a throne was set

in heaven, and One sat on the throne. And He that sat

was, to look upon, like a jasper and sardine stone. And

1 Apoc. i. 19. 2 Eph. iii. 10.

3 So in Ezek. i. 1 ; "The heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God."
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there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight Hke

unto an emerald. And round about the throne were four

and twenty thrones : and upon the thrones I saw four and

twenty elders sitting, clothed in white raiment ; and they

had on their heads crowns of gold. And out of the throne

proceed lightnings, and thiinderings, and voices. And
there were seven lamps of fire burning before the throne,

which are the seven Spirits of God. And before the throne

there was a glassy sea, like unto crystal. And in the midst

of the throne, and round about the throne, were four living

creatures, full of eyes before and behind. And the first

hving creature was like a lion, and the second like a calf,

and the third had a face as a man, and the fourth was hke

a flying eagle. And the four living creatures had each of

them six wings about him. And they are full of eyes

within. And they rest not day and night, saying. Holy,

Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, which was, and is, and
is to come. And when those living creatures give glory,

and honour, and thanks to Him that sitteth on the throne,

who liveth for ever and ever, the four and twenty elders

fall down before Him that sitteth on the throne, and wor-

ship Him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast their

crowns before the throne, saying. Thou art worthy, O Lord,

to receive glory, and honour, and power ; for thou hast

created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were

created." ^

Thus the vision, like those of Isaiah and of Ezekiel,^ ex-

hibited, as its first and grand object, Jehovah, King of

saints, seated as Lord of all on the throne of the universe.

It seems probable that a cloud accompanied this revelation

of God, just as in the Shekinah and other manifesta-

tions of the Divine presence :
^ the throne of glory rising,

as we may conceive, out of it ; and the thunderings and

' I have deviated from the authorized version in the above, in translating Opovoi,

throne-i, instead of seats ; iiaXivt), glassy, instead of o/ glass ; and ^a»a, living creatures,

instead of beasts. 2 jg yi. 1, Exek. i. 4, 26.

* So in the way from Egypt to Sinai, Exod. xiv. 24, xvi. 10 :—at Sinai, Exod.
xxiv. 16, 18;—in the tabernacle, Lcvit. xvi. 2 ;—in Solomon's temple, 1 Kings viii.

10 ;—in Isaiah's vision, (so W. Lowth,) Isa. vi. 4 ;—in Ezekicl's, Ezek. i. 4, x. 3,

&c.—So, I see, Rosenmuller ad loc. " Thronus Dei comparatur cum nube, ex qua
fulgura et tonitrua exeunt."

In the book of Ecclcsiasticus, xxiv. 4, the throne is spoken of as in tlie pillar of the

cloud ; 6 0po»'Of ^01; tv crv\(ii viftXriQ.
6*
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lightnings, here and elsewhere spoken of in the Apocalypse'

proceeding therefrom.—And then that glassy sea, as it

were, like crystal,^ spread before the throne, (the space be-

fore, or in front of the throne, being the only part unoccu-

pied, and therefore visible,^) may be explained, from other

parallel Scriptures, as the firmament of blue transparent

ether ^ above the heads of the four throne-upholders, in

which the cloud floated. Tor a basement just similar is

described as connected with the throne, both in the vision of

Ezekiel, and in that seen by the Israelitish elders at Sinai.

" The likeness," says Ezekiel, " of the firmament on the

heads of the living creatures was as the colour of the ter-

rible {or admirable) crystal ; . . . and above the firmament

w^as the likeness of a throne." ^ And Moses ;
" There was

under the feet of the God of Israel as it were a pavement

of a sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in its

clearness : " ^—the heavenly firmament then visible reflect-

ing the glow of the sapphire throne ^ immediately beneath

it ; but melting beyond into its clear and proper blue.^

—

^ wQ QoKaana vaXivi]. So Scholz, Tregelles, and other critical editions, with the otq.

2 Because the thrones of the elders, on either side of the divine throne, would
there apparently hide the basement ft-oni view.

3 So Cowper, of the blue liquid firmamental ether, (Task, B. v,)

Ye shining hosts

That navigate a sea that knows no storms.

* Ezek. i. 22—26.—A Note in the Pictorial Bible on this passage in Ezekiel, ob-

serves that the term N"ii3n Tnp~, rendered terrible crystal^ "seems to have been a

term of pre-eminence for the diamond ; which is indeed an admii-able crystal for its

brilliancy and hardness."
* Exod. xxiv. 9, 10.—In the Septuagint translation of Ezekiel, the word for firma-

ment is (TTtptuxfia ; answering nearly (as does also our word Jirmament) to the

"pavement," or "paved work," that Moses tells us of as seen by the Israelitish

elders.—In Gen. i. 6 we read of the first creation of \hS.& Jirmament. On which pas-

sage Robertson (in his Clavis Pentateuchi) observes :
" V'^p"', propria expansum,

asr, atmospheria." And then in a Note as follows. "Vox proprie notat metallum

solidum, mallei ictu diductum. Ad coelos trausfertur Job xxxvii. 18; 'Bxpandes,

deduces cum illo nubila tenuissima, firma ut speculum fusum.' Pavimentum solii

divini, quod ex glacie concretum viderat, vocatur y^pn Ezech. i. 22, 23 : quod, cum
pedibus Dei tonahtis subjectum sit, a calcando dicitur."

6 Ezek. i. 26, x. 1.

' So Milton, P. L. vi. 757, after notice of the four Cherubim, as supporters of, the

chariot of God

:

Over their heads a crystal firmament.

Whereon a sapphire throne, inlaid with pure

Amber, and colors of the shoAvery arch.

The epithet vaXivT], applied to the firmamental expanse, b'ke the English glassy, or

Latin vitreus, is a word simply expressive, I conceive, of clearness and transparencv

;

thus answering to the "body of heaven in its clearness," in the passage from Ex-
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Above was the Form of glory : " Thou hast set thy glory-

above tlie heavens." And, resembhng as it did in colour

the red jasper or sardine, there must doubtless have been

something in the appearance very awful, as well as glorious.

Nor without meaning. For indeed, even under the Chris-

tian dispensation, " our God is (in his holiness) as a con-

suming fire." But there appeared round about the throne,

as if to re-assure the Evangelist, a rainhotv in which the

soft green was predominant, " in sight like unto an emer-

ald ;

"—the well-known and lovely memorial of the cove-

nant of grace. ^—Next his eye was arrested by the appear-

ance of seven lamps buming before the throne. And
what their meaning? They were, we read, the " seven

Spiiits of God
:

" a designation, I conceive, of the Divine

Spirit, the third person of the blessed Trinity, in respect

of his sevenfold influences.'^ Else how that invocation of

grace and blessing in Apoc. i. 4, from "the seven Spirits

before the throne," conjunctively with the Father and the

Son ? ^ And I think, considering the septenary number of

odus. So in Job xxxvii. 18, the passage just cited from Eobertson ; "Hast thou
spread out the sky as a molten looking-glass ?"

The explanation of the glassy sea above given is the same as Vitringa's ; and it

is now, I believe, generally acquiesced in by the best expositors. Thei-e are some
indeed that still explain it to signify the brazen laver, or sea, in the Jewish tem-
ple. But, 1st, the Evangelist is here describing what was in the inner sanctuary,

not what was in the court tvithout it : 2ndly, it seems difficult to explain why, if the

laver was meant, it should be represented as of glass, and not brazen : 3dly, there

appears no allusion whatever to any such laver in any of the Apocalyptic visions.

1 Compare Gen. ix. 12— 17, and Isa. liv. 9, 10.

2 Isa. xi. 2. So the Hymn in our Ordination Service :

Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire,

And lighten with celestial fire !

Thou the anointing Spirit art.

That dost thy seven-fold gifts impart, &c.

* " John to the seven churches which are in Asia, Grace be unto you, and peace,

from Him who is, and who was, and who is to come, and from the seven spirits

which are before his throne, and from Jesus Christ."—Hut for this we might have

explained the seven lamps before the throne of seven angelic spirits : agreeably with

the word seraphim, burning ones ; and the figurative description in Heb. i. 7, " He
maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers ajlame offire." *

* Prof. M. Stuart, however, advocates the meaning of seven Seraphim, a.s the true

explanation of these seven lamps of fire before the throne ; as also of " the seven
spirits before God's throne," Apoc. i. 4. See his vol. ii. pp. 17—23. His two chief ar-

guments for this are as follows. 1st, the position being before the throne was simply
that of ministering servants. To which 1 reply, that such was also the Lamb's
position when he took the book, as described Apoc. v. 6. 2n(lly, in Apoc. viii. 2 seven
chief angels are expressly spoken of a.s so standing before God.* To which I re])ly

;

But these are only called angels ; and moreover they received trumpets, and other-
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these lamps of fire, and the fact of no mention being made
elsewhere of other seven lamps of the inner sanctuary, such

as St. John had seen in his primary vision, in type of the

Christian churches,—that we may with probability suppose

a reference to them in the present symbolization ; seeing

that the burning flames of those several lamps, which as-

cended up before the Almighty One, were but in each case

the enkindhngs of the Divine Spirit, and so might fitly

figure his holy influences.^

But what the meaning of the twenty-four elders, seated

round the throne of the Deity ? And what of the four

living creatures,^ yet more nearly surrounding it ?

We may be thankful that what is most essential to be

known respecting these emblematic beings, in order to our

right understanding of the Apocalypse, is expressly re-

vealed to us. Whatever their distinctive characters re-

spectively, both the one and the other were unquestionably

representatives of the redeemed from among the children

of men. Por this was the song of thanksgiving to the

Lamb in which they were heard uniting in common
chorus soon afterwards ;

" Thou hast redeemed us unto

1 So the Holy Spirit was figured under the symbol of twelve tongues of fire ; in

regard of his communication to the twelve Apostles of the gift of tongues. See Acts

ii. 3.—It is perhaps a corroboration of this view, that Christ designates himself

(Apoc. iii. 1) as "He that holdeth the seven spirits of God, and the seven stars:"

a natural combination, if the former, as well as latter, had a direct relation to the

seven churches.
2 Zwa. The word is one used by Clemens Alexandrinus in his Paedag. i. 8, of

man. He calls him (caXXtorov icat 0i\o0£ov Z,ixiov.

wise acted inconsistently with the symbol of the seven lamps of fire, which seem to

have been stationary in the Holy Place.—In reply to the obvious counter-argument

(urged above by me) from John's invocation of grace and blessing from the seven

spirits before the throne, the Professor urges as analogical passages, for comparison,

1 Tim. V. 21, "I charge thee before God, and Jesus Christ, and the elect angels;"

Luke ix. 26, "When he shall come in his glory, and of the holy angels
;

" and Luke
xii. 8, "Him shall the Son of Man confess before the angels of God:"— "these

presence-angels," says he, "together with God and Christ, constituting (so to speak)

the supreme court of heaven." But the parallels cited are surely all quite insufficient

and inappropriate. There is not one passage in the Bible, I believe, where grace is

invocated from angels.—As to the Professor's reference to Tobit xii. 15, it may be use-

ful to observe that that Apocryphal book's designation of the seven angels before God
as those that ''present the prayers of the saints" to Him, is directly opposed to the

Apocalyptic description of the seven presence-angels : who in Apoc. viii. 2 are spoken

of as those to whom the seven trumpets were given ; but the incense-receiving and
prayer-oflfering angel expressly designated as oKKoq oyyfXoe, quite another.
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God by thy blood, out of every kindred, and tongue, and
nation." ^

IMoreover, as regards the elders, thus much was also

evident, that they represented the redeemed saints in the

character of a royal priesthood. For in their case, the

intent of the emblematic insignia,—I mean of the thrones

on which they sate, the crowns on their heads, their white

robes, and perhaps too of what is after noted, their incense

bowls ^ and their harps,—was almost intei'preted by the song

itself, " Thou hast made us unto God kmgs and priests ;
" ^

and well accords moreover with St. Peter's designation of the

saints as 3ao-<Xeiov lepareujaa, a rotjal priesthood}—Again,

as to their number 24, it might be explained either, as some
expositors suggest, by reference to the twelve patriarchs,

the heads of the Old Testament church, and the twelve

apostles of the New ; or rather, as others, by reference to

the heads of the twenty-four courses of the Jewish priest-

hood, the fit representatives of the whole priestly body.''

But of the four living creatures the explanation is more
difficult ; and very careful consideration is needed to solve

the question at all satisfactorily.

The first step to a right understanding of the point in

^ Dean Woodhouse explains the Apocalyptic living creatures as avgels ; observing

that no objection has been made to this explanation, but their joining in the song,
" Thou hast redeemed us by thy blood." We might have thought that that one

objection would have sufficed to convince him of its untcnableness.

Ignatius seems to have had an opinion, (according to Archbishop Wake's reading of

the passage,) that the death of Christ was influential in the salvation of angels. Sec

Ignatius's Epist. to Smyrna, ch. 6. So that he might consistently have entertained

the interpretation. But the Dean evidently had no such opinion ; and it is, I believe,

altogether without warrant of Scripture.—Besides which the living creatures speak,

in common with the presbyters, of being redeemed ovt of every nation and tongue.

2 Apoc. V. 8 ; tx"*'''*? <pi-a\ai \pvaaq yifiovaat; GvfiiafiaTwv, al tiaiv ai Trpoaivyai

T(x)v uyiwv : the ai taking its gender from the suhAtdiitiyc follou-iiiff, not that pre-

ceding. A construction this not infrequent. So Mark xii. 42, Xtirra Svo 6 tan
KocpavTTiq' also Gal. iii. 16, Eph. i. 14, &c.

I have rendered <pia\ag botvls, rather than vials, as the Hebrew word corresponding

with tpinXt) in the Septuaf,'int is often rendered in our English version ; e. g. Numb,
vii. 13, 19, 25, &c. "Evidently," says Prof. M. Stuart in loc, "a vessel with a

broad mouth or opening is designated ; to which species of vessel our word vial as now
employed does not at all correspond : for the incense is to be burned in it for the

sake of diffusing over the place the sweet odour which it would yield." As Doddridge

and Lowman observe, it was a kind of censer.
••' lb. verse 10. * 1 Peter ii. 5, 9.

* So Roscnmuller, M. Stuart, &c. See 1 Chron. xxiv. 3— 19, on the 24 courses of

priests; each of which had its head. These 24 heads seem meant in Jer. xix. 1, where
they are called "the anrienfs of the priests," contradistinctively to "the ancients of

the people." So A. Clarke ad loc. In Ezek. viii. 16 and xi. 1, the 25 apostate priests

spoken of seem to have been these 24 and the high priest. So M. Stuart.
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question is obviously a reference to the very parallel vision

in Ezekiel.^ In that, too, Jehovah appeared enthroned in

a fiery cloud ; though not at rest, as here, but chariot-like

in motion : and with four living creatures, as supporters of

the throne or chariot, which in almost every pomt resem-

bled the four in the Apocalyptic vision. Their faces were

similarly like those of a lion, an ox, a man, an eagle ; they

were similarly winged, and similarly full of eyes in their

whole body : moreover, emerging, as they were first seen,

" out of the midst " of the cloud of enthronization, they

might similarly seem to have been within the throne, as

well as round about it.^ Now of these we are expressly

told by Ezekiel (x. 20) that " he knew them to be the

cherubim.'' To understand his meaning of which word,

and the class of beings intended, we must refer to the earlier

notices of cherubim in Scripture. And first there is that

memorable record of them in the book of Genesis ; wherein

they are described as having been placed by God at the

east end of the garden of Eden ; and, with flaming swords

that turned every way, keeping the way of the tree of life.^

In which passage the meaning of the word seems unequi-

vocal. They were evidently angelic beings.—The next no-

tice that occurs of cherubim is in Moses' description of the

sanctuary figurings;* which, being figurings ordered by
God Himself, were necessarily a true, though symbolic, ex-

pression of heavenly realities. In these the same angelic

order seemed still intended. And I cannot but just pause

to remark, that whereas the first recorded employment of

cherubim was, as we have seen, for the expulsion of guilty

man from paradise, and guarding against his return to the

source of life, the next was that, as here represented, of

bending in admiration over the mercy-seat, whereby man
had a way of access to the source of life again opened to

him :
—

" which things," says St. Peter, in evident allusion

to the cherubim in the sanctuary, " the angels desire, bend-

ing over, to look into." ^—In Ezekiel's own vision there is

1 Ezek. i. and x. 2 Ezek. i. 5, 10, x. 12.

3 Gen. iii. 24. * Exod. xxv. 18—20.
5 1 Peter i. 12, hq a eirtOvixovcnv ayyeXoi TrapaKvxj/ai. The same word is used in

Luke, ch. xxiv. 12, of Peter stooping over to look into the sepulchre ; irapaKv\pag

(SXtnsi ra o9ovia.—Oix the posture of the cherubim over the ark, see Exod. xxv. 20.
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yet another evidence of the angelic nature of the cherubim.

For they were in part hke unto burning lamps of fire : a

symbol the same as that applied by St. Paul to angels
;

(" Of the angels He saith, He maketh his angels spirits, his

ministers aflame of fire ;"y and which serves also, I may
add, to identify them with the seraphim, or burning ones,

seen beside the throne by Isaiah.^

Thus the nature of the four <^(oa of EzeMel was evidently

angelical.^ And Avhat their then employments and func-

tions ? They were represented to the prophet as support-

ing the throne of Jehovah, attending His presence, like as

the chief ministers of state might attend that of an eastern

monarch, canying out their glances of intuition on every

side into the dominions of their Lord, listening reverentially

for his connnands, and going and returning on them like a

flash of lightning : in short, as the angelical intelligences

admitted nearest to his own presence and counsels, and
most confidentially employed by Him in His present pro-

vidential government of the world.—The wheels of the

throne that they supported, intersected each other like the

great circles of a mundane sphere. These they appeared

to direct, animate, and move. For " the spirit of the four

living creatures was in the wheels -. whithersoever the Spirit

was to go, they went." * As to the intent of the mysteri-

ous faces assigned them, of a lion, an ox, a man, an eagle,

respectively, though all with human hands and likeness,^

we can but conjecture. Royal thrones were framed some-

times with carved inanimate supporters in these animal

forms :
^ and possibly there might be a certain reference to

I Heb. i. 7.

- Isa. vi. 2, 3. Their place (the reader must observe) was heaick the throne, not

above it, so as our translation renders the Hebrew word. Sec Lowth ad loo. Prof.

Lee,j). 414, translates it over againat.

3 This seems to me so clear with reference to the cherubim of the Old Testament

that I am surprised that Fairbairn in his Typology, after Bahr, and Dr. Wilson, in

the Addenda at the end of his " Bible Student's Guide," after Fairbairn, should

have explained them as symbols of " redeemed and glorified manhood."
* " '1 he appearance of the uheeh . . . was like unto the colour of a beryl (sky-blue

mixed with green, says Lowth) : . . . . and their appearance and their work was, as it

were, a wheel in the middle of a wheel ; . . . . and their rings were full of eyes ; . . . .

and when the living creatures went, the wheels went bv them. . . . Whithersoever

the Spirit was to go, they went ; .... for the spirit of the living creatures was in

the wheels." Ezek. i. 16, &c. ' Ezek. i. 5, 8.

6 So in the account of Solomon's throne, 1 Kings x. 18, 19 ;
" The king made a
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this custom in the figuration.^—Whether or not the quah-

ties of courage, patience, intelligence, and heavenly soaring

in the cherubim might, as some expound the similitudes,^

have been further indicated thereby,—or Avhether they may
have been meant to intimate how these angelical attendants

on the divine behests, "themselves instinct with spirit,"

acted in and upon the animate, as well as inanimate crea-

tures of God, so as to overrule them all in subservience to

the designs of His providence, (a view which some others

have appeared to entertain,)^ seem to me questions beyond

our solution. Nor is the Rabbinical tradition that the

animals, whose likenesses severally the cherubim bore,

were the devices on the four grand standards of Israel, (a

tradition on which yet another view of the Apocalyptic

figure has been founded,)* at all more to be depended

on.^ All these ideas, I say, must be regarded as un-

certain.^

great throne of ivory, and overlaid it with the best gold. The throne had six steps
;

and the top of the throne was round behind : and there were stays on either side

on the place of the seat ; and two lions stood beside the stays ; and twelve lions

stood on the one side and on the other, upon the six steps."

1 " The whole imagery is to be conceived of thus : The throne on which the

Divine Majesty is seated rests upon four living creatures who form its animated and

moving basis. Instead of being like the throne of earthly kings, i. e. resting on

inanimate and lifeless substances, its support is constituted of living, moving, rational

creatures, ever watchful, and ever ready to move, as Ezekiel says, like a flash of

lightning." So M. Stuart, Apoc. Comraent. ii. 113.—In Ps. Ixxx. 1 Hengstenberg

translates, " Thou that sittest enthroned upon the Cherubim ; " in reference to these

cherubim. If between, the reference must be to the two on the mercy-seat.

2 So Mr. Scott, &c.
3 Perhaps Novatian, or rather Novatus, quoted below, had some such idea.

* So Sir I. Newton, on the Apocalypse, and others.

5 On the uncertainty, improbability, and late origin of this Jewish tradition, see

the Note on Numb. ii. 2, in Bishop Patrick.

« Let me add, in further illustration of this difficult subject, the paraphrastic com-
ments of a learned Latin Father of the middle of the third century, and of a still

more learned English poet of the seventeenth.

First of Novatus, De Trinitate, c. 8; ap. Opera Tertulliani, (Venice, 1701,)

pp. 433, 434 : a work which Jerome speaks of as a kind of epitome of a work of

Tertullian ; and which is on this account, I suppose, appended to Tertullian's works

in the Venetian Edition. See Lardner, iii. 79, &c.
" Pertingit ejus [sc. Dei] ad usque singula quaeque cura, cujus ad totum, quid-

quid est, pervenit Providentia. Hinc est quod et desuper cherubim sedet : id est

praeest super operum suorum varietatem; subjectis throno ejus animaUbus prae

cseteris principatum tenentibus : cuncta desuper chrystallo contegente ; id est ccelo

omnia operiente. Quod in firmamentum de aquarum fluente materia fuerat Deo
jubente solidatum ; ut glacies robusta aquarum terram pridem contegentium dividens

medietatem ; dorso quodam pondera aqufe superioris, corroboratis de gelu viribus,

sustineret. Nam et rotm subjacent ; tempora scilicet, quibus omnia semper mundi
membra volvuntur : talibus pedibus adjectis quibus non in perpetuum stant ista, sed

transeunt. Sed et per omnes ortus [qu. orbes ?] stellatae sunt oculis : Dei enim opera
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But from what seems certain respecting Ezekiel's four

living creatures, or cherubim, the natural and ahnost neces-

sary inference respecting the four that appeared to St.

John is surely this, that as in their form and position they

resembled Ezekiel's cherubim, so in their nature and func-

tions they must have resembled them also ; and thus have

symbolized beings of angelic nature, appointed, in that

character, to ministrations near and confidential in the

conduct of the Lord's providential government. The only

question is, how this could consist with what has been be-

fore noticed,—their joining as Christ's redeemed ones in the

song of redemption : in other words, how the redeemed of

the children of men conld with propriety be symbolized as

in angels places, and with angels employments. A ques-

tion undoubtedly difficult. And yet, if I mistake not, there

is that in holy Scripture which w411 furnish a probable solu-

tion of the difficulty, and show how the whole may consist

together.

For let it be remembered that this was one of Christ's

declarations respecting the state of the saints after the re-

surrection on his second coming, that they should be then

i<rayys'Kai,^ equal and like to angels; similarly near there-

fore, we may suppose, to the divine throne, and employed
in similar ministrations. A declaration illustrated, as it

seems to me, by the apostle's statement,"^ that the ivorld to

come is not to be put in subjection to angelic government

:

but to Jesus the God-man ; and, conjointly with him, to

the saints, his assessors on the throne.^ Now it is to this

pervigili obtutu contemplanda sunt. In quorum sinu carbonum medius est ignu : sive

quoniam ad igneum diem judieii mundus iste festinat ; sive quoniam omnia opera

Dei ignea, nee sunt tenebrosa, sed vigent Hie est igitur ctirrm Dei, secundum
David." (sc. Psalm Ixviii. 17.)

Secondly, Milton, P. L. v\. 749.

forth rushed, with whirlwind sound,

The chariot of Paternal Deity,

Flashing thick flames ; wheel within wheel undrawn,
Itself instinct with spirit ; but convoyed

By four cherubic shapes : four faces each

Had wondrous : as with stars, their bodies all,

And wings, were set with eyes ; with eyes the wheels

Of beryl, and careering fires between.

Over their heads a crystal firmament, &c. (Sec p. 84.)

1 Luke XX. 35, 36, "They which shall .... obtain that world, and the resurrection

from the dead, .... are itrayyiXoi, equal to the angels." 2 Ji(.b. ji. 5,

3 So 2 Tim. ii. 12, " If we suifer, we shall also reign with him ;" Matt. xix. 28,
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their resurrection-state, that is, to their state after Christ's

coming and taking the kingdom, that the elders insignia

of crowns and priestly white robes would seem to have

had reference ; according to the usual reading of the pas-

sage, with the verb in i\\Q future tense, ^aa-i'ksoa-o^sv, " Thou
hast made us to our God kings and priests, and we shall

reign on the earth." ^ In which case it is surely not un-

reasonable to suppose that the appearance and the position

of the four living creatures, those other representatives of

the redeemed, may have been intended to symbolize the

angelic, as well as royal and priestly functions, (indeed the

angelic might be deemed the highest of the royal functions,)

which, in that world to come, the redeemed were destined

to fulfil.—Or, if we read /3ao-/X£t>oi»o-<v in the present tense,^

then a present sense may be ascribed to the Apocalyptic

picturing of redeemed ones as cherubim-upholders of the

divine throne, by reference to Christ's assumption even now

to a full part in God's government of the world ; as He
said, " All power is given unto me in heaven and on earth :"

a power exercised, as it is intimated by St. Paul, for " his

body's sake, the Church." Indeed in any case this holds

true. Por even in trial true Christians are more than con-

querors ; and all things are made to work together for their

good.^

"Ye which have followed me shall, in the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall

sit on the throne of his glory, sit also on twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of

Israel; " and Luke xxii. 30.—Compare Luke xii. 44, 1 Cor. iv. 8, &c.
' Compare Rev. xx. 4, 6, where the saints were seen to take the kingdom.

So Victorinus ad loo. " Viginti quatuor patres et apostolos judicare populum suum
oportet; " citing Matt. xix. 28, just quoted by me, and so fixing his meaning to the

saints' future reign.—So too the yet earlier Father Clement of Alexandria. In his

Strom. Lib. vi, he says ;
" Such an one, though here on earth he be not honoured

with the first seat, shall sit \ipon the twenty-four thrones, judging the people, as

John says in the Eevelation." In which passage Ae also evidently refers to Matt.

xix. 28, as Lardner observes, ii. 245; and construes the symbols of the twenty-four

Apocalyptic Presbyters, as antieipative of a reign in the world to come.
- Griesbach here reads jSacnXevaamv, in the 3rd person plural, instead of the re-

ceived ^a(jikiv(yoiitv ; and so too Scholz, Tittman, M. Stuart, &c. The sense re-

mains the same.
2 This is the reading preferred by Tregelles.

In the clause preceding, in the same verse 10, avrsg is read by all the critical

editors instead of rj/iag, " Thou hast made them kings, c&c. : " the reference in this

case being, as M. Stuart says, (ii. 133,) to the elect out of the tribes and nations.

Thus reading, the interchange of the t/juae, ver. 9, and avmg, verse 10, will mark the

union and communion of the saints below and saints above. The received 'Efiag is

more simple ; the sense in either case substantially the same.
3 Matt, xxviii. 18, Eph. i. 20—23, Rom, viii. 28, 37.
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Thus, and in this manner, T conclude that the twenty-

four eiders, and four living creatures of the Apocalyptic

vision, symbolized the church of the redeemed ones.—And
whereas there are two grand divisions of that church, the

larger one that of the departed in Paradise, the other that

militant on earth, it seems that it is specially the former
that we must suppose figured here. Such I conceive to

be the inference from the position of the elders and living

creatures in the inner Temple, the place of the manifested

presence of God. Besides which, there appears in their

garb and their demeanour nothing either of that sense of

defilement, or fear and awe, which generally characterized

God's saints and servants, when admitted, while still in

their mortal state, to the sight of God ; so, for example, as

in the cases of Isaiah, of Daniel, of the High Priest Joshua,

and of St. John himself.^ Nor again was there any change
from their garb of triumph to one of mourning ; as the

figurations proceeded, and the trials and persecutions of

the church on earth were the subject depicted.—Hence,
on the whole, they must, I think, be regarded as symbolic

representatives specially of the church in Paradise, or

spirits of just men made perfect.^ Yet not so but as, in a

certain sense, to signify the feelings and the desires of the

church militant on earth likewise : forasmuch as in heart

the latter also dwells above where Christ is;^ and, in re-

spect of all that concerns the advancement of his kingdom
and glory, is with the former in desire and sympathy even

as one. Whence perhaps, on occasion of the Apocalyptic

Book being opened, the circumstance of the twenty-four

elders being depicted with harps and incense-bowls, express-

ing ficnerallij the prayers and gratitude of the saints.^

The future view of the elders and cherubim, first sug-

gested, receives illustration from what our Lord said in

parable respecting himself, when referring to the interval

1 Isa. vi. 5, Dan. x. 8, Zech. iii. 3, Apoc. i. 17.
"^ So Rosenmuller .

" Videntur 24 presbyteri esse imago optiraorum et pra-stantissi-

morum cinum rcgni coelestis, qui olim in his terris virtute et meritis enituerunt."
3 Col. iii. 3.

* Apoc. V. 8. M. Stuart, after Vitringa and Ewald, explains the incense-bowls of
the prayers of the twenty-four prosbytor-saints themselves, only; just as the harps of
their own feelings of gratitude and adoration.
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between his ascending to the Father, and his coming again

at the second advent. " A certain nobleman went into a

far comitry, to receive for himself a kingdom, and to re-

turn." ^ In which words he alluded to a custom, prevalent

in those times, of subordinate kings going to Rome to re-

ceive the investiture to their kingdoms from the Roman
emperor, and then returning to occupy them and reign

;

intimating thereby that he was about to receive from the

Father, after his ascension, the investiture to his kingdom
;

but with the intention not to occupy it till his return at

the second coming. Indeed it seems to be in token of

this investiture that, in the vision before us, he takes his

seat as the Lamb on the divine throne.^ Just similarly,

the twenty-four elders and the four Hving creatures, repre-

senting specially that part of the church which has past

from earth to paradise, might appear with their insignia of

investiture to the high offices destined them in Christ's

coming kingdom : the same of which, in their militancy on

earth, they had received the promise ; and of which the

actual enjoyment, as we have seen, was yet to come.

Such was a part of the company gathered on this august

occasion. Besides which, as we read presently afterwards,

there were Angels attendant, in numbers without number.

—It was indeed a glorious gathering, albeit only in symbol,

of no little part of the magnificent assemblage told of by
St. Paid to the Hebrew Christians. There was the germ of

the general assembly of the church of the firstborn, whose

names were written in heaven ; there were the spirits of

just men made perfect ; there was an innumerable company
of Angels : all in presence of God the judge of all ; and

presently after, as the Evangelist proceeds to tell us, of

Christ the, Lamb of God. For as they waited, all attent

and eager, we may be sure, for the promised revelation,

the question arose, where and who the Revealer that was

to open it to them ? There was a book in the right hand
of Him that sat upon the throne, in which they knew it

was written. But the book was closed and sealed. And

1 Luke six. 12. ^ gee Note^ p. 95,
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when an Angel,—a strong Angel, as he is somewhat sin-

gularly called,'—made proclamation if there was any one

worthy to open it, not an individual could there be found

of merit sufficient, among angels or men, in heaven or on

earth. Yet one there was who was indeed worthy, of a

higher nature. As the Evangelist, not merely from per-

sonal feeling, but as the representative also of the Christian

earthly church and ministry,'- (I must beg the reader to

mark thus early this his representative character on the

scene,) was weeping at the disappointment of his hopes,

one of the elders bade him " weep not." And he there-

with pointed to him a lamb standing in the hemicycle of

the throne, and of the four living creatures, and the elders :

one that bore marks as if it had been slain ; and yet had
seven horns, the symbol as of all power in heaven and on

earth, and seven eyes, as of the spirit of omniscience. It

was evidently the Lamb of God, the fellow of Jehovah,

that had been slain, and now appeared alive again
;
yea

and was alive for evermore, to make intercession, and to

receive gifts for his people.—Having made the promise to

his disciples, ere ascending, that he would show them the

things that tvere to come^ He now came to fulfil it. Ad-
vancing to the throne. He claimed and received the book
from Him that sate thereon : and forthmth, taking his seat

beside Him,* prepared to open the Seals, and reveal the

secrets of futurity.—Then the acclamations of heaven burst

' Perhaps the epithet, otherwise unmeaniitg, may be meant to suggest that this was
the individual angel who in other times had talked with Daniel, and bade him seal up

the book of his prophecy ; him whose name^was Gabriel (^S"*'^3J), or, " My strength

is God?"
There are but two other passages in the Apocalj'pse where the epithet laxvpoq is

applied to an angel. In both of these the subject is of a nature to call for the exertion

of strength. T\vijirst in x. 1, on occasion of a memorable intervention of the Angel

of the covenant to vindicate his own rights, and deliver his church, at the time when
the gates of hell seemed prevailing : the second with reference to the forcible over-

throw of Babylon, Apoc. xviii. 21.—Such is not the case here.

The reader need scarcely to be reminded of the close connection of the prophecies

of Daniel and the Apocalypse ; such indeed that thd statement has been made by
Mcdc that Daniel is but the Apocalypsis contracta, (that is, in respect of their com-

mon subject, the history of the fourth kingdom,) and the Apocalypse llanid vxplicatus.

(Mode's Works, Bk. iv. Ep. 32.) Sir I. Newton says more generally, "He that

would understand the old prophets must begin with this." In Apoc. ch. i. ad tin.

* So, generally, the patristic Commentators ad loc. and many moderns.
* John xvi. 13 ; ra ipxontva avayytXii iifitv.

* So I infer from comparing Apoc. vii. 17, iii. 21, xxii. 1.
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forth in adoration of Him. The song was begun by the

living creatures and the elders : and it was responded to

by the whole angelic choir, and echoed back from all crea-

tion. " When he had taken the book, the four Hving crea-

tures and four-and-twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,

having every one of them harps, and golden bowls full of

odours, which are the prayers of the saints. And they

sung a new song, saying, ' Thou art worthy to take the

book, and to open the seals thereof; for thou wast slain,

and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood, out of every

kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation ; and hast

made us unto our God kings and priests : and we shall reign

on the earth. '^—And I beheld, and I heard the voice of

many Angels round about the throne, and the living crea-

tures, and the elders : and the number of them was ten

thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands
;

saying with a loud voice, ' Worthy is the Lamb that was

slain, to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and

strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing.' And every

creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under

the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in

them, heard I saying, ' Blessing, and honour, and glory,

and power, be unto Him that sitteth upon the throne, and

unto the Lamb, for ever and ever.'^ And the four living

creatures said, Amen ! And the four-and-twenty elders

fell down, and worshipped '^ [Him that liveth for ever and

1 I prefer the readings ri/iag and fiaaCKtvaoixiv, as observed before.

2 This expression concerning the voice of all creation may either be fgumtive, as

denoting the voice that it appears to have in the ears of the saints : or perhaps pre-

Jigurative; like that used by St. Paul in Eom. viii. 19, 22, about the longing ex-

pectation and groaning of the creation after a better state to come.

3 Compare Phil. ii. 8— 10, &c. "He humbled himself unto death, even the death

of the cross. ' Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him : that at the name of

Jesus every knee, should bow ; of things in heaven, and things on earth, and things

under the earth, &c."
4 Omitted in all the best MSS.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE MODE AND MANNER, PLAN AND ORDER,

OF THE REVELATION.

And what then was to be the mode and manner of tlie nn-

foldino;, before the august company thus assembled, of this

great revehition of the coming future ? Was it to be simply,

as in the case of some other revelations from God,^ by the

reading out of what was written in the Book ? Not so.

The subject-matter therein contained was, in a manner far

more interesting, to be visibly enacted, even as in a living

drama ; and, for the requisite scenery and agency, alike

heaven and earth put in requisition. Nor, again, was the

beauty of dramatic plan and order to be wanting ; indeed

of dramatic plan and order the most perfect.— And I think

that, before enteiing on the pretigurative visions them-

selves, it will be of real advantage to consider these two
points preparatorily : I mean, first, the scenic imager}/ made
use of in the development of the prophecy ; secondly, its

plan, order, and chief divisions, as marked in the seven

-

sealed book containing it. Let us then address ourselves

to this in the present Chapter.

I.

—

The Apocalyptic Scenery.

Now of the apocalijptic scenery, as the reader will be

aware, no detailed or connected account is given us. We
have only incidental notices of it. These, however, occur

])erpetually ; and, if carefully gathered up and com])ared

together, will be found wonderfully to harmonize ; so as

indeed to indicate a scenery designedly provided for the

occasion, consistent and com|)lete. And the importance of

an early and familiar acquaintance with it will hence suffi-

ciently a])pear, in that it is that from which the character

and meaning of many important points in the apocalyptic

' As in tliat communicated through Jeremiah, Jer. xxxvi. 2, 6, 32.

VOL. I. 7
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prefigurations is alone to be deduced ; and that too which

connects and gives unity to them as a whole.

The scene then first visible, and which remained station-

ary throughout the visions in the foreground, was that of

the interior, as it were, of a temple ; including in its secret

and inmost sanctuary the throne of Jehovah already spoken

of, and the blessed company attendant round it. For this

did not appear in open space : but, as seems manifest in

the progress of the prophetic drama, and is indeed in one

place directly intimated, within the inclosure of a temple

sanctuary.^—It was a temple resembling Solomon's ; or, yet

more, the tabernacle framed earlier, " after the pattern

shown him in the mount," ^ by Moses in the wilderness

;

although on a grander scale, at least as regards the inner

sanctuary,^ and with other marked peculiarities. The
which resemblance is also expressly intimated to us. Tor

it was called upon one occasion " the temple of God
;

" on

another, in words only referable to the Jewish temple or

tabernacle, " the temple of the tabernacle of witness, in

heaven.".^—Moreover in its parts and divisions it well cor-

responded with that of Israel. The temple proper, or

sanctuary, was similarly constituted of the holij place and

that most liohj ; save that there was no vail, as of old, to

separate them : the one being characterized by the golden

altar of incense, and, I think too, by the seven burning

1 xvi. 17 ;
" There came a great voice out of the temple [of heaven],* from the

throne." Thus the position of the Apocalyptic throne, like as of that seen by Isaiah,

(Is. vi. 1,) was fixed as within the temple : the opening of which, so as there described,

is noticed as a new thing Apoe. xi. 19, xv, 5.

' Exod. xxv. 40, xxvi. 30, Heb. viii. 5. 3 Compare Heb. ix. 11.

* xi. 19, XV. 5. Compare Acts vii. 44 ;
" Our fathers had the tabernacle of witness

in the wilderness."

The old tabernacle was first called " the tabernacle of testimony," or " of witness,"

in Exod. xxxviii. 21, immediately after its completion by Bezaleel. It seems to have
been so called from having "the ark of the covenant" in its most holy place; into

which ark Moses was directed to put " the testimony," or " two tables of testimony;"

viz. those on which the ten commandments were written. See Exod. xxv. 16, 21, 22,

xxxi. 18, xxxiv. 29. Hence the ark of itself is frequently afterwards called in brief

"the testimony." So, by anticipation, Exod. xvi. 34; and afterwards Exod. xxvii.

21, &c. The two tables, the ark, and the tabernacle, were thus all a testimony to

Jehovah's covenant with Israel, as their lawgiver and king.

As there were afterwards placed in the ark, by God's direction, a pot of manna also

and Aaron's rod that budded, the ark contained thenceforth within it a testimony to

Christ in his character of High Priest and Bread of Life, ("the hidden manna",) as

well as in that of lawgiver to Israel.

* Probably to be omitted. So Griesbach, Tregelles, and other textual critics.
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lamps ; ^ the other by the divine ghrtj, and the ark of the

covenant} Moreover a court appeared attached to this

sanctuary, just as to the Jewish, and one similarly marked
by an altar of sacrifice standing in it :

^ besides that there

was the similar appendage of an outer court also, as if of
the Gentiles}

As the visions proceeded, other objects appeared in con-

nected landscape, around and bAieath the temple. Near-

est was seen the Mount Zion and its holy city :

^^ not the

literal Jerusalem, which had been levelled to the ground,

and was now literally in bondage with her children ;
^ but

that which, though in some things different, sufficiently re-

sembled it to have the likeness at once recognised, and to

receive the appellation :—then, beneath and beyond, far

stretching, (even as it might have appeared from that high

mountain, Avhence were seen in a moment of time the king-

doms of the world and the glory of them,") the miniature

but hving landscape of the Roman Empire.—Both the

* See my observations on "the seven burning lamps," p. 8-5 supr^. Since the

"altar of incense" is spoken of Apoc. viii. 3, ix. 13, as "before the throne," the

local station "before the throne," which is assigned in Apoc. iv. -5 to the seven

lamps, does not negative the idea of its position in the holy place. Compare Exod.
\xy\\. 21, where the seven-branched candlestick is spoken of as "before the testi-

mony ;
" which is equivalent to " before the Lord."

- iv. 0, ^nii. 3, ix. 13, xi. 19.—The absence of a vail between the holy place and
that most holy appears from this, that ^at passed in the one, as well as the otlier,

was alike visible to St. John : whose station, fi'om its commanding the view lioth

without the sanctuary and within it, we may not inipro])ably suppose to have been
near its entrance door. This difference might perhaps have been expected in a
temple symbolic of the Christian church ; the vail having been rent at Clirist's death,

and the way made open into the holiest. Compare Matt, xxvii. 51, with the apostle's

exposition, Heb. ix. 8, x. 19, 20 : also Bishop Lowth's remarks on Isaiah's vision of

Jehovah enthroned in the temple, Is. vi ; where the Bisliop similarly supposes tlic vail

to have been taken away, because of the vision figuiing the times of Christ's

kingdom.
^ The first notice of the altar is under the fifth seal, vi. 9 ;

" I saw under the altar

the souls," (fcc.— It is to be ob.served that wherever in the Xew Testament tlie word
altar {OvmanTijpiov) occurs alone, the hrazcn altar of sacrijice will be found to have
been intended by it. So Matt, xxiii. 19, 35; Luke xi. 51 ; 1 Cor. ix. 13 ; Ileb. xiii.

10; Apoc. vi. 9, \-iii. 3, 5, xvi. 7- I might add Apoc. xi. 1, xiv. 18: onlv here the

altar-court, as well as altar, would seem to be included. (See on this my I'apcr vii.

in the .\ppendix to Vol. ii.)—Where the altar of iuceuse is meant, it is expressly so

df'signated. So Luke i. 11 ;
" The angel of the Lord appeared unto Zacharias stand-

in:,' on the right of the altar of incense ; " and Apoc. viii. 3, ix. 13 :
" the golden

altar before the throne." * The outer court is noticed, xi. 1.

* Apoc. xiv. 1, xi. 2. « Gal. iv. 25.

' Matt. iv. 8. On which supematurally extended view Milton observes in his

Paradise Kegained, iv. 40 ;

By what strange parallax, or optic skill

Of visi(m multiplied through air, or glass

Of telescope, were curious to inquire.
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Mount Zion and the temple seem to have appeared high

raised above the earth, although not altogether detached

from it ; and the former, as well as latter, in near proximity

to the heavenly glory within the sanctuary. So that while,

on the one hand, the throne, which was in the innermost

temple of vision, was said to be placed in heaven, and the

temple was called " the temple of the tabernacle of witness

in heaven," (a temple of w*hich the altar-court was the local

scene evidently of the worship of the citizens of the holy

city and Mount Zion,)—yet, on the other, the outer court

of the temple appeared accessible to the inhabitants of the

earth below, and the holy city susceptible of invasion from

them.^

Such was the standing scenery throughout the Apoca-

lyptic visions. Nor was it depicted before St. John as a

mere ornamental appendage ; but was to be made use of,

as I have already intimated, both emblematically and choro-

grapJiicallu,—to furnish figures and to designate localities,

—^just as the scenery of countries elsewhere prophesied of,

with a view to the elucidation of the prophecy.

It is to be remembered that the subject of the promised

revelation was large and complex,—" the things which

should happen thereafter." It Was to be the same, in effect,

as that which in its retrospective delineation constitutes the

combined secular an^ ecclesiastical history of Christendom :

—the former, or secular, comprehending the grand political

changes and revolutions of the Roman world, with the agen-

cies instrumental in causing them, whether from without or

from within : the latter, or ecclesiastical, the outward for-

tunes, adverse or prosperous, of the Church ; its purity or

corruptions of doctrine and worship, its general apostasy

^ Apoc. iv. 2, \\. 19, XT. 5 ; also xiv. 1, 2, and xi. 1, 2.

In xi. 19, XV. 5, we may perhaps prefer to connect the heaven spoken of with the

verb "was opened," thus;—"the temple of the tabernacle of witness was opened in

heaven : " but iv. 2, the first passage cited, is decisive on the point that I am illus-

trating. Compare the connexion of the heavenly glory (whicli appeared enthroned

at first in the sanctuary of vision, then removing from it) with the earth in Ezekiel x.

There was pictured also in the apocalyptic scenery the atmospheric and the starry

heaven, as well as that of the divine presence ; and good use was made of these for

the illustration of the prophecy, as we shall presently find. (See p. 103 infi-a.) In-

deed here and there some care is needed to distinguish clearly which is the heaven
meant. Generally, however, this is sufficiently manifest from the context.
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in the course of time, the coalescing of the apostatizing

church with the vvorkl, and the separation, sufferings, faith,

protection, and ultimate triumph of the saints, that is of

the true people, the spiritual church of God.

Such being the subject, so large, various, and complex,

—and the more complex from the events of its two great

divisions, the secular and the ecclesiastical, often intermin-

gling,—the difficulty must be obvious of titly exhibiting

it ; especially in respect of marking the due connexion of

events, and with the proper unity of effect. It is a difficulty

that has been frecpiently felt and noticed by those who
have delineated it in history ; and must apply of course in

full measure to its foreshowing in prophecy. Which being

the case, it is really most interesting to observe how suited

the provision of the apocalyptic scenery was to lessen, if

not to overcome it.

In the first place, to represent Christ's Church in

respect of its ivorsliipping, (that Church which is " the

house of the living God,"^) there was the symbolic temple:

—its inmost or most hol/j place including, as the fit locaUty,

that part of the church-constituency, the spirits of the just,

which was then with Christ in heaven^' and of which I

have in the preceding chapter already spoken : its outer

sanctuary, or holij place, (the vestibule and passage to the

former,) figuring, by what might be noticeable within it,

the secret spirituality of the worship, as observed and cher-

ished by Christ, the high priest, of his saints on earth;

(a point beautifully illustrated in the primary Apocalyptic

vision
;

"') and the tempjle-court, and what past therein,

what was puhllchj observable in their public and cor-

porate worship.*— Further, to symbohze their peculiar

The same variety of meanin<T in the use of the word heaven occurs often elsewhere.

So c. <^. Matt. vi. 9, 26. lu 2 Cor. xii. 2 Paul speaks of the heaven of God's presence

as the third heaven. In the Jewish and the Apocalj-ptic inner sanctuary the manifesta-

tion of this presence, and the heavenly adjuncts attending it, marked its connexion with

the church below.
' 1 Tim. iii. 15. Compare Eph. ii. 21.—The symbol is often adopted by the

Fathers. So Clemens Alex. Strom, vii
;

(given by Suicer on Naot ;) Nao^ St lariv,

6 fxtv iiiym;, wf ?'/ t ic »cX >; fft a- k.t.\. Luctantius, M. P. 2, in Apocalyptic figure

calls it in one place "the heavenly temple;" " tyrannus [.sc. Nero] prosilivit ad
(^\*<''\whnA\im C(elcste templum :

" and again, inc. 15, says ot its constituency, "ve-
rum Dei tenipluni quod est in honiinibus." - Conipaic Ilrb. ix. 24, I'hil. i. 23.

•* Apoc. i— iii. See ch. ii of tliis Introduction, on " The tilings which are."

* So Bishop Hall in his Contemplation on Zachary in Luke i. 9 ; " The outer Tern-
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polity and citizenship, there appeared the holj/ city and
Mount Zion ; as if in visible picturing of St. Paul's ideal

metropolitan city of the Christian body/ with its base on

earth, its mountain-top towards heaven :—a symbol of the

saints, in truth, as significant as it was beautiful : foras-

much as they are members of a city and kingdom different

from those of this world

;

" while in the world being not of

the world,^ but having their citizenship, their ira'Kirsuixa.,

in heaven.^—Besides all which, in order the better to sig-

nify events, views, or changes of importance, affecting or

characterizing at any time the true apostolic line of the

Christian ministry, there was the further and very remark-

able help of the Apostle John's own presence on the scene,

in his representative character
;

(for such I doubt not will

pie was the figure of the whole Church upon earth ; like as the Holy of Holies re-

presented heaven." An idea adopted and applied in one of our well-known hymns

;

" The holy to the holiest leads."

1 Heb. xii. 22 ; " Ye are come unto Moimt Zion, and unto^the city of the living

God," &c.
2 It should be remembered that heavenly is a word often used of things on earth,

which have a heavenly origin, association, or ending. So in Heb. viii. 5, St. Paul

speaks of the things in the Jewish temple as a " shadow of heavenly things ;
" mean-

ing thereby things spiritual in the Christian church. And so too Christ's hingdmi of
heaven, spoken of in the Gospels, embraces the saints on earth. Similarly what is

called "the heavenly Jerusalem," or, "the Jerusalem above," (Heb. xii. 22, Gal. iv.

26,) in either case an ideal city, embraces them also. Thus it was used by St. Paul

as a type of the whole Christian church,—militant as well as triumphant ; and seems

in that sense to have been visibly represented to St. John.—In Gal. iv. 26, St. Paul

contrasts Mount Zion, or the Jerusalem above, as the type of the Clu'istian chiu-ch,

with Mount Sinai, as the ty]3e of the Jewish. On which passage Macknight, in his

Paraphrase, observes :
" The catholic church, consisting of believers of all nations,

which is formed on the covenant published from IMount Zion, St. Paul calls the

Jerusalem above, because its most perfect state will be in heaven." And "Wliitby on

Heb. xii. 22 ; " It is styled the heavenly Jerusalem : not that heaven is primarily ia-

tended by it, and not the ehiirch of Christ on earth : but propter originem et finem ;

as ha-\ang its rise from heaven, and as leading to it."

3 John xvii. 14.

* Phil. iii. 20, 'H/iwv ro TroXirtv/ia iv ovpavt/) virapxti.—Compare Augustine's

well-known similar view of the saints as the Civitas JDei, " civitas sancta, civitas fidelis,"

which, "in terris peregrina, inccelo fundata est." (Sermon cv. 9, on Luke .xi. 5— 13.)

Also the beautiful view of them given in the Epistle to Diognetus, by an author,

Justin Martp-'s contemporary :—" Christians are not separated fi-om others by country,

by language, or by customs. They are confined to no particidar cities, use no par-

ticidarity of speech, adopt no singularity of life. Dwelling ia the cities, as every

man's lot is cast, following the customs of each country in respect of di'ess, diet, and
manner of life, and, like other men, marrying and having children, they yet display

the wonderful nature of their peculiar polity. They dwell in their OAvn coimtry but

as sojourners : they abide on earth, but they are citizens of heaven. In a word, they

are in the world what the soul is in the body. The soul is diffused through all the

members of the body, and Christians tlu'ough the cities of the world. But the soul,

though dwelling in the body, is not of the body ; and Christians dwell in the world,

but are not of the world."
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be found to have attached to him ;) himself to take part in

the sacred drama, and enact as a Uving actor the roll as-

signed him.'

In contrast with all which, and to represent the world
as distinguished from the saints, there was the terrene

landscape of the Apocahjptic or Roman earthj^ and its great

citif ; the earth being the tit emblem of those who, in heart,

only dwelt on earth. ^ In the event, which was soon to

take place, of its inhabitants nationally abandoning Pa-

ganism, and professing Christianity, the symbol of the Gen-
tile or outer court of the Temple was at hand, as joined on
to that of Israel, to represent their profession as proselytes;

—as excluded therefrom, to mark their complete and re-

cognised apostasy.^— In the firmamental heaven which
overlooked the terrene landscape, and its sun, moon, and
stars, there was that which might fitly designate, as in other

])ropliccies, the secular powers of the world; whether in

the lustre of supremacy, or as eclipsed and cast down.^

There was in the movement of atmospheric storms, the

overflowing of rivers, and other such changes, visibly pass-

ing from without upon the landscape, the ready symbol of

foreign invasions ; and again in its earthquakes, that of

political commotions and revolutions from within.^—Fur-

ther, as there seems to have been a chorographical truth

in the general landscape, arid the four quarters of the Ro-
man earth (with its inland sea, frontier rivers, and other

notable localities) to have been designated," there was a

scenic facility of not merely symbohzing invasions, or other

such events occurrent, but of visibly marking the particular

locahties originating or affected by them, if in any case

deemed requisite.

^ So especially in Apoc. vii, x, and the beginning of xi ; where the point will be
more fully discussed.

•^ See the proof of this identity Xote ' p. 121 infra.

' So Apoe. xiii. 12, "The earth and they tliat dwell in it," in the sense of "the
earth, or they that dwell on it ;

" the one including .and smbolizing the other. Just
a.s xii. 12, "The heavens, and they that dwell therein;" and xi. 1, "The altar, and
they who worship therein." The figure is not infrequent.—The frequent Scriptural

use of the phrase "inhabitants of the earth" as a symbol of the men of this world
is noticed by Jerom ad Dardanura, exemplifying from Apoc. viii. 13.

* A])oc. xi. 2.

* Apoc. vi. 12—14, viii. 12, kc. « Apoc. viii. 7—9 ; and vi. 12, xi. 13, 19, &c.
' Compare Apoc. y\\. 1, ix. 14, viii. 7, 8, &c.
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Besides all whicli it must be remembered that there was

the opportunity of superadding, from time to time, supple-

mental hieroglyphic signs or symbols, such as in chaps, xii,

xiii, for example ; symbols associated for the most part with

the scenic landscape : and, finally, that the connexion of the

histories of the world and of the church,— the interming-

ling of events secular and ecclesiastical,—might be easily

and at once made manifest to the eye in the Apocalyptic

imagery ; as its glances were directed from Mount Zion, or

the temple, and what passed therein, to the earth below

;

from the earth to the temple and Mount Zion.

11. Next as to the plan and order of the Revela-

tion.

It is evident that 'plan and order must have been essen-

tial to the distinctness of so extended a prophecy. And
while, no doubt, one object of representing the events of

the coming future as written in the Book in the right hand

of the enthroned One, was to mark them as all preordained

in his eternal counsels, yet the chief object of their being

there written must have been, I think, that of signifying

what it is now our purpose to consider,—the plan, order,

and grand divisions of the prophecy.

Hie form of the Book seems to have been that of a roll.

Such was the common form of books among the Romans

;

and the almost universal one, I believe, at least of sacred

books, among the Jews.^ The divisions externally and at

once apparent on it were twofold. First, the Book ap-

peared as one written within and without ; secondly, as one

sealed with seven seals : the seals being all visible on the

outside ; and so arranged as- that they could be only

opened in succession.^—Farther, after the seventh seal had

^ This presumed form of the Apocalyptic book, as a scroll, is well illustrated by the

comparison in Apoc. vi. 14 ; where it is said that the heaven passed away fi-om the

Evangelist's view " as a book (JSijSXiov) rolled up."—The same form is noticed in Jer.

xxxvi. 2, " Take thee a roll of a book." And we may compare also Ezek. ii. 9, 10,

Zech. v. 2.

^ A construction of this kind would be very simple. It is easily conceivable how,
in folding a parchment-scroll, we might at any particular point seal the lower part

of a projecting slip of the parchment (like those of the Seals that project in the

Apocalyptic Chart which follows this Introduction) to the part of the scroll previously

folded : in which case, ere the unfolding began, one and all of the Seals would appear
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been opened, intimation was given of other divisions. There

appeared seven angels with seven trumpets ; which triini-

pets were successively sounded, and symbolic visions con-

nected with them, successively exhibited : each, I conceive,

like the visions of the seals before them, with its counter-

part either written or painted, (for the word ysygajajasvov

will admit of eitlier meaning,) in the columns of the seven-

sealed Book.^—Finally, on the seventh trumpet's sounding,

and after a retrospective digression somewhat long and
varied, seven vials were poured out, each having its subject

described in the Book also ; the last reaching to the close

of the present dispensation, and the triumph and glorious

reign of Christ and his saints.

Thus the question arises, what might be the nature and

relation of tl:ese several divisions ? What of the ivriting

within and ivithout ? What of the seals, trumpets, and

vials ?

And as regards that primary mark of division, its being

written within and without, does it not seem natural to sup-

pose that, according to the forms of writing then customary,

what was ivithout might be probably intended as a part sup-

plemental of that within :—supplemental, not accidentally,

or as occasioned by an unexpected and overflowing re-

dundancy of matter, so as was often the case in the rolls

of human writing ; but purposely and with premeditated

design : perhaps so in fact as to answer to, and compre-

hend, the very retrospective explanatory digression after the

seventh trumpet just spoken of? Such, I think, it will

prove.'^—Again, as to the relative chronological position of

on the outside ; and in the unfolding, as each successive Seal was broken, the scroll

only unfold to the point where the next occuiTed.
' Compare Jer. xxxvi. 23 ;

" When Jehudi had read three or four leaves [of the

roll], he cut it with a penknife." On which Lowth observes that these were columns,

or partitions, into which the breadth of the parchment was divided." Just such

columns, or partitions, I conceive to have been in the seven-sealed Apocalyptic scroll.

As regards both this columnar division of the scroll, and also what I have suggested

from the word yiynafifin'ov, as to the possible union of painting with writing in it, a

beautiful illustration exists in the celebrated manuscript of the Book of Joshua, in the

Vatican Library. This parchment-scroll, which is tiiirty-two feet long, is said to bo

a Greek manuscript of the 7th century ; and represents the history given in the Book
of Joshua in a series of columnar miniature illuminated paintings, with short descrip-

tive wortLs or sentences superadded. So too some of the Egyptian hieroglyphic MSS
in the British Museum.

' See on this view of the subject-matter of the Apocalvptic opisthographism the be-

ginning of my Part IV, Chap, i : also my Chart, which depicts it at once to the eye.
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the Apocalyptic seals, trumpets, and vials, would not the

most natural arrangement of them seem to be that which

supposes each of the latter series of sevens to be consecu-

tive on the former : the seventh seal comprehending within

it the seven trumpets, and the seventh trumpet the seven

vials ; the trumpets carrying on the history chronologically

from the end of the sixth seal, and the vials from the end

of the sixth trumpet ? Such, in fact, appears to myself the

self-commending simplicity of this view of the Apocalyptic

structure, that I think to the mind of the Evangelist it

must almost at once have suggested itself; and almost at

once carried its own evidence of truth along with it.^

Besides which divisions there were noted from time to

time important chronological periods, in the development

of the prophecy
;

periods most useful, especially in the

case of the great supplemental digression just spoken of, to

fix the order and connexion of certain of its constituent

parts :—the most notable of these periods being that of the

time, times, and half a time, or 1260 days : as one whereby
not merely, it is to be well observed, was the connexion

indicated between different parts of the Apocalyptic drama

;

but also between them and certain celebrated prophecies of

Daniel, to which the same chronological and most remark-

able period attached.—Thus, on the whole, was the most

perfect order and plan, as well as the fittest scenery, pro-

vided for the due unfolding of the Apocalyptic drama.

As to the dignity and grandeur of this drama, who can

express it ? Its subject was nothing less than the prolonged

conflict, even to its termination, between the antagonistic

powers of Christ's true Church and the world : its moral

that, whereas at the beginning the crown and glory of

earthly dominion appeared attached to the potentates of

this world, and the Church oppressed and low,—at the

ending dominion and crown and glory were all seen to pass

away from the men of this world, and to be transferred to

the saints and Church of Christ !—And then, such a the-

1 So Mede and most historical expositors. And let me add, as illustrative of the

obviousness of this \'iew of the Apocalj'ptic structure, that both Moses Stuart of the

German Pra>terist school, and Burgh, the father of the modern English Futurist school,

alike adopt it. " The seven Triunpets," says M. Stuart, ii. 150, " were most palpably

mere subdivisions of the 7th Seal, and growing out of it." See too Burgh, p. 183.
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atric scene ! such music ! sucli an audience ! How, in the

comparison, must the boasted splendour of the grandest of

the imperial theatric displays, not long before exhibited in

the then proud capital of the world, have seemed to St.

John to fade into meanness !

^

And more esjiecially was its pre-eminent grandeur mani-

fest in this additional circumstance characterizing it, that

the Evangelist was admitted, as it were, behind the scenes,

in the figuration of the great mundane drama ; and, in what

passed in the secret recess of the Holy of Holies, permitted

to behold Him, and his acting, who was the Almighty

Overruler of all. I have already just hinted at this matter :

and I must now beg for a little while to detain the reader

;

that he may consider with me beforehand, somewhat in de-

tail, the grand lessons which thus, as the drama proceeded,

were set before St. John.

And, first, there was thus manifested to him the real

origin of events in the throne of God and of the Lamb.
Hence, he saw, the lightnings, thunderings, and voices, that

had their echoes in the changes of this world: hence the

conmiissioning of angels, with their invisible and mysterious

agencies !—Man is apt in these things to look only to

second causes. The inner-temple vision, in the exact spirit

of Bible history, directed the apostle's eye to the great first

cause of them all, in the glorious high throne of the hea-

venly sanctuary.-

Secondlij, there was thus strikingly marked out to St.

John the very reasons and motives which dictated these

counsels of Him that sate upon the throne, thus ordering

all things. In language alike true and sublime our great

philosopher depicts the divine mind as the sensorium of the

' I refer especially to the famous Lttdi Seculares, exhibited by Domitian at Rome
in the year 88, seven years before the visions in Patmos.
With direet reference to the same Ludi Seculares, as exhibited by the Emperor Se-

vcrus A. D. 204, or somewhat above a century afterwards, Ti'rtnllian wrote his

Treatise iJe Spectaculin : (see Pamclius' I'refact; to it:) and in it lie ^contrasts with

those imperial theatric shows the <rrandeur, not indeed of the Apocalifptic prejigura-

tioH of the f^reat Christian drama, so as I here do, but of its actual realization.

" Quale autem spectaculum in proximo est ; adventiLs Domini jam iudubitati, jam
superbi, jam triumphantis ? Quic ilia exultatio anjjelorum I Qua; ploria rcsur-

gentium sanctorum I Quale regnum exinde justorum ! Qualis civitas Js'ova Jerusa-

lem ! kc." De Spectac. c. 30.

^ Apoc. iv. 5, xiv. 15, 17, xvi. 1, &c.
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universe} And, as the Evangelist marked what was said

and what was done in the inner Temple, he might see that

there was nothing of all that passed on earth unobserved

by the divine mind, nothing unfelt by it. Thither, he per-

ceived, came up the memorial of the sins of its inhabitants,

while immature as yet, and when fully ripe ;^ each with its

own call for judgment : thither, in striking contrast, what
concerned his own people, his saints of the church militant.

Not a sigh could escape from, nor a suffering vex them,

but its pulse was evidently felt there. Thither tended, as

to their proper centre, the cries of the souls slain beneath

the altar ; thither, as sweet incense, the prayers and adora-

tions of the saints.^ And then mark the result ! It was
on the cries of the martyrs rising up that the political

heaven, the figure of the supremacy of their oppressors,

was seen to pass away. It was in requital of its oppression

of the saints that great Babylon was made to drink of the

wine-cup of the wrath of God.^ And amidst all the com-
motions and changes, the woes and judgments on the earth,

he heard declarations made by the Spirit, from time to

time, and saw heaven-sent visions given, to assure his people

of the provision made for their safety, and that all things

should work together for their good.^

A third point notable in what passed within the Temple,

—and indeed in what passed without also,—was the em-
ployment of angelic agency in producing the varied eventful

changes in this world. Most truly, as well as beautifully,

has it been said by Milton, " Milhons of spiritual creatures

walk the earth, unseen, both when we sleep and when we
wake." He has said it truly, because it is precisely ac-

cording to the uniform representations of Holy Scripture.

When the firstborn in Egypt, or the army of the Assyrians

was to be slain, it was by the agency of a destroying angel.

When Elisha or Peter was to be delivered, it was still, as

represented in Scripture, by angelic instrumentality. Un-
der the present dispensation, we are told, they are employed
as ministering spirits to the good, destroying spirits to the

* Sir I. Newton, Principia, ad fin.

2 Apoc. viii. 5, xiv. 18. ^ yi_ ^q, 11, viii. 3, 4. * vi. 11—14, xviii. 6.

5 Apoc. vii. 3, ix. 4, &c.
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evil. Similar was the view presented to St. John in this

prophecy. Numbers of them, indeed, without number
were seen engaged in the heavenly temple in contempla-

tion and praise. But to others he saw given commissions

in the sphere of active employment : and, in fultilment of

these, they appeared afterwards directing the tempests,

sounding the trumpets, pouring out the vials, scattering

the fire, gathering the vintage.^ The language indeed is

figurative : but the truth I speak of can scarce be mistaken

as exhibited under it.

Yet once more it was evident from what passed within,

how in time, as well as in measure and manner, every

event was ordered,—even to the minutest accuracy, ft

needed not that there should be any dial-plate in the sanc-

tuary. That infinite mind was seen to be to itself its own
measure of succession. There was marked the passage and
tlie progress of time, alike in its minutest moments and
largest cycles ; the hour, and day, and month, and year

:

the time, times, and half a time ; one day as a thousand
years, and a thousand years as one day :—the exact and
fittest moment of loosing or restraining, of deliverance or

judgment ;—the hour known to no man, no, not to the

angels in heaven, of the harvest and the vintage, of the

mystery of God ending, the consummation of all things,

the day of judgment.^

I must not forget to observe, in conclusion, that where-

soever ex])lanation might be needed, each class of the

blessed ones present in the temple-scene appeared prompt
to communicate with the Evangelist. From the elders

there came one to point out the palm-bearing multitude to

him, and tell their origin and their history.'^ An ant/el was
the party to show him the closing scene of Babylon, and
the glories of the New Jerusalem. Lastly, voices of an
unseen one from heaven, as of the Spirit of Jehovah, spake

» Apoc. vii. 1, 3, viii. 6, 7, &c., ix. 14, 15, xiv. 17, 18, xvi. 1, &c.
2 ix. 1.5, xii. 14, xiii. 5, xiv. 15, 18, x. 6, 7, &c.
3 l:>uppr)siii;( tlie rccrivcd text correct in vi. 1, 3, &c., tpxov Kai jSXnrf, I mipht

hive noted the fuur living creature* ns also eoinmunicatinjj with St. John. But the
K(ii pXiTTi must be eliminated, after the more critical cdition.s, and tlie fpxof other-
\vise applied. Still the sympathy of the four livin'' creatures is implied in that of the
24 elders, as part of the same body of the redeemed. See pp. 86—93 supra.
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from time to time to him of what he was writing ; as if

siiperintendiijg it, in order that there might be in it no

error, no deception. And Jesus himself, the beloved one

of his soul, as He had begmi the revelation, so in his own
person and Avith his own promise ended it :

" Surely I

come quickly."^— It was a beautiful exemplification of that

union and communion of the saints below with beings of a

higher order above, of which St. Paul had written to the

Hebrew Christians :
" Ye are come to (or are in association

with) ,the general assembly and church of the first-born,

whose names are written in heaven, and the spirits of just

men made perfect, and an innumerable company of angels,

and Jesus the Mediator of the new covenant, and God the

judge of all." Indeed the whole passage is most illustrative

of the subject we have been discussing. For, if we include

its previous and commencing clause, " Ye are come unto

Mount Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the

heavenly Jerusalem," it brings before us the very scene, in

part, as well as celestial company present in the apocalyptic

visions. Insomuch that I cannot believe the resemblance

fortuitous. The ideal imagery seems to me to have been

dictated by God's Spirit to one apostle, almost purposely

as the intended prototype of what was here, some thirty

years after, to be visibly represented to another in the

visions of Patmos. Por, "no Scripture is of private in-

terjDretation ; but holy men spake as they w^ere moved by

the Holy Ghost." ^

CHAPTER V.

ON THE ENSUING HISTORICAL EXPOSITION OF THE
REVELATION.

And now, as the conclusion of this introductory Part, it

may perhaps be useful to set before the reader a brief

general statement of the ijnnci'ples^ 'plan, and (as I hope)

' vii. 13, xvii. 1, xxi. 9, x. 4, xiv. 13, xxii. 16, 20, compared with i. 17, 18.

* 2 Peter i. 20 : ihiaq fjriXvrrttog meaning, I suppose, a prophecy's separated, de-

tached interpretation. See Bishop Horsley's Sermon xv, on the text.
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evidence of truth, that he will find to characterize the follow-

ing Exposition of the apocalyptic prophecy. /

Its subject-matter I assume to be the continuous for-

tunes of the church and of the tvorld, (that is of the Roman
tvorld and Christian church settled therein,) from the time

of the revelation Ijcing f/iven, or time of St. John's banish-

ment, to the end of all things. This its commencing date

I consider, as already observed, to have been fixed by
Christ's own words, " I will show thee the things that must

happen after these things." (a osi yivsa-Bai [xsrcc raura.)

If the words " these things " mean the state at that time

of the apocalyptic churches, as described iu the seven

epistles,— a point which, I suppose, few will doubt,

—

then must Christ's declaration, as it seems to me, distinctly

and all but necessarily imply that the foreshowing of the

future should begin from the time of Johns banishmoit, or

scon after. ^ This is indeed admitted by the most com-

petent judges.^ And the importance of this canon of his-

torical exposition of the Apocalypse, thus fixed, cannot be

over-estimated. It sets aside of itself,—what there is in-

deed, as I think, superabundant other evidence also to set

aside,—interpretations based on the principle of the Apo-

calypse being a prophecy figurative only of the times yet

future ^ of the second Advent. I believe the w^ords a ^sAXs/

yivsaScti [j.sTa raura must have positive violence done

them, in order to extract therefrom any other meaning
than that which I have given.

1 Such is the use of the /xtra ravra perpetually elsewhere in the Apocah'pse ; as iv.

I. vii. 1. xviii. 1, xix. 1, &c. And so iu other books of Scripture; e.g. Joh. vii. 1,

xxi. 1, &c.
- See the extract from Michaelis given Note *, p. 8 suprk.—To much the same ef-

fect is the judgment of Augustine; C. D. xx. 8. 1. ; . . . . "totuni tempus quod liber

iste [Apocalj-psis] complectitur, a prime scilicet adventu Christi usque in seculi

finem."
^ By certain advocates of the futurist scheme it has been alleged that there are cases

where the interval signified is as great as what they here contend for ; e. g. 1 Pet. i.

II, where the apostle .speaks of the Spirit foresliowing to the old propliets Chri.st's

sufferings, icai rag fiira ravra lo^aq ; viz. say they, tlu; glories of his yet future

kingdom. Hut does not Christ himself represent his pc^'sonal glory as beginning

immediately after his ascensi(m, Joh. xvii. o, &c. } Moreover, even if the glories meant
be those of the saints at Christ's coming again, are not Christ's sufferings inclusive of

tho.se of the Church, which is his hodv } (See 2 Cor. i. o, Col. i. 24.) So again as

regards Acts xv. 16, " 'SXtra ravra I will return, and build up the tabernacle of Da-
vid," it is a di.sputed ([ucstion what the time may be which is refen'cd to, and interval

implied. At any rate the usual intent of the phrase in a context mch as that in the

verse before us is unquestionably such as I here contend for.
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In the divine foreshowing of its great subject I have felt

persuaded, and have carried out my exposition on the per-

suasion, that the two following rules must have been ob-

served :

—

first, that the epochs and events selected for pre-

figuration must have been such as are confessedly the most
important and eventful

;
(by confessedly meaning in the

judgment of what are considered standard authorities ;)

secondly, that the figuring emblems must have been, in some
approved consistent sense, characteristic and. distinctive.

Such would be the case were a master-mind among men to

develop the great general subject in a series of descriptive

sketches or pictures. How then can we suppose it other-

wise in the prefigurations of the Omniscient Spirit ?

The direct evidence of truth hence arising, in case of

agreement between the symbol and the historical object it

is apphed to, will at once be felt by the intelligent reader :

specially from the circumstance of the symbols being not

expounded after the interpreter's own fancy, that bane too

often of prophetic exposition : but in a sense, as I said,

approved ; that is, according to their recognised meaning,

more especially at the time and in the country supposed,

to be referred to : or perhaps as otherwise fixed ; e. g.

by some local or geographical peculiarity, strongly marked
in the prefiguration.—Of course the evidence will be felt

strong in proportion to the number of details combined in

the symbol, their distinctiveness of character, and the ex-

actness of their application to the sera and the subject. It

might be expected k priori, and will be found in fact, that

in the long series of prophetic figurations there will be

some more circumstantial, distinctive, and striking than

others ; and some indeed quite brief, and comparatively

general in character. But the former will be found, I be-

lieve, much, more frequent than the latter; and certainly

abundantly sufficient in frequency and strength to serve

as effectual buttresses to the sacred building, and to keep

up its continuity unbroken.—Nor will the seeker for truth

fail to consider the argument cumulative in this case : and

how, if in a long continuous series of prefigurations one,

and another, and another, each in its precise order of time,

be shown to have had its fulfilment, the strength of the
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evidence of truth must needs rapidly increase eacli step

;

indeed with ahuost the rapidity of geometrical progression.

Besides which direct evidence the Reader will find

offered from time to time in the ensuing Exposition a spe-

cies of indirect evidence, hitherto unnoticed I believe, of

the nature of what I may call allusive contrast. Examples

will best illustrate it. But I may thus briefly explain its

nature. Supposing the great subject of the Apocalyptic

Revelation to be the histories, in connexion or in contrast,

of Christ's faithful church and of the world, (of the latter,

either in its primary state of avowed Heathenism, or its

subsequent state of corruption and apostasy under the Chris-

tian name,) then,—just as in God's actual interventions at

one and another crisis, for the revival of his Church, and

vindication of his own rights and honour, the revelations

of gospel-light and truth made by Him would be neces-

saiily in marked contrast and opposition to the then pre-

valent errors and corruptions,—so in the Eternal Spirit's

foreshowings of the same, a similarly marked contrast must

be expected to appear, on putting the Apocalyptic picturing

of the heavenly revelation side by side with the historic

picturing of the chronologically correspondent corruption

and heresy. The same too, partially, in the Spirit's pre-

figurative sketchings, from time to time, of its faithful ones
;

faithful among the faithless. Some three or four examples

of this will be substantiated, if I mistake not, in the en-

suing Commentary, specially in Apoc. vii, viii, x ; the view

of St. John in his representative character, hitherto quite

barren of results, furnishing under this head, as well as

under i\ie formei\ most important accessions of evidence.

—

Nor let me pass on without just hinting the theological

importance of each such substantiated allusive prefigura-

tion : inasmuch as it must present not merely evidence of

the fulfilment of pro})hecy in matters of historic fact, but

evidence of the divine judgment in matters of religious

doctrine.

With regard to the plan, order, and chief divisions of the

Exposition ensuing, they have been already almost inti-

mated in the preceding chapter. For that which an ex-

positor may have declared to be in his opinion the most

VOL. I. 8
,
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natural plan, order, and chief divisions of tlie Prophecy,

those self-same, except for very cogent reasons, he ought of

course to follow out in his own Exposition. Accordingly

the three septenaries of Seals, Trumpets, and Vials will be

inter]3reted by me as connected and consecutive series ;

—

the seventh Seal unfolding itself in the seven Trumpet-

Visions, the seventh Trumpet in those of the seven Vials :

and this with no intermission or interruption ; save only

that of the supplemental retrogressive Fart, (marked as

such by clear internal evidence,) which I have supposed to

have occupied the outside of the Apocalyptic Scroll.

—

Hitherto this scheme of arrangement has not, I believe,

been consistently developed. There are some expositors

who, though admitting the consecutiveness of the three

septenaries, have yet encumbered its development by the

surely strange supposition of the seven-sealed Book con-

taining but a part of the Revelation, and its other and

larger part being inscribed in the little Book held by the

rainbow-crowned Angel of Apoc. x.^ Others again have

explained the w^itnesses' death and resurrection, noted

apocalyptically under the sixth Trumpet, as having refer-

ence to events long subsequent to those which are the main
subject of that Trumpet, and indeed to the sounding of the

seventh Trumpet after it.^ Hence an involved structure at

the best ; and a proportionate want of the self-evidence of

the simplicity of truth.

And, turning from the prophecy to the history, there

seem to me on the whole to be six chief parts, or acts,

clearly defined in the sacred prefigurative drama before

us
;

(a division well agreeing with that more obvious one

already noted, of the succession of Seals, Trumpets, and

Vials :) their historic subject-matter being, respectively, as

follows :

—

I. That of the coming temporary prosperity, and then the

decline and fall of Rome Pagan, before the power of

Christianity :—the subject of the six first Seals.

1 E. g. Mede. See the notice of his Scheme in my Vol. iv, Appendix.
2 E. g. Keith. So at least in the Signs of the Times ii. 32 ; 3rd Ed. In his 8th

Edition he regards the 7th Trumpet as yet future.
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II. The ravage and desiruction of Rome Christian, after

its apostasy, in its divisions both of east and west ; of tlie

western empire by the Goths, of the eastern by the Sara-

cens and Turks

:

—the subject of the first six Trumpets.

III. The history of the Reformation, as introduced about

the middle of the sixth Trumpet.

IV. The supplemental and explanatory history of the

rise, character, and actings of the Papacy and Papal Em-
pire, which sprung out of the Gothic inundations of Western

Eui'ope :—a part corresponding, as I conceive, with the

writing ivitliout on the prophetic roll ; and which was ex-

hibited preparatorily to the figuration of the Popedom's
final overthrow\

V. The preliminary judgments on, and then the final

overthrotv of, the Papacy and Papal Empire, imder the

out-pouring of the Vials of God's wrath ; followed by the

coming of Christ to judgment.—Consequent on which is

depicted,

Vlthly, The glorious consummation ; including the de-

scent of the heavenly Jerusalem, and the reign of Christ and
his saints on the renovated earth.

Of which Parts the first four seem to me to have been

accomplished already ; and of the fifth the prefigured events

to be now far advanced in progress of fulfilment.

In the following Treatise it is my purpose, first, to trace

the historical fulfilment of the four former Parts, together

with that of the six earlier Vials of the fifth Part, more at

length : then, in regard of the remainder, as yet unfulfilled,

to inquire briefly and cautiously into the grander and more
prominent points that may seem prefigured in it, as des-

tined to take })lace in the coming future.—The circum-

stance of tile fifth prophetic Division having been only in

main part fulfilled, as I view it, in part still future, will

cause this measure of divergence in my actual arrangement

from the Division just sketched, that I shall include what

seems to me unfulfilled of the fifth Part under the sixth

and last of the prophecy.

But what a field for historic research lies here before us !

A field extending over seventeen centuries, and over coun-
8 *
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tries many more than those of European Christendom!

—

With reference to which point, and ere I enter on the ex-

position, let me call upon the reader to admire with me the

divine wisdom in so ordering things that, amidst the par-

tial wreck that there has been of the literary records of

some of the centuries here prefigured, and the original

paucity of those of others, (especially of the earlier part of

the dark middle ages,) there should yet remain to us docu-

mentary evidence sufficient whereby to illustrate almost all

of the events foreshown, and to evince the truth and accu-

racy of the prefigurations.—And, again, let me suggest it

as a thing admirable, that He should so have overruled the

intellectual tendencies of a mind like Gibbons, in these

latter days, as to direct it to the development of the same

period, and nearly the same subject, as the larger half of

the Apocalyptic prophecy. It is scarcely needful, I pre-

sume, to detail his peculiar qualifications as an illustrator

and a witness :—endowed as he was with powers of research

and memory very rare, and an absolute enthusiasm in his

subject, such as precisely the best to fit him for searching

out historic truth, even where obscurest ;—endowed, too,

with a comprehensiveness of view and philosophic sagacity,

which led him, instinctively almost, to mark the relatiolis

of things, trace results to their causes, and, amidst the

multiplicity of details, to appreciate the real importance

and grand bearing of events and epochs :—besides the

being possest of a turn of mind and imagination eminently

dramatic and picturesque ; such as to suggest a develop-

ment of his general subject with no little of dramatic unity

of effect, and a grouping and painting of the details in gra-

phic descriptions, that approach, as near almost as descrip-

tive language can do, to the mode of exhibiting them here

chosen, viz. by actual pictures.—^Thus was the infidel Gib-

bon prepared to become unconsciously the best illustrator

of no small part of the prophecy : that self-same heavenly

prophecy which he has himself made the subject of a sneer.^

The absolute need of such a pioneer to Apocalyptic inter-

pretation has been well set forth by Michaehs, in his sketch

' " A mysterious prophecy which still forms part of the sacred canon ; but which
,.. . has very narrowly escaped the proscription of the Chmxh." Gibbon, ii. 304.
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of the prc-requisites for a proper Apocalyptic expositor.^

Nor is there any one that can so fully as the Expositor

himself appreciate the immense advantage derivable from

his pioneering.—It is however an advantage in which the

Reader may also participate. Gibbon's work on the De-
cline and Fall of the Roman Empire offers him a book of

reference easily accessible, and in secular history almost

always to be depended on,"^ whereby himself to test the

correctness of the historic views and statements propounded

to him by the Expositor. It will be my object to facilitate

such reference. The use will soon appear.

1 Ch. xxxiii. ^ 6, p. 505, «fcc. After specifjing as the first qualification a competent

knowledge of the Greek and Hebrew, as the second a taste for poetry and painting,

he adds, as the third and most important, a complete knowledge of history, more
especially of the history of Asia. And then he notes the palpable defects on that point

of nearly all former expositors.

- See Guizot's testimony to Gibbon on this point, in his Preface to the French
Translation of Gibbon. It is quoted in the Quarterly Review, Vol. 1. p. 289. Mr.
Milman has borne a similar testimony.





PART I.

FIRST SIX SEALS.

THE COMING TEMPORARY PROSPERITY, AND THEN THE DE-

CLINE AND FALL, OF THE EMPIRE OF HEATHEN ROME.

A.D. 96 TO 395.

APOC. CHAPTER ^T^

"And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seven seals

;

and I heard one of the four Uving creatures saying, as it

were with a voice of thunder. Come ! And I looked, and

behold a white horse 1 And he that sat on it had a bow :

and a crown was given unto him : and he went forth con-

quering, and to conquer.—And when he opened the second

seal, I heard the second living creature saying. Come!
And there went out another horse that was red : and power

was given to him that sat thereon to take peace from the

earth, and that they should kill one another : and there

was given unto him a great sword.—And when he opened

the third seal, I heard the tliird living creature saying,

Come ! And I looked, and behold a black horse ! And he

that sat on it had a pair of balances in his hand. And I

heard as it were a voice in the midst of the four living

creatures saying, A chcenix of wheat for a denarius, and

three choenixes of barley for a denarius ; and see thou hurt

not [or, wrong not in regard to] ^ the oil and the wine.

—

And when he opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of

' (cat ro tXatov (cat rov mvov fit] aSiKt^arjQ. I shall have to remark under my
third Seal on the alternative tiauslation here given.
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the fourtli living creature saying, Come ! And I looked,

and behold a pale horse ! And his name that sat on him
was Death, and Hades followed with him. And power
was given unto him over the fourth part [or, over the four

parts] ^ of the earth to kill with the sword, and with

famine, and with pestilence, and by the wild beasts of the

earth.—And when he opened the fifth seal, I saw under

the altar the souls of them that were slain for the word of

God, and for the testimony which they held. And they

cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Master holy

and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on

them that dwell on the earth? And a white robe was
given unto each one of them : and it was said unto them,

that they should rest yet for a little season ; until their fel-

low-servants also, and their brethren that should be killed

as they were, should have been completed.—And I beheld

when he opened the sixth seal, and there was a great earth-

quake. And the sun became black as sackcloth of hair

:

and the full moon became as blood : and the stars of heaven

fell unto the earth ; even as a fig-tree casteth its untimely

figs, when it is shaken of a mighty wind. And the heaven

departed as a scroll when it is rolled together : aiid every

mountain and island were moved out of their places. And
the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the chief

captains, and the rich men, and the mighty men, and
every bondman and freeman, hid themselves in the caves

and in the rocks of the mountains ; and said to the moun-
tains and rocks, Pall on us, and hide us from the face of

Him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the

Lamb. Tor the great day of his wrath is come ; and who
is able to stand ?"^

^ So Jerome's Vulgate, " super quatuor partes terrse." I shall have to remark on
this various reading under my foiu-th Seal.

2 I have in the above followed Tregelles' text : of the deviations of which from the

received text the most observable is the omission of the koi jSXeiri, after ipxov, on the

opening of each of the fom- first Seals ; in which omission Scholz, Tittman, and others

have preceded him. I shall remark more fully on it imder my first Seal.—I have also

generally followed Mr. Tregelles in his translation ; and, like him, have deviated from
the received version in translating Jwa living creatures, instead of beasts ; and aSriQ

Hades, instead of hell. I deviate from both in translating xoivi^ chwnix, instead of

measure; ^rjvapiov denarius, instead oi penny ; Oavartf) pestilence, instead of death;
0»;piwv tcild beasts, instead of beasts: also Xijiqi famine, and 6\jj aeXrjvr] full

moon.
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The passage al)ove quoted constitutes the first Act in

the heavenly drama ;—that which was represented under

the first six Seals.

Its general subject I have presumed to be the decline

andf(ill, after a previous prosperous cera, of the empire of

Heathen Rome. And it may be well to observe by anticipa-

tion, that, though it was only in a later part of the pro-

phecy that the Apocahjptic earth, which the Seals soon

began to speak of, was expressly identified with the Roman
earth} yet there was in the emlDlems of the very first Seal,

if I mistake not, that which, instead of leaving its reference

doubtful or indistinct, must almost at once have suggested

the Roman empire and emperors as its intended subject

of figuration .-— at least to an obsei^er unprepossessed by
other expectations as to the intent of the prophecy ; and

conversant, like the Evangelist, with the manners and cus-

toms of the age. The evidence of this I trust soon to

bring not only before the mind, but even the eye of the

reader.—Before doing so, however, it may be useful to

make a few preliminary remarks, bearing on the right in-

terpretation alike of the symbols of this first Seal, and of

those of the three next following ; which four comprehend
that quaternion of horses and horsemen, with the succes-

sion of which the revelations of the future given to St.

John opened. The principles suggested will be found very

simple ; and such, I trust, as will readily approve themselves

to the common sense of the intelligent and candid reader.

And 1st, the chronological reference of each vision, as

fixed by the prophecy itself, is evidently a point most ne-

cessary to attend to :—that of the first Seal being deter-

mined by its position, next after the Angel's a Sei ^evso-Oai

[LZTo. rauTOL, to signify what was to happen soon after the

epoch of St. John's seeing the visions in Patmos ; that of

the second, third, and fourth, in like manner, being fixed

to events, or changes, that were to have conuuencing dates

'• ^ In Apoc. \y\\. 18 we read that the woman, or Roman seven-hilled city, was the

great city which nilcd over rutv ftaaiXuov Trjg yrig, " the kings of t/w earth." And
so in verses 2, 5, 8 of the same chapter. The 8th verse speaks of " the inhahitants of

the earth " as in connexion with, and siibjcction to, tlie Beast who was associated with

the woman. So too in Apoc. xiii. 8, xi. 10, «fcc. ; wherebv the ytj, or earth, of Apoc.

xvii may be traced back to, and probably identified with, the yij, or earth, of the

Trumpets and Seals preceding.
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each in chronological sequence to the commencing dates of

the events, or changes, signified in the vision of the Seal

next immediately preceding.^—Hence the inadmissibility

not merely of such directly anti-chronological explanations

as that of the martyrologist Foxe and Mr. Faber,^ which
interprets the four horses and horsemen of the four suc-

cessive military empires of Bahflon, Persia, Macedon, and
Rome, the three first of which had already some centuries

before St. John passed away -.—but also of such as is pro-

posed by Dr. Keith, who would interpret them \jo symbohze
the four successive religions of primitive Christianitij , Ma-
hommedanism, Popery, and Infidelity ; though elsewhere

insisting on the establishment of the reign of Popery and
the Popes, as dating near a century before the rise of Ma-
hommedanism.^—Hence too the probable exclusion of that^

very old and recently revived explanation,* which makes
the first Seal to symbolize Christianity and its gospel-

preacJiing in triumphant progress, the three next the several

evil agencies of 2var, famine, and pestilence, introductorily

to Christ's second advent : these being not supposed to

follow each other in any distinctly marked order of chro-

nological sequence, on a grand scale ; but rather to occur

in a series of recurring exemplifications, on a small scale,

all chronologically intermixt together ; after the type of

those predicted by Christ, as what would occur before the

destruction of Jerusalem.^

i Of course there may be a certain overrunning by the subject of one vision into

the period of that of the vision succeeding; supposing these subjects of the two
visions to be not incompatible, but rather (as, for example, in the case of famine and
pestilence) altogether consistent with, and the one implying the continuance of, the other.

2 See Faber's Sacr. Cal. ii. 205 ('2nd Ed.) ; and, for Foxe's view, my notice of him
in the History of Apocalyptic Interpretation in the Appendix to Vol. iv.

3 I have noticed this in my Vindicine Horarite, pp. 9, 20.

* E. g. Victorinus of old
;

(see my notice of him in the Hist, of Apoc. Interpreta-

tion ;) and in our own times Mr. Burgh, and I believe the Futurists generally.

5 Our Lord's prophecy Matt. xxiv. 7, 14, is referred to for authority, both by
ancients and moderns :

" For nation shall rise against nation, .... and there shall be

famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places." Where, mark the plural

of these noims, and the " divers places " ascribed to them, Xifioi km Xoifioi km atiafioi

Kara tottovq- also the correspondent account in history of their various occurrences

before the destruction of Jerusalem; (see p. 55 supra:) in contrast with the Apoca-

lyptic distinctness of chronological order and succession.

Mr. Bui-gh, p. 159, (4th Ed.,) to make the parallel more striking, adds the further

statement in Matt. xxiv. 9, "Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted," &c., as

answering in order, as well as subject, to the vision of the 5th Seal. But in Luke
xxi. 12 it is said, (after notice of the famines, &c.,) "But before all these things iiiej

shall lay their hands on you," &c.
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2. The presumption against this last-mentioned view

seems to me strengthened by the fact that abstract ideas,

such as of zvar, famine, and pestilence, are I believe never

depicted elsewhere in Scripture under the form of symbolic

impersonations, after the manner of these introductory

Seals. Death stands alone in this respect ; and, from the

very singularity of the circumstance, needed to be specific-

ally named, where his personification occurs in the 4th Seal

:

while loar and famine (the supposed subjects of the two
preceding symbolic impersonations) are specified in that

same Seal in simple literal language, as two out of the four

agencies by which Death was to kill.^—It will be seen here-

after that the price of barley named in the 3rd Seal, as well \J
as what is said of the oil and wine, sufiice to put the idea of

"^

famine being there intended altogether out of the question.

3. Abstractions being thus presumptively set aside, we
seem very much reduced to the idea of some nation and
empire^ or else the Christian Church, being the main sub-

ject of the four symbolizations. And I think it will be

admitted on this head that, whichever of these two be

chosen, the homogeneity of the symbols of a horse and horse-

man, common to the four first Seals, would seem to require

a homogeneous interpretation of them. Hence, the ex-

clusion of views like Mede's ; who would explain the first

Seal's horse and rider with reference to Christ or his

Church, the three next Seals' horses and riders with refer-

ence to the Roman empire or emperors!^—The rule is of

course applicable in detail. What the horse singly is meant
to symbolize in the first Seal, whether the Church or an

empire, that it might reasonaljly be expected to symbolize

in the three next Seals, though under new and different

aspects. And in the first three Seals the rider too ought
to be interpreted on the same common principle. I say in

the first three Seals ; the case of the fourth Seal's rider be-

ing, as before remarked, peculiar.

' " And his name that sat thereon was Death : . . . . and power was jjiven unto him
to kill with sword, and with taininc, and with pestilence," ice. Apoc. vi. 8.

2 So Vitringa, p. 310. " Si fata lioniani Imperii symlwlieis iraa>(inibus prionim
quatuor si^illorum depin^^erentur, nece.sse erat lit Konianum Iniperium, eontinua tcm-
poris serie, sub quatuor his prodiisset aspectibus qui ]i\a imajjinibufi exhibentur."
This he says in refutation of Mede's exposition.
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4. As to the grand question just mooted, whether it be

Chrisfs Church, or some nation and empire, that is desig-

nated under the figure of the horse in these four Seals, the

presumption in favour of the former idea which many have

entertained, in consequence of its being Christ that appears

crowned as the rider on a white horse in a later vision,

(Apoc. xix. 11,) hke as the first Seal's rider too, sate

crowned on a white horse,—that presumption, I believe,

will utterly vanish, before a more careful comparison of the

two symbohzations. For the only real point of resemblance

will be found to be the mere indistinctive one of riding a

white horse : while the differences will appear so many and

so marked, as to place the two symbohzations (so as I have

suggested before when speaking of the moral of the drama^)

in the light of a marked contrast, not an identity of sub-

ject.^—The impracticability, according to Vitringa, (the

most eminent probably of the Church-system advocates,) of

carrying out an explanation of the horse and horseman on

this system into the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Seals, otherwise

than as of one compound emblem,^ increases the already

1 At p. 106 supra.
2 I have urged this point fully at pp. 10, 11 of the Vindiciae Horariae. I there

ohserve as follows

:

" In the one case it is simply a rider on a white horse, without a single declared

attribute, name, or emblem of divinity ; bearing in his hand a bow, receiving a crown
(oTt^aj/ov), and with the simple destiny of conquering on the earth, so as any mere
human conqueror might do, and that he should conquer. In the other case it is One
with eyes like a flame of fire, and on his head many diadems (Siadrinara), and with

his vesture dyed in blood, and the incomprehensible name, the Word of God, written

on him, and in his hand a sword, (not a bow,) and his point of egress not earth,

(whereon the Church-theory of the Seals would require him to have been progressing

victoriously ever since his fii'st outgoing,) but heaven."— I then further state that the

one and only point of similarity in the two cases, viz. that of riding a white horse, is

anything but a distinctive : seeing that neither in Psalm xlv, nor Habakkuk iii, (pas-

sages cited as parallels,) is the colour of the Messiah's horse specified; and that in the

vision of Zech. i. 8, where we read of horses (with riders on them) red, speckled,

white, it is on a red horse, not white, that the Messiah is there represented as riding.

—I also show that the mere difference of time, to which the visions of Apoc. vi and
Apoc. xix respectively refer, does not account for the vast multitude of differences

in the representation, were the rider in the first case, as in the second, really Jesus

Christ : seeing that much of the same divine glory that appeared attached to him in the

vision of Apoc. xix, appeared attached to him also in the primary Apocalyptic vision

(Apoc. i. 14—16) ; and that the many diadems could only signifj' the same imiversal

kingdom which the crown did, were the Church-scheme of the Seals correct ; Chiist's

investiture to this universal kingdom having taken place immediately on his ascension.

In fine, I conclude that the differences are purposely made thus many and great,

in order to set aside aU idea of identity between the two riders, in the one case and
the other.

•' " Videbam interpretes qui per equum album hie intelligunt ecdesiam Christi, . .

vehementer laborare in sequente emblemate recte exponendo." p. 328.
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strong presumption against that view : besides that the

fitness of a horse to designate the Church, even supposing

Vitiinga's difficulty to be overcome, seems very question-

able.^ Nor, I am persuaded, will human learning or in-

genuity ever be found able to carry out satisfactorily a

detailed historical explanation of the four Seals, on this

view of the horse as signifying the Church.

-

Hence, in fine, the k priori probability of the Apocalyp-

tic horse meaning a nation or empire: and, if so, then of

course that nation with which, more than any other, Christ's

Church both was, and was to be, locally connected, and

which consequently was the subject long before of Daniel's

prophecy ; viz. the Roman nation. ^ The circumstance of

other heathen nations, or empires, having been elsewhere

similarly symbohzed in Scripture prophecy, not merely as

wild beasts, (their emblems in the persecuting character,)

but under figures also, with reference to their mere national

history, of certain of the domesticated animals, (e. g. the

Persian nation as a ram, and Macedonian as a goat,^) is one

confirmatory of this view. And the fitness of the zvar-Jiorse,

sacred to Mars, to signify the martial Roman nation,—espe-

cially as they claimed to be the Mavortia proles, with Mars
for their father,—seems almost self-evident. Of which

their fabled parentage the memorial, we 'read, was ever

publicly kept up : at spring and at autumn, each year as it

rolled round, from Romulus' time, it is said, down to the

time of the emperors, the Romans being wont to see the

horse exhibited in sacrifices and in games, as the animal

sacred to their father Mars.*—Nor, if the appropriateness

1 The horse and his rider is an expression continu.ally used in Scripture in desig-

nation of a heathen military power. So Exod. xv. 21, Jer. li. 21, Ezeic. xxiii. 6,

Hagg. ii. 22, Zech. ix. 10, &c. There is but one p.'ussage in the Old Testament
where the symbol of a horse is used of any but a military heathen power, viz. Zech.

X. 3 ; where God speaks of making Judah " his goodly horse in battle :
" and there

it is borrowed, if I may so say, from the custom of Judah's enemies boasting (ib. 5)

of their horses and riders. Indeed horses were expressly forbidden to the Jews: see

Deut. x\\\. 16, Ps. XX. 7, &c.—Moreover Judah is not the Christian Church.
^ See my review of the Church-Scheme of the Seals in the Appendix to this

Volume. ^ Daniel viii.^, 21.

* The sacrifice of. (he horse, in one annual fi?stival to Mars, is noted by Festus in

Orto/). and the Jwrse-races by the same author, in Equiria, as at another.—So Ter-

tullian dc Spectac. c. 5 ;
" t)chinc equiria Marti Romidus dixit

;

" just afterwards

mentioning Romulus as Mars' son. On which passage Pamelius illustrates the insti-

tution from Varro, Festus, and O^nd. The horse's consecration to Mars is also noted
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of the Scriptural emblems of the ram and the goat to

Persia and Macedon has been evidenced to us by those na-

tions' actual adoption of them for types on their coinage,

(so as Persian and Macedonian coins still extant prove to

us,^) is similar ocular proof of symbolic fitness wanting in

the present instance. Multitudinous Latin, or, as I may
truly call them, Roman coins, of early date and beautiful

fabric, such as the reader now sees engraved before him,

still remain to illustrate to modern eyes this recognised

connexion of Mars, the ho7'se, and the Roman people} Be-
sides that a horse too was one of the ancient Roman war-

standards.^—Nor should I omit to observe, though some-

what anticipatively, since symbols were often borrowed
from real life, that in the times of St. John the horse was
frequently seen by Romans in association with riders to

whom such insignia belonged as those on the first three

Seals, the croivn, the sivord, and the balance,—the first

more especially :
* that in this association moreover occa-

ty Tertullian, ib. 9.—See this subject more fully investigated in my Essay on it in

tne Appendix to this Volume, No. 3,

1 Engravings of these coins will be given in my 3rd Volume.
2 On these coins see Eclchel, vol. v. pp. 46—49 ; who explains the horse on them

to have been the Roman horse, sacred to Mars at Rome. " Ad Romana hie tj'pus

sacra pertinet. Refert Festus ;
' Equii-ia ludi quos Romulus Marti instituit per

equorum cursum, qui in Campo Martio exercebatur.' De equo dicto Octobri, qui

singulis annis Marti in Campo Martio iromolabatur, vide eundem Festum in October

equus."—From a mistaken impression as to the chief districts where the coins were
fomid, and for some other reasons, Eckhel supposed them to have had a Canipanian

local origin. And Niebuhr also, in his Chapter on the internal history of the Republic

during and after the second Samnite war, suggests that they may probably have been
there coined, but by a comnumiUj of Roman, colonists already settled at that time,

under a Roman Prefect, at Capua and elsewhere in Campania ; their date having

been somewhere between the times of the second Samnite and first Carthaginian

vrars. For, says he, at this time " Capua was a part of the Roman state. From
the year u.c. 431 wardens (proefecti) had been sent tliither; and the Pra;tor L.

Furius composed laws for the city." (Niebuhr, Translation by Smith and Schmitz,

Vol. iii. pp. 289—291. London, 1842.) Thus, evenif they were coined in Cb^H^ffwjrt!,

it was as a Roman coinage. More recent researches however have assigned them to

Zatium, as their chief locale, rather than Campania. See my Paper on this subject,

in the Appendix at the end of this Volume.
Some coins of this class, Eckhel adds, were restored, as Roman, by Trajan. " Quod

non minim : nam nixmi hi, etsi peregrini, tamen Romae fuerunt ob^^i ; et cum in iis

expressum Romse nomen legeretur, poterant monets Romans accenseri." Ib. p. 46.

3 So Pliny H. N. x. 4; " Erat et antea aquila prima cum quatuor alii s. Lupi,

miuotami, equi, aprique singulos ordines anteibant." So up to the time of Marins.
* See Lipsius' interesting and illustrative Note on Tacit. Ann. xv. 7 : where he

notes from Dionysius (Ant. Rom. x. 24) the Roman custom of a public gift of a

hoi-se to a general, on his election, with the dictatorial or consular insignia, accord-

ing to his rank ; " specimen et notam dignitatis." Certain notices on the point will

occur also under my 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Seals respectively.
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sions sometimes arose when the horse was viewed moin-

ously ; and that it was then, by a natural principle, inter-

preted with reference to those whom the official rider

might be ruler over ; that is, a Roman army, or the Roman
people.^

The meaning of the Apocalyptic horse thus presump-

tively settled, that of the other details of the symbol will

readily suggest itself. Its colours, in the successive Seals,

marked obviously the successive symptomatic phases that

the body politic which the horse represented would exhibit,

from that of high health and prosperity at the first to that

of mortal dissolution ; its riders the characteristic agents or

agencies, by whom, during the times respectively intended,

it would be thus acted on and influenced;—the instru-

mental causes, in effect, of these symptomatic phases.—To
prevent mistake as to the particular agents or agency sig-

nified in each case, the rider bore, or had given him, in the

successive visions, some distinctive badge of his class, as

the croum, botv, stvord, balance, &c. I say of his class

:

—
for in each case, I conceive, it was not an individual that

the rider was likely to represent ; but, conformably with

the corporate signification of the emblematic horse, and

other such symbols in prophecy, a collective body, class, or

series.

Thus simply, if I mistake not, were the main points that

Gibbon deemed it important to mark in his philosophic

history of the Roman empire, set forth before the Evan-

gelist in the four first of the Apocalyptic figurations :—

I

mean, not the events or changes alone in that empire's

history ; but, together with them in each case, the instru-

mental cause and the symptomatic phase.—Nor let me omit

to add, with reference to the epochs and cerns, as well as

subjects, chosen as I presume for delineation, that they

* So Plutarch relates, as an omen of the destruction of Crassus and his army in

the Parthian campai^jn, that one of his war-horses richly caparisoned (I suppose with
the consuhir insij^nia) leapt into the Euphrates, and was seen no more. (c. 36.) And
Tacitus too, in niirratinjf the consul Pjctus' passage over the Euphrates, on some
military expedition in the time of Nero, says that it was made " tristi omine :

"

hecause " in transfn-essu Euphratis, quern ponte transmittchat, nulla palani causi
tiu'hatus, equus qui consularia insiijnia (jvstabat retro evu.sit." (Annal. xv. 7.) So
the retreating back of tlw horse that bore the consul's inmgnia was interpreted to

betoken the retreat of the Human army and its consul.
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too will be found well to agree with those that Gibbon and
other historians make prominent in their pictures, as bear-

ing most importantly on the grand subject of the dechne
and fall of the Roman empire. Indeed these epochs, and
the new agencies for good or evil then successively intro-

duced, did so bear upon it, that, as it seems to me, no phi-

losophic history of the varying fortunes of Imperial Rome
during the period they include could omit them. Nor, I

may add, does it seem to me that the philosophy of history

would require the introduction of any more. Short as are

the four figurations, they contain within themselves, I be-

lieve, the very spirit of the Roman history, for the next

two ^centuries after St. John :—i. e. up to the memorable
epoch of the year 292, when the unity of the empire was
practically dissolved.—And let me not forget to observe

further, ere closing this introductory Section, that there was
then also foreshown to St. John in the fifth Seal, though

under imagery quite different and peculiar, another and
different sera and causal agency, which bore yet more di-

rectly and strongly on the overthrow of the empire and
religion of Pagan Rome than even any depicted before : it

being so the fit introduction of the sixth Seal's hieroglyphic,

charged with the prefiguration of that overthrow ; itself

the grand consummation of this first Act of the heavenly

Drama.

Thus much premised, proceed we more particularly to

consider the sacred figurations. On the first Seal's open-

ing, the voice of the first of the four living creatures, in

sign and token of Christ's already assumed part in the pro-

vidential government of the world,^ called as with a voice

of thunder. Come !
^ And instant, as if in obedience to the

summons, a horse and horseman, with certain peculiar and

1 See p. 92 supra.—Chi-ist was not indeed to take his kingdom visibly till the

end. But meanwhile "all power was committed- to him in heaven and in earth;"

and so the providential government of the world, in connexion with the Church,

committed to him.
2 I have already noticed this as the simple reading in the best text ; tpxov without

the (iXtTTE. Professor M. Stuart, while adopting it, would yet construe the words in

the same sense as tpxov Kai fiXnrf, i. e. as addressed to St. John. It seems to me
more probably to be a call in Christ's Providence on the new agency that was to

appear in the Apocalyptic or Roman earth.
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significant insignia, appeared issuing forth, as I suppose,

upon the Roman landscape.

CHAPTER I.

THE FIRST SEAL.

And what then was to be the characteristic state of the

Roman empire, according to the first Seal's prefiguration,

in the sera next following (for so, as before said, the Angel's

words to St. John fixed the chronology ^) after the time

then present of the Apostle's exile in Patmos?—Methinks

it might not unnaturally have been expected by Christians,

who, like him, were suffering from Domitian's persecution,

that it would not be very long before, imder the sentence

of God's righteous judgment, the great persecuting empire

of heathen Rome would be seen declining towards its dis-

solution. And truly the vices, follies, and oppressions of

the em])eror then reigning, just as of most that had j)re-

ceded him," might suggest an internal cause then already

in operation, and moreover the recent successful incursions

of the frontier barbarians an external one, (the facts have

been already noticed by me,^) each apparently almost suffi-

cient of itself to produce that result.—But such a re:«ult

was not indicated to St. John. On the contrary, the first

symbol under which the Roman people was represented (as

I am presuming) to his view, represented it somewhat
strangely under the colour of triumph, prosperity, and
health in the body politic.'* " I looked, and lo ! a tvhite

' a Oil ytviadai fiiTn ravra.
2 Gibbon, i. 128, thus sketches their " aj?e of iron," from Tiberius to Domitian

;

Vespasian ami 'his son Titus l)ein£^ alone excepted. "Their uni)aralleletl vices, and
the splendid theatre on wliich tlicy were acted, have saved them from oblivion. The
dark imrelentinj^ Tiberiu.s, the furious Califjula, the feeble Claudius, the profliirate

and cruel Nero, the beastly Vitellius, and the timid inhuman Domitian, are con-

demned to everlasting infamy."
^ See my brief historic picture of the state of the empire at tJie time of St, John's

seeinfj the Apocalypse, ^iveu at p. 67 supra; and especially the extract in the Note^

p. 68, from Tacitus. I must bea^ the reader very earefidly and distinctly to realize

to himself this state of tbinji^ in the Roman world under Domitian, at tbe outset of

our in(|uiry into the prophecy of what was to follow afterwards.

* Tliis sense of the white colour in the 1st Seal is illustrated by the contrast of the

Llack in the 3rd.

VOL. I. 9
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horse ! and he that sat thereon having a hoiv ; and a crown

((rTs(pavos) was given him ; and he went forth conquering,

and to conquer."^ Combining the chief indications here

given, it was as if prosperity long unknown would spring

up, and continue for some considerable time, within the

empire :—a prosperity introduced in some striking manner
by wars of victory ; and that would be still attended by vic-

tory, whenever and wherever wars might arise afterwards,^

even to the end of the period prefigured : to which wars

there would be a going forth under guidance answering to

that of the crowned bow-bearing rider ; thereby assuring

the general inviolability from foreign foes, and perhaps (for

the words might seem to intimate as much) advancing the

limits and the greatness of the empire.

I. And, first, did not this answer very notably and dis-

tinctively to the general state and history of the Roman
empire for the 80 or 90 years succeeding John's banish-

ment ? that is, from Domitian's death, A. D. 96, through-

out the successive reigns of Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, and

the two Antonines, until the accession of Commodus, and

triumphant peace made by him with the Germans, A. D.

180 ; or indeed, yet a year or two farther on, to the com-

pletion of his Gennamc successes, and coincident primary

deterioration of his government in 183 or 184?^ I turn

to Gibbon, whose History, by a singular coincidence, in

respect of commencing date, as well as of subject, agrees

with the Apocalyptic prefigurations : and find him, just as

in this first Seal's symbolic sketch, deferring for a while to

enter on his great subject of the decline of the Roman em-

pire ; in order, in the first place, to describe its glory and its

happiness in this precise aera, as being that which immedi-

^ Kai fi^oi/, (cat i^ov tTTTTOf XtvKOf, Kai 6 KaBijfjLCVOQ irr' avrov t\o)v to^oV kui

eSo9r] avro) (TTi(f>avog' icat t^rjXOe vtKwv, /cat iva viKijay. I give Mr. Tregelles'

text generally, as before observed.
2 The words " went forth conquering, and that he should conquer," do not imply

uninterrupted war and conquests : for, if so, how would the white colour of prosperity

during any long period have been realized ? but only just what I have above stated.

—I observe this, because it has been inconsiderately objected by certain critics of

the Hone that the prophecy prefigured an uninterrupted course of war and victory.

3 It seems that those of Commodus' medals that bear the titles Imp. iv, Imp. v,

Imp. vi, were struck in the years 180, 182, 183, respectively: also, from history,

that these were the only ones in his reiijn struck in reference to Germanic successes

;

and that the last preceded Commodus' discovery of Lucilla's conspiracy, in 183, which

caused the tii'st great deterioration of his government.
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ately preceded its declining. In fact, he makes it the bright

ground, if I may so say, of his historic picture : whereon to

trace out afterwards more effectively in dark colouring, the

successive traits of the empire's corruption and decline.

He represents it (and his representations are well con-

firmed by the original histories remaining to us) as a
" golden age " of prosperity, union, civil liberty, and good
government;^ a period '' unstained with civil Mood" (like

the tvhite of the first Apocalyptic horse, in contrast with

the red of the second,'-) and " undisturbed by revolution ;"^

a period remarkable, both at its commencement and at its

close, for very wonderful and almost uniform triiunphs in

war, whereby the glory of the empire was illustrated, and
its limits extended;^ and of which the middle interval,

though not without occasional wars (always successful) on

the frontiers, was generally a time of profound and happy
peace. ^ In short, he thus sums up his view of it ;

—
" If a

man were called to fix the period in the history of the

world, during which the condition of the human race was
most happy and prosperous, he would, without hesitation,

name that which ela})sed from the death of Domitian to the

accession of Commodus."^

' i. 1, 128.
• It is in regard of this contrast that I the rather wish these words to be marked

;

as furnishing from Gibbon an unintended illustration, not only of the white of the

first seal, but of the red of the second.

^ i. 118. Partially this one good distinctive, as Gibbon states, applied also to

the darker period antecedent, from Augustus' establishment in the empire to Xcrva's

:

but only quite partially. For there occurred in it the great exception of the mighty
civil wars of Galba, Otho, Vitellius, and Vespasian ; and also the conspiracies against,

and murders of, Caligula, Nero, and Domitian.
* lb. 8—10, 14. 5 lb. 13.

« lb. 126. In Dugald Stewart's Life of Dr. Robertson (W'orks i. 38, Ed. 1817) a

Letter from Mr. Walpole to Dr. R. is inserted ; in which he intimates the idea which
he had entert-ained of writing the history of this a;ra of Nerva, Trajan, and the An-
tonines, as " the mo.st remarkable period of the world :"

i. e. for good government.

This was A.D. 1759, before Gibbon's writing his history.

As, regards the testimony of original historians to the same effect, I shall refer to

several more presently, when speaking of the causal agents of this national hapjjiness

of the Romans during the period spoken of. But I must at once introduce that of

the greatest of Roman historians, Tacitus : who, having lived and held oflice in " the

iron age" preceduig, lived also to enjoy and to record the golden age that followed;

his death not occurring (so Lip.sius in Vit. Tac. supposes, though the exact date is not
known,) till the reign of Hadrian. In his Life of Agricola, eh. 3, he thiLs writes.

" Nunc demum redit animus : et quancjuam, primo statim hentinKimr neculi ortu, Norva
Cesar res etiam dissociabiles miscuerit, principatum ac libertatem, augeatque quotidic

felicitaiem imperii Nerva Trajanu.s, &c." So again ch. 41.

—

.Vnd to the same effect

another contemporarj- historian, Hitetonim, whom I shall have to refer to a little later,

Vit. Domit. c. 23. Sec my Note *, p. 143 infra.

9*
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I said that the wars of the Romans during this period were

all but uniformly triumphant ; and it may be well briefly

to particularize on this point. Not to rest then on Nerva's

primary Pannonian triumph, which instantly, as the new
sera opened, served to mark the return of victory under it

to the Roman banners,^—I say, not to rest on this, who
knows not of the triumphs under Trajan, the Roman Alex-

ander, by which Dacia, Armenia, Mesopotamia, and other

provinces, were, in the course of the first twenty years of

the period I speak of, added to the Roman empire ? As
regards the forty-three years which followed, constituting

the reigns of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, though they

were years for the most part of honourable and glorious

peace,^ yet were there passing wars in each reign sufficient

to illustrate the continued fulfilment of the predicted

destiny that they should conquer:— 1st, the Jewish war

under Hadrian, confined to a single province, in which the

rebellion of that unhappy people was put down with fearful

slaughter ; then, under Antoninus Pius, those lesser wars

on the frontiers, just before alluded to, which served not

only to exercise the Roman legions, as Gibbon expresses it,

but also to deepen the impression on the minds of the bar-

barians everywhere of the invincibility of the Roman em-

pire.^—After this, however, and towards the conclusion of

the octogenarian period that I speak of, wars arose again,

and of so formidable a character as to test to the very ut-

1 So the contemporary Pliny ; who speaks of it as synchronous with Trajan's adop-

tion hy Nerva. " AUata erat ex Pannonia laurea : id agentibus Diis ut invicti Im-
peratoris exortum victoriie insigue decoraret." Paneg. ch. 8.

2 How honourable will well appear from Gibbon's statement, i. 13 :
" The fiercest

barbarians frequently submitted their differences to the arbitration of the Emperor :

Esc.
Hadrian or Antoninus Pius :] and we are informed by a contemporary historian

Appian], that he had seen ambassadors who were refused the honour which they

came to solicit, of being admitted into the rank of subjects."—Compare the younger

Victor on Antoninus Pius ; c. 3. " Adeo trementibus eum atque amantibus cunctis

regibus, nationibusque, et populis, ut parentem seu patrouum, magis quam dominum
imperatorem, reputarent : omnesque uno ore, in cajlestiiun morem, propitium optantes,

de controversiis inter se judicem poscerent."

There is a common class of medals of these emperors, which well illustrate the re-

spect paid them by the barbarians of the fi-ontier. Barbarian kings are represented

as receiving a tiara or diadem from them, with the legends, " Eex Parthis datus,"

"Rex Quadis datus," &c. See Spanheim, pp. 831, 832. " (Ed. 1671.)

3 " Per legates sues plurima bella gessit. Nam et Britannos per Lollium TJrbicum

legatum vicit . . . . et Maui'os ad pacem postulandam coegit ; et Gemianos, et Dacos,

et multas gentes, atque Judaeos rebellantes, contudit per pra3sides et legates." Capi-

tolinus Vit. Antonin. c. 5.
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most tlie truth of the prophecy. From East and West,

North and South, it seemed as if the whole barbarian

world had been stirred from its very foundations, to over-

whelm the envied glory and prosperity of the empire.^

And on the sudden surprise, once, and again, and a third

time, ahke on the Euphratean and the Danubian frontier,

the Roman frontier army was overthrown.' But so soon as

the imperial strength had gathered itself up against the in-

vaders, not only was the invasion on either side, and in

every case repelled, but the war earned triumphantly into

the invaders' own territory. The Parthian war was suc-

cessfully ended by the total overthrow of that people, the

capture of the chief Armenian and Parthian cities, Artax-

ata, Seleucia, Ctesiphon ; and re-addition to the empire of

the great iNlesopotamian province, which, originally con-

quered by Trajan, had, from motives of policy, been volun-

tarily ceded by Hadrian.^—And even in the most mighty

of all those wars, the Marcomannic, victory after victory still

attended the Roman standards under the second Antonine

;

till the German barbarians, driven into their forests, were

reduced to submission.^—So that the destiny assigned to

' " Gentes omnes ab Illyrici limite usque Galliam conspiraverant ; ut Marcomanni,
Narisci, Herraanduri, Quadi, Sucvi, Sarmataj, Latringes, Buri : hi, aliique eCim Vic-

tovalis Sosibes, Sicobotcs, Koxolani, Bastarn;e, Alani, Peuciui, Costoboci. Iniminebat

et Parthicum bcUum, ut Brituimicura." Capitolinus Vit. M. Aur. c. 22.

* In the Parthian war Severianus \\-ith his army : in the thi-ee successive Marco-
mannic wars, 1st Victormus, 2ndly Viudex.

^ On the rolu»tariness of the cession by Hadrian we have the testimony of Rufiis

Festus, Breviarium. " Sponte propria, reductis exercitibus, Ai'mcniam, Mesopotamiara,

Ass\Tiam concessit," sc. Hadrianus.—So too Montesquieu, Grandeur et Decad. c. 15

;

and' Eckhcl vi. 483. See my Vindicise, pp. 90, 91.

In pr(jof of M. Aurelius' recovery of the IMesopotamian provinces, as the result of the

Parthian war, Tillemont (ad ann. A. D. 165) refers to Rufus Festu.s, who reckons him
as one of the recoverers to the Roman empire of that disputed territory. The same is

implied in Dion C. Ixxv. 1, as ref^ards at Iciist the important Mesopotamian districts

of Osrhoene and Adiabene. For he speaks of their rtvoltiiig from tlie Romans in

the reif,'n of Severus, some 20 years after M. Aurelius' death ; between which epoch

and the revolt sjxiken of there had been no Partliian war—To the same etfeet is the

statement in the iJramaticum Jam])liehi, cited in Pliotiu.s' Codex, pp. 74, 75. (I

borrow this from Mr. Greswell's Harmony of the Gospels, Vol. iv, P. ii, p. 586.)

Myti S( 6 avyypaipivc, says Photius, i. e. when speakin)^ of M. Aurelius' Parthian

war, oTL MoXvyaiaoi^ vnip tov Ev(ppaTt]v xai Tiypiv Kpvytv i) St UapSvauov yi}

'Pw/iaiotc vnriKOOQ KariTt]. If this writer was, ius supposed, a contenqtorary of M.
Aurelius, and by birth and residence a Mesojxitaniian, (see Ancient Univ. Hist. xvi.

148,) the j^eater would be the value of his testimony.—Amcmff the moderns we have,

besides Tillemont, Gil)l)ou (i. 335) and Vaillant (Numism. Pans, 1696) expressing the

same judfrment as to the fact.

* I be;^ to refer to the full historical sketch of these wars given in my Vindicioo

Horaria", pp. 95— 105.—M. Auielius' decisive triumph in the Marcomannic war is
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the white horse's rider, " and to conquer," continued to be

reahzed by the Romans, even to the end of the period

under review. And, as the magnificent Column of Trajan

still remains at Rome,^ the just memorial of the triumphs

of its commencement, so it has been ordered that there

should remain also that of Antoninus Aurelius, the magnifi-

cent although inferior monument of those of its close.

II. Thus far of the empire's triumphs and prosperity

during the next coming aera. But whose the influential

agency that would cause it and them ? In other words, who
the agents personified by the rider ? Now to ourselves what

is related of the reigning emperors throughout this aera,—

•

their absolute authority, for under them " the Roman em-
pire was governed by absolute power under the guidance

of virtue and wisdom," ^ " the armies being restrained by
the firm and gentle hand of four successive emperors," ^

and their power used only to cherish the nation's happiness,

advance its prosperity, or guide it to its triumphs,—must
at once have suggested them as the persons symbolized.

As Gibbon says, " The delight was theirs of beholding

the general happiness of which they were the authors
."^

Nor were the visible symbols wanting in the vision, to

noticed by Gibbon, i. 381, and Scblegel in bis Pbilosopby of History, ii. 36. The
latter thus states the permanent effectiveness of Aurelius' triumphs over them.

*'M. Aurelius, by his energetic and successful resistance (i. e. of the Alemannic in-

vasion), was the means of deterring the barbarians for a long time from similar

enterprises." In fact for some fifty or sixty years.—On the triumphant nature of the

peace concluded with the Marcomanni, immediately after M. Aurelius' death, see

Dion Cass. Ixxii. 2, 3; also my Vindicise, p. 103.

1 On the top of this column Trajan's ashes were placed in a golden urn; a

triumph having been previously celebrated to his image, in place of himself. A
thing unparalleled! - Gibb. i. 127.

^ Ibid. By " the four emperors " Gibbon means those after Nerva : Nerva him-
self, during his short sixteen months' reign, having failed partially in this one point

of good government.
* lb.—So the ancient historians of the period. Thus both Suetotmis and Tflcitus

represent the earlier emperors of the series, Nerva and Trajan, as introducers of a

golden age : (see my Notes, pp. 131,143:) and similarly, notwithstanding the dangerous

wars and plague too that occurred under the reign of Aurelius, Dion Cassitis (Ixxi.

36) represents his reign as also of the golden age. So again, Hutropius, viii. 1,

speaking of Nerva's accession and his successors ;
" Eespublica ad prosperrimum

statum rediit, bonis principibus ingenti felicitate commissa :
" and of Aurelius, ib. 14,

^^ Fortuna tarn Rempublicam et virtute et mansuetudine reddidit." And so too

Victor, as cited p. 144 infra.—Even the Christian writer Lactantius passes his

eulogium on these five Princes. In his De Mort. Persec. c. 3, ad fin. he says ;
" Se-

cutis temporibus (sc. post Domitianum) multi boni principes Romani Imperii clavum
regimenque tenuerunt."
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foresliow the same to the Evangelist. First the rider's

u'hite horse might suggest it ; tvhite having been both

in earher times the chosen colour for horses used bj
Romdii c/enerah in their triumphs, and still by Roman
emperors} Then the crown given him would seem sutti-

cient absolutely to confirm this impression : the triumph

and triumphal crown-wearing having been from the time of

Augustus all but withdrawn, as too great an honour, from

subordinate generals ; and from Domitian's accession ap-

propriated, as his own proper distinctive, to the reigning

emperor.^

It so happens, indeed, that as regards this very point

an objection has been made, to the effect that the diadem,

not the (TTs^avog or croivn, would have been the badge re-

presented, if Roman emperors had been symbolized : and
that, in fact, instead of the presentation of the crown fixing

the meaning to individuals in that high office, the want of

the diadem positively precludes the idea of their being the

persons meant. ^ But the objection has been founded evi-

dently on misapprehension. The respectable writer object^

ing, (and I believe he is not alone in it,) seems to have con-

founded either between the kingly and imperial offices, or

between the practices of the earlier and later Roman em-
perors. Let me explain.—By the imperator, or emjwror,

up to the time of Augustus, was meant, as is well known,
simply the victorious Roman general, saluted with that

title by his soldiers on the field of battle, and with the

triumph and its coveted honours and insignia folloAving.

Now, though with Augustus and his successors the most

absolute monarchical power attached to their emperorship,

yet it was their policy to veil it under the old military or

imperial badges. Hence tlieir public insignia (of which
' Pliny notes the ancient custom, in his account of Trajan's return to Rome from

his forcii^ victories ; Panej^jT. xxii. *' Priores invohi et iniportari solebant, non dico

qua(lrijii;,'o curru et alhcutibm equin, &c." So Plutarch of Caniillus' triumph after

takinj^ Veii. And Dion Cassius, xliii. 14, speakinj^ of Casar's returning from the

African war, says similarly that the Senate decreed to him kqi to tirit'tKia to irpo-

t4'ri(pi(Tfitpa, tiri ri XivKuiv iinrutv, k.t.X.— So, afjain, as Suetonius relates,

Domitian rode on a white horse in his father Vespasian's Jewish triumph. Domit.
2.—Eactantius, M.P. 16, also alludes to the old custom.

2 Gibb. i. 102, Note '". On the exceptions under the earlier emperors sec Note *

p. 136.

* Cuninofhame's Apocalj-pse, p. 3 (Ed. 4.) ; and also in his Critical Examination of

Faber, p. loo, Note.
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the mock robing and crowning of Jesus by the Roman
soldiery is an affecting remembrancer)^ were still the laurel

crown and purple robe. The assumption of the diadem, or

broad white fillet set with pearls, viewed as it was by the

Romans as a badge of oriental despotism, and of the servi-

tude of subject vassals, these emperors carefully shunned.

The remembrance long remained with them of the feelings

exhibited by the Roman people, on its being offered by
Antony to their great ancestor Julius Caesar ;

- insomuch

that it was considered an act of madness on the part of

Caligula, (and the act was quite isolated,) to attempt to

assume it.^ Abundant memorials exist to show that, all

through the time to which our first Seal refers, the crown

remained the badge of Roman emperors, the diadem of

barbarous kings."^ In fact not till about the time of Dio-

cletian,^ near 200 years after St. John's banishment to

Patmos, was the diadem adopted by Roman emperors : the

innovation being accompanied with the other insignia at-

tendant on eastern royalty, the personal act of adoration

not excepted. The change constituted an epoch in Ro-

^ Only in his case it was orn^avoc, aKavQivog : a crown not of laurel, but of thorns.

2 How striking is Cicero's description !
" Sedebat in rostris collega tuus, amic-

tus toga purpurea, in sella aui-ea, coronatus. Ascendis ; accedis ad sellam ; diadema

ostendis. Gemitus toto foro. Unde diadema? Non enim abjectiun sustuleras,

sed attuleras domo ; meditatum et cogitatum scelus. Tu diadema imponebas cum
plangore populi; ille cum plausu rejiciebat." Cicero Orat. 2 in Antonium, c. 34.—
Compare 1 Mace. viii. 14.

3 Suetonius, Caligula, ch. 22.

* Illustrations abound botb historical and medallic.—Eckbel on the cultus eapifis

of the Augusti, Vol. viii. p. 360, states that in the interval between Augustus and Domitian
the only four persons that appear to have been depicted with the imperial crown,

besides the reigning emperors, were Claudius Drusus, L. Vitellius, Titus, and Domi-
tian himself, previous to his accession. From after Domitian's accession however he

says that it was an absolute distinctive. " Deinceps in legem abivisse ut nemo nisi

Augustus lam-ea prsecingeretur, numi luculenter docent."

Herodian (viii. 6) illustrates the contini^nce of the imperatorial symbol of a

crown, by an example of the date A.D. 238. When the Aquileians woiild intimate

to their besiegers their acknowledgment of the senatorial emperors Maximus and

Balbinus, they did so by exhibiting from the walls their portraits croumed with lam-el.

On the other hand, as before observed in my Note - p. 132, Spanheim notices, as

common Roman medals of the fera of Trajan and the Antonines, coins in which

barbarian kings are represented as receiving a tiara, or diadem, from the Roman
emperor.

Similarly Dion Cassius, Ixvii. 7, tells how Domitian, in 'profession and pretence

of his having the disposal of that barbarian kingdom, put the diadem on a Dacian
king's envoy: rt{i AirjyiSi SiaSrjiJia tirtOriKi, KaQaifiQ 6)q a\riOi»e KiKpaTtjKiDQ,

KUL (iaatXea riva roiQ AaKoig Sovvai Swafierog.
5 So Gibbon, Vol. ii. p. 165.—See my Essay on this subject in the Appendix at

the end of Vol. iii.
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man history ; and one markedly noticed, as will hereafter

appear, in Hie Apocalypse/ (I append illustiative engrav-

ings.'-)—Thus then about Diocletian's time, and thence-

forward, hut not till then, the diadem was the imperial

badge ;— for a century or more conjointly with the laurel,'^

then I believe exclusively. So that whereas, with reference

to such a i)eriod as the close of the fourth century, it would

have beeh an impropriety, and with reference to the sixth

an anachronism, to represent the a-rs^avog, or laurel crown,^

as a badge of empire, on an imperial or royal head,—just

as much, and indeed still more, it would have been an ana-

chronism to represent a Roman emperor of the first two

and a half centuries with a diadem.

Thus the objection has only led us to see the more

clearly the exact chronological propriety, as well as the

})ersonal distinctiveness, of this particular emblem in the

first Seal's hieroglyphic.—And I cannot but add that the

very going forth of the Apocalyptic rider, and presentation

of the crown to him, were yet additional points of resem-

])lance in the syndjolic picture to the imperial usages at

Rome in the time of St. John. Eor an emperor s going

forth to war was an occasion perpetually taken by the se-

nate to express their good wishes, and their auguries of

success, often in those cases falsified : and, in token thereof,

medals were struck ; depicting the emperor galloping forth

on horseback, striking down an enemy, and with the

legend, Profectio, or, Expeditio Augusti.^ Further, sup-

posing that success had already begun to favour him in the

' See my explanation of the Dragon's seven diad?nied heads, noted Apoc. xii. 3, in

my Part iv. Ch. iv.

^ In the Plate opposite, the specimens of laureated and diademed emperors

piven,—the one of Ncrva, near the end of \\w frst ('('Utury, the other of Valcntbiian

of the foii)-f/i,— are eopicd from coins in the British Museum.
•' Hence the laureated heads of the Constantinian emperors, for example, often

seen on the imperial medals of that period.— But t]w proper badg-e of royalty was at

that time understood to be the diadem. Thus, when Constantine's corpse lay in

state, we read in Eusebius that it was arrayed in purple and with the diadem, as the

roval insi<piia
;
^aaiKiicoiq Kooficu^, nopfvptf re Kai Siadtffiari. De Vit. Const, iv.

66.—See my Paper on the diadem in the Apjiendix to A'ol. iii ; the same to which I

have already referred.

* In the Apocalypse the seven-headed dragon with diadems, Apoc. xii. 3, seems

used in reference to the opening of the fourth century ; the ten-horned diademed

Beast, Apoc. xiii. 1, with reference to the sixth, or siventh.

* "Equites Imperatores solebant Romani diverso more pro variis eorum gestis

repncseutiire. Cum aliquis solito equi gradu iucedit profectio est Augusti ; acccle-
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war, tliey had a mode of expressing the successes accom-
pKshed, as well as those that might be anticipated for the

future. He was pictured, it might he, with a captive enemy
prostrate at his horse's feet ;^ or else perhaps, whether on a

triumphal arch, or on terra firma, as going forth between
trophies and captives : and with Victoiy in either case

crowning, or Avith crown in hand preceding him. Such
e. g. is the device on a medal of the Emperor Claudius,

with the exergue " De Britannis " underneath, in memo-
rial of his conquest of Britain ;

^ such, more fully, that on
another, which depicts a triumphal arch erected to that

emperor's father Claudius Drusus, after victories over the

Germans :—of which latter an engraving is appended.^

And I think that after viewing it, and considering Avhat

has been also further observed respecting the croivn and
the white horse, the reader will deem me justified in ex-

pressing the persuasion I did in the Introduction to this

Chapter ;
* to the effect that a person conversant, like St.

John, with the Roman usages of the age, could scarcely

but have had suggested to his mind, a priori, by these em-
blems of the first Seal, the idea of a Roman emperor speed-

ing forth to victory.—It is observable that medalhc memo-
rials still remain of the five several emperors in question,

depicting them, more or less fully, under guise of these self-

same semi-Apocalyptic devices :—the two chief conquerors

Trajan and M, Aurelius riding forth, as in the Profectio

Augusti ; and all the five either crowned, or with the crown

rato passu ejus expeditio ; captivum prostemens virtus Imperatoris; denique lento
gradu adventus ejus in urbem." Rasche, ii. i. 724. See also Rasche on the words
Frofeetio Augusti, vol. iv. pp. 175—188; and Spanheim, 705, 834.

^ So Rasche of one of the later emperor Caracalla's coins, which he describes ii. i.

716; "Eques Imperator, dextram elevans, a Victoria voUtante coronatur : ante pedes
equi captivus:" &c.

- Given by Gessner, Vol. ii. Tab.'^xli : also by Ackerman, in his work on Roman
medals, i. 105. The horseman in it is speeding forth between trophies on a triumphal
arch. It is described too by Vaillant (Ed. 3) p. 58, and Eckhel vi. 240.

3 It is given by Gessner, ii. xlii ; by Montfaucon ; and by Bellori, in his Veteres
Arcus Augustorum

;
(Rome, 1824 ;) and is supposed, as he intimates, to be the same

with that still standing, though dismantled of its statuary, near the gate of S. Sebastian,

or old Appian Gate. The words, "De Germanis," appear inscribed on the peristyle

of the arc ; and on the coin, round the head of CI. Drusus, there is the inscription,

"Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus Imper." Compare Vaillant ibid, and Eckhel
vi. 176.

I should observe that in the plate opposite, the Victory has been added by me, by
way of illustration, from another triumphal arch, adjoining this in Montfaucon's
Plate, vol. iv. p. 108. (Ed. London, 1721.) p. 121 supra.
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held out to tliem, by Victory.^ And in their cases, we
know, the medals spoke truth ; not, as in some other cases,

mere false flattery.

One objection however may still present itself, one dif-

ficulty see!u to stand in the way of this our imperial a])pli-

cation of the prophetic symbol ;—I mean the fact of the

rider having a how in hand. For the weapon represented

in the hands of Roman emperors, on medals and other ex-

tant monuments of antiquity, is generally the javelin

;

sometimes the sword ; never, so far as I know, the how.

And hence indeed Vitringa,—though not unconscious of

the general fitness of the emblem of a croivned rider on a

vjhite horse, goimj forth conquering und to conquer, to de-

pict the aera of prosperity and triumph under the five Ro-
man emperors whose reigns followed next after the date of

the Apocalyptic visions,'—yet argues that the bow was an

Asiatic and harharian weapon and badge ; and purposely

inserted in the hieroglyphic, to divert the thoughts of the

observer from the Roman empire and emperors.^ In which
view he has been followed by other commentators.

But is this correct ? Was the how a badge of Asiatic

and other barbarians only ? Was there not one particular

province and people, among the 'provincials of the Roman
empire, of whom it was also distinctive ? distinctive not

equally alone, but almost even more than of any barbarian

people whatsoever ? If the reader will consult the records

of antiquity, he will find, if I mistake not, that such was
indeed the case with the island and islanders of Crete.

Alike their colonial origin, mythological traditionarg legends,

military history, and manufactures, attest this peculiar con-

nexion of the Cretans and the hoiv.—As to their origin, it

appears from ancient authors that Crete was originally

peopled, in part at least,* from that part of Palestine situ-

* See Gessnor, Vaillant, Eckhcl, &c. I have given notices of some of these coins in

my Vindici:i>, pp. 86, 94, 98. Splendid medals exi.st of Trajan crowned triumj)hinfr.

" Sub bonis et laudatis princii)ibus a Nerva us(|ue ad Commodum facie.** Itomani
Imperii satis fuit a-quabiiis, ct emblemate .... albi equi ciim sessore victorioso figu-

ran potui.sset." p. 310.
3 " Emblcma .... de.sumptum esse ex moribus gentium Asiananim, qua3 arcu in

bellis utebantur, quod Romani moris non erat." p. 323. " Addo Spritum certo con-

silio huic Imperatori dedisse arciim, non gladiuin, ut cogitationem nostram h, Eomauis
Imperatoribus abduceret ad Christum." p. 32.5.

The Univ. liiet. viii. 219 (on Crete), while allowing Bochart's correctness in
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ate on tlie Mediterranean coast, which was by the Arabs

called Keritha, and by the Syrians Creth ; its inhabitants

bearing the similar Hebraic appellation Crethim, or, as the

Seventy have translated it, Koy]Tes-}—respecting which

Crethim, Bochart adds, that they were noted archers, some

of them employed by David as his life-guard.^—It is Sir

Isaac Newton's supposition that Crete was thus peopled

from Palestine about 1045 B.C., when many of the Phoe-

nicians and Syrians fled from King David into Asia Minor,

Crete, Greece, Libya. Others date the migration earlier.^

But, whatever the epoch, this is certain, that in Crete itself

the archery habits of the Syrian Crethim colonists, as well

as their name, remained. The earhest traditionary legends

of the Cretan islanders ascribe a similar pre-eminence in

the art to those of their forefathers that were in the island

native-born. It is told us by Diodorus Siculus that Apollo

(the Cretan Apollo) was affirmed in these legends to have

been the first inventor of the bow, and how he taught the

natives archery ; whence their superior skill in the art be-

fore and above all other men.^ Memorial Cretan medals of

which tradition are still extant, struck in the Roman im-

perial times ; some bearing the device of Apollo and his how,

some of Diana and her how^ with the inscription Ko/vov

Kprjrwv.^—Descending from the times of legendary fable

stating that some of the Philistines mingled with the Phoenicians that attended Cad-

mus into Crete and Greece, yet observes, not without good historic authority, that a

Pelasgian colony had arrived, in Crete before him.—But it was the Phoenician Crethim

that gave their name to the island.

1 So 1 Sam. XXX. 14, Ezek. xxv. 16, Zeph. ii. 5.

2 See 2 Sam. viii. 18, xv. 18, xx. 23, 1 Kings i. 38, 1 Chron. xviii. 17: in all of

which places the word, though in our translation rendered Cherethites, is in the origin-

al Crethim ; and this word by the Chaldee Paraphrast interpreted archers.—In the

above I have nearly copied the observations of Macknight, in his Preface to the Epistle

to Titus, §3.
3 The reader will probably be aware that Sir I. Newton's Chronology dates the

early settlement gi Greece some 300 or 400 years later than the more received Chro-

nology of Usher and Playfair.

* Diodorus, Lib. v. c. 74 : ATroXXwva St avayoptvovai, tvptTi]v tov to^ov ytvofievov,

SiSa^ai Tovg tyx(^ptovQ ra irtpi ti]v to^huV a(p' t'lg aiTiuQ fiaXiCTa napa rote Kp/j(T(i/

i^i]Kti)aQat rtjv ToKiKTjv.

* See my Engravings. The medal with the huntress Diana is a Cretan coin of

Trajan's time. Says Ovid, Fasti, iii. 81, of her worship by the Cretans,

Pallada Cecropidse, Minoia Creta Dianam.

6 These Koiva of different nations, after the establishment among them of the

Roman dominion, were chiefly for the purpose of common games, and common sacred

rites. So the Marmor Lyttiorum Cretae apud Gruterum, p. 1094. 5 ; 'Upov aytovog
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to those of real history, we find the connexion of the bow
and the Cretan islanders constantly marked thenceforward

for ages, in the mih'tan/ annals of the neighbonring states.

Among Homer's heroes it was the Cretan Merion that

bore away the palm in archery.^ By Pindar the appella-

tion hotrmen was attached as a distinctive appellation to

the Cretan islanders.^ And Pausanias states that in those

earlier historic times the Cretans alone of all the Greeks

were archers : impngning the correctness of a piece of

sculpture, which represented Diitrephes as pierced by ar'-

roH's ; his slayers being other Greeks, not Cretans.^ AVith

reference to later times, Thucydides relates how in the

Peloponnesian war archers were fetched by the belligerent

parties from Crete:"*— as regards those of Macedonian
supremacy we are reminded of the same fact by Plutarch •}

—and with reference to those of Roman greatness, from

the Carthaginian wars down to those of Caesar, when Crete

had been made a Roman Province," and afterwards as late

even as the reign of Claudius Gothicus in the 3rd century,

by Polybius,^ Livy,^ Lucan,'** Hirtius,^" and Trebellius Pol-

lio.^^ It was suggested l)y astronomers, in explanation of

the fact of their long-continued eminence in the art, that

Crete lay under the zodiacal sign of the Archer, Sagitta-

rius}'—Moreover, the Cretan manufacture of hows, (not to

TrtvTniTi]QiKov Tov Koivov rojv Kpr]Twi>. See Eckhel's Chapter on the Koiva, Vol.

iv. pp. 4'28—431.
1 U. -. 880.
- He calls the Cretans ro^o^opot, icar t^o^^j/v, Pyth. Od. v. 54.

•* Toaovrov fitv 7raf)tarr} fxoi Gavfia (g ti]v ukovu tov AiiTpe^ovg,6ri oKTrotg £7rf/3f-

/3Xijro" 'E\\>)ffiv, on jutj Kp>/ff(i', ouk enixi^ptov ov rot,tvitv. De Atticis.

* Lib. vi. 43.—So too his contemporary Aristophanes, in the Ean;e, 13'56;

AXX' uj Kpi/r£f, \cr]Q riKva,

'Va rn^a XajSovrtg nra^ivran.

So also Xenophon .(Vnab. i. 2. 9, speaking of Clearehns bringinjr ro^oraq Kp/jrac

CiaKoaiovq. ^ In his Lite ol' I'ynhus.
* Crete was made a Roman Province by Q. Metellus, lience surnanicd Crcticux,

B.C. 66.—To those of my readers who have visited Rome, the name of this Metvl/us

Cretieus will have been made familiar by the majestic sepuleiiral tower raised to his

daufrhter C:r'cilia Motella, .still standing two miles outside of the gate of S. Sebastian

;

and the decjjlv touching lines upon it in ("hildc Harold.
' Polyb. Lib. V. ^ Livv, Lib. .xxxvii. 41, xxxviii. 21.

9 Lib", iii. 185. "»'Rell. Alexandr. 1.

" Yit. Claud, c. 16; "ex sagittariis Crctieis sexaginta."

'- So Manilius, Lib. iv. (Given in Mcursius' Work on Crete, p. 178. Ed. Amste-
lod. 1675.)

Gnosia Ceutaurn tcllus circumdata ponto

Paret, et in geminum Minois iilius astrum
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say of arrows also/) was celebrated. No European bow
was noted like theirs. The name Cretan in fact came to be
attached as an appellative to bows;^ and it was a national

device impressed on their medals. I append one as a

specimen ; and subjoin the observations on tlie device, as a

Cretan distinctive, of a Roman poet and German medallist.^

Under all which circumstances can I be wrong in stating

that the bow was pre-eminently a Cretan weapon and
badge ; or in inferring that, when a bow was pictured em-
blematically before St. John in a European wariior's hands,

the intention would be to signify that the warrior was of
Cretan origin ?—In fact it so happens that, over and above

all the other accumulated evidence just adduced, we have

extant a Greek epigram, or epitaph, consisting of a set of

emblems, the how inclusive, with an express explanation to

this effect. A magpie sculptured on the tomb-stone was
to mark the loquacity of the person whose epitaph it was

;

the cup her proneness to drink ; the wool her diligence in

work ; the how,—what did the how mark? It is explained

that this was to signify that she was a Cretan}—I must
confess that, considering the important bearing of this

Ipse venit geminus : celeres huic Creta sagittas

Asserit, intentosque imitatur sideris arcus.

' So Plutarch, in his Life of Pyrrhus, Kp»;riKy /3e\£i 7r\r]ytiq ; and Manilius in the

verses just cited, "celeres huic Creta sagittas asserit."

2 So in the passage above cited from Diodorus Siculus ; which after fiaXirrra irapa
rnig Kpijaiv £^//\ai(70ai ttjv to^ikt]v, adds, Kai to ro'£,ov K.pr]TiKov ovofia<T9t]vai.

For I think of the correctness of Bochart's and Wesseling's correction of Kpt)TiKov
for HicvGitcop little doubt can be entertained. See Wesseling's Note. So too, says

Wesseling, Pollux (i. 149) speaks of the roKov Kpr]riKov.
* Eckhel, ii. 309, after describing a medal of Cydonia, in Crete, in the reverse of

which a man is represented as manufacturing a bote before a fire, says ; "In this

there seems to me an allusion to the celebrated skill of the Cretans in preparing
bows :

" and he quotes Claudian's lines,

" Quis labor humanus tantum ratione sagaci

Proficit .' excipiunt trucibus Gortynia capris

Cornua : subjectis eadem lentescere cogunt
Ignibus ; intendunt tauiino viscere nervos."

Others however explain the figui'e as Ci/don, founder of Cydonia, stringing his bow.
* I refer to the epigram on Bltthis, by Antipater, a Greek poet of Sidon, who

flourished about a century before Christ; given in Brunck's Anthologia Graeca,

(Argentor. 1776,) Tom. ii. p. 31.

Tav fitv ail TroXvfivOov., au \aXov, w ^tve Kiaaa
^atf rav Se fiiGag <Tvi'rpo6ov ySs kuXiJ.

TAN KPHS2AN AE TA TOSA- ra d' tipia rav ^iXoipyov
AvSifia S' av fiirpag rav iroXioKporatpov'

Toiavci (TTaXovpyog oS' eKpv(pi BiTTida TVfxliog,

TifitXov axpuiTov vvfi(pwiav aXoxov.
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point on the commencement, and consequently on the

whole scheme of Apocalv])tic inteipretation, it has seemed
to me a matter for thankfulness that so illustrative an epi-

gram should have been preserved to us.

But what the application of all this, the reader may be

thinking, to the point in hand ? or how the sense that we
have inferred to attach to the emblem of a bow to connect

itself with the hieroglyphic of the first Seal, and its imperial

horseman riding on to triumph ? I now proceed to show
this.—It is well known then that, down to the accession of

Otho, the reigning Caesars, from Julius to Galba inclusive,

were of old Roman families. Agreeably with the Roman
jus imacfinum} they exhibited in each of their halls the

busts of a long hne of Roman nobles, their ancestors,

—

whether of the Julian gens, the Claudian, or the Sulpician?

And as for Otho, VitelUus, Vespasian, and Vespasian's two
sons Titus and Domitian^ if not all of Roman, yet they

were of Italian extraction ; and indeed Otho of an Italian

family still more ancient and noble than all the rest ; for

he was descended from the Etruscan kings. ^—But after

Domitian, there was a notable change on this head in the

character of the imperial succession. It is said to have

been pre-intimated in a dream, a little before his death, to

Domitian. He dreamt, says Suetonius, that a neck ofgold

appeared to grow branching off from his own neck behind •}

' See Dr. Smith's Dictionary (Art. Nohiles), or Adams, on the Jus imaginum.
' The Julian line of emperors was extended by successive adoptions dowTi to

Claudius of the Claudian pens, who adDjjtud >scro. Galba was of tlic Su/pician

pens. See Tacitus Hist. i. 15.—Suetonius on Galba, c. 3, says: '^ Imaf/imn eteloo-ia

imivcrsi generis \_8ulpicii'] exsequi lonf^um est : faniilia^ [Galbif] brcviter attin<,'ani."

A subject illustrated in Tacitus' account of the funeral of Tiberius' son Drusus,
Annal. iv. 9.

3 So Suetonius Vit. Othon. i ;
" Majores Othonis orti sunt oppido Ferentino, fa-

milia vetere et honorata, atque ex principibus Etruriir."—Rcspcctinfr VitelUus the

same historian says (Vit. VitoU. cb. 1) tbat it was a disputed point whotluT lie was
of noble or of base anccstr)-. But it was Italian. So Eckbel, i. lOo, speaking of

Samnium, ob.serves : "Certe^^w* J'itellia, ex qua prognatus erat Mtelliun AuguMus,
ex Sabinis Romam antiquitiis profecta est : cum subiude quidam Vitelliorum, belli

Samnitici tempore, pnrsidio Roma in Apuliam niisso, deinceps subsidirent Nuccria?,

et lonfjo post intersalld repeterent urbcm. ut refert Suetonius." — Of Vespasian's

ancestr}' Suetonius speaks a.s connected with the neif^hbourbood of Reate " in Sa-
binis;" the gens Flavia being however "obscura quidem, et sine uUis majorum
imaginibus."

* " Ip.sum Domitianum ferunt somniassc gibbam sibi pone ccrvicem auream
enatam ; pro certoque babui.s.se beatiorcm post se hrtioremque portcndi statum
Reip. Sicut sane brevi evenit, abstinentia et moderatione insequentium I'rincipum."
Suetonius in Douut. § 23.— '' Domitian dreamed, tlie night before he was sluLii, that
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that which so hranched of implying a new line of empe-
rors ; and the gold their character as introducers of a golden

age. Another historian, Aurelius Victor, expressly sets

forth the novel character of this line as a fact very remark-

able, in respect of its being one of princes oi foreign extrac-

tion : " Hitherto men of Roman or Italian origin ruled the

empire ; from after this time foreigners in extraction."^ In

which statement he is followed, indeed copied, by the

younger Victor :
^ and they both note at the same time

the increased happiness that accrued to the empire from the

innovation.—And what then the foreign country, or pro-

vince, to which the five emperors might be ascribed, as to

lineage and family, that followed next after Domitian, and
introduced and kept up this golden age of the empire?

Prior to which question another must indeed first be an-

swered ; Can they all be classed together under one and
the same head and family ? The answer to which latter

question is, that they may be so classed together ; because,

in a manner quite unparalleled in the subsequent history of

the Roman emperors, they were all connected, as in the

line of one and the same family, by successive adoptions.

Trajan was adopted by Nerva, Hadrian by Trajan,^ Anto-

a golden head was growing out of the nape of his neck ; and indeed the succession

that followed him for many years made golden times." So the great Lord Bacon trans-

lates, and comments on Suetonius, in his Essay on Prophecies.
1 " Hactenus Eonue sen per Italiain orti imperium rexere ; hinc advent. Nescio

quoque an (Qu. annon ?), lit in Prisco Tarquinio, longe meliores. At mihi quidem
audienti niulta legentique plane compertum urbem Romam extcrnorum virtute, atque

insitivis artibus, praecipue crevisse. Quid enim Nerva," &c. Aurel. Victor, Vita

Domit. ad fin.

It should be clearly understood that in the expression, " Romae aut per Italiam

orti," Victor refers not to the birthplace of the individuals spoken of, but to their

ancestral origin. As regards birthplace, two out of the twelve Ciiesars that preceded

Nerva were born out of Italy : viz. Claudius at Lyons, as Suetonius tolls us ; and C.

Caligula in the camp near Treves. At least such is Victor's own view of Caligula's

birthplace, ("natus in exercitu,") as well as that of Tacitus, Annal. i. 41; whence, he
adds, his name Caligula.

2 " Hactenus Romae seu per Italiam orti imperium rexere ; hinc advenoe. Unde
compertum est urbem Romam externorum virtute crevisse. Quid enim Nerva pru-

dentius aut moderatius .'' Quid Trajano divinius .-' Quid praestantius Adriano }
"

3 After Hadrian's accession two reports prevailed, as we learn fi'om Dion Cassius,

Spartian, and other historians, about this emperor's adoption by Trajan : one that

Trajan really adopted him very shortly before his death ; the other that the adop-

tion was falsely asserted by Trajan's wife Plotina, and in forged letters of adoption, as

by Trajan's orSer, sent by her to the Senate. In my Vindiciae, pp. 111—113, I have
fully discussed the existing historical evidence on the question, and given reasons

for my own decided leaning to the former. One thing however is certain ; viz. that

both ithe Roman Senate and people recognised the adoption as valid, and in conse-

quence accepted Hadrianas emperor.—The other three adoptions were unquestioned.
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ninns by Hadrian, Aiireliiis by Antoninus :—each, as their

medals and other extant memorials of antiquity illustrate

to us, taking the name of his predecessor in virtue of the

adoption.^ Thus, according to the well-defined Roman
law of adoption,^ all were reckoned as of Nervas family

;

lie being the head of the line.—And what Nervas own
national origin and extraction ? In Dion Cassius we find

what is evidently an allusion to him, as an Italiot ;^ which
word will by a reader versed in the Greek language be well

understood to mean a colonist of Greek extraction, settled in

Italy. ^ His exact Greek provincial origin, however, he does

not mention. But Aurelius Victor supplies the omission.

In Bonanni's Numism. Pontif. Tom. i. p. 207, is given the Inscription on the
famous equestrian bronze statue of M. Aurelius in the Capitol at Rome ; which simi-

larly notes his relationship of son, grandson, great-grandson, and great-great-grand-
son, to the four preceding emperors respectively.—Also two others to the same effect

will he found in Canina's P'oro Romano, pp. 192, 193. Similar in effect to which is

another, found on an ancient stone at Milan, to L. Verus, the adopted brother of M.
Aurelius ; given by Mimtfaucon in his Supplement; Antiq. of Italy, p. 18.

Once more Clinton, Fasti Romani, ad A.D. 165, gives fi-om Gruter the Inscription fol-

lowing, found on a marble near ^'erona, and connected with some votive statue to M.
Aurelius by the Benacenses, or inhabitants by the Lake of Garda, which thus records

the relationship :

Imp. Copsari Aug. Antonini Pii fil.

Divi Hadriani Nep. Divi Trajani Parthici Pronep.
Divi NerviE Abnep.

M. Aurelio Antonino Aug. Armeniaco
Pont. Max. Trib. Pot. x\'iii. Imp. ii, Cos. iii,

Benacenses.
' Alike in histories, medals, and marbles, we find Trajan called Kerva Trajan,

Hadrian called Trajan Hadrian, Antoninus Pius called ^Elius Hadrian Antoninu.%
and M. Aurelius called M. Aurelim Antoninus. So Tacitus Agi'ic. 3 ; Capitolinus

Vit. Anton. Philos. 1, 5, 7; Vaillant, pp. 126, 141, 165, 171, 176; &c. Seethe cita-

tions in my Vindiciie, p. 115.

* '• The effect of adoption was to create the legal relation of flither and son, just

as if the adopted son were born of the blood of the adoptive father in lawful mar-
riage. The adopted child was entitled to the naine and sac>-a privata of the adopt-

ing parent." Smith's Diet, of Antiquities in voc. Adoption.—This is well illustrated

in the address of Galba to I'iso, when adopting him, given in Tacitus, Uist. i. 15.

' He says, lx\-iii. 4, that Trajan was the first emperor that was aWotQvrjq, or

altogether foreign ; being of purely Spanisli parentage, always settled in Spain, bc-

eidcs that he was himself born out of Italv : also liow Nerva did not overlook his

merits, because he was thus Spani.sh, and neither an Italian nor an Italiot, on Ifitip 6

TpaiavoQ, oXX' ovk IraXog ovC' I r a \ t u> r »; f : i. e. not Italian, as all the former
emperors except Xerva ; nor Italiot, as Nerva himself The allusion is plain. Com-
pare Aurelius Victor before quoted.

* So Amnumius distinguishes between IrnXof and IraXiwrijc, StKfXof and ZtKcXiw-

TT]Q. IraXot Kai IraXiwrai lia<pipov(Ji. IraXoi iiiv yap ol apxrjQiv x*>'(><^v otKOvvTfQ'

\Tu\iiiiTai It oTTorjoi Twv 'Vj\\t]V(iiv iirwKTifTav fitra ravra. To avro Kai nri twv
^tKiXiioTiov. He is quoted to this effect bv Kciniar on the pas.sage in Dion Ca.ssiu.s.

So too the Scholiast on Thucydides v. 5 ; l)iiker ibid. iv. 5,S, 64 ; and also Matthia;

in his Greek Grammar, ^ 103, on Xomina Gentilia. Iteimar illustrates by a quotation

from Lucian ; who, speaking of Pythagora.s, says; IraXtioTijs !okii t«i- tivai, twi>

afjipi KpwTiova Kui Tapavra Kai rrjv Tamy 'EXXaSa.

VOL. I. 10
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He tells us/ (and most of our best-known modem historians

of the earher emperors of Rome repeat the statement,"^) that

Nerva was, in respect of family extraction, a Cretan.^

Yes ! the meaning of the bow in the rider's hand is now
indeed manifest. And how admirable, beyond what the

most learned of human artists or scholars would have de-

vised, appears the point and the comprehensiveness of this

device of the Divine Spirit ! Had a javelin or a sword

been in the hand of the rider, so as Vitringa would have

had it, in case of his representing Roman emperors, the

weapon carried would have added precisely nothing either

to the meaning or the distinctness of the hieroglyphic : the

crown sufficing to designate emperors ; and the javelin and
the sword, although appropriate, not being distinctive of

them. But by the addition of the how (the botv held in

hand, observe, before the c7'own was given him) there was
prefigured the very provincialism of the family to which
(first of any families not of Italian origin) the empire

within a year from after the visions in Patmos was destined

to be committed : and under which, in a measure quite

unprecedented, the symbolic horse was to assume and to

retain the tvhite colour ; the Roman nation to flourish in

prosperity; and in its wars, both at first and whenever
afterwards occurring, to reahze the predicted destiny of

conquering and to conquer.*

^ The passage from Victor Aurelius quoted p. 144 Note ^ supra, goes on, " Quid
enim Nerva Cretensi prudentius ?

"

2 So, for example, Tilleniont^ ad ann. 96 :
" Nerva etoit originaire de Crete par

ses ancetres, mais ne a Narni dans I'Oiubrie. C'est le premier empereur qui ne fut

pas Romain ou Italien d'origine." And so too, after him, Crevier.

Again the Ancient Univ. Hist. Vol. xv. p. 104: "Nerva was a native of Narni in

Umbria ; but his family came originally from the island of Crete : so that he was
neither by birth a Roman, nor descended from an Italian family."

And the Encyclopaedia MetropoUtana, Axt. Nerva Augustus : " The Flavian family

left the throne of Augustus to the descendant of a Cretan colonist."

On an interesting medallic illustration and corroboration of this fact, see my Ap-
pendix to this Volume, No. 4.

3 Nerva' s great-grandfather would seem to have been the first of his ancestry that

was dignified by Roman honours; he having been consul U. C. 718, some 35 years

before the Christian ijera. See Tillemont ibid. But this settlement of the family in

Italy would not prevent the memorial being kept up of its early Cretan origin. Com-
pare the parallel case of the Emperor Hadrian. He had in like manner a great-

grandfather, ennobled, first of the family, as senator at Rome. Yet in a memoir of

himself he tells of his ancestral origin as Spanish. See Spartian's Hadrian, c. 1.

* St..John, as Iremeus tells us, (B. iii. ad init.) " lived to the times of Trajan;

"
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CHAPTER II.

THE SECOND SEAL.

The second Seal is opened ; and behold, on the second

living creature's voice like thunder, the white horse has

past from view, that symbol of the Roman nation in joyous

prosperity and triumph : and another, a red horse, passes

over the scene before the eyes of the Evangelist ; depicting

it^ under tlie different colour of war and bloodshed.'^ But
what the kind of bloodshed? The explanatory words that

were added defined it to be that of civil war:—"There
went forth another horse, rer/;^ and to him who sate there-

on it was given to take peace [rr^v si^r^vriv, the peace left by

the former seal] ^ from the [Roman] earth, and that they

should Jiill one another." —And whose the causal agency in

the matter ? It was indicated to be those whose fitting and
distinctive badge was the sword-hearing : " And there was
given unto him [the rider] a great sword!'^

and so was himself a living >\'itness of the commencing fulfilment of the Apocalyptic

prophecy. In like manner the similarly beloved and favoured Daniel lived to see

the destiTiction of Babylon, and Cjtus' supremacy and decree for the Jews' restora-

tion ; and in those events the commencing fulfilment of the prophecies of the future

revealed to him.
' It has been objected by Mr. Faber that the horse being oKKoq (ttttoc, another

horse, it ought to designate another and different nation or empire, from that sym-
bolized by the horse of the 1st Seal. Hut in Gen. xli. 3, 19, we read of seven fat

kine first appearing in vision, and then afterwards seven other lean kine. Yet the

latter, we know, depicted the cattle not of anoth(;r laud than Egypt, but of the same
land, only in a new and different state. Compare too 1 Sam. x. 6.

^ Hrppoc, fi*^i'y ', or, as it is often explained, hlnodi/. So Ilermas (B. i. Vision iv.

chap, iii.) "Thv fieri/ and Ww>f/y colour ;" and Epiphanius on the sardine stone in

the Apocah'ptic vi.sion, Ylvgwiroc rif) tiSii Kai aifiaTonStjg.

The epithet migiit be explained either actively or passively. In Ilesiod's descrip-

tion of Mars, A'lfxan (tion'iKotiQ wart S^wovg ivapt^wv, (Scut. Here. 194,) it has an
active force, significative of the blood-shedder. Elsewhere it is used passively, or

neutrally, of the persons whose blood has been shed. So I conceive here, after the

analogy of the other Seals. Thus Christian confessors who witnessed unto blood

were called nthri. Maitland's Catacombs, p. 83.

3 The special colour of the horse sacred to Mars: "russeum [equum] Marti con-

secraverunt." Tertull. de Spectac. c. 9.

* When peace {tiptjvt}) is meant in the abstract, or without speciality of reference,

it is usually without the article. So e. g. Matt. x. 34, " Think not that I came
(iaXiiv uprfvijv, to send peace, &c. ;

" and in many other passages, which the reader

will find on turning to a Greek Concordance.
* Kai ort i}voi^f ti)v fi<t>payica TTfv Stvripav^ rjKovaa rov Hvrtpov l,o)OV

XfyoiTOf, Epx"!'- Kat t^ijKOtv aXXoc iirirog, Tivppoc" Koi rt^ Kadti^iviji in
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We ask, then, was there any strongly marked new sera

of change, accordant with this figuration, in the history of

the Roman empire, following next after the aera of the first

Seal, and through such a causal agency ?—These are on

this head our two points of inquiry.

1 . As to the former let us turn, as before, to Gibbon for

an answer. And, on consulting his pages, what find we ?

We find the bright period above-described,—a period in-

cluding, as we have seen, the triumphant peace made Avith

the Germans after Aurelius' death by his son Commodus,
and the first few years of Commodus' reign following, in

which he governed well while acting, " as by a kind of tra-

dition," on his father's principles and arrangements,^—we
find this period, I say, followed in his narrative—by what ?

Just by the breaking up of the state of national prosperity

and peace, (correspondently with our prophetic figuration,)

through the evil, not of foreign invasion, but of civil wars,

revolution, and bloodshedding : an evil begun to be pre-

pared immediately after 185, as we shall presently see, by
the mal-administration of Commodus ; and Avhich out-

broke in violence a.d. 193, on the assassination of that em-

peror.^ From which epoch it still continued, with scarce

more than two intervals of intermission, some eighty or

ninety years onward, even until the accession of Diocletian

:

having however, in the course of this long period, been

joined and aggravated by certain fresh evils, internal and
external, at two well-defined intervening epochs ; of which

aggravations more in my two next ensuing Chapters, as being

the subjects of the third and fourth Seals respectively.^

It may be well to glance in rapid vicAV at the detail, for

the first fifty or sixty years at least after his death, of these

civil wars,' and mutual attendant slaughters.—The immedi-

avTov tSoOrj avT({) Xa[3tiv rrfv iipt)vr)v sk tjjc yj;c, (cat Iva aWrjXovg a(pa^ovaf

KOI 'eSoBt] avT(() fia\aipa fiiyakr).

1 So Niebuhr, in his Lect\ires on Roman History, (Schmitz' Ed.) ii. 289.

- The epoch is noted by Montesquieu, as well as Gibbon : also by Schlegel in his

Philosophy of History, and Heeren, Denina, and Sismondi ; as will appear from subse-

quent notices in this chapter.
3 The overrunning of one element of evil, prefigured in one vision, into the periods

of others figuring other fresh evils, is what I intimated at p. 122 Note ', as a thing

reasonably to be expected ; and which indeed in real life perpetually happens. In

Ireland in 1847 ih% famine did not cease when iha pestilence began.
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ate sequel then of Commodiis' assassination just mentioned,

was the elevation of Pertinax to the Imperial throne, and
within a month or two after, his murder -.

^ then the setting

up of Julian as his successor, and the civil wars consequent,

prolonged for four years, and ranging from East to West
over the extent of the empire, through which the elder

Severus fought his way to the throne ; a throne established

on the defeat and slaughter successively of the three rival

emperors, Julian, Niger, and Albinus.^—Next, after an in-

terval of repose throughout the remainder of Severus' reign,

wherein, however, " although the wounds of civil war ap-

peared healed, yet its mortal poison still lurked in the vitals

of the constitution,"^ and indeed, by Severus' aggrandize-

ment of the causal agency of the evil, (of which more pre-

sently,) a preparation was made for all its subsequent ag-

gravation,—next after this, I say, followed the nnirder of

his one son and successor, Geta, by the other, Caracalla, and
soon after (though not till Caracalla had introduced into

the empire the principle of the added evil, as we shall see

hereafter, of the third seal) that of the latter by Macrinus, in

the camp of Carrhse by the Euphrates :
* then, and in con-

sequence, the civil war which crushed Macrinus, and raised

Elagabalus to the throne :
^ then Elagabalus' assassination

at Rome :
^ then,— after a second interval of partial, and but

partial repose, during the thirteen years of the reign of his

successor the second Severus,''^—the murder of that well-in-

tentioned prince in the camp by the Rhine :
^ then th'e civil

wars raised against his murderer and successor Maximin,

wherein those two emperors of a day, the Gordians, father

and son, perished in Africa,^ and Maximin himself, and his

son, fell by assassination in the siege of Aquileia :
^" then

the murder at Rome of the two joint emperors Maximus
and Balbinus next set up by the Senate ;

^' and, quickly

after, that of their associate in the empire, the third and

youngest Gordian, on the banks of a river of other and

holier associations, the river Chaboras :
^^ then the slaughter

» Gibbon, i. 16-5. 2 lb. 183—195. 3 Jb. 198.
* Gibbon, i. 214, 222. « lb. 231. « lb. 240. ^ See p. 154 infra.

« Gibbon, i. 276. » Jb. 289. '« lb. 299. " lb. 305.
'- lb. 309.— It wa.s by tbe same river Chaboras, or Chabor, that Ezekiel saw some

of the most glorious of his visions. Ezek. i. 1, x. 15, &c.
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of the next emperor Philip, the last that I shall particu-

larize, together with his son and associate in the empire,

in a battle near Verona; which, in the year A.D. 249, as

above mentioned, decided the civil war between himself

and Decius.^—Can the history of any empire on record

present in any other sexagenarian period such an exempli-

fication of what the Apocalyptic prophecy before us pre-

figured ; viz. peace being taken from the empire, and men
in it kilhng one another?—Much more would the case

seem unparalleled, were we, like Sismondi, to trace the evil

some twenty or thirty years yet further forward ; after it

had been conjoined and aggravated by the fresh evil of

wars of foreign invading foes : a subject which belongs

however more properly to our fourth Seal. It may suffice

here to give in brief his more extended summary. Says he
;

" With Commodus' death commenced the third and most
calamitous period. . . It lasted ninety-two years, from 192
to 284. During that time thirty-two emperors, and twenty-

seven pretenders to the empire, alternately hurled each

other from the throne by incessant civil warfare. . . . Ninety-

two years of nearly incessant civil warfare taught the world

on what a frail foundation the virtue of the Antonines had
reared the felicity of the empire."^

2. Next, what the causal agency ?—And, in a general

way, the Apocalyptic symbol seemed to designate it as the

military ; the rider of the red horse having, it is said, a

great sword given him. For the sword was a natural, a nearly

universal, and in St. John's time well-recognised and dis-

tinctive badge among the Romans, of the military pro-

fession •? while its strange and unnaturally large size in the

1 Gibbon, i. 386.
2 Sismondi's "Fall of the Eoman Empire," vol. i. 37- (Lardner's Ed.)
3 So Statius, Domitian's contemporary and friend, in his Silvie, v. 2. 177, thus ad-

dresses the young Crispinus, on his first receiving from the emperor a commission in

the army ;
" Felix cui primum tradit Germanicus e)isem

:
" an expression the same

in sense as that in verse 165, " qui aquilas tibi nunc et castra recludit." See Barthe's

Note on the passage ; who speaks of it as agreeable to the Roman custom in those

times, " ut nemo sua, sed Principis aut miUiaris alicujus Praefecti auctoritate, gladium
cingat." I say in those times. For under the emperors the law of military service

was quite different from what it had been under the Republic, when every Roman
citizen was expected to be a soldier. (See Smith's Diet, of Antiq. Art. Exercitus, p.

507.) Tlius Dion Cass. Ixvii. 15, speaks of Parthenius having been so honouied by
Domitian acre icai ^Kprj^optiv.
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Apocalyptic figure Vindicated further an undue authority now
given to, and undue and unnatural use made of it.^ Pre-

cisely accordant with which appears the fact, on the very

siu-face of liistory, as to the origin of the sad events vve speak

of: the causal agent of the civil insurrections and bloodshed

being, as Sismondi and others state,^ from fii'st to last mili-

tarij men in power ; those whose vocation was war, whose

weapon the sword, and who by the sword rose, and by the

sword fell.—The manner in which, throughout the favoured

period of our first Seal, the license of the soldieiy was re-

strained, and its mighty power kept in subordination to the

magistrate, and used only in defence of the country and of

order, is one of the chief topics of praise attaching to the

great emperors of the second century. Then the law was

supreme, the sword of the army its enforcer, the civil ma-
gistracy sustained in their functions, the Senate's high

Let me also pive the followinfj: from Pitiscus' Lexicon Antiq. Roman, on the word
gladitts. " Nemini pra'ter militibus gladio moribiis llomauis licebat incedere :" ....
" et his conccssum fiiisse existimo eos qui milites non esscnt, tali aliquo cinctos pro-

dire visos, exarmare." In proof of which latter statement he adduces the following

passage from Petronius, ch. 42. " HiBC locutus gladio cingor latus, mox in publicum
prosilio. . . . Xotant me miles : et, Qidd tn, inquit, commilito. Ex quu legione e-s, out

cHJits centurim ? Cum constantissime ct centiu-ioncni et Icgionem essem ementitus, Age
ergo, inquit ille ; in exercitu vestro phcecasiati milites amhidant ? Cum deinde vidtu

atque ipsa trepidatione mcndacium prodidi.ssera, me poncre arma jussit." (Peti'onius,

I may observe, wa.s a writer in the reign of the Emperor Gordian ; and consequently

of the period of the second Apocalyptic Seal.)—To much the same effect is EckhePs
notice (vi. 310, 311) of the parazoniuin, or sword short enough for keeping in the

l^ojvti or belt, and frequently depicted as held in the hand on Eoman coins. " Certi

esse i)ossumus hoc aut pr;edicari virtutem, aut militare in alios imperium." He cites

Martial on the parazonium :

MilitiiB decus hoc, et grati noraen honoris :

Arma tribunicium cingere digna latus.

^ The word fiaxaipa here us^ed means properly a small sword ; such as in fiict the

Roman sword was, in comparison of that of various other nations. Hence in the

figure, of a great iiaxaipu a something of unnatural f)r illegitimate size seems indicated.

^ So Sophocles in his Antigone, v. 127 ; Zti/c yflp fity aXij q y\ui a <t tj c KOfiirong

iiiripfxOaiotr an undue, improper, and largely ooastfiil use of the tongue being indi-

cated by the figurative phrase a large tongue.

3 So Sismondi, in the extract partially given by me in the preceding page :

—

" The third and most calamitous period ; that which we have characterized as

the period of upstart soldiers of fortune who usurped the imperial power. It lasted

92 years, &c."

So too Ileeren, speaking of Commodns' assassination ;
" This was the commence-

ment of that dreadful military despotism, wJiich forms the ruling character of all

this period." Manual of liistory, p. 434. (Engl. Transl.)—And again Montesquieu,

(Grand, et Decad. ch. 16,) who thus contrasts this and the preceding sera. "La
Bagesse de Nerva, la gloire de Trajan, la valeur d'Adrien, la vertu des deux Antonins,

Be firent respecter des soldats. Mais lorsqucs de nouveaux mcmstres prirent leur

place, I'abuJi du gouvernement mUitairc parut dans tout son exces ; et lea soldats qui

avoint vendu I'enipirc assas.sinerent Ics empercurs : &c."
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authority recognised ; and, as reg;ards the Imperial dignity

itself, the choice left with the Senate, the approval only

with the armies.^—But with Commodus began the fatal

change. It may be first dated from the epoch of his ex-

alting Perennis, commander of the Praetorian Guards, and
then Oleander his successor, to despotic authority at Rome
and in the state ; not without military insurrections, civil

strife, and bloodshedding, even then as its accompaniments.^

Indeed this |seems well to answer to the figure of a great

sword being put into the hand of the rider of the second

Apocalyptic horse.—Next, as to the immediate effect of the

murder of Commodus by the Prefect Laetus,^ and the Prae-

torians' consequent sale of the empire, as their right, it was

not merely, according to the prophecy, " to take peace " on

that occasion " from the earth," and cause " men's killing

one another," but also to manifest in a way never to be

forgotten the supremacy of what Gibbon, writing on the

precise subject, in very illustrative language calls " the

power of the sword :

"^ and so to inculcate on both them-

selves and their fellow-soldiers on the frontiers, the lesson

of improving that supremacy to their own advantage.

—

And then, after the civil wars between the several rival

armies, which by almost necessary consequence thereupon

followed, and the establishment of the chief of the success-

ful one, aS'. Severus, on the throne, what the policy of that

emperor, during the remaining 13 or 14 undisturbed years

of his reign ? It was directed,—not, as in the age of the

Antonines, to the curbing of the license of the military, and
restoring the Senate and the civil magistracy to their pro-

per station, authority, and independence ; but to the rivet-

ing upon the empire, and strengthening, and perpetuating

of the system of pure military despotism. The licentious

Praetorians that overawed Rome were quadrupled.^ The

^ " The emperor was elected by the authority of the Senate, and the consent of the

soldiers." Gibbon i. 118. "These words," he adds in a Note, "seem to have been
the constitutional language : " referring to Tacit. Ann. xiii. 4.—See too Montesquieu
in the Note preceding.

2 I must beg to refer the reader to my sketch of Commodus' reign, after Perennis'

elevation, in this point of view, in my Vindiciae, pp. 123—130.
^ Conjunctively with Marcia and Electus.

_
^ Gibb. i. 167. This is on the opening of his Chapter about the Prsetorians' pub-

lic sale of the empire, after the assassination of Commodus.
* In a Letter still extant he himself complains of their license. Gibb. i. 199.
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prime ministry of state, with authority over the whole civil

as well as military administration, was attached by him
systematically and de jure, as it had been by Connnodus
de facto, to the Praetorian Praefccture : an office which

thenceforward consequently, as it has been remarked by
Montesquieu and Denina, came yet more to resemble

that of a Turkish Grand Visier ;
^ and in which, for seven

out of those fourteen years, Plautian made Rome tremble.^

The Senate he despised and degraded, nor would allow

of any such " intermediate power between himself and his

army." ^ And true in death, as in hfe, to the system, he

bequeathed his maxim of ruling by the sword, as the one

grand principle of government, to his son Caracalla ;
" En-

rich the soldiery ; despise the people :

"*— a maxim well

remembered and acted on by Caracalla ; and which soon

issued, as might have been anticipated, in a succession of

revolutions, civil wars, and imperial murders, worse even

than before.^ Says Gibbon ;
" The dissolute tyranny of

Commodus, the civil wars occasioned by his death, and the

new maxims too of policy introduced by the house of Seve-

rus, all contributed to increase the dangerous power of the

army." ^ So that, in fine, the civil wars, murders, and in-

surrections before Sevenis' accession, must be viewed as

connected in one with those after his death, by his use of

1 Montesquieu, ibid. ch. 16 and 17; Denina Rivoluzioni d'ltalia, Book iii. c. 3.

—

Denina's primary date, like my own, is from the increase of the power of the Praetorian

Prfcfect de facto by Commodus, A.D. 185. " Allora," he says, "la Pra'fectura Pne-
toriana commiucio a comprendere, come di propria ragion, tutta I'administrazione

dell' impero, cosi civile che militare, come il gran Vim-ato appresso gH impcratori

Ottomani." Severus attached this power to them dejure.—Gibbon dwells much on
the increase of their power by Sept. Severus, who augmented the numbers of, the Prse-

torians from 16,000 to 50,000. Vol. i. p. 200. Also Vol. iii. 42 ;
" From the reisrn

of Severus to that of Diocletian the guards and the palace, the laws and the finances,

the armies and the provinces were entrusted to their (the Praetorian Pra^fects') care
;

and, like the Viziers of the East, they held with one hand the seal, mth the other the

standard of the empire."
* See the sketch given of Plautian' s administration in Dion Cassius, Ix.xv. 14— 16,

Ixxvi. 2; or its abstract in my Vindiciic, pp. 135, 136. I must indeed particularly

beg the reader, who would fully satisfy himself on this part of the history, to refer to

one or the other,—the original or the abstract. See also Gibbon i. 200.

3 Gibb(.n, i. 201.
* Tone urpariwTug irXovn^irt, twv aWuv Travruiv KaTa(ppovttrt. Dion Cass.

Ixxvi. 15.

* Montcsfjuieu, Grand, et Decad. c. 16. lie thus contrasts the nature and the re-

sults of Adrian's and Severu.s' policy respecting the soldiery. " Des deux grands em-
pereurs, Adrien ct Severe, I'un ^ta"blit la discipline militaire, et I'autre la relacha.

Les effets repondirent aux causes. Les regnes qui suivirent celui d' Adrien furent

heureux et tranquilles : apr6s Severe On vit regner toutes lea horreura." ^ i 254.
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the intervening thirteen or fourteen years for the aggran-

dizement of that which was the causal agency of both : in

other words, (reverting to the Apocalyptic figure,) by his

enlargement of the sword in the hand of the mystic rider

of the red horse, in order to his more effectually carrying

out the destiny assigned him, " to take peace from the

earth, and that men should kill one another."—As to the

younger Severus' ineffective efforts at reform, they did but

aggravate the evil they were intended to cure. The army
murdered him.^—And then what next? Says Mon-
tesquieu of the state of things immediately following

;

" What in that age was called the Roman empire was a

kind of irregular republic, not unlike the aristocracy of

Algiers, where the militia, possessed of the sovereignty,

creates and deposes a magistrate styled a Dey What
was the emperor, except the minister of a violent govern-

ment, elected for the private benefit of the soldiers ? . . The
army exercised the supreme magistracy." ^ And Sismondi;
" The sovereignty had passed into the hands of the

legions."
^

In a state of things like this it was to be expected, of

course, that it would be for the most part the commander
of one or another army that would be put forward as its

candidate for the imperial office ; and, if successful, consti-

tute the representative and impersonation, for the time

being, of the military dominancy. Such in fact was the

case very generally in the Roman civil wars of the century

between Commodus and Diocletian. Instead of their arising

out of strife between members of previously reigning royal

families, on questions of disputed succession, so as most of

the civil wars noted in the histories of modern Europe,* it is

the generals of Roman armies that figure most prominently

on the arena of strife ; whether as the nominees of the

Praetorians, or of some other army.—And perhaps this very

class of persons may be judged to have been specially indi-

cated in the Apocalyptic figuration : considering the facts

both of the sword-bearer there exhibited being depicted as

' See Gibbon i. 249 : also Dion Cass. Ixxx. 2, 4.

2 Grand, et Decad. c. 16, 17. ^ p. i, 37.

* So e. g. in the case of the long-continued wars of the rival roses in England.
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on horseback, and moreover the presentation of the sword

as made to him apparently in public. For, when thus so-

lemnly acted out iSet'ore the Roman world, the presentation

of a sword, (which miti;ht otherwise have been simply a ge-

neral designation of the military profession,) implied that

there was to be the official bearing of it : and this bearing

of it signified, not the mere general military duty of wield-

ing it against the foe, but the right of judicialbj using it

;

(the jus gestandi, as the Roman law expressed it, implying

and signifying in such case the jus exercendi :^) and this

against military criminals, as well as citizens.—For, it is to

be observed, there was long a distinction '^ between the

sivord-h^(\^Q, thus worn by the one functionary now spoken

of, and the axe carried by lictors before another.. The latter

symbolized power over the lives of Roman citizens only,

the former over the hves of Roman soldiers ;^ whether dis-

tinctively, or conjointly with the civil judicial power also.

The emperors themselves, of course, by their imjieratoria

potestas, as first established under Augustus, and perpe-

tuated under succeeding emperors, had in its fullest sense

the potver of the stvord, including all capital jurisdiction,

both military and civil :
^ and, in token of it, they were

wont to wear about them the badge I speak of, a small

sword ; whether borne in hand, in front, or at the side.^

They esteemed the military part of the authority it symbol-

ized as one of their highest imperatorial prerogatives. And
so jealous were they of it, that for Rome itself and Italy

^

they delegated the power to but one individual, viz. the

^ So the old rule is exprest in Justinian's later Digest of Roman Law, Lib. i. Tit,

18. 6.

- In the 4th century the legal phrase y?<.? gladii had become a less distinctive one;

being then applied sometimes to supreme jurisdiction, with power of life and death,

merely over citizens. The Hword-bcuhje however continued to be still military.

3 See Note^ p. 156 for illustration.

* See Gibbon i. 102, with the context.

* In Montfaucon, iv. 11, Augustus is sketched with one. So Suetonius of Galba,

c. 11 ; " Iter ingressus est paludatus, ac dependentc a cervieibus pur/ionc ante pectus
:"

and of Vitelliu-s, c. 15, " Solutum h. latere pugionem consuli primum, deindc illo re-

cusaute magi.stratibus, ac mo\ scnatoribus singulis porrigens, nullo recipiente, quasi

in ;ede ConcordiiC positurus ab.scessit." Tliis was on his abjuring the imperial ottice

;

and is noted, with an explanatory remark, by Tacitus also, Hist. iii. 68 ;
" Adsistenti

ConsiUi exsolutum a latere pugionem, vclutjus necLs vita-qne civiitm, rcddi^bat."

* So Dion Cass. liii. 13 says of Augustus ; ra ovofiara to re row (tTparrfymi koi to

rov iiirarov tv ry IraXi^ iTt}pr}<ti. And as tlic Pnetorian Prefect was the act-

ing r/<^%<//<; of this his important power in iiome, so I presume for all Italy also;

there being within Italy no otbtr delegate.
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commander or Praefect of their own Praetorian guard, in

the fortified camp just outside the city walls :
^ and more-

over in the provinces intrusted it not to the Senatorian

Proconsuls, but only to their own Military Lieutenants;

(those towhose care were assigned the provinces least settled,

and which consequently required and maintained a large

military force resident;) functionaries appointable andremov-

able at the emperor's sole pleasure.^ In either case it was

the delivery of the sword-badge into their hand that marked

the delegation of this power of the sword. Thus while the

Senatorian Proconsul, when entering on his provincial

government, had but the badge of lictors attendant, with

the rod and axe intertwined as of old in their fasces,^ it was

the custom. for the Imperial Lieutenant, on appointment to

his province, publicly ^o receive and assume the military sword,

as well as cloak, outside the pomserium of Rome
;
(where

also on the termination of his office he laid them down : ^

)

and for the home general, or Prcetorian Prefect, on his ap-

1 This Praetorian Guard, as first instituted by Augustus, consisted of some 10,000
men; but it had been increased in Vitellius' time to 16,000. Tiberius fixed it in a
fortified camp, to overawe the city, just outside the walls, near the Porta Nomentana

;

of which camp remains are still seen on the broad prolonged summit of the Viminal Hill.

See Gibbon i. 168. A sketch of the Prcetorian Camp, as designed by Ligorio fi-om the

ruins remaining in the 16th centi^ry, is given in Montfaucon, iv. 83.

^ Like the Legati of the ancient Proconsuls of the Pepublic.
3 Kai avQviraTovQ KaXuaOai, . . . p a fi d ovxo i g re aipaQ xpriffGai . . . tKl-

Xevat. Dion Cass. ib. 13. So too Gibbon, after him, i. 103.—In Acts xiii. 7, xviii.

12, we have mention of the Proconsuls of Cyprus and Achaia.
* After speaking of the senatorially appointed avOvTraroi, as in the Note preced-

ing, Dion Cassius proceeds to notice the avTiarparrjyovg, or Proprietors, appointed by
the emperor- And he speaks of the latter as rryv rt ar^aTuxiTtKriv aroXrjv ipopovv-

Tag, (that is, the Eoman general's sagum, or military cloak, of red, or scarlet,")

Kai ^i<j)og, o'lg ye Kai (TTpariuTag SiKaiujuai t^iariv, s^oi'rag' whereas the

former were neither ^i(pog TrapaZiovwuet'ovg, nor (TTpariwriKy eaOrjTi xpw^tvonc.
adding, in explanation, AXXi^) yap ovStvi, ovte avdvirari^, ovrt ai'riffrparjjy^,

ovTt fKiTpoiT(f), ti(pr}<popiiv SiSorai, w ujj Kai aTpaTiwTr\v Tiva airoKTiivai t^tivai

vtvofiiarai. Each avTi'^parriyog had also, he says, six pafSSsoxi- He further

states that these badges of the Imperial Lieutenants' office, rjjc apx'JC £7ri<r»j/ia,

were only to be assumed by them, on appointment, outside of the pomserium of Eome

;

and to be instantly laid down on the cessation of office.

This power of the sword over soldiers, as well as people, given to the Imperial

Lieutenants, appears to have been very much the same with that given to the Pro-

consuls in their several provinces under the old Eepublic. Thus Niebuhr, speaking

of the settlement of the first Roman Province, Sicily, observes thus in his Lectures,

i. 140: "After the peace which terminated the first Punic war, Sicily was consti-

tuted as a Roman Province. This was a new system ; and Sicily was the first country

to which it was applied. A Province, in the Roman sense of the word, was a country

in which a Roman general, either during the time of his magistratus curulis, or (in

case of his year of office having elapsed) dxu-ing the time for which his imperium
was prolonged, exercised over his soldiers, as well as over the inhabitants of tlie

country, the same power as in times of war, by virtue of the lex de imperio."
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pointment to office, to be similarly invested with the sword

by the emperor within the city walls. The memorable

words used by Trajan on one such occasion, "Use this

sword /or me, if I rule well ; if not, against me ;

" ^ will be

remembered by the classical scholar as one illustration of the

custom. And the scriptural reader will not forget another

and different illustration of it in St. Paul ; when thus

writing to the Romans, even like an eye-witness to eye-

witnesses, about a magistracy and magistrate of high author-

ity there, whether the emperor himself, or his prefect ; "He
heareth not the sword in vain."

'^

Thus then, and considering further that alike the Prce-

torian Prefects at Rome, and the Imperial Lieutenants

commanding the legions in the provinces, were w^ont to

appear on horseback in their high offices,^ it seems to me
likely that these might suggest themselves to the mind of

the Evangelist as the chief agency through which, in the

second sera prefigured, the Roman military sword, itself a

small one,* would become, as it were, of exaggerated size

and illegitimate use ; so as to take peace from the Roman s/
earth, and redden the body politic with the blood of civil ^

1 " Cum insignc potcstatis, uti mos erat, pugionem darct." So Victor in his Life

of Trajan : also Plin. Paneg;. 67 ; and Dion Cassius Ixviii. 16.

On the passage from Plinv Beraeggcr has the note following :
" Praefecti practorio,

pra'tcr alia, insigne erat gladius, vel eusis, aut pugio (5(0oc), quo donari atquc accingi

solebat a principe ;
quem uonnunquam ct ipsi gercbant imperatorcs. Siquidem soli

principes et pnefecti pra.'torio Roma: usmn gladii habcbant. Reliqui niagistratus

togati erant. Eo autem merum imperium, ct jus vitiB ac necis civium, ipsis tribueba-

tur : cujus nota ct signura gladius. Hinc .... gladium ponere est pnefcctura pnc-

torii se abdicate : ut Tigellinus apud Plutarch, in Galba." (Compare Suetonius

and Tacitus cited before by me, Xote= p. 1.55.)—In this Note however Berncgger seems

to me to have overlooked the original and more proper power indicated by the sword-

bearing, as Dion explains it, viz. the power of life and deatli over the mldiery

;

noting only that over the citizens, which soon came to be included also.—The old

jurisdiction of the Prtctor in criminal cases of life and death was not indeed, I believe,

ever formallv abrogated ; but it was gradually superseded by the superior dignity of

the Imperial courts.

- Rom. xiii. 4 ; ov yap hkt] Tt]v uaxaipav (popei. In which passage we ought to

mark the /iaxa'P«) the same word tor the sword as here, the (j)opii, and the trans-

ition from the plural, when speaking of a^xovrtq, governors, to the singtdar, in

speaking of the sword-bearing magistrate in Kome.—Under this sword, .shortly after,

St. Paul suffered mart\Tdom. It would seem that there were at that time tivo Pra;-

fects ; appointed by Nero, pro ilia vice, in place of Burrhus. See Clement's Ep. c. 6,

and Jacobson's note on it. On St. Paul's first arrival at Borne (Acts xxviii. 16)

there was only one •rparoTrt^apx'JV-
3 See Note* p 126 supra.—By a regulation of Alex. Severus two horses were pre-

sented by the Emperor to the Proprietors and Proconsuls imdcr the Imperial regime.

(So ^El. Lampridius Vit. Alex. Severus, ch. 42.) But not so as thereby to set aside

the public gift of the equus honorarim alluded to p. 126.

* See the Note 'p. 151 8upr&.
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carnage. And certainly it was to these, the chief com-

manders of the Roman mihtary, that the civil wars, insur-

rections, and bloodshed were often owing. It was in the

persons of the Praetorian Prcefects under Commodus, as

we lately saw,^ that the military power was first seen ex-

alted to absolute supremacy, with insurrections, civil strife,

and bloodshed immediately resulting, such as told omin-

ously of greater evils that were to come ; and in the mur-

ders both of Commodus, and of Pertinax, (consequent on

which latter was the Prsetorians' sale of the empire to the

highest bidder,) the Prsefect Lsetus had a part.^ It was

the three chiefest of the Imperial Lieutenants in the pro-

vinces, Severus, Niger, and Albinus,^ that led in the civil

wars following. After which, alike in the wars and mur-
ders consequent on the first Severus' death, and in those

too after the murder of the second Severus, each took their

share in the deeds of blood.*—Hence, I say, it seems to

me very possible that there may have been a special refer-

ence in the Apocalyptic symbol to these representatives of

the military autocracy, established from the time of Com-
modus. But the specific reference to them is not essential.

The symbolic sword-bearing rider may be regarded, if we
prefer it, simply and comprehensively, as the impersonation

of the military body, whose badge was the sword ; inclu-

sive alike of soldiery and commanders, whether of the pro-

vincial armies or the Praetorians.^ The historical applica-

tion is in either case the same.

1 See p. 152 supra.

2 Dion Cassius expressly states the prominent part acted by Lietus in both cases.

3 Their provinces respectively were Pannonia, S}Tia, Britain ;—all imperial provinces.

* Macrinus, the assassin and successor of CaracaUa, was a Pnietorian Prefect. (It

is on this occasion that Gibbon writes, " The decisive weight of the Pra-torian guards

elevated the hope of their Prefects ; . . . . who began to assert their leffal claim to fill

the vacancy of the Imperial throne." i. 224.) Again, Elagabalus (Macrinus' successor)

was murdered in a sedition of the Prcetorian bands ; who were also afterwards the

murderers of Maximus and Balbinus. Moreover their Prefect Philip, acting on the

army generally, effected the conspiracy against the younger Gordian, in which that

emperor perished.—On the other hand Mnximin, the murderer of Alexander Severus,

was one that held the fu-st military command in a provincial army : and Becius, who
revolted against Philip, was an Imperial Lieutenant; though as an extraordinary

functionary, and on an extraordinary mission to the Moesian army.—After which, in

the times of the so-called thirty tjTants, the exemplifications are superabundant.
5 The Prpetorians' subsequent' history was this. Both in regard of number and

powers they were greatly reduced by Diocletian ; and by Constantine the whole body
suppressed, their camp destroyed, and their Prefects deprived of military authority, and
confined to civil functions. So Aui-elius Victor, referred to by Gibbon, ii.l61, 235.
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In conclusion let me beg to impress upon the reader that

the aera and the subject which I suppose here prefigured

was no aera or subject of small impoi-tance in the Roman
history, pressed into the Apocalyptic expositor's service

for the occasion, and exaggerated for his purpose. The
aera and the evil has been most strongly marked, as we
have seen, by historians of the highest eminence;^ indeed
as strongly as the prosperous aera of Trajan and the Anto-
nines which innncdiately preceded it. The evil introduced

under Commodus into the body politic was one that acted

out its part on a mighty scale, both as to duration and as

to injm-ious effect, on the Roman people. And it both pre-

pared the way for, and indeed almost necessitated the se-

quence of, other social and political evils ; which soon joined

with it, as we shall hereafter see, (agreeably with the 3rd
and 4th Seals' prefigurations,) in undermining the empire's

strength, and accelerating its decline. The "increase of

the dangerous power of the army," begun by " the disso-

lute tyranny of Commodus," and augmented ahke by " the

civil wars occasioned by his death," and " the policy " after-

wards following of " the house of Severus," constituted, as

Gibbon expresses it, " an internal change which under-

mined the foundations of the empire :"^— and again ;
" The

hcentious fury of the Praetorian bands [i. e. against Per-

tinax] was the first symptom and cause of the decline of

the Roman empire."^—iVnd I cannot but think it remark-
able that, as Tacitus, the greatest contemporary histoiian of

the commencement of the 1st Seal's aera, has left his strong

testimony respecting the astonishing change to national

happiness which was introduced with the new age under
Nerva and Trajan,*— so Dion Cassius, the most eminent
contemporary historian of the commencement of my 2nd
Seal's aera, has left his similar testimony to the evil change
introduced under Commodus. He speaks of his reign as

one of change from a golden age to one of iron : ^ paints in

strong colouring the military despotism and license then

' See the testimonies of Sismondi, Hceren, Montesquieu, Dcnina, &c., cited at pp.
1-51, 1.53, &c. supra. Tlie subject is noted in much the same way too by Schlegel m
his Philosophy of History, ii- 34.

* i. 254: a passaf^e cited before in part, p. 153 supri. 3
\ jg3

* See p. 131 supra, Note «. * lx.\i. 36 : aito xpffTwc (iaaiXiiaf,- tg atfTjpav.
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commencing, as the grand evil of the times :
^ and in telling

of a conflagration in Rome, just before Commodus's assas-

sination, of mysterious origin and terrible fury,^—which,

falling on the magnificent Temple of Peace by the Via

Sacra, left it a ruin,^ and thence, crossing to the Palatine,

ravaged the Imperial Palace and its archives, inextinguish-

able by all the arts and efforts of man,^—he adds that it was

regarded as ominous of the overthrow of peace that was to

follow ;^ and that " the evil would not be confined to the

city, but woidd extend to the whole Roman world."

^

CHAPTER HI.

THE THIRD SEAL.

" And when he opened the third seal
"^

I heard the third

living creature say, Come ! And I beheld, and lo a black

horse ! and he that sat on him had in his hand a pair of

balances :^ and I heard as it were a voice in the midst of

' See e. g. his observations Ixxx. 4.

"^ Herodian, i. 14, says that it was caused either by lightning or the eruption of

some volcanic subterranean flame. Ovrt yap ofjjSpov TrpovTrap^avroQ, ovrt v((pu)v

aBpoKrGivTMV, anajxov Sf oXiyov irpoyivoiiivov yrjQ, iiTt (TKr]nTov I'VKrwp Karivt^-

VevroQ, tire Kcti Trvpog noOtv ck tov atiofiov Stappvtvrog, Trav to rjjg EiprjvrjQ Tffit-

vog KanipXexSri-i ^tyiarov Kai KaWinTov yfvofitvov riov tv ry iroXei toyo)v.

3 The temple had been built by Vespasian to receive his Jewish spoils.—The cele-

brated physician Galen had a shop adjoining, and tells of its destruction. Avoiv jitv

*2 avTTfg [sc. TTpayjuartiag] rttiv nptuTiov l3i(3Xnov (KdodevToav, tyKaraXtKpBtvrwv de

tv Ty Kara ttjv iipnv ot^ov ano9i]Ky fitra twv aXXwv, r/viKa to Ti]g Eiprjvrjg Tifit-

vog bXov ticavdr], Kai kutu to iraXariov a'l fityaXai /3i/3\io0?j»cat. Tom. xiii. p. 362.

* OvSe yap KaraafiiaQrivai avOpwnivy \tipi r\hvvi}Bij. says Dion, Ixxii. 24, Katrot

TcanTToXXwv iitv iSiioTuv, TrafiiroXXwv St (TrpartoiTitiv vSpofopovvrwv, Kai avTov tov

KofifioSov tirtXQovrog tK tov Trpoaartiov, Kai tTrKyTripxot^Tog.

5 This and other omens, says he, nrt(pQtyyojxtva adtv tiprjvaiov. Ixxii. 24.

^ Ibid.—So too Herodian. Mcyiorov te Stivov Kai tov TrapovTa Kaipov tXvn-iifft,

Kai TTpog to i^aXXov oiwvuTfiaTi (cat <pavX<[) avfif3oX(f) j^pw/xfvovc navTag (rapativ.

And again; "ZwifiaXXovTo rt Twtg ek twv KaTtiXncpoTtov, noXefiiuv arjfitiov tivak

Tt)v TOV vfit) Trig Eiprjvrfg oTiruiXiiav. Ta ysv aKoXov9i}(JovTa . . . . tK rr]g airofiaatojg

Tr]P 7rpoii7rap%ov(Tav (prifxrjv t7ri(TTW(jaTo.—The ruins of this Temple of Peace are stiU

seen, looking across the Via Sacra towards the Palatine.
' KaioTt tjvoi^t Ti]v a^payiSa Ttjv rpiTrjv rjKovaa tov rpiTOv ^loov XtyovTog,

Ep^ov. Kai tiSoV Kai iSov imroq fitXag, Kai 6 KaGrifxtvog ett' avrov fx*^'' ^I'yor tv

Ty x^tpt avrov. Kai ijKovaa ojg fuvriv tv f^tTiii twv rtaaapwv ^wujv Xtyovaav,

Xotvi? aiTov Srivapiov, Kai rptig x""'"'^*? Kpi9(i)v dtjvapiov koi to tXaiov Kai tov
oivov fitj aSiKriayg.

* So, and I doubt not correctly, in our authorized English translation ; the word in

the original being Zvyog.—However, Woodhouse and others after him would trans-

late it, agreeably with its other siguificatiou, a poke : obser'\'ing, 1st, that it is always
so used in the New Testament ; 2udly, that, where it is meant to signify a pair of
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the living creatures, saying, A chcenix of wheat for a de-

narius, and three choenixes of barley for a denarius ; and

see that thou hurt not [or, rather, that thou wrong not in re-

gard toY the oil and the wine."

The intent of the iiguration in this Seal is less obvious than

in the two fomier, and will require some considerable thought

and attention ; though the change of the horse's colour to black

can scarce be mistaken as indicating generally the change

to a state of aggravated distress and mourning!^ Let us

balances, there is generally added some other word in the context to suggest that

nuuming as intended.

Now surely, as regards the latter remark, one might have thought that the accom-

paniment of the word chwnix would have been precisely all that the Dean needed,

ti> determine him in favour of the meaning of balances iu the passage before us. As
regards the former, if other words had been used in the New Testament in the sense

of balances, to the exclusion of ^uyoc, the argument would have had weight in pro-

portion to the frequency of those instances. But the truth is, there is no mention of

balances in one single passage in the New Testament, unless it be in this. So that the

value of the argument is just nothing.

As conclusions of no little importance have been built in part on the critical pro-

prictv of substituting the word yoke for balances in the translation of this clause, it

may "be useful to enter a little more fidly into the Lexicographical question.

There arc live words in Greek that signify a balance ; rpvravt}, toKuvtov, aTaBjioQ,

araBfiiov, and ^vyof. Of these none being used, as before observed, in the New
Testament, (except it be in this passage,) it becomes us next to inquire what is their

use in the Septuagint. And the answer is that rpvTavt] is never used at all in it

;

that ToXavTov and araOfiiov, though used, are only used in the sense of a weight (the

latter answering to the Hebrew "jas a stone) ; that the use of araQfioq also is confined

all but constantly to the same sense of a weight ; it being the usual rendering of the

Hebrew V?r"?> f"id having the meaning of a balance once only, viz. in Isaiah xl. 12,

where a second word, beside the usual one, was needed in that sense. The usual, I

may say the constant, word in the Septuagint for balance is ^vyoi; ; being so used some
nine or ten times in it :—among others iu the above-noted passage from Isaiah, nq
KTT>](Ti Ta opij ara9^(ft, Kai raq vairaq i^vyif) ; in Prov. xi. 1, Zuyoi SoXtoi, aradniov

IfKatov, in Ezek. xlv. 10, Zvyog Sikuioq, fiirpov diKaiov, x<"i^t? ^iicaia : where, as

here, the xoivi^ is in association with it; also in Lev. xix. 36, Hos. xii. 7, &c. &c.

Hence, if the idea of balances was intended to be expressed in the passage before us,

l^vyo^ would be of all others the fittest word.

Thus a balance being a version of ?vyoc equally authorized with that of a ijoke by

its use in the sacred as well as the classic writers, the associated notice of a measure

in the hicroglvphic, just as in that example above quoted from Ezekiel, might of itself

induce a preference of the former rendering. Besides which (and I would beg the

reader's attention to the fact), whereas in Iloman usage,—to which usage, as we have

already seen, the apocah-ptic sjTnbols are strikingly conformed,—the balance-holding

was, as will be afterwards shown, a very common symbol, that of a yoke-holding was,

if I am not mistaken, altogether unknown.—Nor indeed is it so used in Scripture.

In Jeremiali xxvii. 2, and xxviii. 10, we have an example of the prophet bearing upon

his neck bonds and yokes, in type, passively, of the approaching oppression and cap-

tivity of Judah ; but nowhere do we find the holding of a yoke in the hand as a type,

actively, of oppressing.
' So Mede, ne sis injustus : also Junius, as Brightman states, and Daubuz, and

others. I shall give reasons afterwards in support of this rendering.

* In proof of this emblematic use of the colour such phrases as atra cttra, ater
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therefore, 1st, consider the usually received, but, as will ap-

pear, incorrect solution ; then, Ilndly, apply ourselves to

seek one more correct and satisfactory.

I. A famine of the chief articles of food (whether literally

taken or metaphorically) has been supposed by nearly all

interpreters to be implied in the other details of the pro-

.

phetic passage, as the cause of the distress indicated : their

opinion being grounded on these two suppositions ;—1st,

that the choenix spoken of was the common Attic choenix

;

2ndly, that the specified jt^nces for such a measure of wheat

and of barley were famine prices.

Nor, as to the former of these suppositions, do I contest

its reasonableness. For although,—not to dwell on the

fact that the word choenix is sometimes used to designate

measure in the general,^ which generic sense however, from

the specifications of price given, is here of course quite

out of the question,—though, I say, it is moreover un-

doubted that there were used in the Roman empire

choenixes of various specific values,^ viz. (as learned men
luctus, atrum funus, &c., will naturally occur to the classic reader. On Plotina's

death, Dion teUs us, Ixix. 10, that Hadrian mourned for her, ini yjfitpuQ tvvta fitXa-
veiuovTiirag. On M. Aurelius' death, the senate, says the younger Victor, "in
curia, veste tetrd amictus, lachrymans convenit." Fmiher, I find the figure is applied

to the horse in the following apposite passage from Martial's Epigram on the charioteer

Scorpus' death

:

Heu facinus ! prima fraudatus Scorpe juvent^

Occidis, et nigros tam cito jungis equos.

On which the Commentator Rader observes that the black horse is used as the fit

associate of mourning, (like the black horses of our mourning coaches,) just as the white

horse of triumphs and joy.—I need hardly say that a similar sense attaches to the

black colour in Scripture. So Malachi iii. 14; "We have walked mournfully;"
lit. in black : Ezek. xxxi. 15 ; " I caused Lebanon to mourn for him :" lit. to be black.

As regards moreover the change to this black colour from the red of the former

Seal, let me suggest for comparison Horace's notice (Epod.ix. 27) of Antony's similar

change of cloak from the military imperatorial red {^'honovem fulgien t is saffuli," Sil.

xvii. 527, compare my note * p. 156,) to black, as the mourning colour, after his defeat;

—

"Punico lugubre mutavit sagum," i. e. says the Scholiast, "Deposuit coccineam

chlamydem, et accepit nigram."
1 So Scheidius, in his edition of Lennep's Etymologicum Grfflcum ; "figura omnis

excavata in quam aliquid infundi vel inseri potest." Similarly the Scholiast on
Aristophanes' Pluto, 276, calls it irav Trepi^tpic. And in Ezek. xlv. 10 the Septua-

gint translators have used the word in this generic sense, Zvyog SiKaiog, km fiirgov

SiKaiov, Kai i^oivt? Siicaia taru) vniv row fitrpov. " Let there be among you a just

balance, and a just measure, (of length.'') and a just choenix."
2 Mede notices this variety, though imperfectly and incorrectly. After saying,

" Choenix significat demensura diurnum, j;ptporpo^t5a," he adds, " sed incertS admo-
dum mensura. Variavit enim pro ratione gentium, locorum, et hominum. Choenix
militaris (ut minores choenices pra^tennittam opilionum, villicorum, vinitorum) quatuor
fuit^sextariorum. Sed veteri Lexicographo Graico-Latino xo'>"? est semimodium, id
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lay it down ^) of 3, 6, and 8, as well as of 4 cotylae, or half-

pints, respectively, yet was the Attic choenix of 4 cotylae,^

est militaris duplum : imo Hellenistis, Ezek. xlv. 10, 11, x^""? est bathus, amplissima
Hebnoorum mensura." (In Apoc. p. 444.) Thus the measure of the Attic and
best known choenix is not at all particularized by Mede. Then, as to his " old Lexi-

cographer," we have to ask, Who is he.' and what the value of his authority for the

statement of there bavins^; been a cImhix equal to half a modiiis ? I vorj' much
doubt its correctness.—Yet ajrain, on the contradiction between the first clause in the

above quotation, and all that follows, it scarce needs that I remark. For if one par-

ticular and smaller cha^uix of wheat (this being in fact the unmentioned Attic) was
a sutficient day's measure for a man's consumption, of course each larger chaniix of .

wheat must have been more than a daj''s sufficiency. In a Commentator like Mede
such inaccuracies are surprising. Hence however the greater need of our looking

carefully into the subject, as in the Note following.

' So, ,1st, an elaborate Essay on the subject in the Memoires de I'Academie des

Inscriptions; Tom. viii. pp. 377—401. The immediate subject of the Memoir is an
inscription on a Roman standjird-weight yet remaining ; in part as follows :

" Imp.
Caes. Vespas. 6 Cons Mensurie Exactae in Capitolio p. x."—It seems that there

was a correspondence between this weight of 10 lb. and that of the congius, filled

with rain-water, as a measure of capacity.—In the coiu-se of the Memoir the learned

Academician observes; " Quati'e mesures ditferentes avoient le 'aom Ae chcenice : la

flus petite, commiinement appellee xoivi^ Attique, (.') avoit trois cotyles Attiques.

la seconde en avoit quatres. On en comptoit 6 a la troisieme, et 8 ^ la quatrieme,

qui est celle dont Fannius a parle."

To much the same effect, 2ndly, writes Wurm De Pond, et Mensiir. It is defined, he
states, as a measure equivalent to 3 cotylic both by Pollux in his Onomasticon, iv. 3,

in Table 7 of what are called the Fragments of Galen, and Table' 10 published

among the same Fragments from the Cosmetics of some one named Cleopatra.—It is

made equal to 4 cotylte in Table 5 among the same Fragments ; which thus compares

it with the niodius and sextarius ; 6 fio^ioQ 6 Aiyvr-rioQ Kai 6 IraXiKOQ e^f'

XotviKag »/, r; Se x""''? Stffrae /3'
: (a Table this which, together with the four pre-

ceding, I conceive to be Galen's own; as they form a complete connected set; and
stand at the head of the Fragments bearing his name in the inscription, raXrjvov

Tov ao<po>Tarov jiirpuv kui ffraGfiwv SiSatrKaXia') also by a Parisian MS, says

Professor Wurm, cited in Pancton's Metrolog. and by other authorities.—Once more,

its value is stated at 4 sextarii, or 8 cotyla;, in Table 8 of Galen's Fragments, thus

;

'O x^^C tX" Airpaf Sfxa' r/ x^'vt^ fx" Xirpag i^' 6 ^tarr^q ixfi Xirpav a yfiiaV

also by the author generally called Rhemnius Fannius; (but who should rather be

namedi Priscian, as Professor Wemsdorf shows in the Prolegom. to his .5th Volume of

the Poette Latini Minores;)-in the verses follo\ving

:

At cotyle cyathos bis temos una receptat

:

Bis quin;e hunc faciunt drachma?, si appendere vellcs

:

At cotylas recipit geminas sextarius unus
;

Qui qttater a-ssumptm Gr<Bco fit nomine cfuenix :

Adde duos x^^C fit) vulgo qui est congius idem.

Such is the reading of the passage given by almost all the Codices ; and recognised,

as expressing Priscian's view of the cha-nix, by most modem writers on the Ancient

Weights and Measures ; e.g. Wurm, Eiscnschmid, llus.sey, the French Academician,

the Writer on the Choenix in Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities, &c. Moreover in

Isidore's Origines, (a writer of the 7th centurj, ) wo seem to have evidence of the

reading being the one received by him : as he there (xvi. 2.5) almost quotes the

pa.s.sagc ;
" Sextarius duanmi librarum est (?) ;

qui bis assumptus bilibris uominatur

;

a.ssumptus quater fit Gneco nomine cho'iiix."— I learn however fi'om Air. T. K. Ar-
nold that in one Codex, followed by Endlicher, (and Facciolati too, in voc. choenix,

notes this,) there is the reading, "Qui quater assumptis," in the last line but one;

and duas, instead of dttos, in the last line. Correcting the qui in which to queis, and
understanding ch'enices as the noun to duas, Endlicher makes Priscian define a
choenix as the third of a xovg, or congitis ; i. e. as equal to two sextarii. But the

weight of MS authority is against this.

''' The reason of my saying so is because the Attic choenix is the same doubtless
11*
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or one quart, so much the most common that, without

direct countervaihng evidence, we seem bound to take it

as the one intended.^

But then, admitting the Attic choenix to be the one

meant in the prefiguration, how far woukl the second sup-

position of the expositors referred to be borne out, viz. that

the prices of a choenix of wheat and barley named as from

the throne were famine prices, such as to make all faces

gather blackness ? Of course the average prices near about

the time of Domitian and St. John's exile in Patmos (not

those of quite other times) must be the standard of refer-

ence. And, judging by what the elder Pliny reports of

prices not very long before,^ we shall find that though the

that Herodotus speaks of, vii. 187, as the daily ration of wheat to each of Xerxes'

soldiers. Now we learn hotli from Polybius vi. 39, and Cato De Re Rustica c. 56,

that the usual demensum, or monthly allowance of corn to both the common soldier

and the working slave was 4 modii ; whence consequently about the 8th part of a

modius, i. e. 2 sextarii, or 4 cotylse, was the yjfiiporpocpig, (as Athensus calls it,) or

daili/ ration.—This is the value given to the Attic choenix by Dr. Arnold, in Thucyd.

iv. 16, among others. In which passage also one choemx, and that of barley, is men-

tioned as the rifieporpofig asked for each servant of the Spartans at Sphacteria,

though two chwnices (with some meat in either case) were asked for the Spartans

themselves. *

1 Besides the above-mentioned values it is used in one passage by the Greek

Septuagint Translators, agreeably with Mede's statement, as a term answering to the

tenth part of the Jewish chomer ; that is, as equivalent to the much larger measure

of an English bushel. To SiKarov tov yo^iop xoivi^: where the Hebrew for

Xoivi^ is na a bath, and which is said in the same verse to be equivalent to an ephah.

Now the chomer -ittn with the n, or yofiop, is equal to ten bushels ; and consequently

the choenix here used to one bushel.—Palladius [Octobr. tit. 14] mentions a Syrian

choenix. "Tribus cadis unam floris mensuram, quam Syri chmnicam vocant, adjicies."

He does not state its capacity. But as the cadus was a measure of twelve congii,

and the congius nearly an English gallon, the Syrian chcenica may have been of con-

siderable size ; and very possibly the same as that of the Septuagint.

Since however such a choenix of wheat at a denarius would indicate superabundant

plenty, the horse's black colour puts it here out of the question. The same too, let

me add, holds, though less markedly, of the choenix of 8 cotylee.

2 The following is the statement in Pliny (Lib. xviii. Cap. 10). "Pretium huic,

annona media, in modios farina; xl. asses : similagini castratae octonis assibus am-

* The following Table of Greek and Roman, as compared with English measures,

may be convenient to the reader. As regards these (and indeed yet more as regards

the ancient prices of corn) entire accuracy must not be expected. But what is here

stated will be sufficiently accurate for our purpose.

Greek and Roman. English.

Sextarius (Gk. ?fT»;c) ^ 2 cotylse = Pint.

2 Sextarii = Attic Choenix = Quart.

8 Choenices == Modius = Peck. .'

4 Modii ^ Bushel.

6 Modii = Medimnus
32 Modii = Quarter.

In weight, the choenix of wheat = 21b. ; the congius, or ^se, of rain-water == 101b.
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price of wheat here named might be a scarciff/-imce, it

could hardly be called one of famine} Then, moreover,

what of the very singidarly added specification of the price

plius; siligini castratae duplum."—Da which Arbuthnot thus comments. "Pliny
tells us that the bread made of a modius of coarse flour cost 40 asses ; of that which
was entirely purij^ed from the bran, or very fine flour, 48 : and what was made of the

flour of the sili^o, or the finest of all, was double of the first. If we proceed accord-

ing to our English manner, it will make the peek of the cheapest or household

bread, 2s. 6d. 2\t.\., that of the wlieaten bread 3s. Od. 2jq., and the finest 5s. Id.

O^q." . . . Now " the assize of wheaten bread in London is pretty near as 3 to 5 ; that

is, when wheat is lod. the peck, the peck loaf is sold for 25d. And, as the price of

the middle sort of bread, which answers to our wheaten, according to Pliny, was
3s. Od. 2iq., this, reckoned acconhng to the forcmentioned proportion, will make
wheat per quai'ter at 63s. 6d., as the common or middle price." So Ur. Arbuthnot
(Ancient Coins p. 122) ; making the price in Pliny's time 2s. for a modius or

peck.

I may observe that the proportion existing in his day between the prices of bread

and corn still continues. Thus while I write, fA.D. 1838, or 1839,) among the Prices

Current I find wheat at 74s. a quarter; and oread at 9d. the (juartca-n or 4lb. loaf.

Now, as a peck of wheat weighs on an average about IS^lb. (Arbuthnot, p. 89,) the

weight of 32 pecks, or a quarter, is 18j X 321b., or 5921b. Of which the present price

being 74s., it is 74d. for one twelfth of 5921b., i. e. for 491b. Again, as the average

price of bread is 9d. each 4lb., that of 491b. is about llOd. Hence the proportion

between the prices of the same weight of wheat and of bread appears to be as 74 to

llOd. ; i. e. as 37 to 55, or 3 to 5 nearly.—I notice this in order to obviate a possible

objection to Arbuthnot's calculation. The proportion seems to be one in the nature

of things.

The calculation of prices from PlinVs statement may with advantage be made di-

rectly in tenns of the denarius ; the denarius being, as it is observed by Arbuthnot,

universally, in classic writings, the equivalent to ten asses. Thus, if we take Pliny's

48 asses, or about 5 denarii, as the average price of a modius of bread, we shall have

5 X i ^ 3 denarii, as the average price of a modius of wheat.

It is to be regretted that commentators on the passage before us should have

given collectanea on the subject of the prices of corn from ditt'crent countries, and
diflerent ages, mostly qiute foreign to the case and time before them ; the object

being to make out a standard of average price of wheat among the ancients much
below the true price in St. John's time. Thus Daubuz, for example, gives a quotation

from the poet Martial, as an authority on the point ;
" Amphora vigcssis ; mochus

datur a;re quaterno :

" and he reasons as if the poet (who lived under Domitian),

really intended to state four asses a modius, as the then market-price of wheat !
" It is

mentiimed," as Arbuthnot observes on the pa.ssage (p. 125), "in /;w;<«'rt/ extravagance!"

—Again, to take the case of living expositors, Mr. Burgh (p. 155) speaks of "History

telling us that in the time of plenty from 16 to 20 measures (choenixcs) of corn were
given for the sum of a denarius." Perhaps so in the Carthaginian wars, 300 years

before Domitian, when money was of far higher value than under the empenu's. lint

what had that to do with the price in Domitian's time ? Hume speaks of 6s. 8d. a

quarter of wheat, and 3s. 4d. of barley, being in our Henry the 6th's time the price of

plenty. What would Mr. \i. think, if any (me were to require that as the standard-

price of plenty now ?—So again l)r. "Wordsworth, p. 182 ; making the price in Cicero's

time the standard.

Of authentic remaining notices of the prices of wheat in Roman pre-Apocalyptic

history, we may remark that of I'ohjbius, who reports that in the scarce times of the

second Punic war wheat was at 15 denarii the medimnus, or two-fifths of a modius

for a denarius; —of the* 6'a.MjVoj law, 15. C. 73, rating it at one denarius the modius;—
of Cicero, in his VeiTeian Orations, (iii. 70,) rating it about the same ;—and of I'liny,

A.D. 79, whose testimony I have above given.

' So Michaelis iv. 514; "Wlicn a choenix of wheat cost a denarius, it may be

said that wheat was dear, but not that there was a famine."—We may compare here

what Eusebius says in liis Chronicon (i. p. 79, Scalig.) of the price of wheat in the
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of barley, "three choenixes of barley for a denarius?"

Surely this is one such as to put the idea of famine al-

together out of the question. For (to state the argument in

its simplest form
'

) forasmuch as the Attic choenix was

proverbially the ri[xspoT^o(pis, or day's sufficient quota for a

man, of wheat or barley,^ and at the same time a denarius

was approximately the daily wages of labour in St. John's

time,^ the price specified would indicate that a labouring

man would gain under this Seal nearly a three days' suf-

ficiency of barley-bread, (above 5 lb. in weight,) by one

day's labour ! Did ever man hear of such a famine as

this?^

Thus, even were no other difficulty to oppose it, yet

would the famine hypothesis break down utterly on this one

single account. But in fact, besides this, all else in the

figuration, except indeed the black colour of the horse, is

opposed to it. There is 1st the injunction on the rider,

" See that thou injure not," or "that thou act not unjustly

about, the oil and the wine," those two other next most im-

famine that opprest Greece in the 9th year of the emperor Claudius. Ktfiov Kara
rrju 'EWaSa yiyovoTog fityaXov, 6 tov ititov fiodiog i^ Stiipa\)i(x>v tTTpaOr) ; i. e. that

wheat was at 12 drachmae (or denarii) the modius, or a denarius and a half for the

Attic chcenix ; a price half as much again as the price in the text ; and without any
remarkable comparative cheapness in the barley to act as a counteractive and miti-

gant.

Ctesar, in his B. Civ., i. 52, speaks of the price of wheat rising at one time in his

Spanish campaign to 50 denarii the modius. And this when corn was genei'ally much
cheaper than in St. John's old age.

1 As wheat of the medium quality was about 64s. a quarter in the time of St. John,
(see the note from Pliny, p. 164 supra,) barley would be at about 32s. At 3 choenixes

for a denarius the price would be about 53s. a quarter.
2 See my Note 2, p. 163, 164 supra.

3 The inference has been drawn from what is said of a denarius as the day's wages
in the parable of the labourers ia the vineyard. Matt. xx. 2 ; which proves that such

was the case in the Jewish province, at the time when our Lord spoke the parable.

It is indeed somewhat loose to argue thence to the general price of wages in other

parts of the empire, and that at a period sixty years later. Yet, as it seems that the

pay of common soldiers in Julius Csesar's time was a denarius, the same in Tiberius',

(Tacit. Aunal. i. 17,) and in Domitian's time was restored to nearly that value, (see

Arbuthnot's Ancient Coins, p. 180,) fi'om this, as well as from other data, it may
perhaps be not unfaii'ly argued that in the provinces generally the free labourer's day-

wages did, about St. John's time, not vary very materially from it.

* Compare the quantity and quality allotted to Ezekiel, when meant to typify a

time of famine, Ez. iv. 9, 10 : "Take mito thee wheat and barley and beans and
lentiles and millet and fitches, and put them in one vessel, and make thee bread

thereof .... And thy meat which thou shalt eat shall be by weight, twenty shekels

a day." Now a shekel was about half an ounce, according to Calmet, Arbuthnot,

(p. 37,) &c. If so his daily ration of this bread (such as it was) was only ten oimces,

or less than one-half of a choenix :—a choenix of wheat being about two pounds in

weight; of harleij a little less. Even at the shekel's higher value of 272 grains,

assigned by some, as Arbuthnot tells us, it would be but half a choenix.
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portant articles of culture and consumption in the Roman
world ;^ an injunction of which the spirit (whichever trans-

lation of the ]u.7j ahxT^a-fis be taken) was directly opposed
to the idea of its being the main object in the voice from
the throne to enjoin, or to proclaim, a famine.-—2. The
circumstance of its being a conjunctive (xa<), not dis-

junctive (aXXa), which connects this latter clause of charge

to the rider about the oil and wine with that charge in the

former about the wheat and barley,^ constitutes of itself a

strong argument in favour of the former being of a similarly

kindly purport with the latter.—-Moreover, 3rdly, the

balance in the rider's hand, associated as it is, not with a

man's weighing out bits of bread in scanty measure for his

own or his family's eating, (I pray the reader to mark this,)

so as in the oft-misapplied passage from Ezekiel iv. 10, 16,*

but in association with the huijing and selling of corn,—

I

say, in this association the balance, instead of being an in-

dication of famine, might just as well be an indication of

plenty ; seeing that at all times corn and bread were sold

by weight or measure. In fact in the Roman haJcers se-

pulchral monument, outside the Porta Maggiore at Rome,
among the various implements of his trade there sculptured,

a pair of balances is one.^—Was this then, altogether, a fit

' How important in the Jewish world will be seen by turnino; to the many places

in Scripture, where oil and icine are so mentioned, e. g. Deut. vii. 13, xxviii. 51, Ps.

iv. 7, &c. In 2 Chron. ii. 10 we find the correspondent proportions of oil and iciue to

those oi wheat and barley pi-oniised by Solomon to Hiram's hewers in Lebanon. So
too in the Persian king's grant to Ezni, vii. 22.

2 It is a little amusing to read Dr. M. Stuart's comment (ii. 155) on this; con-

sidering that, like so many otliers, he makes the Seal to figure famine. " To iXaiov

. . fitf adiKt](TyQ- a difficult, if not ;is yet an inexplicable clause. Eichhorn indeed

adopts a very easy method of interpretation ; ' Positio merii ornans :'
. . . and remarks

that a scarcity of wine and oil would contribute nothing towards creating famine. A
strange position! For," argues Dr. St. most justly, "is not olive oil one of the most

nutritious of substances } And would not wine contribute to the comfort of those who
Were undergoing starvation?" He adds; "What seems strange is that the mass of

interpreters sicco pede cam sententiam prictcreunt; just as though no explanation

were needed."— In my opinion, however, a thing quite as strange is that Dr. St.

himself should, like others, have pa.st over the price of barley sicco pede, and in

silence ; tliough as decisive against famine being meant as even what is said of the

wine and the oil.

3 Let it be well marked that the whole address of the voice, like as from the throne,

is to one and the same person, viz. the rider : " A cha>nL\ of wheat for a denarius
;

and .see that thou fir) aCiKrjayi;, &c."
* " They shall eat bread by weight, and with astoni.shment." It is most strange

that Apocalyptic expositors hitherto should not have noted this total difference of

effect between the eating by weight, and buying or svlling by weiglit.

* See the notice of this very interesting monunienl, in Murray's Hand-Book for
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symbol for Famine ? Surely a more unfit one could scarce

have been devised.^

II. The idea of famine thus decisively set aside, w^e are

forced to seek for some other and quite different solution,

such as may better suit the conditions of the case. And,
in order to this, and with reference to two very important

particulars in those conditions, it needs that we now con-

clude preliminarily, 1st, as to the right construction of that

latter clause in the voice as from the throne, xai Ta sXaiov

xa< Tov oivov ju-Tj a6ixr}(rrig- whether in the sense of tJijure

not, or, wrong not in regard to, the oil and wine : 2ndly, in

reference to the balance depicted as in the hand of the rider,

what might have been its most usual meaning as a symbol
at the time of the vision.

1. Now, as to the clause ro sXaiov xai tov qivov, x. t. X.,

the admissibility of the latter translation suggested, as well

as the former, results clearly and necessarily, as it seems to

me, from these two undisputed and indisputable facts ; one,

that oL^ixsfo is a neutral intransitive verb, as well as verb

transitive and active ;^ the other, that in the case of intransi-

tive neutral verbs generally there is frequently appended to

them an accusative of definition, i. e. one defining the object

to which the verb relates •} in w^hich case, let me add, the

accusative usually precedes the verb,'^ so as here."'' I subjoin

Rome, p. 311. "The frieze still retains some fragments of bas-reliefs, representing
the various operations of baking ; from the carrying the corn to the mill to the final

weighing and distribution of the bread." It is ascribed to the age of Augustus.
1 Compare the fitness of a personification such as by Cowper

;

He calls for Famine ; and the meagre fiend

Blows poisonous mildew from his shrivelled lips,

And taints the golden ear.

^ So e. g. Apoc. xxii. 11 ; 6 aSiKwv aSiKr)(TaTU) in.
3 So Rost in his Grammar, as cited by my critic Mr. Arnold. " Since the accu-

sative .... serves always to designate the object to which an action immediately
passes over, it frequently stands also with intransitive verbs, and adjectives, containing
a general expression; and indicates the part, or tnore dijinite object, to which the
expression must be immediately and principally referred. This is called the accusa-
tive of nearer definition ; and is to be expressed in English by difi"erent prepositions,

especially by in, as to, in respect to."

* So e. g. in Anacreon

;

Tpi^ac yiQf^v fitv larl

'laQ di (pptvag via^ti.

Matthiae notes the fact of this position of the accusative.
" Kai rov oivov icai to iXaiov fxt] adtKr^tryg. In four out of the five Apocalyptic

examples of an accusative of the thing ii/Jured occurring in connexion -nith the verb
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a few illustrations below. ^ The only possible way of escap-

ing from this my conclusion is by denying to the neutral

aOixsaj the constructive rights of neutral verbs generally

:

that which no grannnarian, I am persuaded, has ever done,

and which no biblical critic has any right to do.—The ad-

missihilit)j of the second rendering of ahxtia-r^g thus settled,

a decisive reason at once suggests itself for preferring it.

In order to any consistent sense with the rendering " in-

jure not," the articles specified must needs be ai^ticles

susceptible of injury, from some such famine-causing agency

as that which the advocates of this translation recognise

(incorrectly, as I have shown) in the rider. But what the

articles here specified? Not, be it well observed, vines

and olii'es ; on which the destroyer was often let loose by
an angry Providence, with his weapons of blight or hail

:

but the already expressed jiiice of the grapes and olive-

berries, oil and wine, when housed and secured by the

owner in his casks and cellars.^ To which argument what

aSiKtio, in the active sense of injuring, the accusative follows the verb; adiKrjaai tijv

yi)V fit] ahKTjatiTt rrjv ytjv fii} actKifffaxri tov ^oprov. vii. 2, 3, ix. 4, 10.

' Cases of accusative neuter, in the sense of accumtive of dcjinition as to the matter
wronged in, occur frequently with aSiKito. So e. g. Plutarch ; laawv to hikqu Stiv

a^iKttv €\tyev, tvnctv tov ra fieyaXa ^Kaionpayeiv : (ap. Stephan. ad voc.) i. e.

"that we should act unjustly in little things, in order to our acting justly in great

things :" Eurip. Plia-nissa; ; aSiKtt ra tujv 6twv " in the things of the gods :" 2 Sam.
xix. 19

; fit] fivt]aQijQ bna t]SiicT}tnv 6 iraig.—In Philem. 18 wo have an example of a
double accusative, u ri at ijhKriaiv in Xen. Cyrop. iv. 5, one, as I prefer to construe

it, of an accusative of definition in the feminine ; riju St ayopar ti]v ovnav iv rtft

arpaTont^'if) KTjpv^arui fjitv riSt}, Kpi], fxr] aSiKtiv fiijltva' "in regard of the market
in the camp, that none act injuriously :" in Libanius similarly, Orat. xxxi, aSiKtiq

fitv rsf fofiug' peccas in leges.

Compare a similar use of the verb in the passive voice, with tlie accusative of de-

fiuitiou in connexion. Eurip. Andromache, 350,

rioffac S' av tvvag Qvyartp' TjdiKr]fi(vt}v

B«\ot' av tvpHv.

Elsewhere we have the exprest preposition to govern the accusative. So ib. IMedca,

267,

'Orav 5' tg ivvt)v ijSikijixevt] Kvpy.

I observe with some surprise, as well as satisfaction, that Ileinrichs, the favourite

expository referee of my objecting critic on this point, Mr. T. K. Arnold, prefers to

construe the accusative as governed by Kara undcTstood, just as I do. After stating

the apparent unsuitableness of the charge not to hurt the wine and oil to the character

of the black horse's rider, he thus proceeds :
— " Suspicor itaquc aSiKijaai sumendum

esse sensu vulgari, injuriam afferre ; et ante iXaiov, &c., subiutelliiioiduni (cara, ut

homini illi . . . aedamatum sit, Quod attinet ad oleum rinum/^ue, ((uoruni usus est ad
delicia.s, non nStKijatig, .sc. hominies." On the charge from the throne llciurichs notes

its *' breeita^ imperatoria." Another coincidence between us.

^ Thus it is olives and vines that arc maiked out for God's judgments in the Old
Testament.
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the answer? The only answer that I have seen made is

that we are to suppose the oil and wine to be here put

poetically and figuratively for olives and vines. ^ That is,

we are to suppose poetry and figure intruded in noting

them into the latter clause of a sentence, of which the

former, when noting other fruits of the earth, is confessedly

literal and prosaic ! ! For we read not there, in poetical

phrase, of waving corn-fields ; but simply of wheat and
barley ; and this in the state evidently of grain threshed

out, and ready for measuring out and sale.

2. Further, as regards that other and equally important

point of indication in the symbol, the balance m the hand
of the black horse's rider, let it be well understood by my
readers that this symbol, instead of being in itself any way
mysterious or difficult of comprehension, was in fact one

most common and obvious at the time of St. John's exile

in Patnios ; and always I believe, in one way or another,

as a symbolization oijustice?

And now then, our analysis of the several parts of the

symbol being completed, proceed we in search of a solution

such as may satisfy them all. Whose or what the agency,

we have to ask, in the Roman empire that was symbolized

by the balance-holding rider? Whose or what the voice

admonishing him as from the throne ; and wherefore in such

terms about the price of corn, and against injustice in the

matter of wine and oil ? How, though holding the balance

of justice, his influence such, in aggravation of the other

previous evil, as to deepen the ensanguined red of the Ro-
man aspect into the darker blackness of distress ? Finally,

what the main intent of the hieroglyphic as a whole ; and
how designative (as it seems presumable) of some notable

cause of further suffering and decline introduced into the

1 So Mr. Arnold in the British Magazine.
* Multitudes of Roman medals, of almost every emperor and every province of the

empire, are extant, bearing the device of a pair of balances : and all, I believe, in

symbolization of equity ; (see Rasche on Bilanx ;) not even excepting those relative

to the coinage, and the goddess Moneta. For in this case, as Eckhel observes in his

Prolegora. to Vol. 1 (p. 3), the balance ^'justitiam in servando pondere, ex pm-itate

metalli, significat." The subject wiU be illustrated by medals, and otherwise, in a
later part of this Chapter.

I observe in Papal medals of the Annona Pontijicia, or distribution of corn in
laryvsa, that the balance is still one of the symbols made use of. See Bouauni, i. 271.
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Roman body politic :—of suffering introduced at a time

following that of the establishment of military misrule,

with its concomitants of civil wars and bloodshedding, so

as under the second Seal ; and preceding that of the pesti-

lence and mortality which, we shall soon see, attached to

the fourth ? This, I say, is the question. And though to

ourselves for the present it be obscure and enigmatic, from
want of that familiarity Avith Roman symbols and usages

which may not improbably have made the figuration at

once clear to the Evangelist, as a contemporary, yet, on
looking for light into history, and especially into that same
philosophic and picturesque history of the Roman empire

which has already so admirably illustrated the subjects of

our first and second Seals, the clu,e, if I mistake not, will

be found, the solution appear.

On consulting Gibbon then we find him, towards the

close of his sketch of the reign of Alexander Severus, re-

ferring to the aggravated oppressiveness of taxation, conse-

quent on a memorable edict of tKe preceding emperor Cara-

calla, (an edict which had to be enforced by the Provincial

Governors,) as a fresh and wasting evil then introduced into

the body politic.— It is after a retrospective glance at that

primar/j cause of the empire's decline, which I suppose to

have been pictured in the symbolization of the 2nd Seal,

(I mean the pure military despotism of the soldiery and the

sword,) that he takes it up for notice ; even as if another

influential cause of the decline of the empire. And he

deems it of importance such as to call for a long digression,

on the subject of Roman taxation to which it relates.^

—

Let me briefly abstract his statement.

In the original constitution then by the Roman Repub-

' i. 254.—I have already at p. 153 quoted the commencement of the passatje. "The
dissolute tyranny of Commodus, the civil wars occasioned by his death, and the new
maxims of policy introduced by the house of Severus, had all contributed to increase

the dangerowi power of the army . . . Tiiis internal chanj^e, wliich iindfrmiued the foun-
dations of the empire, we have endeavoured to explain with some degree of order
and perspicuity. The personal characters of the emperors, their victories, laws,

follies, and fortunes, can interest us no further than as they are connected with the

general history of the Decline and Fall of the monarchy. Our constant attention

to that great object will not suffer us to overlook a most important edict of Anto-
ninus Caracalla :

"

—that same of which I have now to speak ; and the results of

which he proceeds to devclope in couuexiou with the subject of Itoman taxation.
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lie of its conquered provinces, it seems that tributes more
or less onerous were imposed on them ; which tributes,

after the conquests of Greece and Syria, had become so

productive as to suffice to pay all expenses of the govern-

ment, and to allow of the entire exemption of Roman citi-

zens from all taxes. This exemption however continued

only until the time of Augustus : who, soon after his estab-

lishment in the empire, declared the necessity of their

again bearing a share also of the public burthens. Thus
thenceforward the provincials had their distinctive taxes to

pay, the Roman citizens (among whom all Italians were

now included) theirs

:

—the latter consisting of custom-

duties and excise, (taxes the more oppressive from the

constant and pernicious habit of farming them,) and the

tax of one twentieth on legacies and inheritances ; the

former either of tributes of produce in kind, or a money
capitation-tax. ^

During the sera of Trajan and the Antonines, says Gib-

bon, the mildness and precision of the laws, ascertaining

the rule and measure of taxation, and protecting the sub-

jects of every rank against arbitrary interpretations, anti-

quated claims, and the insolent vexations of the farmers of

the revenue, alleviated the burthens, though they did not

remove them.—But, some thirty or forty years after the

death of the last Antonine, and while the rider of the red

horse of civil war was yet in full career, they received, in

so far as the provincials were concerned, a sudden aggra-

vation. The emperor Caracalla issued the memorable edict

with which his name is associated, by which the Roman
City was made co-extensive with the empire :—an edict

not of liberality, as might at first have been imagined, but
simply of avarice ; for it was clogged with the condition

that the provincials, thus admitted to Roman citizenship,

should thenceforth pay both their provincial tributes as

before, and also, in addition, the distinctive taxes (taxes

' The Scripture reader may be reminded by the mention of this provincial money
payment of the question in Mark xii. 14, "Is it lawful to give tribute {ktjvoov, the
yearly census or poll tax) to Cajsar ? . . . . And he said, Biing me a denarius." In the
parallel place of St. Matthew (xxii. 17) the same Avord ktjvoov is used ; in Luke xx.
22 ^opov. So, again, Matt. xvii. 25 ; " From whom do the kings of the earth receive
custom or tribute ? riXt] t) Ki]vaov."
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now aiigniented)^ of the Roman citizen. The edict was com-
pulsory, and the weight of taxation thus forced upon them
intolerable. Even Italy itself escaped not from the tyrant's

financial oppression, though under another form. " The
great body of his subjects," says Gibbon, " was oppressed

by the aggravated taxes ; and every part of the empire

crushed under the weight of Caracalla's iron sce])tre." -^

—

Nor did the evil of fiscal oppression, thus and then aggra-

vated, end with him. It was continued onward substan-

tially, as I must observe, an inward canker in the state.

Macrinus, whose brief reign for but a year succeeded,

enacted a partial mitigation of it. But under Macrinus'

successor, Elagabalus, the oppression became as intolerable

nearly as under Caracalla. —Then did the protesting voice

of the law of equity, which had long been almost silenced,

speak out again under the next reigning emperor, A. Severus;

the only one for many years in those wretched times, whose

character it was to do justice and love mercy. And he in-

deed did seek to mitigate the evil ; above all by inculcating

the spirit and the law of equity upon the administrators of

the provincial government, and of the revenue, throughout

the Roman world. But to reduce the tribute to any large

amount, such as the case demanded, and such as some
have supposed,^ was what I feel well assured he neither did,

nor could do. The grand sources of the expenses of go-

vernment were lasting in their nature. The soldiery, the

real masters of the empire, must at any cost be satisfied.

" Am not I he," was his own language to the mutinying

troops at Antioch, " who bestow on you the corn, the cloth-

ing, and the money of the provinces? "* " His adminis-

tration was an unavailing stniggle against the corru])tion

of the age-."^ and for what he did, or showed that he

wished to do, he paid the penalty of his life.^—After his

1 " In.stead of a twentieth Caracalla now exacted a tmth of all legacies and inherit-

ances." Gibb. i. 267.
2 i. 219, 267.
3 I refer especially to Salmasius and Gibbon. I do\ibt not to prove their opinion

on the matter quite erroneous. See my Taper on thi.s subject, No. 5, in the Ap-
pendix to the present Volume ; or my Vindiciie Horariic on the 3rd Seal.

* Gibb. i. 2.52. » lb. i. 2-51.

* " Hi.s prudence was vain ; his courafce fatal." "The troops blushed at the ijrno-

minious patience with which during 13 years they had supported the discipline im-
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murder the evil soon became oppressive as before. Through
the reigns of Maximin and his successors, we trace it still

running on, (in meet sequence of the military tyranny

that necessitated it,) with disastrous influence on the

body politic. In speaking of the empire's internal state

under Philip A.D. 248, some 13 or 14 years only after

the death of Alexander Severus, the following is Gibbon's

descriptive sketch :

—
" Its form was still the same, [i. e. as

under Hadrian or Augustus ;] but the animating health

and vigour was fled. The industry of the people was dis-

couraged and exhausted hy a long series of oppression.''^

And again, with reference to the calamitous times that fol-

lowed soon after PhiHp's death, (of which more under the

next Seal,) that " the long and general famine, (which at

that time befell the empire,) was the inevitable consequence

of rapine and oppression, which extirpated the produce of

the present, and the hope of future harvests."^—Nor did

the evil stop then and there ; but still continued onward to

Galhenus' death ; and even afterwards, under the next suc-

ceeding emperors, though styled restorers of the Roman
empire, Claudius, Aurelian, Probus. Until in fine Diocle-

tian, conjunctively with his new imperatorial scheme,^ more
fully developed and enforced this fiscal system

;
(its branch

of provincial contributions in kind prominently inclusive
;)

therewith perpetuating the oppression and consequent de-

solation of the provinces.*

Such is in brief the account handed down to us of the

nature and aggravation of the evil under Caracalla ; of A.

Severus' vain attempts at applying an effective or permanent

remedy ; and of its perpetuation, as a further cause of de-

cline in the empire. It is my conviction that we have here

the very evil, and witness of the law of equity to its vain

attempts at, arresting it, figured in the vision under con-

sideration.—Let us then now, as under the previous Seal,

compare the history with the prophecy ; in respect, 1st, of

posed on them ;

" and determined " to elect for their prince one (Maximin), who
would assert the glory, and distribute among his companions the treasures of the
empire." ib. i. 249, 275.—Compare what I have said of this emperor, with reference
to the subject of the 2nd Seal, at p. 154 supra.

M. 314. 2 i. 455. 3 See Lactantius M. P. 7.

* I must again beg to refer my readers to my Paper, No. 5, in the Appendix, on
the subject here cm-sorily sketched.
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the fiscal evil itself, as causing the dark colour of distress,

at the time prophetically indirated, on the emblematic
horse ; 2ndly, of its administrator's, as signified by the horse s

ridei', and words addrest to him from the throne.

1. Now, as regards our first point of inquiry, the historic

epoch well accords of course with the chronological posi-

tion of the hieroglyphic before us ; following closely, as it

did, on the sera of the introduction of the r)vilitar}j despot-

ism depicted under the second Seal, and preceding that of

the mortality) under Valerian and Gallienus, the subject, as

will soon appear I doubt not, of the fourth.

Further, another point of agreement will be obvious in

the identity of the articles of produce on which the Roman
taxation fell with those noted in the vision. For the former,

like the latter, comprehended both conz-produce, including

wheat and harleij, and also, from such of the provinces as

best produced them, ivine and oil}—And let me add that

in the system of largesses, as about this time acted out on

a large scale at Rome, they were all, or nearly all, included
;

and so the evil aggravated that we speak of. At first it

was otherwise. For a long time corn only was distributed

to the citizens."^ The largess of oil given on one occasion

by Julius Caesar was an extraordinary donative, and not re-

peated. Again, when Augustus was petitioned to supply

them with wine, he declined.^ In the reign of Septimius

^ For example, from Egypt wheat was largely required. Barky, as well as wheat,

was included in the required tributes from Sicily. Of this Cicero speaks more than
once in his Orations against Verres. So ii. iii. 31, &c. Also wine and oil. So ib.

7 ;
" L. Octano et C. Cott;c, consulibus, senatus permisit ut viiii et old decumas, et

frugum niinutarum, qu.is ante te quipstores in Sicilia vendere consuessent, Eomnp
venderent." Columella, in his Treatise De Re Ilustica, (written about A.D. 42, in

the reign of Claudius,) speaks of wine as exacted from the Cyclades, Gaul, and
Portugal.—See too S}'nesius and Cassiodorus in Hurmann de Vectigal, p. 50.

By Augustus there was drawn up a Cavon fnimentarius, stating the quantity of

com that each pro^^nce was to pay. It is noticcfd, mth reference to the times and
acts of Tiberius by Tacitu.s, Annal. vi. 13 ; of S. Severus by Spartian, c. 23 ; of Elngaba-
lus by Lampridiu.s, c. 27.—The corn collected in accordance with it was laid up in

Eublic granaries, both at Rome and in the provinces ; from whence it was given out

y the proper otticers to the needy people and the soldiers gratuitously. Others might
Imy from the stores. See Schwarz Excur. on I'lin. Paneg. 31.

2 The laws ordaining this distribution of com to the poorer citizens, gratuitouslv,

or at a trifling price, were called Leges frumentariit, corn-laws. Among the most
famous was the Lex Sempronia by the celebrated T. S. Gracchus.

3 He said it was sufficient to have provided aqueducts that furnished them with

good water. (Suetonius Vit. Augiist. c. 42.) Similarly it was said by Pescennius
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Severus, however, father to Caracalla, a largess of oil was

again accorded ; and, after a short intermission under Ela-

gabalus, the donative renewed and estabhshed by Alexander

Severus.^ Not very long after which, wine may perhaps

also have been granted to them by Aurelian.^—So that at

the time to which I refer the voice in the vision, not only

were all the four items of taxation mentioned in the vision

regularly in requisition from the vectigales, or produce-pay-

ing provinces, but three out of the four had received aggra-

vation from the system of largess above-mentioned ; as did,

soon after, the fourth also.^ " We shall be too often sum-

moned," says Gibbon, " to explain the land-tax, the capita-

tion, and the heavy contributions of corn, wine, oil, and

meat, which were exacted from the provinces for the use of

the court, the army, and the capital."'^ The explanations

that he here alludes to were to be given Avith reference,

more particularly, to the times and the financial system

of Diocletian. But, as before observed, there is good evi-

dence of this oppressive branch of the Roman fiscal system

having been in operation throughout nearly the whole of

the half century from Caracalla' s decree to Diocletian's ac-

cession.^

As to the state of the Roman people as affected by the

evil spoken of, and its accordance with the black colour of

Niger, about two centuries afterwards, to his mutinying troops in Egypt, "Nilum
habetis, et vinum quiBritis?" Spartiau, Vit. Nig. c. 7.

1 " Oleum quocl Severus populo dederat, quodque Heliogabalus irominuerat, tur-

pissimis hominibus prefecturam annonae tribuendo, integrum restituit." Lamprid.

Vit. A. Sev. c. 22.

2 " Statuerat vinum gratuitum populo Romano dare ; ut, quemadmodum oleum et

panis, et porcina gratuita prisberentur, sic etiam vinum daretur." Vopisc. c. 47.

Whether he fulfilled his intention does not seem certain. See Note * p. 197 inii-a.

3 The aggravation thus caused was large. The extent of imports into Rome alone

"for the use of the court, the army, and the capital," of this ^^r«/ corn and oil under

the emperors, is illustrated by certain specifications that we find in the yoimger Victor

and Spartian. The former^ in his Life of Augustus, says that from Egypt alone
" urbi [Romie] annua ducenties centena millia frumenti inferebantur :

" i. e. twenty

million of modii, or between 600,000 and 700,000 quarters : a quantity increased by
Tiberius. (Tac. Ann. vi. 13.) The latter^ c. 23, thus writes: "Moriens (S. Severus)

septem annorum canonem, ita ut quotidiana 75 millia modiorum (sc. frumenti) ex-

pendi possent reliquit : old vero tantuni, ut per quinquennium non solum urbis usibus,

sed et totius Italiae quae oleo egeret, sufficeret." The annual distribution of the go-

vernment corn at Rome only would thus be about 850,000 quarters. The public

[annual] allowance for Alexandria, as fixed by Diocletian, is stated in the Paschal

Chronicle, (referred to by Gibbon ii. 136,) at 400,000 quarters.—Other great cities

also partook of the bounty. And then there were the great frontier armies too to be
supplied. * Gibb. i. 268. * See my Paper, No. 5, in the Appendix.
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the horse in our hieroglyphic,—the sign of distress and
impoverishment in the body pohtic,—it has been already ob-

served on, and is equally evident. Indeed, in the graphic

descriptions of Gibbon, the very trope of the black colour

of this third horse is adopted, (just as of the white and red

of the two Seals preceding,') to illustrate the effect of the

evil, with reference both to its earlier and its later opera-

tion. He speaks of " the dark prospect of distress and
calamities bequeathed," through Caracalla's prodigality, " to

his successors:"^ and how this fiscal evil, as "a noxious

weed, sprang up again w^ith the most luxurious growth

;

and in the succeeding age darkened tJie Roman world with

its deadly shade." ^

2. Nor 1 think, as designative of the agents in these

oppressions, (those whom I suppose the rider of the black

horse to have impersonated,) in other words the p'ovincial

Presidents, Proconsuls, or Procurators,^ to whom, as to the

Praetors and Quaestors of the old Republic before them,

was now intrusted in each province the collection of the

produce and the revenue, w^ill the Apocalyptic twofold in-

dication here given be found less characteristic :—I mean
the indication, first, of the ivords addrest to the black horses

rider from the throne ; secondly, of the balance held by him
in hand.

As to the former, (which will occupy us some little time

in unfolding,) it was obvious respecting persons in offices

like those of the Provincial Proconsuls, that, as oppor-

tunities abounded for exaction,—more especially in respect

of payments in kind, or of purchases in kind,^ w-hen extra

1 See p. 1.31 supra. - Gibbon i. 227.
^ i. 268.—The words "sprang up again" arose out of Gibbon's erroneous im-

Srcssion that Alexander Severus succcedod in effectinfr a very matorinl temporary rc-

uction in the produce-taxation: that same error to which I alluded Note ^ p. 173,
and which is examined in my Paper in the Appendix. The metaphor darkened is of

course as applicable to Caracalla's time as to Diocletian's.

* See for a more particular notice of these public officers Note ' p. 186.— Sip^onius

de Provinc. ii. -5, arranges the duties of the Provincial Prscsides or Proconsuls,

generally speaking, under three chief heads :—that concerning thejws, or judicial

matters ; that concerning the res frumentaria, or com ; and that concerning the
military of the province.

» Middleton, in his Life of Cicero, Sect. ii. (Vol. i. p. 10.5, Ed. 1810,) speaking of

Sicilv, and the times of the Roman Republic, observes that the tenth of the com in

all tlie conquered towns of Sicily belonged to the Romans ; which was alwavs
gathered in kind, and sent to Rome : also that, as this was insuflBcient for the

VOI-. I. 12
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supplies, as was often the case, were required by the sove-

reign government at Rome,—so, unless rigorously checked,

abuse of those opportunities was likely to follow. In early

times this forced itself on the notice of the Roman senate

and people ; and precautionary laws were enacted by them,

laws adopted and added to subsequently by the emperors.

They were styled laws de repetimdis, or against extortion

and injustice on the part of the provincial governors ;
^ and

in their general charges against injustice well corresponded,

it will be observed, with the tone and spirit of the monition

to the rider in the text.—Besides which, and with the same

object of preventing injustice, particular precautionary

provisions were sometimes, in other laws, made against it

;

especially hy naming the price at which the governor was

to rate and purchase. I may cite as a specimen the Cas-

sian frumentarian law. And really the expressions in it

are so remarkably similar to the words pronounced in the

Apocalyptic vision,—so ilhistrative of their preceptive and

admonitory character, and of the object and meaning in

that character of the charge they contain as to the price of

corn,^—as to seem like an actual comment of explanation

public use, the Praetors had an appointment also of money from the treasury, to

purchase such further stores as were necessary for the current year.—And Burmana
De Vectigal. pp. 41, 4?, speaks of the same right and custom of purchasing, as pre-

valent too in imperial times, and with reference to the provinces generally.

Money payments were, however, sometimes taken by the Provincial Governor, in

lieu of payments in kind : "a method," says Gibbon, (iii. 86,) "susceptible of the

utmost latitude, and of the utmost strictness : and which, in a corrupt and absolute

monarchy, must introduce a perpetual contest between the power of oppression and
the arts of fraud."

1 In the times of the Republic there were enacted the following laws de repetundis ;

U.C. 604 Lex Calpurnia; by which trials for extortion were made one of the four

Qusestiones perpetufe : i. e. one of the six Judicial Praetors, annually

chosen, was through the year to devote himself to the trial of those

causes.

— 627 Lex Junta ; by which, besides the litis (sstimatio, and damages, the officer

convicted was to suifer banishment.
— 653 Lex Servilia, ordaining severer penalties than before against extortion

;

but permitting that the defendant should have a second hearing.
— 683 Lex Acilia ; by which the defendant's right ^of a second hearing was ab-

rogated.

— 694 Lex Julia, by Julius Caesar ; of which there were above 100 heads, some
very severe.

I copy from Adams' Roman Antiquities. A fuller account of these laws is given
by Ernesti

;
prefixed to the Clavis in his edition of Cicero.

^ It should be observed that the genitive of price, as we have it in the text,

(xoiviS aiTov Stjvapiov) is applicable both to buying and selling. It is used of

buying, Acts vii. 16, uyvj^aaro rifxric opyimiow of selling. Matt. xxvi. 9, " This
ointment tjdvvaro -n-padijvai iroWov" and is generally a term of value. •
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on them. It having been enacted, at the instance of Cas-

sias, that 800,000 modii of wheat should be bought for

the citizens of Rome by the provincial authorities, the

price to be paid for it (about the fair market-price at the

time evidently) was by the legislating supreme government

enjoined upon those authorities, in phrase brief and simple,

hke that in the text ;
" A modius of wheat for a denarius !"^

—Such was at that time the admonitory direction of the

supreme law and government at Rome to the provincial

authorities ; such the naming of the price of corn, and the

object of its naming. Nor was the case different after-

wards with any of the really justice-loving emperors :

^

whether urging the thing with successfid effect, hke Trajan

and the Antonines ; or, like A. Severus, less successfully.

—

And ivhence such monitory laws? Surely, forasmuch as

both these, and the general laws against extortion, were

conceived in the spirit of equity, they might well be con-

sidered as emanating not only from the subordinate earthly

powers ordained by God, but from Him the habitation of

whose throne is justice and judgment,^ and who has solemnly

declared himself in his written law against all defrauding,

oppression, and wrong :
^ even the same that in the A])oca-

lyptic visions sate enthroned in the midst of the living

creatures,'' God Himself. For, as Hooker beautifully says,

1 "Ex Senatus Consulto, et ex Lege Tcrentia et Cassia fruraentaria ... pretium

constitutum. . . . frumento imperato, in modios singulos, H. S. iiii; " i.e. at a denarius

a modius. Cicero in Frument. Verrina c. 70.

2 " Dejinito ])retio " occurs frequently in the Roman imperial laws. So Burmann
De Vectigal. (p. 41, 42) says that the emperors were wont " a subjectis gentibus

pretio dato emere," when more corn was wanted than the tribute in kind supplied :

" et eo casu coactos fuisse Provinciales, pretio a fisco accepto, frumentum vendere

;

quod onus'dicitur airwvta, coemptio."—He adds, with reference to the price enjoined

by just or unjust emperors ;
" Quemadmodum vero avari et impotentes Imperatores

hoc frumentum nuUo vel perexiguo pretio Provincialibus extorquebant, sic boni et

justi Principes pretium congruens solvi jubebant." And he instances the case of

Trajan ; "Unde earn laudem Trajano, Plin. Paneg. c. 29; ' Emit [qu. sinit .?] fis-

cus quidcpiid videtur emere : inde copiae, inde annona : de qud inter licenfcm ven-

dentemque conveniat.' " A passage which I shall have again to allude to p. 180.

Of later imperial laws this is the language :
" Frumenti pretium non justum sta-

tucre non potest ordo cujuaque civitatis." Justinian Corpus Jur. Civ, Index in voc.

Frumentum. * Ps. Ixxxix. 14.

* " Thou shalt not steal." Thou shalt not defraud. "A just weight and a just

balance are from the Lord." Again, Deut. xxv. 13 ;
" Thou shalt not have in thy "nag

divers weights ;
" (Ilebr. a stone and a stone ;) one, heavy, to buy with,—another,

light, to sell with : but only " one stone," or one true weight.

* Compare Numb. vii. 89; " When Aloses was gone into the tabeniacle of the con-

gregation, then he heard the voice of one speaking to him from off the mercy-seat

that was upon the ark of the testimony, from between the two cherubim."

12 •
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" Of law there can be no less acknowledged than that her

seat is in the bosom of God: "^ a truth which even hea-

then Romans saw, and acknowledged.^

The 'price of wheat named in the Cassian law varied in-

deed greatly, as will be seen, from the one here mentioned;

the former being a denarius for a modius ; the latter a de-

narius for a chcenix, or eighth part of a modius : that is, if

we follow the most natural hypothesis about the choenix,

and suppose the common Attic choenix to be the one in-

tended. But it is to be remembered that as time went on,

and the republic passed into an empire, and the empire

became settled and mature, great changes took place in the

price of corn throughout the Roman empire : under which

circumstances changes proportionate, of course, occurred in

the amount of price equitably dictated to the provincial

governors, in the laws of equitable emperors, at which to

estimate, to buy, and indeed also to sell.^ Of the average

price at a period not very long before the Apocalyptic

vision we have already seen authentic record in the elder

Pliny, who died A.D. 79, two years only before Domitian's

accession ; stating it as then about three denarii the mo-

dius, or three times greater than in the age of Cassius.*

This price would seem to have continued pretty much the

average through the prosperous times of the second cen-

1 Eccl. Pol. B. i. ad fin.

2 " Lex est recta et a numine Deorum tracta ratio, imperans honesta, prohibens

contraria." So Cicero de Leg. Again, ibid. ii. 4 ;
" Lex vera atque princeps . .

ad rectd faciendum impellens, et a delicto avocans, . . orta simul est cum mente
divina." And he calls the law of nature and equity lex divina^ jus divinum. De
Offic. iii. 5, &c. Middleton, in his Life of Cicero, iii. 386, enlarges well on this. So
again Seneca, Epist. 94, on law : " Legem brevem esse oportet, quo facilius ab im-

peritis teneatur: velut emissa divinittis vox sit." In which passage Seneca's " velut

emissa divinittis vox," is really almost like a translation of the Apocalyptic phrase,
" a voice as it were from the midst of the living creatures."—Similarly in old Homer
Bt^uaTis, as Daubuz observes, signifies both the oracles of God, and the laws of a

king.

Dr. Arnold, Hist, of Rome, Vol. ii. 19, on a subject not dissimilar from that on

which I am speaking, thus remarks. If " false to its divine origin and purpose
"

then " the voice of law is no longer the voice of God."
' See p. 175 Note'.—Schwarz, in his Note on Plin. Paneg. 29, thus praises Trajan

for not allowing his Procurators to force a sale on the Provincials at the Procura-

tors' own price, as had been frequent before. " Eo major laus erat Trajani, quo im-
perante fisci procuratores non obtrudebant provincialibus invitis fi-umentum certo

pretio emendum ; sed sinebant quemque quidquid sibi e re esse videretur emere, eo

quidem pretio de quo inter licentem ac vendentem convenerat."—Compare Note ^ p.

179: also, on the inclusion of selling, as well as bui/ing, in the Apocalyptic monition
from the throne, Note^ p. 178.

* See the abstract from Pliny in Note- p. 164 supra.
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tury : after which it dechned ; till it stood at just half

Pliny's price under the Constantinian emperors, in the first

half of the fourth century.^ And, on the reasonable hypo-
thesis of the decline having progressed nearly about one
third at the opening of the second quarter of the third cen-

tury, the date of the reign of Alexander Severus, the average

price at that time might have been about two denarii and
a half for the modius of wheat, or near one third of a de-

warm for the Attic choenix.—But how then ? The price

is still altogether at variance with that enunciated in the

Apocalyptic vision ; "A choenix of wheat (not for one

third of, but) for a lohole denarius." Hence in truth at

first sight a great difficulty. Indeed for a long time it

seemed to me insurmountable, on the hypothesis of the

Attic choinix : and I fell back, in consequence, on the sup-

position of the larger and less common choenix of 8 cotylae

being meant, as its best solution.^ But I had overlooked

one most important element for consideration in the ques-

tion, which at once sets all right ; viz. the intrinsic value

of the denarius at the time supposed to be depicted in the

vision. For so it is, as I now find, that though the dena-

rius for centuries previous, under both Repubhc and Em-
perors, had been always scrupulously coined of pure silver,

yet from the commencement of the third century it began
to be gradually more and more adulterated :—to the value

of one-half in the reign of the first Severus ; and in the

reign of the second Severus to the value of just two-thirds?

* The Emperor Julian, about the middle of the fourth century, states in his Miso-
poffon tha: the price of wheat was 5, 10, or 15 modi! for an aureus, according as it

was a time of plenty or scarcity. Now the aureus (Gibbon iii. 89) equalled at that

time near about lis. "Whence," says Gibbon, (iv. 146,) "and from some collateral

examples, I conclude that under Constantine's successors the moderate price was
about 32s. the English quarter ;

"
i. c. just half the price of Pliny. Prices probably

attained their maximum in the Roman empire about the end of the first century.
* I then supposed the cha'uix of 8 cotylas to have been the one most generally

used at Rome ; being led to this impression by the French Academician's speaking
of it as a measure " naturalisee a Rome." But, on reverting to the Memoir, I sc e

that he only so speaks of it in common with the other choenixes ; and both the more
ancient testimonies of Herodotus, Thucydides, Theocritus, and also, under the em-
perors, those of Athenaius and Galen, so testify to the general diffusion and notoriety

of the Attic chcenix throughout the Roman world, that, as stated before, I have felt

bound to accept it as the cho'nix here meant.
•* In proof I subjoin extracts to this effect from Professor Wurm's Book on the

Ancient Weights and Measures ; and also from Ecklicl.

1. IFurm, p. 30. "Ex accurutiori cxamini subjectis compluribus denariis Dar-
cet invenit JUtrente Bepublicu eorum argeuti puritatem adsceuoisse ad 0. 993, (posita
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So that, as under that last-mentioned prince the denarius

had but one-third the silver, and consequently but one-

third the value, of the older and standard denarius, the

Apocalyptic charge, " A choenix of wheat for a denarius,"

proves to have been the literally true expression of about its

average price at that particular sera.^ Surely the coinci-

dence must be deemed very remarkable.—As to the price

of barley specified in the voice from the throne, it is con-

siderably lower than its usual proportion to that of wheat

:

it being but a third ; not, as more commonly, a half? But

integritate absoluta=l,) donee paulatim ad 0. 965 deprimeretur. In Augusti quo-

dam denario Bouterone reperit argenti piiritatem^iO. 9826. Sub primis imperatori-

bus imminuta parumper puritas sic satis sibi constitit ad Severum usque. Pos-

teriores enim imperatores monetani mii-um in modum corrumpere ausi, quo lucraretur

aerarium; imde puritas denariorum Septimio Severo imperante recedit ad 0. 494,

sive ad ^\.—Caracalla novum monetae genus excudit, modulo majori, argento de-

teriori
;
quanquam cum successoribus nummos quoque ex veteri instituto ferire per-

rexit.—Sub Alexandra Severo nummi quidem pondere antiquis pares ; sed nonnisi

tertiamiis argenti partem iwesse expertus est Savotus.—Nummorum Gallieni puritatem

Leti'onne ait fuisse 0. 339, sive circiter | ; Bimardus adeo^O. 200, sive ^. A Claudio

Gothico usque ad Diocletianum Romae exulat argentum; ut nonnisi rarissimi sint

nummi argentei, iique valde impuri. Cum Diocletiano redit moneta argentea."

2. EcJcJiel, Vol. i. Prolegom. p. xxvii. " Alexander Severus veteris formae argen-

teos sic corrupit, ut etsi pondere a veteribus non diiferrent, tamen nonnisi tertiam

argenti portionem in iis inesse expertus est Savotus." At p. xxxvii he says that this

adulteration affected the coinage in the Provinces, as well as at Rome. " Adde mone-
tam argenteam inde a Severo non Romte modo, sed etiam in prdvinciis, si qua adhuc
in his signata fuit, vilioris mctalU admixtione pessime corruptam."

Niebiihr also remarks on this, in his Histor)' of Rome (Ed. Schmitz), Vol. ii. p. 358,

with reference to a later part of the 3rd century : and Ducange notes from Pollio the

brass denarii of the emperor Aurelian ; of which " sex milUa solidum conficiebant."

It is by this adulteration, and great depreciation of the value of the denarius, that

the high prices of produce given in the Stratonicean inscription are alone to be ex-
o o

plained ;—e. g. " Milipisti EM unum * centum ; Panici KM * quinquaginta." The
inscription is an imperial decree, stating the maximum of prices in terms of the

denarius; and is given in full by Col. Leake, in his Tour in Asia Minor, p. 331. It

was probably of the time of Diocletian. And Lactantius, in his M. P. 7, both well

illustrates, and is well illustrated by it. " Diocletianus, cum variis iniquitatibus im-
mensam faceret caritatem, legem pretiis rerum venalium statuere conatus est : &c."

—

But this is with reference to a time 60 yeai-s after Alex. Severus.
1 At that one aera almost distinctively and alone. For under the first Severus the

current deuarius would have been probably more than the average price ; under Gal-

lieuus less. See the extract from Wurm in the Note preceding ; stating the adultera-

tion imder the former emperor to have been to the value of but one half, under Gal-

lieuus of foiu'-fifths.

- Such was the proportion after the ending of the famine in Samaria. (2 Kings
vii. 1, 16.) The same is noted by Cicero as the proportion in Sicily at the time of

Verres' Praetorship (Lib. iii. in Verrem) ;
" Quaternis H. S. tritici modium, binis

hordei." It is nearly the proportion also in our own country : at least according to

statistical tables of prices for the last forty-seven years, i. e. from 1790 to 1837; the

exact average proportion being as 87 to 160.

Daubuz broaches a curious theoi7, to the effect that the comparative cheapness

of barley noted in the vision, as compared with that of wheat, was a sign of scarcity.

His argument is quite unintelligible to me, and is indeed refuted by fact. From the

above-mentioned tables it will appear that the lower or higher ratio of the price of
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there does not seem to be here anything in onr hypothesis

inconsistent with historic probabihty : Alexander Severiis'

large and celebrated procurations of corn in considerable

measure accounting for it ; since these were doubtless most
by far of wheat/

Let me observe, ere passing from this subject, that the

Apocalyptic specification of the denarius as the standard

money-price, in the voice from the throne, may perhaps

have been common at Rome, as language borrowed from the

Cassian law : a price involving the specification also of that

small wheat-measure the choenix', rather than the modius.

But chiefly, I conceive, this is specified to indicate how low

the taxation would descend, and consequently its universal

o})pressiveness. And let it be understood that the idea that

measures thus small might have been specified, as well as

larger, in the Roman laws of that period, is not the mere
conjecture of the expositor, with a view to suit the language

of the prophetic figuration before us. There is still extant

direct historical evidence that such was the case, in reo;ard

both of measures and weights ; and as an object of very

careful and serious legislation, with a view specially to that

which we have explained as the intent of the voice from the

throne, viz. the protection of the tributaries of the empire

from unjust exactions on the part of the exactors of tribute.

So in a law of Valcntinian, which orders small standard mea-

sures, as well as the larger modius, and corresponding tveights

also, to be placed in every city ; in order that every tributary

might see whether more was exacted than his due, and
punishment follow surely on the fiscal exactor.' Moreover,

barley to that of wheat, has no connexion either with the fact of plenty or scarcity.

—

In some of the years included in the tables, I may observe, the comparative price of
barley was much lower than as 1 to 2 ; e {^. in 1816, it was as 1 to above 2^.—Fleet-

wood, in his Chronicon I'retiosum, gives examples of price from our earlier British

history ; in some of which the proportion is as low as I to 3, the same as in our text.

' It is said that Alexander Sevenis replaced all the corn which lleliofifabalus had
wasted. See too his appeal to the mutinying soldiers, on the subject of his procura-
tions for them. The word here used by the historian, in relation thereto, is indeed
annona ; (" acceptam a provincialibus annonam ;

" Lam))rid. 53;) a word including

bnrleij. But, as the procuration wa.s for the citizens of Rome and the army,—and by
the former barley-bread was despised, and with the latter to be fed on barley, " hordeo
pasci," was a military punishment,—we may safely c(niclude that the procurations

were, in by far the largest proportion, of wheat. This would of course raise the price

of wheat somewhat disproportionately.

Doubtless it was the despised barley-bread on which Christ often fed. John vi. 9. &c.
* " Modios a-neos vel lapideos, cum sextariis, atque pouilcrihiis, per niansiones

singulasque civitates jussimus coUocari ; ut unus quisquc tributarius, sub oculis con-
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somewhat remarkably, an ancient weight of 21b., just equiva-

lent to the choenix measure of wheat, ^ has been lately made
the subject of critical examination at Rome :

^—one stamped,

it seems, as a government-weight under direction of one of

the ayopavoixoi'^ of Alexander Severus ; and issued doubt-

less with the same equitable object in view as Valentinian's,

as well as for the general use of buyers and sellers in the

market.^

Thus is the specified price and measure, as well as all

else, found to suit our view of the rider in the third Seal

;

though with special reference, in so far as regards the

Apocalyptic voice as from the throne, to the reclamation of

the law of equity under A. Severus. And indeed I can-

not but think that to St. John those words enjoining the

price of ivheat and harley must almost of themselves have

suggested Imperial Provincial Governors, as the parties

addrest under figure of the rider; just as the monitory

words of the Cassian law might in earlier times have sug-

gested the Provincial Administrators of the old Republic

:

—more especially as there was added that other monition,

in the same spirit of equity, about the ivine and the oil

;

precisely the like to which seems to have been enjoined

from time to time on the Provincial Presidents by the juster

emperors, in connexion with the imperial exactions of wine

and oil, in their Canon Prumentarius.^

stitutis rerum omnium modiis, sciat quid debeat susceptoribus : ita ut, si quis sus-

ceptorum conditorum modiorum, sextariorumque, vel ponderum normam putaverit

excedendam, pcenam se sciat competentem esse subiturum." Cod. 1. x. Tit. De
Susceptoribus. Cited by Secchi p. 22. Compare Note ^ p. 180.

1 See my abstract from Arbuthnot, and the table of measures, p. 164 supra.
2 See the very interesting Dissertation of Father Secchi on this AtXtirpov, which is

in the Kircherian Museum at Rome ;
* or my Abstract of it in the Appendix to this

Volume. It has stamped on it on one side ET0Y2. A. I. 'TnATEYONTOS T.

lOT. KAATIOY 2E0YHP0Y ITAAIKON; on the obverse, ArOPANGMOYNTOS
MENR2eEQ2 XPHSTOY AIAEITPON. It weighs, says Secchi, 602 grammi, hav-
ing lost a little \yeight by friction ; the mean weight of the Roman pound being
about 326 granimi. (N.B. The French gramme = 15| English gi-ains nearly.)

3 Father Secchi judges this Menestheus to have been one of the 14 curatores urbis,

appointed by Alex. Severus, as Lampridius relates (ch. 33), from men of consular dig-

nity, to assist the Prcefecf of the City, with a^dilitial authority in this matter.
* "Leges de jure populi, et fisci, moderatas et infinitas sanxit," says Lampridius

in his Life of Alex. Severus, c. 16.—Let me add that on Spartian's Life of S. Severus,

c. 23, Casaubon expresses his opinion that the Roman tessera; frnmentaria; were tickets

that entitled the citizens to a chaenit of corn. Hence an additional reason for the
chcenix and the ^tXtirpov.

^ In the Codex Theodosianus, intermixed with stringent laws for the due gather-
ing of the tributes of wine and oil, as well as of corn, we find not merely such cau-

* Published at Rome, 1835.
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If however of itself this indication might have been insuf-

ticient, the second and additional indication of the rider's

holding a balance, would, I conceive, when conjoined with

the former, have sufficed to set all doubt on the point aside.

For the balance, from being the emblem of justice,^ came to

be an official badge of those that had a]>pointinent to the

administration of justice;^ such as the Praetors at Rome,
and the Provincial Governors in the Provinces. AA hich

latter accordingly, under the old Republic, used sometimes

to have a balance over the curule chair of their high office,

on coins struck in connexion with their appointment

:

and, together therewith, sometimes also an ear of corn, or

it might be a Roman measure, with reference to the pro-

curations of corn charged more or less directly upon them
;

just as in the medals which the reader here sees engraved

before him.^—In imperial times indeed the supreme /wc/zV/a

J

tions about a fair price for the corn as were exemplified by me pp. 178, 179 supra
;

but generally against all extortion, injustice, and oppression of the people, in the

collection of the various tributes.—These monitory laws appear from their language
to have arisen generally out of complaints against the imperial officers. A circum-

stance this which is illustrated by what Spartian (c. 13) says of the emperor
Hadrian's energetic proceedings against unjust and oppressive Provincial Governors in

his reign. " Adrianus, circumiens provincias, Procuratores et Prsesides pro factis

supplicio affecit ita severe, ut accusatores per se crederetur immittere." Also by
Capitolinus, c. 6, of Antoninus Pius ; " Contra procuratores sues conquerentes
libenter audivit."

It will be observed that there is this distinction in the Apocalyptic monition, with
reference to the wheat and barleij on the one hand, and the wine and oil on the other,

that a prive is named for Wie former only. I presume that this may have been be-

cause, besides the provincial tributes of corn, a vast quantity had frequently to be

bought for the imperial service. But the wants of wine and oil were for the most
part abundantly supplied by the tributes ; and no buying of them consequently

requisite. ' See Note '^
p. 170 supra.

* So the Oneirocritic cited in Daubuz : Eav rtc ity kut ovap ^wyo v, .... ravra
(If -rrpocruiirov vottrw kqitov "If one see in vision a balance, it indicates a
judge." Compare .Job xxxi. 6; "Let him weigh me in balancen of justice." Marg.
i. e. as dijiulye.—In his Dialogue fltpt AiKawv, Plato draws out the comparison.

' The tliree medals alluded to, and which are the first three in the Plate, are

copied from Spanheim De Usu Num. Diss. vi. p. 545. After speaking of the sella

curuiis, which the reader sees in the first of my engraved medals, as often marking
the coniiulare fixligium, he goes on as follows. " Eiedetn sclUe curules in denariis

Gentium Romanarum ad designandos alios curules magistratus, Pnetores, ^diles,

Praefectos Urbis : quibus etiam varia symbola vulgo adjuncta, puta lances, spicas,

thyrsos ; idque, ut observo, ad discrimen eorum magistratuum quibus sellte curuiis

jus competebat. Hinc lances videas cum sella curuli in denario Gentis Liciniffi

;

adpositd ad Fratoris aut Legati Fro Fratore otticium indicandum, cui juris dicetidi

partes incumbebaut. ^diles autem curules, quos cum annonat turn ludorum
Firocurationem habuisse nemo nescit, et quos proinde Curatores Urbis, annonm,

udorumque soleimium vocat alicubi Tullius, frequenter etiam sella curuiis, modo
cum spicis a lateribus, modo ciini thyrso Liberalium symbolo, designat ; sicut

in denariis Gentis LoUiie ac Valerite. Eandem vcro annomr. curam inuuit etiam
Modiusfrumeiiti uum duubus spicis, in deuario Gentis Livineia;."
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waA financial, as well as supreme military power, centred

in the emperors: whence the ascription to them of the

balance of justice ; whether in historic writings/ or on
imperial coins, such as that of Alex. Severus in my plate,

with the legend ^quitas Augusti around it. But the

authority that the balance indicated, as well as that indi-

cated by the sword, (the latter whether militarily or simply
civilly judicial,)^ was delegated of course by them to their

subordinate provincial and financial governors -.^ just as in

other times, and another country, it was said by our Henry
the Vth to the English Lord Chief Justice,

These medals are noticed by Eckhel also in his 5th Volume, pp. 153, 233, 159, 235.

—It seems that the first has the name of Metcllus Pius Scijno Imp. on the other
side ; P. Crassus Junius having been his Legatus Pro Prfetore, at the time when he
was contending in Africa with Coesar, as the head of the Pompeians after the battle

of Pharsalia.—The second has inscribed on its other side the names of the Quaestors
Piso and Coepio ; who were appointed by the Senate, some time during the Re-
public, to buy corn.—The third has the name of L. Regulus Prsetor. The precise

date of the two last is uncertain.

To these three I have added a corn of Alex. Severus' reign, with the symbol of the
balance ; also a copy, from Secchi, of the AiXfirpov issued by him. On which, as

well as on the coins, see my Paper on Roman Medals in the Appendix to this Volume.

_
1 So Constantine Manasses, with reference to the equity of Trajan's administra-

tion, tiQ Kpirreig apiTnararoi Z,vyoi ?JiKaioavvrfQ (in Chron. p. 44) : an eulogium, ob-
serves Vitringa, (p. 309,) which applies to the administration of Trajan's three suc-

cessors, as well as to Trajan himself.—With regard to Hadrian's similar care to insure
equity in his provincial administration, see Spartian's testimony given Note ^ p'. 184
supra. And so too Capitolinus, c. 6, of Antoninus Pius; " Procuratores suos modeste
Buscipere tributa jussit : excedentes modum rationem factorum suorum reddere
praecepit : nee unquara laetatus est lucre quo provincialis oppressus est."

2 Seep. 155 Note 2.

^ See Tac. Ann. xii. 60.—There were Prafecti Annonce at Rome, over the import-
ant department of the annona. Augustus himself once undertook the office. But
it was the Provincial Governor's, with whom of course the Proefecti Anuonaj were in
communication, that had to superintend the matter in the Provinces. Of these
Provincial Governors the generic title, I believe, was Presides Provinciarum ;
though the appellation had properly a more restricted meaning. It seems that be-
sides the greater Provinces, governed either by the Emperor's Legati Pro Prcetore or
the Senate's Proconsuls, there were other smaller or less important Provinces. In
the former or larger Provinces, besides the Propraetors or Proconsuls, there were the
Procuratores Ccesaris, high officers charged specially with the care of the revenue

;

in connexion however with, and in a measure subordinate to, the superior Governors.
In the latter or inferior Provinces the Procurator was himself the Prases or Govern-
or. So in old inscriptions ;

" Procurator et Praeses Alpium ; " " Procurator et

Praeses Provinciae Sardiniae ; " &c. (See Salmasius' Note on Spartian's Life of Adrian,
c. 13, ad fin., and Burman de Vectigal. p. 146. The latter refers to Lipsius' Excursus
on Tacit. Annal. xii. q. v.)—Under these Praesides there were of course subordinate
officers for the collection of the tributes :

" qui per Provineias mittebantur, ut vec-
tigalia tam frumenti quam pecudum et vini et olei colligerent ; et qui vel a specie-

bus Frumentarii dicebantur, vel generali voce Susceptores."— In the Provinces
governed by higher Officers the Procurators had jurisdiction only in fiscal causes,

the supreme Governor having the supreme and general jurisdiction. So Salmasius,
ibid. "Rem fisci curabant, et nuUam nisi in fiscalihus causis jurisdictionem habe-
bant." In the other Provinces they had of course the whole jurisdiction in their
hands.
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" Hold thou still the balance and the sword." ^

Which being so, and the two Apocalyptic indications of

the figured balance and the monitory voice as from the

throne against injustice in regard of corn, tvine, and oil, be-

ing thus conjointly characteristic and distinctive of a Ro-
man Provincial Governor, observe with what beautiful pro-

priety they have been combined in the hieroglyphic before

us :—the rider's position on horseback marking of itself his

station of authority, the official balance being held by him
in hand, and the prices, measure, and charge to equity audi-

bly enunciated to him from the throne.—Nor let me forget

to add that a horse was presented for his use to the Pro-

vincial Governor, on which to go forth publicly to his Pro-

vince, as well as to the Military Propiaetor.^ So that in

respect of the black horse's rider, as well as of the rider of

the red horse, the Apocalyptic emblem might be consider-

ed as one drawn from the life.

And now, I think, we may draw to a conclusion.—We
have seen what were the charges to equity addrest to the

Provincial Governors. And their very badge of the balance

might seem almost a profession of equity. But they were

professions from Caracalla's time (the earliest included

in our vision) with few and brief exceptions almost always

falsified ; and the injunctions of the law to equity, however

solemn, for the most part altogether in vain. " Those,"

says Gibbon,^ " who had learning enough to read the

orations of Cicero against Verres, might instruct themselves

in all the various arts of oppression, with regard to the

tveight, the price, the quality, and the carriage ;^ and the

avarice of an unlettered governor would supply the ignorance

of precept or precedent." The "robbers of the provinces''

was both Alex. Severus' and Aurelian's too just appellation

» Shakespear, Henry IV. (2nd Vi.\ Act v. So. 2.

2 See Note* p. 126; and Lampria. Vit. Alex. Severi c. 42, already observed on

Note ' p. 157 supra. ^ iii. 87.

* It may illustrate the subject of the Seal, as well as Gibbon's langua<?e here quoted,

if we ob.scrve that in Sicilv, when the wheat-procurations were required from the

islanders, the market-price l)cing; not above one denarius the modius, Verres exacted

three denarii from some of them as a money-equivalent for each modius due. Cicero

in Frument. Verr.
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of them.^—Moreover, as in the wide-extending branches of

fiscal administration they acted out this mockery of justice,

so too in ihQ judicial and general administration.^— Hence
the solution of the enigma which at first sight seemed scarce-

ly explicable ; how, under the influences of one that held the

balance of equity as his badge, the aspect of the Roman
horse, or people, should yet gather blackness. For it w^as

but in oflicial symbol and profession that he held the balance

of equity. The reality of the case with him, as with

Ephraim, was that described by the prophet, " The balance

of deceit is in his hands ; he loveth to oppress"^—The
voice of natural equity indeed never, even from the first,

ceased its reclamations. And by Alexander Severus, as we
saw, there was in a very remarkable manner a waking up
of the voice of laiv in support of it -.^ even as by one who
had studied and loved the golden precept of Christianity,

"Do as ye would be done by."^ But it was all in vain.

After brief and partial amelioration the evil triumphed as

before. Throughout what remained of the third century

the laws against extortion and injustice, like many others

which meet the eye in history, must be looked on rather as

records of the crime, then preventives of its commission.

And does it need that I impress upon my readers a

sense of the gravity of the evil ? With characteristic fore-

thought the great Trajan likened the undue enlargement

of the taxation, with exacting procurators to collect it, to

the morbid enlargement of the spleen in man's body, caus-

ing atrophy.^ And, after Alex. Severus' vain attempts at

1 "Fures." Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 15, 28. "Fures provinciales repetundarum ac

peculatus reos." Vopiscus Vit. Aurelian. c. 39. (Cicero had previously applied the

same word in the same way. Ep. ad Famil. ix. 21.) " Provinciarum prtedatores."

Aur. Victor, Vit. Aurelian.
2 So Cyprian paints the judicial administration at Carthage, as a mere mockery of

justice. "Judex.!' Sed sententiam vendit, &c." Epist. 1. ad Donat. p. 22. (Ed.
Paris, 1842.)

3 Hosea xii. 7.—The old Apocalyptic Expositor Tichonius, in his 6th Homily on
the Revelations, expresses very much the same view of the rider's falsification of this

symbol of equity. " Stateram habebat in manu sua ;—id est examen aequitatis : quia,

dumfingit sejustitiam tenere, per simulationem laedit." And so too Primasius.
^ So Lampridius of him, ch. 42; " Praesides provinciarum ... si male [egissent,]

in quadruplum reddituri, prseter condemnationem aut peculatus aut repetundarum."
* Alex. Severus' admiration of Christian morality is well known ; and will be

noted by me again under the fifth Seal.

* " Exactiones improbans et detestans, fiscum lienem vocabat, quod eo crescente

artus reliqui tabescunt." So the younger Victor, Epit. ch. xlii.
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effective amelioration, the history of the sequel illustrates

too fully the truth of Trajan's comparison. A general in-

ternal wasting of the Roman state resulted from it, as I

have already stated from Gibbon.^ The agriculture of

the provinces was insensibly ruined : and thus preparation

made for famine ; which, as we shall see under the next

Seal, soon succeeded. In fine, in its not very remote conse-

quences, it involved both the depopulation and desolation

of provinces once the most fertile in the empire :^ and also

personal and family distress, such as to reduce the inhabit-

ants to despair;^ and to banish from the provincials every

sentiment of patriotism.^

Thus, by any one that considers the end from the begin

-

^ See p. 174 supra.

I see that Moshcim, in his Church History, i. 1. 1,2, has a paragraph on the in-

nmmnda of the Roman empire : and in it makes the evil treated of under this Seal a
prominent subject ; contrastcdly (as here) with the equity of the Roman law, which
in vain sought to furnish a defence against it. " The Roman government, with re-

spect both to its form and laws, was mild and equitable. But the injustice and
avarice of the Provincial Governors .... together with the rapacity of the publicans,

by whom the taxes of the country (vectigalia) were farmed, were the cause of innu-

merable grievances to the people." So again Niehuhr ; "Soon after the death of

Marcus Antoninus we find the commencement of that boundless extortion of money,
and intolerable taxation, which brought distress and misery on the whole world."

Miss Winckworth's Life and Writings of Niehuhr, Vol. iii. p. 168.
^ In Vopiscus' Life of Aurelian, c. 47, 48, we read of vast fertile tracts in Etruria,

along the Aurelian way, even then lying desolate. With reference to a later period.

Gibbon (iii. 87) states that sixty years after the death of Constantine, before ever a

barbarian had been seen in Italy, an exemption from taxes was granted for 330,000
acres in the fertile province of Campania, that is, for one-eighth part of the whole
province, as being by actual survey ascertained to be desert : and he ascribes this to

the long impoverishing effect of fiscal oppressions ; of the aggravation of which our

Apocalvptic figuration marks a chief a>ra.—It is to be observed that Italy had been

reducetl, about the end of the third century, to a level in respect of taxation with the

other provinces. Aur. Victor xxxix. 31.

* In speaking of a humane law of Constantine, made early in his reign with a view

to remedy the evil, Gibbon observes as follows. "The horrid practice of exposing or

murdering their new-born infants was become every day more frc(|uent in the pro-

vinces, and especially in Italy. It was the effect of distress : and the distress was
principally occa.sioned by the intolerable burden of taxes ; and by the vexatious as

well as cruel prosecutions of the ollicers of the revenue against their insolvent debtors.

The less opulent, or less industrious, instead of rejoicing in an increase of family,

deem(;d it an act of paternal tenderness to release their children from the impending
miseries of a life which they themselves were unable to support. The humanity of

Constantine, moved perhaps by some recent and extraordinary instances of despair,

engaged him to address an edict to all the cities of Italy, and afterwards of Africa,

directing immediate and sufHcient relief to those parents who should produce before

the magistrates the children whom their own poverty would not allow them to edu-

cate." Vol. ii. 250.
* " Let them come then those barbarians !

" So Michelet, Hist, de France, in a

sketch of the feelings of the French peasantry ground down by taxation on the

Gothic barbarians' first irruption.
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ning, this epoch of Caracalla's decree cannot but be re-

garded in the same hght in which it has been dehneated

by the historian, as one of the introduction of fresh and
grievous morbific principle into the Roman body poHtic,

under the working of which it would indeed gather black-

ness.—And who then can doubt but that it was a subject

deserving of prefiguration ? Or who, that it was the very

subject prefigured under the Seal before us ? For surely,

I may say, not a particular is there in the emblematic vision

that has not been shown to have had its correspondency in

the features, as noticed by me, of this period of Roman his-

tory. In truth, brief as is the description of the figuration

in the text, the whole subject of this long chapter seems to

pass embodied before us, as we once again read it. " When
he opened the third Seal, I beheld, and lo ! a Mack horse

;

and he that sat on it having dk pair of balances in his hand.

And I heard a voice, as in the midst of the living creatures,

saying ; A clioenix of wheat for a denarius, and three

choenixes ofharleijfor a denarius ; and see that thou wrong
not in regard to the oil and the wine I

"

CHAPTER IV.

THE FOURTH SEAL.

" And when he opened the fourth Seal, I heard the voice

of the fourth living creature say. Come !
^ And I looked,

and behold a jpale ^ horse ! And his name that sat on it

* Kat oTE r)voi%i ttjv <T(j)payiSa Tr]v rtraQT^v, r\Kovaa ^ojvrjv rov Tsraprov Zmov
XtyovTog, 'Epxov. Kat iiSov, Kai i.Sov iinroc xXoipof, Kai 6 Ka9r)fiivoQ nravw avrov,
ovoixa avTif) 6 QavaroQ' Kai 6 'ASt]Q 7]Ko\ov9h fier' avrov. Kat lioQrf avTip e^ovaia
t-iri TO TtrapTOv ttiq ytjg, airoKTtivai tv pojjifaK}, Kai tv \ifi([i, Kai iv Qavarij), Kai
VTTO Tt))V Qr]pi(x)v rrjQ ytjS-

^ X^i^poQ, first, grassy green ; also pale ; and then, limd. Its application to death
in either of the latter senses is obvious and ii-equent. So "pallida mors," Horace :

xXwpov ^£oe, Homer.—In these and such like examples the epithet of the effect is,

by a metathesis, applied to the causal agent. In the symbol of the 4th Seal (like as
in the colours of the horses of the three Seals preceding) it is applied, and more ap-
propriately, to the parttj affected. So the emperor Constantius, father to Constantine,
was called Chlorus from his paleness.

Says Heinrichs ad loc, " Aristot. in Rhet. jungit xKiupov Kai avaifiov. Est color
cadaverum." And another expositor refers to Hippocrates' 2nd Book on Prognostics,
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was Death : and Hades followed after him. And power
was given unto him over the fourth part [or four parts] ^ of

the earth ; to kill with sword, and with famine, and with

pestilence,- and by wild beasts of the earth."

There is no research needed here to explain the intent

of the prelignrative symbol. The rider was not, as before,

the representative oi human functionaries and rulers ; whose

distinctive emblems, though well understood at the time,

might now require investigation to unfold them. It is a

symbol of meaning as obvious to the reader now, as it could

have been then to the seer. For the agent meant is expressly

told us. It was the personification of Death ! To mark
that it was the actual King of terrors,—and not, as other-

wise it might possibly have been construed, the destroyer

merely of political existence,—his badge, so to express it,

is said to have been Hades following him ; the recipient,

with his opening jaws, of the victims slain by Death. ^ The
commission was given him, by the supreme arbiter of life

and death, to kill upon the Roman earth with all the four

sore judgments of God ;—with the sword, and with famine,

and with pestilence, and with the wild beasts of the earth.

And the horse, symbolizing the Roman empire and people,

appeared deadly pale and hvid imder his influences ; a hue

symptomatic apparently of approaching dissolution.

An aera of terrible mortality, and to an extent scarce

precedented in the annals of human history, was here evi-

dently prefigured. The question for us is. Was there then

such an aera in the Roman imperial history ; and one fol-

lowing, so as from the sequence of this vision on that of

as enumerating among the symptoms of approaching death, the colour of the facial

skin becoming thus green and black: to xpio^ia rov ^vfiiravroq npocfwnov x^wpoi'
Tt Kai ^tXav tov. ' Jerome's reading.

2 So QavaroQ ought here to be rendered, as most commentators observe. Its use

in this sense is borrowed from the Septuagint ; which thus, in near thirty places,

renders the Hebrew -2t; a word translated in our English version, and without

doubt correctly, pestilence. So 2 Sam. xxiv. 13, 15; "Or shall it be three days'

pestilence.^" where the Septuagint translation is Oavaro^.—Jerome's difference of

reading, given parenthetically, will be noticed afterwards.

» So Isa. V. 14 ; "Therefore fiade,^ hath enlarged herself, and opened her miuth
without measure ; and their glory, and multitude, and pomp shall descend into it."

"Mihi videtur," says Vitringa. "Johitnneni maguani vidisse ct aspectu tetram

voragincm, ad mortuos veluti deglutiendos paratam, qua; equum prosimfe secuta

fuent."
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the Seal preceding we might expect it to do, at no great

distance after the time of the second Severus ?—The an-

swer is soon given.

An aera in the Roman history, commencing within four-

teen or fifteen years after the death of Alexander Severus,

is so strongly marked by coincidence in every point with
this terrible prefigurative emblem, that interpreters who
explain the six first Seals of the history of Pagan Rome,
one and all agree, I believe, in referring the fourth Seal to

it. By Mede and Daubuz, and after them by Lowman,
Bishop Newton, and others, passages have been quoted
from ancient authors well descriptive of its multiplied mise-

ries. Por my own part, having given Gibbons testimony

so much as my authority, in illustration of the former

Seals, I wish to give him (though not exclusively) on this

also. And, after all, who so graphic an illustrator ? Who
like him for extracting the spirit of contemporary history,

and infusing it, concentrated, into his own paintings ?—He
speaks then of the period from the celebration of the great

secular games by the emperor PhiKp, A.D. 248, to the

death of Gallienus, A.D. 268, as the twenty years of
" shame and misfortune, of confusion and calamity." He
speaks of it as a time in which (mark again the corre-

spondence of his figure with the death-hke colour of the

horse in the Apocalyptic emblem) " the ruined empire seemed

to approach the last and fatal moment of its dissolution.
''^

He depicts the various agencies of destruction consuming
it. The sword ! " Every instant of time was marked,
every province of the Roman world was afflicted, by barbar-

ous invaders and military tyrants ;
"^—the sword from with-

out, and the sword from within.

—

Famine ! " Our habits

of thinking," he says, " so fondly connect the order of the

universe with the fate of man, that this gloomy period has

been decorated with inundations, earthquakes, uncommon
meteors, preternatural darkness, and a crowd of prodigies,

fictitious or exaggerated." Of none of these fictitious evils,

let it be observed, was there any notice in the Apocalyptic

vision. " But a general famine," he adds, in correspond-

^ i. 384, 411. So Eutropius, ix. 9; "desperatis rebus, ac delete poena Piomaao
imperio." « ib. 384.
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ence with that which had been predicted, " was a calamity

of a more serious kind
:

" and still expounding our pro-

phecy, though now retrospectively that of the third Seal,

he oliserves that it was " the inevitable consequence of ra-

pine and oppression, which extirpated the produce of the

present, and the hope of future harvests."^—Yet again the

agency of pestilence had been prefigured. Accordingly,

though little aware in what track he was following, he goes

on to notice this also. " famine," he says, " is almost

always followed by epidemical diseases, the effect of scanty

and unwholesome food. But other causes must have con-

tributed to that furious plague, which, from the year 250
to the year 265, raged without interruption in every pro-

vince, every city, and almost every family in the empire. "'^

During a part of that time, he adds, " 5000 persons died

daily in Rome ; and many towns, that had escaped the

hands of the barbarians, were entirely depopulated." And,
could we venture to extend the analogy of Alexandria,

where statistical tables were kept, to the other provinces,

"we might suspect that war, pestilence, and famine had
consumed, in a few years, the moiety of the human spe-

cies."
'

Truly the history must be allowed to agree thus far with

the prediction. If the prophetic emblems were terrific, the

facts of the history of the period that we suppose them to

refer to appear, if possible, yet more so.—It seems to me

^ ib. 4.55 : already cited p. 174 supra.
* ibid. Others date it from A.I). 251. So Cedrenus: E7r£(ep«Tti o Xoifioq iv raig

rifiipaiQ iKSivaiQ [so. of Gallus, emperor from 251 to 254,] KtvrjOeic mro hiQioiriaq

fiiXPi Tr](; Svniioc, wt," fiijCijiiav TroXtj' fiiivai tovtov afioipov TroWaKig Se koi ^ig ri]Q

TToXfwf tirripXiTo' tirtKoarti Ci tri} d. Similarly spe;iks Zoiiaras. Zosimus says of

its ravages ; o Xoifiog, -ttoXkti rt koi Kuifiaig (wiytvofntvog, ei ri XfXeififin'oi' i]v ai'Gpw-

TTfiov yivog Sii(p9tintv. See Clinton's Fasti Rom. ad. ann. 252.
'•>

i. 455, 456. Ilather, says Nicbuhr, (ii. 345,) one third, than one half, according to

the Tables.

It was during this pestilence (A.D. 253, Clinton) that the Christian Bishop Ci/prian

wrote his treatise " I)e Mortalitatc," of which the very title illustrates the imagery
of this fourth Seal : comforting his brother Christians who suffered under it ; re-

minding them that all things, even death, were theirs; that in this world they were
strangers ; and that death would but take them to their home with Jesus.

In liis Letter to the African judge Demetrian (about A.I). 255, Dupin) he speaks of

the prevalent calamities as charged by the heathens on Christians. "Cum dicas plu-

rimos conqucri quod bella crebrius surgant, qu6d<|ue lues, quud fames sa;viant, . . .

ttohix imputari." Then, a little later, he says that their (the Roman heathens') per-

sistence in their false religi(m was the real cause of those judgments : "Non ista ac-

cidunt (juod Dii vestri a nobis non colantur, sed quod a vobis non colatur Deus."

VOL. 1. 13
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not undeserving of remark that in the secular or centenary

games celebrated by Philip/ whence this sera of mortality

had its commencing date, solemn sacrifices had been offered,

according to custom, to Pluto, or Hades, (such was his

Greek appellation,) whereby to ensure the preservation of

the Roman Empire.^ And what the response in God's Pro-

vidence ? " Behold a livid pale horse ; and his name that

sate thereon was Death ; and Hades followed after him.

And power was given him to kill on the Roman earth with

sword, and with famine, and with pestilence, and by wild

beasts of the earth."

There is just one of the destroying agencies mentioned

in the vision that is past over without notice by the his-

torian ;—that of the wild beasts of the earth. But, though

unnoticed by him, it is not unillustrated. For it is a well-

known law of nature that where the reign of man fails that

of the wild beasts begins ; and that they quickly occupy

the scenes of waste and depopulation. " I will not drive

out the inhabitants from before thee," said God to Israel,

" in one year ; lest the land become desolate, and the beasts

of the field multiply against thee." ^ In fact we have it on

record, that at an epoch some twenty or thirty years after

the death of Gallienus, their multiplication had risen to

an extent, in parts of the empire, that made it a crying evil.

" Quando cum feris bella," said Arnobius, about the year

296,^ " et prcelia cum leonibus gesta sunt ? Non ante

nos ? Quando pernicies populis venenatis ab anguibus data

est ? Non ante nos ? " '^ So does he specify zvild beasts as

one of the plagues with which the land was then affiicted,

1 It was the 1000th year of Rome.
• See the Pagan historian Zosimus, B. ii. ad init., who says of these secular games,

SviTfXct Si trpoq XoifKov icai ^Oopwv kui voffojv UKtaeic;. He then gives a long ac-

count of their origin, and the ancient mysteriously discovered altar 'A8ov Kai Utp-

atcpovriQ, on which the chief sacrifices were offered : tells how, on the raging of wars

and diseases, the Sibylline books inculcated these games and sacrifices 'a6jj icai Yltp-

(TC(j)ovy ;
(as well as to other gods also, specially Apollo and Diana ;) and how, ac-

cording to the oi'acle, the Roman empire was to be secured in its greatness and

power by the celebration of the games ; toutwv airavriav Kara Otcrixov tTrireXovfitvcjv

t(pvXarTETo fitv t) tcov 'Fiofiaiinv rtp%?j. "* Exod. xxiii. 29.

* So Clinton fixes the date, about A.D. 296. " Trecenti sunt anni ferme," says Ar-

nobius, c. 13, "ex quo cocpimus esse Christiani:" and in another passage ; "Annos
ducit urbs Roma quinquaginta et mille, aut non multum ab his minus." Now U. C.

1050 corresponds with A.D. 297.
5 Adv. Gentes, Lib. 1. p. 5. (Lugd. Bat. 1651.)
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and of which Christians (as if such evils had never hap-

pened before) were upbraided as the guilty cause.

. But this, as I said, was written in 296, twenty or thirty

years after the date of Gallienus' death. And the question

suggests itself. What was the state of things during the in-

tervening period ; and can it too be classed vmder the pre-

figuration of the 4th iVpocalyptic Seal? A question this

(juite necessary to attend to, as I date my 5tli Seal not till

the year 303 : and the rather, as it has been asserted that

the whole interval was one so markedly of restoration, not

destruction, as to be in direct contrariety to, not accord-

ance with, the symbolization of the Seal before us.^—The
answer to this question involves of course an historic review

of the period intervening ; more especially up to the nota-

ble epoch of Diocletian's quadripartition of the empire A.D.

292, which I regard as the included terminus of the 4th

Seal. It shall be given as briefly as possible. A fuller

abstract has been given elsewhere.^

It is to be understood then that after the emperor Vale-

rian's disastrous capture in the 6tli year of his reign, A.D.

260, by the Persian king Sapor,^ leaving Gallienus, his

son and associate on the throne, sole emperor, Gallienus'

wretched character induced insurrections and rebellions so

frequent and universal, that the rival assumers of the pur-

ple during the next twelve or fourteen years are designated

by Pollio and other historians as the 30 tyrants. Of these

the larger number were mere ephemeral emperors. But
three stand out prominently, as having for several years

severed three great divisions of the empire from the central

empire under Gallienus in Rome and Italy ;—viz. Odena-

tJms and Zenohia, from A.D. 260 to 273, in Syria and the

East;'* Aureolus, from A.D. 200, or 261, to 268, in Illy-

ricum ; and Posthumus and then Tetricus, from 258 to

274, in Gaul, Spain, and Britain. Such was the empire's

' Especially by Dr. Keith, in his Strictures on the ITorie.

2 Viz. in my Vindiciic IIorariiD. See its pp. 165— 182.

3 This unhappy prince, after beinj^ taken ny Sapor, kins: of Persia, died in his cap-

tivity. At Nakshi Roustam there still remains a sculpture in the rock commemora-
tive of the event. A sketch is ^iveu in Sir R. Porter's Travels in Persia, Vol. i. p.
640, from which my Plate is copied.

* So Pollio, the nearest contemporary historian, and Zosimui.

13*
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mutilated internal state, (of the barbarian invasions, syn-

cbronically, from without I have already spoken,) at the

time of Galhenus' death in March, 268 ; and on the elec-

tion of Claudius, the first of the five restoring emperors, as

his successor.

On his election the cry of the Roman people and senate

to him was, Save the empire! ^ Aureolus' own soldiers opened

the way to this by assassinating him at Milan.—Then came
the news of a terrible Gothic invasion. Claudius wrote thus,

on his road, to the Senate :—" 320,000 Goths have invaded

the Roman territory. . . The whole Republic is fatigued and

exhausted. . . The strength of the empire, Gaul and Spain,

[with Britain too,] are usurped by Tetricus : . . and the

archers of the East serve under the banners of Zenobia." ^

In a great battle fought near Naissus in Dardania, the

legions at first gave way, " opprest by numbers, and dis-

mayed by misfortunes ; " till Claudius' generalship decided

the victory in his favour. Still the Gothic war continued,

and was diffused for a while over the provinces of Moesia,

Thrace, and Macedon ; then at length repelled within the

mountain-tracts of Hsemus. There the pestilence made
havoc among both Goths and Romans, as the sword had
done before it ; and, among its Roman victims, A.D. 270,

cut down Claudius himself.^ Had the destroyer Death
yet resigned his commission to kill with the sword and
with pestilence on the Roman earth?—The armies chose

Aurelian for his successor ; the second of the restoring em-
perors. " A bloody and doubtful conflict " with the Goths,

was the first act of his reign : followed by a peace, of

which the most memorable and important condition was
Aurelian's final abandonment to the GotJis of the great jjro-

vince of Dacia} Next came an Allemannic invasion of

Italy ; one as alarming as that of the Goths before it.

Three great battles ensued -. in the first of which, fought

near Placentia, the Romans sufi'ered so terrible a defeat

' Pollio's Claud, c. 4.

- Gibbon, ii. 11. See the original Letter in Pollio's Claudius, c. 7.

^ See PoUio, c. 12, and Zosimus : also Gibb. ib. 12—14, and Niebuhr's Lectures

(Ed. Sclimitz), ii. 336.
* Gibb. ii. 19, 20.—It was the same great province that Trajan had added to the

empire, in the period of my 1st Seal. See p. 132 supra.
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that " the immediate dissohition of the empire was appre-

hended."^ Then the SibylHne books were consuhed at

Rome by Aurehan's order. But " all too late," cried a

voice in the Senate-house, " for the salvation of the Repub-

lic. It is like sick men, who only consult eminent physi-

cians when in absolute despair of recovery."^ At the same

time those walls of larger circuit were traced out round

Rome, which still arrest the stranger's eye by their solemn

grandeur : in order to the temporary defence, if so it might

be, of the otherwise " defenceless mistress of the world." ^

In the two subsequent battles, however, Aurelian conquered.

The actual dissolution of the empire was prevented : and
Aurelian proceeded to reunite to the empire those vast

separated members that Claudius's Letter made allusion to,

of Gaul and Spain in the AVest, Syria in the East. He
effected each and either object -. but only through the

means of two bloody civil wars : (for such the Eastern

was, in fact, as well as the Western:) and having done so,

and triumphed at Rome for his victories, he set out to

repel a Persian invasion A.D. 275, and on the march, near

Byzantium, was by one of his generals assassinated.—In

the course of Aurelian's sad, though splendid reign, let me
ask again, had Death ceased to kill with the sword on

the Roman earth, or the empire cast aside its hue of threat-

ening dissolution ? *— But what next ? Says Gibbon :

" The strength of Aurelian had crushed on every side the

enemies of Rome : but, after his death, they seemed to re-

vive with an increase of fury and numbers."^ In the

year next following we read of hosts of the Alani, that

spreading themselves over Pontus, Cappadocia, Cilicia,

and Galatia, traced their course by the flames of cities and

villages, but who were at length repulsed by the aged em-

peror Tacitus : and then of that emperor's sudden 'death,

(by assassination probably,) and also the assassination of

his brother and successor Florian : and then of the election

'- Oibb. ii. 25. Vopiscus, c. 21, says, "Tanta apud Placentiam cladcs accepta est,

ut Romanura pa;n6 solveretur inipcriuni." - \ opisc. c. 19. ^ (Jibh. ii. 26, 28.

* In an Edict by Aurelian, {^ivcn in Vopiscus, c. 47, mention is made incidentally

of the already begun desolation in Italy. He urf^es agriculturists to plant vines in

certain extensive fcrtik lands of Etruria, that had been deserted; whence to furuish

the Roman populace with wine. * lb. ii. 75.
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of Prohus, the third of the five restoring emperors ; who
" set himself," says Niebuhr, " to rescue the empire from

the wretched condition in which he found it."^ First came

the dehverance of Gaul, opprest by invading armies of

Franks, Batavi, Burgundians, and other barbarians ;
" who,

since Aurelian's death, had ravaged that great province

with impunity :

"^ then a successful inroad into Germany :

and a peace, of which one of the conditions, to which Gib-

bon calls attention, was that the barbarians should supply

the Roman army with 16,000 recruits. For, says he, " the

infrequency of marriage, and ruin of agriculture, had af-

fected the principles of population ; and not only destroyed

the strength of the present, but intercepted the hope of

future generations."^ Next came the revolt, and successful

marauding expedition round the whole maritime coast of

the empire, of a colony of Franks settled by Probus in

Pontus : then the revolt and defeat of Saturninus, one of

the most distinguished of the Roman generals in Egypt

;

then the rebellion and defeat of Bonosus and Proculus in

Gaul. So at length in the year 281, all enemies seeming

to be vanquished, Probus, like Aurelian before him, tri-

umphed at Rome ; and, like Aurelian, was immediately

after assassinated.—A poet's idyl, written on Carus elec-

tion thereupon to the imperial throne, expresses his ardent

hope that this new emperor might be the heaven-sent in-

strument of putting an end to the then existing sera of

affliction and mourning, banish war to its proper abode in

Tartarus, and bring back white-robed Peace and Justice.*

Had Death, in his view, ceased to destroy on the Roman
earth even under Probus, or the empire assumed a health-

ful or joyous hue ?—The shorter reign of Carus was mark-

J Niebuhr ii. 341. 2 Gibb. ii. 77. ,
^ lb. 83.

* Calpurnius :
' .... dabit impia vinctas

Post tergum Bellona manus, spoliataque telis

In sua vesanos torquebit viscera raorsus.

Et modo, quae toto civilia distulit orbe,

Secum bella geret. Nullos jam Roma Philippos

Deflebit ; nullos ducet captiva triumphos.

Omnia Tartareo subigentur carcere bella
;

Immergentque caput tenebris, lucumque tenebunt.

Candida Fax aderit .... Jam legibus omne reductis

Jus aderit, moremque foro, vultumque priorem,

Reddet ; et adflicfum melior Deus auferet cevum.

Gibbon alludes to this Eclogue, ii. 93.
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ed by the repulse of the Sarmatian invaders of lll\Ticum
;

and an invasion of Persia, successful probably, but of

which the details are uncertain. AVhat is however certain

is, that Cams, in some mysterious manner, there met his

death, whether lightning-struck, or by assassination ; and
that the Roman army then returned homeward. This was
near the end of 2S3. Then civil strife ensued between

three several candidates for the empire. Numerian was

murdered by Aper, Aper by Diocletian : which last in a

great battle fought in 285, near Margus in Moesia, defeated

and slew Carinus, and secured the empire to himself.

And now began a new and memorable a3ra in Roman
imperial history. Judging the weight of the whole empire

too great for any one emperor, Diocletian formed the plan

of dividing it. So in 280 he began by its bipartition be-

tween himself and Maximian ; and in 292 completed his

plan by a quadripartition : Galerius and Constantius being

added in the East and West, respectively, as the two Caesars;

in association with the two senior emperors, or Augusti.

Just previous to this quadripartition Maximian had had
success in some battles with barbarian invaders of Gaul

;

but been unsuccessful in a war with Carausius, the usurper

of Britain ; whom, in fact, he and Diocletian were forced

to acknowledge. So Eutropius :

—
" It was while Carausius

was in rebellion in Britain, and Achillseus in Egypt, while

the Quinquegentiani were harassing the African Provinces,

and Narses [the Persian king] making war on the eastern

frontier, that Diocletian made Maximian Herculius Augus-

tus, Constantius and Galerius Ccesars^^ Nor does Eume-
nius, in his Panegyric addrcst in the year 297 to Constan-

tius, give a different picture of things as that which in 292
existed in the Western Provinces.' In fact, he compares

it with the disgraceful state of the Republic under Gal-

lienus.^ Mamertinus, in his previous Panegyric of 289,

1 Eutrop. ix. 22. So too Victor, Vit. Dioclet.
"^ See Eumenius' Pancjr. Constantii, c. 12. There exist coins of A.T). 290, with

the heads of Carausius, Diocletian, and Maximian : and the inscriptions, Carausius

et FratreH md ;
—Pax Auggg. Eckhcl, viii. 47-

•' "Minus indiijnum, (juamvis triste, fuerat sub Principe Gallicno hanim Provin-
riarum i Romanfi lure disridium. Tunc t-nim, sivo incuria rcruni, sive quadam in-

clinationc fatorum, omnibus fere merabris eiat truucata Rcspublica." c. 10.
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had declared the reign o{famine and pestilence to have con-

tinued down to Maximian's accession in 286.^—After this,

however, (perhaps we may say from 292,) a real and more

effective restoration of the empire began, only in its new
form.

So have I brought down my historic sketch, as proposed,

from Gallienus' death A.D. 268 to Diocletian's quadripar-

tition of the empire in 292. And now let me once more

repeat my question. Had Death as yet vacated his seat of

power ; or given up his commission of killing over the Ro-

man earth with the four several agencies of sword, famine,

pestilence, and wild beasts ?—It is precisely at this closing

epoch of the period under review that Arnobius gives us

his very illustrative testimony, already in part cited, to the

truth of the 4th Apocalyptic Seal. " Men complain. There

are now sent us from the gods pestilence, droughts, wars,

scarcities, locusts, hail, and other things noxious to man
:

"

and then he asks,
—

" But was it not so in ancient times

also ? " Again ;
" If every species of corn be now devoured

by locusts,^ or if floods destroy the human race, was it not

so before? Were there not wars with wild beasts, and

battles with lions, and destruction from venomous snakes,

before our time ? " ^ Very striking seems to me this pic-

ture of the empire in 296 ; with its distinct and particular

specification of all the four evils mentioned in this Seal

:

and very striking its contrast with TertuUian's picture of

the empire's cultivation, populousness, and prosperity about

a century before, shortly after the ending of the prosperous

period of my first Seal.* Indeed could there be a more

direct contrast ?

1 " Scimus omnes, antequam vos salutem Reip. redderitis, quanta frugum inopia,

quanta funerum copia fuit, fame passim morbisque grassantibus." c. 15.

- These and such like destroying insects, moreover also venomous snakes, are in-

cluded in the Apocalyptic word Brjpia ; as much as in the noisome beasts of Ezekiel. I

^ Hence his argument that "it was not on account of Christians that the wretched

race of man was opprest and afflicted by these evils."—Compare this with Cyprian's

argument made some 40 years before, and cited by me p. 193 supra. Also Tertul-

lian, Apolog. c. 40, where we find the original of Arnobius' argument. See Note ^ p.

213 infra.

* Tertull. De Anima, c. 30. " Certainly the world is now from day to day brought

more under cultivation. Pleasant farms have obliterated ill-famed solitudes . culti-

vated fields occupy the place of woods ; wild beasts have been driven away by cattle
;

sands are sown, marshes dried. Everywhere there is the inhabited house and popu-

lation ; everywhere the republic, everywhere life." This was about A.D. 200.
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T must now advert to one point of marked apparent dif-

ference between the propliecy and the history : viz. that in

the prophecy Death's destroying connnission miglit seem to

be expressly hmited to the fourth partoi the Roman earth ;^

whereas, in the histor// of the period just reviewed, from

A.D. 248 to 292, his devastations extended oyer it all. But
let my readers well mark that if the prophecy here differ

from the history, it differs from, and is inconsistent with,

itself also : seeing that the whole horse is depicted with the

livid death-like hue, not its fourth part only. Besides that

the whole tenor of the prophecy seems to mark this Seal's

evil as the climax to the evils of the two preceding Seals, to

which no such limitation attached.—What then the solution

of this difficulty ? And can we find one probable in itself,

and that shall reconcile the prophecy alike with itself, and
with the facts of our historic aera ? ^ After much consider-

ation, and reconsideration, my mind has turned more and
more to that very remarkable reading in Jerome's Latin

Vulgate, to which Mede long since called attention, and
Daubuz after him, super qiiatuor partes terrce ;

" over the

four parts (instead of the fourth part) of the earth." The
genuineness of this, as Jerome's own version, and not any

mistake of a later copyist, is indubitable :^ and since his

faithfulness to the Greek text is as unquestioned as his

critical judgment in choosing between various readings in

it,^ it follows that he nuist have had before him some cor-

' Kai iloQri avTif) e^ovcria anoKTtivai em to nrapTOv Ti}g yrj(;.

2 My first suggested solution was to the effect that out of Death's four destroying

agencies t/ie fourth part of the earth might defiue the scene sim])ly of one of tuose

agencies ; viz. that of the sicord, next specified. I cited in ilhistration Jer. xv. 2

;

" Such as are for the pestilence to pestilence ; and such as are for the sword to the sword;
such as are for famine to famine; and such as are for captivili/ to captivity :" also

Ezek. xxxiii. 27; "Surely they that are in the wastes shall fall hy the sword; and
him that is in the open field will I give to the beasts to be devoured ; and they that be
in ihii forts and caves shall die of the pestilence." So too Ezek. v. 12.

' I was enabled to satisfy myself of this on occasi(m of a visit to Florence : having

there inspected in the Laurentian Library what, I believe, is the earliest existing MS.
of the ^'ulgate

;
(one assigned to the 6th or 7th century ;) and found the reading in

it, a.s in the modern copies, "super quatnor partes terra-." Moreover I have found it

in all alike of the earliest Latin Apocalyptic expositors who used Jerome's version.

Bedell Anshert, Haymo ; though on certain other points exhibiting variations in their

copies. E. g. in Apoc. xvii. 17 Ansbert reads et bestia ; the others, in bestid.

* " Novum Testamentum Grtrco' reddidi aiictoritati." So Jerome to liUcinius. To
Jerome's critical emincncy and faithfulness, and tlie value of his version, we have the

testimony of the best scholars ; e. g. Bentley. " This version is exceedingly useful

in the textual criticism of the New Testament." Tregelles, Introd. to Apoc. p. xxvii.
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respondent reading in one or more Greek MSS. of authority,

though our extant Greek MSS. do not exhibit it ; and
which he dehberately preferred, as of all the best. As to

what that reading was, I cannot but think that Mede has

rightly conjectured it to have been to rsr^cthov rrjg yrig,

instead of to rsra^rov, or rerparov : for my original ob-

jection against this, as a word that would require a plural

genitive to follow, I find to be invalid.^ And, supposing it

to have been Jerome's and the true Greek reading, the com-

paratively unusual form of the expression would perfectly

and easily account for copyists substituting for it the more
commoi;! rsraprov; or rsrpctrov, by a mere change of the

AI into T.^ Admitted, this reading makes the prophecy

at once consistent with itself. As applied to history, what

it requires is that the Roman empire, at the time predicted,

should have had some kind of quadripartition. Will then

our historical solution bear this new and trying test ? Turn,

reader, to p. 195 suprk; and read the answer to this ques-

tion in the fact of the then three great divisions of the em-

pire from the central or Italian fourth ; viz. those of the

West, East, and Illyricmn, under Posthumus, Aureolus,

and Zenobia, respectively :^—just that same quadripartition,

in fact, which was soon afterwards adopted and legitimat-

ized by Diocletian ;* and which, as I may hereafter observe,

was in a measure the original of that other famous Apoca-

The Florentian codex of the Vulgate just referred to by me lie calls the Codex Ami-
cianus, and ascribes to the 6th century.

See my notice of Jerome, and his version, in my History of Apocalyptic Interpret-

ation in the Appendix to Vol. iv.

' I observe in Petrus Siculus, c. 13, tjjv tov EuayysXiou TerpaKTvv. So too

rsrpaSiov j8j/3\ow in Stephens' Thesaurus in voc. if 1 I'ightly understand him.

Else the true reading might be supposed, etn ra S' ttiq yijc- {fifpr) understood :)

and to have been turned by a copyist into to S' : the Greek numerals and fractionals,

as exprest by letters, being the same. Compare the alphabetic numeral x^'^' used in

many MSS., Apoc. xiii. 18.

2 "Generally speaking a more difficult reading, cceteris paribus as to evidence, is to

be preferred to one which is altogether easy. Transcribers would naturally change
that which is obscure for that which is simple, not vice versa." Tregell. Introd.

p. xxxi.

3 See PoUio's Claudius, ch. 4.

* Lactantius urges this as a crime against Diocletian :
" in quatuor partes orbe di-

viso." M. P. 7. Says Niebuhr, ii. 33-5, with reference to the state of things after the

recovery of Illyricum by Claudius, " The empire was in reality divided into three

great masses : " viz. the Western Provinces, Italy with Africa and Illyricum, and
the East. During Aureolus' tenure of Illyricum in the earlier part of the period of

this Seal, and under Diocletian towards its" close, it was four great masses. Similar

were the Apocalyptic divisions, first offour, then of three ; Apoc. xii. 4, viii. 7, &c.
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lyptic tripartite division, of which we read in the first four

Trumpets.

In condusion, let me add to what I have cited from

Gibbon the testimonies of three of our most eminent modern
historiogra])liers of Roman history, Sismondi, Schlegel,

Niebuhr, with reference to the state of the empire at that

precise epoch of its legitimatized quadripartition that I

have brought my historic sketch down to. Says Sismondi

;

" Diocletian put an end to this long period of anarchy. . .

But such a succession of invasions and civil wars, and so

much suffering, disorder, and crime, had brought the em-
pire into a state of mortal languor, from Avhich it never

recovered."^—Says Niebuhr, speaking of the state of things

after Diocletian's accession ;
" After the cessation of the

l)lague, [" which began to decrease in the time of Prolans,"]
the empire was suffering from general distress : and its

condition was very much like that which followed after

the cessation of the black death in the middle ages."^

—

Says Schlegel : "The division of the empire among several

sovereigns appeared then [under Diocletian], as afterwards,

an unavoidable and necessary evil. In other words, the

several parts and members of the vast body of the Roman
empire, ivhich approached nearer and nearer to a dissolution,

began to fall to pieces."^—How long, we may think, would
its utter and total dissolution have been delayed, but for

the infusion, not very long after, of Christianity into its

political system, as a new principle of life ?

CHAPTER V.

THE FIFTH SEAL.

Thus, in a series of consecutive homogeneous figurations,

—figurations each one of a symbolic horse and horseman,

passing forth in vision, as I suppose, over the Roman land-

•
i. 41. 2 ji, 345^ 346.

8 I'hil. of Hist. ii. 37. Is it not as if all the three historians would illustrate this

prophecy ?
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scape/ and repeated in this homogeneous form until the

mind of the EvangeUst must have become famiharized with

them, and till the obvious presumptive solution of the three

last, on the same principle of Roman reference, must have
illustrated and confirmed in his mind that which we have
expounded as the most simple and natural interpretation of

the first,—in this series, I say, the imminent secular for-

tunes of the great military empire of Rome had been pre-

figured to St. John, as time would in its lapse unfold them -.

—first, and under the rule of a new line of emperors, an sera

of remarkable and protracted prosperity and triumph ; next,

under the abuse of the potver of the sword, a commencing
sera of as remarkable civil warfare and bloodshed ; then, as

on a scale of suffering suddenly enlarged, an sera of aggra-

vated misery from the added iniquitous administration and
fiscal oppressions of them to whom rightfully appertained

the balances of equity, with a notice of the last vain reclama-

tions of law and justice against them, and consequently

marked triumph of official corruption ; lastly, an sera

characterized by the letting loose on the devoted empire of

the judgments of sivord, famine, pestilence, and wild beasts ;

the evils of the two preceding Seals, themselves still in

force, having in fact prepared the way for these four sore

judgments of God:—under which, at length, the very

vitality of the empire seemed threatened, and its pale and
livid hue indicative of approaching dissolution.—But what,

meanwhile, of the Christian church and cause ? About the

time of the revelation being communicated to St. John in

Patmos, Christ's new and heaven -born religion, as also the

church gathered out of the world professing it, had so far

spread throughout the empire, and so widely and promi-

nently exhibited its extraordinary pretensions and effects,

as necessarily to attract public observation : and that not

of the lower orders only, but of the great and the learned

also ; of philosophers, statesmen, provincial governors, em-
perors. Under such circumstances, and long spared as it

appeared the empire would be, through all the subsequent

varying vicissitudes of the first four Seals, would it profit,

the Evangelist might think, by this prolongation of the

1 The scene fixed by the yrj in verse 4.
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day of its visitation : and both rulers and people direct

their inquiiies into the evidences that Christianity had to

show of heavenly origin; and, recognising them, believe

and embrace it ? That such would not have been the case

during the period of the Seals ihtis far opened, he might
almost have inferred from the figurings of the secular for-

tunes of the empire shown under them. For, had Chris-

tianity been in reality and in the spirit embraced by it, the

I'ed, the blaek, and the livid pale would scarcely have been,

one after the other, the distinctive phases of the Roman
state. Christianity would have been to it as the ])anacea

of the evils of its social, as well as of its moral system.

Under its influence they that bore the sword would have

borne it as God's ministers ; a terror to evil-doers, and the

praise of them that did well : and they, again, to whom
the balances appertained would have administered with

the balance of justice. " Truth would have s])rung out of

the earth, and righteousness looked down from heaven."

And then, instead of the four sore judgments of God, the

land, it might be supposed, would have yielded its in-

crease ; and peace and plenteousness flourished within it.

—

Thus much, I say, as it seems to me, St. John might have

inferred as to the non-reception of Christ's holy religion

during this period, from the very prefigurations of the

second, third, and fourth Seals themselves. But now, on

the Ji/fh Seal's opening, direct information was to be given

him on the subject. For the vision, while primarily de-

picting a crisis of the church during a new and memorable
a3ra which was to follow after that of the fourth Seal, re-

trospectively intimated also its condition and treatment in

the Roman empire, during the period of all the four Seals

preceding.

On this f/lh symbolic vision we are now to enter.

—

And
in doing so let me lirst and briefly call attention to the new
and (liflcrent scenery now brought prominently into view,

as connected M'ith it. Hitherto, as before observed, the

figurations presented to the apostle may be most probably

sup})osed to have past over the landscape of the Roman
world, to which they more immediately related. But, when
the fifth Seal was opened, another and nearer part of that
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significant scenery was called into use, to aid in the deve-

lopment of the subject prefigured. The attention of the

observer was directed to something passing in the altar-

court of the Apocalyptic temple ; and this locality so inti-

mately associated with fhe new vision as to constitute in

fact an integral and essential part of it. Now as, under the

Jewish ritual, it was the altar-court of the literal temple

that was the scene of what was visible and public in the di-

vine worship, and there were seen the ministrations at the

altar, the offerings piacular, votive, and eucharistic, the

varied lustrations, the presentments of incense by the

people worshipping, and their solemn prayer and psalmody,

led by the priests and Levites ministering,— so in this

temple of vision it might even k priori have been expected

that the altar-court, and what passed in it, would furnish

the local scene and indication of whatever had to be pre-

figured, as characteristic and important, respecting the

visible worship, from time to time, of Christ's true and faith-

ful people : seeing that in the primary Apocalyptic vision

shown to St. John the generally intended Christian appli-

cation of the figured Jewish temple, and what might pass

therein, had already been sufficiently indicated.^ And just

such will prove the fact. We shall find associated hereafter

with the local scene spoken of, the figurations of all such

matters as chiefly concerned church-worship :—whether

that of the church's thanksgivings for signal deliverances

and mercies ;—that of the saints' presentment to the High
Priest of their profession, at a time when such presentment

of it was distinctive, of the incense of prayer and praise ;

—

or that of their consistent ministrations, when others might
not be faithful in there ministering, at the great altar :

^

—

I say at the great brazen altar of sacrifice ; that standing

memorial, in the emblematic temple, of Christ's piacular

offering ; as constituting, to the end of time, the very cen-

tre and essence of all true Christian worship.—Thus in the

present case, as the scene depicted was the altar-court, and

1 See pp. 71—75 supra; also pp. 97—102.

2 All this will be abundantly illustrated as we proceed. See especially my com-

ments on Apoc. viii. 3, xi. 1.

In proof that the great brazen sacrificial altar is always meant by " t/ie altar,"

see my Paper vii. in the Appendix to Vol. ii.
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the voice heard a voice thence issuing, they might be sup-

posed to indicate, here as elsewhere, something notable and

characteristic of the times, in respect of the church's visi-

ble worshipping. What then, we ask, \vas the thing now
signified respecting it ? What the foreshown characteristic

of the worship pubhcly rendered by Christians to their

Lord, in the next notable a^ra after that of the fourth Seal?

—This is the Jirst point for consideration.

1. "And when he opened the fifth Seal, I saw under

the altar the souls of them that had been slain for the word

of God, and for the testimony which they held. And they

ci-ied with a loud voice, saying. How long, O Master holy

and true, dost thou not avenge our blood on them that

dwell on the earth?
"^

Thus the scene now depicted in the altar-comi was one

not of living worshippers, but dead ; the voice heard one,

not of psalmody or praise, but of suffering. It issued from

hcneath the attar ; and came, as the sacred description tells

us, from " the souls of them that had been slain for the

word of God and the testimony of Jesus :"—shadowy hu-

man forms appearing there, we may suppose,^ since white

robes are afterwards said to have been given them : per-

haps like those elohim seen ascending out of the earth in

olden time by king Saul.^ There was prefigured, evidently,

some notable cera ofpersecution against the church, carried

out by " them that dwelt on the earth," i. e. the Roman
rulers and people ; they having been raised up, apparently,

in strength to effect it, from the destroying judgments of

' Kai oTi^rjvoi^i ti]v irt^ntT^v ^(ppayiSa eiSov viroKaru) rov 6i)aiaaTi]piov ra^

\//DX«<; ftov tarpnyi^tpuiv ctu rov \oyai> tov Oiov, Kai Cia ti)v fiapTvpiav i\v ti\ov.

Kat iKoa^av (puivij fifyaXy, XtyovTtij, 'Kwc; ttoti, 6 ^taTroTt](; o ayioc; Kiii aX?j0tj/oc,

ov Kpipiiz Kai iKCiKtit; to aifia iffnov tK rwy KaroiKovvrojv tin r;;c y»/c ; Apoc. v.

9, 10.
'' So Vitringa.—There seems a peculiar propriety in this description of the yl/vyhi,

as appearing under the altar : seeing tliat tlie animal soul {4/vx>})i "^ ^'/''. was, as Dau-
buz observes, supposed to be in the fdnod ; (so Deut. xii. 23, on alfia tar'iv i) \puxiy)

and that the blood was poured out at the base of the altar, or upon the altar, in the

Jewish sacrifices, according as the victim was given for a sin-otfering, or a peace-

otfering.—The Classics similarly connect the soul and the blood. So Virgil, " Pur-

purcam vomit ille animam; " and Horace, " Nou van* redeat sanguis imagini."

In Psalm xvi. 10, Sept. version, t|/vx'; seems to mean thelseparate spirit, "Thou wilt

not leave my soul (^'I'x'/) i" Hades." In I^evit. xix. 2(S, xxi. 1, and other places, it

seems to be used ot a dead body, through which defilement was communicated.
3 1 Sam. xxviii. Vi.
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the Seal preceding :—a persecution of virulence such that

other visible worship, and witnessing for the faith, would

be now suppressed ; and this would alone remain to Chris-

tians, to offer themselves, as it were, in sacrifice, in the

cause, as well as after the example, of their dying Master

;

or, as St. Paul expresses it, iopour out their souls in libation,

at the foot of his altar.

^

And of this the historical fulfilment is most striking.

Little as was the probability of such an event, during the

desolating judgments of the earher half of the fourth Seal,

the Roman empire was raised up from its state of imminent

dissolution. " Oppressed and almost destroyed" as it had

been, to use Gibbon's language, " under the deplorable

reigns of Valerian and Gallienus, . . it was saved by a series

of great princes, Claudius, Aurelian, Probus, Diocletian,

and his colleagues : who, within a period of about thirty

years, triumphed over the foreign and domestic enemies of

the state, . . and deserved the title of restorers of the Roman
world." ^—It is observable indeed that, although raised up in

its integrity, (save only that Dacia, the acquisition of Tra-

jan, was abandoned by Aurelian to the Goths,) it was not

so, practically speaking,^ in its unity ;—a quadripartite divi-

sion under two senior emperors, the Augusti, and two

juniors, the Cwsars, having been instituted by Diocletian,

(so as already observed by me under the fourth Seal,) as

necessary to provide against the difficulties and dangers that

now on every side claimed the imperial attention. So that

the dissolution of the ho7'se, the symbol previously of the un-

divided empire, had, in fact, taken place. The empire under

its old constitution was no more. " Like Augustus, Dio-

cletian may be considered as the founder of a new empire."^

' So Phil. ii. 17, Ei Kai airtv^ofiai tin ry Ovcria Trie TrinTiuQ vfiuv ; and 2 Tim.

iv. 6, Eyw yap r]St] ffirevSofiai, " I am now ready to have my life poured out as in a

libntion." Compare too Rom. xii. 1, "Present your bodies a living sacrifice:" also,

with regard to the martyrs' fellowship with Christ's sufferings, agreeably with the

Apocalyptic figuring of their self-immolation as upon the same altar on which the

sacrifices typical of Christ were offered, Col. i. 24, 1 Pet. iv. : ? and Matt. xvi.

24, &c.
2 Gibb. ii. 1.—So too Montesquieu, ch. 16. "Et, Gallien ayant ete tue, Claude,

Aurelien, Tacite, et Probus .... retablireut 1' empire pret a p6rir."

^ I say practically ; because in theory the empire was still viewed as one, and Rome
still as its common capital.

^ Gibb. ii. 114.—The epoch is an extremely important one, and strikingly noticed,

if I mistake not, in a later Apocalyptic vision. See my Part iv. Ch. iv. \ 1.
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—Still the restoration was effective. The empire re-

vived in strength : but only to exliibit, in signal display,

the spirit of enmity to Christianity that animated it. Dur-

ing the progress of its restoration, indeed, the Christian

churches enjoyed toleration and rest. No sooner, however,

had the restoration been completed,—in fact, in the very

same year that that auspicious consummation was celebrat-

ed by Diocletian in his triumph at Rome, (the last triumph

that Rome ever saw,)^ in .that same year, A.D. 303, the

persecution that we speak of began.

It was early that year, in the royal palace of Nicomedia,

that secret and ominous councils began to be held between

Diocletian himself and Galerius, the eastern Caesar previ-

ously nominated by him. Maxiraian, the other Augustus,

though absent, was understood to concur with them. The
destruction of Christianity was the subject. " Perhaps,"

says Gibbon, it was "represented to Diocletian that the

glorious work of the deliverance of the empire was left im-

perfect so long as an independent people "
(i. e. the Chris-

tians) " were permitted to subsist and multiply in the heart

of the provinces."^ So then the blow was struck. On the

23rd of February the mission of an armed force to destroy

the great church of Nicomedia, and burn the sacred books

in it, was the signal for commencing persecution ;—a per-

secution the longest, the most universal, and the fiercest,

that ever yet raged against the Christians. History, alike

secular and ecclesiastical, agrees in thus representing it

:

and by a remarkable coincidence, and as if on purpose to

call attention to the fulfihnent in this persecution of the

fifth Seal's prefigurative vision, a chronological aera, dating

from Diocletian's accession, and, until the introduction of

the Christian wra in tlie sixth century, of general use

among Christian writers,—I say this aera, though insti-

tuted for other and astronomical purposes, has received its

title from it,"* and is called the A^ra of Martyrs. Churches
' Gi»)b. ii. 157.
2 Ih. 466.—The bitterness of the Pagan multitiulc against Christians, and accnsa-

tion of them as the guilty cause of all the then recent calamities, must also have had its

effect. See Cyprian's and Arnobius' testimonies cited pp. 193, 200 supra. The subject

is referred to again p. 213 infra; and with Tertullian's statement to the same effect

superadded.
' The rera is still used by the Copts and Ethiopians. See Sir H. Nicholas' Cbronol.

of History, p. 12. It dates from the persec 'itor Diocletian's accession, A.D. 284.

VOL. I. 14
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to be demolished, the Holy Scriptures burnt, church pro-

perty confiscated, the holders of religious assembhes put to

death, and Christians generally put out of the protection of

the law,—such were the heads of the first edict. Then
followed others, imposing penalties of imprisonment, tor-

tures, and death, first against the Christian bishops, pres-

byters, and other ecclesiastics, then against all Christians,

if obstinate in their faith. In this series of cruel edicts,

Diocletian declared " his intention of abolishing the Chris-

tian name." The fury of the populace readily, for the

most part, seconded the declared intention of the emperor.

And thus, with the partial exception of the western pro-

vinces, under the rule of the Caesar Constantius Chlorus,

(I say partial, for Spain and Britain too furnished many
victims,)^ Christian blood was shed throughout the extent

of the Roman world. And, long before the nine or ten

years of the persecution expired, such had been its efiect

that the three other emperors, Diocletian, Maximian, and

Galerius, united to raise pillars commemorative of their

success ; on which pillars inscriptions, not long since and

perhaps still extant, recorded their vain boast of having ex-

tirpated Christianity.^ Por church-service the Christians

now met in caves and catacombs. Their only way of visi-

bly and publicly witnessing for Christ was by martyrdom.

2. " How long, Lord, dost thou not avenge our blood

on them that dwell on the earth?"—In the words, "How
long," it was further implied to the Evangelist, as I before

observed, that although this persecution was the first and

only one noted in the prefigurative visions thus far ex-

hibited, yet it would not be then a new thing for Christian

blood to be shed by them that dwelt on the Roman earth,

1 St. Alban, of Verulam, is commemorated as amongst the British martyrs of this

persecution. Indeed Christianity is spoken of by some writers as almost destroyed

at this time in Britain. So Echard, ii. 550. Compare Euseb. V. C. i. 13.

- The following are the inscriptions found on columns at Clunia, a Eoman colony

in Spain. They are given from Gruter (p. 280) by Lardner, Vol. vii. p. 548.

1 Diocletianus Jovius et Maximian. Herculius Cfes. Augg.

Amplificato per Orientem et Occidentem Imp. Eom.
Et nomine Christianorum deleto,

Qui Hemp, evertebant.

2 Diocletian. Cses. Aug. Galerio in Oriente adopt.

Superstitione Christ, ubique deleta,

Et cultu Deorum propagato.
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including, as the words signified, both rulers and people

;

but only a continuance, or repetition, of the treatment long

previously experienced by them. To verify this is my
next object. And in doing so I must crave permission

from the reader not to hurry over the investigation. A
sketch of the persecutions of Christianity in the Roman
empire is almost necessary to our entering into the feelings

expressed in the woi'ds, " How long," by the souls under
the altar. And, after dwelling so much at length on the

secular fortunes of the Roman empire throughout the two
preceding centuries, it seems scarce alloAvable not to pause
awhile on the contemporaneous and parallel history, as con-

nected with it, of the Church of Christ.

Do we wonder that this should be, as we find it, a his-

tory, in no httle measure, of resistance, persecution, and
suffering ? The wonder will cease with us when the glori-

ous fact is remembered that Christianity was in its very

essence a war of aggression on error, idolatry, superstition,

and vice, in all their forms and in all their workings :— an
aggression unprecedented in the workVs history ; and begun
at a time when, with growth of ages, they had associated

themselves with all the existing pohtical institutions, as

well as all the lesser individualities of domestic and social

life : and this in an empire the mightiest the world ever

saw.—During the supremacy of the three preceding em-
pires, the Persian, Babylonian, and Grecian, it was other-

wise. Then it was ordered in God's providence that

religious truth should be in retirement : on the principle of

seclusion, not publicity ; and with self-preservation as its

object, not aggressive war and victory. Hence it was shut

up within the narrow hmits of Judea, as the religion of

one particular nation, not of mankind or the world ; and
by all its connected ceremonies, laws, and institutions pro-

hibited almost from extending itself. The times of ig-

norance in the world at large God then winked at. But
on the introduction of Christianity the case was directly

the reverse. " Go ye into all the world, and preach the

gospel to every creature,"—such was the charge to his

apostles by Him who had come as the Saviour into this

lost world : and in it was declared their commission to go
14*
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forth and make war, though not with carnal weapons, on

evil and error in its every form ;
" casting down all imagin-

ations, and every high thought that exalted itself against

the knowledge of God." Could it be expected that man's

corruption would not rise against the religion that dis-

turbed it ? Or that the strong man anned, the Spirit of

evil, the Prince of the darkness of this world, when thus

assailed in his very citadel, would fail of acting out the bit-

terness of his enmity ?

It was from the populace that the persecution of Chris-

tian teachers and people began in the Roman empire. This

was to be expected. The war was made, not, like other

wars, on men in the associated mass in the first instance,

—

the political body, the state, the empire,—but over men
one by one individually ; and, in every case, the conquest

sought was that not of the mere profession, but of the

heart. It was sought there ; and, in the case of many, it

was won there. For, in spite of its self-denying lessons,

and in spite of its outward cross of persecution also, there

attended the Christian faith those high credentials of its

truth and divinity, and that power and sweetness in its

doctrine to convince the reason, calm the troubled con-

science, comfort the sorrowing heart, and satisfy its irre-

sistible longings after the knowledge of God and after im-

mortality, (longings that amidst all the speculations and vain

boastings of philosophy had been hitherto altogether un-

satisfied,) which with the sincere overcame every obstacle
;

and led them to join in willing union with that new and
despised body of men called Christians, after the name of

their crucified Master, Christ Jesus.—In every such case

new tastes and principles, and by consequence new habits

of life, new associations, and the relinquishment of the old

followed. Thus i\\Q family first felt it. There consequently

began the first outcry and opposition. The members of a

house were divided, three against two, and two against

three. Then it was felt in each little social circle ; then,

as the numbers increased of converts to Christianity, in

the towns and districts surrounding. So from a thousand

centres the outcry rose, and waxed louder and louder

;

" These are they which turn the world upside down."

—
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The Prince of this world had his ready instruments to fan

the gathering odium ; the Jetvs scattered over the Roman
world, indignant at the thought of the truth and salvation

of God being offered to the Gentiles ;
^ the Magicians who

found their false miracles exposed and confounded by tnie

ones ; the Pagan Priests and trades that found their craft

threatened ; and, at length, the Philosophers too, indignant

at their philosophy being held forth as foolishness. Super-

stition, with its dark and unholy terrors, added to the feel-

ing against Christians, and gave it a deeper bigotry. As
they had no idol-statues, it vilified them as atheists.^ The
disasters of the natural world, whensoever occurring,

—

inundations, earthquakes, dearth, pestilence,—and those of

war too, it charged on theml^ It was the anger of the gods

against the Christians.

From the people the outcry against Christianity rose up
to the Governors. At first, hke Gallio, they treated it

with indifference. Then other results followed. T\iq first

imperial persecution of Christians, that by Nero, was one of

singular character and origin. It was not an act of state-

jealousy against them. They had not as yet sufficient

power or eminence to excite his jealousy. Nor was it a

persecution ordered against them for their peculiar doc-

trines. Of these, probably, he knew nothing. But it was

a taking advantage of the odium prevalent against the

Christian body in Rome, to fix on them the guilt of a then

recent incendiary firing of the city : the excessive hatred

that they laboured under rendering them the fittest class

on whom to avert from himself, the real criminal, that

odious charge.'*—Under Domitian, the second imperial per-

secutor, the case was different. The numbers had now so

increased in the empire, that his jealousy, being awakened
' So Justin Martyr in his Dialof^. cum Trypb. p. 234 (Ed. Colon. 168G :) Ov fiovov

St ov fitrtvot]<Jari,a\\' avcpaq iKXtKTuvc; iK\i^afi(voi tots airo 'lipuvaaXrjfi t^nrifi-

\f/aTt ttf naaav rrfv yr]v, Xiyovrti; aipiaiv aOtwv xpiirriavwv iripavOai' KuraXt-

yovTi^ Tt ravra airip kuQ' iifiuiv a'l ayi'oovvTiQ iifia^ anavTiQ Xfyovntv.
'^ So in the Account of I'olyciii-p's Martyrdom, ^ 3 ; Aipe rovg aGtovg. Also in

Justin M. just cited ; and again in Dion Cassius, in the extract given Note - on the

next page.
3 See again the testimonies of Cyprian and Amohius pp. 193, 200 supri. To the

same effect is the earlier statement in Tertullian's Apolog. c. 40 ;
" Si Tiberis ascendit

in ma;nia, . . si terra movit, si fames, si lues, statim Chrintianos ad Icoiies acclamatur."
* So Tacitus, " Quos per tlagitia invisos vulgus Christianos appellabat; " adding, as

his own judgment on Christianity, the words " exitiabilis superstitio." Ann. xv. 44.
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by informers against sundry classes as plotting treason,

(crimen majestatis,) naturally directed itself against Chris-

tians among others. Besides the usual charge of atheism,

it was said that this aspiring body was seeking a king-

dom.^ So the jealous emperor slew, in the person of his

own cousin Clemens, the Christian of noblest blood and
rank f banished the only surviving apostle of the Christian

faith to Patmos ; and summoned the nearest surviving re-

latives of Him whom the Christians called their King. But
he found the last-mentioned poor men ; heard that it was

a kingdom not of this world ; and dismissed them with

contempt.—Thus far St. John himself had beheld the pro-

gress of persecution. Soon after, on Nerva's accession,

Christians, among other sufferers from Domitian's tyranny,

were set free. Against Christians, as Christians, no direct

law as yet existed.^

About this time however, or soon after, the effect on

the public habits and feelings had become so striking, and
constituted a social phaenomenon so entirely new, and on
so vast a scale, as necessarily to arouse both the curiosity

and the anxiety of the ruling powers. The governor of

Bithynia, the younger Pliny, wrote to the emperor Trajan

of the temples being in disrepute, and almost deserted in

his province, from the influence of the body of men called

Christians : and, at the same time, of the popular fury

being such against them, as to charge them with every

crime,* and violently to call for their punishment ; though,

on examination, their morals seemed to him to be singularly

virtuous and innocent.—This was an epoch in the history

of the persecution of the Christian Church. In Trajan's

' So Justin Martyr ; K«t v/isig, OKOvaavriQ ^aaiKuav irpoadoKtavrai; r)naq, a/cpt-

TWQ avOpdJiTivov Xtyiiv r/fiaQ tiTTftXjjdiarf, i]}iwv ttjv fitra Otov XtyovTwv. Apol.
ii. 58.

~ Dion Cassius, Ixvii. 14, in narrating Clemens' execution by Domitian, and the

banishment of his wife Domitilla, in a passage already referred to (pp. 45, 61 supra),

thus remarkably describes their crime; Extjvix^^I ^« afKpoLV tyKKrj^a aQtorrjTog- v^'

rig Kai aWoi tg ra tiov lovSaiojv r)6rf i^oKiWovrtg ttoXXoi KaTsSiKarrOijrrctv Kai ot

/liv antdavov oi Si tuiv yovv ovcriwv i(TTipr]9ri(TaV r) Se AofiinWa VTripojpierOr] fiovov

fig UavSartpiiav. Of Clemens' execution, I may obserye, Dio uses the word Karfo-
^a^e ; the same that is here applied to the martyrs.

3 Bishop Kaye, however, seems inclined to doubt this; grounding his doubt on
some statements in Tertullian. TertuU. p. 115.

* So Justin Martyr and others tell of charges made against them of Thyestean
banquets, &c.
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rescript, the law was first declared respecting them. It had
long previously been recognised, Cicero tells us, as a prin-

ciple in the Roman legislation, that no gods were to be

worshipped " nisi publice adsciti ;
"

i. e. unless admitted

and recognised in the public law. On this Maecenas had
strongly counselled Augustus to insist, as a preservative

principle to his empire. And upon this Trajan seems now
to have formed his rescript. It was true that in the subse-

quent admission of the Er/tjptian gods and religion into

Rome a principle of tolerance had been acted on incon-

sistent with the former law ; and the Jetvs religion too had
become a religion recognised in the empire, and under

legal protection, a " rellgio licita!' But the peculiarity of

Christianity that I before alluded to seemed to demand
other treatment. Both the Eg\q)tian religion, and that of

the Jews, were peculiarly national;—religions for the people

of those two nations distinctively ; and not proselyting, not

aggressive, at least to any marked or dangerous extent.

But in the phaenomenon now before him he beheld a reli-

gion, as before said, essentially proselyting, essentially

aggressive on the heathenism established in the empire

;

and in its pretensions challenging and marching on to be uni-

versal. His inquiries must have represented the Christians

as a numerous and rapidly increasing body of men in the

empire, separated in spirit and in habits from the common
mass of Roman citizens : a body neither Roman nor barba-

rian, but a sort of " genus tertium," as Tertullian tells us

the Christians were reproachfully called:^—being indeed

in the empire, but not of the empire ; and constituting an

imperium in imperio, a cioitas in civitate ; just according to

that Apocalyptic figure, which depicted them as a hohj city,

locally associated with the great city of this world, but not

blending with it.—The mi/steriousness of their religious

faith made them of course yet more the objects of suspi-

cion ; seeing that no visible temple, altars, images, or sacri-

fices appertained to it, so as to other religions : and, above

^ Tertullian De Spec.—Bishop Kaye expresses doubt as to TertuUian's understand-
in? of this reproachful appellative of Christians. Neander (i. 122, Clarke's Ed.) ex-

plains it as meaning they were neither Roman nor Jew. But it seems to me more
aj^reeable to Roman phraseology, which divided the world into Romans and barbariann,

to explain it as I have done.
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all, the singular and unintelligible closeness of their union ;

and their obstinacy, which was such as it was found no

persuasion, no torture, nor even death itself could over-

come.^

In Trajan's rescript, the law was thus far mildly declared,

that there should be no inquisition for Christians by the

public officers ; but that, when brought in regular process

of law before the governor, and tried by the test of sacri-

^cing to the gods, the recusants should suffer punishment.

The rescript, I say, may have been thus far mercifully in-

tended, as a protection of innocent Christians against the

violent seeking out and tearing them from their homes by

the popular fury. Yet as it constituted Christianity in it-

self a religio illicita, a faith criminal to adhere to, it fur-

nished a ready plea under which Christians might be thence-

forward accused and punished, whensoever either the ruler

was unjust, or the populace enraged, and the governor (hke

Festus) willing to do them a pleasure. So in many parts

it even now operated. Souls of martyrs were gathered

from one place and another under the altar. Ignatius, the

venerable bishop of Antioch, headed them. In the full

triumph of faith he journeyed to Rome, his appointed place

of martyrdom. "Have I given myself up," said he, "to death,

to fire, to the sword, to wild beasts ? The nearer I am to

the sword, the nearer to God. When I am among the

wild beasts I am with God. In the name of Jesus Christ,

and through his help, I am ready to suffer all together

with him." Such is reported to us as his language, in a

letter written on the journey to the Church at Smyrna.^

A little after writing it his journey was accomplished : and
in the great amphitheatre at Rome, which still remains in

its colossal grandeur as the martyr's memorial, amidst the

brutal shouts of assembled myriads, he was thrown to the

lions.

1 This obstinacy of Christians is particularly noted in Pliny's letter as criminal.

Their peculiar imitedHcss must also have been very obnoxious to Trajan ; who had,

only a little before Pliny's letter, promulgated a general law against iraipeiai, i. e.

associations, or clubs, of whose affiliation and meetings he was jealous. Neander ib.

132, 135.

Tertullian, Apol. c. 2, comments very justly on Pliny's letter and Trajan's rescript.

2 Ch. 4. I here follow the generally received opinion as to the genuineness of this

Epistle to the Christians of Smyrna. See, however, my notice at p. 16 supra of the

Syriac version of Ignatius' Epistles, in which it does not appear.
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Now began the apologies of Christians, Quadrafiis and

Aristides were the tirst to appeal in behalf of the Christian

body to Trajan's successor Hadrian ; then afterwards Jus-

tin Martlet- to Antoninus Pius. And both Hadrian, in the

spirit of equity, issued his rescript against punishing Chris-

tians for anything but political crimes; and the first An-

tonine yet more decidedly, though not uniformly with suc-

cess, protected them against violence. But as the reign of

the second Antonine progressed ^ the face of things was

changed. His proconsuls in various places, and associate in

the empire L. Yerus, (though not, 1 cannot but feel persuad-

ed, himself,-) treated Christianity as a direct crime against

1 See the express Edict issued by him against persecution of Christians in the 1st

year of his reign, given by Eusebius, H. E. iv. 13, from Melito.

- Melito's Letter to the emperor on occasion of the persecutions suggests this al-

ternative. See the citation from it in Eusebius, H. E. iv. 26. Neander (i. 143)

thinks this doubt was expressed by Melito, in order that he might ask his repeal of

the edict with a better grace, and due respect to the imperial authority. This seems

to me very unlikely; especially considering the full conviction Melito expresses of

M. Aurelius arriving at an opinion about the Christian body even yet more philan-

thropic, as well as philosophic, than that of his two kindly disposed predecessors

Hadrian and Antoninus I'ius. S£ St Kai fxaXXov nepi tovtwv Tt}v avrijv iksivulq

tXovra yvojfiTii'., koi noXv ye fiXavOpanrortpai' kui (pi\o(TO<pwTtpav, irtTTtiafxtOa

Travra Trpadffiiv oaa aov StofitBa. Eusebius himself, in the Preface to his U. E.

T, describes the persecutions of Christians that occurred in certain places in the 17th

year of M. Aurelius, as arising, not from any edict of M. Aurelius, but irom popular

outbreakings of enmity ; tS tTriGtcrtujg ruiv Kara rac; noXiiQ Sijixwv. And L.

Verun, to whom the East was chiefly entrusted, was quite the man to counten-

ance them.

The persecuting edict referred to by Neander, which has the name of Aurclian

attached to it, cannot of course be relied on as really belonging to Aurelius. Gieseler

(H. E. i. 76), like myself, disbelieves this.

On the whole, after carefully considering the statements made by Mosheim,

Neander, and Waddington, on this subject, and also the original authorities, I can-

not but conclude that these authorities do not warrant their ascription of the per-

secutions of Christians in M. Aurelius' reign to that emperor directly himself.—

A

view this which his early Edict in favour of Christians, as well as his general

character of justice, so universally recognised, strongly confirms ; and also Ter-

tuUian's testimony in his favour, Apol. c. 5,* and Lactantius' marked omission of

him in the list of imperial persecutors. M. P. c. 3.t— I am pleased to find that

Mr. Greswell (Harmony, iv. 594) takes the same view with me on this question.

* He challenges the enemies of Christiiinity to mention any of the good and wise

emperors advanced to the throne after Domitian, who had been a debellator of

Christians. On the other hand, he adds, we can mention one who was a protector of

Christians, viz. M. Aurelius. Now, though this was said by Tertullian with special

reference to the Providential intervention in favour of the Koman army in the later

affair of the so-called " thundering legion," yet could he so have written, if M.
Aurelius had been previously by his edicts a direct persecutor of Christians; yea,

" had polluted every year of a long reign with innocent blood," as Dean Waddington
expresses it ? A statement the more strange on his part, as is occurs just after his

describing M. Aurelius as one who " had reached as high a degree of moral excellence

as is attainable by the unassisted faculties of man."

t In M. Aurelius' disapprobatory notice of the deaths of Christian martyrs, -which
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the state ; enjoining inquisition against Christians, the ap-

phcation of torture, if they refused sacrificing, and, if still

obstinate, death. The wild beasts, the cross, the stake,—

•

these were the cruel forms of death that met the faithful.

Many were now gathered under the altar : among others

the souls of Polycarp, of Justin Martyr, and of the faithful

confessors of the church at Lyons.—Then the tvhite horse

passed from view.

As the period of the red horse succeeded, and when,

amidst the civil commotions ensuing, they that shed Chris-

tian blood had it given them in a measure to drink blood,

the Church enjoyed a temporary respite ; which lasted

through the reign of Commodus, and to the commence-
ment of that of Septimius Severus. But, shortly after, a

law of the last-named emperor, forbidding conversions to

Christianity under heavy penalties, while it indicated the

increasing progress of that divine religion in the empire,

did also, as Christianity could not but be aggressive and
proselyting, revive persecution against it. The brunt of

the persecution fell on the churches of Africa and Egypt.

And Tertullian, the Carthaginian presbyter, rose up as their

apologist. He tells, in his Apology, of the insults and in-

juries that the Christians suffered under. " How often,"

exclaims he, addressing the Governors in Proconsular Africa,

"do ye use violence against the Christians ; sometimes at

the instigation of private malice, sometimes according to

the forms of law ! How often also do the common people

attack us in their rage with stones and flames !

" But, as

he had previously said, " Truth wonders not at her owb
condition. She knows that she is a sojourner upon earth

;

that she must find enemies among strangers ; that her

origin, her home, her hopes, her dignities, are placed in

heaven."^ And then again: "Call us, if ye will, by
names of reproach, sarmenticU, semaxii

;

—names derived

from the stake to which we are bound, and the faggots

1 Apol. ch. 1, 37.

has been cited by Neanderi. 144 and Waddington i. 119, fit} Kara ij/iXriv Trapara^iv,

uQ 01 XpioTiavoi, aXXn Xt\oyi(Tfiiv(>)Q, Kai (Tf/ivug, Kai arpayii)5b)Q, it seems to me
that the words Kara ;//i\>ji' Trapara^iv might be more exactly rendered, " in the
mere spirit of antagonism, (sc. to their judges,) " rather than obstinacy, as Neander,
or ostentation, as Waddington.
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with which we are surrounded when burnt to deatli !

These are but our ornaments of victory, our robe of state,

our triumphal chariot."
^

Under the third Seal, and when again, in God's right-

eous retribution, the people that had so long instigated the

malice and the rapacity of unjust provincial governors

against Christians, had their lot darkened by the letting

loose of that very rapacity and injustice on themselves,

—

at that time that self-same voice in the imperial government

which called, though all ineffectually, for equity in the

general administration, called, but still as ineffectually, for

equity specially towards Christians. Alexander Severus

confessed his admiration of Christian morality, and of Him
too who had been its first and divine teacher.- On a par-

ticular occasion he even recognised the Chnstians as a law-

ful corporation,^ and protected them at Rome against their

enemies. But it was a protection partial only and transient.

Martyrs were still slain. The name of Hippoltjtus, bishop

of Porto, stands eminent among them.^ Moreover, the

former laAvs against Christians remained unrepealed.'^ And,

after his death, his successor Maximin renewed the imperial

persecution against them ; the rather as against a body

which Alexander had favoured. His edict was directed

specially against the bishops and leaders of the Church.

But in its effects it went further. It animated the heathen

priests, magistrates, and multitude against Christians of

' Apol. ch. 50. Sarmentum, a faggot ; semiaxis, says Bingham, i. 2, 10, " a stake of

aljout six feet long."
'2 "In larario suo, in quo .... Christum, Abraham, et Orpheum, ot hujuscemodi

deos habebat, rem divinam faciebat." Lamprid. Vit. A. Sev. c. 29. Gibbon refers

to this, ii. 450.
3 He assigned to the Christian Church at Rome a piece of ground, which they

disputed with the corporation of popinarii ; i. e. of restaurateurs, or taveni-keepcrs.

Lamprid. c. 49.

* That the Portus Romanus of which he was bishop was Ostia near Rome, not

Aden on the Red Sea, so as many have supposed, seems to me to have been made
sufficiently clear before the late discovery of his Work on Heresies, by Prudcntius'

Ode on his Martyrium (B. P. M. v. 1034); speaking, as he does, of his bones as

transferred from Ostia to Rome :

Metando eligitur tumulo locus : Ostia linquant

;

Roma placet sanctos qusE teneat cineres.

For Cave's idea that this may have been another Ilippolytus, also a martyr, and of

about the same age, is hardly reasonable. See my Note- p. 26 supra.

* This appears from his minister Ulpian's work, De Officio Proconsulis ; in which

a collection of Rescripts against Christians is noticed by Lactantius, Instit. v. 11.
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every rank and order. " Smite the shepherds, and the

sheep shall be scattered."

The actual martyrdoms unto death had not mdeed thus

far been very many ; i. e. as compared with the multitude

of the Christian body. So Origen declared near the middle

of the third century.^ There had been enough to show

man's bitter enmity against the truth, enough to exhibit

the glorious sustaining power of Christian faith. If not

more, it was His doing who could shut the lions' mouths.

Moreover, if the martyrs slain were not so many, the con-

fessors who suffered in other ways for the faith were innu-

merable. But while Origen made this statement respecting

the jpast, he added, in a remarkable passage respecting the

future, that the tranquillity then prevailing was not to be

expected to continue : that the irresistible progress of

Christianity, and the impression generally prevalent as to

the downfal of the established religion necessarily conse-

quent thereon, and together with its downfal untold dis-

asters to the empire,—that this would soon again revive

the flames of persecution ; and that it would then rage with

an intensity, probably, greater than ever:— concluding

thus ;
" But, if God will, let it come : Christ has overcome

the world." ^

Such was at that time the anticipation of Origen ; and

very soon it had its fulfilment. The period of \}iMd fourth

Seal succeeded to that of the third. It was seen by the

emperor Decius that if the heathen state-religion were to

be preserved, the Christian must be crushed ; that the two

could not long consist together. Thereupon he made his

decision. He determined on crushing Christianity,— Like

those of certain preceding emperors, his edicts commanded
inquisition of Christians, torture, death. Then was the con-

sternation great. The bishop of Alexandria, Dionysius,

expressly records it. Eor the Church had now lost much
of its first love. There were some apostasies ; there were

many faithless : the libellatici and the acta facientes :^—
professors who at the same time dared not confess, yet dared

not apostatize; and bribed the magistrates with money,

1 Adv. Celsum 1. iii. It is cited by Gibbou ii. 427.
2 See Neander's Church History, ib. p. 175. ^ Neander, p. 179.
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to spare tliem the conflict.—But now Death on the pale

horse, having received his commission, had entered the

empire. The sword of the Goths, one of his appointed

instrumental agencies, struck down the persecuting empe-

ror.^—His successor Valerian, presently after, (A. D. 257,)

animated by the same spirit, renewed the persecution. It

was against the bishops and presbyters, who led on the

Christians to the conflict,— and the Christians' assemblies,

which supplied the pubhc means of grace that strengthened

them to endure it,—that the imperial edicts were noAV

chiefly levelled. Then it was that the bishop of Carthage,

Cyprian, confessed among others, and was added to the

glorious army of martyrs.—But God again interposed. As
Decius by the Gothic sw^ord, so Valerian had his reign cut

short by the Persian.^ And Gaflienus, his son and suc-

cessor, trembling under God's sore judgments, though

still as before unconverted, sensual, hard-hearted, issued

for the first time (A. D. 261) an edict of toleration to

Christianity.^ Their churches and burial-grounds (xojjotvj-

rr^^ia.) were now I'estored to Christians ; their worship

permitted. Though the popular outbreaks against the

disciples were by no means altogether discontinued, Christ-

ianity was legalized.^

Such, in brief, were the persecutions of Christians in the

Roman empire, prior to that by Diocletian. During the

progress of what has been called by some the gradual

restoration of the empire, commencing soon after Galli-

enus' edict of toleration, (for the emperor Claudius, the

first of the restorers, succeeded him in the year 268,) the

toleration continued. Christian churches Avere now built
;

Christian worship might be held in public. To use the

Apocalyptic figure, the symbohc altar-court of the Chris-

tian tcm])le, with its ritual of sacred worship, was now
opened to general view. But no sooner was the restora-

tion completed than an aera began, as we have seen, under

' Compare Lactantius M. P. c. 4. ^ Comp. Lactant. M. P. c. 5.

3 Tlie Edict is given by Eusebius, 11. E. vii. 1.3.

* JS'eandcr, p. 191 ;— the excellent author wluim I have cliiofly followed in the

above sketch of the persecutions of Christianity. Compare Gibbon's celebrated

chapter xvi, on the same subject.
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the new Seal, which was emphatically, and beyond any

other, the mra of martyrs. Persecution broke out afresh

after its slumbering, like a giant refreshed with sleep. It

combined in itself the bitterness of all the former persecu-

tions :
— confiscation, imprisonment, torture, death ;

— a

special vengeance against churches and church-assemblies,

bishops and presbyters ;—with the new feature moreover

super-added of war against the holy Scriptures / that source

of strength and wisdom to the suffering church, by the de-

struction of which, it was now rightly judged, Christianity

might best be destroyed. " When he had opened the

fifth Seal, I saw the souls of them that were slain for the

word of Crod,^ and for the testimony which they held."

Some there were, yea many, faithless under the terrors of

the persecution ; many traditores, that betrayed their trust,

gave up the Holy Scriptures, and helped to prompt the

persecutors' boast of having extirpated Christianity. But
the faithful, the faithful even unto death, were many also.

The Bible was preserved : (indeed a special provision had
been previously made in God's providence for its preserva-

tion :)^ and the Church continued to witness for the word
of God, and the gospel of Jesus.

But let us advert to what remains of the vision.

3. " How long, Lord, holy and true, dost thou not

avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth ?
"

During the progress of these persecutions the feeling

with the martyrs themselves, (at least the earlier martyrs,)

which for the most part overpowered all other feelings, was

that of joy and gratitude at being permitted the privilege

of partaking in Christ's sufferings ; and, after his example,

1 So Eusebius, H. E. viii. 2. . . . r«e ^e ypcKpag a<pavHQ irvpi ytvtaOai TrpooTar-

Tovra. He had previously said, Tag St tv9tovQ kul itpag ypa(pag Kara jjtiirag

ayopag irvpi TrapadiSo/ievag avroig tTTtiSofiev o(pdaXiiois. And so Lactantius,

M. P. 12; "Qui dies ctim illuxisset, repente ad ecclesiara prsefectus cum ducibus et

tribunis et rationalibus venit ; et, revulsis foribus, simulachrum Dei quajritui-

:

Scripturae repertae incenduntur."
2 I do not mean by this to confine the meaning of the clause to the Christians'

preservation of their Scriptures. I only mean to suggest this point, in addition to

the more usual intent of the phrase, with reference to the preaching of God's word.
3 The copies, as well as versions, of the Scriptures had been so much multiplied

in the empire, that the most severe inquisition could no longer be attended with

fatal consequences. See Mosheim, iii. 1. 1. 5. The learned Origeu had availed

himself of the previous tranquillity to make his famous Edition of the Old Testa-

ment in six versions, called the Hexapla. See Lardner, ii. 327, 473.
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offering themselves, like burnt-offerings, (not piacular in-

deed, but of self-devotion,') on the altar of God. Witness

the recorded language of Ignatius and of Polycai-p, on oc-

casion of their martyrdoms ; language alike beautiful, and

most illustrative of the Apocalyptic imagery under which

their martyr-deaths were here depicted."' Afterwards how-

ever, as the clause in the vision just quoted may perhaps

suggest to tlie reader, there were mingled at times with

this joyous gratitude other thoughts and feehngs. They
knew that God would not leave them unavenged ; and

spoke to each other, and to their persecutors, of a coining

vengeance. So for example, in the persecution last before

Diocletian's, the African martyr Marianus. " As if filled,"

we read, " witli the prophetic spirit, he w^arned his perse-

cutors, and animated his brethren, by proclaiming the

approaching avenging of his blood." ^

1 Compare St. Paul's similar figurative language given p. 208 Note ', supr^.

2 Ignatius, in his Epistle to the Roman Christians, ch. 2,—an Epistle written on
his journey to Rome, after his haWng been seized and bound " like a choice ram
for sacrifice,* by the ferocious soldiery,"—begs them, as the greatest favour they

could do, not to interpose to prevent his being poured out as a libation to God on
his altar ; YWiov fxoi fir) :r«pacrj(rj(T0f rov (JTrov6i<y6r}i'ai 0£(f), <l)q en Ovaiaarrfpiou

froifiov tariv : and again, c. 4; Airavtucrare tov XpiaTov iiTrtp fxov, 'iva Sia twv
opyavutv tovtuiv Ovaia tiiptQi^.

As to Polycarp, the whole passage in the Acts of his Martyrdom, to which I refer

(ch. 14), is so beautiful in itself, and so illustrative of the points specified above,

that I cannot but transcribe it. " Having his hands tied behind him, and being

bound [to the stake] a.s a ram [chosen] out of a great flock for an otfering, and pre-

pared to be a burnt-sacrijice, acceptable unto God, he looked up to heaven, and said

;

Lord God Almighty, the Father of thy well-beloved and blessed Son Jesus Christ,

by whom we have received the knowledge of thee,—the God of angels, and powers,

and of every creature, and [especially] of the whole race of just men, who live in

thy presence,!—I give thee hearty thanks tliat thou hast vouchsafed to me that at

this day, and this hour, I should have a part in the number of thy martyrs, and in

the cup of thy Son Christ, unto the resurrection of eternal life, both of soul and body,

in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit. Among whom may I be accepted this day

before thee as an acceptable Havrificv ; as thou, tlie true God, hast before ordained

For which, and for all things else, I praise thee, I bless thee, I glorify thee, with the

eternal and heavenly Jesus Christ, thy beloved Son ; to whom, witli thee and the

Holy Ghost, be glory both now, and to all succeeding ages. Amen."
So again Cyprian. " Quasi holocausta hostiae accepit illos." Ad Fortun. 12.

The figure continued to be used in the Church afterwards. So Prudentius in his

Cathemerinon, to the Innocents ; (li. V. M. v. 1009 :)

Vos prima Cliristi victima,

Grex immolat(jrum tener,

Aram ante ipsam simplices

Palma ct coronis luditis.

3 " Ibi et Marianus, prophetico spiritu jam repletus, fidenter ac fortiter pncdicabat

* u)Q KpioQ nri(jT}fioq. Acts of Ignatius' martyrdom, c. 7.

t Compare the Apocalyptic figuration of the 24 presbyters, and my comment on

it, p. 93 supra.
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But it is in fact the seeming cry of the martyred saints,

—the voice of their blood in the ears of those surviving

Christians of the true ApostoUc line and character whom
I suppose St. John here as elsewhere to have impersonated,^

—which the analogy of what is said in Scripture of Abel's

blood crying from the ground^ points out as the main

intent of the symbolic language of the clause. And by

these, the attendant and surviving ministers of the Chris-

tian body, the cry of the blood of their martyred brethren,

was construed as in harmony with their own feelings ; and

as calling for vengeance, speedy and destroying vengeance,

on the murderers.^ The which vengeance the Church of

the third century did for the most part, like Marianus, ex-

pect and look for. Mark, for example, the language of

Tertullian and of Cyprian } language in truth too maledic-

tory ;^ and hardly in unison with the spirit of Stephen,*^ or

proximam justi sanguinis ultionem ; variasque sseculo plagas, velut de coeli jam cul-

mine, minabatur ; luem, captivitatem, famem, &c. Qua prajdicatione non tantuni

gentilibus insultabat fides martyris, sed etiam fratribus vigorera femulandre virtutis

priBcinebat." Acta St. Jacobi et Mariani, ap. Daubuz, p. 279. His martyrdom is

dated about A.D. 259, under Valerian.

1 See p. 102 supra. This will be illustrated at large under the Sealing Vision.

2 Gen. iv. 10, compared with Heb. xii. 24.—So Shakespeare, in his Richard the 2nd;

Which blood, like sacrificing Abel's, cries

E'en from the tongueless caverns of the earth,

To me for justice.

' Compare Josh. xxiv. 27.
* So TtrtulUan; "But what a spectacle is that which is now near at hand of the

coming of the Lord, and the last and eternal day of judgment ! What a vastness to

that spectacle ! How shall I admire, how laugh, how rejoice, how exult, when I he-

hold so many proud monarchs, reported to have been received into heaven, groaning

in the lowest abyss of darkness ; so many provincial governors, who pei-secuted the

name of the Lord, liquifying in fiercer fires than they ever kindled against the Chris-

tians," &c. De Spectac. c. 30.

So too Cyprian. First to Demetrianus : "We are sure that whatever we suffer will

not remain unrevenged; and that the greater the injury of the persecution, the hea-

vier and juster will be the vengeance :
" and again ;

" Since the present judgments
suffice not to convert you to God, there remains that of the eternal prison with its

everlasting flames of punishment:"—also to his Christian Brethren of Thibaris, Ep.
56 (Ed. Baluz.) ;

" that day when the Lord shall have begun to reckon up his

people ; and, recognising the merits of each by the rule of his divine omniscience, to

condemn our persecutors to the burning of the penal flame, and to grant to ourselves

the reward of our devotedness and faith."

5 Augustine, on Matt. v. 44, suggests in apology for the Apocalyptic cry, (which he
explains as uttered by the martyrs themselves,) tliat it might have been a cry against

the Roman A-/w(7rfo/» o/.sjM, rather than against its living const ittients. "Nam ipsa

est sincera, et plena justitise et misericordise, vindicta martyrum ; ut evertatur regnum
peccati, quo regnante tanta perpessi sunt."

6 Acts vii. 60.
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of Polycarp.^ But i)ehold, in contravention of such ex-

pectations, it was delayed throiigli one, through two cen-

turies, and more. From year to year, from reign to reign.

Christian blood w\is again and again shed by their enemies,

specially in this last and most terrible persecution by Dio-

cletian. Then the voice seemed to them to wax louder

and louder -. and, with a tone of murmuring and impa-

tience mixt in it, as well as of suffering,—yea, and with

almost an im])eachment of God's attributes of holiness and
truth, for having so long spared the guilty, and left his

saints to suffer,—to cry, " How long, Lord, holy and
true, dost thou not avenge our blood on them that dwell

on the earth?"— In the catacombs at Rome, whither the

persecuted Christians there resident fled for concealment

in those days of trouble, memorials still exist, the most im-

pressive and affecting, both of the marti/rs then slain, and
of their blood crying as it w^ere from beneath the ground
against them that shed it. I allude to monumental tablets

long extant there, (such as the Reader sees now pictured

before him,) wath inscriptions rudely sculptured to their

memory : and vases of small size often seen beside them,

whereinto had been poured, as would seem, wdiat the

Christian bystanders could collect of life's ebbing flood at

the scene of martyrdom;^ inscribed with the single but

1 " Pray ye," wrote Polycarp to the Philippians, at the time when Ignatius was
passing onward to raartmlom, " for kings and princes and magistrates, even those
that persecute and hate you." ^12.

2 The engravings are from Bohletti.

In the former the E. P. S. is the abbreviation for " et posteris suis ; " showing
that the tomb had been legally appropriated to liiinnus and his family after him ;

and also fixing the inscription to the time immediately following his martyrdom.
As regards the inscription in the latter a controversy exists, which will be found

noticed in Dr. C. Maitland's Book on the Catacombs ; most writers on the subject

reading Sang ... for Smifjuia ; some Sane . . for Saiicto. Dr. M. inclines to the
latter ; and supposes that the vase was one that the funeral attendants drank out of,

at the affape or love-femt, on the burial. In Aringhi's Roma Sotteranca, (vol. i. p.
297,) there is engraved one which has the G more clearly written. And this would
tend to confirm the view of those who regard the word inscribed as Sanguis. The
circumstance however of C being sometimes inaccurately written in old inscriptions,

and a little like G, renders it not decisive.— Dr. M. mentions that the Congregation
of Relics, held in 1688, after "having carefully examined the matter, decided that
the palm-branch and vessel tinged with blood are to be considered most certain signs

of martyrdom." It seems that a chemical examination of a vase, conducted by Leib-
nitz, and published by Fabretti, proved favourable to the presence of blood, or at
least of organic matter, in it. But, says Dr. M., the experiments instituted are far

from being satisfactory to the modern practical chemist : though they serve to refute
the a.ssertion that the red matter contaiiud in the vessels was merely a mineral im-
pn gnation from the surrounding soil. See Dr. Maitlaud on the Catacombs, pp. 127,

VOL. I. 15
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significant word, Sanguis, " Blood !" Did there not seem

to them to be, as it were, a voice, a cry, in that simple me-

morial word against their murderers ?

Now methinks, v/hen such thoughts arose, it should have

been considered by the early Christians, much more than

was usually the case, that towards nations, even as towards

individuals, the divine long-suffering is an attribute which

must needs magnify itself, as well as the divine justice and

holiness. Long had been Jerusalem's experience of this
;

and even the heathen Nineveh felt it also. If, after the

time when Christianity and the glorious gospel of the Lord

Jesus had been fully brought before the consideration of

the Roman people,—a time which I have dated as nearly

about coincident with that of the giving of the Apocalypse,

or close of the first century,—if, I say, after this, a period

of prolonged prosperity and peace, such as of the white

horse, was appointed to the empire, and with it the most

favourable opportunity for the calm consideration of the

evidences and claims of the holy religion offered them,

—

what was there in this but what accorded with the usual

acting of God's Providence towards men individually
;
yea,

and which they themselves had each one pi'obably experi-

enced ? Or, again, what was there but in accord with his

usual forbearance, if, when this period of the white horse

had passed unimproved, it was ordered that those of the

red, the Mack, and the livid pale that succeeded, should be

periods of attempered suffering and punishment, just such

as might best force the sufferers to consider the heavenly

message :—of punishment, but not more ;—not of destruc-

tion ?—As to his own persecuted people, the Christians,

who in that vast empire were as sheep in the midst of

wolves, had He not so overruled the times of their bitterest

persecutions, (the Decian, for example, and those of Valerian

and Diocletian,) as that they should fall on the Church

142—149 ; to whom I was originally indebted for these drawings.— Gibbon has
argued against the evidence for such relics being reaUy those of Christian mart3TS, ii.

427. This was to be expected.

It strikes me that it would be satisfactory to compare the supposed remnant of

blood with the remains of liquid, some reddish, some yellow, found in funeral urns
at Pompeii ; and proved by analysis to consist of mingled ivater, wine, and oil, used
no dcnibt in libation on the ashes of the dead. See Adams' Eoman Antiq. Note to p.
420 (Ed. 1834).
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when confessedly corrupted/ and needing something to stay

the increasing corruption ? Had He not moreover in some

measure blessed those persecutions to their purification

and recovery? If so, then, instead of there being any

failure in all this of his faithfulness and truth, it was but

the very acting out and expression of those attributes to-

wards them. And so indeed some, like David of old, felt

it. "I know, Lord, that thy judgments are right, and

that thou of very faithfulness hast afflicted me."

4. But mark the progress of the vision. "And white

robes were given unto every one of them : and it was said

unto them that they should rest yet for a little season,

until their fellow-servants also, and tJieir hrethren, that

should be killed as they tvere, should he fulfilled^'- Such

was the voice heard by St. John, still of course in his re-

presentative character : defining the time of the judgment

which those martyrs seemed to call for, as thus far approxi-

mate,—that there would only intervene before it the period

of the rise and slaughter of another and distinct body of

martyrs, similarly witnessing for the word of God and the

testimony of Jesus. I say another and distinct body : for

the very singular symbolization, coincidently, of the pre-

sentation of white robes to all and each of those that had

appeared in this vision under the altar, constituted a

marked sign of separation between its martyrs, and those

that were to come ; of which sign more under the Head
following. Por the present let us confine our inquiry to

the chronological intimatior^^here given as to the time of

the desired consummation ; and see how the giving of it

was fulfilled in the case of those whom at this point of time

in the drama John represented.

It is assuredly very striking and instructing to observe

"with what earnestness of interest the fathers of the early

1 The contcmporar)' statements of Cyprian, and retrospective statements of Euse-
bius, (e. g. n. E. viii. 1,) arc express to this effect.

* Kfu iSoGt} avTOiQ [jtcaTi/j] rrroXj) XtvKrj' Kac €ppe9t} avro'ig iva avairavffwvrai

iTi ;^povo»' IfttKpov], ttui" nXripwOwm (cat o'l avvduuXoi uvtwv, kch ol aciX^oi

avruiv, o'l (jhWovtiq UTroKTtvvtaQai. wg Km avroi.*

* The dotted bracket indicates a measure of doubtfulness as to the genuineness of

the word.

15 •
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Church, throughout the whole era of Pagan persecution

referred to,—as Justin Martyr and Irenceus, for example,

Tertullian and Hippolytus,—searched into the inspired pre-

dictions handed down to them. These were to them no

unmeaning, no profitless writings. However they may
have been in doubt with regard to many particulars of the

future, there was a certain great outline that they found

clear in divine prophecy : and both in this, and in the views

that it opened to them throughout of God's care and kind-

ness to his Church, they found an admirable stay to their

faith, together with counsel, encouragement, comfort. So

that there was fulfilled to them, even thus early, what was

written, " Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear,

the words of this prophecy."—It was specially the prefigur-

ative visions in Daniel and the Apocalypse of the quadri-

partite symbolic Image and four symbolic wild Beasts, and

the predictions in St. Paul and St. John respecting the Man
of Sin and the Antichrist, that fixed their attention. And
what their inferences, as to the things then present, and the

things future ? First, they judged with one consent that

Daniel's fourth wild Beast symbolized the Roman empire

;

as also that the little horn of this wild Beast, or its equi-

valent the last head of the Apocalyptic Beast, symbolized

one and the same antichristian power as St. Paul's Man of

Sin, and St. John's Antichrist. Further they judged that

the Roman empire, in its then existing state, was the let or

Jiindrance meant by St. Paul, standing in the way of An-
tichrist's manifestation ; and that its removal would take

place on the empire's dissolution into a new form of ten

kingdoms : among which, or contemporarily with which.

Antichrist, the Man of the Apostasy, would forthwith arise,

and reign over the Roman world and empire in this its

latest form ; Rome itself, and its empire, (so the most

learned thought,) having been revived to supremacy under

him. Moreover they were agreed that this Antichrist

would persecute the Christian Church with a fierceness

altogether unparalleled : and thus that there would be a

second series of Roman persecutions, and a second series of

martyrs slain under Roman oppression ;—persecutions that

would only terminate in Christ's coming and taking venge-
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ance, at the end of the world.'—Once more, as to the time

of the vengeance on Rome, and its empire,—that great

• It may be well to quote, or abstract from, the Christian Fathers referred to in
their chronolog'ieal order.

1. Justin Marh/r.— In his Dialogue with Trypho, p. 336 (Ed. Colon.), he speaks
of Christ's coming again iu glory, orav /cat 6 ti]q anoaraaiaz avQ^wiruq, 6
Kai iig Tov 'Yipiarov i^aXXa Ka\ ijjv, etti ti}q ytjg avofia To\fir]ay iiq

7)nas Tovi; XpicTTiavovg- thereby identifying Daniel's Little Horn of the fourth
Beast, that "spoke great things against the Most High," with St. Paul's Man of
Sin, or Man of the Apostasy ; also noting his lawless persecution of Christians living

at the time, and his succession and destruction by Christ's glorious advent.

2. Irenceits.—In his Work on Heresies, B. v. ch. 25, this ancient Father says

;

" Daniel noWssimi regni fincm respiciens, (id est novissimos decern regcs in quos
divideretur regnum, super quos Filius pcrditionis veniet,) cornua dicit decern nasci
BestiiP, et alterum cornu pusillum." Again, ch. 30, after commenting on the pre-
dicted number of the Beast, 666, (as a probable solution of which he mentions the
word AareivoQ,—probable because of this being the name of the loi,st of the four king-
doms, or Roman, then reigning, " quoniam novissimum regnum hoc habet vocabulum,
Latini enim sunt qui nunc regnant,") he goes on to say ;

" Scientes hunc numerum,
sustineant* primiim quidum divisioneni regni in decern

;
post deinde, illis regnanti-

bus, et incipientibus augere suum regnum, qid de improviso advenerit, regnum sibi

vindicans, et terrebit pra?dictos, habens nomen continens pra;dictum numerum."
Thus he explains the Latin or Roman empire, then existing, to be the fourth and

last of Daniel's great kingdoms; and its division into ten kmgdoms to be the event
immediately preceding the manifestation of Antichrist : who, whencesoever origin-
ating, (and Irena>us had the impression of his being a Jew in origin,) was yet some-
way in the result to be a Latin man, and the ruler of the Roman empire in its last form.

3. Tertullian.—In his Resur. Carn. ch. 24, commenting on St. Paul's prophecy
on 2 Thess. ii. 3, 4, he thus writes; " 'Nisi veniat abscessio primo,'—hujus utique
regni." Then on the clause, " He that letteth shall let until he be taken away,"
he expounds his sense of this let, or hindrance, by the question, " Quis nisi Romanus
status; cujus abscessio, in decern reges dispersa, Antichristum superducet."—Then,
after further comment on the same prophecy, he turns to the Apocalyptic passage
now under consideration ; his comment on which will be given Note ' p. 232 infra.

4. Ilippolytm.—In Hippolytus' Treatise on Christ and Antichrist, given in Com-
befis' Bibliotheca Patrum, (Paris Ed.) there is a full exposition of Daniel's symbolic
visions of the quadri-prtite Image and the four Wild Beasts ; and, like others before
him, he explains the farst three empires to be the Babylonian, Persian, and Macedo-
nian, (the la.st-mentioned divided, he says, into four parts on Alexander's death, like

the four heads of the leopard in vision,) the fourth the Roman, then existing and
reigning " in its iron legs." And what then, he adds, remains for accomplishment
but the division of the iron feet of the Image into its ten toes ; the growing out of
the fourth Beast's head of its ten horns. Ti TrtptXciTTfrai ipfxijvtvaai t'lfjiiv i)v
IwpaKiv 6 npotprfTr]^, aW t) ra ixvt] rwv iroStuv rt](; etKovog' k. t. X. Upon,
and from among which 4th Beast's ten horns, he judged that the Little Horn of
Antichrist would arise.—Again, ch. 49, he says of the last state of the Roman Beast

;

" This is the fourth Bea.st, whose head was wounded and healed again, because of its

being destroyed, or dishonoured, and resolved into ten diadems. And Antichrist,
being a man of resource, will heal and restore it ; so that it shall again revive in
strength tlirough the laws established by him."f (The Treatise, in Latin, is given in
the B. P. M. xxvii. 1. The original Greek of the passage just cited is given in my
3rd Volume, Part iv, ch. iv, § 1, ad fin.)

* That is. Let them patiently vait ; the verb sustineo being used in the same
sense here by Irenujus as by Tertullian in a passage which wiU be given in the sub-
sequent Note ' p. 232.

t Hippolytus' contemporary Oriym, in Genes, p. 6, expounds Nebuchadnezzar's
image in Daniel to signify the same four empires of Babylon, Persia, Maci;donia, and
Rome, as the rest of the fathers. And so again in his Treatise Contra Marcionitas. His
fuller prophetic views and expectations scarcely appear in the works of his now extant.
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vengeance so graphically described in Apoc. xvi, xviii,

when the vials of God's wrath should be poured out there-

on, and " in her should be found the blood of prophets and
saints, of all that had been slain on the earth," and the saints

should be told " to reward her as she had rewarded them,

and in the cup which she had filled to fill to her double,"

—this time they infen^ed to be very nigh at hand. For

nothing, they reasoned, prevented Antichrist's development

but the intervention of the Roman empire in its then exist-

ing state,^ which state they thought would pass away

speedily ; and that then Antichrist's predicted short-lived

reign, and his persecution of but three and a half years

would follow, and be succeeded instantly by Christ's second

coming and the consummation.^—Not to add that certain

1 Tertullian, in his Apolog. ch. 32, writes thus expressly to that effect ; " Vim
maximam universe orbi imrainentem, ipsaraque clausulam sreculi acerbitates hor-

rendas comminantera, Romani imperii commeatu * scimus retardari." And again,

Adv. Scap. ch. 2 :
" Christianus, imperatorem sciens a Deo suo constitui, necesse

est ut ipsum .... honoret, et salvum velit, cfim toto Romano Imperio, quousque
seculum stabit : tamdiu enim stabit."

2 Justin Martyr thus speaks of Antichrist as at the doors^ and of his 'destined con-

tinuance for 3^ times, in his Dialogue with Trypho, p. 250 : Tou /SXau^jjjua Kai rok-

firipa tig Tov 'TipiffTov fieWovtog XaXiiv r) S t/ tir i Gvpatg oj'roQ, ov Katpov

Kai KaipovQ Kai rjfiKTV Kaipov liaKuQe^uv Aavirfk fir\vvtt. Which term, he says,

the Jews incorrectly calculated on the principle of a prophetic time meaning 100
years, and consequently the 3| times 350 years: he himself regarding them as

literal years.

Similarly Tertullian, De Fuga in Persecutione, ch. 12, writes; "Antichristo jam
instante." And again, in his De Spectac. ch. 30, " Quale spectaculum in proximo
est; " with reference to the destruction of the persecuting powers at Christ's coming.
(Cited Note ^ p. 107 supra.) In another place, Adv. Marcion. v. 16, he speaks of

the Marcionist heretics, then teaching, as if precursors of Antichrist.

Cyprian perpetually dwells on this topic of the nearness of Antichrist and the con-

summation ; and in reference to almost every subject of address. So Ep. 56, de
Exhort. Mart, ad init. " Scire debetis, et pro certo tenere, pressurae diem super caput
esse ccepisse, et occasum seculi, atque Antichristi tempus, appropinquasse : " and the same
in his Letter to Fortunatus (ad init.) on the same subject. Ep. 68, " Deficicnte jam
mundo, atque appropinquante Antichristo." Similarly in the De Unit. Eccl. i, " Ap-
propinquante jam fine seculi :

" De Mortal, ad init., " Regnum Dei ccepit esse in

proximo:" and again Ep. 56; "Venit Antichristus, sed et supervenit Christus

:

grassatur et saevit inimicus ; sed statim sequitur Dominus, passiones nostras et vulnera
vindicaturus." Once more, to the persecuting judge Demetrianus he dwells on the

existing plagues, miseries, depopulation, &c., as signs of the world's approaching end
not to be mistaken.—The end of my last citation, from Ep. 56, has been already

quoted at p. 224 , as illustrative of the voice that seemed to issue in vision from the

souls of the martyrs.

Besides the above more eminent Fathers, I must observe that Judas Syrus, a con-

temporary of Tertullian' s, spoke also of Antichrist's manifestation as near : (so

Euseb. H. E. vi. 7 : moreover that the Christian pse!ido-Sibyl,f at a time yet earlier,

predicted (B. viii.) that the third emperor after Adrian would be the last Roman

* In the sense of prolonged existence. So Pamelius.

t I^ardner, vii. 258, cites Celsus (who wrote A.D. 176) speaking of some
Christians, whether orthodox or heretical, being Sibyllists.
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considerations also of the age of the world, as if not far from

GOOD years, began now to enter into their reasonings ; and

confirmed them in the idea that the end was near.'—Thus

did the voice of divine prophecy, as their minds appre-

hended it ill those times of fiery trial, correspond most ex-

actly with the voice which fell on St. John's ears in the

fiftli Seal's vision, as if addressed to the martyred souls

under the altar. " It was said to them that they should

rest (waiting their avenging and reward) '^ yet for a little

season, until their brethren, which should be killed as they

were, should be fulfilled." Indeed this very passage of the

emneror ; and the 948th year of Rome, f= the numeral of PQMH,) or A.D. 196, be

the mted year of Rome's "destruction, and the consummation.

1. Toi' \i(.ra rpUQ aptovai, iravvrrrarov ijixap exovrs^.

2. Tp«c Ci rpiaKo(Ttovg Kai TtntrapaKOVTa koi oicrw

Tl\7]piij(TfiQ XvKajiaiTai, orav (Tot Svajiopog ri^y

TAuipa fitai^ofifvt]' riov ovvofna irXriptixjaaa.

' So Irenaus, x. 28 ;
" Si dies Domini quasi mille anni, in sex autem diebus

consummata sunt quse facta sunt, manifestum est quoniam consummatio ipsorum

sextus millesimus annus est : quotquot enim diebus hie factus est mundus tot et

millenis annis oonsummatur." And, again, c. 29 ;
" Antichristi, in quem recapituhxbitur

sex millium annorum apostasia."

JlippohjtHs too is said by I'hotius to have thus reasoned; and so to have fixed Anti-

christ's cominj^, and the world's end, at about A.D. 500. See Lardner ii. 425.

Ci/prmn, in his De Exhort. Mart, to Fcu-tunatus, thus AViites; "Jam sex millia

annorum pyene complentur ex quo horainem Diabolus impugnat :
" ad init. Again in

c. 11, he speaks of the world's seven days of creation, and rest, as t}'piiy'ing its seven

millennaries.

In the curious Tract moreover Be Pascha Computus, attributed to C)'prian, and

appended to the Oxford Edition of his Works (1682),—a Tract which, whether his

or not, is fixed by the notice of Arrian and Tapm as Consuls at the time at which

his computation ends, and by other evidence, to about A.D. 243,—an expectation is

expressed of the consummation, and its judgments on the wicked, occurring at the

end of the 6000 years then, according to Cj-prian, near expiring. " Ecce, Dei gra-

tia, quam pra>clara et admirabilia nobis ostensa sunt per annos xlviiii. Qui anni k

contrario infidelibus, et persecutionem servis Dei fiicicntibus, magnam dcmonstrant

superventuram calamitatem. Qua autcm ratione vidcamus. Hie enim mundus, in

quo ju.sti et injusti ah initio scculi conversantur, sex diebus est consummatus
;
qui-

bus suppletis bencdictus est dies scptimus ; ille scilicet superventurus sabbati itterni.

In his itaque diebus ah initio non tantiim Diabolo et angelis ejus, sed et omnibus

poccatoribus a Deo ignis est praiparatus." The 49 years" mentioned refer to some

.supposed mystical intimation in .the seven hebdomads of Daniel.

These are the earliest applications, I believe, of tlie world's supposed nearness to

its seventh millennary, in proof of the nearness of the consummation : an argument

which, in the course of our Apocalvptic exposition, we shall more than once have

again to recur to.—They were all ba.sed on the Hrpitmginfn mundane chronology,

(if which however there were different versions ; Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom, i.

21) making Chri.st's birth A.A[. 5624, others earlier; and the expectation prevailing

(so the fhmputHs) that God would shorten the days.

Laciantim, wiio belonged as much to the time of the sixth Seal as to that of the

fifth, or more, will be quotexl p. 2."}4 Note ' infri.

- So Ci/prian, De Lapsis, explains the phrase; saying that the soiils under the altar

are bade in it "requi(^scere ac patioitiam toiere." Compare Daniel xii. 13, "Thou
ahalt rent, and stand in thy lot at the end of the days."
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Apocalypse was cited and commented on by them ; as in

part, and conjunctively with the other prophecies, an au-

thority for such their expectation and hope/

It of course needs not to say that in regard to this last

point, I mean the time to which they looked for their final

avenging and reward. History, the great interpreter, has

proved them wrong. In fact the phrase " yet a little sea-

son," (if the adjective little be genuine, which is doubtful,)

just like the word " quickly'' elsewhere used by our Lord
respecting the time of his coming,'"^ was one of larger or less

duration according to the standard by which it might be

measured. And I may remark here, what I shall have

occasion to remark perhaps more than once again, that *he

phrases used in prophetic Scripture respecting the time of

the consummation were purposely so framed as to allow of

a duration shorter or longer being attached to them : and
thus of the Church in each age looking for its Lord's ad-

vent as not far distant. Admitting (what was generally

understood to be the fact) that the great destroying venge-

ance on persecuting Rome was not to take place at the

breaking up of its empire into ten kmgdoms, but after their

rise, and Antichrist's rise and reign synchronically over

them, there was needed, in order to decide the length of

the time still to intervene before that catastrophe, (so as

indeed I have already hinted,)^ the decision of the two
preliminary points following : viz. 1st, what the interval

before the empire's breaking up into its last dece'mregal

form, and Antichrist's contemporary or immediately subse-

quent manifestation ; 2ndly, what the length of the three

1 So Tertullian, De Res. Cam. ch. 25 :
" Etiam in Apocalypsi Johannis ordo tem-

porum stemitur, quem martyi-um quoque aiiimie sub altari, ultionem et judicium
tia»itantes, sustinere didicerimt : ut prius et orbis de pateris angelorum plagas suas

ebibat, et prostituta ilia civitas a decern regibus dignos exitus referat, et bestia Anti-

cbristus, ciim suo pseudo-propheta, certamen ecclesiae Dei inferat, atque ita, Diabolo

in abyssum interim relegate, primes resun-ectiouis prserogativa de soliis ordinetur;

debinc, et igni dato, universalis resurrectionis censura de libris judicetur."

And again, in his Scorp. adv. Gnostic, ch. 12 :
" Quinam isti tam beati victores,

(Apoc. iii. 12,) nisi proprie mart}Tes? lUorum etenim victoriae quorum et pugnae;

eorum vero pugnae quorum et sanguis. Sed et interim sub altari martyi'um aniniae

placiduni quiescunt, et fiducia idtionis candidam claritatis usui'pant, donee et con-

sortium illarum glorise impleant. Nam et rursus innumera multitude, albati, et

palmis victoriae insignes, revelantur
;
(Apoc. vii. 9, &c. :) scilicet de Antichristo tri-

umpbales."
2 Apoc. xxii. 12, &c. ^ pp. 68, 69 supra.
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and a half predicted years of his persecuting reign, and

whether to be understood hterally, or of a much longer

period.—But on these questions it is not my present busi-

ness to enter. They will come up for full discussion in a

later Volume. Suffice it now to have shown that the Chris-

tian Church and Fathers passed through and out of the

period of the fifth Seal, and of the persecutions referred to

in it, with the distinct conviction impressed on their minds,

even as by a voice from heaven, that there only needed to

be completed another and different series of martyrs, viz.

those to be slain under Antichrist ; and that then, without

further delay, their Redeemer would surely manifest him-

self, and execute final vengeance on their enemies.

5. In the mean while there was to be fulfilled, in regard

to the souls of martyrs already under the altar, the fact

symbolized by their investiture with tvhite robes, just when

tile voice under this Seal ended speaking. A symbol cer-

tainlv very remarkable ! Explained forensicallij , or with

reference to persons condemned or arraigned as criminals,

it signified their justification. So elsewhere, " The white

robes are the justification of the saints."^ In case of this

investiture occurring in the inner sanctuary, or before God,

80 as in the passage just cited, or again in the case of the

High Priest Joshua described in Zechariah,'^ it would imply

justification in the si/jht of God. But where the scene was

the open altar-court,—just as their dejection there under

the altar indicated the condemnation and execution of the

Christian saints as criminals before the tvorld,—so their in-

vestiture with white on the same public scene must be con-

stmed to imply their as public justification before the tvorld,

aiul in the view of their fellow-men.—But how so? How
could there be a public recognition of these martyrs' right-

eousness, begun even before the opening of the sixth Seal,

and that great revolution which it was to signify?—Yet

the fact was even so. Before Lactantius had yet finished

that famous treatise De Divinis Institutionibus,^ wherein

1 SiKaioj^ara, Apoc. xix. 8.
'^ Zcch. iii. 4, 6.

3 Lardncr, iii. 492—494, shows that the writing of Lactantius' Institutoa must

have bucn probably between A. D. 306 and 311; and its publication soon after the
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he repeated, as its latest echo b}'^ the Church under Rome
Pagan, that same prophetic voice about Rome, and the An-

tichrist, and the consummation, that we lately noted in the

writings of the Fathers of the third century that preceded

him,^ an edict of the persecutor Galerius was issued, (an

edict agreed to by two of the other emperors,) confessing,

by implication at least, to the wrong he had done the Chris-

tians, putting an end to the persecution, and even entreat-

ing the Christians to pray to their God for him? An act

of justification this that was applicable of course as well to

the memory of the martyred Christian confessors, as to the

character of those that still survived : and thus surely a

true fulfilment of this clause of the Apocalyptic vision.^

—

latter epoch. See especially Book v. eh. 11, 12 of the Institutes; which was evi-

dently written during the raging of the persecution. The inscription to Constan-

tine, i. 1, is wanting in many MSS ; and may probably have been added after the

completion, and perhaps the first publi^'ation, of the Book. Lardner refers also to

his Epitome of the Institutions, c. 53, speaking of some of the persecuting princes

as having miserably died, some still sm-viving : a circumstance, he justly says, only

suited to the date A.D. 311, 312, or 313.

Gibbon (iii. 239) says ; " I am almost convinced that Lactantius dedicated his

Institutions to the sovereign of Gaid (ConstantineV at a time when Galerius, Maxi-
min, and even Licinius persecuted the Ohi'istians ; i. e. between A.D. 306 and 311."

' In his Div. Institut. vii. 15, he speaks of the predicted destruction of Rome as

near. " Romanum nomen, quo nunc regitur orbis, (horret animus dicere, sed di-

cam quia futurum est,) tolletur de terra;. . . . et id futurum brevi conciones pro-

phetarum denunciant."—And so again, ib. 25. "Etiam res ipsa declarat lapsum,

ruinamque rerum brevi fore : nisi quod incolumi iirbe Roma nihil istiusmodi vide-

tur esse metuendum. At vero cum caput illud orbis occiderit, .... quis dubitet

venisse jam finem rebus humanis orbique terrarum.' Ilia est enim ci^atas qu?e ad-

huc ^sustentat omnia : precandusque nobis et adorandus est Deus cceli, (si tamen
statuta ejus et placita differri possunt,) ne citius quam putemus tjTannus ille abomi-

nandus veniat, qm tantum facinus moliatur, ac lumen illud eff'ochat, cujus interitu

mundus ipse lapsm-us est-"—He had immediately before noted 200 years, as the

largest margin which the varjing mundane chronologies of chronologists allowed

before the completion of the 6000 years (a point already argued on by Irenaeus, Hip-
polytus, and Cj'prian, see p. 231 supra) and the consummation. But on this I shall

have to speak more fully in a subsequent part of my Book ; viz. on Apoc. viii. 13.

2 "Debebunt Deum suum orare pro salute nostra."—Galerius' Edict of Toleration

was issued by him in his last illness, Apr. 29, A.D. 311. It is given in full by
Lactantius, M. P. 34, and Eusebius, H. E. viii. 17 ; also by Gibbon, ii. 485 ; and will

be noticed by me again in my next Chapter. " In consequence," says Gibbon, "gi'eat

numbers of Christians were released fi-om prison, or delivered fi-om the mines. The
confessors, singing hymns of triumph, returned to their own coimtries."—Donatus,

to whom the M. P. is inscribed, was one of these liberated confessors. " Tunc,

apertis carceribus. Donate carissime, ciim cseteris coufessoribus e custodia liberatus

es ; cum tibi career sex annis pro domicilio fuerit." M. P. 35.—Maximin issued a

similar Edict A.D. 314, just before his death, which is given by Eusebius, H. E. ix. 10.

3 This view of the justification of the martyred Christians, as symbolized by the

white robes given them on the Apocal}^tic scene, may be illustrated by a somewhat
parallel case in an earlier ara of the imperial history, that of Pertinax's accession.

It is thus related by Gibbon, i. 162. " The unbm-ied bodies of murdered senators

(for the cruelty of Commodus endeavoured to extend itself beyond death) were de-

posited in the sepulchres of their ancestors : their memory was justified ; and every
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Nor was it less notable at the period itself as a sign of the

times. For it was a confession of the mond triumph of

Christianity over Heathenism, while the latter was in all

its imperial power and supremacy ; and thus might almost

seem to portend, sooner or later, even a political triumph

following.—And hence indeed it appeared, with regard to

tlie slaughter of Christian saints by the Roman emperors,

that whereas the varied calamities depicted under the

three preceding Seals, were causes and symptoms of the

decline of the Roman Heathen empire, politically considered,

this too, which was prefigured under the ffth Seal, was in

perfect consistency with the dramatic unity of the Seals, a

cause and symptom of its decline religiously considered,

fully as influential as tlie others ;—indeed that it was in

God's providence the immediate cause, as well as pre-

cursor, of its fall.
^

CHAPTER VI.

THE SIXTH seal's PRIMARY VISION.

"And I beheld when he had opened the sixth Seal, and
there was a great earthquake. And the sun became black

as sackcloth of hair ; and the full moon become as blood
;

and the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig-

tree casteth forth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of

a mighty wind. And the heaven departed as a scroll

when it is rolled together ; and every mountain and island

were moved out of their places. And the kings of the

earth, and the great men, and the chief captains, and the

consolation bestowed on their ruined and afflietcd families."—Now a similar indijr-

nity was offered to the bodies of some of the martyred Christians in Diocletian's

perseeution. (See Arin<rhi, Lib. i. c 4.) liut, on Galerius' Edict of Toleration,

which was for a while accepted and aetea on also by Maximin, these bodies would,

as a matter of course, receive honourable burial.

It is almost needless to observe that the fulfilment of what the white robes piven

them signified continued, and became still more marked, on the revolution of the sixth

Seal, fij.^ring the overthrow of heathenism in the Roman empire, and ever afterwards.

' The Sealinj^ and I'alm-bearin^ Visions are evidently included in, and con-

Btitute the second part f)f, this 6th Seal : just as, in retard of the Gth Trumpet, its

primary part ends with the end of Apoe. ix. ; and the vision of the Covenant Anfjel, and
nis adaress to St. John, with the sequel down to Apoc. xi. 14, constitutes its second

part. In the one ca.se the 7th Seal's opening marks the termination ; in the other the

7th Trumpet'g sounding.
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rich men, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and
every freeman, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks

of the momitains ; and they say to the mountains and the

rocks. Fall on us, and hide us from the face of Him that

sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb

;

for the great day of His wrath is come, and who shall be

able to stand?" Apoc. vi. 12—17.^

Thus, just as on the fifth Seal's opening, the Evan-

gelist's eye had been directed from the terrene landscape

to the nearer altar-court, so now it was directed back from

the altar-court to the terrene landscape ; with which land-

scape the temple and holy city adjoining were, as before ob-

served, associated ; and which seems to have appeared with

both seas ^ and land outspread in view, and with its heaven

(or sky) and heavenly luminaries above them. It imaged
evidently the Roman world : that in which the Christian

church had already planted itself ; and with which its future

fortunes were, in God's providence, to be most closely con-

nected, even to the end. And, as the Jewish-like Apoca-

lyptic temple did fitly symbolize the faith and 2vorship of

Christ's people through an atoning and mediating Re-

deemer, (the same that the ancient Jewish temple, altar,

sacrifices, and priesthood had ever while standing pre-

figured,) and moreover the holy city symbolized i\iQ\Y polity

,

as the aspirant and constituent members of the kingdom of

heaven,—so was the earth, outspread in vision, as fitly em-

blematic of its heathen inhabitants : even as of a people in

taste, principle, and feeling belonging only to this Avorld

;

"of the earth," as St. Paul expresses it, "and earthy."^

The heaven above this Apocalyptic earth, was, we must

1 Kai tiSov OTE TjvoiKt TT)v ofpayiSa rrjv tKrriv koi audjiOQ [leyaQ lytvtTo'

Kai 6 t)Xiog tytvtTO jieXag wq aaKKoq rpixivog, koi r) (TtXrjvr} oXr) tyjt'sro wg

a'lfia, (cat ot aaTipsg tov ovpavov nrtaav eig ttjv yriv, b>g avKti (SaXXti rovg

oXvj'Govg avTTjg, vtto avifiov fityaXoxt anonivr)' Kai 6 ovpavog aTTixiopinQt] wc
liij3Xioi> iXiuaofitvov, Kai nav opog Kai vrjcrog tK run' tottiuv avrwv iKivi]9i](rav

Kai 01 jSaffiXtig Trjg yi]g, Kai o'l /xtyiarartg, Kai oi ;x'^'"|OX<"> "'"' "' TrXoufftoi, Kai

01 iffxvpoi, Kai Trag SovXog Kai iXivQtpog tKpv\pav tavTovg eig ra oTrijXaia Kai

ug rag Tnrpag T(i)v opta>v. Kai Xiyouai roig optcri Kai raig irtrpaig, Jltcrere Kj)'

i'llMag, Kai )cpin//ar£ t'lfiag airo Trpoawirov tov KaOij^fvov iiri rov flpovou, Kai otto

rt]g opytjg tov apviov oTi rjXOev tj r)fiipa r) fiiyaXri rrjg opyi]g avTOv, Kai rig

Svvarai araQrivai

;

- In verse 14 the islands are specified as visible. ^ See p. 103 supra.
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remember, its own firmamental heaven, or sky ;—being

altogether distinct from that spiritual unchanging heaven

constituted by the Divine Presence in the inner temple.

According to the usual Scripture use of such terms, it was

to be considered as representing the ruling department in

the dominant polity ; and its luminaries as the actual rulers,

and governing powers, therein.^

Now ere the sixth Seal was opened, these luminaries

appeared fixed in the sky, and the earth at rest and still.

But behold, on its opening, the whole scene in agitation

!

A great and sudden earthquake shakes the earth. The
mountains and the island- rocks sink beneath the shock.

The sun becomes black ; the full moon blood-red, as in

total eclipse. The stars fall from the heaven in which

they were before shining, even as figs from a fig-tree in a

windy tempest. Kings and generals, rich men and great

men, freemen and slaves, (dress probably in a measure dis-

tinguishing them,^) appear in flight ; as men panic-struck,

and seeking to caves or holes in the rocks wherein to hide

themselves. And this was chiefly observable,—that in the

cry which St. John heard uttered by them, no earthly foe

w\qs named as their object of terror.^ They spoke as men
conscious that Jesus who was crucified was their conqueror

and their foe. They called on the rocks to hide them from

Him ivho sat upon the throne, and from the wrath of the

Lamb.
The general intent of this vision does not seem to me to

have been diflicult to understand. It surely betokened ^
some sudden and extraordinary revolution in the Roman

^ This will be illustrated at the close of this chapter.
2 A distinctive servile dress was not actually enjoined on slaves by the Roman law.

In fact, when a law of that purport was onco proposed, it was ncf^ativcd as dangerous,

because it would have revealed to slaves their numliers ; wliich, according to tlie most
probable calculation, equalk'd that of fncmen in the empire ; aiui under tlie early

emperors amounted to perhaps sixty millions. (See Seneca do Clemen, i. 24, and
Gibbon i. 66, 68.) The emperor Severus was similarly dissuaded afterwards from
enjoining a distinctive dress on the different ranks and classes in the empire, save

only as regarded the equestrian and senatorial orders. (^^1. Lampridius Vit. A.
Severi, c. 27.) Yet a distinctive dress for slaves vias ritsfomari/ ; as ap])ears from the

phrase in common use, wrr/Z/.f hnbilus, serrilU rv-itis, &c. So Eusebius and Ijactantius

speak of Maximin disguising himself after his defeat in a slave's dress, oiKtTov ffx'l/JKt,

" servilis vestis." Eusel). V. C. i. 58, Lactant. M. P. 47-—The official dress of emperors,
officers of state, and soldiers was also distinctive.

•' Unless perhaps the enthroned one referred to might be some earthly Christian

king, wielding his power in Christ's name against them. Compare Apoc. xii. 5
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empire, which would follow chronologically after the sera of

martyrdoms depicted under the Seal preceding ; a revolu-

tion arising from the triumph of the Christian cause over

its enemies, and in degree complete and universal. No
partial change would answer to the strength of the sym-

bolic phraseology ; nor, again, any mere overthrow of the

persecuting emperors by other milder and more tolerant,

but still heathen emperors. Nothing less would answer it

than a destruction of Heathenism itself throughout the em-

pire, before the progress and power of Christianity ; or, at

least, a sweeping from their high places in it of Heathen

powers and authorities :—and this, not through the gentle

progress of opinion, but with circumstances of force accom-

panying, such as to strike those Heathen opposers with con-

sternation and dismay.—Let us look then to history to

see whether, so interpreted, the vision received its accom-

plishment.

Doubtless, according to mere human probabilities, it must

have appeared most unlikely that such a consummation

should be brought about, and at such a time :—a time

when Christians constituted but a small minority of the

population -^ and when, by the long previous persecution,

they had been reduced apparently to the lowest point of

depression. But unto Him who ruleth all things after his

Avill, both in heaven and on earth, what are difficiJties,

what are improbabilities, to frustrate the accomplishment of

His declared purpose ? Rather, as has been often and most

truly observed, man's extremity is God's opportunity.

That precisely at the time depicted in the vision,—the time

following on the sera of the Diocletianic martyrdoms,—

a

revolution of the character described took place in the

Roman empire, is one of the most memorable and most

astonishing facts of history. The contemporary writers seem

lost in admiration when they speak of it f and, in the calm
' Lactaiitius, writing at this precise epoch, says, " Quoniam pauci utuntur hoc

coelesti heneficio : " i. e. that few comparatively had embraced the Christian religion.

Instit. i. 1. So also Gibbon ii. 371 ; who estimates the Christians as not more than

a twentieth part of the population before the conversion of Constantine.
- Eusebius again and again speaks of the deliverance and triumph of the church

through Constantine's victories, as most extraordinary, and beyond expectation :

—

irapaSo^orara (pujg t/ihiv KaraXa/tTrwv tipr)vqg'—Trapado^oTara Trurrti vno Kw-
aravTivov Mo^EiTiot,"— »/o/j Trapa Toig TrXttorott; awoxpvxovcyiiQ 7rpoa6oKiag' &c.

H. E. ix. 7, 8, 9, &c.
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estimate of modern philosophy, it has lost nothing of its

character of the marvellous.^

And whose then the agency employed ? When God
is about to act, the fittest instruments appear ever ready

for his service. Behold, as in the olden times He raised

np Cijrus, in order to be the restorer, agreeably with fore-

going prophecies, of his captives from Babylon,—so now
from the far west, for the deliverance of his church in the

Roman empire, as here prefigured, He raised up Constan-

tine. Already that Prince was known as a favourer of the

Christians,^ ere he bore down from the Alps against Max-
entius, the son and successor of the persecuting emperor
Maximian.^ Then in a manner most extraordinary, and
most illustrative of the prophecy under consideration, he

avowed his espousal of the Christian cause, and of that of

Him whom the Christians worshipped, the crucified One
of Nazareth, the Lamb of God. From as early a date as

that of the great battle \vith Maxentius, according to the

testimony of both Lactantius and Eusebius, he adopted

the cro8S as his distinctive military ensign.^ That object

1 Dr. Adam Clarke, oa this' passage in the Apoealj'pae, observes ;—"The final

destruction of Jerusalem, and the revolution which took place in the Roman empire
under Constantino, were the greatest events that have ever taken place in the world,

from the flood to the 18th century of the Christian ajra; and maj' well justify the

strong figurative language here used." In the details he only applies the prophecy,
like myself, to the Constantinian politico-religious revolution ; the fall of Jerusalem
being both by many of these details, and by the Apocalyptic date, excluded.

^ This was his character, indeed, from the beginning of his reign. Gibb. iii. 243,
244. Eusebius represents his father Constantius as inclining at least to be a Chris-

tian at the time of his death. V. C. i. 21, 27.—Lactantius' early dedication of the

Divine Institutions to him has been already noticed.

3 The following Constantinian dates may be useful.

A. D.

306 July 24, Constantius' death in Britain, and Constantine's accession as Au-
gustus. Also Maximian reassiunes the purple, and his son Maxentius is associated

with him, at Rome.
307 Galerius makes I/icinius Augustus, as emperor in lUj-ricum.

308 In Syria Maximin proclaims himself Aurjmtm. So now six emperors.

309, 310 Maximian's capture by Constantiue, and death.

311 Galerius' death.

312 C.'s war with, and defeat of, Maxentius; Oct. 27, Battle of Milvian Bridge,

and C.'s entry into Rome.
313 April 30, Maximin defeated by Licinius; Juno 13, Milan Decree in favour

of Christianity : deaths of Diocletian and Maximin.

.

314 c.'s first war with, and defeat of, Licinius.

323, 324 Second war with, and defeat and death of, Licinius. Constantino sol^

Emperor.
325 Council of Xice.

337 Constantine's death.

* " Transversa X litera summo capite, circumflexo Christo, in scutis notat. Quo
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of abomination to the heathen Romans^ was seen " ghtter-

ing on the hehnets, engraved on the shields, and interwoven

into the banners " of his soldiers.^ The Emperor's own

person was adorned by it, wrought of richest materials,

and with finest workmanship. Above all in his principal

banner, the labarum'^ he displayed at its summit the same

once accursed emblem ; with a crown of gold and gems

above it, and the monogram of the name of Him who,

after bearing the one, now wore the other.

We may be sure that the question was in every mouth,

Why so strange an ensign ? And let it not be forgotten,

that besides other reasons to impress him,—as the excel-

lence of the doctrine, the virtues of its professors, and

other internal and external evidence of the truth of Chris-

tianity,—there might have been mention made of a mys-

signo armatus exercitus capit ferrum." Lactant. M. P. 44.—Eusebius (V. C. i. 31)

states that Constantine himself wore the two initial letters of Christ's name in form

of the cross upon his helmet ; and (H. E. ix. 9) how, on his entering Rome, after the

battle and victory, he ordered the cross to be placed in the right hand of the statue

that was about to be raised to him, with the following inscription on its base ;
" Hoc

salutari signo vestram urbem tyrannies dominationis jugo liberatam servavi, &c." —
When sole emperor, according to the Latin translation of Eusebius, he wrote to Sapor,

the Persian king, that his soldiers bore it on their shoulders. V. C. iv. 9.

1 " Nomen ipsum crucis absit non modo a corpore civium Romanorum, sed etiam

a cogitatione, oculis, auribus." So wrote Cicero in his oration for Rabirius, ch. o.

And what a comment does it furnish on St. Paul's magnificent exclamation, made in

the midst of the Roman empire, when that empire was at its height of power and

glory,—" God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ;

by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world."

2 Gibb. iii. 257.
3 The labarum * is described by Eusebius V. C. i. 31 ; also, as in Note * p. 239, by

Lactantius. I add Prudentius' description : (in Symmach. ii. 486
:)

Christus purpureum gemmanti textus in auro

Signabat labantm ; clypeorum insignia Christus

Scripserat ; ardebat summis crux addita cristis.

It seems that fifty men were specially appointed to guard it. (V. C. ii. 8.)—I ap-

pend an engraving of it from a medal of Constantius, with its famous motto circum-

scribed. Also one of Constantine, helmcted with the monogram.

The labaristic monogram appears in some of the inscriptions in the Catacombs.

Dr. C. Maitland, p. 169, gives an example; with the heavenly words addrest in the

vision to Constantine.

In Hoc Vinces.

X
Sinfonia et Filiis.

V. ann. xlviii. m. v. d. iiii.

where the v. in the last line is vixit : "lived 48 years, 5 months, 4 days."

* The word labarum, about the origin of which there has been some literary doubt

and discussion, (see Ducange on the word,) had been long before used as the name
of a chief standard in the Roman armies. So TertuUian, Apol. c. 16; "Vexillorum

et labarorum." See Eckhel viii. 494. Constantine gave it a new device, but re-

tained the old name.
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tenons vision of a cross of flame, just before seen on the

sky, in the night-watches, by the western emperor ; and
how he had been warned in the vision, by a voice from
heaven, to adoj)t that ensign of the cross, with the promise

added that throngh it he should conquer.^ Scepticism, as

we know, has been frequent in expressing its disbeUef of

this asserted fact. For my own part I am unable to resist

the force of Constantine's solemn declaration to Eusebius

of its truth. The time, as well as solemnity of his state-

ment,— a time when nothing w^as to be gained by the fic-

tion, for it was made when life was drawing to a close,

—

and, moreover, the whole character of Constantine, so little

prone either to credulity or to deception,—seem to me
ahke to forbid its rejection. If true, it satisfactorily explains

' Compare Mosheim's critical but candid discussion of the story (iv. 1. 1.9.) with
Gibbon's sceptical critique, iii. 259. Eusebius, V. C. i. 28, represents the vision of the
cross to have been seen soon after mid-day ; and that in a dream in the night follow-

ing Christ seemed to appear, and charged him to use the sign he had seen, which
would lead him to victory. Lactantius, M. P. 4i, speaks of the sign itself as seen in

a dream at night. Mosheim's conclusion is that the vision was seen by Constantine
in a dream before the battle with Masentius, with tlie inscription, " Hac vince

:

"

so following Lactantius's account. "Commonitus est in quiete Constantinus ut coe-

leste signum Dei notaret in scutis, atque ita pra;lium committeret. J'ecit ut jussus
est ; et transversa X litera, &c. See Note * p. 239.—This account was written by
Lactantius very soon after the defeat of Maximin, and before Licinius' apostasy to

heathenism, and first war with Constantine ; as appears from the concluding chap-
ters of the work : consequently in the year 313, or early in 314; i. c. at furthest, not
much more than a year after the battle mtii Maxentius.

Lactantius was already acquainted, it would seem, with Constantine
; judging from

his dedication of the Institutions to him : and he was soon after Constantine's first

victory over Licinius called from Bithyuia into Gaul to be tutor to Constantine's son
Crispus.

It is quite surprising to me that a writer like Dean Waddiugton should have en-
tirely set aside this most important testimony, in his critique on the subject, i. 170 :

saying in his text ;
" The story is rehitcd by no contemporary author excepting

Eusebius:" and in his Note ;
" We have ventured to omit the dream published by

the uncertain author * of the Book 'De Mortibus Persecutorum.' "—Nazarius in his

Panegyric, pronounced A.D. 321 at Rome, speaks of the rumour prevalent in Gaul
that heavenly warriors had appeared to Constantine, and led him in the war, c. 14.

It may help to guide the reader's judgment on the ([uestion whether the vision was
a truth, or an imposture, to compare it both in its own nature, and in the time and
manner of its announcement by C(mstantine, with some other asserted vision of a
similar character, such as was proved in fine to be an imposture ; for instance, the
vision of the golden lance, so famous in the first crusade. See Gibbon xi. 72— 76.

* That Lactantius is the author is admitted unhesitatingly by Cave, Dupin, and other
learned writers. Moreover, even Gibbon (iii. 261) allows the three arguments urged
in favour of Lactantius' authorship of the M. P. to be conjointly very weiglity ; viz.

from the title of the book, and the names attached to it of lionatus and Ca>cilius. He
might have added an argument from the place and time of the writing, indicated in
the book itself :—the time, A.D. 313 ; the place (as seems implied in Ch. i.), Nicomedia,
capital of Bithynia ; where we know Lactantius to have been residing, till called
away by ConstJantinc three or four years later into Gaul.

VOL. I. 16
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to us the fact of his adoption of the cross as his ensign,

otherwise all but inexplicable ; and, as to its miraculousness,

surely the case, if ever, was one that from its importance

might seem to call for the supernatural intervention of the

Deity.—Thus Constantine was the first crusader ; and,

with better reason than the Princes of the eleventh century

at Clermont, might feel, as he prosecuted the war, that it

was " the will of God." ^

" By this ensign thou shalt conquer." Such was the

tenor of the promise. And Avell, we know, was the promise

fulfilled to Constantine. Army after army, emperor after

emperor, (for since Diocletian's division of it there had been,

according to the prophetic intimation, several contemporary

emperors, or " kings of the earth,"Y were routed, and fled,

and perished, in battle after battle, before the cross and its

warriors ;—Maxentius' generals, Maxentius himself, Max-
imin,^ and, after his apostasy to the pagan cause, Licinius.*

A bas-relief still remaining on Constantine's triumphal

arch at Rome,^ represents to us the terror of Maxentius

and of his army, in their flight across the Tiber after defeat

1 " Instinetu Dimnifatis ;" said the Inscription on Constantine 's triumphal Ai'C,

with reference to his expedition against Maxentius. See Montfaucon's engraving

of it, iv. 108.
2 So Gibbon, ii. 169, after noting Diocletian's change of the government :

" Three
or four magnificent courts were established in the various parts of the empire ; and
as many Roman kings contended with each other for the vain superiority of pomp
and luxury."

3 I include Maximin's defeat in this list, although accomplished by Licinius ; be-

cause Licinius was at that time in strict alliance with Constantine as a joint cham-
pion of the Christian cause. So Eusebius speaks of the two together, as at this

time Svo OeotfiiXwv ; and tells how Licinius seemed only second to Constantine in

understanding and piety. Eccl. Hist. ix. 9, 10.

* I might have headed the list With Maximian ; who, first of all, had been put to

flight, besieged, taken, and then imprisoned and killed by Constantine. For this

heathen and persecuting emperor was defeated by Constantine after the latter's known
favour to the Christians. See Note - p. 239.—On the whole there were not less than

ten or eleven battles (including that of Licinius against Maximin) before the com-
plete triumph of the Christian cause : viz. those of Susa, Turin, Verona, and the

Milvian Bridge against Maxentius ; that of Heraclea against Maximin ; and those

of Cibalis, Mardia, Hadrianople, Byzantium, Chalcedon, and Chrysopolis in the two
wars against Licinius.

5 It is in the inside of the central arch ; and is engraved in Montfaucon vii. 426.

It represents Maxentius's army drowning, while pursued by Constantine and his

army, in the retreat across the Tiber.—This destruction of Maxentius and his host in

the Tiber is compared by Eusebius, ibid., to that of Pharaoh and the Egyptians in

the Red Sea : and, to express the Christians' triumph, he adopts the words of the

song of Moses; " They simk like lead in the mighty waters," &c.

It is observable that neither in the bas-relief on the arc of Constantine, nor in

the medals with the labarum, do the soldiers' shields appear marked with the cross.

In the triumphal arc this is accounted for by the circumstance of the sculptured figures
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in the battle of the Milvian Bridge.^ A similar conster-

nation attended the others also.—And this was chiefly

remarkable,—that it was not the terror of their earthly vic-

tor's wrath that alone oppressed them. There was a con-

sciousness of the powers of heaven acting against them
;

above all, the crucified One, the Christians' God. For the

war, in each case, was felt to be a religious war. In the

persecution just preceding, the emperors Diocletian and
Maximian had struck medals of themselves in the charac-

ters, and under the names, of Jove and Hercules, destroying

the serpent-like hydra-headed monster Christianity -^ and
these titles of Pagan mythology had been adopted in the

same spirit by their successors.^ When Maxentius went
forth to battle, he went fortified by heathen oracles ;^—the

champion of heathenism against the champion of the cross.

When Maximin was about to engage with Licinius, he
made his vow to Jupiter that, if successful, he would ex-

tirpate Christianity.^ AVhen Licinius, again, marched
against Constantine and his crusaders, he M^as urged to the

enterprise by the response of heathen gods that he had con-

sulted : and then, in public harangue before the soldiers, he
ridiculed the cross, and staked the falsehood of Christianity

on his success.^—Thus, in all these cases, the terrors of

defeat must have been aggravated by a sense of their gods
having failed them ; and of the power of heaven being with

Christ, the Christians' God, against them. It was ob-

served that wherever the labarum, the banner of the cross,

was raised, there victory attended. In the war against

Constantine, after Licinius' apostasy, "Licinius," says

on it havinn; been taken from other triumphal Roman monuments of more ancient
date ; especially Trajan's arc of triumph. So Montfaucon, iv. 108.

1 In a famous picture of this battle by Le Brun, the labarum, or banner of the

cross, appears so prominent among the standards of the Constantinian army, and
the consternation of the defeated Pagan Romans before it so strikingly depicted,

that it might almost be deemed a comment on this part of the sixth Seal's prengura-
tions.— It is the subject too of one of Raphael's famous pictures.

- The medal of Diocletian as Jovim, striking down with his forked lightning a
wretch whose form ends in the folds of a serpnit's tail, is given -in Walsli :—of tnat

of Maximian as Iltrndim, smashing with his club a seven-headed hydra, a copy is

given in my 3rd Volume on Apoc. xii. 3. Where, see my remarks on the medal.
3 See the passage from Lactantius, quoted p. 245 Note *, infril. * M. P. 44.
5 lb. 46. " Tum Maximinus votum Jovi vovit, ut, si victoriam cepisset, Christian-

orura nomen extinguerct funditusque deleret."

* V. C. ii. 4, 5.—Elsewhere Eusebius calls Licinius' war against Constantine a

9tofiaxta, or war against God. V. C. ii. 18.

16
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Gibbon, " felt and dreaded the power of that consecrated

banner ; the sight of which in the distress of battle animated

the soldiers of Constantine with an invincible enthusiasm,

and scattered terror and dismay through the ranks of the

adverse legions."^ All this must needs have deepened the

impression.—Besides which there are to be remembered
the recorded dying terrors of one and another of the per-

secuting emperors. A dark cloud seems to have brooded

over the death-bed of Maximian, if not over Diocletian's

also. The report went abroad that, oppressed by remorse

for his crimes, the former strangled himself, the latter died

raving mad.^ Again, Galerius had from an agonizing and
awful death-bed evinced his remorse of conscience, by en-

treating the Christians in a public proclamation to pray to

their God (i. e. Christ) for him.^ And Maximin soon after,

in similar anguish of mind and body, confessed his guilt,

and called on Christ to compassionate his misery.^ Thus
did a sense of the wrath of the crucified One, the Lamb of
God, whom they now knew to be seated on the throne of

power, lie heavy, intolerably heavy on them.—And when
we combine these terrors of the death-bed with those of the

lost battle-field,—which latter terrors must have been ex-

perienced alike by officers and soldiers, each active partisan

in the persecution and the war, including low as well as

high, the slaves ^ as well as the freemen, all in short that

1 iii. 258.—Eusebuis states that Licinius, on joining battle, bade his soldiers take

care to avoid assaulting Constantine's great banner of the cross. V. C. ii. 16.

2 See resi^ecting Diocletian's death the M. P. 42, and Eusebius H. E. viii. 13,

Orat. ad Sanct. 25 : on Maximian's, M. P. 30, and Euseb. H. E. viii. 13. Gibbon
seems to tliink that Maximian was put to death by Constantine, and that the report

published abroad of his suicide was untrue. But he has not substantiated his re-

presentation. Nor indeed is his disbelief of the reports of Diocletian having put an
end to his own life, or died raving mad, sufficiently authenticated. See his Vol. ii.

p. 177, 212.—The other view is, I see, adopted from Eusebius and Lactantius by
the author of " Rome Pagan and Papal ;

" ii. 83—85.

3 The edict is given in full by Eusebius, H. E. ^iii. 17, and Lactantius, M. P. 34.

Near the conclusion is the clause, already referred to by me p. 234 Note ^ ;
" Juxta

banc indulgentiam nostram debebunt Deum suum orare pro salute nostra." His
death was by a horrid disease, like that of Herod described in Acts xii. 23 : viz. being
eaten by worms.

* " Tunc demum, amisso visu, Deum videre coepit candidatis ministris de se judican-

tem. . . . Deinde quasi tormentis adactus fatebatur; Christum subinde deprecans et

plorans ut suimet miseretur." Lactantius M. P. 49. Similarly Eusebius, (H. E. ix.

10,) Ej/^tKojg ravra Tt}g Kara row Xptffrou Trapoiviag xapiv ofioXoyijaag naOtiv, tt]V

5pD^jj)/ atpirjffiv.

5 Informations were frequently laid against the Christians by their slaves. So
Tertidlian iu his Apol. c. 7 :

" Tot hostes ejus quot extranei : et qxiidem proprii ; ex
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are particularized in the sacred vision,—when, I say, we
consider the terrors of these Christ-blaspheming kings of

the Roman earth, thus routed with their partisans before

the Christian host, and miserably flying and perishing, there

was surely that in the event which, according to the usual

construction of such Scripture figures, may well be deemed

to have answered to the symbols of the prefigurative vision

before us : in which vision kings and generals, freemen and

slaves,^ appeared flying and seeking to the caves of the

rocks to hide them ;—to hide them from the face of Him
that sate on the throne of power, even from the wrath of

the Lamb.
Thus, under the first shocks of this great earthquake,

had the Roman earth been agitated, and the enemies of

the Christians destroyed, or driven into flight and conster-

nation.'^ Thus, in the political heavens, had the sun of

Pagan supremacy been darkened, the moon become eclipsed

and blood-red, and of the stars not a few been shaken vio-

lently to the ground. But the prophecy had not as yet

received its entire fulfilment. The stars of the Pagan

heaven had not all fallen ; nor had the heaven itself been

altogether rolled up like a scroll, and vanished away. On
Constantine's first triumph, and after the first terrors of the

opposing emperors and their hosts, though the imperial

edict ^ gave to Christianity its full rights and freedom, yet

smulatione Judsei, ex naturS ips^ domestici nostri." And again ;
" Quid ? cum do-

mestici eos vobis produnt ? Omnes a nullis magis prodimur."

With reference to tliis notice of slaves in the vision, it is not unworthy of reinark,

(as already observed p. 237 Note -) that one of the persecuting emperors, Maximin,

after his defeat, put off his imperial insignia, and disguised himself in a slaves dress,

the better to prosecute his flight, and elude the conquerors. V. C. i. 58, M. P. 47.

' The expres.sion, " ercry bondman and freeman," is to be restricted of course to

those engaged in the war against tlie Christian side. This amplification of phrase is

common. So in ilichaiah's anticipative vision of the battle of Ramoth-Gilead, 1

Kings xxii. 17, "I saw all Israel scattered on the hills, as sheep that have not a

shepherd :
" also even in historical Scripture ; e. g. Jer. xxxiv. 1 ; ""VNHien Nebuchad-

nezzar, and all his army, and all the kingdoms of the earth of his dcmiinion, and all

the people fought against Jerusalem :" and similarly Matt. iii. 5, &c. &c.

* So Lactantius M. P. 1. "Nunc qui adversati erant Deo jacent: qui tcmplum

sanctum everterant ruina majore ceciderunt : qui justos excamiticaverant coclestibus

plagis, et cruciatibus meritis, nocentes animas protuderunt." And again, 52, ad fin.

" TJbi sunt modo magnifica ilia et clara per gentes Joviortim et Uerculioriini cogno-

mina
;
quae primiim a Dioclete ac Maximiniano insolenter assumpta, ac po.stmodum

ad 8ucce.s.sores eorum trauslata, vigucrunt? Ncmpe delevit ea Dominus, et erasit

de terra."
3 It is given by Lactantius, M. P. 48, and Eusebius, H. E. x. 5.
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it allowed to the heathen worship a free toleration also.

But very soon there followed measures of marked prefer-

ence in the imperial appointments to the Christians and

their faith. And, at length, after Constantine's final defeat

of Licinius, and establishment as sole emperor over the

Roman world, in spite of the indignation and resentment

of the Pagans, he issued edicts for the suppression of their

sacrifices, the destruction of their temples, and the tolera-

tion of no other form of pubhc worship but the Christian.^

His successors on the throne followed up the same object by

attaching severe penalties to the public profession of the

heathen religion; which, from its rejection into outlying ^a^//,

or villages, began to be now called Paganism.- And the

result was that, under Theodosius' reign, before the cen-

tury had ended, (all which 1 consider to have been in-

cluded in this 6th Seal's primary vision,) its stars had aU

fallen to the ground :
^ its very heaven, or political and reli-

gious system, vanished : and, on the earth, the old heathen

1 See Mosheim iv. 1. 1. 7, 10: also, for an authority justifying his statement,

Eusehius V. C. ii. 45, Iltpi vojxojv kioKvovtixiv fiiv Ovaiag, oiKodofiiiv Ss eKKXtjaiaS

irpoffruTTovTtov and iii. 54, entitled, FjiSuiXtiuti' Kai ^oaviov vavraxov KuTaXvcric-

As to the toleration of Pagans in office \inder Constantine, it seems, according to

Eusehius, to have been the exception, not the rule. See V. C. ii. 44. See also

Mosh. ib, 16, on a probable exception in the execution of the Chiistian emperors'

anti-pagan edicts, in favour of certain philosophers and generals.

Hence the chief argument against my application of this vision. Say Vitringa,

Cuninghame, and others, " Were not Pagans still promoted to the highest dignities

of the state .^ What necessity for them to call on the rocks to cover them ?
"—But

can we forget the introductory wars through which the revolution was effected, and
the terror and dismay of the vanquished heathen emperors and their armies, whose
terror the vision seems especially to picture } Or that after this, though heathenism

subsisted for a while in a few great cities, yet it never more flourished ? Except at

Rome and Alexandria, says Gieseler, i. 181, "the heathens were everywhere obliged

to conceal themselves in remote places in the country; whence the names Fagmii,

Paganismus." This imder Constantius.

Compare, on this subject, the prophecy of Babylon's overthrow, noticed p. 247.
2 Gieseler, i. 179, 180, gives, in brief, the chief anti-pagan laws of Constantine's

family.— 1st, C. himself, a little before his death, forbade all heathen sacrifices

;

(compare V. C. ii. 45, iv. 23, 25 ;) and on pain of death, according to Theophanes :

but the law, says he. Was not acted out.— 2nd, Constantius, A.D. 341, referring to

Constantine's prohibitory law, decreed the prohibition of sacrifices :
" Sacrificiorum

aboleatur insania;" With a "vindicta" against them. Cod. Theod. xvi. 10. 2.—3rd,

A.D. 342, the "superstitio penitus eruenda," but extra-mural temple edifices pre-

served. Ib. 10. 3.—4th, A.D. 353. " Placuit omnibus locis claudi protinus templa;
.... etiam cunctos sacrificiis abstinere." As to the oflFender " gladio ultore sterna-

tur," and his goods to be confiscated ; with similar penalty on all provincial governors
that might overlook the crime. (My Ed. of Gieseler is Cunningham's Transl. Phila-

delph. 1836.)
^ To St iteviiv Tovg aatepag, km rove SoKovvra^ €ivai (pwffTtipag evi Koayuft ttitt-

Tiiv says Arethas-
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institutions, laws, rites, and worship been all but annihil-

ated ; and its votaries constrained to seek to caves and

rocks (erst the Christians refuges,) wherein to hide their

devotions, now prohibited on penalty of death.

The interpretation that I have given to the various

symbols of this Seal has been illustrated and con tinned,

by one and another interpreter, from the similar use of

similar figures in other passages of prophetic Scripture.

Thus, to show how, from earliest times, the symbols of the

sun, moon, and stai*s were used of rulers, so as I have ex-

plained them, a reference has been made to Joseph's dream,

(Gen. xxxvii. 9,) in which the sun and moon are expressly

interpreted of the chief heads of a nascent nation, the

stars of its inferior heads.—To illustrate the meaning of an

earthquake, and the consequent convulsions and changes in

the firmamental heavens and their luminaries, there have

been quoted passages from Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and

others ; in which the symbol is used of political revolution

in a state or kingdom, of the subversion of its institutions,

and fall of its governing powers. So in Jeremiah's vision

(iv. |23, &c.) of the destruction and desolation of the Jew-

ish kingdom by the Babylonians : "I beheld the land, and

lo ! it was without form and void ; and the heavens, and

they had no light. I beheld the mountains, and lo ! they

trembled, and all the hills moved lightly. . . I beheld, and

lo ! all the cities thereof were broken down, at the presence

of the Lord, and by his fierce anger. . . For this shall the

earth mourn, and the heavens be black. The whole city shall

flee for the noise of the horsemen and bowmen : they shall

go into thickets, and chmb up on [or into] the rocks." So

in Ezekiel, (xxxii. 7, &c.,) of the overthrow of Pharaoh

and his kingdom by the king of Babylon :
" When I shall

put thee out, I will cover the heavens, and make the stars

thereof dark : I will cover the sun with a cloud, and the

moon shall not give her light. All the bright lights of

heaven will I make dark over thee, and I will set darkness

upon thy land, saith the Lord." And so again in Isaiah,

(xiii. 9, 10, 17,) of the overthrow of Babylon by the

Medes : it being said that " tJic dat/ of the Lord should

come against it, with his wrath and fierce anger ; and that
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the stars of heaven and the constellations thereof should

not give their light, and the sun should be darkened in his

going forth, and the moon should not cause her light to

shine." ^ In which passages, besides the more prominent

parallelisms with the Apocalyptic imagery in the symbolic

changes noted of the heavenly luminaries, it will be well,

I think, to observe also what is said of the presence of the

Lord as manifested, though acting by human agency : and

again, of the day of the Lord, and his fierce anger, being

shown in the subversion of the former political government,

and the dethronement and destruction of its political go-

vernors, even in cases where, after the first shock of the

catastrophe, it does not appear that the conquered gener-

ally were treated with any particular oppression, or the

yoke made very grievous.—Finally, to illustrate what is

said of the pagan hosts " hiding themselves in the dens

and rocks of the mountains, and saying to the mountains

and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of Him
that sitteth on the throne," &c., a reference has been made
to Hosea's prediction ^ of the Israelites thus calling on the

mountains to cover them, and the hills to fall on them, un-

der the terror and calamities of Shalmanezer's invasion.

To which we may add what is told us, historically, of the

Israelites hiding in such rocky caverns, whensoever, as in

the times of Saul or of the Maccabees,^ the enemy might

have gained possession of the country.—All which being

put together, there will not, I believe, remain a single sym-

bolic phrase in this prophecy of the sixth Seal unillustrated,

or with the interpretation referring it to a political revolu-

tion (such as has been here given) unconfirmed, by similar

figures in other prophecies, to which the scriptural context

has itself already furnished a similar interpretation.

1 Compare too Amos viii. 9, Zeph. i. 14, 15; in which latter passage the time of

Judah's destruction is spoken of as "the great day of the Lord."
2 Hos. X. 8 ;

" The thorn and the thistle shall come up on their altars ; and they

shall say to the mountains, Cover us, and to the hills, Fall on us!"—In which pas-

sage, as in the vision of the sixth Seal, the falling on them is evidently meant of the

caverned or hollowed hills,—falling, not to crush, but to hide.

Similar to this is the language in Luke xxiii. 30 ;
" Then shall they begin to say

to the mountains, Fall on us, and to the hills, Cover us
!

" with reference, first, to

the sufferings in the siege of Jerusalem ; and further also, as appears from the word
" begin," to the sufferings of the dispersion afterwards.

* 1 Sam. xiii. 6 ; 1 Maccabees ii. 28, 36. Compare also 2 Esdras xvi. 28.
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Since, however, in regard to not a little of the phrase-

ology of the prophecy, there is in so far a resemblance to

what is said elsewhere of the catastrophe of the last great

day of judgment, as to have induced with many a suspi-

cion, with some a full conviction, that such must be the

reference and meaning also here,—it may be useful, ^^^th a

view to the reader's clearer and fuller persuasion, to look a

little more closely into the subject : and to add yet a fur-

ther observation or two, on the internal evidence derivable,

first from the language of the prophetic description, as com-

pared with that of other prophecies confessedly predictive

of the last convulsions ; secondly, from its relative position

in the series of the Apocalyptic visions ;—in support of the

meaning that I have attached to it.

First, then, it should be distinctly understood that the

expressions here used respecting the earthquake, and the

phenomena in the sun, moon, and stars, cannot be inter-

preted literallji, or as referring to those ijhjsical changes in

the material earth and firmament of heaven, which other

prophecies lead us undoubtingly to expect at the consum-

mation of the great day. The clearest literal descn])tion

of these physical changes is perhaps that given in 2 Peter

iii. 10 :

—
" The day of the Lord shall come as a thief in

the night, in the which the heavens (i. e. the firmament.

Gen. i. 7, 8) shall pass away with a great noise, and the

elements shall melt with fervent heat ; the earth also, and

the works that are therein, shall be burned up."^ Now of

a conflagration, like this, no hint is given in the vision of

the sixtli Seal. Moreover in such a conflagration neither

would the sun become black as sackcloth, nor the moon

1 So in I.saiah li. 6 ;
" Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the earth

heneath ! For the heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and the earth shall wax
old like a garment ; and they that dwell therein shall die in like manner."— In that

remarkahle chapter, Isa. xxxiv., there seems to be a description both of the political

and the physical revolution occurring at the end : the former very analogous to the

language of the sixth Seal ; but with a notice also of that which is the grand charac-

teristic of the consummation,—the hurnbuj of the mystical Edom, or Rome. " The
indignation of the Lord is upon all nations, and his fury upon all their armies. He
hath utterlv destroyed them. The mountains shall he melted with their blood. (Com-

pare Rev. xiv. 20.) And all the host of heaven sliall be dissolved ; and the heaven

shall be rolled together as a scroll ; and all their host shall fall down a.s a falling fig

from the fig tree. . . . And the streams thereof (of Edom) shall be turned into pitch

;

and the dust thereof into brimstone ; and the land shall become burning pitch : it

shall not be quenched night nor day :
" &c.
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appear blood-red; still less the stars fall to the ground.

The expression must be taken metaphorically ; and as re-

ferring to political changes, like those in the other parallel

prophecies just before referred to. There seems to me a

physical necessity for this from what is said; as well as

almost a necessity from what is not said : besides the ne-

cessity arising from the requirements of symbolic language,

in a confessedly symbolic prophecy.

Still the suspicion may remain that, though referring to

political revolution and changes, it may be the political

changes attendant on the last great consummation. For

that there are to be then, and in connexion with the great

final catastrophe of the earth's drama, extraordinary politi-

cal commotions and revolutions, is a truth revealed both in

the Apocalypse itself, and in many other of the sacred pro-

phecies.^ This I fully allow. But I think internal evi-

dence is here, too, not wanting, to show that it is not these

that are intended in the sixth Seal. For, let but the de-

scription of the earthquake of the sixth Seal be compared
with that of the xvith chapter of the Apocalyptic book,

—

which latter is allowed on all hands to be the description of

the great final political revolution,— and how is it possible

l)ut that an unprejudiced mind will be struck with the marked
difierences?^ The earthquake of the xvith chapter is so great,

that " there never was any like it since the time that men
were on the earth ;

"—this, simply, " a great earthquake."

And whereas the most prominent points of accompaniment

and result in the former case are the tripartite division of

the great city, Babylon receiving the wine-cup of God's

anger, and a tremendous hail-storm falling on the inhabit-

ants of the Roman earth,—to neither one nor another of

these is there the least allusion, in the description of the

earthquake of the sixth Seal before us.—Were the one in-

deed but a notice in brief, as it were, the other the descrip-

1 Such, not improbably, are Matt. xxiv. 21, &c., and the corresponding propheciea

in Mark and Luke. Such, perhaps. Hag. ii. 6, Heb. xii. 26, and Joel ii. 10.

- I say an unprejudiced mind. One who is not unprejudiced wi-ites thus :
" The

revolution of this sixth Seal is the same as that again mentioned on the sounding of

the seventh Trumpet, xi. 19, and more particularly described under the seventh Vial

;

(xvi. 17—21 ;) between which, and the sixth Seal, there is a remarkable similarity."

Cuninghame, p. 23. Of this similarity let the reader judge ; after comparing the two
descriptions together, as here set before him.
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tion in detail, the omission and the difference would not be

so remarkable. And thus it seems to me very possible,

and even probable, that the earthquake noticed on the

sounding of the seventh Trumpet, at the close of chap, xi,

may be the same in brief as that of chap, xvi in detail,

on the effusion of the seventh Vial.^ But in the vision of

the sixth Seal the description is as detailed and full as that

of chap, xvi, indeed more so.

Thus my conclusion //'om simply comparing the descrip-

tive language in the ttvo passages is this,—that they por-

tray different and distinct earthquakes ; that of the sixth

Seal the less, that of the seventh Vial nmch the greater

:

although it is allowed that the former may be possibly in a

certain sense typical of the latter ; in the same way that a

less event, of the same character, is often in Scripture typical

of a greater following :—a conclusion confirmed by the

figuring of the earth, sea, and sky, in this same Seal's next

vision, as all restored ; so as after the last earthquake they

certainly will not be.^—Then, consider the vision further in

respect of its relative position in the Apocalyptic series, and

connexion with, and sequence on, those of the previous

five Seals. And when we think how exactly every successive

great epoch of change in the Roman Pagan Empire, with

its characteristic causes and symptoms, from the time of

Domitian's death, at the close of the first century, to the

persecution by Diocletian and Galerius at the beginning of

the fourth, has been depicted, all in order, in the consecu-

tive visions of the successive Seals preceding, and find

ourselves thus brought by them to the very eve of the

great politico-religious revolution of the time of Constan-

tine,—I say when, with the evidence of this its position

and context, we consider the vision of the symbolic earth-

quake represented on the opening of the sixth Seal,—it

seems to me that all reasonable doubt as to its intended

apphcation is precluded ; and that it cannot but be the pre-

figuration of that wonderful revolution.—Nor let me omit

* Two characteristic notices serve to identify the earthquake of xi. 19 with that

of xvi. 18 :— Ist, that of the temple in heaven boinj^ in either case previously opened;
(i. e. connecting xvi. 18 with xv. 5;) 2ndly, that of the great hail, mentioned as a
concomitant in the one case and the other.

•* Except as a tmiv earth.
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to observe, in further confirmation of this explanation, that

the infidel illustrator of the Apocalyptic prefigurations fails

not here, as usual, to add his remarkable corroborative tes-

timony. " The ruin of the Pagan religion," says Gibbon,
" is described by the sophists as a dreadful and amazing

prodigy ; which covered the earth with darkness, and re-

stored the ancient dominion of chaos and of night
.''^

CHAPTER VIL

THE SIXTH seal's SEALING AND PALM-BEARING VISIONS.

"And after this I saw four angels standing on the four

corners of the earth, holding the four v^^inds of the earth, so

that the wind should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea,

nor on any tree.—And I saw another angel ascending from

the east, having the seal of the living God. And he cried

with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given

to hurt the earth and the sea, saying, Hurt not the earth,

neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the serv-

ants of our God in their foreheads.—And I heard the

number of them which were sealed ; and there were sealed

144,000 out of all the tribes of the children of Israel. Out
of the tribe of Judah were sealed 12,000. Out of the tribe

of Reuben were sealed 12,000. &c.

After these things I beheld, and lo, a great multitude,

which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds,

and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and

before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in

their hands. And they cry with a loud voice, saying.

Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne, and

unto the Lamb. And all the angels stood round about

the throne, and about the elders and the four living crea-

tures, and fell before the throne on their faces, and wor-

shipped God, saying. Amen ! Blessing, and glory, and

^ Kat ri. fivOwSsQ kui atiSeg UKorog Tvpavvqcrsi ra siri y>;c KaWivra. So Euna-
pius of the 4th century, in his Life of Eustathius; with reference to the then immi-
nent utter ruin of Paganism. Referred to by Gibbon v. 123, 124.
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wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour, and power, and
might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen ! And
one of the elders answered, saying unto me, Who are these

which are arrayed in white robes ? and whence came they ?

And I said unto him, Sir, thou knowest. And he said to

me. These are they which are to come^ out of the great

tribuUition ; and they washed their robes, and made them
white, in tlie blood of the Lamb. Therefore are they before

the throne of God, and serve him day and night in his

temple : and he that sitteth on the throne shall dwell

among them. They shall hunger no more, neither thirst

any more, neither shall the sun light on them, nor any
heat. For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne

shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains

of waters ; and God shall wipe away all tears from their

eyes.""^

—

Apoc. vii.

^ I. THE FOUR TEMPEST-ANGELS THREATENING.

Thus the Jirst of the two closely connected visions which
together constitute the second part of the sixth Seal, opened
with a representation of four destroying tempest-angels,

just now under temporary restraint, but destined ere while

evidently to desolate tlie Roman earth : which earth mean-
while appeared tranquil again after the eaithquake, and
with its luminanes shining in the new firmamental heaven.^

A fit and, I doubt not, true explanation of the figure is at /
once suggested by what history tells as to " the threatening

tempest of barbarians, which so soon subverted the founda-

tions of Roman greatness," being, just during the Constan-

tinian aera, " repelled, or sus])ended, on the frontiers."^ But
wherefore gathered with evident threatening against the

empire so soon after the completion of a revolution such as

' ot ipxofiivoi. So Mark x. 30 and Luke xviii. 30, aiuv 6 ipxo/iivog, the world to

come; Eph. ii. 7, tv roig aiwai roig fTrefjxo/itKJic the ages to come : 1 Thcss. i. 10,

airo rt](; opyijc rijf ipxo^i%>r)s, the wTath to come. Also Matt. xi. 3, John xviii. 4,

kc. So M. Stuart, ii. 62 ;
'^ ipxofiai, venturus sum."

2 There is no variation in the critical editions, of the least importance, from the
received text in this chapter.

3 This is ohnous in part from verse 1 of this chapter, where the wind is spoken of

as not blowing on the land or the sea; in jjurt from verse 12 of tlie next chapter,

where the sun, the moon, and the stars are implied to have shone during the thiee

first Trumpets on the Roman earth. * Gibbon, iii. 97.
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that which had just been foreshown as occurring, and
the casting down from the high places in it of the per-

secuting antichristian powers of heathenism ? Might not

a very different result have been anticipated ?

It will be interesting, I think, and may serve as a fit in-

troduction to what follows, to suspend for a few moments
our investigation of the prophecy ; and to consider the

feelings and anticipations of Christians, as exhibited in the

Roman empire at the period just alluded to, of its first

Christianization under Constantine.

When heathenism had been cast down from its supre-

macy, and Christianity established in the Roman world,

the changes consequent were immense and universal. Now,
throughout its vast extent, the cross once so despised was
everywhere in honour ;^ and the preserving and conquer-

ing virtue made the theme of exultation, which everywhere

attended it.^ Now the righteousness of the slaughtered

martyrs that had been gathered under the altar, was acknow-

ledged in public edicts ; and the living confessors restored

to their homes in triumph, from the mines and dungeons

where they were suffering.^ Instead of vaults and cata-

combs for the sacred assemblies of Christians, and other

hiding-places shut out from the light of heaven, to which,

like their earlier Christian brethren,^ they had been reduced

during the late persecution, there arose in the cities and
towns churches of magnificence ; and the ritual was cele-

brated with a pomp corresponding. Instead of desertions

1 "Attende gloriam crucis ipsius," said Augustine (in Ps. Iv. 9) somewhat later

than the epoch spoken of; "jam in fronte regum crux ilia fixa est cui inimici in-

sultaverunt." (In Augustine this Psalm is numbered liv.)

2 TO ffwTrjpiov arifiiiov a favourite phrase used by Eusebius to designate the cross.

3 Euseb. V. C. ii. 30, 31, &c.
* See Mosheim ii. 2. 4. 8, on the subject of the humble churches in which the

early Christians assembled for worship, whether private houses, or caves and cata-

combs : also Burton's History of the Chm-ch, p. 299 (Ed. 4). " It was long," says

the latter, "before the intolerance of their enemies allowed the Christians to enjoy the

light of heaven, whilst engaged in their sacred duties .... We may perhaps conclude

that few, if any, religious buildings had been possessed by the Christians, till the time

when Alexander Severus decided a case brought before him in their favour." The
case decided by Alex. Severus in their favour, has been before alluded to, p. 219 Note 3.—

After Gallienus' edict of toleration the Chiistians began to erect more convement and
spacious edifices (Euseb. Hist. Ecc. viii. 1) ; and, in some cases, not devoid of grandeur.

So, for example, the great chiu-ch of Nicomedia, which was destroyed at the fii'sf

breaking out of Diocletian's persecution.
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and apostai^ies from the Christian body, such as liad been

the case with not a few under the fiery trial, the daily ac-

cessions to it were innumerable. Candidates in throngs now
applied for baptism ; and at the Easter and Pentecostal

festivals the newly-baptized neophytes, in their white vest-

ments, grouped conspicuous around each Christian sanctu-

ary.^ Once more, under imperial auspices, the Christian

professing Church Catholic was gathered for the first time in

CECumenical council. Representatives attended from every

province, nation, and tongue, in the vast empire. The
palace-gates were thrown open to the holy delegates. The
emperor stood, till requested to sit down, in respectful de-

ference befoi-e them.^ If in the use of his power he was

to the church as a nursing father, his behaviour was respect-

ful as that of a son.

Can we wonder then at the exultation that was felt at

this time by many, perhaps by most, that bore the Chris-

tian name : or at their high-raised expectations as to the

future happy destiny of the Roman, now that it had been

changed into the Christian, nation?^ It seemed to them
as if it had become God's covenanted people, like Israel of

old : and the expectation w^as not unnatural,—an expect-

ation strengthened by the remarkable tranquillity which,

throughout the extent of the now re-united empire, fol-

lowed almost immediately on Constantine's establishment

of Christianity,^—that not only the temporal blessings of

' The white dress of the neophyte, or newly baptized, was woni eight days by him,

then laid up in the church. See Bingham's Antiq. xii. 4. 1, 3, 4.

Gibbon, lii. 277, speaks sneeringly of 12,000 men baptized in one year at Rome,
besides a proportionable number of women and children, to each of whom a tvhite

garment and twenty pieces of gold had been promised (according to report) by Con-

stantine.—At a later period, near the beginning of the next century, we read of 3000,

just baptized by Chrj-sostom's presbyters at Constantinople, being attacked by the

soldiers while XtvxtiiiovovvriQ, I. e. in their white dress. (Bin,;:^ham ibid, from I'alla-

dius.)—Again, we read of a law of Theodosius the Second, prohiliiting tlic celebration

of public games during the Easter .and Pentecostal weeks ; as being the time during

which the neophytes, who had been baptized on the Easter or Pentecostal Sunday,

(which Sundays were then the chief sea-sons of baptism,^ wore their white robes.

Bingham x.x. o. 10, and 6. 1, 4. These, though exemplihcations of a later period,

may yet illustrate to us the neophytes' numbers and conspicuousness.

2 V. C. iii. 7, 10 ; also 15, &c.
3 " All former evils were forgotten. There was a self-abandonment to the enjoy-

ment of the present good things and the expectation of future." So Eusebius cou-

cludes his Church History : x. 9.

* AVith reference to this, Eusebius quotes, from Psalm xlvi. 8, 9, " Come and see

the works of the Lord, what wonders he hath wrought ou the earth ! He maketh
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the ancient Jewish covenant ^ would the ceforth in no small

measure attach to them, but even those prophesied of as

appertaining to the latter day.—Hence on the medals of

that aera the emblem of the phoenix, all radiant with the

rising sun-beams, to represent the empire as now risen into

new life and hope ; and its legend which spoke of the happy

restoration of the times. ^ Hence, in forgetfulness of all

former prognostications of Antichrist and fearful coming

evils, the reference by some of the most eminent of their

bishops to the latter-day blessedness, as even then about

fulfilling. The state of things was such, Eusebius tells us,

that it looked like the image of the Jcingdom of Christ}

The city built by the emperor at Jerusalem, beside the

new and magnificent church of the Holy Sepulchre,—the

sacred capital, as it were, to the new empire,—might be

perhaps, he suggested, the new Jerusalem, the theme of so

many prophecies.^—Yet again, on occasion of the opening

of the new church at Tyre, he expressed in the following

glowing language, not his own feelings only, but those, we
may be sure, of not a few of the congregated Christian

ministers and people that heard him. " Whereas the

saints and confessors before our time sang of God's won-

wars to cease unto the ends of the world." He adds ;
" And now a day of cloudless

serenity shone on the Church." H. E. x. 1.—There is a medal of Constantine,

a copy of which is given in the Plate opposite, from Banduri, (ii. 213,) struck A. D.
321 or 323, in commemoration of the remarkable tranquillity then begun, and which
hears the legend Beata Tranquillitas.

1 It was natural to compare what had been said of the rests given to Judah under
the pious kings Asa and Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron. xiv. 1, 5—7, and xx. 30.

2 A copy is given in my Plate from Spanheim, p. 245. It is a coin of Constantius.

—Spanheim adds another medal, which he supposes to be of Constantine's own
striking : with two figures ; one sitting on a trophy, the other in military dress pre-

senting him a globe with a phoenix. Eckhel, viii. Ill, doubts its having been struck

in the great Constantine's life. But Mionnet confirms Spanheim. See his Medailles

Eomaines. Tom. ii. p. 229. (Paris, 1847.) On the Exergues' of these and other

Eoman imperial coins the reader may consult my Paper on the Eoman coinage in the

Appendix.
3 " The event surpassed all words. Soldiers with naked swords kept watch around

the palace-gate. But the men of God passed through the midst of them without fear,

and entered the heart of the palace. And they sat down, some at the emperor's

table, the rest at tables on either side of his. It looked like the image of the very

kingdom of Christ; and was altogether more like a dream than a reality." V. C.

iii. 15.

* V. C. iii. 33 ; Kar avro to awTripiov fiaprvpiov rj vta KartOKevaZsTo 'lepovaa-

\r)ix, avTiTtpoawiroQ ry TraXai /3owju«V{; .... Toxa ttov Tavri]v ovaav ti]v Sia Trpo-

(pijTiKiov QiaiTia^aTwv KiKr)pvynivr]v kuivtjv Kai nav 'lepov<Ta\rji.i' r/c Trtpi /xaKpoi

\oyoi fivpia St' tvdiov TTi'tvfiaroQ 6t(77vtZovTig ai'vfivovai. See also ib. iv. 40, re-

specting the dedication of this Chui-ch of the Holy Sepulchre.
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(lerful interventions in behalf of his people as a thing of the

past, behold those wonders we now see acted out before

our own eyes ! It was of us the prophet spake when he

told how the wilderness and the solitary place should be

glad, and the desert rejoice and blossom as the lily.^

Instead of the Chiu'ch being, as once, widowed and desolate,

her children have now to exclaim to her, Make room, en-

large thy borders : the place is too strait for us ! Glorious

indeed, as we see the prediction realized, appear the things

spoken of thee, thou city of God. The promises are ful-

lilliug. In righteousness shalt thou be estabUshed ; all thy

children shall be taught of God ; and great shall be the

peace of thy children."^—And so too, with reference to

other similar prophecies, in a direct Commentary on Isaiah.^

Could there well be a greater contrast to all such antici-

])ations of the future, than in the true prospective of the

coming future after the fall of heathenism in the empire, as

here prefigured to St. John in vision, and three centuries

later realized in fact : — the vision, we saw, one of four

tempest-angels, the well-known Scripture emblem of deso-

lating invaders,^ prepared, hke the evil angels once let loose

on Egypt,^ to burst in fury on this self-same Christianized

* So Eusebius, t^avQii i>q Kpivov.—His application of these prophecies to his own
times is express : Tavra TrpoiruAat irtpi ijfuov tv icpai^ ^ifiXoiq KaTajitjS\r]To. H. E.

X. 4; pp. 313, 310. So too in his De Laud. Const, c. 16, p. 543. (Ed. 1695.)
2 H. E. X. 4, pp. 304—315.
' This Work of Eusebius is jOfiven in the Folio Edition of Athanasius, Paris, 1706.

The Comment appears to have been written after 324, the year of the Nicene Coun-
cil ; thoujrh the exact time is uncertain. The whole spirit of it is to the eifect de-

scribed above.

It is to be observed that Lactayitius, in his " Divine Institutions," still, like the

Fathers before him, dwells on the expected ctmunj^ of Antichrist, and the evils con-

sequent. But this seems to have been written oris^inally before Constantine's over-

throw of the heathen and persecutinj? emperors. S^-e Note •' p. 233, supra.
* So e. g. Jer. iv. 11— 13: "A dry wind from the hijjh places of the wilderness

towards the daughter of my people, . . even a full wind from those jilaces shall c«mc
unto me ! . . Behold he [Nebuchadnezzar] sliall come up as clouds, and his chariots

shall be as a whirlwind." And, again, Isa. xxviii. 2; "The Lord liath a mighty and
stronjr one, [sc. Shalmanezer and the Assjnians,] which as a tempest of hail, and a de-

Btro}ing storm, .... shall cast down to the earth."

' Psalm Ixxviii. 49 ;
" He cast u])on them the fierceness of his anger, wrath, in-

dignation, and trouble, by sending evil atif/cls among them."
On the figuration itself of the tcmpest-aiigrls, let me make the four following re-

marks.— 1. The four winds may be considered as representing all the winds. Com-
pare Ezek. xxxvii. 9, Dan. vii. 2, Matt. xxiv. 31.—2. Their angel-dircctors may be

compared with the imaginary gods of each wnd, in the JEolian cave, as depicted by
Virgil.—3. Kparouvrff, holding, may be understood probably, not in the sense of

restraining, so as by Mr. Cuninghame and others ; but in that of holding, so as we

VOL. 1. 17
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Roman earth, so soon as a temporary restraint laid on them
might be withdrawn :—the fact, to use Gibbon's words

again/ that " the threatening tempest of barbarians,"

which in Constantine's and Constantius' time "had been

suspended or repelled on the frontiers," did, on Valens' de-

feat and death in 378, estabhsh itself within the frontier;

prepared, had it not been for its brief temporary arrest

through Theodosius' agency, even then and at once "to

subvert the foundations of the Roman empire ?" It surely

needed nothing more to show how erroneous the Eusebian

idea, not only as to the future destiny, but also as to the

general character, of the now wide-spread professing Church

and Israel in Roman Christendom. For could it be that

in righteousness it had been established, or that all her

children were taught of God, when such judgments from

above were seen darkly lowering on the land?—In fact in

the Sealing Vision, which next followed, intimation direct

and distinct was given as to what would then be the very

different state of the professing Church. Nor were hints

wanting in the revelation, if I mistake not, as to the precise

incipient form, and first principles, which (conjointly with

Eusebius' earthly idea of the Church of the promises)

would characterize the then already germinating antichris-

tian apostasy. At the same time that God's own counter-

view of what was his true Church, his true Israel, was also,

1 will not say hinted, but expressly and strikingly set forth

before the Evangelist:—that counterview which was destined

to be the chief antagonistic idea and antidote, as received

for ages after by the faithful, to the apostatic principle.

—

Proceed we to develope these three several points, agree-

ably with their importance, in three separate Sections : in

each of which Sections (as will appear) we shall have first

to revert to, and establish, a certain distinct and important

principle of Apocalyptic interpretation, (principles already

just hinted at in my Introduction,) then next to apj^ly it.

mig:lit hold a weapon of war, for use. So Kpaniv 5opv, vkvtoKtiv, toKov, &c.
;

2 Chron. xxv. 5, 2 Sam. iii. 29, Jer. vi. 23. (Septuag.) For the commission to injui-e,

implied in verse 3, belonged evidently to the same four angels that held the winds in

verse 1.—4. The particle iva in verse 1 {"that it blow not") seems to be meant in

the sense eventualiter, as Schleusner expresses it : that is, as signifying the event, or re-

sult ; not the desire, or design. ^ iii. 97.
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^ 2. INTIMATIONS OF GENERAL UNFAITHFULNESS IN

THE NEWLY PROSELYTIZED ROMAN ISRAEL.

As to the tibove-specified intimation, to the effect that the

great majority of tlie professedhj Christianized poputation of
the Roman world would he, at the time prefigured, Chris-

tians in profession only, it will be found, I believe, to fol-

low instantly and conclusively from the sealing Angel's

w^ords, " AVait till we have sealed the servants of God,"

(i. e. out of the twelve so-called tribes of Israel,) compared
with what is added afterw\ards as to the small numher of the

sealed ones :—supposing this one thing only, viz. that by
the Apocalyptic twelve tribes of Isi'ael, (including of course

the 144,000 sealed out of them,) we are to understand tJie

then professing Christian body ; not the Jeivs, and their

twelve tribes, literally taken. And I think that, after what

has before been intimated on this head,^ I might really

almost assume this as a point proved. Considering how-
ever its extreme importance as a principle of Apocalyptic

interpretation, and the fact of not a few other expositors

having founded a totally different system of exposition

(however unsuccessfully) on the assimiption of a literal

Jewish sense attaching to the Israel of the Apocalypse,^ I

think it better to recur to the matter ; and to draw out the

proof more fully than before.

I. Let it be remembered then, in the first place, that

long before the revelation in Patmos, and even while the

literal Jerusalem was yet standing, St. Paul taught the

Gentile Christians to appropriate to themselves, all fully

and unreservedly, the name and privileges of Israel :—even

as those that were Abraham's seed ,^ those that were, by
adoption, of the commonwealth of Israel ;"* and those that

had been grafted into the true Jewish olive-tree : while the

literal Jews themselves, according to his teaching, having

rejected their Messiah, were to be regarded as branches.

» See pp. 73, 74, 206 supr^.

2 See my critical examination of the Prseterist and Futurist systems of Apocalyptic
interpretation in the Appendix to my Vol. iv.

> Gal. iii. 29. » Eph. ii. 12, 13, 19.

17*
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from it broken off."^ Moreover both by him, and by others

of the apostles, such appellative terms as the temple, or

house of God, and such too as sacrifice, or offering, (whether

that of prayer, praise, or self-devotion,) had been applied

figuratively, and in a Christian sense, to Christian believers,

and the Christian Church :^ figures derived, as no one will

think of denying, from the Jewish temple, and Jeivish temple-

worship. All this, I say, even k priori to the Apocalyptic re-

velation.—And then, turning to the Apocalypse, what, let me
ask, was the nature of the symbol seen by John in the very

opening vision, and as explained by Christ himself? Why,
the scene presented was that of a sacred chamber like that

of the Jewish sanctuary, with one habited as high-priest

standing by its seven candlesticks : and Christ himself ex-

pressly interpreted the latter emblem to typify the seven

then existing Asiatic Christian churches.^ Besides that he

interwove, in his several addresses to those churches, other

thereby similarly Christianized Jewish figures and even ap-

pellations •} all as if expressly to prepare St. John (so as

observed in the Introduction to this Commentary ^) for

attaching confidently, and at once, a similar Christian

meaning to such Jewish imagery and appellations as might

occur in the subsequent Apocalyptic visions on things fu-

ture. Very specially to be noted on this head is the refer-

1 Eom. xi. 17—19.—Not without intimation added (let me observe) of the pos-

sibility, indeed danger, of these engrafted branches falling away from the spirit of

their profession, as Christ's anti-typical Israel ; even like the Jews, the ty|)ical Israel

of old. So 1 Cor. X. 6 ; "Now in these things tliey were our types :" (for so, I

conceive, the clause, Taura 5e rvizoi rifiuiv tysi'tjdtjaav, is to be construed, under-

standing Kara before tuvtu :) where the context sets forth the sundiy unfaithful-

nesses of the ancient Israel in the wilderness, as examples for the warning of Chris-

tians. So too Rom. xi. 21 ; " If God spared not the natural branches," &c.

2 The temple, or house of God ; 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17, vi. 19; 2 Cor. vi. 16 ; Eph. ii.

21 ; 1 Tim. iii. 15 ;
(" how thou oughtest to behave in the house of God, which is the

church of the living God;") 1 Pet. ii. 5, «&c. :

—

sacrifices; Rom. xii. 1, Phil. iv. 18,

Heb. xiii. 15, 1 Pet. ii. 5, &c.

3 Apoc. i. 20.—And so too the term angel used by Him for bishop ; a term derived

from the Jewish synagogue. See p. 74 Note * supra.

* Figures : as Apoc. ii. 20, " Thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth her-

self a prophetess," &c. ; iii. 12, " I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God,

and I will write upon him the name of the city of my God, which is Nexv Jerusalem
:"

a passage noted above in my text. And so too Apoc. ii. 5.

—

Appellations ; as Apoc.

ii. 9, and iii. 9, "them that say they are Jews, and are not."

See on this my Note ^ p. 73 supra : with the explanation given in which, I see,

not Vitringa only, but also Mede, (on Apoc. vii.) coincides ; "adeo ut pseudo-ch)-istiani,

in Epistolis ad ecclesias, pseudo-judai audiant." Op, p. 454. So again in his Com-
ment. Minor, p. 908. (Ed. 1672.)

* P. 73 supra.
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ence made by him in one of the epistles to the Neio Jeru-

salem, that was to come down out of heaven, as the mother

city of all true Christians in the Philadelphian as well as

other Gentile Churches ; of which city the citizens were de-

signated in a later chapter of the Apocalypse as the twelve

tribes of GotVs Israel} A passage this so conclusive on

the point in question, that I believe it utterly impossible

to gainsay the fact of its fixing a Christian meaning on the

Israel, and the Israelitish emblems generally, spoken of

subsefpiently in the later part of the Apocalypse.

Thus directed then, and by Christ Himself as the ex-

plainer, it was unhesitatingly assumed by me, in my antici-

pative sketch of the Apocalyptic scenery,- that such was to

be the intent of the Israelitish temple, and holy city con-

nected with it, when apparent afterwards in the visions of

the future. And the accordance of historic fact with the

Apocalyptic figure, so construed, in the first and only ex-

ample of Jewish scenery that has since occurred, (I refer

to the vision of the souls under the temple-altar,) cannot, I

think, but already have added confirmation in the reader's

mind to the correctness of my presumption •}—confirma-

tion that will be found to gather strength each step as we
proceed, I may truly say, from the equally clear correspond-

ence with historic fact of all the other Jewish visible

imagery, so construed, yet to come;^ not to add, from the

manifest failure also of all attempts at consistently explain-

ing it, on the principle of a literal Jewish application.^ And
1 Apoc. xxi. 12, iii. 12. 2 See p. 102.

3 We must not forget moreover the fact of the understanding of the \'ision in this

Christian sense, or at least the self-application of the Jewish figure, by the Christian

martjTs of the sera figured in the oth Seal ;—for example by Ignatius, Polycarp,

Cyprian. See p. 223 supri.

To a similar effect TertuUian (adv. Marcion. iii. 23) thus specifically expresses

him.self on the symbols of the temple and holy city ;
" Abstulit Dominus Sabaoth k

Jtultd .... Spintum Sanctum, (\\\\ icditicat ecclesiam ;—templum scilicet, et donnun,

et civitatem Dei :

"—thereby noting the literal Jews' exclu.sion ft'om answering to the

figure of God's city and temple ; and the substitution for them, in that respect, of the

Christian Church.
* As in the explanation of the incense-offering scene, Apoc. viii. 3, —that of the

voice from the four coniers of the golden altar, Apoc. ix. 13,—that of the nieu.suring

of the temple and altar, Apoc. xi. 1, 2,—that of the 144,000 seen with the Lamb on

Mount Zion, Apoc. xiv. 1,—and that of the New Jerusalem, Apoc. xxi ;—besides the

present vision.

* There arc two cla.s.scs of interpreters who (as just hinted at my p. 259 supra)

have attempted this. The one consists of those who would make a large part of the

Apocalyptic prophecv to be fulfilled in the destruction of the ancient Jerusalem ; a

class stopped and excluded, at the very outset, by the simple date of the Apocalypse,
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if Tsraelitish inanimate visible symbols are thus to bear a

Christian meaning, it would surely be nothing less than a

palpable and gross inconsistency not to affix a Christian

sense also to the personal appellative Israel in the Apo-
calyptic prophecy ; even had there been no such declara-

tion as that before observed on, to the effect of Christians,

Gentile as well as Jewish in origin, being included in the

twelve tribes of God's Israel ; and constituting the citizens,

wholly and only, of the New Jerusalem, which is the

mother of us all.—Let me add, ere I pass on, that there

are two peculiarities in the order and names of the tribes

here enumerated, which might seem further fitly framed

to confirm us as to the intended application of the term to

the Christian Israel, and the exclusion of the Jewish. In

the first place, there is an intermingling of the tribes sprung

from the hond-tvoman with those sprung from the free-

woman : an arrangement suited only to the Christian dis-

pensation ; in which we read, there is " neither bond nor

free ; but Christ is all, and in all." In the next place Levi

is here inserted in the twelve tribes ; a token of his not

being detached from the rest by any peculiar office, as

under the Jewish dispensation :
^ in other words, of the

(A.D. 96,) compared with the declaration that the prophecy was to prefigure thing^s

subsequent to that date :—the otJier of those that explain the whole prophecy to be as

yet unfulfilled, and as waiting the time of Israel's expected return to Palestine for its

accomplishment; a class similarly shut out, at the very outset, by the declaration

that the visions of the Book were to refer to things that would happen in continuous

succession from immediately after the state of the seven churches described as then

existing.

But on these two theories of Apocalyptic interpretation, and their literal explana-

tion of the Judaic imagery in this Book, I must again beg the reader to consult my
full examination of them in the Appendix to my 4th Volume.

1 In Gen. xxxv. 23, &c. the list of the sons of Jacob is given according to primo-

geniture : those of the same mother only being placed together ; and the sons of the

freewomen, Leah and Rachel, taking precedence before the sons of their respective

handmaids, the bondwomen Bilhah and Zilpah.

The relation of the order in this list to that here given in the Apocalypse, wiU be

best seen in their parallel juxta-position. In that from Genesis subjoined, L. R. B. Z,

are the initials of the foiu' mothers.

Apoc.
Simeon
Levi
Issachar

^abulon
Joseph*
Benjamin

In the enumeration in Nimibers, after the institution of the Levitical laiv, Levi is

• The same as Ephraim
;
just as in Amos vi. 6.

Gen.
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Israel intended being one in which there would be no longer

anything of the ancient peculiarity of the Levitical priest-

hood ; and consequently one in which the Levitical ritual

would be done away. " For, the priesthood being changed,

there is of necessity a change also of the law."^

11. This essential principle of Apocalyptic interpretation

having been established, I next observe, as to the mutual

relation of these twelve tribes of Israel and the 144,000

sealed ones, that they were not identical, so as many have

represented the matter;'- but the latter an election out of

the former. It is not said of the 12,000 sealed from

Judah that they constituted the tribe of Judah, but that

they were sealed out o/that tribe ; or, again, of the 144,000

that they constituted the twelve tribes of Israel, but that

they were sealed as an election out of them.^ Where the

preposition sx, or out of, stands after any such verb as

sealed, between a definite numeral and a noun of multitude

in the genitive, sound criticism requires absolutely that the

numeral should be thus construed, as signifying not the

omitted, (i. 3, 49,) and Ephraim and Manasseh substituted in place of Joseph their

father : his incrciise into two tribes having been provided, so as to supply the defect

in the So}5iKa(pv\ov caused by Levi's withdrawal. In the placing also of Gad, Asher,

and Ni'pthali there is a little variation from the order in Genesis ; a variation arising

out of their order of placing, respectively, in their marches and encampments.

For in tlieir marches and encampments in the wilderness, they were formed in tour

divisions. East, South, West, and North(Numb. ii. iii.) ; in order as follows :

—

Dan, Asher, Nepthali,

Levi,

Ephraim,

(W.) Manasseh,
Levi, Taber-

nacle.

Judah,

Levi,

Issachar, (E.)

Benjamin, Levi, Zabulon,
Reuben, Simeon, Gad.

The first-mentioned tribe, in each case, was the standard-bearer. The reason of

Judah's precedence is given, 1 Chron. v. 2 ; "Judah prevailed over his brethien, be-

cause of him came (or wa.^ to come) the Prince." See Patrick ad loc.

On Dan's omission in the Apocalyptic list, curious speculations have been founded

by some of the fathers, as if it were an intimation of Antichrist's being of that

Jewish tribe. It is to be observed that, in order to make room for LevCs inscrtiim,

which wa.s important, the omis-sion of some one tribe was needed. And, as in the

fenealogical series, 1 Chron. iv, v, &c., (where indeed Zabulon als(» is omitted,) so here,

)an seems to have been selected for the omi.ssion because of his adoption of, and con-

tinuance in, idolatry from the time of the Judgat even to tlie captivity. So Judges xviii.

30. Thus early had he become a separatist in religious profos.siim fi'om the common-
wealth of Israel. ' Heb. vii. 12.

* Many have called the 144,000 Ihe sealed tribes. See p. 268, Note 3.

* ia(j>payiVfUvoi «c naffrji (l>v\t}i viutv lapat}\- iKtpuXt)^ lovda t/3' X'^'a^cc, <&C.
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whole, but a part taken oiit.^—Which being so the twelve

tribes, the large body in all its tribual completeness, mus
necessarily signify the whole Christian professing body in

the Apocalyptic world, or Roman empire ; the latter, God's

true servants out of it. In the figurative language of the

Apocalypse, the one was the professing Israel, the other the

Israel of God, or true Israel. For just as under the Jewish

dispensation, so under the Christian, " all were not Israel

that were of Israel;" ou iravreg la-^arfk oj s^ la-^arfk.

God had out of each his election of grace. '^

And what then, as here indicated, was the proportion of

the faithful to the nominal, the true to the professing ? It

was intimated that the former would be but few in the

comparison. This appears from their number being stated

as only 144,000 out of all the tribes of Israel : whereas the

population of the twelve tribes, or ^w^bxol^oT^ov , at the

time when they were united as a kingdom under David or

Solomon, (the standard, I conceive, to be referred to, an-

swering as the Church now did to Israel settled under

regal government,^) must have amounted altogether to

1 The following passages may serve as illustrations. Exod. xxxii. 28 ; Kat intaav
fK Tov \aov tig TpiaxiXiovQ avSpag- " There fell 3000 of, or out of, the people :

"

1 Sam. iv. 10 ; tTrtaov i^ l(tpai]\ rpiaicovTa x;t\(a5«e" "There fell of Israel, or out

of Israel, 30,000 : " Judges xx. 35 ; Aie(p9(ipav tK ra Bsviaixiv tiKocn kui irevre

'X^iXiaSag, &C. : Numb. i. 21 ; tj (VKrKeipiQ avrojv ik Tr}Q (pvKrjq 'PovjSrjv eE kui rtaaa-

puKOvra %tX(a^£c ^ai TTiVTaKocnoi ; "46,500 (of the age of twenty and upwards) out

of the tribe of Reuben." Similarly, again, in the latter half of the chapter we are

considering ;
" I looked, and behold a great multitude, out of every nation, and tribe,

and people, and tongue; " tK navroQ tfivovg, kui (pvXwv, kui Xauiv, &c. : and in ch.

vi. 1 ;
" When the Lamb had opened one of the seals," fiiav tic Tiovt-nra (rfpayidutv, &c.

Says Matthiiie ;
" E/f serves to denote a choice out of several objects," &c. Greek

Grammar (Blomfield's Transl.) p. 996.—In Josh. iii. 12, we have avo in the same
sense ; TlpoxtiptcraaOs vfiiv Stx>StKa avSpaq airo tujv viiov laparjX, iva a(p' tKarrfg

(pvXtiQ.

2 Lowth thus writes on Ezek. xlviii. 7. "The twelve tribes denote the pure

Christian Church in the New Testament. See Luke xxii. 30, Rev. vii. 4, &c. Twelve

is a hieroglyi^hical number in the same book ; denoting the true Chiu'ch, built upon
the doctrine of the twelve apostles. See Rev. xii. 1, xxi. 14. By the same analogy

the number 144,000 (Rev. vii. 4, xiv. 1,) signifies the Church of pure Christians who
continue stedfast in the apostolic doctrine ; 12 being the square root out of which the

number ariseth."

A careful reader will mark Lowth's inconsistency in the above. It is only the

144,000 that represent the Church of pure or true Christians, not the 12 tribes. And
these alone are the Israel of God, intended in Luke xxii.—In one of our Church's

Good Friday Collects the title here given to true Christians is adopted ;
" that they

may be saved among the remnant of the true Israelites."

3 Not to its wilderness-state : when however the number of men in Israel above

twenty years old (Numb. i. 3, 46) was some 600,000, and whole population conse-

quently near two millions ; or above twelve times 144,000.
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some six or seven millions ;^ and much the same probably,

if the Jewish population in Christ's own time and the

apostles', before the destruction of Jerusalem, were made
the standard. According to which standard the propor-

tion indicated was scarce more than one to Jiftt/ ; according

to any, a proportion but small."

Besides which there was further to be inferred from the

prophecy the substantial identification of these twelve mere

professing tribes, in respect of their popular constituency,

with the inhabitants of the Roman earth : seeing that whereas,

on the one hand, the 144,000 were declared to be an elec-

tion out of the twelve tribes, they were on the other de-

picted also as an election out of the inhabitants of the Ro-
man earth. For in the saying, " Hurt not the earth till we
have sealed the servants of God on their foreheads," it is

implied that, but for the sealing, these servants of God
would have been subject, like others, to injury from the

tempests ; and consequently that, in respect of the localitij

of their habitation, they were mingled among the inhabit-

ants of the devoted land. Hence, forasmuch as both the

habitant body of the Apocalyptic earth, and the SwSsxa^^u-

Xov of the Apocalyptic Israel, did alike include, though

they were alike distinguished from, God's servants, the

144,000, the two fomier must have been either identical,

or else the one have constituted a notable part of the other.

In fact in the next chapter, just before the bursting of the

tempests, two only out of three are alluded to as existent

;

viz. the inhabitants of the Roman earth, and the saints or

sealed ones -^ so that by that time the identification I speak

of must be regarded as having become complete.—But in

what w^ay? Not so much (so the designation adopted

showed) by the Roman world being absorbed into the

Church, as by the professing Church being too generally

assimilated in spirit to the world. The mass of the pro-

fessing Israel,— all in fact but the sealed ones,— were

* In Joab's numbering of the people under the reif^n of Dand, 1,300,000 were
found to be the number of the men of war. So 2 Sam. .\xiv. 9 ; or, a.s 1 Chron. .\xi.

5, 1,470,000. And this exelusivc of Levi and Uenjaniin. The whieli implies at least

six million.s for the whole population. Now under Chrbt (Gal. iii. 28) male and
female arc alike to be reckoned.

"^ See Note ^ p. 264. ' Apoc. viii. 3, 6.
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thenceforth designated (just like the Roman heathen popu-

lation before)^ as the inhabitants of the earth ; that is, ac-

cording to the sense of the term in Apocalyptic phraseology,

as a people that was in spirit earthly, and of the earth :
^

the sealed ones alone being, in heart and spirit, raised

above earth, and citizens of heaven.^

Such was the tenor of the general intimation given to St.

John, regarding the state of religion as it would be in the

Roman empire, after the dissolution of Paganism, and first

national profession of Christianity.—And mark its verifica-

tion in history. First it appears, as already shown from

Eusebius, how, after the overthrow of the heathen emperors

and heathen supremacy by Constantine, the Roman people

in multitudes, and at length in the mass, embraced Chris-

tianity :— also how the Christian body, thus enlarged, im-

perially headed, and ere Constantine's death recognised as

the chief constituency of the Roman state, and ere the end
of the 4th century as its only constituency,* did itself actu-

ally adopt the figurative designation used in this Apocalyp-

tic vision ; and exult in the application nationally to itself

of the appellative Israel, and of the predictions too respect-

ing Israel's final glory.^ An application this of those Old
Testament prophecies to the then outwardly glorious state

of the earthly Church visible, which was, if I mistake not,

an innovation now first made on primitive doctrine :—the

earlier Fathers having indeed, like St. Paul, applied the

Scriptural promises about Israiel to the Christian Church

;

but only in respect of that Church's true constituency of

real believers ; and as what would have their grand fulfil-

1 So Apoc. vi. 10.

2 See at p. 103 supra the reference to Apoc. viii. 13, and Jerome's remark on the

nniform bad sense in the Apocalypse of "the inhabitants of the earth."

3 Apoc. xiii. 6.

* Before Theodosius' death laws were passed constituting heathen worship illegal

in the Roman empire. About the end of the century, as observed in a former Note,

the profession of the heathen religion was styled Paganism, or the religion of pagani,

obscure villagers. So Augustine often calls its professors. In 423 a law of Theo-

dosius the 2nd states that there were no more Pagans in the empire. See Gieseler

k 77.
5 See my citations from Eusebius, pp. 255, 256, supra. Twenty or thirty years after

Eusebius the emperor Julian thus wrote :
" They (the Christians) differ from the

Jews of the present time, and say that thetj (i. e. nationally, or corporately) are the

true Israelites." Cited by Lardner, vti. 624.
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ment in it not till the end of the Church's pilgrimage at

Christ's second coming, and introduction under him of a

better dispensation.^—Further, the most authentic accounts

handed down to us of the actual rehgious state, at this

time, of the mass of the professedly Christianized inhabit-

ants of the Roman empire, do too well correspond with the

Apocalyptic intimation, in their testimony to the general

and grievous lack of vital practical godliness among them.

Even Eusebius, notwithstanding his earlier glowing antici-

pations of good, and though in no wise altering his views

of prophecy, yet confesses in later life the midtitude of hy-

pocritical accessions to the Church."^ Similar to which are

the representations of other Eathers of the middle of 4th

century, as of Cijril and Gregorjj Nazianzen, for example

;

not to add those of candid and learned moderns, such as

Mosheim^ Neander,^ GieselerJ' And indeed the ready and

multitudinous professions of Arianism in the empire, on

the Arian Constantius' accession, furnished practical cor-

roborative proof clear and public.® IloXXoi xXtjtoi, oT^iyoi

ex7^£xroi- " Many are called, but few chosen;" was a say-

* The earlier Fathers, in any application of the name and privileges of Israel to the

Christian Church visible, made it in the spirit of charity ; trusting that those who
joined their body, depressed and persecuted as it then was, were sincere. So Clemens

Jiomnnits ; (Ep. c. 29 :) "Let us therefore come to Him with holiness of mind, loving

our gracious and merciful Father, who hath made us partakers of his election : for

thus it is wTitten, . . His people Jacob became the portion of the Lord, and Israel

the lot of his inheritance." (Deut. xxxii. 9. Sept.) ..\jid so, again, Justin ^^lartyr.

Dial, cum Tryph. pp. 352, 360. In answer to Trypho's question, 'Y/nti? I(T(»a»/X

i(TT(\ he says : Ati^a^ rovg airo navTog ytvovg alpovfiivovg -ntnaaQai avrov ry

/3oi'Xy Sia row Xpiarov, {op Kai laKto(i icaXei icai ItrpariX oi/o/nn^fi) rouTovg cat la-

Kujfi KOI Iffpa>;\- and again, p. 3.55, TLavTeg ol Si avrov [Xpiarov) rif) Ylarpi irpoa-

ttiivyovTfg tvXnyijiievog laparjX tan. In another place (Apol. i. 25, 23) ho thus

limits his meaning to trite Chri.stiaus. Ot S' av fit] ivpitTKotvrai (iiovvreg wg tSida^t

(o Xptarog), yvojptt^taOioaai' /.irj ovng XpiffTiavoi, k av Xfyioai Sta yXwrratjg ru rov

XpitTTov StSayfiara.—The millennary views of those early Christian writers were of

course in themselves directly antagonistic to the Eusebian idea of the professing

Church's inheriting the promised glory during the present dispensation.

In the conclusion of my Work I shall have to refer again to this very important

distinction. •

- iipioviiav aXfKTov roiv rrjv tKeXijirtav inroSvofttviov, rat to XpiVTiavMV stti'

irXaariog ff;^?j/irtn Jo/ifvwv ovofia. This he speaks of as one of the two grievous

evils characteristic of the times which he had himself witnessed. V. C. iv. 54 ; a

book written after ConstJintine's death.

' E. H. iv. 2, 3. 17, &c. * See the quotations from him in my next Section.

5 Eccl. Hist. ch. vi. § 101, 102.

• So Mosheim iv. 2. 5. 14. "The error is recognised in its true character," says

Athana.sius in his 1st Oration again.st the Arians, "and indignantly rejected, by those

who benr the sign (i. c. God's mark) on their forehead :" in other words, tlie Apoca-

lyptic 144,000. Athanas. Op. i. 285. (Ed. 1686.) A passage well deserving our ob-

servation.
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ing now markedly true, according to the most trustworthy

testimony. Hitherto the distinction between the 'professing

and the true, the outward Israel and the Israel of God,—
though existing indeed always,—had yet during the three

first centuries been much less observable, in consequence

of the repression in great measure of hypocritical professors

by the general disfavour of Christianity, and its frequent

and sharp persecutions.^ But now that the sunshine of

prosperity, and of imperial recognition and favour, had
beamed on the Church visible, and men abused, as they are

wont, the bounty of God, and the Christian ordinances of

man thereunto conforming,^ the distinction described be-

came too prominent to escape contemporary and historic

notice
;
just as it had long previously been foreshown by

God in the visions of Patmos.

Thus much on the more obvious and general Apocalyp-

tic intimation, as to the fact of a rapid defection from

Christian faithfulness very soon after the nominal Chris-

tianization of the Roman empire, here given to St. John.

Nor let me proceed further without suggesting to the

reader the extreme importance of his marking the dis-

tinction just noted, between the large corporate body
of the professing Israel in the Apocalypse, and its small

election of the 144,000 of God's true Israel, with a

view to his right understanding of this prophecy. Prom
the neglect of observing what I speak of, commentators

of eminence have fallen into what I cannot but call the

grossest misconceptions, as well as inconsistencies ? nor is

- Hence probably the selection of faithful confessors under Heathen Rome, for the
one and only Apocalyptic pictm-e of the Christian body, dui-Lng the period of the five

first seals, as being the most characteristic one.

^ The duty of a Christian sovereign to favour, promote, and establish Christianity

in his dominions, seems to me clear ; being the same, only on a larger scale, as that

of a Christian head of a family. I believe few of those who speak against Constan-
tino's establishment and patronage of the Christian Church would be prepared to carry

out their principle, bona fide, in their own families.

3 For example, Mede designates the 144,000 as the "ecclesia gentium catholica,

figurata typo Israelis ;
" omitting all notice of the unsealed Israel. And so again in

his Comment. Minor, on Apoc. ii. 9. The empire fell, says he, under the attacks of
the barbaric invading hordes ; but the Church corporate survived, and was perpetuated
among them. Of such preserving efficacy was God's seal. Op. pp. 454, 908. But
on Apoc. xiv. 1, where mention is again made of the 144,000, they are explained by
him as the Church of the true qmA faithful, contradistinctively to the apostate profess-
ing Church. And so too on ix. 4.
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it possible, Mithoiit using the key it offers, to enter at all

into the spirit of what remains of the sacred prophecy.

For the distinction described was not a mere temporary,

but an al)iding one. The whole subsecpient history of the

Christian Church, as time would in its lapse evolve it, was
prefigured in what follows of the Apocalypse under the

two great divisions which this distinction recognises :—the

one, the great body of professing Christians, the inhabitants

of the Roman earth, and constituency of the Roman state

or city, wdio are represented as departing farther and
farther from spirituality and the truth, notwithstanding the

checks of God's severe chastening judgments, until at

length involved in complete apostasy :^—the other, the little

body of his elect and sealed ones, the constituency of the

holy city, and worshippers in His temple and presence
;

who, though approved and sheltered by God from real evil, ,

are yet described as having to pass through great tribula- ^
tion, suffering persecution very soon from the professing

world, and being trampled down, vilified, slaughtered

:

until at length, the time of their vindication having come,

Others, as Daubtiz and Bishop Xeirton, interpret the seahd ones, or 144,000, of the
Jews admitted by baptism into the visible Chui-ch about the time of Constantine ; the
palm-bearing multittuie, afterwards seen in vision, representing the Gentile converts

then made in the Roman empire. Daubuz even supposes the sealing angel fi-oni the
east to represent Constantine !—But if all these were alike to be preserved, who were
the excluded ones from the benefit of the sealing, and ou whom the injury from the
tempests was to fall ? The still unconverted Jews ? or the unbaptized hcatlicii in the
empire ? Certainly not \\\e former : for it is the mass of the Roman eartli's inhabit-

ants that are indicated as the destined sufferers. And, as to the latter, both Daubuz
and Newton represent the angels as only beginning their tempest-blasts against the
Roman earth, and its inhabitants, about the beginning of the fifth centui-y ; when,
e.\cept in obscure villages, no unbaptized heathen were to be found upon it. The in-

consistency is palpable.

The difficulty of their explanation meets them again, just as Mode before them, in

another form at chapter ix. 4, where the locusts are commanded to hurt those only
" who had not the seal of God on their foreheads." To be consistent thev ought of
course to interpret these as signifj-ing unbaptized Jews and heathens in the empire.

But this they find impossible from the facts of history ; and they now therefore in-

terpret the expression, and I doubt not correctly, of apostatizing, though baptized,

Christians. Thus they arc at length forced on that distinction between the true and
the mere professing Christians, on which I have insisted ; and which, if applicable to

the sealed and the unsealed in Apoc. ix, must necessarilv be also applicable to them
in Apoc. vii.—Moreover in Apoc. xiv. 3 they make the 144,000 to be the whole
faithful Church ; though in Apoc. vii. it w.us only its Hebrew section.

Vitringn, more justly, explains the 144,000 of Apoc. vii. as the faithful ones out of
the professing Church.

' They are traced onward by notices in chapters viii. 5, 13, ix. 4, 20, xi. 2, 0, 10,

&c., into the fully developed apostasy, headed oy Antichrist, which is alluded to in

Apoc. X, xi, and aescribed in Apoc. xiii.
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they appear under a designation that has reference evidently

to this their original constitution, I mean that of "the

called, and chosen, and faithful," to participate in their

Lord's final triumph.^

But the importance of attending to this distinction will

soon appear more strikingly : as we proceed in the next

Section to sketch, in detailed contrast, the characteristic fea-

tures of the one class and the other, the sealed and the un-

sealed Israel ; ahke as prefigured in the sacred vision be-

fore us, and as illustrated in the history of the Christian

professing Church at the precise sera that we have had
under consideration.

§ 3. INTIMATIONS OF INCIPIENT ANTI-CHRISTIANISM IN

THE UNSEALED AND UNFAITHFUL ROMAN ISRAEL.

I use the word anti-cJiristianism, in the heading of this

Section, in its truest and most peculiar sense :—the sense

most properly affixed to it, as we saw long ago,'^ by refer-

ence to its etymology : the sense too affixed to it by John
himself in his Epistles ; when applying it to heretical

pseudo-apostolical teachers, who, while in name professing

Christ, did yet practically deny him, by virtually substitut-

ing themselves, in respect of his various saving offices, in

Chrisfsplace.—Now it had been foreshown to the evangel-

ist, under these imperfect shadows of the future, that the

great predicted Antichrist of Daniel and St. Paul was to

appear under some such character in its full perfection.'

Moreover Paul had declared that he would have rule and

precedency in God's temple ; that is (for such seemed

clearly the meaning of the phrase as used by him) in the

Christianprofessing Church: ^ and, yet more, that the germ
of the evil, which was in due time to grow into, and be

unfolded in, that great anti-christian apostasy, was even then

already working ; a declaration the truth of which the

many self-styled Christian but really heretical antichrists,

that soon after appeared, did well illustrate and prove. At
that time, however, God's professing Church was in its

1 Apoc. xvii. 14, xix. 14. ^ gee pp. 64, 65 supra.
3 2 Thess. ii. 4. See my notices in Vol. iii. of this prophecy by St. Paul.
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mass sufficiently enlightened and faithful to recognise, dis-

own, and cast off its heretical members.^ But could this be so

when the time drew near for the great foretold apostasy in

the Church itself ? Thus when St. John had intimated to

him, so clearly as we saw in our last Section, that after the

overthrow of heathenism in the Roman empire, while the

bulk of its constituent population would become in profes-

sion the Christian Israel or Church, God's true Israel or

Church would be but a small election out of it, it seems to

me that he must have been predisposed to suspect that this

might probably mark a iirst preparatory step to the un-

folding of the great predicted apostasy : and, if so, that

he would not fail to look out for some intimations as to the

Iirst and earlier features of anti-christianism, which might,

even at this primary stage of its development, discover

themselves in the now incipiently apostatizing Church.

For surely, considering the exceeding importance of the

subject, it would not have been unreasonable for him to ex-

pect that some hints at least would be given respecting the

primary and subsequent most characteristic principles and
features of the great ecclesiastical defection, as at that

time and afterwards to be developed ; and so respecting

the chief steps, and ceras, of the downward progress of the

corrupted Church into complete apostasy. Such had been

the method constantly adopted by the Divine Spirit in its

biographical portraiture of individuals in the Old Testa-

ment ;—of a 8aid, for example, or Jehu, or Ahah ; select-

ing, as it did, for its sketchings the most characteristic

traits, and most important steps and epochs, in their

spiritual history and downward progress in evil. And
indeed it seems to be the only method by which the great

moral lessons of the subject, whether in retrospective or

prospective history, could be duly set forth.—Nor, I think,

if with impressions of this kind we apply ourselves to a

closer examination of the Apocalyptic prophecy, shall we
fail of becoming convinced that such notices about the

apostasy were in foct there given : and that, before the

fuller descriptions of it, first in Apoc. xi, then more at large

1 1 John ii. 19.
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in Apoc. xii and xiii, (chapters where it is sketched out

chiefly with reference to Antichrisfs heading it after its

completion,) there were three or four distinct references to

its operation in the mass of the inhabitants of Roman
Christendom, as beginning, advancing, and then completed :^

though in the way of hint and implication chiefly f by that

method of allusive contrast, of which, as another important

principle in Apocalyptic interpretation, I briefly spoke in my
Introduction.^ Even by St. John personally, when seeing

the vision, the hints given on this head would, as I conceive,

be by no means overlooked in their significancy. But the

fulness of that significancy could scarce be appreciated

except by readers living afterwards : seeing that they

only could compare the prophecy in its several parts with

the actual historic facts of the period to w^hich it might re-

late ; and by that comparison see the exactness and fulness

of its meaning.

I. I spoke of the hints by allusive contrast as that which

to one versed in Holy Scripture, like St. John, could scarce

fail of being intelligible. For did he not know that it was

the habit of that holy book, in its portraiture of one out of

two opposed classes, to sketch the one with distinct re-

ference to the points of characteristic contrast in the other ?

For example, when Ezekiel spoke of the righteous man as

one that " had not eaten on the mountains, had restored to

the debtor his pledge, had spoiled none by violence," &c.,^

—did not John well know that the prophet wrote that

description allusively, and in condemnatory contrast, to

principles and habits quite the contrary, by which the

great bulk of the Jews were then characterized ? —Nay,
when he himself in his first Epistle insisted in one place

on Jesus being the Christ, the Son of God,^—in other places

on Jesus Christ having come in the flesh, and come not by

water only, but by water and blood,®—also, again, on the

knowledge of certain things the most precious being given

1 The first in the sealing and palm-hearing visions of this chap. vii. ; the next in

Apoc. viii. 3 ; and then afterwards in ix. 20, 21, and x. 1, 2, &c.
- I say chiefly, because in Apoc. ix. 20, 21, the notice of the apostasy is a direct one.

3 See p. 113 suprS. * Ezek. xviii. 6, &c.
^ 1 John V. 1, 5. 6 lb. iv. 2, v. 6.
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by Christ distinctively to true Christians,^— could he have

helped knowing;, and afterwards remembering, the point

of his own statements ; and their reference, in the way of

allusion and contrast, to Gnostic heretics and heresies then

aboundino; ? I mean of course those Gnostics who tausrht

that Jesus was a mere man, not Christ, the Son of God ;
—

the Christ, a divine /Eon, having indeed entered the man
Jesus in the water of baptism, but left him at Calvary ere

his baptism in blood -. and who said moreover that thei/

were the only yvcoa-nxoi, or Jcnotving ones ; they the only

teachers that had attained to knowledge in divine things,

and that possessed the key to and power of commiuiicat-

ing it. Michaelis observes ' that the scope and point of

such verses in the Epistle are not fully to be discerned,

without an eye to this allusive antithetic reference, as

meant by St. John.—Thus was the apostle himself experi-

mentally familiar with the nature and uses of this Scriptural

I)rinciple of allusive contrast. And indeed it is so natural,

and the occasions are so frequent for its application, that

it is easy to find abundant illustration of it in human
writings also.^

^ lb. V. 20, ii. 20, 3, iv. 13, 8, iii. 14, 5, 2, v. 15:—""We know that the Son of

God is come, and hath given us an understanding to know Him that is true." "Ye
have an unction from the Holy One, and know all things." " We know that we
know him, if we keep his commandments." " We know that we dwell in Him, and
He in us, because He hath given us of His Spirit." " He that loveth not knoweth
not God, for God is lovo. We know that we have passed from death unto life, be-

cause we love the brethren." " If we know that he heareth us, we know that we
have the petitions we ask of Him." "We know that He was manifested to take

awav our sins, and in Him is no sin." " We know that when He siiall appear we
shall be like Ilim, for we shall see Him as He is." kc. kc.—St. John adds, ii. 26,

"These things have I written to you concerning" (or with reference to) "them which
seduce you."

In contrast with this, the Christian disciple might well feel how poor and vain was
all the boasted knowledge of the wise of this world !— Compare Cowper's beautiful

contrast of the unlettered and poor Christian widow with the great Gnostic of the

French Ilevolution, Voltaire :

—

" Yon cottager who weaves at her own door,

I'illow and bobbins all her little store,

Just knows enough,—no more,—her Bible true :

A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew."

' Introduction to the New Testament, Chap. xxx. ^ 3; pp. 401, 402.

3 It may be well for the reader's satisfaction to give a few illustrations from men's

writings. And in truth so copious are the illustrations, that we can scarce refer to

any Code of legal enactments, any Creeds, Acts of Councils, or Articles of Faith,

without finding the principle exemplified.— 1st. Take tiie Nicem Creed. " I be-

lieve in Jesus Christ of one mhntance with the Father" is its language : in which it

not merely marks therein the true belief, but marks it eontradistinctively to that of

the homceoiMian Allans, who would have Christ's nature to be similar indeed to the

vol.. I. 18
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II. And what then the particulars here pointedly noted

to St. John, as characteristic of the sealed Apocalyptic

Israel, contradistinctively to the unsealed Israel?—It will,

I presume, be readily granted me that the seal-bearing

Angel from the East was no created angel, but the Angel of

the covenant, the Lord Jesus. Por to what Angel but

Him belonged the symbol of the "light of the world,"

the "day-spring from on high visiting us?"^ Of what
other Angel was it the prerogative to seal with God's seal

of the Spirit,^ whereby behevers are " sealed unto the day of

redemption " ? ^ Of what other, as the Father hath life

Father's, but not one and the same.—2. Says the Athanasian Creed, "Though God
and Man, yet not two, but one Christ ;

" and again, " One not by confusion of

substance, but by unity of person
:

" therein primarily defining " the catholic and
right faith ;

" but not without distinct allusive contrast to the Nestorians and Euty-

chians ; doctrinists who were supposed to hold, the one that Christ had two persons,

the other that Christ had but one substance or nature.*—And so again, 3rdly, and
once more, (not to extend the illustrations beyond what is necessary,) the Articles

of the Church of England very generally. Take, for example, the vith on the Suffi-

ciency of Holy Scripture, the xith on Justification by Faith, the xivth on Works of

Supererogation, the xixth on the Church, the xxvth on the Sacraments, &c. &c. :

—

not only is the true Christian doctrine laid down there on these points ; but it is

stated in direct allusive contrast, all along, to the contrary and erroneous doctrines of

the Chuixh of Rome. Even on a first perusal of them a discerning person can

scarcely fail to see a certain pointedness in the phraseology, which might make him
suspect that some such allusion was intended : and then, on instituting inquiry, and
turning to expositors, (e. g. Bishop Burnet,) he finds his suspicions verified ; and, point

by poiut, the peculiar foi'ce and value of the Article thereby illustrated.

1 John viii. 12, Luke i. 78. In the latter passage the Greek word for the day-

spring is avaroXjj. And so too the Septuagint in Zech. iii. 8 ;
" I will bring forth

my servant, rjjv kvaTo\%\v ; " not, as our Version, " the Branch." In correspondence

vrith this, Tertullian remarks, (cited by Bishop Kaye, p. 404:;) "Amat figura SpLritus

Sancti (i. e. columba) orientem, Christi Jtguram." Contra Valentin, c. 3.—In 2 Cor.

iv. 6, the illumination of the soul is ascribed to God ;
" God, who commanded the

light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give us the light of the

knowledge of his glory in the face of Jesus Christ." Now what God does, Christ, as

God, of course partakes in : besides that the light given is only as refiected from the

face of Jesus Christ.

Hengstenberg, in Apoc. Vol. i. p. 291, on similar grounds concludes that the sealing

angel is Christ. " It suits him only."
2 So John i. 33, Matt. iii. 11, &c. ; "He it is which baptizeth with the Holy

Ghost :

" also John xv. 26, " The Comforter whom I will send you from the Father :

"

and XX. 22, "He .breathed on them, and said. Receive ye the Holy Ghost," &c.
3 Eph. iv. 30. So also in the same Epistle, i. 13 ; "On whom, also, after that

ye believed, ye were sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise, which is the earnest

of our inheritance, until the redemption of the purchased possession :
" (Greek, Ev

w. . t(7it>payia9r]Tt Tq> nvtv/jiaTi rrjg tTrayyfXiag') marking, I think, Christ as the

sealer, the Spirit as the seal imprest. (See Macknight.) And, again, 2 Cor. i. 22 :

"He who stablisheth us in Christ, and hath anointed us, is God; who hath also

sealed us, and given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts."

* It is in fact known from these very allusive condemnatory references to Nesto-
rius and Eutyches, that the Creed, though called Athanasian, was composed not till

near a century after Athanasius : the Council of Ephesus, convened against the former,

having been held A.D. 431 ; that of Chalcedon, against the latter, A.D. 451.
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in Himself, so to have given him to have hfe in Himself; ^

(for siicli seems here to be the force of tlie epithet living,

" having the seal of the living God :"^) and thus to nmnber
names in that register which was in fact the Book of LifeP
Of what other to stay the destroying angels, and in the

pkiral language of Divinity to say to them, " Hurt not till

ive have sealed? "^—Admitting which, it was by Him, as

the Author of their salvation,^ that the 144,000 were re-

presented to St. John as distinctively noted, and chosen

out,® from amidst the mass of the professing Israel, while

coincidently illumined and quickened under his influences :

by Him sealed with the Spirit, and numbered, without a

single omission, in the register of the true Israel, the Book
of Life : God's mark resting thenceforward on their fore-

heads, in token of the consistent open testimony of a holy

profession and life to the fact of their being indeed, what

1 John V. 26. Compare verse 24. Also John i. 4 ;
" In Him was life, and the life

was the lif(ht of men ;
" &c. : and John xvii. 2 ; " Thou hast given him power over all

flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him : and this

is life eternal, to know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast

sent." Indeed the whole history of Christ's people, as intimated in John xvii, may
he most fitly and profitably compared with the history of the 144,000 as traced in the

Apocah-pse.
- This use of the word living, especially when applied to God or Christ, is com-

mon. So John vi. 57, " As the living Father (6 ^tov 7rar»jp) hath sent me, and /
live by the Father :" also ib. 51, "I am the living bread ;

" called in verses 35, 48,
" the bread of life." Compare also Acts vii. 38, \oyia l^wvra, and Hcb. x. 20, oSoq

^waa' Sec.

* Compare Apoc. iii. 5 ;
" I will not blot out his nameJ[from the book of life :

" also

Ezek. xiii. 9, " They shall not be in the assembly of my people, neither shall they be

written in the register of the house of Israel." Which last passage should be

collated with the preceding vision (so parallel vfith this Apocalyptic one) of Ezek. ix.

:

in which the sealing angel-priest is represented with an ink-horn, as the registrar

of God's ser^'ants in apostate Jerusalem.—Compare too Ps. Ixxxvii. 6, Apoc. xiii. 8,

xvii. 8.

* On the staying of the destroying angels compare 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, and Ezek. ix.

5, 6 ; where the act is spoken of as Jehovah's.

On the appropriation of the plural first person, axP'C atppayiamfitv, " "Wait till tee

have sealed," compare Gen. i. 26, " Let us make man in our image :
" also Gen. iii.

22, xi. 7, and Isa. \\. 8 ;
" I heard the voice of Jehovah saying. Whom shall /send ?

Or who will go for us ?" Commentators are generally agreed in explaining the use

of the plural, in these collated pas,sage.s, as the indication of one of the persons of the

Holy Trinity ; and Vitringa here makes the same inference from it.— I observe that

Kimchi, on Zech. xi. 5, refers to Job xxxv. 10, "Where is God my makers," and
Psalm cxlix. 2, " Let Lsrael rejoice in his makers ; " as passages where the plural is

similarly used. "Another instance," says Kimchi's Editor, Dr. M'Caul, "of the

plural being applied to God."
* Elsewhere, if I mistake not, we shall find this same Angel of the Covenant de-

picted, in similar contrast to opposed anti-christian agencies, as the Angel-Mediator

and the Angel-Justijier. So viii. 3, x. 1.

* They are called in Apoc. xvii. 14, "the called, chosen out, and faithful," Kkr]Toi

Kai tKKtKToi Kai TTiTof a passage already referred to.

la*
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they are called, God's servants.^— In the present world,

amidst the threatened and quickly-coming judgments, this

sealing was represented as a preservative to the sealed

ones :—a preservative evidently of the aggregate body, in

its completeness, from destruction
;

' a preservative too of

the individuals constituting it from real evil. And, as"^

regards a future and better world, a ghmpse was opened

in the here appended and intimately connected vision of the

palm-hearers^ of their assured ultimate reahzation of the^

true Israel's promised heavenly blessedness. They are

depicted, in the numbers numberless of all their aggre-

gated generations, (for of these doubtless the palm-bearing

host was constituted,) as entering at the close of the one

great remaining and now imminent earthly tribulation into

the beatific presence :
^ the palms they bore indicating the

1 So that this description of the origin, concomitants, and moral consequences of

the sealing with God's seal answers well to the two characteristics elsewhere attached

to it :—first, recognition of his own by God; " The Lord knoweth them that are His :"

secondly, holiness in the appropriated; " Let every one that nameth the name of Christ

depart from iniquity." 2 Tim. ii. 19.

2 Compare Apoc. xiv. 1.—Mede, p. 454, as ohserved p. 268 siipra, represents the

perpetuation of the professing Church, as thus ensured : whereas it is that of Christ's

true Church out of the professing.

3 I liere take for granted the entire identity, in respect of origin and constituency,

of the sealed ones and the palm-bearers : an identity which, I presume, none will hesi-

tate to admit, supposing my proof previously given (see pp. 259—263 supra) to he

decisive, as to the Christian significancy of the Israelitish tribes in this vision
;
just

as of all other Israelitish or Jewish representations and references throughout the

Apocalvpse.
-r. , ,

The following parallel of the points noted of the Sealed ones and the Palm-bearers

respectively, may be useful with a view to their yet clearer identification. I distin-

guish between what is said of the one and the other in their earthly state, during the

present aiuiv, and what is said of their heavenly state afterwards.

The Sealed ones, or 144,000 ; i. q. God's

servants, Apoc. vii. 3.

In this aiwv, or world, they are per-

petuated through the primarily coming

tempests, Apoc. vii. 3, the tribulation of

the Trumpets, Apoc. ix. 4, and that of

the reign of the Beast, Apoc. xiv. 1.

—

Also, they wash their robes (i. e. in the

blood of the Lamb), Apoc. xxii. 14,*

compared with Apoc. xxii. 3, 4.—Fur-
ther, at the close, they are exhibited as

"the called, and chosen, and faithful,"

Apoc. xvii. 14, victorious over the Beast

and his allies.

In the future aioiv they are described

distinctively as the inhabitants of the New

J

The Palm-bearers.

In this aiMv they have to pass through

the trials of the coming " great tribula-

tion :" also they "wash their robes white

in the blood of the Lamb." Apoc. vii. 14.

And the palms indicate their having come

out from the great conflict victorious.

In the future auov they are before the

throne of God; God dwells {(jktiviouh)

* irXwovrtQ raq aroXoQ avratv. Such is the best reading.
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triinnphant issue of their coiifiict ; their white robes the

white garments of justiticatioii, washed and made white in

the blood of the Lamb -.
^ a welcome greeting their entrance

from the 24 presbyter-representatives of the Church in

Paradise, as well as from the great company of angels
;

and the song bursting from themselves of thanksgiving to

their Saviour God, and to the Lamb,—a song which would
never end.-

Now the 144,000, as St. John would have observed,

were not thus pointedly characterized in the Apocalyptic

vision in contradistinction to the members of any open or

profest apostasy from the Chiistian Church and faith ; so

as God's earlier sealed ones, in the very parallel vision of

Ezekiel,^ were contradistinguished from Jews that prac-

tised direct idolatry in the chambers of imagery, or were

worshippers of the Sun, or of Thammuz -^ but contradis-

tinctively to the mass of those out of whom they had been

chosen for sealing ; and who themselves, m profession, made
up the 6coosxoi!^i>7^ov of the Christian Israel, the corpora-

tion of the newly established Catholic Church. In which

character would not the latter too (just like the literal Israel

of old, who prided themselves as being all the children of

Abraham) be likely to presume on the self-same blessings as

attached to them of the divine election, illumination, and
sealing, the registry in the book of life, salvation through

this world, the washing away of sin, and the immortality of

future blessedness ? And so a contrast exist even in detail

with them ; the Lamb leads them beside

living fountains of water, and God him-
self wipes away all tears from their eyes.

Apoc. vii. 15, 17.

Jerusalem ; in virtue of their character

alike as God's Israel, God's servants,

those whose names are in the Lamb's
book of life, and those that have God's
mark on their foreheads : Apoc. xxi. 12,

xxii. 3, 4. Also, as its citizens, they are

before the throne of God and ot the

Lamb ; God dwells with them ; they have
access to the river of life ; and God him-
self wipes away every tear from their

eyes. Apoc. xxi. 3, 4, xxii. 1, &c.

1 It is said in the pa.st tense, " they washed their garments and made them white,"

&c. So that the wliite was their colour while in this world, as well as after it.

Compare Apoc. iii. 4, 5.

* "They serve him day and night in his temple,"—"they shall hunger no more,"
&c. ; statements which indicate the never-ending of their sacred enjoyments and em-
ploymentd. * Ezek. ix. 1—7. * Ezek. viii. 10, 14, 16.
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between the truth and the delusion, the real thing pre-

figured in the one case, and the unreal in the other ?—Even
a priori, I think, thus much might have been suspected by the

apostle. But, however obscure in respect of particulars

this might at the time of the vision have been to him, not

such is the case with us who live after the sera prefigured,

and have the advantage of looking back into the history of

the times. Turn we only to the ecclesiastical history of the

4th century. And, as we carefully ponder its sketches of the

professing Church of that period, very much mistaken am
I if there will not meet the eye certain things in the most

characteristic of its ecclesiastical doctrines and practices so

singularly antithetic to what is here distinctively told of

the Church of the 144,000, as to force upon our minds

the conviction that the latter cannot but have been dictated

by the Holy Spirit in direct and intended allusive contrast

to the former.

Por here, in a manner somewhat remarkable, it is spe-

cially to the initiation of its members that our attention is

first directed, (I may almost say forced,) by its prominence

in the histpric records of the sera. This was of course by
the rite of haptism. And in so far as the outward rite was
concerned, we find that all was done in order. They were

regularly admitted by the bishops and presbyters into

the congregation of the visible Church. The crowds of

adults thus admitted by baptism, after Con stan tine's acces-

sion to the supremacy, have been already noted. ^ It was
quite a feature of the times. But what of the neophytes'

personal looking in faith to Jesus, as the soul's life and light,

whereby alone to secure the spiritual blessings shadowed
out in the sacramental rite ? Of this, and of the doctrine

inculcating it, we read little. On the other hand it is

scarce possible for a student of the Church history of the

times not to be struck, as he reads, with the exaggerated

and unscriptural notions then widely prevalent of the virtue

attached to the outward baptismal rite, as if in itself ^w^-
cient to secure the blessing : that is, when duly performed

' See p. 255 supra. I beg the reader to mark my word adults. We hare here
little comparatively to do with the difficulties of infant baptism.
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by the uiiiiistering presbyter ; or, as in Levitical phrase, and

with Levitical functions attaching, he was now more and

more generally called, the ministering le^sog, sacerdos, or

priest /^—Throughout the whole of the preceding century,

and even earlier, a preparation had been making for these

views by the accumulation of titles of honour on it. Besides

its earlier title of the Xourpov TraXXiyyevso-za^, it was now
denominated, as Bingham tells us,- the (r(ppayig, p^apaxrvjp

Kuoioy, (^coTKT[xog, <Pu\ctxTri^iov, sC^oSjov, a(pQap(nag sv^ju-

jtxa, (Twrrioiov
;
—the seal, the Lord's mark, the iUiimination,

the plifjlactertj or preservative, the viaticum through the

journey of life, the investiture of incorruption, the insurer of

salvation. In the language of an eminent bishop of the day
;

" It was the ransom to captives, the remission of offences,

the death of sin, the regeneration of the soul, the garment

of light, the holy seal indissoluble, the chariot to heaven,

the luxury of Paradise, the procuring of the kingdom, the

gift of adoption."^ The partial counteractives that had

previously operated to prevent the abuse of similar un-

guarded expressions by earlier Fathers of the Church,^

—

the counteractives, I mean, not of mere doctrinal cautions,

(such as were still indeed at times addressed to candidates,

neophytes, and the Church generally, though by no means,

either in frequency or evangehcal clearness of doctrine,

according to the exigency of the case,) but that of a stricter

probationary discipline, and yet more that of persecution

from without,^—these were now either wholly or compara-

' It is much to be rcf^cttcd that the same word priest should have come to be used

in our languanje both for the Greek word TrpeirjivTipo^, presbyter, and the very differ-

ent word itptvQ : the latter properly a sacrificing priest, as in the Jewish or the

heathen ritual. Says Hooker (Eccl. Pol. v. 78) most justly ;
" In truth the word

presbyter doth seem more fit, and in propriety of speech more agreeable than priest

with the drift of the whole gospel of Jesus Christ."

' xi. 1, &c.
3 Cyril. Cat. Lect. Introd. And so again, very similarly, Cyril's contemporary in

the fourth century, Gregory Nazianzcn : who in his 40th ( )ration wTitos thus of bap-

tism ; Attipov KaXovfitv, xapiafia, \pi(Tfia, (pionofia, a(p9ap(Ttac tvivfia, Xovrpov

TraXiyyfvtffiac rrfpayiSa, nav 6 ri rifiiov.

* E. g. bv Clement of Alexandria, about A.D. 200. "Baptism is called grace,

illumination, perfection, washing:

—

washing, because by it we wash away our sins;

grace, because through it there is remitted the punishment due to our sins ; itlidniiia-

tion, because by it that holy saving light is beheld through which we behold God

;

perfection, because in it there is nothing wanting." I'a?d. i. 6.

* Mr. Faber, in his Work on the Primitive Doctrine of Regeneration, p. 123, thus

notes both these counteractives. " In early times, during the period of vehement
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tively inoperative. A magical virtue, as it has been ex-

pressed, was too generally thought to attach to the rite

;

and that not only were all sins ipso facto washed away by
it,^ but all evils, as by an amulet, averted ; for it was a

phjjlacterjj , or preservative, to conduct the baptized safe

through this world, even unto life everlasting.^—The cere-

monies now superadded to the simple form prescribed and

practised at its original institution, added to this impression.

The custom is recorded how the candidate turned to the

west, while priestly words of exorcism were uttered, by which

it was supposed that he was now at length delivered from

the dominion of the Prince of darkness ;
^ then to the east,^

persecution, few would become candidates for baptism, who were not deeply im-

pressed with the necessity of seeking a refuge from the wrath to come : and the

Church was careful to admit none to the holy rite, save those who had passed

through the probationary and educ-ational state of catechumens ; and who might be

justly hoped to have given the required answer of a good conscience to the legitimate

interrogation propounded solemnly at the font."

' So Cyril above. Again Athanasius speaks of it as Ka9apTiKov TraariQ o'laq Sij-rrore

a;iapTiag- (a passage quoted by Faber, p. 168 :) and Ephrem Syrus, on Dan. xii. 9,

10, explains " the many to be made white," as "baptismi lavacro dealbandos."

Dr. C. Maitland in his Book on the Catacombs, p. 221, gives the inscription following,

to much the same effect, from a fragment in the Vatican Lapidarian Gallery, which
seems to have belonged to a subterranean baptistery

:

Corporis et cordis maculas vitali[s aquae fons]

Purgat, et omne siniul abluit und[a nefas.]

In this way of speaking of the pardon of sin in baptism Clemens Alex, had, we
have seen, preceded. So too (not to mention others) the Council of Carthage, under

Cyprian, called it indulgentia divina ; a term famous afterwards.—Says Bingham;
" The true ancient proper notion of an indulgence is God's pardoning sin by the minis-

terial application of his sacraments." xi. 1, 2. It was in fact a phi-ase borrowed from
imperial usages. In them it signified, 1st, remission of punishment due ; 2ud, rc-

mission of tribute due. See CapitolhniH, in Antonino Pio c. 10, with Salmasius' Note

;

Ammianus Marcel, xvi. 5 ; and the Codex Theodos. Tit. Be Indulgentiis.

2 On its virtue as a phylactery, Cyril says ;
" The blessed John discourses much

concerning this chi-ism
:

" (that used in baptism:) "for this holy thing is a spiritual

preservative of the body, and safeguard of the soul." Cat. Lect. xxi. 7- And simi-

larly Basil says of it: M?j atroKiarjQ to (^vXaKT-qpiov; /u?/ Z,rinuo9if]Q ra t(poSia'

where, like other contemporary fathers of the Chui'ch, he represents it as the viaticum

for the journey and dangers of life. Bingham xi. 1. 10.

The earlier writer Clement of Alexaudiia, in his history of the youth that was re-

claimed from his apostasy by St. John, furnishes a notable example of the manner in

which, in Clement's view, this notion of the preservative power of baptism might be

abused. He says that the Bishop entertained, cherished, and at length enlightened,

that is, baptized him
;
{rov veaviOKop trpicpt, avvtixtv, to riXivraiov tpiort at') then

neglected the young man, trusting vainly and wi-ongly to this his baptism's prophy-

lactic virtue : v(pi)Ke Trig TrXtiovog STrifitXtiag Kai Trapa^vXaKtiQ, wq to tiXhov avTi^t

^vXaKTtjpiov iTTiarTirrag tt]J' acppayi^u tov Kvpiov. See pp. 33—35 supra.

^ Neander (p. 422) says that the first unequivocal trace of exorcism in baptism is

found in the Council of Carthage A.D. 256, mentioned above. S.o too Mosheim.
* This turning to the east was a custom early applied to prayer . Tertullian

notes the practice in his Apology, ch. xvi. And Clemens Alexandi-inus thus explains

it: £7r«i li. yevtdXiov yfitpag tiKwv i) avaToXtj, KccKtiGtv to fwg av^trai, ik (jnorovg
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as to receive, together with the baptismal immersion, the

illumination of the Spirit. And then atter l)aptism he was

enrolled in the church-register, as being of the number of

the Christian Israel.^ A crown was placed on his head, in

token of his victory over sin and the world ; a white dress

put upon him, as on one washed, from sin, and robed for

immortality : and, as we find re])orted by Gregory Nazian-

zen and Paulinus, he was led \\\) into the church sanctuary,

and received with psalmody and hallelujahs, as if in pre-

lude to the liynmings of the blessed." Yet once again, not

only was the more ancient custom acted on thenceforward

by the baptized of frecpiently signing the cross, by move-

ment of the finger upon their breasts and foreheads,^ but the

new custom was superadded of actually yj«/«Y//?^ that sign

on their foreheads, and visibly bearing it about, as the sav-

ing mark and seal of God attached to them.'*

Thus were all the constituent members of the Sojosxa-

(PuXov of the professedly antitypical Israel initiated into

the Christian Cliurch ; thus unguardedly its consequent

blessings intimated to them. After which initiation,

besides the title of sx'ksxroi, or chosen, (a title already

attached to them from the time when they were accepted

by the bishop as fit candidates for baptism,'^) they were

Xafitj/av ro irpwrov, aWa Kai roig ev ayvonf. KvXivSovfievoig avtriiXt yvwrtoig
a\r}9nag tifitpa, Kara Xnyov tov t'lXiov TTOOf rtjf ito9ivt)v ai'aToXi]v at tv\af Stl'o-

mat. vii. p. 8-56. See iJiugliam xiii. 8. lo.—Moslieiiu ii. 2. 4. 7, notes its supersti-

tious teudeucy.
' Biu-rham, xi. 7. 12; and 8. 13.

- Biiif^ham, xii. 4. 8.—Mosheini (iii. 2. 4. 4) notices the crown worn by the neo-
phytes, and its understood typical intimation of their victory over tlie world and sin.

" fnitiati, corona ca>ididdq\ie veste ornati, donium revertebantur. Ilia vietoriuj de
mundo vitiisque partae, hmc innocentiaj acquLsitte signum erat."— Paulinas, Ep. 12,

thus describes the scene :

Hinc senior socifc conj^audet turba catervie

;

Alleluia noAis balat ovile choris.

» So TertuUian De Cor. Mil. c. 2.

* So Chrysostoni on Ps. ex, cited by Suicer ad voc. Srai^poc. Ho says; IlavrtQ

tTTi fiirwTTH Tavpov iri(ji<ptpofitv' UK iCtuiTni fiovDv, aXXa Kai avToi ot ra lia-

ciifiara iripiKHfitvoi nrt th fitnuirii virip ra CiaSriftara avrov jSoTa^afTiv. And
aji^ain, Iloiuil. exxxix. To avufiuXov th r:avpii gai tiri oiKiu^* .... kui nri rwv ^t-

TwTTwv fitra iroXXr)^ nriypafofiti' (nrMrjt;.

Also Jerome in Ezi^k ix. :
" 'I'fiu litem crusis habet similitudinem

; quie in Chris-

tianoruin froiitiljiut pi)i(jUur, ex fri'(|uenti manus inscri|)tione si;,niatur."

And Julian thus reproaches tlie Christians. To th rraupn TrfjotTKVvtirt KvXov,

HKovag avTH (TKiayparpHvrtQ tvTiii fitTiontfj, icai npo twv oiKijfxaTwv lyypatpovTti.

Cited in Spauheim's Julian and Cyril, p. 104.

5 Binifhaiu, x. 2. o.
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further designated as ayioi and ttkttoi, the saints and

faithful. For, as Bingham says, with reference to the

practices of the Church as early as the century under

consideration, " The names ayto/, ttio-toi, sxT^sxtoi, saints,

believers, elect, &c., names which occur frequently in eccle-

siastical writers, signify not any select number of Chris-

tians, (as now the words saint and elect are often used to

signify only the predestinate,) but all Christians in general,

who were entered into the communion of the Church by

the waters of baptism." ^—Oh how different all this from

the simplicity of the rite as set forth in the New Testa-

ment Scripture ! How different from its simplicity in our

own and other Churches of the Reformation !

And now it is needful that I draw the reader's attention

to the parallel, or rather contrast in the way of parallel,

which, point by point, meets the eye between this historical

picture of the general professing Church catholic of the sera

of Constantine, after becoming sole Emperor, and his suc-

cessors in the 4th century, (specially in respect of the ini-

tiation of its members,) and that of the 144,000, God's elec-

tion ofgrace chosen out from them, as sketched to us in the

Apocalyptic vision ? In the ecclesiastical phraseology of the

times,—a phraseology continued, it is to be observed, from

Constantine's time downwards,—the former were the elect,

holy, and faithful. In the divinely inspired language of the

Apocalypse these same titles elect, holy, faithful are attached

to the latter, and to them distinctively and alone. ^—The

former, we read, claimed to have been marked with what they

called the Lord's seal and mark upon the forehead
;
yea, and

often actually bore there a visible mark in sign of it : it

was the seal of water-baptism, impressed on them by the offi-

1 i. 1. 1.—It was a little before the third century that Christians were divided into

faithful and catechumens, the initiated and uninitiated. lb. x. 5. 3.

2 The appellation of aytot, holy, or saints, is often thus distinctively applied to

Christ's "peculiar people." A notable instance, the first after this chapter, occirrs

chap. viii. 3, and will be there noticed. In Rev. xix. 8, the saints are identified with

the tvhite-robed ; "The white robes are the righteousness of the saints." The title

occurs also Rev. xiii. 10, xiv. 12, xi. 18, xx. 6, &c.—As regards the other appella-

tions elect and faithful, we find them (as already observed) distinctively applied in

Rev. xvii. 14, to the partakers in Christ's final triumph. These are called the

kXijtoi Kai iKXtKTOi /cat TTiffroi, the called, and chosen, and faithful.
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dating presbyter, and perfected with the chrism of the con-

firming Bishop.^ The latter are here represented as marked
with God's true seal on the forehead ; even the seal of the

Holy Spirit's baptism, and as applied by Christ himself.

—

1^\\Q former, looking to the east at the time of baptism, were

supposed to receive from it, (and perhaps through angelic

ministration on the waters of the font,) both life from the

death of sin, and spiritual illumination as from Christ the

Sun of righteousness.^ The latter are here symbolized as

receiving those heavenly gifts in reality : and this through

the direct ministry and spiritual revelation of Himself to

them of the Lord Jesus ;
^—that only true Angel from the

east, the day-spring from on high, the life and light of each

dead soul.—The former, we read further, after receiving

the mark of the baptismal seal, were enrolled by the priest

' The Presbyter only baptized by permission from the Bishop. The Bishop's confirm-

ation, of which anointing was the sign, (whence the word christening, i. e. anointing,)

was then administered soon after baptism. See Bingham, xi. 4. 1, xii. 1. 1.

This hist was deemed essential to the full efficacy of the baptismal rite. See

Cyprian's 73rd Epistle on this point. He strenuously insists on the invalidity, and
even usulessnoss to spiritual good, t)f baptisni administered either by heretics or im-

authorized persons ; and on the necessity of the Bishop's adding his confirmation to

it. " Intelligimus non nisi in ecclesia Prixjpositis, et in evangelica lege ac dominica

ordinatione fundatis, licere baptizare, et remissam peccatorum dare. . . . Qui . . bap-

tizantur Priepositis ecclesiue ofi'erantur ; et per nostram orationem ac maniis imposi-

tionem Spintum Sanctum consequantur, et signacido Dominico consummentur."

Cvprian urged the necessity in other cases of re-baptism. " Quicunque ab adultcra et

profana aqua veniunt, abluendi sunt et sanctificandi salutaris aqure voritate." ibid.

Rome allowed the baptism ; but, equally with Cyprian, required episcopal confirm-

ation. So the Roman Bishop Stephen; and Cornelius, as quoted by the Oxford
Editor of Cj'prian (p. 202) from Eusebius ; 'OSt tdiv Xoiirtov trvx^ wi' XP'/ jUfaXa/i-

^avuv, Tov Ti afpayiaOtjvai vtto row nrifficoirov' tovtov Se fit] tvx'ov ttwq av rov

ayiov TlvivfiaTOQ trvxc-
',

—Also, about the forehead-anointing specially, Pope Inno-

cent I, (who died A.D. ill,) in his 1st Epistle, D'Achery i. 545. "De coiisignandis

infantibus manifestum est non ab alio quitm ab episcopo fieri licere: nam pr(^llyteri,

licet sint sacerdotes, pontificatus tamen apicem non habent. Ha^c autem Poiititicibus

solis deberi, ut vel consignent, vel Paracletum Spiritum tradant, non solum consuetude

ecclesiastica demonstrat, verum et ilia lectio Act. Apost. (viii. 14, 15,) qua; asserit

Petrum et Joannem e.sse directos qui jam baptizatis traderent Spiritum Sanctum.

Nam presbyteri.s, seu extra episcopum, sen pra-sente episcopo cum baptizant, chris-

mate baptizatos ungere licet ; sed quod ab Episcopo fuerit consecratum : non tamen
frontem ex eodem oleo signare, quod solis debctur episcopis, cum tradunt Spiritum

Paracletum."
* " Angelus baptismi arbiter," &c. So Tertullian de Baptismo, c. 6; referring, c.

5, to the angel at the pool of Bethcsda. See the whole pa.ssage in Bishop Kaye's

Tertullian, p. 4.33.—The baptismal water is explained by Cyprian, Ep. 63, to be "the
water of eternal life," spoken of Job. iv. 14, vii. 3.S.— As regards the illumination

consequent on the act by sprinkling, in case of clinical baptism of invalids, as well as

of baptism by immersion, Cyprian writes thus :
" If the day breaks alike on all, and if

the sun pours his light on all in P([Wd\ mea.sure, how much more shall Christ, the true

sun and the true day in his Church, distribute the light of eternal life with un-
stinted equality." Ep. 76 to Magnus.

3 Compare 2 Cor. iv. 6.
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in the diptychs or registers of the earthly Church catholic,

the professing Israel. The latter' are here described as

numbered and enrolled by Christ in his own register of the

Israel of God; an enrolment of names the same as that

which is elsewhere called their being written in heaven.

—

The former in the outward act of baptism had, as they

supposed, a ph/jlactery , or amulet of defence from evil, alike

in life and in death. The latter are here represented, in

vision, as alone and already possessed of the one real phy-

lactery from evil : even in his recognition and care, who
stays the angels of destruction in their defence ; and, as in

Lot's case, shows that He can take no step in the way of

judgment until He has first provided for their security.

—

The former are described to have made display before their

fellow-men of their ivhite garments, as those who by the

washing of baptism, even as if it had been by the blood of

Christ,^ had been both justified from guilt, and made inno-

cent and holy. The latter are represented, in the second

and appended vision, as having the white garments of their

justification recognised before God and his holy angels in

heaven : but as made white through another and different

washing, the washing from the fountain opened on Calvary,

the blood of the Lamb.—Finally, i\\e, former are described

to us as in their white robes, and with crowns of victory,

introduced into the inner sanctuary of the Christian temple:

and there, as the (tcd^o[/.5voi, or saved ones,^ received with

psalmody, in anticipation of the heavenly ending of their

pilgrimage. Nor ought I to omit in the pai'allel, how, as

the year rolled round, they were wont in palm-bearing pro-

cessions to resort to the churches, on the festival substituted

in the Christian Church for the feast of Tabernacles ; and,

not without similar anticipations of personal salvation

and triumph, to place their palms that symbolized it on

1 " The neophyte emerged from the waters of baptism in a state of perfect inno-

cence. The dove (the Holy Spirit) was constantly hovering over the font, and
sanctifying the waters to the mysterious ablution of the sins of the past life

The tvater itself became, in the vi^dd language of the Church, the blood of Christ

:

it was compared by a fanciful analogy to the Red Sea. The daring metaphors of

some of the Fathers might seem to assert a transmutation of its colour." MUman,
Hist, of Christianity, iii. 427.

* Cyiil. Cat. L. Intr. \ 15.—Compare Gregory Nazian2en's TtjviKavra (TwQjjaonai,
" then I will be saved;" in the sense of, " then I will be baptized." Bingham, xi. 1. 5.
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the altar, and hymn their allehiias
:

' or, afrain, how the

custom had grown up at the time we refer to of going forth

with palms and with hosannas, to give greetings to the

bishops and presbyters of the Church, the earthly operators

of their suj)posed salvation.^ The sealed one-f, on the other

hand, are here symbolized, as the real <ra>^o/x£voi, or saved

ones ; and, like the palm-bearing Israelites at the feast of

Tabernacles, as celebrating, though not till after a long inter-

val of tnbulation, the actual triumphant accomplishment of

their earthly pilgrimage : then as received into the heavenly

presence amidst the hymnings of angels, and rendering

their alleluias of salvation alone to their Saviour Ciod and

to the Lamb.

After the consideration of which parallel between these

two classes, and supposing what, after all that has passed,

' The wKrrot, or church-members, including the baptized of the preceding Easter,

bore palm-branches in pnxession on the next return of the Easter festival. Ym it«

fourteen davg of festivaL—then the c'liief seajron in the Church for baptism,—included

the w(±]i before Ea<5ter Sunday, as w 11 an the week after; and thuj» rx-^^n with Palm
fiunday, which was called al^^ It'jminica Competentium, from candidates for baptism

then olferin^ themv-lvfjs. On which Sunday, as we learn from Epiphanias, there

was already be^in in the fourth century, and ctlebrated with much TK^mp, that same
palm-htaring festival which continued aftt-rwards through the middle ages. (See

the Hf/mily of this Father £if ra Baia.) It wa.s the substitute in fact in the Chris-

tian Church for the Jewish Ftxut of Tahemack*, and its palm-branch bearing ; (Lev.

xiiiL 40 ;} the time of the celebration being however changed from the autumnal

equinox to the vtrival, in coa-^^.-^juence of the palm-bearing procession at our hurd'a

entrance in the pa*chal w(-ek int/j Jerusalem.

Epiphanias in his Homily on the day reffirred to, speaks as if the whole profess-

ing Chriiftian b<Kly (df^gnated as the dawjhter of Zif/n, in Judaic figure similar to

that of the Ap^jcalvptic vision,) might exp<,'Ct U> partake of the benefit of Christ'B

triumph: the Church ovKtri a'lftart lovXic^t ^vpufuvri, aXX' aifiart BtiK^f
a^payiZofuvj], and in its service imitating the s^^ng^ and stations of angels.

In the Jewish festival there was a similar union of the vrmm^mirative and antici-

patite. They eommem/jraUd their ancient dwelling in bo'jthj* in the wilderness, and

»ubs'.'<juent triumphant entmnf;*; into Canaan. They anticipated .Messiah's ginng
them further and greatf^r triumphs : whence, in a/x'^jpaniraent of their palm-bear-

ing, their shouts in the languajre of irupplicatifjn, " Uosanna ! Save, lyjrd 1

"

* Valesius, in his noU,-s on Ensebius, (U. E. ii. 2.3,; mentions that it was the

manner of the Christians of th'»e earlier times thus \f) raimX the bishops and pres-

brters with hosannas and palrr.
-^

'-i' as follows from the monk Anto-

nine's Jenisalem Itinerary, wh^ U> liave U-en ma/le just U-fore the

death of C^instantine. " Ibi vi.;. in occursum ur>bis, cum infantibui,

palmas in manibus tenentes, et ampuiias cum n^saceo ole^i ; et prf^ratae pedibus

nostris plantas n'^stras ungael>ant, cantabant/jue linguA argyptia/^a, psallentf^ anti-

pbonam, Benedicti tos a Domino, benedictustjue adventas voster I Ilosanna in

exctlsis
! "—Well mi^-ht Jerome (on Matt. lu.) s'xm after express alarm at this

rapropriation »
'" '' 'y miniaten of the Church of what l>e!onged Kit its hr-arenly

Head onlv. /o epiacopi, et quantumlil>et sancti homines, cum quanto

pericalo dici l-.:. ... ,,-- .rntar, si Domino, cui vere h'x. dicel/atur, . . . pro crimixxe

impiagitur." it wa« indeed a sign of the times
.'
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the reader will, I trust, be fully prepared to allow me,

—

/ V\T,. first, that the sealing vision appertains chronologically

s/ to the times following on the politico-religious revolution
" under Constantine and his immediate successors in the 4th

century, secondly, that the 12 tribes of Israel, and the

144,000, mentioned in it, designate respectively the visible

professing Church in the Roman empire, and Christ's true

Church, the election of grace, gathered out of it,—I say,

granting this, is it conceivable that the sketch here given

us of the latter, in regard specially of their initiatory con-

stitution as Christ's peculiar people, by his own electing,

life-giving, enlightening, and sanctifying influence, can have

been drawn without distinct reference to that which history

tells us characterized the former ? Or, again, if thus drawn

in designed contrast, can it have been so drawn for the

mere sake of point and effect, by the heavenly limner ; or

without the implication of his solemn condemnatory judg-

ment on both the doctrinal system, and the Church charac-

terized thereby, to which his sketch of the 144,000 stands

so markedly opposed :—the Church that of the mere out-

wardly professing, and outwardly or ecclesiastically initiated

and constituted ; the doctrine that of the ex opere operate

efficacy of the legitimately ministered initiatory sacrament ?

To my own mind alike the one supposition and the other

seem inconceivable. The Apocalyptic Christian picture can-

not, I think, but have been drawn antithetically to the anti-

Christian ritualistic system and doctrine of the times re-

ferred to. For in it, just as in other figurations of this

wonderful book, we see sketched, though but in hintings,

the real sp>irit of the age ;

The very age and body of the times,

Their form and pressiu-e.

—And the rather so as the error referred to was no light or

passing error. It was an evil the deep-rooted permanency

of which in the Christian professing Church (like that of

the cognate error in the Jewish)^ is attested by the protests

1 See St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, (" the foolish Galatians,") passim : also of

that to the Romans chaps, iii, iv, &c. Thus, as against the doctrine of an ex opere

operato sac?-amental j'ustijication, or forgiveness of sins, Rom. iv. 8, &c. ;
" Blessed is

the man to whom the Lord will not impute sin. Cometh this blessedness on the cir-

cumcision only, or on the uncircumcision also i For we say that faith was reckoned
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of the Anglican and other Reformed Churches against it

1200 years after; ' and the gravity of which appears from

the fact of its being the foundation-stone of the great

predicted apostasy, which thenceforward we shall find to

have been more and more developed :—that apostasy of

which the one grand object and characteristic, ever followed

out by the master spirit of evil its originator, and with

admirable unity of purpose, was to be this ;—within the

Christian Church itself,' and while professedly exalting

Christ and his institutions, practically to set Christ aside

out of the Christian si/stem, from first to last ; a human
pseudo-Christian priesthood being substituted in his place,

(as well indeed as in that of the Holy Spirit,) in respect of

one and all of his saving acts and oflices?

I have spoken of this baptismal error as one peculiarly

to Abraham for righteousness. How was it then reckoned ? When he was in cir-

cumcision, or in imcircumcision ? Not in circumcision, but in uncircumcision. And
he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which he

had yet being uncircumcised :
" &c.—And, against resting in the mere outward form,

ib. ii. 28, 29 ;
" He is not a Jew which is one outwardly ; neither is that circumcision

which is outward in tlie tiesli ; but he is a Jew which is one inwardly ; and circum-

cision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter :

" &c.

In these and similar passages, who that considers the subsequent history of the

Church can suppose that the Eternal Spirit, speaking by St. Paul, had only as his

object to guard the Church ^.^aixasX Judaizing errors then prevalent? and not rather to

guard it against similar errors also which He foresaw would prevail, and with yet

longer and more pernicious influence, through abuse of the Christian corresponding

sacrament ?

1 Let it be well observed that the doctrine of the Anglican Church as to the grace

following the baptismal rite is pointedly opposed to that of Rome. The former says

in its Articles, that no sacrament is of use, but "to them that receive it worthily ;
"

and in its Catechism, that repentance and faith are essential to its right recipiency.

(See p. 289, Note ^.)—On the other hand, the doctrine and spirit on tliis point of

the Church of Rome is well illustrated in what pa.ssed at the first discussion of Car-

dinal Cajetan with Luther : in which one of the two things which the Cardinal re-

quired to be retracted by Luther, and to which Luther above all other things was

resolved to adhere, was this statement,—that, in order to benefit from tlie Sacrament,

there must be the exercise offaith in the recipient See Merle D'Aubigne's History

of the Reformation, B. iv., c. 6 ; and Waddington's do. Vol. i. p. 157.—But in this

I am anticipating.

2 The professing Church no longer having strength and purity to cast out tiie

antichristian leaven us heretical ; so as in the case and times of the Gnostic anti-

christianity, alluded to in St. John's Epistles.

3 Various occasions will occur afterwards for illu-strating further from history the

development, in this point of view, of the apostasy, and of Antichrist, its destined

head.— For the present let me only add Dr. Arnold's opinion, cxprest on tlie modern
revival of that particular perverted doctrine of the fourth century, which has been

the subject of this Sertion :
" I call all this Judaizing a direct idolatry. It is exalt-

ing the Church and the Sacraments into the place of Christ ; as others have e.xalted

Chriof's Mother, and others in the same spirit exalted circumcision." Life, Vol. ii.

p. 74.
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cliaracteristic of the times of Constantme and his successors

in the 4th century :—not mdeed overlooking the Srd

century, as that in which it began to appear ; but resting

on the 4!th as that in which it was most fully and largely

developed, after that the subversion of the Pagan power in

the Roman empire had made the way open and easy to the

profession of Christianity. In illustration of this historic

fact I have noticed, from eminent and approved fathers of

the third and fourth centuries, the various exaggerated

titles of honour, and superstitious ceremonies, which had

been then superadded to the simple title and ritual ordained

by the Lord Jesus. And perhaps these might of them-

selves suffice to show the chronological propriety oi i\\e con-

trasted Apocalyptic picture. In order, however, that no sus-

picion may remain with the reader of my having strained

the unguarded expressions of certain Church-writers of

the day, however eminent, construed too harshly a hann-

less ceremonial, or given an exaggerated view either of the

prevalency or perniciousness of the error at the time spoken

of,—it may be well that I set before him the opinions, on

the point in question, of a few modern ecclesiastical his-

torians, who are generally known and approved.— Dean
Waddington then, speaking of the preceding, or 3/'c? cen-

tury, thus observes :
" The original simplicity of the office

of baptism had alreadi/ undergone some corruption. The
symbol had been gradually exalted at the expense of the

thing signified : the spirit of the ceremony was beginning

to be lost in the form."
^—Mosheim, while noting the mul-

tiplication of rites and ceremonies in the Christian Church
during that same century, specifically in the matter of

baptism, attributes this, as well as other nascent supersti-

tious notions and practices, very much to the corrupting

influence of the Platonic and Oriental or Gnostic philoso-

phy, which, about the middle of the century, had partially

infused itself into the Church : and, in his sketch of the

doctrines and rites of the Church in the 4th century, re-

presents those superstitions as then only increased and ag-

gravated.^—By Milncr this is the judgment pronounced

on the prevalent religion of the Mh century, after Con-

' i. 94. 2 iii. 2. 4. 1, 4, &c. Also iv. 2, 3, and 4.
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stantine's establishment of Christianity in the Roman
empire. " The true doctrine of justification hj faith was

scarce to be seen at this time ; and that of real conversion

very much lost, or external baptism placed in its stead.

There was much outtvard religion, but this could not

make men saints in heart and life."^

—

A living writer, not

unconversant with the subject he handles, designates the

religion of the Constantinian sera as "a religion of sacra-

ments :
" '^ and quotes in confirmation a striking passage

from the celebrated Boethius's Compendium of Christian

Faith, (a work in date somewhat later,) in which, as the

grand means of man's recovery from the evil, guilt, and
condemnation consequent on Adam's fall, he declares that

Christ has granted to us remedial sacraments :
—" just as

if the sacraments," says Mr. Taylor, " when duly accepted

from the priest's hand, were potent drugs, or chemical

antidotes, infallibly dispersing the poison inherited from

Adam !

"

—

Neander,—in terms often so similar to those of

Bishop Burnet in his exposition of the Articles of the

Church of England, that but for the greater warmth and
feeling of the former, one might almost doubt whether it

was the German historian, illustrating the corrupt doc-

trine of the Church catholic of the third and fourth centu-

ries, or the English prelate that of the Romish Church in

the sixteenth,^—again and again laments the prevalency

of what he designates as the opus operatum doctrines, then

germinated and in vogue,—more especially in respect of

1 Cent. iv. ch. 2, p. 211. (Ed. in one Vol. 1838.)
« Ancient Christianity, Vol. i. p. 247. See also pp. 190, 191, 235, &c.
3 Neander, i. 422, 427, 429, &c. At p. 431 he says ;

" The idea had sprung^ up
that on the bishops, as successors of the apostles, the propagation of the Holy Spirit

in the Church was dependent : it was considered as their prerogative to seal by the

consecration of the imposition of hands (as with a signacidum, or a^payiq) the whole
act of baptism." He refers this, and the beginning of the rite of episcopal confirma-
tion, to the middle of the 3rd century. A rite this, so as it was then administered, as

significative of the instcaling superstition as any other !

Says Bishop Burnet on Art. xi. p. 152; "The doctrine of sacrnmentnl justification

is justly to be reckoned among the most mischievous errors in the Church of Rome. . .

.

It is as if the sacraments were of the nature of c/uirnis," &c. Again on Art xxv.

;

" We look on all sacramental actions as acceptable to God only with regard to the

temper and inward acts of the persons to whom they are applied ; and cannot consider

them as medicines, or charms, which work by a virtue of their own." Again : "The
doctrine of Rome represents them as so many charms; which may heighten the

authority of him who administers them, but which extinguish or deaden all true

piety." pp. 316, 351.

VOL. I. 19
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haptism,—and the idea of a magical effect and charm at-

taching to the rite. " Oh !
" he exclaims, " that men had

not so soon confused the divine thing and the sign which

represented it ; and had not wished to bind the work of

the Spirit on the outward sign ! " ^—Finally, both he and

Bishop Kaye,—the latter in his learned sketch of the Church

in the age of TertuUian,^ and thus with reference to as early

a period as the beginning of the third century,—notice a

practice then introduced, and in the fourth century preva-

lent, (I mean the delaying of haptism to the death-hed,)

that furnishes the most striking possible illustration of the

real nature and evil working of these notions respecting

baptism ; and show that the t^api^axsiai,^ the phylacteric

charms of the apostasy, had already begun. They did

this, says Neander, " under the false notion of baptism

being an opus operatum," in order that they might the

longer abandon themselves to their lusts ; and yet, " in

the hour of death, being purified by the magical annihila-

1 Neander, p. 360. 1st Ed. Eose's Transl.—My citations are elsewhere given from

Clark's Transl. of Meander's 2nd Ed., in which, I see, the passage is omitted.

- pp. 247, 248. " The teachers began " (i. e. in the age of Tertullian) " by insist-

ing on the necessity of repentance and amendment of life. Unfortimately, the effect

of their exhortations upon the minds of their hearers was frequently counteracted

by a fatal perversion of the doctrine of the Church respecting the efficacy of baptism.

In every age the object of a large portion of those who call themselves Christians

has been to secure the benefits without fulfilling the conditions of the Christian

covenant. When therefore the proselyte was told that baptism conferred upon him
who received it the remission of all his former sins, he persuaded himself that he

might with safety defer the work of repentance," &c.

The learned prelate speaks of this as a ''perversion of the doctrine of the Church."

And, doubtless, many cautions are to be found in Cyprian, Origen, Cyril, &c. Yet
while so much was made of the ceremonial, and while such language was common
on the subject as in the passage that Bishop Kaye quotes from Tertullian, (De Poe-

nitent. ch. 6,) " Neque ego renuo divinum beneficium, id est abolitionem delictorum,

iuitm-is aquam omnimodo salvum esse,"—was not the perversion a natural one .•" Ter-

tullian's suggested difficulty of a man's obtaining baptism in case of his being impeni-

teut,
—"Quis enim tibi, tam infidae pceuitentise viro, asperginem imam cujuslibet aquae

commodabit,"*—was not likely to be of much counteractive force. It is also ob-

servable that the qualifications now insisted on were mostly repentance and amend-

ment, not evangelic faith ;—faith in Him with whom personal communion is essen-

tial, both to the beginning and the continuance of spfritual life.

3 The continuance long after of these (papfiaKuat. is noted Apoc. ix. 21, in refer-

ence to the times following on the destruction of the Greek empire in the loth cen-

tury.

* Let the reader observe, in passing, this proof from Tertullian of baptism having

been sometimes administered by sprinkling, ere the close of the second century. To
which add Cyprian's somewhat later testimony, given p. 283 supra.
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tion of their sins, might be able to pass without hindrance

into eternal life." ^ It was in fact, in estimation and in

practice, the extreme unction of the day.'^

After the establishment of Christianity in the Roman
empire, this practice became, as I said, prevalent. The
emperor Constantine himself offers us the most illustrious

example of it. Notwithstanding his conversion to Chris-

tianity full 20 years before, and more, he deferred his

baptism to his death-bed. I subjoin the affecting account

given us of it in Eusebius ;
^ and commend it to the read-

^ p. 363.—The following note of Gibbon is too illustrative of the subject to be omit-
ted. " The fathers who censured this criminal delay could not deny the certain and
victorious efticaoy even of a death-bed baptism. The ingenious rhetoric of Chrysostom
(Ep. ad Hebr. Ilom. xiii.) could find only three arguments against these prudent
Christians. 1. That we should love and pursue virtue for her own sake, and not
merely for the reward. 2. That we may be surprised by death without an oppor-
tunity of baptism. 3. That, although we shall be placei in heaven, we shall only
twinkle like little stars, when compared to the suns of righteousness who have run
their appointed course with labour, with success, and with glory."—lie adds ;

"
I

believe this delay of baptism, though attended with the most pernicious conse-
quences, was never condemned by any general or provincial council, or by any public
act or declaration of the Church." iii. 274.

2 When the whole empire had become Christian in profession, and baptism conse-
quently came to be administered almost universally to infants,—this ceremony of
baptismal extreme unction was cut away from the superstitious ritualist. ]5ut the
ministration of the Lord's Supper was ready at hand as a substitute. So Paulinus A.D.
794, to the homicide Heistulphus : herein following the judgment of the Council of
Nice (Can. xii), in reference to the lapsed under tlie previous Licinian persecution

:

" In ultimo tcrmino vita? ture pro viatico . . . . ut accipias communionem corporis et

sanguinis Domini tibi concedimus." Harduin Concil. iv. 912.

—

Extreme unction, as
a seventh sacrament, was afterwards added or substituted. See Martene Dc Rit. And,
I imagine, it had its origin from the act of baptismal tmction performed on the dying
in the 4th and oth centuries.

3 The account is thus given by Eusebius. On finding his health declining, Con-
stantine gathered the bishops around him, he relates, and declared his wish to have
the rite adminis'.ered; as that whereby all the sins of his past life would be cleansed
and washed away.* " 'This,' said he to them, 'is the time so long looked for by
me, thirsting and prapng that I might partake of the salvation of God. This is the
time of mv enjoying the seal that confers immortality. I had wished to have par-
taken of this washing in the streams of Jordan, where the Saviour is related to have
been baptized .as an example to us. But God, who knows what is best, has ordained
that it bliould be here. Now then let there be no hesitation. If the Lord of life and
death will that my life be prolonged, and it is once settled that I be numbered icit/i.

/lis people, I promise that I will lay down to myself a rule of life becoming.'—Then
they, after the usual ritual, imparted to him the holy mysteries. And thus Constan-
tino, first and alone of Roman emperors, in the Church of the Martyrdom of Jesus,

was regenerated and made perfect : and, having the divine seal impressed on him, he
rejoiced in .spirit, and was filled with heavenly liijiht.—Then, after the other ceremo-
nies, he put on a dress of white, bright as the light ; for he would no more touch the
purple : and, raising his voice, he thanked God, and spoke of his happiness, as having
been thought worthy of immortal life. After which, having admitted some of his

generals and captains into his presence, as they wept around him, and wished

* tTTtilr) 5t fic tvvotav »/Wi rijf ra /3i« rtXtvrjjc, KaOapaewg thtov tivai Kaipov
Twv iron avrip irin\7]ftfit\Tiiitvutv Stiv uiito, o(ja o\a BvrjTi^ Siafiaprtiv nnjXfJt.
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er's penisal. The charitable hope is most allowable,—and

it is one which we will fondly cherish,—that his error was

forgiven him : and that the spiritual grace of the sacra-

mental rite, and all the blessings of the gospel covenant,

were in this case really imparted to the dying neophyte

;

even as to one, in sincerity of heart, repentant and believ-

ing. And thus we may look with a melancholy satisfac-

tion to the narrative, as an exemplification alike of his

conversion to the truth, and of the wonderful triumph of

Christianity over heathenism, effected so greatly through

his instrumentality, in the Roman empire. But we must

also painfully look to it as illustrating the manifestation

and acting, even then, of this earliest unfolded feature of

the mystery of iniquity.^ It may serve as a memorial to us

of the first cera, and, as Gibbon would say, of the first symp-

tom and cause, (here allusively pre-intimated to St. John,)

of the now rapidly advancing anti-christian apostasy.

Oh ! how was it, we may well say with Neander, that

men so soon came to confuse the divine thing with the sign

which represented it ! And how was it that they did not

even then perceive the real nature and portentous evil of

the doctrine ! Surely, had they profited by the light of

Scripture and its holy prophecies, as by a light shining

in a dark place, they would have recognised, through the

obscure mistiness of the moral atmosphere, the awful fea-

him years of prolonged life, he answered them that he had now heen made partaker

of that which was indeed the true life : that none but himself could be aware of the

blessings he had received ; and that he was fain to depart and not delay his passage

to God. All this took place in the Pentecostal festival
:

" (i. e. the fifty days be-

tween Easter and Whitsunday, the chief season of baptism at that time:)—"and
on the Pentecostal Sunday itself, the seventh Lord's day from Easter, at the noon-

tide hour of the day, by the sun, Constantine was received up to his God." V. C. iv.

61—64.
1 Let me observe that Constantius similarly deferred his baptism to his dying hour.

(Athanas. de Synodis Op. i. p. 907.) Also the emperor Valentinian 2, towards the

close of the fourth century, furnished another example of the operation of the same
erroneous views of the baptismal rite : but in his case death overtook him before Am-
brose, whom he had sent for to perform it, arrived. Ambros. de Obit. Valentinian.

—

The Count Theodosius, father to the great emperor of that name, was yet another

eminent example of delaving it tiU immediately before death. Orosius, B. vii. (B. P.

M. vi. 443.)

Let me further observe that Ambrose, in noting Constantine's baptism, tells how
" Baptismatis gratia, in ultimis constitutus, omnia peccata dimiserit;" without any
remark on the error of thus delaying it. De Obit. Theodos.
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tares of tlie instealing phantom, and the enemy of man
animating and guiding it.

Apparent diriE facies, inimicaque Trojse

Numina.

—But the word of God, though not as yet forbidden, was
nevertheless not studied or explained with the same sim-

plicity and singleness of mind as once. Silently and slowly

an advance had been already made to that which was essen-

tial to the successful establishment of the Apostasy, the

supersession of the written word. In the undue reference

to supposed apostolical unwritten tradition ^ an almost co-

ordinate standard of authority had been set up. In the

philosophj of the Alexandrian Platonics, an engine had
begun to work, which, through allegorizing, did away with

much of its true and simple meaning.^ In the discipline of
the secret it was made part of a religious system to hold re-

serve, except to the baptized, or initiated,^ on certain of the

gospel verities : especially on one the most glorious of all, and
against which, as the great object of justifying and saving

faith, the Apostasy was to direct its bitterest enmity,—

I

mean the vicarious and propitiatory atonement of the Son
of God.* Once more, by the falsitas dispensativa it was

1 Even in some of the earlier fathers unguarded statements will be found on this

point. Thus Irenwus,—although noting the preference of unwritten traditions to

Holy Scripture as a characteristic of certain then existing heretics, and in iii. 2 say-

ing of them, " CCim ex Scripturis arguuntur in accusationera convertuntur ipsarum
Scripturarum, quasi non recte habeant, . . et quia non possit ex his inveniri Veritas ab
his qui nesciant traditionem, non enim per literas traditam illam sed per vivam vo-

cem,"—does yet soon after himself appeal to the tradition kept by the IJishops of the

Church. Though indeed he might perhaps intend by this the written tradition of

Holy Scripture.—Again Tertullian, De Cor. Mil. ch. 3, thus asserts its authority.
" In traditionis obtentu exigenda est, inquis, auctoritas scripta. Ergo qua^ranius, an
et traditio non scripta non debeat recipi }" And then, having first limited the cases

in which unwritten tradition was of authority to such as Scripture had not determined,
(" Si nulla Scriptura determinavit, certfe consuetudo corroboravit, qua) sine dubio de
traditiono manavit,") he exemplifies in the baptismal rite: in which rite sundry
things then done, that had not been enjoined in Scripture, (as three dippings, tasting

milk and honey, and abstaining for a week from tlie usual ablutions, &c.,) were, he
thought, thereby sufficiently sanctioned.—Yet the very limitation shows that Tertul-

lian was mainly sound on tnis point. See Riddle's Christian Antiq. p. 71.
2 See Burton's Church History, ch. xiv.

• iaa(Tiv 01 fiifivtjuivoi. So Chrysostom frequently, says Bingham, x. 5, 8.

* Bingham, ibid.—Tliis too originated in the Alexandrian School. See Bishop
Kaye's Tertullian, pp. 3.5, 2.50, 2o I. He concludes: " Having already delivered our
opinion respecting the mischievous consequences which have arisen to the Church
from the countenance lent by the writings of Clemens Alexandrinus to the notion of a

diseiplina arcani, we shall now only express our regret that Protestant divines, in their

eagerness to establish a favourite point, should sometimes have been induced to resort

to it."
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deemed permissible, and even meritorions, for approved

ends to pervert truth and Scripture.^—Thus no wonder
that the true and only source of hght, life, and justification

to the soul should have been more and more forgotten. No
wonder that the doctrinal error should have crept in of

mistaking the form for the spirit, the outward for the in-

ward, the instrument for the original and effectual agent,

the means for the object and end. No wonder that the

so-called priesthood too, as well as Church and ritual,

should have begun to interpose themselves between the

people and Christ.—Indeed it should never be overlooked,

in our view of the first germinating of the Apostasy, that

this was very mainly owing to a neglect of the spirit and
cautions of the written word; even while othervnse by
many held in honour.^ Hence the mistaken and formal

earthly view of God's true Israel, or Church. Hence the

superstitious exaltation of the ceremonial. Hence the mis-

appprehension of the character and functions of the clergy

that ministered in it ; and the changing of the communion-

table into a priests' sacrificial altar, and of the comme-
morative supper^ into something like the sacrifice of the

"The disciplina arcani," says Lardner, iv. 231, "was iinknown to Justin Martjrr,

TertuUian, Minucius Felix, and other primitive Christian writers." I think however
Bingham (ibid. 3) has reason in saying that in TertuUian a clear intimation is found
of the Church then making a distinction in what it taught between catechumens and
the baptized or believers. So in his Apol. 7 and De Praescr. c. 41.

' See Gilly's Vigilantius, pp. 268, 269. He specially refers to Jerome as its advo-

cate, and gives a striking extract from Coleridge's Essays condemning it.—Augustine's

strong reprobation of this, as advocated by Jerome, appears both in his Letters xxviii.

3, Ixxxii. 21, addrest to Jerome himself, and also abundantly elsewhere. Mosheim is

unjustifiable in classing him with others his contemporaries as an advocate of it. iv.

2. 3. 16.

2 Witness Origen's more early critical labours on it, and Jerome's later : also

Chrysostom's strong exhortations to its study; not to add those of that apostolic

man, of whom I shall have to speak fully in my next section, Augustine.
3 Basnage ad ann. 100, quoted by Lardner, iv. 212, says that this Judaizing lan-

guage about the Christian clergy and sacraments had not come into vogue in the

earlier half of the- second century : "Gennana virorum apostolicorum scripta, demen-
tis scilicet, * Polycarpi, Justini, vocabula pontificis^ sacerdohmi, Levitarum, Christiano

clero significando nunquam usurparunt : neque magis Clementinse a'tatis est vocabu-

lum QvmatsTTiQiov, altare,ad eucharistite mensam indicandam."—These earlier fathers

applied the Judaic sacerdotal figure, like St. Peter,t rather to the whole Christian

body ; and used the terms of the old Jewish temple service, like St. Paid, in a Chris-

tian sense figuratively. J

* i. e. the Roman Clement.

t 1 Pet. ii. 5 ; "Ye [i. e. all true Christians] are a royal priesthood : " 2 Cor. vi.

16 ;
" Ye are the temple of the living God ; " «fec.

+ E. g. for Ignatius' view on this point see the quotations given p. 15 supra. He
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mass .-^—it being forgotten at length that in the Christian

Israel, Levi mingles with the other eleven tribes ;
- and that

On the subject of the altar as an appellation of the communion table in the early

Church, the reader will find the question discussed, and pretty well exhausted, in

Mede's Treatise on it, "Works, pp. 382—392, Suicer on Ovaiaartfpiov, and Bingham
viii. 6. 12— 15. It results that, if the so-called Apostolical Constitutions be received

as of a date before A.D. 200, and Ignatius' Ep. to the Philadelphians be genuine, the

term altar would appear to have been used for the holy table before the end of the

second centurv ; but only figuratively, or at least 'in the sense of the scene of the

Christians' general ottering of prayer and thanksgiving. Alike Origen, Miuutius

Felix, and Arnobius admitted to the heathen that they had no altars, i. e. like theirs.

Our Church Prayer Book has done well in eschewing the w-ord.

But the innovations had betjun even before the third century : (see Mosheim ii. 2.

4. 4 :) and Cyprian continually applies the term sacerdos to the Christian Minister

;

e. g. Epist. i. " Singuli dinno sacerdotio honorati, et in clerico ministerio constituti,

non nisi a/tari et aacrijiciw deservire debeant," &c. : and in Ep. 55, in startling lan-

guage about the Bishop, " Unus [est] in ecclesia ad tempus sacerdos, et ad tenipus

judex, vice Christi."—Compare Neander's observations, i. 451 : also Waddington i.

84, &c.
1 Mosheim (iv. 2. 4. 8.) says that in the fourth century the elevation of the sacra-

mental elements prepared the way for their adoration soon afterwards,

- See p. 262 supra.

uses the figure of being within the altar (of the antitypical alta^-court) as a figure

not of the local ministering position of the Christian clergy, but oT church-member-

ship generally.—So too Justin Martyr. " The prayers and thanksgidngs ottered by
worthy men are the only true sacrifices acceptable to God :" and this, says Neander

ibid., "he regards as a proof of the high priestly lineage of Christians."

Again, Irenams speaks of all believers as priests, in the Levitical or sacerdotal sense

of the word. So iv. 20, " Omnes justi sacerdotalem habcnt ordinem." Also v. 34,

"Ostendimus quoniam ecclesia est semen Abrahse :

" and again; "Ostendimus

quoniam Levitt et sacerdotes sunt discipuli omnes Domini."—The offerings too that

be speaks of were the otterings given by the whole early Church at the Lord's Sup-

per; as the whole Jewish Church ottered their first-fruits: "Novi testament! obla-

tionem, quam ecclesia ah apostolis accipiens in universo mundo ofi'ert Deo, ei qui

alimenta nobis pnestat, primitias suorum muncrura in novo testamento
;

" citing

Malachi's prophecy, " From the rising of the sun to the setting, incense shall be

offered to my name, and a pure offering," iv. 32. Compare iv. 34, where he says

that God "dedit populo pra'ceptum facicudarum oblationum, ut disceret Deo servire :

sic et ideo nos quoque otterre vult munus ad altare frequenter sine intermissione
;

"

explaining the altar meant by him thus ;
" Est ergo altare in cwlis ; illuc enim preces

nostne et oblationes diriguntur, et ad templmn ; quemadmodum Joannes in Apocalypsi

ait, 'Et apertum est templum Dei in ca-lo,'" &c. (Apoc. xi. 19).

Tertullian too, though he sometimes speaks Levitically of the Christian ministry,

does yet in a well-known passage (De Exhort. Castit. ch. 7) apply the sacerdotal

figure to all Christians ; " Nonne et laid sacerdotes sumus .' Scriptum est, Reges nos

et sacerdotes Deo fecit." &c.

I agree with Basnage in not excepting on this head Clemens Homanus. For that

the three Levitical orders mentioned by him, ch. 40, (just as the Jcrmaletn and the

altar of ch. 41,) were meant literally and simply of the old Jewi.ih system, and not of

the three orders of the Christian ministrj-, bi.^hops, presbyters, and deacons, appears

sufficiently from his reference to the same Jewi.-^li ecclesiastical ministers, ch. 31

:

where, speaking of God's gifts to his people, after notice of the blessings conferred on

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, he proceeds thus ;
" From him are the priests and

Levites, all that minister at the altar of God; from him the Lord Jesus according to

the flesh ; <kc." A \-iew this confirmed by his reference, ch. 36, to Christ as the

Christian's High Priest, and chs. 42, 44, 47, 54, 57 to prcJtbytirs and deacons, as if

the only ecclesiastical rulers in the Corinthian Church ; for the contexts show that

by the iirioKoitoi of ch. 42 were meant presbyters. The same 1 see, is Gieseler's

judgment; i. § 52.
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the proper priestly functions attach, all and only, to its great

High Priest above.

So, in fine, did instealing Judaism, by the infusion of its

spirit into the rehgion which had subverted it, furnish one

primary principle of the Apostasy :
^ while Heathenism too,

(as we shall very soon see more fully ,^) found occasion

also, even thus early, to enter in and assist. And together

they helped forward,—and with singular union of effect,

—

that which was the grand object of the Apostasy with the

Master Spirit of evil that devised it ;—'viz. the obscuration

and supersession in the professing Church of its Lord and

Saviour Christ Jesus.^

§ 4.—CONTRA-DISTINCTIVE REVELATION OF GOd's ISRAEL,

OR TRUE CHURCH, OF THE SEALED ONES.

It may probably have already occurred to an attentive

reader that there is this remarkable novelty and peculiarity

in the double prefigurative vision now under consideration, as

compared with others previously given, that whereas those

earlier visions, in regard of all that was figured outside of

the heavenly sanctuary of God's manifested presence, de-

picted simply and only what was to be visibly realized

afterwards upon the earthly scene before the eyes of men,

—there was now on the contrary depicted to St. John,

though upon the same earthly scene, a something spiritual,

and such as mortal eyes could not see ; viz. the Lord's

marking out, and sealing, and numbering the constituent

1 See Wtitby's " Parallel " betwixt what he calls " the Jewish and the Papal An-
tichrist," appended to his Comment on 2 Thess. Also his Note on 2 Thess. ii. 3, on
the early Judaizing elements of an apostasy in the Christian Church.

- See my Part ii. ch. 1, infra : also Part iii. ch. 3, &c.
3 Let me illustrate on this point by a citation from Dr. Arnold. " That the prmt

system is not to be found in Scripture is as certain as that the worship of Jupiter is

not the doctrine 6f the gospel. ... It was not that the Eucharist was to succeed to

the temple sacrifices,—one carnal sacrifice and carnal priest succeeding to another

;

but the spiritual sacrifice of each man's self to God, connected always with the com-

memoration of Christ's sacrifice in the Eucharist. . . . That the great enemy should

have turned his very defeat [i. e. in the overthrow of heathenism] into his greatest

victory, and have converted the spiritual self-sacrifice, in which each man was his

own priest, into the carnal and lying sacrifice of the Mass, [the consummation of the

priest system,] is to my mind, more than anything else, the exact fulfilment of the

apostolical language concerning Antichrist." Life Vol. ii. p. 262. The letter is

dated June 19, 1841
;
just a year only before his death. It expresses his mature

judgment on the point. So too ibid. pp. 174, 241.
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members of the Israel of God, his own tnie Church, indi-

vidually and personally, from among the visible corporate

body of the professing Church, the soi-disant Israel.—And
this may have been further noted, as yet another remark-

able peculiarity in the vision before us, that not only was

there thus depicted in it the constitution of God's true

Church, which, though a spiritual and invisible transaction,

did yet occur chronologically at what has appeared to be

the precise aera that the vision related to, (i. e. the close of

the 4th century,) but also a fact concerning this true

Church, which might seem prima facie altogether unckrono-

logical, as it was only to be realized at the consummation

;

—viz. the ultimate salvation of all its aggregated genera-

tions.^ A consummation, let it be observed, not to happen

till after some great intervening tribulation, the same doubt-

less that had been pre-intimated to the souls under the

altar,^ in other words that of the times of Antichrist : it

being after it, according to the presbyter-informant's de-

claration,^ that their introduction was to take place, whe-

ther as palm-bearing conquerors,^ after the Roman simili-

1 The identity of the aggregated sealed ones and the palm-bearers has been already

proved. See p. 276 supra.—So the ancient expositor Bermgaud, as I see, explains the

symbols. "Per 144,000 electi, qui in ecclesia Dei singulis temporibus laborunt, de-

signantur : et quia in coraparatione reproborum exigua est turba electoruni, non

immerito numero 144,000 designatur. In ccelesti vero beatitudine, ubi singulis

temporibus ex omnibus gentibus tribubus et Unguis congregantur, tanta eorum
etticitur multitudo, ut nullo numero comprehendi possit."

The difference of number between the sealed ones and the palm-bearers was after-

wards beautifully illustrated by the form of the heavenly Jerusalem, a later symbol

of the same collective body of the redeemed in their heavenly glory :—it being a cube

whose height and length and breadth were equal ; whereas each hving generation of

the sealed ones was but a square number, viz. 144, or 12 times 12 chiliads. See

Apoc. xxi. 16.

- It was said unto them that they should wait " until their hrcthren, that were to

be slain even as they, should be completed." Which word.s implied a second term

of tribulation, as well as second body of martyrs, to succeed after tliat of tlie per-

secutions of Pagan Rome. See pp. 227—233, supra.

—

'' The great" tribulation is a

term of comparison evidently with some otlier previous and less tribulation ; and

might imply its being the longer as well as fiercer tribulation of the two. Such is

the force of the word in the case of the Jews' great tribulation. Compare Matt,

ixiv. 21 with Luke xxi. 24.—As to the historical fact, sec what Gibbon says, at the

conclusion of his chapter on the Pagan Persecutions, about the superior greatness of

those that Christians suifered from I'apal (.so called) Christians, ii. 4'Jo, 496.

^ The circumstance of St. John's instruction by one of the presbyters, as to the

meaning of the palm-bearers in the visiim, (certainly a remarkable circumstance,)

might perhaps be meant to indicate the scriptural .source of the doctrine thus mani-

fested : in other words, that it would be derived from the scriptures of the twelve

apostles : the same that, as I conceive, mijjht be symbolized by twelve of the twenty-

four Presbyters, as the heads of the New. Testament Church.
* In Roman medals a palm-branch is the perpetual symbol of victory : and hence
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tude, or palm-bearing pOgrims after the Jewish} into the

divine presence.

In truth, it is doubtless very mainly from this evident

figuring in the palm-bearing vision of things that v\^ere to

happen at the consummation that many expositors have

adopted views different from my own of the Apocalyptic

structure ; views such as to refer the whole sixth Seal, its

sealing and palm-bearing Visions inclusive, just as well as

the last Trumpet and last Vial, to the time of the end.

—

Now that this structure cannot be the true one, follows as

a necessary consequence from the proof of my explanation

of all that precedes
;
(supposing only that that proof be

deemed satisfactory;) not to note other clear evidence

against the theory, which will however be given by me
fully elsewhere.^ And I wish besides to add (and I beg

the reader's particular attention to it) that there exists, if I

mistake not, in the palm-bearnig vision itself an internal

mark, clear and distinct, though hitherto unobserved by
expositors, indicative of the Vision being necessarihj, so as

I explain it, one prospective and anticipative of a futurity

still distant at the sera of the tempest-angels and the seal-

ing. The mark is this,—that there is no change in the gener-

al Apocalyptic scenery during its exhibition, correspondent

with that new state of things which is to be introduced at

the actual time of the consummation, and of the saints en-

was sometimes sculptured on the tombs of the dead, to betoken the soul's entrance

into Elysium. So on that of the Nasoni, in Montfaucon v. 102.—Similarly on the

early martyrs' tombs in the Roman catacombs palm-branches were often sculptured,

in token ot their then heavenly triumph and joy. See an example in the Epitaph
of a Christian martyr, taken from Boldetti ; in my examination of the Church
Scheme of the Seals, ^iven in the Appendix to this Volume.

1 Compare Lev. xxiii. 34—43 ;
" The fifteenth day of the seventh month shall be

the feast of tabernacles : . , . . And ye shall take you branches of palm-trees, and shall

rejoice before the Lord seven days :. . . . And ye shall dwell in booths seven days,

all that are Israelites : that youi' generations may know that I made the childi-en of

Israel dwell in booths, when I brought them out of the land of Egj'pt."—Compare
too Isa. xii. 3, "With joy shall ye draw water out of the wells of salvation:"—

a

figure drawn from the same festival. Also Isa. xxxv. 1^10; " The wilderness and
the solitary place shall be glad for them, &c. &c. And the ransomed of the Lord
shall return, and come to Zion with songs, and everlasting joy upon their heads

:

they shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away." So
again Isa. xxv. 8, &c.—Compare too 1 Mace. xiii. 5L

* Viz. in my Examination of the Church Scheme of the Seals, referred to in the

Note next but one preceding, as given in the Appendix to this Volume. The im-
portant fact of the sealing vision, with its earth, and sky, and living men, being in-

terposed between the earthquake of the 6th Seal and the palm-bearing vision has been
already just hinted at. See p. 250 supra.
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tering on their heavenly blessedness. The emblematic

inner temple, depicted before St. John on the Apocalyptic

visions first opening, and which afterwards continued in

view as the peqjetual foreground of the scene, with its

twenty-four presbyters and four living creatures, the re-

presentatives of the separate spirits of the just, in their

time of waiting and expectation, around the throne of

God and the Lamb,^ still continued throughout this palm-

bearing Vision, just as before, in the heavenly foreground.

Nor again is a hint given of any happy change taking place

contemporarily in the visible terrene landscape. There the

angels of the winds seem to have remained still each in his

quarter ; all ready, as before, to let slip the winds in their

fury, the instant that the Almighty restraint upon them
might be removed.—Whereas, when the occasion came for

representing, in its true order of time, the actual realization

of this Messed consummation, there was instantly a corre-

sponding change in all the visible scenery; a change such

as not the propriety alone, but indeed the very necessity

of the case required. Instead of the representative pres-

byters and living creatures then observing any more their

posture of quiescent waiting, new thrones were seen set

;

and on them the King of kings, the Lord Jesus, took seat,

together ^A^th all the saints, whom these presbyters and

living creatures had hitherto represented, for his assessors.'^

Moreover the New Jenisalem appeared descending upon

earth, with the visible glory of God enlightening it ; a glory

then no longer hidden within a temple-wall's covering :

^

and there was a new heaven and a new earth, the former

things ha\ing passed away.^—So that, whatever the pecu-

liarity of the case, the palm-bearing vision, if judged of

simply by the light of its own internal evidence, could not

depict the saints' consummation of blessedness, at the real

time of its accomplishment in the calendar of the Apocalyptic

chronology. It could only be, so as I have supposed it, a

prospective vision of the final salvation of the scaled ones of

the mystic Israel, given anticipativehj to St. John, from the

> See pp. 86—92. * Apoc. \\. 4.

' Apoc. xxi. 22 :
" And I saw no temple therein ; for the Lord God Almighty and

the Lamb are the temple of it." * Apoc. xxi. 1.
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earlier Apocalyptic epoch of the tempest-threatenings and

sealing.—Is it asked, Why such a vision here alone, and

not elsewhere ? The answer will be found, if I mistake not,

in the circumstance of St, John seeing it as a symbolic or

representative man ; a principle of Apocalyptic interpreta-

tion that now demands our attention. As to the import-

ance of the vision, indeed necessity, in order to the com-

plete figuring of a certain doctrinal truth, revealed at the

real aera of the threatening tempests and the sealing vision,

to those whom the apostle here thus symbolically represent-

ed, it will afterwards soon appear.

I. As to the fact that the Evangelist saw, heard, and

acted too as a representative man on the scene of vision, (a

fact just hinted in the Introduction,)^ we have already, in

the vision of the souls under the altar,- had an example of

its use and application. It is here first, however, that its

application becomes a point of exceeding importance as a

principle of interpretation. Which being so, this seems

the fittest occasion for our pausing a while well to consider

it, and to illustrate the nature and truth of the principle by

examples from previous Old Testament prophecy.

It is to be observed then, as remarked long since by

Irenseus,^ that the ancient prophets fulfilled their office of

predicting, not merely in the verbal delivery of predictions,

but by themselves seeing, hearing, or acting out the things

in ti/pe, which were afterwards to be seen, heard, or acted

out by others in reality

:

—and this whether in real life, or

perchance in vision. In all which cases they were to be

considered, as they are called in Isaiah* and in .Zechariah,^

^ p. 102. 2 pp. 224 et seq.

3 Lib. iv. ch. 37. " Non enim solo sermone prophetabant Prophetae, sed et visione,

et conversatione.et actibus quos faciebant, secundtim id quod suggerebat Spiritus :

quae quideni videnda erant videutes, quae vero audienda erant serinone prae-

conantes, quae vero agenda erant operatione perficientes; universa vero prophetic^

annuntiantes."
* Is. viii. 18 ; " Behold I and my children are for signs and for wonders in Israel,

from the Lord of Hosts." On which Patrick observes, " The word mophthim, trans-

lated wonders, signifies here more properly types or figures." So too Gesenius on

the word pbto ;
" typical or symbolical men ;

" " symbols of future events."

5 iii. 8; where the word is rendered in our version, men wondered at.— Compare

also Ezek. xii. 11 ; " Say I am your sign : like as I have done, so shall it be done to

them,"
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TipiO, mophthim ; that is, figurative or representative

persons.

Thus, to begin with their actings in this character in real

life, when Isaiah went barefoot, and without his sackcloth-

garment, for three days, or years, it was for a sign

of the men of Egypt and Ethiopia soon walking similarly

unclothed, as captives to the king of Assyria.^—When
Jeremiah made yokes, and wore them on his neck in public,

he typified, as he declared, the kings and people of Moah,
Edom, Amnion, Tijre, Sidon, that were soon about to come
under the yoke of the king of Babylon.^—When Ezekiel,

having portrayed on a tile the city Jerusalem, laid siege

thereto by casting up a mound, setting a camp, and plant-

ing battering-rams against it, he figured, as was evident,

Nebuchadnezzar and his besieging army.^ Again, when,

as described elsewhere, he publicly prepared his stuff by
day for removing through the wall in the twilight, and then

carried the stuff forth thereby, as those that flee from cap-

tivity, he represented the Jeivs seeking to escape on the

capture of Jerusalem by the enemy."* So again when, on the

loss of his wife, he was to make no mourning for the dead.^

And most generally indeed it was these, their own people,

that the prophets in such cases typified.®

Next, and in nearer parallel with the case of the apostle

St. John hearing, speaking, and acting representatively,

so as we presume him to have done in the Apocalyptic

visions, take we cases where the ancient prophets acted as

mophthim, even while rapt in vision.—Such then, 1st, is

the example at the beginning of Isaiah's })rophecy. In that

early vision with which he was favoured of Jehovah, upon a

throne high and lifted up,'' we read of his being solemnly

commissioned as a prophet, (after previous purification,

through the application of a live coal from the altar,) and
then receiving the charge, " Make the heart of this people

fat and their ears heavy ; lest they see with their eyes, and

' Is. XX. 2. Sec Vitringa or Bp. Lowth in loc.

2 Jer. xxvii. 2, &c. » E^ck. iv. 1, &c. * Ezek. xii. 3—7.
» Ezek. xxiv. 16—27.
• For a N.T. example I may mention the case of Agabus, Acts xxi. 11.
'' Is. vi, 1, &c. Irenajus, ubi supra, makes Isaiah here symbolic, but somewhat

differently.
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hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and

convert, and be healed." On which the question and an-

swer that followed,
—

" Then said I, Lord, how long ? and

he answered, Until the cities be wasted without inhabitant,

and the land be utterly desolate,"—showed that the terms

of the commission extended to times long subsequent to

the prophet's own life, even up to the destruction of Jeru-

salem; and so had reference not to Isaiah himself only,

but to the succession of Prophets long after :—that pro-

phetic line of which, as measured from the epoch of Israel's

casting off in Isaiah's days, Isaiah may properly be regarded

as the representative and head. Again, in some of the

latter chapters of Isaiah's prophecy, especially the 63rd

and 64th, another notable exemplification occurs.^ Rapt

into future times, the prophet seems here almost to lose

his own personality. His mind and soul being thrown,

as it were, into that of the Jewish people, such as it will

be developed at the crisis of their restoration, whatever he

sees, hears, or speaks, is as their impersonator. It is in

this character that he sees and speaks with the Redeemer

coming from Bozrah ; in this that he mourns over the then

state of Jerusalem, " Zion a wilderness, Jerusalem a deso-

lation, our holy and beautiful house burned up with fire ;

"

in this that he expresses both remorse for the past, and

concomitant relentings and penitential prayers. To which

we may add yet again the case of EzeMel prophesying to the

dry bones in the valley of vision ; at which prophesying the

bones began to move and come together : all this being in

type of Israel's latter-day restoration, at the voice of gospel-

preachers of that latter day, Ezekiel's successors in the

prophetic office.^—And so once more, much the same, in

Zechariah's vision of Joshua the High Priest before Jeho-

vah's bar in heaven.^

1 I think Hengstenberg has vindicated these latter chapters, as Isaiah's tv (Kffraati.

2 Ezek. xxxvii. 7, &c.
3 Zech. iii. 8. For it was in the vision which Joshua was depicted as having had

of the Angel Jehovah that he was told, " Hear now, Joshua, thou and thy fellows are

mophthim ;"—i. e. figurative men. After which followed the prophecy of the Branch,

and then the vision of the golden candlestick and two olive trees : to which latter

vision it will be necessary to revert when considering the description of the two
Apocalyptic Witnesses in Apoc. xi. 4.—In Dr. McCaul's edition of Kimchi on Zecha-
riah there is given a very interesting and elaborate explanation of the prophecy iu
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Thus, I think, we have all that can be needful to satisfy us

on the soundness of. the hermeneutic principle in question.

And, its soundness and propriety thus established, how
can the thought help striking us, with reference to its ap-

plication to the visions of the Apocalypse, that, if important

to the understanding of other Scripture prophecy, it must
be pre-eminently so in the Apocalyptic :—seeing that,

whereas other prophetic visions were insulated and de-

tached, those of the Apocalypse form a continuous chrono-

logical series : so that at each chief crisis in the history of

the true Christian Church and ministry, we must expect

St. John in his seeings and doings to enact a varying re-

presentative part ; accordantly with the seeings and doings

of those represented by him at each aera respectively. Thus
the principle will be no barren one, such as it has been in

the hands of the older interpreters Tichonius, Primasius,

Andreas of Ccesarea^ Ambrosius Anshertus, &c. : and of

certain modern expositors too of eminence, as Vitringa and
Dauhuz; who, though recognising the principle, have yet

altogether failed to work it out with consistency or advan-

tage. In the present Commentary the reader has already

seen its use and truth, on a minor scale, in the vision of

the souls under the altar. ^ Elsewhere, where St. John
is described as something more than a mere observer, he

will find it applied with results more new, striking, and

important, towards the elucidation of the prophecy. Most
of all this will appear in my explanation of the present

two-fold Vision of the sealing and the palm-bearers ; and

in that of the later Vision of the rainbow-crowned Angel

in Apoc. X, XI ; the latter the very fellow or sister-vision,

if I may so say, to the former.

For, as regards the twofold vision now under considera-

tion, if the sealing vision first seen by him was one figura-

tive, not of events cognizable in real life by mortal eyes, or

of the visible actings on the Roman mundane scene of a

visible Providence^ but of certain invisible and spiritual

actings by Christ Jesus, whereby to constitute and mark
out for himself an election of grace, as his true Israel from

Zech. xi, of the shepherd priced at thirty pieces of silver, on this same principle,

pp. 138— 147- See too Lowth ou cither of these passages. ' See p. 224 supri.
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amidst the professing, his spiritual Church from amidst the

formal,—then the Evangehst's seeing this must have indi-

cated a perception on the part of apostolic men of the de-

picted (Bra, such as he was then impersonating, of those self-

same spiritual actings of Christ ; and of the so constituted

true Church of the elect.—Moreover the added palm-hear-

ing vision must have indicated that the view of Christ's true

Church, thus strikingly revealed to those w^hom St. John

here represented, embraced the far future respecting it, as

well as the present :—the perpetuation of this true Church

in its integrity, amidst the already-gathering tempests of

the political world, and through the great predicted tribula-

tion of the coming apostasy and Antichrist
;

(a perpetua-

tion of it which forms a prominent subject in fact in all

the subsequent figurations of the Apocalypse ^) and, in fine,

1 For these 144,000, ox'sealed ones, God's election of grace, are alluded to after-

wards as a succession still existing on the earthly scene, uudestroyed by the tempests

of the four first trumpets,* in contrast with the perpetual succession, generation

after generation, of what are called the inhabitants of the earthy or children of this

world, alike at the opening of the judgments of the fifth Trumpet,t and also both
during, and up to the close of, the Beast Antichrist's reign. J Further, on the blast

of the seventh Trumpet, they are described as all^ both dead and living, being about
collectively to receive reward, on Christ's taking the kingdom ; the identity of the

rewarded ones of that final Trumpet with the sealed ones of chap, vii being evinced

by their having attached to them the same designatives, elsewhere attached to the

144,000 also, of God's saints and servants .§ and finally, as already elsewhere noted,||

their constituting the whole citizen population of the New Jerusalem.

* The correspondence of the fearful tempests which, on the soundings of the four

first Trumpets, after the seventh Seal's opening, fell upon the Roman earth, trees,

sea, and ski/, (viii. 7, &c.) with those which the four angels of the winds pictured in

this viith chapter were, just before that Seal's opening, spoken of as destined to cause,

—the commission of these latter being (so soon as the time of respite was ended) to

"blow on the earth, trees, and sea,"—is almost too obvious to need suggestion to the

reader.

t On the fifth Trumpet sounding, Apoc. ix. 4, the scorpion-locusts, which constituted

its woe, are said to have had the charge given them to " hurt only those men that had
not the seal of God in their foreheads :"—a charge implying that there were others

on the scene of action who bore that seal's impress, and were not to be hurt.

X Apoc. xiv. 1 ;
" I looked, and lo a Lamb stood on Mount Zion, and with him

144,000, having his Father's name written on their foreheads." This is in contra-

distinction to th6 mass of the Apocalyptic earth's inhabitants, that had the Beast's

name and mark on their right hand or foreheads (xiii. 16) ; and consequently, in

respect of time, a symbolization synchronous with the Beast's reign, or some part of it.

§ Compare Apoc. vii. 3, *' till we have sealed the servants of God in their fore-

heads," with what is said. viii. 3, just after the sealing and palm-bearing visions, of

the "prayers of all the saints ;" evidently meaning those of the sealed ones. (So too

xiii. 7, 10, xiv. 12, &c.) Also Apoc. xi. 18 :
" The time is come that thou shouldest

give reward unto thy servants, the prophets, and the saints, and them that fear thy

name, both small and great
: "—in which passage I think the expression, " thy serv-

ants," was intended to include not the prophets only, but the rest of the saints, also

specified.
||

See p. 276 supra.
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the realization by the whole collective body of its many
successive generations, and by each and all of its individual

members, of the blessedness of accomplished salvation, and
glory of the beatific vision.

II. And can it be shown then that there were those of

the tnie apostolic line of ministry, at the close of the 4th

century, to whom a revelation about Christ's true Chui'ch,

as thus distinct from the professing, thus constituted, thus

characterized, thus tried, thus preserved, even unto the end,

was thus strikingly given :—a revelation so remarkable in

itself, and so important in its results, as well to mark it out

as a fit subject of Apocalyptic prefiguration ? We ask the

question ; and the answer is given decisively, and at once,

in the single word, Augustine.

Let me 1st briefly note the chief events of the Hfe of

this eminent servant of God, in chronological order ; 2ndly

the view imprest on him, and which he was the chosen

instniment for communicating largely to others, respecting

Christ's true Church, (a view that may be called character-

istically Attgustinian,) on the various points that we have

been considering.

1. As to the chronology of Augustine's life, the dates

of its chief epochs may be stated as follows.^ He was born

near Hippo, in North Africa, A.D. 354, during the reign

of Constantius. He went to Rome, and thence to JVIilan,

A.D. 383, 384 ; shortly after the fatal battle of Adriano-

ple had, agreeably with the Apocalyptic prefiguration,

established the Gothic hosts on the Roman earth -.^ (that

" tempest of barbarians " which, to use Gibbon's illustrative

words yet again, " was so soon to subvert the foundations of

Roman greatness -.") and when Thcodosius, raised up by an

extraordinary intervention of Providence for the purpose,

had been enabled, still accordantly with the ])r()])lu'cy, eft'ect-

ually to arrest them. There and then he heard the Bishop

1 I follow the dates given in the Life prefixed to the last Volume of the Benedic-

tine Edition of Augustine; I'aris, 183G ; to which Edition my subsequent references

are made.
'^ " I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, holding the four

winds," &c.—Compare Ezek. vii. 2; "An end is come on the four corners of the

land ;
" said with reference to the time when the woe had actually arrived there.

VOL. 1. 20
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of Milan, Ambrose
;
and was converted, and baptized. This

was between the years 385 and 387. In 388 he returned, a

changed man, and with changed views, to Carthage ; was in

391 ordained Presbyter, and in 395 Bishop of Hippo, near

Carthage ; the last shortly after the death of Theodosius,^

and consequent loosing of the four winds. His episcopate

and life continued for near thirty-five years afterwards. At
length, when the tempests which had during all that time

been desolating the European or land provinces of the

empire, crossing the sea, began to make their ravages felt

in the African transmarine province also,^—^just then, the

great work assigned him by his Divine Master having been

completed, and as if the tempests' reaching him had been

the signal preordained for his death, he was taken from the

evil to come, and fell asleep in Jesus, the 25th of August,

A.D. 430.

2. As to his most characteristic views of divine truth,

we find them from the very first ^ to have had reference to

two things, and those the self-same two things that are

most prominent in the Apocalyptic visions before us :

—

viz. 1st, that of Chrisfs true Church consisting of real

spiritual believers, simply and alone, contradistinctively not

merely to heathens, heretics, and schismatics, but also to the

mei'e formal professing corporate Church of the baptized

;

2ndly, that of the origin and formation of this true Church

as the work of divine sovereign grace

:

—of grace elect-

ing, preventing, quickening, illuminating, adopting, saving :

saving alike from sin's dominion, and from all other real

evils of this life,^ and saving unto the end. So copious is

he on this subject, and so much is it his own, that his

name has in fact been associated with it in all subsequent

ages ;—I mean his own, in contradistinction to other con-

1 Jan. 395.
- " Hurt not the land, nor the sea, till we have sealed," &c. Apoc. vii. 3.

3 His earliest Treatise, according to the Chronology of his Life by the Benedic-

tines, was the •' De Moribus Ecclesice Catholics," written A. D. 388, before returning

from Italy to Carthage. Also A.D. 388 he began his three Books De Libero Ar-
bitrio. And in 394, while yet a Presbyter, he published among other works his
" Inchoata JExpositio" on the Epistle to the Romans, and his Exposition of the EpistJe

to the Galatians. The reader should bear these dates in mind, when reference is

made to these Treatises. ^ See p. 310, Note \ infra.
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temporarv or preceding human teachers of theology. For
from the time of Justin ^lartyr, downward, this doctrine of

grace had been by the doctors of the Chiu'ch very partially

pro])onnded and obscurely taught.^

The manner in which he was \\\m&e\i prepared by Divine

Providence to understand and feel its truth and value, and
the manner in which by the same Providence he was led

zealou5.1y and effectively to advocate it, alike deserve notice.

Born of a Christian mother, and at one time anxious while

a boy for Christian baptism, (it was on occasion of a dan-

gerous illness,) his wish was strangely not complied with ;
•

the danger of sin after baptism, according to the current

superstition of the day, constituting an objection in the

minds of his parents. • So that he grew up into life not

even by baptism, or outward profession, a Christian. In

the conrse of his youth and early manhood, that followed,

he tells ns in his Confessions how he was led captive by his

lusts : and then how, in the desolation of a mind dark,

restless, and unhappy, he wandered into speculations on

man's formation, and the origin of evil ; and at length in

the sensual and fatahstic doctrines of Manicheism,^— doc-

tnnes which alike did away with all idea of holiness and
love attaching to God, and of moral gnilt and responsi-

bility attaching to sinful man,—sought refuge from himself,

but in vain.—It was in this state of heathenism, sensuality,

hardness of heart, and philosophic pride and darkness, that

he \isited Milan, and heard, and was converted to Chris-

tianity. Thus was he plucked like a brand out of the

^ So Milncr, Cent. v. 2, p. 297, remarks that Chrysostom, in commentinp: on that

passajre ' Not of him that wiUeth, nor of him that runneth,' &e., " introduces the

doctrine of frte-will in the same manner as most of the Fathers did who spoke of it

at all, from the days of Justin ; and observes that the whole is said to he of God
because the greater part m." At p. 276 he remarks somewhat similarly of Ambrose.—
Compare Jastin Martvr's 2nd Apolof^y, p. 80 (Ed. Colon.) ; and Tertullian adv.

Marc. ii. 5 ; on the suhject of free-will.

In Mr. Faber's historical Work on the Primitive Doctrine of Election, the patristic

novelty of the Auf^stinian doctrine is the foundation of his ar<?unieut. He appeals

against it to pure primitive consenting antiquity.—Hut where, let me a.sk, was the

doctrine of pure antiquity to be found, except in the apostolic WTitings ; seeinf^ that

tlte letiven of the apostasy was to begin its insidious working in the Church visible

even from apostolic times ?

- So he tells us in his Confes-sions i. II ;
" quia videlicet post lavacrura illud major

et periculosior in sordibus delictorum rcatus foret."

' A sketch of this doctrine, very much drawn from Augustine, will be found iu a
later p<jrtion of this work. See my paper No 3, in the Appcndii to Vol. ii.

20*
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burning ; and made to feel in his own experience, tvhile yet

unhaptized, both the truth of God's free, sovereign, elect-

ing, enlightening, converting grace ; and the fact too of

God's true Church being constituted, just as in the sealing

vision, distinctively and only of those that had felt and been

sanctified by the same divine influence.^ And so he began,

we find, very early afterw^ards, (in fact ere the fury of the

barbarian tempests had yet been let loose on Roman Christ-

endom,) both to preach, and to write, on this subject of

God's free grace towards his true Church ;^ and about that

true Church as thus chosen, thus sanctified, thus sealed

with God's likeness. Very soon the view of Wvq final 'per-

severance of the saints was added to his other views of Di-

vine grace -^ the same that was implied in the immediately

appended vision of the palm-bearers ;
" After this I beheld,

and lo a great multitude," &c.—A few years later the dif-

fFusion of the Pelagian heresy of free-will drew from him
argumentative and copious dissertations on the whole sub-

ject : and, under his direction, ecclesiastical Councils w^ere

induced solemnly to condemn the Pelagian error ; and so-

lemnly at the same time to recognise the doctrines of God's

free grace as operating in his Church of the really faithful.'^

1 So in his De Mor. Eccl. Cath. c. 75, lie charges the Maniohees, to whom it was
addressed, not to object to what he said of real vital Christianity the evil morals or

superstitions of many vain professors of the Christian name. "Look not," says he,

at the " tiirmas imperitorum, qui vel in ipsa vera religione superstitiosi sunt, vel ita

lihidinibus dediti ut obliti sint quid promiserint Deo :

" or at the many whom he

knew to be " sepulchrorum et picturarum adoratores, &c. :
" (a passage which I shall

refer to again on Apoc. viii. 3 :) adding that these were but the tares among the

wheat, or chaff in the threshing-floor. As to the true servants of God, it was all

(c. 28, 29, &c.) through Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God, (that light

which was the life of men,) that the life is given : love of God being the master-

principle infused in the heart, because he fii'st loved us ; and God's own likeness the

seal stamped by the Holy Spirit.

2 See, for example, his Inchoata Expositio Epistolw ad Eomanos, written while he

was yet a Presbyter, 1, 7, 8, &c.

3 In later years, when charged with innovation on the doctrines of grace, election,

and perseverance, -he says that he wrote on the subject as early as the beginning of

his bishoprick, A.D. 395. See his statements to this effect Tom. xiii. col. 1353,

1354, &c., also col. 1434, 1435, in his Treatises on the Predestination and Perse-

verance of the Saints ; to which allusion mil again be made Note ^ p. 313 infra.

Compare his Comment on the Epistle to the Galatians, written in 394, ch. 31, 40,

46, 61, where the same views appear.
* So the Councils of Carthage, held A.D. 412 and 416. See Harduin, i. 1214

;

and for Rome's primary anti-Pelagian declaration, Hard. i. 1255 : also Mosheim v.

2. 5. 23, 24 ; who says that Pelagius looked on the doctrine of the original comiption

of human nature, and the necessity of divine grace to enlighten the understanding, and
pitrify the heart, as prejudicial to the progress of virtue."—Milner, p. 322, notes, as

I do, God's providence in the matter.
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Further, on occasion of Alaric's capture of Rome, A.D.
410, the lieathens that remained having cast reproach on

Christianity, as if the cause of the catastrophe, and Chris-

tians too being disappointed and in bitterness, such as had

entertained hopes and opinions, Hke Eusebius before them,^

that there woukl attach a preservative virtue to the Roman
Empire in the fact of its pohtical and professed Christian-

ization,—he was led to write his great work on the Citij of
God :'• (of the main characteristic idea of which work we
see the germ even in his earliest Treatises -.) it being his

object therein to distinguish this city, commomvealth, or

kingdom of God, from the citfj, commonwealth, or kingdom

of this loorld, alike in respect of its constituency, character,

jtrivileges, present state, home, destiny

:

—its constituency,

the whole body (not of the circumcised,^ or baptized, or

professing, many of whom though called were not chosen,'*'

but) of the predestinated and elect by God's sovereign

grace ; their character, that of the love of God, contradis-

tinctively to the love of self and this world ;^ their privilege,

that of being enlightened, quickened, sanctified, and saved

^ See pp. 256, 257 supra.—In a work by Co.smas Indicopleustes, of the later date

of Justinian, I find him declaring that the Roman Empire, beina^ identified with

Christianity, and in fact Daniel's kinj^dom of the saints, (Dan. vii. 14,) would be

eternal ; (B. ii, p. 147 :) fitre\ti. r) fiaffiXtia rwv 'Pw/iaiuiv tu)v aKioj^tarwv rrjQ

/SafftXtiaf Tn SeffiTOTH Xpcra.
- Ite Civitate Dei. Our word city can scarcely convey the idea that civitm does,

of a communitij, or state, made up of its citizens. " Civitas nihil aliud est quam
hominum multitudo aliquo societatis vinculo coUigata." C D. xv. 8. 2.

' Under the law.
' * So C. D. i. 35j " De falsis intrk ecclesiam Christianis :

" and xviii. 49, headed, " De
indiscreta multiplicatione Ecclesia', f]ua, in hoc sa-culo multi reprobi miscentur electis."

(See. Also ib. 51. 2 ;
" Multi sunt intus qui cordapie \'iventium suis perditis moribus

cruciant."—In C. D. i. 35 he speaks of the Civitas Dei having many connected with

it by the tie of sacramental communion, during its state of earthly pilgrimage, who
will not be with it in the saints' eternal blessedness : and, xx. 7- 3, distinguishes

between the regenerate (by ba])tism), and the elect (tlie citizens of the Jerusalem

above) ; sapng that the former are often seduced by tlie devil, i. e. to perdition, the

elect never.

So, too, often elsewhere. E. g. Vol. iv. 2508, in his Tract on 1 John ii. 18, J 5,

"They went out from us because they were not of us;" "Multi qui non sunt ex

nobis accipiunt nobiscum sacramenta, accipiunt nobiseum baptisnium, . . et quidquid

in sacramtiitis Sanctis est; ipsius altaris eommunicationcm accipiunt nobiscum; et non
sunt ex nobis." Again De Correp. et Grat. c. 21, 22 (Vol. xiii. 1297); "Fuerunt
ergo isti ex multitudine vocatorum ; ex paucitate electorum non fuerunt." Also

Epis. 93, Vol. ii. 366 ; &c. &c.
* C. I), xiv. 28 ;

" Fecerunt civitatcs duas amores duo : tcrreuam scilicet amor
8ui, u.sque ad contemptum Dei ; cclcHtem vere amor Dei, u.sque ad conteniptum sui."

So too on Psalm Ixiv. ^ 2 : "Duas istas civitatcs faciunt duo amores: Jerusalem

facit amor Dei ; IJabyloniam facit amor seculi." And, again, in the Treatise De
Genesi ad Lift. xi. 20. (Vol. iii. 452.)
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by tlie same divine grace, even to the end ; their state in

this world that of pilgrims and strangers, with warfare and

tribulation here appointed them ; but with the assured hope

of being all gathered at length to their heavenly home, in

the Saviour's presence. In short it was the verjj emhodi-

ment of the idea of the 144,000 elect sealed ones of the Apo-

calyptic vision into a corporate form ; and both historically

with regard to the past, and prophetically with regard to

the future, the tracing out of their fortunes in this world

and also in the next, contradistinctively to those of the

kingdom of this world, and its citizens.

Even in regard of details, it will be found, his descrip-

tion of this body of the elect agrees most exactly with that

in the symbolic visions under consideration. He speaks

of them as not merely elect Israelites,^ but specifically as

God's twelve tribes of election out of Israel's twelve pro-

fessing tribes ;
^ and, further too, as of the constituency of

the New Jerusalem.^ He asserts their inviolability, as God's

sealed ones, from real injury by the Devil, or any of his

instruments.^ He notes the number as a number def^nite^

1 So C. D. XX. 21, " Fratres electorum Israelitarum, adductiiros ex omnibus g'enti-

bus." Again on Psalm xlix. § 14 :
" J»yh«;^ nomen electionis est

;
" Psalm cxiii. § 2,

" NuUus Cliristianorura se a nomine Israel arbitretur alienura."

2 On Psalm cxxi, " Thither the tribes jjo up," § 8 ;
" Duodecim tribus erant po-

puli Israel; sed erant ibi mali, et erant ibi boni. . . Quid est trihus Bomivi? Quae

cognoverunt Dominum. Ex ipsis enim duodecim tribubus malis erant ibi boni de

bonis tribubus ; . . et ipsa erant grana inter illas tribus, quae inter paleas eommixta
sunt. Ascenderunt autem non ctim paleis, sed tribus purgatae, electae, quasi tribus

Domini." Again on Psalm cxxxiv. ^ 7, he distinguishes the " Israel Bet," or

" Israel pertinentem ad Deum."
3 "Civitatem sanctam Jerusalem, quae nunc in Sanctis fidelibus est diffusa per

terras :
" C. D. xx. 21. 3 :—including, as another part of its citizens, the saints and

angels above ; " Est in coelo aeterna nostra Jerusalem, ubi sunt cives nostri angeli,"

&c. Ps. cxxi. \ 2. So too in his early work on the Epistle to the Galatians, c. 24.

* C. D. xviii. 51. 1; " Diabolus, princeps impiae civitatis, adversus peregrinantem

in hoc mundo Civitatem Dei, vasa propria commovendo, nihil ei nocere pennittitur
:

"

and in C. D. i. 10 he particularizes; stating that the good had lost nothing of a

Christian's real wealth in the taking of Rome.
Again in Tract. 50 on John xi. 55, he says ;

" Signum Christi a, nobis repellit ex-

terminatorem, si cor nostrum habeat Christum habitatorem," with allusion to the

destroying angel of Exod. xii. : contrasting this with the mere outward signature in

baptism ; " Multi facile habent in fronte signum Christi, et corde non recipiunt ver-

bum Christi."—In Sermon 156. 16 (vii. 1092, &c.) he dwells on the Spirit of adop-

tion, sealing true Christians, as their arrhabo or pledge of salvation :

—

his being the

"unctio spiritHfilis, (Vol. iv. 2509) cujus sacramentum est in unctione visibili."

5 E. g. Epist. 186. 25; " Certus est ergo Dei praescientiae definitus nnmerus, et

multitude sanctorum : quibus diligentibus Deum, quod eis donavit per diffusum in

cordibus eorum Spiritum Sanctum, omnia co-operantur in bonum. Quos enim prae-

destinavit," &c. Also De Corrept. et Gratia, 40; "Nnmerus sanctorum per Dei
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and answering, while on earth, to the Apocalyptic 144,000 :^

moreover as one, though small in comparison at any given

period with the number of the reprobate, yet in itself and
in the aggregate very large ; indeed, (for more than once

he quotes in proof the very words of the palm-hearing

vision,) as a number nu?nberless.'^ He speaks of them as

to be gathered out of all nations and kindreds and tfibes ;
^

and of the remaining time consequently of the Church's

pilgnmage and tribulation, including specially that of An-
tichrist's predicted pei"sccution,^ as probably by no means
so short or near its ending, as Hesychius and others, like

many of the Fathers before them, had been led to expect.'^

He describes them, moreover, as washed and made white

gratiam Dei regno pra?dcstinatus, donata sibi etiam usque in finem perseverantia,

iiluc integer perducetur ; ct illic integenimus jam sine line bcatissimus servabitur

:

adhitrente sibi misericordia Salvatoris sui, sive cdm convertuntur, sive cum preelian-

tur, sive cum coronantur."
' De Doctr. Christ, iii. 51 ;

" Centum quadraginta quatuor (nulle), quo numero
significatur universitas sanctorum in Apocalypsi."

^ E. g. in his Sermons, 249, 250, on the narrative of the disciples fishing, given
in John xxi. 3— 11 ; Vol. \\\. pp. 1500, 1506. In this world, he says, speaking of

the mixed number of fish through which the ship was nearly sinking, the Church
(the ^-isible Church) has in it many bad ;

" Turba turbavit ecclesiam :

"—then, with
regard to the 153 nsh drawn to land, that it represents the collective body of the
true saints, gathered together at the resurrection. "Tunc congregatio sanctorum
erit; divisiones hereticorum non erunt. Pax erit, et perfecta unitas. Nemo minus,
nemo plus erit. Integer numerus erit. Sed valde pauei sunt, si 153 tantiim sunt.

Absit a nobis ut tot soli sint in hue plebe : quanto magis in universa ecclesia Dei

!

Apocalypsis ipsius Johannis Evangelista' ostendit visam fuisse tantam multitudinem
sanctorum, ct in ilia a'tcmitate felicium, quantam numcrare nemo possit. . . Et tamen
omnes ad numerum istum pertinet, 153."—So too Epist. 93. 30; where also (after

noting the paucity of the saints, as compared with the reprobate) he refers to the

palm-bearing vision as making their ultimate congregated number numberless

;

'* Millia quic numcrare nemo potest videntur in Apocalypsi, ex omni tribu et linguS,

in stolis albis palmisque victricibus."

^ C. D. xix. 17 ; "Hsec ccelestis civitas (vel potius pars ejus quic in hac mortali-

tate peregrinatur) . . . diim percgrinatur in terrii, ex omnibus gentibus cives evocat,

atque in omnibus Unguis peregrinam colligit societatem."— So too in his early com-
ment on the Epist. ad Galat. c. 24 ; noting the ingathering as gq^ng on " usque in

tincm sa;culi."

* C. D. xxi. 26. 4.—Also, very similarly, on Psalm xlix. 22 ;
" Cujus tribulationis ?

Nostrip pereginnationis : "—including the many usual trials of mortal life, the trial

of persecution, and crowning tribulation of Antichrist's pirscciitioiis and reign, at

the close. " Martyrum numerus complcbitur Antichristi tcmporibus," says Augus-
tine: (Contra (Jaudent. i. 31; Vol. xii. 999;) these martyrs being i\iG final com-
plement, he adds, of the number afterwards to be killed, referred to by the souls tinder

the altar.

* So Epist. 93. 31 ;
" Ecclesia, quae per omnes gcntes crescit, in frumentis Do-

minicis conservata est ; et usque in finem, donee omnino gentes omnes etiam bar-

baras teneat, consers'abitur." Also Epist. 197— 199, referred to by me in a later

Chapter; (see Part ii. ch. iii. infra:) expressing his conviction of tlie world not
beinn: then very near its end, because the Go.spel had not then by any means been
preached to all nations. See too his observations on Luke xii. 45, and ilatt. xxiv. 42.
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through the alone cleansing blood of Jesus :
^ and, yet once

more, as in their heavenly blessedness destined to realize,

like the Apocalyptic palm-bearers, alike the type of Israel's

rest and festival-keeping in Canaan, after its long and

weary wilderness wandering,^ and also the Paradisiacal em-

blems in the Old Testament and Apocalyptic prefigurations

of heaven ;^ there to see God,"^ to drink of God's own foun-

'"'
^ " In Apocalypsi, revelante Angelo, Joannes vidit turbam multam quam dinu-

merare nemo poterat. Hanc requireus quaenam esset, responsum accepit, Hi sunt

qui laverunt stolas eorum, et Candidas eas fecerunt in sanguine Agni. Jam agnoscis,

anima Christiana, quemadmodum et tu ex illo sanguine efficiaris Candida:" &c. So

in the De Cultura Agri Dom. Vol. ix. p. 1004.

The Benedictine Editors doubt this Treatise being Augustine's. If not, it was the

treatise of an early Augustinian ; and agreeable with Augustine's own doctrine. So

in his Speculum, Vol. iii. p. 1238, in illustration of the statement, "There shall

enter jinto the city nothing that is defiled," (coinquinatum,) he cites Apoc. xxii. 14, as

with the reading /ttaicaptoi o'l irXwovriq Tag aroXag avTwv, " Blessed are they that

wash their robes in the blood of the Lamb, that they may have right to the tree of

life, and to enter the holy city." And on Joh. xix. 34, (Vol. iv. 2443,) " They pierced

his side, and forthwith came thereout blood and water," he exclaims, " Quid isto san-

guine mundius ? [in the active sense evidently of more cleansing .•] Quid vulnere isto

salubrius?" So again on Psalm cxxx. 4, (Vol. vi. 2074,) "There is mercy {pro-

pitiatio, Aug.) with thee," "Quae est ista propitiatio nisi sacrificium . . quod pro

nobis oblatum est? Sanguis innocens fusus delevit omnia peccata nocentium." See

too his remarks in C. D. x. 22, 24 ; and the application of the blessed truth to his

own case in his Confessions, x. 43, cited p. 342 infra.

With all this contrast Tertullian's explanation of the Apocalyptic cleansing. After

the question, " Quinam isti tarn beati victores nisi proprie raartyres ? " he proceeds

thus :
" Innumera multitude albati, et palmis victoriaj insignes, revelantur, sc. de

Antichristo triumphales ; sicut unus de Presbyteris, * Hi sunt qui veniunt ex ilia

pressura magna, &c.' .... Vestitus enim animse caro : sordes quidem baptismate

abluuntur; maculse vero martyrio candidantur." Scorp. adv. Gnostic, c. 12.—Com-
pare too Ephrem Syrus, cited p. 280 Note ^ supra. Also Ambros. de Myst. cap. 7.

and Apol. David, cap. 12, to the same effect.

2 In the C. D. God's Church is continually spoken of as peregrinans, like Israel in

this world. In Tract xxviii, on John vii. § 9, " The Jews' feast of tabernacles was

at hand," Augustine similarly compares the Christian's pilgrimage through this world

to Israel's through the wilderness ; and observes that as Christ's time, so the Church's

time for celebrating that commemorative festival, is not till its arrival in a better

world. Vol. iv. pp. 2002, 2003. So again Psalm Ixxii. 5 ;
" Quidquid in eremo

passus est ille populus, et quidquid eis Deus largitus est, . . significationes sunt rerum

quas in solitudine hujus vitffi ambulautes in Christo, quaerentes patriam, accipimus

ad consolationem,* et patimur ad probationem."
3 C. D. XX. 26. 1 ; "lUud tempus, quantum attinet ad non habere peccatum, nulli

tempori comparandum est nisi quando primi homines in Paradiso ante praevarica-

tionera innocentissima felicitate vixerunt." This of their freedom from sin. Then
he applies to it Isaiah's prophecies about the new heaven and earth, Isa. Ixv, Ixvi

;

" Per Isaiam, inter caetera quae ibi de sanctorum beatitudine per allegorias et aenig-

mata exsequitur," &c. So again, C. D. xxii. 3.

See too the exquisite passage in his De Cantico Novo, Vol. ix. 1000; "patria

cujus cives angeli sunt, cujus templum Deus, cujus splendor FUius, cujus charitas

Spiritus Sanctus : civitas sancta, civitas beata ! . . Cum illic venerimus non ibi

esuriemus, aut sitiemus. Visio ipsa satietas nostra erit. . . Videre Deum ! vivere

cum Deo! &c,"
* " Locus qui promittitur tarn pacatae ac securae habitationis aeternus est ... , ubi

erit veraciter populus Israel. Hoc enim nomen iuterpretatur Videiis Deum."
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tain of life and knowledge,^ and to have all tears wiped by
Him from their eyes.^

Such were Augustine's doctrinal views of divine grace ;

such of Chrisfs true Church of the election of grace ; doc-

trines learnt not from patristic doctors, but, as he tells us,

from the teaching of an apostle, (even as from one of the

enthroned presbyters in vision,) under the immediate re-

velation of the Holy Ghost :
^ and to prefigure which reve-

lation,—regarding as it did the future as well as jyrescnt,

the saints' final perseverance to salvation, as well as their

election hij grace,—there was needed, we now see, not

the saints' sealing vision alone, but the prospective vision

of the 2)alm-hearing saints also, in their final triumph.

—

Indeed I must beg the reader, ere he passes onward, just

to pause and think with himself, whether he can possibly

imagine any two symbolic figurations that would more ex-

actly symbolize the doctrinal revelations made to Augustine,

than these two that were exhibited, at the exactly corre-

spondent epoch in the Patmos visions, to the representative

man St. John.

3. Finally, I have to observe on the manner in which,

through the divine overruling providence, it was both suit-

able and effectual, even beyond Augustine's own intentions,

1 " In illo regno quse bona acccpturi sumus ! . . Rerum ibi omnium quanta, quam
speciosa, quam certa sciential ubi Dei sapientia de ipso suo fuute potabitur." &c.

C. D. xxii. 24. 5.

* C. D. XX. 17; "In Libro Apocalj-psis obscurd multa dicuntur. . . Veriira in his

verbis, 'Absterget Deus omnem lachrymara ab oculis eoium, et mors jam non erit,

neque luctus, &c., tanta luce dicta sunt de seculo futuro, et immortalitate sanctorum,

. . ut nulla debeamus in litteris sacris quterere vel legere mauifesta, si hiec putaveri-

mus obscura."
3 WTiile faintly referring to three of the Fathers as having held the doctrine be-

fore him, he rests on the apostolic Scriptures as his true authority ; and especially on
St. Paul. Moreover, in singular accordance with the form of the visions before us,

he speaks of it as made by a kind of revelation to him. So in tlie Treatise on
Predestination, Tom. xiii. Col. 1353, speaking of the primary battling in his own
mind in favour of the doctrine of man's free will, and manner in which he was forced

by St. Paurs sapng, 1 Cor. iv. 7, " ^V^lat hast thou which thou hast not received, &c."
to recognise the doctrines of grace, he speaks of this as a revelation to him through

the apontlt^s te.itimo)i>j

:

— " Dixi hoc apostolico pracipuu testimonio me esse convictum
;

cum de hac re aliter saperem, quam mihi Deus in hac quicstione solvenda revela\it."

On which the Benedictine Editor thus comments :
" llivclatum id sibi a Deo dicit,

quia non ingenio et sagacitati suaj, sed divina) gratia; adjutorio tribuendum censet quod
hoc ipsum de quo aliter sapiebat, considerato attentius Apostoli testimonio, tandem
intellexerit."—Writing to Prosper and Uilary, he recommends prayer that God
would be pleased to reveal the doctrine to them. lb. i. 2. See Faber on Election,

p. 128.
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as an antidote with the faithful against the haptismal, as

well as other, corruptions of the age.—In so far as contro-

versy in the matter was concerned, Augustine's direct object

was not correction of the baptismal and ritualistic errors, now
more and more prevailing, but of the Pelagian doctrines of

man's free-will, merit, and inherent inborn power for work-

ing out his salvation. Indeed, though he distinguished

carefully, as may be seen, between haptimial regeneration

and the regeneration or conversion of the heart}—to which

last change personal faith in Christ was deemed by him
essential,'^—though conscious, from observation of men
around him, that the baptized did not in the majority of

cases profit unto spiritual life,^ as well as of their abuse of

the baptismal rite, and on the other hand conscious from
his oivn experience} (as well as from the examples of the

1 "In baptizatis infantibus prpecedit regenerationis sacramentuin : et, si Christi-

anam tenueriut pietatem, sequetur etiani iu corde conversio ; cujus mysterium praj-

cessit in corpore. . . Quibiis rebus ostcnditur aliud esse sacraraentum baptismi, aliud

conversionem cordis." Adding; "Illud (sacramentum baptismi) sine isto (conver-

sione cordis) potest esse in infante, et boc sine illo potuit esse in latrone
;

" &c. Con-
tra Donat. iv. 31, 32.—See on tbis Faber on Election, pp. 82—89. "Nothing is

more evident," says Mr. Faber, p. 89, " than that what Augustine in the case of bap-
tized infants styles conversnn, is precisely that moral change of disposition which
Calvin universally, and in all cases, denominates regeneration." The same is illus-

trated in Mr. Faber's Work on Eegeueration, pp. 67, 209, &c.

Compare what Augustine says in his earliest Treatise, De Mor. Cath. EcCl. c. 80.
" Illo sacrosancto lavacro inchoatur innovatio novi hominis, ut proficiendo perficiatur,

in aliis citiiis, in aliis tardius : a multis tameu proceditur in novam vitam, si quis-

quam non inimice, sed diligenter intendat."—Also in his next Treatise on the Epistle

to the Romans: "Many," says he, c. 16, negligently educated, after baptism "per
ignorantiffi tenebras vitam turpissimam ducunt : nescientes omnino quid Christiana

disciplina jubeat aut vetet, quid poUiceatur et quid minetur, quid credendum, quid
sperandum, quid diligendum."

2 " Sic enim caro nostra regenerabitur per incorruptionem, quemadraodum est

anima nostra regenerata per Jidem." C. D. xx. 5. 3. Also Epist. 217. 10: " Vera-
cissima Scriptura dixit, omne quod non est ex fide peccatum est

:

" &c. Adding

;

" Nihil sic agit Princeps tcnebrarum ut non credatur in Deum, nee ad Jlediatorera

credendo veniatur." To which effect our Homily on Faith also cites Augustine.
3 " Si non nascitur ex Spiritu nisi qui veraci conversione mutatur, oranes qui

sseculo verbis et non factis renunciant non utiqiie de Spiritu, sed ex aqua sola nas-

cuntur." And again; "In illis sunt concupiscientise tales quos Apostolus, /«»? per
sacramentum Novi Testamenti natos, adbuc tamen dicit animales non posse percipere

quae sunt Spiritus Dei." Contra Donat. i. 24. See too the extract given Note * p.

310 ; and others in Faber on Regeneration, 57, &c.
* Here we may mark the importance of the fact of his conversion taking place

before baptism. So he describes it distinctly in his Confessions, ix. 1. "Was it my
will, or words, or deeds that have done it ? No, but thou. Lord, good and merciful,

and thy right hand, looking at the depth of my death, and exhausting the abyss of

corruption from the bottom of my heart. In a moment my natural evil will was
changed ; so that I bowed my neck to thy easy yoke, Christ Jesus my helper and
Redeemer ! Thou ejectedst those delightful vanities, my true delight, and enter-

edst in their room. I commuued with thee, my light, my riches, my Saviour, my
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Ethiopian eimnch and others/) that spiritnal life niiglit be

begun before and independent of baptism, yet did he enter-

tain a high opinion of the benefits often conferred by bap-

tism, or rather by the Divine Spirit in baptism ; that is, if

rightly performed, and followed by faith in the recipient.'

And thus it was that his doctrine of electing presei-ving

grace obtained a general sanction and credence in the pro-

fessing Church, Rome itself assenting,^ (and this indeed the

rather, because pm-e Pelagianism tended to make men in-

dependent of the ecclesiastical system of salvation, which

Rome fondly cherished, as well as of Augustine's more
spiritual and scriptural system,) such as the eloquence, ta-

lents, episcopal authority, and weight of character, with

which God had endowed this his eminent servant and in-

strument, influential as they were, would by themselves

doubtless have failed to obtain.—But who does not see the

contrariety of this system of salvation by grace,—God's

own individual, direct, electing, and saving grace,—to a

system of salvation ecclesiastical, begun by the opus opera-

turn of the priest in baptism, and carried on simply, or

God. ... I had tasted the internal eternal life." (I have here a little abridged.)

Afterwards follows an account of his baptism, but with no particular remarks o» it.

1 Acts \\\\. 37, X. 47.
'^ On infants he considered that it conferred j'usft^cation from the birth-sin derived

from Adam, its guilt and its condemnation. So C. D. xxi. 16. (In which sense, I

presume, our Augu.stinian Homily also speaks of Justification in bajjtism, not in any
other.) With regard to other sins, Augustine adds that, so soon as the cliild may
be of age to understand God's commands, the conflict must begin : and that sins are

not really overcome "nisi vera> delectatione justiti;e ; hiiec est autem in Jic/e Christi."

ibid.—In the case of adults he considered that not only did this justification from
original sin accompany the sacrament, but much inward spiritual grace, provided the

recipient came in faith.

Mr. Faber in his Work on Election, p. 90, observes on this distinction by Augus-
tine between the cases of infants and adults.—AnA would it not be well, let me ask,

in questions concerning the saving efficacy of baptism, and its necessary prere([uisites,

to argue rather from tne case of adults to that of infants, than vice ver-sa,—from the

more plain to the more obscure ?—For example, (if I may be allowed the illustra-

tion, ) in Geometry we reason from the reclilincar to the curvilinear. What holds

tnie alwaijs of inscribed rectilinear figures, however its bounding right lines may in

length be diminished, in number increased, until at length approximation is made to

the curve,—that we argue must hold in the cur\-e itself. Similarly since, in the case

of adults, faith (personalfaith) must needs accompany baptism to make it eft'ectual,

and this holds of the youngest adults, if only the age be rational,—the same, we may
argue, must hold proportionally in the baptism of still younger childreti, and infants

also, in order to its being effectual to spiritual life and salvation;— i. e. that faith

must be then so implanted in the germ, if the child become at that moment in the

largejit sense of the word spiritwilly regenerate, that, in proportion as reason is de-

veloped, /'ziVA shall be developed also.

' So Pope Zosimus. See Augustine's Life. Also afterwards Pope Celestine.
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mainly, by the saving virtue of church ceremonies and
church observances ?—In fact the contrariety of the two
systems was quickly felt : and Rome (though still professed-

ly reckoning Augustine in its list of saints) eschewed very

soon its former direct approval of his doctrine ; and sub-

stituted virtually, in its place, a mongrel system of eccle-

siastical semi-Pelagianism}

And so, after the barbarian tempests from the North had
been let loose on the Roman world, a twofold stream of

doctrine was perpetuated in the Church visible through the

ages following ; the one the ritualistic ecclesiastical doctvine

of religion, the other the Augustinian spiritual doctrine of

saving grace

:

—and a twofold view also, correspondently,

of Christ's Church of the promises : the one regarding it as

the earthly corporation of the Church visible and Catholic,

under a vice-Christian priesthood ; the other as being the

little flock, simply and alone, of those that were united

by living faith to Christ the living head. In chapters that

are to follow I shall have to note, on the one hand, the

names of many in the middle ages, professedly of the

Romish Church, who fed upon this spiritual doctrine as on
heavenly food,"^ and found in it a blessed antidote to the

ritualistic formalism in vogue, down even to the Reforma-

tion ; and, on the other, to observe how Rome more and
more shrunk from, and hated, and opposed it.^ Indeed I

might trace both Rome's opposition to it, and God's bless-

ing on it, even beyond the Reformation. Witness the

histories of Huss,^ of Luther,^ of the Jansenists ;
^ and in-

1 Take for example the extract following from Pope Gregory Ill's Judicia Congrua
Pcenitentibus, written about the middle of the eighth century. Hard. iii. 1871.

" Prima est remissio qua baptizamur in aqua, secunda caritatis effectus, tertia

eleemosynarum fructus, qimrta perfusio lachrymarum, qiiinta afflictio cordis et cor-

poris, sexta emendatio morum, . . septima iutercessio sanctorum, octava misericordise

et fidei meritum, nona conversio et salus aUorum, decima indulgentia et remissio

nostra
!

"

2 In my Chapters on the Western Line of Witnesses.
^ E. g. in the case of Gottshalk, which will be noted subsequently.
* See Luther's dispute with Eck in Merle D'Aubigne's History of the Reforma-

tion, B. V. c. 5.

^ He was an Augustinian monk ; and Augustine's writings united with the Bible

to help him to the discovery of evangelic truth.

^ See in Harduin, xi. 1634, Pope Clement XI's condemnation, A.D. 1713, of the

101 Propositions of Jansen, mostly taken from Augustine : fi-om which, as being
eminently illustrative of my subject, though in respect of chronology long subsequent,

I must here bear to extract.
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deed of our own Anglican Church also :— a Church in its

doctrines (we might almost say) half Augustinian/ as well

as half Lutheran ; though with an Augustinianism moder-

ate as the Apocalyptic figuration which I suppose to have

symbolized it : omitting, as it does, all deeper mysteries of

the doctrine ; and asserting simply its grand spiritual truth

of the Lord's marking out from amidst the professing

Church of an individual election ofgrace ;'^ to be presersed,

The Pope selects for condemnation, from among other propositions of Jansen,

the following

:

1. Quid aliud remanet animae qua? Deum atque ipsius gratiam amisit, nisi pecca-

tum et peccati consecutiones, supcrba paupertas, et segnis indigentia ; hoc est gene-

ralis impotentia ad laborem, ad oratioueni, et ad omne opus bonum.
2. Christi gratia, priueipium efficax boni cujuscunque generis, necessaria est ad

omne opus bonum : absque illtl non soliira nihil tit, sed nee fieri potest.

5. Quando Duus non emoUit cor per intcriorcm uuctionem gratis sua>, exhorta-

tiones et gratia> exteriores non inserviunt nisi ad illud niagis obdurandum.

8. Nos non pertinemus ad no\'um fadus, nisi in quantum participes sumus ipsius

novse gratiie, qu» operatur in nobis id quod Deus nobis pra-cipit.

14. Quantumcumque rcmotus a salute sit peccator obstinatus, quando Jesus se ei

Tidendum exhibet liimine salutari suae gratiae, oportet ut se dedat, accnrrat, sese bu-

rn iliet, et adoret Salvatorem suum.

25. Deus illuminat animam, et earn sanat, sequfe ac corpus, sola sua voluntate.

26. Nullic dantur grati;c nisi per fidcm.

27. Fides est prima gratia, et fons omnium aliarum.

28. Prima gratia quam Deus concedit peccatori, est peccatorum remissio.

29. Extra ecclesiam nulla conccditur gratia.

72. Nota ecclesiie Chri.stiana? est quod sit catholica, comprehendens et omnes an-

gelos cceli, et omnes electos et justos terra^, omnium sa'culorum.

73. Quid est ecclesia nisi ccetus filioruni Dei, mancntium in ejus sinu, adoptato-

nim in C'hristo, . . rcdemptorum ejus sanguine, viventium ejus Spiritu, agentium per

ejus gratiam, et expectantium gratiam futuri sa'culi.

75. Ecclesia est unus solus homo, compositus ex pluribus mcmbris, quorum Chris-

tus est caput, vita, subsistentia ; unus solus Christus, compositus ex pluribus Sanctis,

quorum est sanctificator.

80. Lectio sacr;e Scripture est pro omnibus.

This enumeration ended, the Bull condemns them as—" falsas, perniciosas, impias,

blasphemas, haTcsim ipsam sapientcs," &c. kc.—So, says Ilanke, iii. 199, speaking

of this iJuU Unigeuitus, "the Jansenist doctrines of sin, giace, justification, and the

Churcli, even in their mitigated expression, and sometimes as they were thought to

be literally taught by Augustine, were denounced as heretical."

Gibbon, vi. 24, when observing (m the aflinity between Augu.stine and Calvin,

remarks ju.stly also on the secret repuf^nance of Home to the former. And Mr. New-
man, in riis work on Romanism, p. 93, notes tliat in an Edition of Augustine pub-

lished at Venice, the publishers speak of liaviiij^ " taken care to remove whatever

might affect the minds of the faithful with heretical pravity."

' So I see the author of the Life of Savanarola, p. 384, obseri-es that the Roman
Catholic Church has been for a long time Pelagian ; that the Church of the Refomia-

tion is Augustinian ; while the (Jreek Cliurch may perhaps be called Cassianist.

2 I refer specially to its Art. xvii. On Predestination and Election. "They
which be endued with so excellent a benefit of God (predestination to life) be called,

according to God's i)urposc, by liis Spirit working in due season ; they through

grace obey tlie calling : they be justified freely : they be made sons of God by adop-

tion : they walk religiously in good works ; and at length, by God'a mercy, they

attain to everlasting felicity."

Compare the Collect for All Saints' Day ;
" Almighty God, who hast knit to-
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through the Spirit's sanctification, and sprinkling of the

blood of Jesus, unto everlasting life.

Which being so, and the Augustinian light the chief

that still, long time after its first brighter orient beams,^

glimmered through the dark ages,^ down to the outburst

of gospel-sunlight at the Reformation, I cannot but pray

the reader, in conclusion, to mark the admirable prophetic

truth and propriety, wherewith the Apocalyptic Revelation,

ere passing onward to figure the Gothic tempests' irrup-

tion into, and desolation of, the Roman world, paused at

this precise sera to depict it, with its two light-shedding

visions from heaven of the sealing and the palm-bearing.

The pecuharity and distinctiveness of the figuration will

appear to us yet more remarkable, on finding, as we go

forward, that there was depicted for some time afterwards

before the Evangelist no other figuring of light from

heaven ; but only figurations of tempests, and woes, and

sins, and of Christ's two witnesses witnessing in sackcloth

:

until at length, just in the midst of the second or Turkish

woe, the same divine Angel, in yet more glorious vision,

gether thine elect in one communion and fellowship, in the mystical body of thy Son
Christ our Lord:" where the sense of the word electa as meant by our Church, is fixt

by its choice of the very passage under consideration for the Gospel, I mean Apoc.

vii. 2, &c. ; with its 144,000 sealed ones, and its palm-bearing company.

Mark too the Augustinianism of the Anglican Church doctrine in its Articles ix, x,

on Original Sin and Free-will. In Art. xxix, on the inefficiency of the sacrament of

the Lord's Supper in case of wicked partakers, Augustine is expressly cited.—The
writings of Cranmer, Hooper, and others of the real founders of our Eeformed Chui'ch,

abound with references to Augustine.
1 Augustine's contemporary Paulus Orosius, in the Preface to his History, speaks

of the light shed on the Church and Christendom by the first ten Books just then

published of the Be Civitate Bei^ in figurative language very correspondent with the

Apocalyptic symbol ; " Quorum jam decern orientes radii mox, ut de specula ecclesi-

astici^ claritatis elati sunt, toto orbe fulsernnt."

Now I conceive that the light-bearing of the angel from the east in the Apoca-

lyptic vision may have been intended to denote the general doctrinal light thereby

shed upon the scene, as well as the heart-illumining of each real heart-recipient of

the light : just as in the similar figure about Christ's first advent in Luke i. 78,
" The day-spring from on high hath visited us ; &c."

^ " It IS evident that real Christianity, notwithstanding its nominal increase under

Christian emperors, must soon have been extinct, if God had not interposed with a

second great efl"usion of his Spirit. . . This involves the private life of Augustine. He
was the great instrument for reviving the knowledge of evangelic truth.—The effects

of this difi"usion of the Spirit were solid, though never brilliant. . . The light [from

Augustine's writings] never broke out into a vivid extensive fiame ; but shone with

a moderate brightness at first, and afterwards glimmered through many ages, down
even to the Reformation." Milner v. 2, 3 : also v. 9. See too Gieseler E. H. i. 216,

218, &c.
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appeared descending to illuminate the scene, with the siin-

hght beaming from his fiice, and a rainbow cncircUng his

head : which vision will be shown to have designated with

equal, or even greater accuracy of delineation, the outburst,

and successive epochs and events, of the glorious Reforma-

tion.—The one ])ictuie is in fact the sister, or fellow, (so to

say,) of the other. Nor can either the evidence of their mean-

ing respectively what I have expounded them to mean be

fully appreciated, (satisfactory as it may have already ap-

peared in the present case,) nor the admirable suitableness

of the two symbolized revelations of gospel truth themselves,

— to combat the one the incipient anctichristian apostasy,

with its seendy yet earthly Church-scheme of mere ecclesi-

astical salvation, the other the perfected antichristian apos-

tasy, with its woree than earthly terrors for enthralling a

timid conscience,—and by consequence their suitableness

to preserve to the Lord a true Church in Christendom, un-

less they be considered and compared together ; each with

its own proper comment and illustration in history.—Let

him who would understand GotVs pliilosophj of historfj, as

sketched in this wonderful Book, well ponder on them,

both the one and the other.





PART II.

APOC. VIII. 1.—IX. 20.

THE FIRST SIX TRUMPETS.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE WESTERN EMPIRE BY
THE GOTHS : AND THE EASTERN EMPIRE BY

THE SARACENS AND TURKS.

A.D. 395 TO 1453.

CHAPTER I.

THE HALF-HOUR's SILENCE IN HEAVEN, AND INCENSE-

OFFERING BY THE SAINTS, OR SEALED ONES.

" And when he opened the seventh Seal, there was silence

in heaven^ about the space of half an hour.—And I saw
the seven angels which stood before God : and to them
were given seven trumpets.—And another angel came, and
stood at the altar, having a golden censer : and there was
given unto him nuich incense, that he should offer it, with

the prayers of all the saints,- upon the golden altar which

was before the throne. And the smoke of tiic incense

ascended u]), with the prayers of the saints, out of the

angel's liand before (iod.—And the angel took the censer,

and filled it with fire of the altar, and cast it upon^ the

* fffvtTo (Ttyjj fv Ti^ ovpavif) wq ijfiiupiov.

* Tu)v aytb)v TravTwv, with the article.

* tic TJjv yjjv. I prefer to render the preposition by upov, rather than into.

VOL. I. 21
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earth. And there were thunderings, and lightnings, and

voices, and an earthquake. And the seven angels, which

had the seven trumpets, prepared themselves to sound."

—

Apoc. viii. 1— 6.

So began the Second Part, or Act, of the great Apo-

calyptic Drama.—In the sealing Vision, just preceding,

intimation had been given to St. John that almost imme-

diately after the dissolution of the Roman Pagan Empire,

and its conversion into one professedly Christian, there

would appear in it the rapid development of an antichristian

apostasy. But could it so be without judgments from
heaven following ? To this question the associated figura-

tion of threatening tempest-angels, prepared to desolate the

Roman earth, even then gave answer. It is the evo- "

lution of that figuration of the tempest-angels, the symbol

of barbarian invading hosts, that constitutes the Act of the

Drama now opening. The scenic representation which

heads the present chapter was its introduction.

I. " And when he opened the seventh Seal, there was

silence in heaven for about the space of half an hour."

What might be the meaning of this half-hour s silence in

heaven, is here the inquirer's primary question.

Of course, noticed as it is in connexion with the seventh

or last Seal's opening, Expositors have regard to their own
several theories of the structure of the Apocalypse, in the

explanations that they offer of it.—Of those who suppose

the Book to consist of a triple series of prefigurative visions,

(chronologically parallel with each other, and each reaching

to the consummation,) correspondently with the three sep-

tenaries of the Seals, the Trumpets, and the Vials,—the one

class, viewing the seventh Seal and its figuration of the ^

half-hour's silence as the ending of the first series, expound

this silence to signify the millennial rest of the Church, '•^'

following on the final convulsions and revolution desig-

nated, as they presume, by the earthquake, &c. of the pre-

ceding sixth Seal. So, for example, Vitringa} But how

' Somewhat similarly the ancient expositor Xichonms makes it signify the com-
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can we suppose a repetition, after the seventh Seal's open

ing, of that which had been de])icted, as they judge, in the

pahn-bearing vision before its opening ? Or, again, how
can we suppose a half-hour's silence in heaven to figure the

joyous active rest of the Church on earth in the Millen-

nium ?P(^Another class of the advocates of a triple parallel-

ism of structure,—who, however, make the first series to

end Avith the visions of the sixth Seal, those of the sealing

and palm-bearing inclusive, and the seventh Seal to com-
prehend the seven Trumpets, and so, with its opening

vision, to begin a new and second series,—these, I say,

explain the silence as a pause in the heavenly representa-

tions ; a pause simply significative of this break of separa-

tion between the two parallel series of propliecies. So
Dean Woodhouse, Mr. Cuninghame, and others.^ But
surely in such case the silence ought to have occurred

before, not after, the opening of the seventh Seal ; before,

not after, the commencement of the new series : besides

that, in that case, there ought to have been a similar pause

of silence elsewhere also, to mark the break between the

second and the third series.

I pass to those expositors (as Mede, Daubuz, and Bishop

Newton) who adopt what I conceive to be the con-ecter

view of the Apocalyptic structure ; i. e. who not only regard

the Trumpet-septenary of visions as included in the seventh
"^

Seal, but also regard this new septenary as chronologically

consecutive on that of the six Seals preceding. Their view

is to the effect that the half-hour's silence in heaven figured

the Church's silence in ptvayer before the 1st Trumpet's

sounding, during the incense-offering by the angel-priest,

noticed in a verse that follows : stating, in support of this

view, that the Jews were wont to pray silently in the court

without, while the priest (like Zechariah, Luke i. 10) went

within the temple to offer incense. But the silence is not

represented as distinctively accompanying, and connected

with, the angel-priest's offering the incense. It is represented

as begun at least before that latter action ; there being de-

mencement of the saints' otemal rest ; and Bcde, the peace of the Church, in some
brief interval bctwr'cn Antirhrist's destruction and Christ's sucond coniintr.

' Somewhat simihirly Chytraua, Aretius, and Jiuilinf/er explain it, (so Foxo says

in his Eicasmi,) to be a mark of transition from the Seals to the Trumpets. r
21*
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picted the act of the seven angels that stood before God
having the seven Trumpets given them, as one to intervene.

Besides that the expression " silence in heaven," if used

with reference to v^^hat past in the Apocalyptic Temple,

ought rather surely to signify a silence in the Holy of Ho-
lies, vrhich here distinctively figured the heaven of God's

presence; not a silence in the temple-court, simply and

alone.
^

And what then the meaning of the symbol ?—As regards

the silence in heaven, it really does not seem to me that we
need have much difficulty. The word heaven (ov^avos) is

a word often used in Scripture, and elsewhere, of the aerial

firmament f as well as of the invisible heaven, the seat of

God's manifestation. Indeed, in the immediately pre-

ceding vision of the sixth seal it had been so used by
St. John.^—Again, silence is a word used often also to

designate the stillness of inanimate nature} Which being

so, the complex phrase silence in heaven might fitly, should

the context suit, be interpreted to mean stillness from
storms in that firmamental region. In fact Pliny, St.

John's contemporary, so uses the self-same phrase " silente

coelo ;"^ nor does the usage of the Hebrew Scriptures dis-

1 As to Daubuz's peculiar notion that this silence signified the peace of the wor-
shipping Church after Constantine's establishment of Christianity, the same incon-

sistency attaches to it as to the millennial explanation before noted. For there would
be then a repetition, under this new emblem, of what Mr. D. himself strangely con-

siders as the subject also of the palm-bearing vision, just preceding.

Heinrichs, let me add, makes it the heavenly company's silence of astonishment

and fear at what was to happen : M. Stuart that of " deep and fearful sympathy
with the expected sequel." But, were this all, why so only here ?

- So in the Old Testament, Gen. i. 7, 8 ; "Arid God made the firmament, and
divided the waters which were mider the firmament ft-om the waters which were

above the fii-mament. And God called the fii-mament heaven." So again in the

New Testament, Matt. vi. 26, "the fowls of heaven:" ib. xvi. 2, "The shy (or

heaven, ovpavog) is red :

" James v. 18, "the heaven gave rain :
" &c.

3 Apoc. vi. 14, "The heaven {or firmament) departed like a scroU." So again ib.

xi. 6, " These have power to shut heaven, that it should not rain :
" &c.

* E. g. in Psalm cvii. 29, " He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof

are still ;
" where the Hebrew word for calm is literally silence : and again in Jonah

i. 11, "that the sea may be calm imto us
;

" where the literal Hebrew is, "that the

sea may be silent to us."—Similarly write the Greek classical authors, as Theoc. ii.

38;—
Kvidt mya fitv irovrog, criyuivrt S' atjrai.

And Zatin ; as Virgil. Eclog. ix. 57,

Et mmc omne tibi stratum silet squor.
On which last Heyne observes, " Silere solenne de ventis cessantibus."

5 Nat. Hist, xviii. 69.—So Ovid, " Silet humidus aer." Metam. vii. 187.
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agree. ^ —And does not this idea of the thing suit with the

tirmamentul state of things, as figured and lett in the pre-

ceding vision? Precisely so. For in it we were told

of the four finds being authoritativehj restrained from
hlotving ; in other words, (to use Pliny's phrase,) of there

ensuing thereon silence, though but for a brief interval, in

the Jinnamental heaven ? Surely then this may without

hesitation be here taken as the simple natural meaning of

the symbol.- To use the words of our own great poet,

'Twas, as we often see against some storm,

A silence in the heavens ; the rai-k stuud still,

The bold winds speechless, and the orb below
As hush a.s death : anon the dreadful thunder

Doth rend the region.^

It was the stillness before the storm.

But what tlie half-hour s predicated duration of the si-

lence, or rather the " as it were half-an -hour s ? " I incline

to consider St. John's "
as it were" as meaning that it ap-

peared to, and affected him, as the half-hour's stillness before

a storm might do in common life.—At the same time the

alternative seems open to him who prefers it,—while ex-

plaining the silence to mean stillness from the threatened

tempests, as before,—yet to interpret the halfhour on the

prophetic year-day scoble, as but a very short interval, even

as of afew days}—So that in any case the interval between

the opening of the 7th Seal, and the first outbreak of the

tempest of barbarian invasion, w^as indicated as but vary

small. Por on the half-hour's ending, the previous check

upon the threatened tempests, and the spirits riding them,

was evidently to be withdrawn. Not unaccordant with

which (if I may anticipate for a moment) is the record of

history. Theodosius died Jan. 17, 395 ; the epoch, I con-

ceive, of the 7th Seal's opening : and " before the winter

' Compare Psalm Ixxvii. 17, 18; "The «/:y sent forth a sound: the voice of thy

thunder was in the heaven."
- Since thus writing I see that Grotius explains the figure similarly :

" Factum est

silentium in ceclo : id est venti ill!, de quibus actum suprk vii. 1, quievere."

^ Handet, Act ii. Sc. 2.

* A half-hour, on the xjear-day scale, equals 7^ days, if we allow 24 lunirs to the

day. But, as Clirist says, " Are there not twelve hours to the day," it lias been rea-

sonably suggested that a projdictie hour niiglit more litly be regarded as the 12th

part of a prophetic day ; and consequently half-an-lmur as answering to a fortnight.

Grotius, ibid., (and Ileinrichs after him,) says tliat Meiiander, recording to Pollux,

uses the word y'lfinuptov " pro minimo tempore :
" wliicli would suit my genei'al view.

y
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ended," says Gibbon, " the Gothic nation was in arms
:

"

—that "tempest of barbarians," as he elsewhere calls it,

" that was to subvert the foundations of the Roman empire."

And so too Mr. Hallam :
" The fourth century set in

storms."^

But why the specification of so minute an interval of

respite ? Just, I conceive, in order to the exhibition of a

scene of temple-worship, characteristic of the precise epoch

that answered to it : a scene such as to suggest the reason

of God's proceeding to execution of the previously threatened

judgments of the tempest-angels ; even as against an empire

in which that last term of respite was unimproved, and the

already hinted sin of apostasy unrepented of, and in pro-

gress.^ Besides that occasion was given thereby at once to

note prominently that distinction in Roman Christendom

between the sealed and the unsealed, the saints and the men

of this earth, which would exist and be recognised by God
throughout all the coming Trumpet-judgments ; the Sealing

Angel himself, we shall see reason to suppose, having in the

mean while just given in his report.—This temple-scene

then is the next point to consider, and a most important

one. And, as before, we m\ist, in order to its right under-

standing, first analyze the vision itself, then trace the fulfil-

ment in history.

II. 1. The scenic vision, then, was as follows. " And
another Angel came,"—i. e, after the delivery of the seven

trumpets to the seven trumpet-angels,—" and stood at the

altar, having a golden censer. And there was given to

him much incense, that he should offer it with the prayers

of all the saints upon the golden altar before the throne.

And the smoke of the incense ascended up before God,

with the prayers of the saints, out of the Angel's hand."

After which follows :

—
" And the Angel took the censer, and

filled it with fire of the altar, and cast it upon the earth : and
• Middle Ages, iii. 307. (3rd Ed.) " Storms," he adds, " sufficiently destructive

in themselves ; and ominous of those calamities which humbled the majesty of Rome
at the commencement of the ensuing period, and overwhelmed the Western empire
in ruin before its termination."

* So in Ezekiel ix was the temple-vision of Judah's idolatries shown to the prophet,

in justification of God's impending judgments. Verse 17 ;
" Hast thou seen this, son

of man } " Verse 18 ; " Therefore will I also deal in fury, &c."
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there were voices, and thimderings, and lightnings, and an

earthquake."—Such was the vision. And to understand

that its significancy was to the purport that I stated, it

only needs that we attend carefully to three points : viz.

the Anfjel-priest ministering ;
—his position at the altar ere

receiving the incense ;
—and the persons described as offering

incense through Him, in contrast ivith others who did it not.

First, the Angel-priest ministering. And whom can we
Scripturally suppose to be hereby intended but the Lord
Jesus ? For He is " the great High Priest over the house

of God, passed into the heavens." In that character He
was expressly represented as acting on the mystic temple-

scene, at the opening of the Apocalyptic visions. Nor is

the angelic title here ascribed to the ministering priest in-

consistent with our supposition ; seeing that this priesthood

was but one of the functions of Christ as Angel of the

Covenant.^—An arginnent confirmatory of this interpreta-

tion is derived by Sir I. Newton^ and others, from the

specification of the censer as a golden one that was used by
the angel-priest. For they state, I suppose from the Rab-
bins, that the High Priest alone used a golden censer in

the Jewish ritual ; the common priests using one of silver.

And who but Christ is high priest in the Christian Church?^

— Besides which there is yet another confirmatory argument,

and which I cannot pass over in silence, deducible from the

vision in Ezekiel ix :—a vision of which the first part was

1 Compare what is here said of the incense ascending up out of the Angel's hand
with the description of the Angel of the Covenant ascending in the flame of Ma-
noah's sacrifice; Judges xiii. 20.—In Apoc. x. 1, the "mighty Angel" that de-

scended may be clearly shown to have been the Angel of the Covenant.
^ " The custom was on other days for one of the priests to take fire from the great

altar in a silver censer : but on the day of expiation for the high priest to take fire

from the great altar in a golden censer."— Sir Isaac is referring this to the high

priest's ministration on the great day of expiation only. But as no mention is made
of the angel-priest going further than the altar of incense, entering tlie holy of

holies, or performing other of the rites peculiar to that day, we seem hardly war-
ranted in using the statement of the Jewish Rabbins further than I have done.

In 1 Kings vii. 50 Solomon is said to have made the censers for the temple getieraUy

of gold. In the second temple it is likely enough that censers of silver were also

used ; though in Ezra v. 14 the " vessels of gold and silver " taken out of the temple

by Nebuchadnezzar are said to have been restored. And what is noted Heb. ix. 4

respecting the golden censer as left in the holy of holies, evidently after incensing

there by the high priest on the great day of expiation, gives support to the Rabbin-
ical statement.—See Macknight on Heb. ix. 4.

^ In the Apocalyptic temple created angels appeared often habited as priests, and
officiating as priests ; but, I think, nowhere as performing the functions of high

priest, or the proper sacerdotal functions of »acrificing and incense-offering.
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noted by me as strikingly parallel to the Apocalyptic vision

of the sealing ;^ and of which the concluding part is as

strikingly similar to that we are now considering. In

Ezekiel it is the same person, clothed in the linen garb of

the priesthood, that had been previously marking God's

servants on their foreheads,^ who is described as afterwards

coming into the sanctuary, to make report of the fulfilment

of his commission ; and then taking the fire from between

the cherubim, and scattering it over the apostatized city

Jerusalem.^ What then the natural inference but that

here, too, (immediately consequent as the present incense-

offering vision is on that of the sealing,) the Angel who
now goes into the Holy Place, and afterwards takes of the

altar-fire to scatter over the apostatizing land of Roman
Christendom, must be the same as the sealing Angel of the

former vision, whom we saw reason to conclude was the

Lord Jesus

:

—He having past into the sanctuary, we may
suppose, from acting out one of his characters before St.

John, in the illumination and sealing of his own people
;

and, ere he scatter fire on the earth, stopping in another,

viz. in his priestly and mediatorial character, (still visibly to

St. John,) to receive and present the prayers of his

people.*

The next thing to be here noted and explained is the

Angel's representation, at the opening of the vision, as

standing with his censer beside the altar, to receive the

incense of the people offering ; i. e. beside the great brazen

altar of sacrifice in the temple-court.^ " He stood," it is

' See p. 277 supra,
2 From compariag Ezek. ix. 6, " Come not near any man upon whom is my mark,"

with Ezek. xxi. 3, " I will cut off from thee (the land of Israel) the righteotu and the

wicked," I infer that in this case, as in Apoc. vii, the guaranteed salvation of the

sealed ones was from spiritual and real evil.

3 Ezek. ix. 11, x. 2.

* I the rather beg attention to this important parallelism, as confirmatory evidence

of the incense-receiving Angel being the Angel of the Covenant, because Professor

M. Stuart and others of the German school explain him to have been a created angel.

Added to that of the function and office being one so distinctly ascribed to Christ in

Scripture, both elsewhere and in the Apocalypse itself, it seems to me to make out a

strong case of evidence in favour of the view here given by me, in common with so

many other expositors.

I should add that Professor Stuart accompanies his explanation with a statement

that this view of the incense-bearing angel as a created angel does not at all justify

the Papal doctrine of worshipping angels ; a direct prohibition of this (and by im-

plication of saint-worship, also) being, as he says, given Apoc. xix. 10, xxii. 9.

^ See p. 206, supra; and my Paper vii. in tlie App. to Vol. ii.
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said, " at the altar, and much incense was given him.

The position was that of the officiating priest under the

Levitical law, when about to exercise the same ministra-

tion : and it arose out of the divine ordinance, that forth-

with, on receiving the incense of the worshippers, he shouhl

take burning coals from off the altar, place them on his

censer, and carrying them at the same time as the incense

into the sanctuary, apply the sacred tire to the incense to

make it burn, after laying it on the golden altar before the

veil.^ The which particular in the ritual was insisted on as

most important, indeed essential. Other tire than this in

the ministration was called " strange fire : " and, for offer-

ing incense \\\i\\ such strange fire, Nadab and Abihu,

though sons of Aaron, were struck dead by God upon the

spot."^ The true reason for all which particularity was that

a deep and holy mystery was shadowed foi'th in this ordin-

ance of the Mosaic ritual ; viz. that except by association

with the meritorious atoning sacrifice of the Lamb of God,

and the a})plication to them of its purifying and pro])itiatory

virtue, the prayers and praises of his people could never

rise up acceptably before the mercy-seat.—Now then in

the symbolic vision before us the Angel's standing by the

altar, and receiving the incense of such as offered it, indi-

cated that in their case this essential, in order to accept-

ableness, was attended to. There was the association of

Chrint with their offering, in his two-fold antitypical cha-

racter and office,—of sacrifice and of priest. Just as the

true Christian's privilege is elsewhere stated ;
" We have

an advocate (an intercessory priest) with the Father, Jesus

Christ the righteous ; and He is the propitiation (the pro-

pitiatory sacrifice) for our sins."^

And thus we are led to inquire, thirdly, who were, and

who were not, the offerers that gave Him incense ? This

is a question soon answered. It was " the saints " that

' On the priest's office on this head see Lcvit. xvi. 12, 13; on the people's oflfer-

ing of the incense, Exod. xxxv. 21, 29, Numh. vii. 14, &c., and Jer. xli. o.

2 Levit. X. 1, 2. Compare Numb. xvi. 46, Isa. vi. 6, 7.

' 1 John ii. 1, 2.—On the iXaa^iog, (propitiation,) compare Numb. v. 8, where the

ram of the atonement is caUcd Kpiof tov iXanfiov ; and again Ezek. xliv. 27, irpoaoKT-

ovaiv iXaa^nv : passages which show that it was in hi.s character of an atonittij ,s<wri-

Jire that Christ ha.s here the term applied to him. So too 1 John iv. 10, " He sent

his Son to be a propitiation {i\an\xov) for our sins."
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offered it; i. e. the 114,000, the sealed ones.— It was
these,

—
" all these," we read,—and (let this be marked)

these alone. There is evidently an allusive contrast here, just

as before in the sealing vision, to those that were not the

Lord's saints ; that is, as pointedly not present, and not par-

taking in the action. Indeed the inhabitants of the earth,

generally, (for " the earth," mentioned in verse 5 as the

object of God's wrath and judgment, imphes its inhabit-

ants,) may be almost said to be expressly noted in contrast,

as not ]:)articipating.^

But how not participating ? Was it to be inferred that

they had forsaken the typical altar-court, and virtually at

least renounced the offered privileges of Christ's atoning

sacrifice, and Christ's mediatorship ? Such in truth seemed
the meaning of the symbol ;—a meaning confirmed by a

subsequent and most notable use of a similar figuration,

in the same sense, in a later chapter.^ Indeed, as the vision

depicted what passed in the altar-court, the scene of what
used to be visible in the ancient Jewish public worship, it

seemed implied that this forsaking of the altar-fire and the

High Priest of the altar, by the mass of the inhabitants of

Roman Christendom, would be characteristic, not of their

private worship and devotions only at this time, but of their

public worship also :—insomuch that, even publicly, Christ's

saints would be now peculiar in availing themselves simply

and sincerely of his mediation, and of his propitiatory aton-

ing sacrifice.

2. But how, and for what, we again ask, could they have

thus forsaken Him ?—For the answer to this question we
must recur, as proposed secondly under this head, to history.

And indeed the history of the times at once answers

the inquiry. For it tells how the invocation of saints and

martyrs, and new means of propitiating God, had now
come into vogue among the inhabitants of the Roman

' A similar contrast occurs in a later prefigured period of the apostasy, Apoc. xiii.

7, 8, between the inhabitants of the earth that worshipped the Beast, and the saints

(ayioi) against whom the Beast made deadly war.
- Viz. Apoc. xi. 1 ; " Rise, and measure the temple, and the altar, and them that

worfship in it : but the court without the temple (including its worshippers) cast out

;

for it has been given to the Gentiles." See Part iii, Chap, vi, vii.
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world : and how they were thus quick relapsing, though

under the Christian name and profession, into a Christ-re-

nouncing idolatiy. This was in fact the second great step

of the anti-chri^tian apostasy : and it was one that spe-

cially desened observation, as being that whereby the in-

visible world itself became allied with the visible in strength-

ening it.—Hear Dean Waddington's account of the strange

lapse of the professing Church into it. The Christians

of the ante-Nicene Church, he says, shunned with horror

every approach to the abomination of idolatry. " So defi-

nite and broad was the space which in this point separated

the two religions of Christianity and Paganism, that it seem-

ed impossible that . , a compromise could ever be effected

between principles so fundamentally hostile. Yet the con-

trary result took place : and a reconciliation, which in the

beginning of the fourth century could not easily have been

imagined, was virtually accomplished before its termination.

. . . Enthusiasm [respecting the martyrs^ easily passed into

superstition. Those who had sealed a Christian's faith by a

martyr's death were exalted above the condition of men, and

enthroned among superior beings. Superstition gave birth

to credulity. Those who sate among the powers of heaven

might sustain by miraculous assistance their votaries on

earth Hence the stupid veneration for bones and relics.

It was inculcated that prayer was never so surely effica-

cious as when offered at the tomb of some saint. "^—And,

as to the kind of public tvorship resulting, take the graphic

sketch of Gibbon. " If in the beginning of the fifth cen-

tury Teitullian or Lactantius had been suddenly raised

from the dead, to assist at the festival of some popular saint

or martyr, they would have gazed with astonishment and

indignation on the profane spectacle, which had succeeded

to the pure and spiritual worship of a Christian congrega-

tion. As soon as the doors of the Church were thrown

open, they must have been offended by the smoke of

incense,^ the perfume of flowers, and the glare of lamps

> History of the Church i. 232. See too Gieselcr Ch. v. § 96, 97 ; also Mosheiin

V. 2. 3. 2 ; and Lc Bas' Bketch of the Church of the latter part of the fourth century,

illustrated from Chrj'sostom, in his Life of Wiclif, pp. 6— 13.

^ TertuUian (Apol. 42) declared that even trading in incense was sinful ; because

it was a thing burnt on heathen altars.
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and tapers, which diffused at noon-day a gaudy, super-

fluous, and in their opinion a sacrilegious light. If they

approached the balustrade of the altar, they made their

way through the prostrate crowd ; consisting for the most
part of strangers and pilgrims, who resorted to the city on

the vigil of the feast, and who already felt the strong in-

toxication of fanaticism, and perhaps of wine. Their de-

vout kisses were imprinted on the walls and pavement of

the sacred edifice ; and their fervent prayers were directed,

whatever might be the language of their Church, to the

bones, the blood, or the ashes of the saints, which were

usually concealed by a linen or silken veil from the eyes of

the vulgar. They frequented the tombs of the martyrs, in

hope of obtaining from their powerful intercession every

sort of spiritual, but more especially of temporal blessings.

. . . [In case of the fulfilment of their wishes] they again

hastened to the martyrs' tombs, to celebrate with grateful

thanksgiving their obligations to the memory and relics of

those heavenly patrons. The walls were hung round with

symbols of the favours which they had received ;—eyes

and hands and feet of gold and silver: and edifying pic-

tures, which could not long escape the abuse of indiscreet or

idolatrous devotions, represented the image, the attributes,

and the miracles of the tutelar saint.
"^

Such is Gibbon's graphic sketch. It occurs in a chap-

ter thus significantly headed, " Destruction of Paganism

;

Introduction of the worship of saints and relics among
the Christians :

"^ which chapter, let the reader observe, is

placed (in exact chronological accordance with our explana-

tion of the incense-vision) between the epoch of Theodosius

death, January, 395, with which epoch, I suppose, the

seventh Apocalyptic Seal opened, and that of the Gothic

revolt and first irruptions A.D. 395, 396, in fulfilment, as

I further conceive, of the immediately-following earthquake,

lightnings, &c., of the Apocalyptic vision.—Nor, I am
persuaded, will he who candidly consults the most authen-

tic memorials of the times^ fail to acknowledge, that

1 V. 134. 2 ch. xxviii._

* I would recommend the reader, who wishes thus to form his own judgment on
the subject, to read Dr. Gilly's very interesting, picturesque, and instructive Volume,
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whether as regards the main fact asserted of saint and
inartijr-worship having now come in, (even as of beings

who both cliietly exercised the intercessorial office between

man and God, and constituted moreover God's chief

agency for helping tlie supphcants who addressed them,^)

or as regards the relics and images through which that

worship was paid,^ the fictitious miracles that supported

entitled Vigilantiits and his Times : a Volume in which certain illustrative documents
of this nature are embodied ; and the ecclesiastical spirit prevalent at the close of the

fourth century as truly as strikingly set forth.

' See generally Dr. Gilly's Chapter on Paulinus
; (Paulinus, Bishop of Nola, and

"the delight of his age," as he was called;) and particularly the specimens inserted

by him t)f the many natalitial odes addressed by Paulinus to St. Felix, his avowed
patron saint, and the doininfcdiiis of the chureli and monastery built by the former
to him. The following from the fii-st, second, and eighth odes, and of the dates A.D.
393, 394, 400, are fair samples, and suthcieutly illustrative.

1. Vectus in a-thereum sine sanguine MartjT honorem,
pater, doniine, indignis licet annuo servis. . . .

Seu placeat telluris iter, comes aggere tuto

Esto tuis ; seu magna tui fiducia lougo

Suadeat ire mari, da currere moUibus undis : &c.

2. Et maria intravi duce te, quia cura pericli

Cessit amorc tui ; nee te sine ; nam tua sensi

Pncsidia, in Domino superans maris aspera Christo :

Semper eo et terris te propter tutus, et undis.

3. Sancte, precor, succurre tuo I scio proximus adstas

;

Et de contigua missis hunc auribus a-de

Audisti, Felix, fletura infelicis alumni.

And the same in prose as poetry. Indeed the worship of St. Felix was a matter
of all earnestness with him, the very business of his life. So that the Romanists
(Baronius and others) may well cite Pauliuus as an authority for saint-worship.

(Gilly, pp. 80—83.)
Pope Damam-H, who died A.D. 384, had however preceded Paulinus in this invo-

cation of St. Felix. In the B. P. M. xx\Ti. 84, among some of his Carmina, I find

the following.

De Sancto Felice.

Corpore, mente, animo, paritcr de nomine felix,

Sanctorum in numero Christi sacrate triumphis.

Qui ad te sollieite venientibus omnia pr;estas.

Nee (juendam pateris tristem repedare viantem,

Te duce servatus, mortis quud vincula rupi,

Yersibus his Damasus supplex tibi vota rependo.

And I must add in the same category the well-knowni name also of Su/pitius Se-
verus. In his Epist. 2, after speaking of the death of Martin of Tours, he thus refers

to the departed monk as his ever-present guardian, intercessor, and hope. " Non
deerit nobis ille ; non, non deerit. Intererit de se .sermocinantibus, ad.stabit oran-
tibus ;

quodque jam hodii; pra'starc dignatus est, \'idendum so in gloria sua siepe

pnebebit, et . . assidua benedict ione nos proteget. . . Spes superest ilia sola, ilia post-

rema, ut quod per nos obtinere non possumus, pro nobis orantc Martino mercamur."
B. P. JI. vi. 3.56. Also Ep. 3; " lUinc (from Abraham's bosimi) nos, ut spero,

(Martinu.s) custodiens, me h:ec scrihcntem respicit, te legentem." lb. 3o7.—So too

Gregory Nyssen, of Meletius ; Gregory Nazianzen, of Basil
; (Op. Vol. i. 372, Ed.

Colon. 1690 :) Theodoret (Op. iii. 1136), of St. James of Nisibis and St. Julian ; &c. &c.
2 Saint-s' relics were so m demand that monks hawked them for gain. August.

Opcr. Monach. 36. Hence the saiut-worsliippers were called cinerarii by Vigi-
lantius and others.—Of course what were saints' bones, what those of persons less
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it/ or the pilgrimages and the revellings with which it

was accompanied,^—I say, in respect of all these points,

the candid investigator will, I am persuaded, be forced to

acknowledge that Gibbon's historic sketch is here, as

usual, literally correct.

And, let it be observed, it was not a mere few of the

holy, was often doubtful. In one case Martin extorted, it is said, a confession from

the spirit of the dead man, that the bones adored were those of an executed malefactor,

not a saint. See GiUy 53, 146, 210; and compare Mosheim iv. 2. 4. 5.—Pompous
translations of the bodies or bones of supposed saints formed another visible variety

in the actings of the same superstition at this time. Theodoret (ibid. 1119) relates

the removal of St. James' body as their patron saint by the migrating Nisibenes,

when Nisibis, A.D. 363, was by treaty surrendered to the Persians. We have Gregory

Nyssen's funeral oration on the translation of Meletius' body to Antioch, (" ecclesiam

vectus ad suam, thesaurus ingens,") A.D. 381. Jerome, in his book against Vigi-

lantius, alludes to Constantius' translation to Constantinople of the relics of Andrew,

Luke, and Timothy, " before which dismons roar
;

" and the yet more celebrated

transfer of Samuel's bones thither, A.D. 406, by the Emp. Arcadius. "Episcopi . .

cineres in serico et vase portaverunt : . . omnium ecclesiarum populi occurrerunt Sanc-

tis reliquiis, et tanta laetitia, &c." And in 416 followed that of St. Stephen's to Africa.

Pictures of saints too were now introduced. Paulinus introduced them at Nola
;

Sulpitius at Primuliac ; these latter being pictures of St. Martin and Paulinus. Gilly

52, 86.—A picture of Christ was destroyed on the hanging vaU before a church-door

by their contemporary Epiphanius ; as tending to idolatry.

1 See Gilly, pp. 187^—191, for specimens of the reported miracles of St. Felix : also

p. 443. See too, p. 62, Paulinus' account of the manner in which, among the three

crosses found buried in the earth of Mount Calvary, the true one was discovered to

Helena by the miracle of its raising a dead man to life.

2 In the year 395, the year when Vigilantius visited Paulinus at Nola, there was
a grand feast in honour of St. Felix. " The people," says Paulinus, " assembled in

such crowds that there was no counting them. It was a dense multitude, urged on

by one vow and object. Lucania, Apulia, Calabria, Campania, Latium, poured in

their population : worshippers came from Capua, Naples, and even Eome. You
might suppose it was Rome itself rising before you, not Nola." Then, on the man-
ner of keeping the feast ; " Oh that they would offer up their vows of joy with more
sobriety ; that they would not be quaffing cups of wine within the sacred precincts.

Yet some allowance must be made. . . Simple piety fancies that the saints will be

pleased with the offerings of fragrant wine poiu-ed on their tombs," &c. Gilly, pp.

215, 216.— See too Augustine's Ep. 22, 29, written A.D. 392, 395, describing and
denouncing such excesses.

I add an earlier example from Gregory Nyssen's I^ife of Gregory Thaumaturgus, a

celebrated bishop of the middle of the third century. "When Gregory perceived that

the ignorant multitude persisted in their idolatry on accoimt of the pleasures and
sensual gratifications (corporeas delectationes et voluptates) which they enjoyed at

the Pagan festivals, he granted them permission to indulge themselves in the like

pleasures, in celebrating the memory of the holy martyrs ; hoping that in process of

time they would return of their own accord to a more virtuous and regular course

of life."—I quote from a Note in Mosheim's Eccl. History, ii. 2. 4. 2 ; who adds

that, by this permission, Gregory must be supposed to have allowed the Christians to

dance, sport, and feast at the tombs of the martyrs ; and to do everything at their

festivals which the Pagans were accustomed to do in their temples, during the feasts

celebrated in honour of their gods.—The same policy was pursued afterwards by Pope
Gregory I ; and it is to be traced in the later missions of the Romish Church in Japan,

China, India, &c., even to the present time. See this illustrated in the Abbe Dubois'

recent work on the Indian Mission.

The Rev. H. Wilberforce, in a Prize Essay, (p. 2,) alludes to Gregory's success in

the conversion of the Pagans of his diocese to Chiistianity The above extract wiU
show that his example is not exactly one to be either admired, or followed.
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population, or simply the lower and less instructed, who
thus deserted Christ Jesus, the one only appointed Media-

tor between God and man, for other and imaginary media-

tors and intercessors. The highest and most influential of

their bishops and doctors. Pope Damasus, Gregory Nyssen,

Paulinus, Sulpitius,^ (may I not add Jerome ?) these led,

and the multitiides followed.^ And when (not to speak of

certain discerning and Scriptural Christians, of whom more
presently,) alike the Manichaean heretic, and the Pagan
sophist, of which latter class still a few remained, object-

ed and ridiculed the heathenish character of the new wor-

ship,—when, in sequence of the apostate Julian somewhat
earlier,^ Eunapius the Pagan exclaimed in A. D. 396,
" These are the gods the earth now-a-days brings forth,

—

these the intercessors with the gods,—men called martyrs ;

before whose bones and skulls, pickled and salted,* the

monks kneel, and lay prostrate, covered with filth and
dust,"^—and the Manichaean Faustus, A. D. 400, "You
have but exchanged the old idols for martyrs, and offer to

the latter the same prayers as once to the former," "^—what
was the defence put forth for the Church by its chief and
most influential champions, such as the monk Jerome ?

^

While most loudly disclaiming the charge of idolatry, he

did but both admit, and indeed contend for, just such a

veneration and view of dead saints and martyrs as was
essentially anti-christian. For throughout the M^iole of

his two treatises, in answer to the charge of saint-worship

and martyr-worship,—while not one word was said about

1 See the Notes pp. 333, 334. 2 Compare Mosheim v. 2. 3. 2.

' 'Wlien emperor, Julian thus expressed himself against the Christian superstitions

:

" At what you have done in adding new dead to your first dead man who can express

sufficient disgust ! You have filled every place with sepulchres and monuments."
(Cyril adv. Jul. vi. vii.)—On Jovian's accession the Christians were characterized by
another a.s airo Qiwv em rove i'£»cpouc niraTeTpafi/iivovg, turned away to dead
men and their relics. A similar charge is found in the contemporary historian Am-
mianus Marccllinus xxvii. 7.

* " Condita et salita martjTum capita." Eunap. ap. Baronium ad ann. 389.
* Abridged from Lardner, viii. 66. The year 396 is fits date of Eunapius' Lives of

the Sophists, whence the extract is borrowed.—Similarly wrote Maximus the Gram-
marian of the saint-worship prevalent, A.D. 390. See Augustine, Epist. 16.

* " Sacrificia Gentilium vertistis in agapes ; idola in martyres, quos votis similibus

colitis : defunctorum umbras \'ino placatis et dapibus : &c." Ap. Augustin. contra
Faust. XX. 4.

' Hoth Jerome's Letter and Treatise against Viplanttus, the one of the date A.D.
404, the other 406, are given in full by Dr. Gilly m chapters xvii and xviii.
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Christ's being our great Mediator and High Priest, not one

word expressive of jealousy for his honour, or to show that

He was not to be superseded in the office/—the whole

strength of this Church-advocate's oratory was expended in

magnifying the dead saints and martyrs in question : as-

serting, as he did, their transcendant merits and conse-

quent influence with God,^ their ubiquity too,^ and power
to hear and answer supplicants, even to the extent of mira-

cle-working in their behalf;* as also to punish neglecters,

and torture demons.^ In short he asserted a relation be-

tween men and them which, if not that of worship-

pers and the worshipped, was yet that of clients and

patrons;^—patrons invested with the chief intercessory

^ I pray the reader to mark this. The contrast with Augustine when speaking on
the same subject, as will soon appear, is most strikina;.

2 Moses, he argues, obtained pardon for 600,000 men, while alive ; and Stephen

besought forgiveness for his persecutors. How much the rather shall they prevail

after obtaining their crowns of triumph and victory, and being with the Lord

!

Gilly, 399.

So Paulinus of the merits of St. Felix,' and the consequent prevalency of prayers

offered by him, and as mixt up with the memorial of his virtues. Gilly, p. 53.

Sancta sub aeternis altaribus ossa quiescunt

;

Ut, dum casta pio referantur munera Christo,

Divinis sacris animse jungantur odores.

Or, as the French translators
;

Les OS sont enfermes sous I'enclos de I'autel;

Ou, quand s'offre au Seigneur I'holocauste immortel,

L'odmr de ses vertus, en tons lieiix reverees,

Se joint au doux parfum des offrandes sacrees.

3 "Do you put them in bonds? " says he to Vigilantius, in reply to his assertion

that they had a fixed place appointed them. " Are they not with the Lord, of whom
it is written, They follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth ? If the Lamb is every-

where, they who are with the Lamb must be believed to be everywhere. And since

the devil and his angels wander over the whole world, . . shall martyrs be cooped

up under the altar?" Gilly, p. 398.

—

Omniscience too was of course another of the

martyr's attributes. So Paulinus Natal, vi; (B. P. M. vi. 280 :)

.... qui liimine Christi

Cuncta et operta vides, longeque absentia cernis.

* " Answer me this, How is there such efficacy of signs and miracles in this most

worthless dust and ashes ? " &c. Gilly, p. 408.
5 " The unclean spirit, which compels you to write these things, has often been

racked by this trashy dust. I give you my advice :—enter the churches of the mar-

tyrs : . . and you will then be burnt, not with the tapers of the martp-s which dis-

please you, but with invisible flames ; and will confess what you now deny." lb. 409.

6 I add an illustration from Prudentius, Iltpi "Zrnpaviov, Hymn 6 ; written about

A.D. 405, with the precise title of patrons given to the saints : in which hymn,
however, Christ is, }\\?,t mentioned, though not as the intercessor;—indeed distinctly

as not one to be addressed by sinners. (Lardner, v. 5.)

Indignus, agnosco et scio,

Quem Christus ipse exaudiat

;

Sed per patronos martyres

Potest medelam consequi.
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and mediatorial, as well as chief ministering functions, be-

tween God and man. A view this which could not but

involve practically the supersession of Christ, in his charac-

ter of the one Mediator to whom was given all povver for

the help of his saints, alike in heaven and earth :— as well

as that too, which was also most unequivocally noted in the

Apocalyptic vision, of the propitiatory meritorious sacrifice;

whereby alone sinful man's incense-offering could be puri-

fied, and made acceptable before God. For his character in

this latter point of view could not be separated from the

former. How came he to be a prevailing Advocate with

the Father, except as being Jesus Christ the righteous, who
had made atonement for our sins ?

^—So was God's altar,

and the ashes of his typical altar-fire, as well as his own
a])pointed High Priest, forsaken by the mass in Roman
Christendom, just according to the Apocalyptic figuration.

Yea, God himself was practically forsaken as the object of

prayer. Says Gieseler (§ 97) ;
" Christians were now but

seldom called upon to address their prayers to God ; the

usual mode being only to pray to some saint for his inter-

cession."

Oh ! sad apostasy of the Church from that which was

its proper and glorious office, I mean that of directing each

sinner's soul to personal communion with Christ as its Me-
diator, atonement, righteousness, arid way to the Father

;

and change into a system whereby it became more and

more the instrument of interposing itself, and each sacred,

thing connected with it, between Christ and the soul : whe-

ther the sacraments,' or church-ritual, or tradition ;^ whether

the departed saints, or the living priests 1— Surely ! had

but God's holy written word, construed in the simple un-

perverted sense,^ been taken for its guide and rule, neither

the examples of the high ones of the earth, nor Church-
•

1 1 John ii. 1, 2. Compare Is. liii. 11, 12.

2 See the third Section of my Chapter on the Sealing Vision. '' Ibid. p. 293.
* See, for an example of the perversions of Scripture by Jerome, that which has

been already noted of the .\pocalyptic passage about " the 144,000 that follow the

liamb whithersoever he goetn." In its true meaning we shall hereafter see, I doubt
not, that it has no reference whatsoever to dead saints after death, but to saints

while still living. But Jerome held the fa/sitas diupcmativa, spoken of p. 293 supra.

See for specimens Gilly, 199, 267.

VOL. I. 22
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authority/ nor traditional observances,^ would have availed

so to lead it wrong.—No doubt the seeds of martyr-wor-

ship were early sown. They were sown as innocently as

unconsciously. What more allowable, as well as natural,

than that when the early martyrs fell under the enemies of

the faith, their remains should be regarded as precious, and

their remembrance be kept up annually, on the returns of

those their birthdays into eternal life ? ^ Again, what more

innocent, as well as natural, than the solemn commemora-

tive services at their tombs ? ^ And then what more natural

than the inquisitive searchings into their actual state in the

world of spirits ; and the persuasion that they were not only

still living and conscious, but with the same knowledge and

affectionate interest about surviving friends, which erewhile

on earth prompted them to intercessory prayer on their be-

half?^ Once more, what more natural (but ah! here appeared

the danger of speculating on things secret, here a trenching

on the great Mediator's office) than the speaking to them,

and asking their prayers ?—Alas ! fallen nature's was no

safe guiding. What said holy Scripture ? Had not just

1 Jerome urges this: "Was the emperor Constantius guilty, and the emperor
Arcadius, and all the bishops sacrilegious and fools, who carried the ashes in silk and
in a golden vessel ? Does the Bishop of Rome act amiss, &c., and the Bishops of the

whole world ? " &c. lb. 397.
2 This consideration hampered even Augustine. See p. 342 infi-a.

3 Acts viii. 2 ; " And devout- men carried Stephen to his burial, and made great

lamentation over him."—As yet nothing more. But even as early as Ignatius' mar-
tyrdom we see the tendency in Christians to an undue estimate of the value of the

martyr's relics. " Parts of his holy remains," it is said in the Acts of his Martp--

dom, " were taken and laid up at Antioch ; a ivQ&SMXQpastprice to the Church : " 9r](rav-

pog aTifitjTog, vtto Tt]Q tv ry fiaprvpi X'^P"'<'C ^V ^7'? tKKXt]fft(} KaToKtKpOtVTa.

So too in a very illustrative passage in the Acts of Folycarp's martyrdom, ch. 18

;

'H/ittc Tt avikofitvoi ra rifiiojrepa XiGiov TToXvTeXiov, Kai SoKifitJTtpa inrep xpufftov,

oarea avrov, airiBtiitQa oirov Kai aKoXovQov rjV tvOa, wg SvvaTov, -t'miv ffvva-

yofjisvoic, iv ayaXkiaau Kai xap^ irapt^H 6 Kvpiog tTTiTiXeiv rrjv too jiapTvpiov

avrov ii/ispav yivtQXiav, sic i"' tijv tu)v rjOXrjKOTwv fivTjfiTjv, Kai twv fieXXovrwv
aaKtjffiv Ti Kai tToi/iaaiav. In ch. 17 the Narrative speaks of holding fellowship

with his holy flesh, Koiviovtjaai Tif) ayiw avrov aapKiKif). Yet not in the way of wor-

ship, it is said, but commemoration. Tovrov fisv (Xpiarov) TrpocrKvvsfitv rovt; Se

fiaprvpac, wc ficiOr}rag Kai ixiiirjrag m Kupts, ayaTrw/iev.

* So Cyprian Ep. xxxiv ;
" Palmas a Domino et coronas Ulustri passione merue-

runt. Sacrificia pro eis semper ofl'erimus, quoties martyrum passiones et dies anni-

versaria commemoratione celebramus." So too Ep. xisvii.

5 So Origen, Exhort, ad Martyr, ch. 30 ;
" The souls of martyrs slain for the wit-

ness of Jesus SiaKovacn roig Evxo[jiEvoig a(piaiy anaprTjjiarujv. See Wetstein's Note.

How easy the step from this to the general idea of departed saints' mediatorship, so

largely unfolded, as we have seen (vid. p. 333), ere the close of the 4tli century, e. g.

Gregory Nazianzen on Basil's death, A. D. 378 :—Kai vvv 6 fiev t<^tv tv spavoig,

K^KSi rag virep »/juaiv, dig oifiai, irpo(j(pipwv Qvaiag, Kai rs Xas Trpoivxofiivog' aoe

yap aTToXnratv y'/fiag Travranacnv aTroXtXonrtv. (Vol. i. p. 372. Ed. Colon. 1690.)
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such a stealthjj rise and growth, from earhest beginnings,

been there predicted of the great apostasy ? " The mi/s-

tery of iniquity," said St. Paul, " doth even now work." ^

And were not ominous words spoken by him about

the ivorsJiip of dcemons, or deified dead men, as one marked
feature that would characterize the unfolded apostasy ? ^

—

As it was, these holy warnings were neglected; and, as

was to be expected, whatever other and human checks might

be put forth to the grosser excesses of the incoming super-

stition proved also vain. Perhaps there might seem to some
a grave check in the canon of the Council of Laodicea,

which forbad the worship of angels.^ But in truth this was
almost beside the mark, and quite ineffectual : for those

whom the people now chiefly invoked as intercessors were

departed saints, not angels.^

And lierein indeed appeared the master-hand of Him that

was from the first, and ever after, directing the course of

man's corruption, though under a Christian profession, into

the great apostasy. The angels, having nothing material

about them, could not be so well visibly connected with

certain particular ecclesiastical localities,^ as the dead saints,

whose bodies must needs have each its own place of se-

pulture ; nor consequently so associated with the priestly

functionaries of the martyrium, or church huilt over the mar
tyrs relics or tomb.^ On the other hand, in the latter case,

and supposing the saint to be the effectual intercessor with

God, who so effectual a helper to the saint's favom* as the

' It was not the gospel-doctrine and Church that was to he a thing of gradual de-

velopment, so as some would now have it at Oxford, as well as at Rome ; hut the great

predicted apostasy,

2 1 Tim. iv. 1, "Doctrines of damans:" Apoc. ix. 20; "They repented not of

worshippingVltonons ;"—in my comment on which latter clause the sense of the word
daemons will he amply discussed, and that which is here given justified. See especially

Paper 1 in the Appendix to Vol. II.

3 Canon 35 : ov Sti Xpiariavovg tyKaTaKiiirciv rtjv eicKXtjaiav rov Btov, Kai

an'uvai, Kai ayyeXovQ ovo/xa^ety, Kai avva^tig irouiv. This Council was held

A.D. 372. Ilarduin i. 787.
* Says Gieseler (§ 97) ; "After Ambrose (who first recommended the worship of

angels) we find many marks of adoration paid them ; hut much fewer than to the
saints."

5 It will he observed, in regard of the angel-worship forbidden in the Laodicean
Council, that Christians left the Church for it.

** Not only above-ground were churches built over martvrs' tombs, so as to be
martyria, but even in the catacombs the altars of the chapclries seem often to ha%'e

been so built. See Dr. C. Maitland's Catacombs, p. 216.

Let me add an illustration from Prudeutius, Peristeph. Hymn xi, (B. P. JI. v.
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priest that was guardian of the saint's relics ? Hence a

copartnership in the anti-christianism of the apostasy, as

now unfolded at the closing in of the fourth century ;—a co-

partnership between the visible world and the invisible, the

earthly priest and the heavenly martp'. So that indeed

the priests came even thus early, as well as the departed

saints, to be viewed as and entitled mediators}—And hence

too more and more among the people a superstitious awe

of the clerical body; and a regard to them and to the

monks, not only as the specially holy and elect,^ but as

those who had the dispensing of the favour and the wrath

of heaven.^ Not to add, what could not but follow also,

an awful increase of pride,^ superstition, and worldliness

too, among the clerics;^ of pride altogether the most con-

trary to their Master's spirit ; of worldliness and covetous-

1034,) describing the discovery of Hippolytus's remains, and transference of them
from Ostia * to a subterranean crypt in Eome.

Talibus Hippolyti corpus mandatur opertis,

Propter ubi apposita est ara dicata Deo.

lUa sacramenti donatrix mensa, eademque
Gustos iida sui martyris, apposita

Servat ad teterni spem judicis ossa sepulchro,

Pascit item Sanctis Tibricolas dapibus.

^ fitairai ; a term used not infrequently by the Greek fathers of the latter half of

the fourth century. See Waddington H. E. Vol. iii. p. 336 ; Ch. xxviii.

2 So Paulinus called his monastic associates, ''fraternitatem electorum Dei." And
Jerome, comparing his own monastics at Bethlehem, and their poverty, fasts, celibacy,

and self-mortifying austerities, intimates even to Paulinus that these only, and such

as these, were the elect; saying, "Many are called, but few chosen." Gilly, Vigil,

pp. 175, 248, 417 .

Compare God's definition of the elect, as the chosen, quickened, illuminated by
divine grace. See p. 275, &c. supra. Also observe how at the end of the fourth

century these very doctors, however otherwise erring, did thus confess that the evi-

deuce of being made holy, elect, and faithful, simply through the baptismal rite, was
insufficient and untrue.

3 So Chrysostom,,De Sacerdotio, iii. 6.—The emperor Theodosius II, when ex-

communicated by a monk for refusing him a favour, dared not taste a morsel till the

excommunication was removed. Theodoret H. E. v. 37.

* Gilly (p. 23), in his sketch of Martin of Tours, taken from Sulpitius, mentions

how, in presence. of the emperor Maximus, he passed his drinking cup to a presbyter,

before handing it to the emperor : thereby marking that Church officers ought to

take precedence of all the highest secular dignitaries. The Eomish Editor of Sul-

pitius' Life of St. Martin notes in the margin of the passage ;
'' Dignitas saccrdotalis

regict dignior."—See too in Sulpitius' Dialogue i. 14, a lively sketch in detail of the

foolish vanity and pride of the Gallic clergy generally :—a sketch that might perhaps

apply to other and later ages also. Also Gieseler vi. § 101.

* All Christians were called by St. Peter KXjjpoi (1 Pet. v. 3), as being the Lord's

KKriQovoyLia, or inheritance : but the term was now appropriated distinctively by the

clergy. Jerome Ep. 2 ad Nepot., cited by Bingham i. 5. 9.

* See p. 219 supra.
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ness that would make gain of their own and the people's

superstition !

^

So had the Apostasy advanced, just as pre-intimated in

the vision before us, yet another and a mighty step in its

anti-christian course.—And here let the reader again stop

and think whether he can imagine to himself an emblema-
tic vision that could more exactly suggest by allusive con-

trast' the characteristic error of the time, as well as more
truly the contrasted faith of the saints, than this in the

Apocalypse. Point by point the paralleKsm might be
drawn out by us, just as before.^ But indeed Gibbon has

saved us the task. It needs but to put his lately cited

picture of the Christian professing tvorlcVs worship at this

epoch,^ and the Apocalyptic picture of the saints worship,

side by side, to be struck with the perfectness of the con-

trast.—So was this error now established : and, like the

former, or baptismal error, it was abiding? Well then
might the prophecy speak henceforward of the mass of the

inhabitants of Roman professing Christendom under the

self-same title as of its heathen population previously,

—

" the inhabitants of the earth!' For heathenism had indeed
now joined with Judaism, by its idolatrg, as before by itsphi-

losojjhg,^ in coiTupting the Christianity that had overthrown
it. Alike the infidel Gibbon, and the Christian Bishop
Van Mildert, speak of heathenism as revived in ^the empire.

And so too the philosopher Coleridge. " The pastors of

the Church, says he, had gradually changed the life and
light of the gospel into the very superstitions they were
commissioned to disperse ; and thus paganized Christianity

in order to christen Paganism." ^

But all had not thus become blinded to, and forsaken,

^ See p. 333, Note ^, on the priests' hawking supposed relics of saints and martyrs
for sale. Gieseler ibid., Note '^, gives a significant law of Tlicodosius of the date
386 A. D. against this. " Humatum corpus nemo ad altcrum locum transferat ; nemo
martyrem distrahat ; nemo mercetur."—In ^101 Gieseler says ; " A worldly spirit per-
vaded the wliole order, which was manifested in the prostitution of the clerical cha-
racter to the most selfish objects." And, in illustration, he cites the following from
Ambrose :

" Si clericus non contcntus stipendiis fuerit qua) de altario conscquitur,

sed exercet mercimonia, intercessiones vendit, &c."
' See p. 272, &c., supri. » See p. 282 et seq. * See p. 331.
» See p. 286 supra, « See pp. 293, 296, supnV.
' Quoted by Gilly, p. 269, from Coleridge's 6th Essay in " The Friend."
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their only true and divine High Priest and Intercessor.

Far from it. " There was given to the Angel much in-

cense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all the

saints upon the golden altar before the throne." So the

prefiguration. And does not history verify this its direct

picture, as well as its allusion ? " Whom shall I look to as

my Mediator," said Augustine, A. D. 400, just when all

this forsaking of Christ was manifested at Rome and Nola,

at Primuliac and Bethlehem ;
" Whom shall I look to as

my Mediator ? Shall I go to Angels ? Many have tried

this, and deserved to be the sport of the illusions that they

loved. A mediator between God and man must have the

nature of both. The true Mediator, whom in thy secret

mercy thou hast shown to the humble,^ the man Christ

Jesus, hath appeared a mediator between mortal sinners

and the immortal Holy One ; that by his divine righteous-

ness he might justify the ungodly. He was shown to an-

cient saints, that they might be saved by faith in his future

sufferings ; and we by faith in the same sufferings already

past.^ How hast thou loved us, O Pather, delivering up
thy only Son for us ungodly : for whom He, our priest and
sacrifice, was subjected to death. Well may my hope be

strong in such an Intercessor. . . He has redeemed me with

his blood." ^

Yes ! it js no doubt true that Augustine was not alto-

gether uninfected with the prevalent superstitions about

departed saints : for he credulously believed in miracles

wrought sometimes by their relics ;
^ and even joined in the

established commemorative services, in which mention was
made of their praying for the living.^ Alike his humility

and his charity made him credulous. The living authority

of the Church, the opinions and practices of friends, and
ritualistic tradition handed down even from men like

^ I of course suppose this vision of Christ as High Priest to have been seen by St.

John in his representative character ; and so as impersonating in the present case the

faithful ones of the Augustinian eera.

2 Observe Augustine's view of the intent of the Levitical altar, sacrifices, priest,

and ritual ;—the precise symbols in the Apocalyptic vision.

3 Confessions, x. 42, 43.—Compare a beautiful passage, to much the same effect, in

the earlier Ep. to Diognetus, ch. 9. * C. D. xxii. 8, 10, &c.
^ Cyril thus notices the prayer then ofi'ered after consecration of the holy communion

:

" Then we commemorate those that have fallen asleep before us ; that God, at their

prayers and intercessions, may receive our supplications." Lect. xxiii. 9.
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Cyprian/ so far swayed him. But what he did was with

such views, and such explanations to his people and the

public, as showed his regard to Christ, in his character of the

only and all-perfect mediator, to be just as clear, direct,

and influential as our own. When consulted by Paulinus

on the state of the departed saints, their kuowledge, and

the functions they might exercise in behalf of those they

had left behind, \\\n\e modestly stating that the subject

was one quite beyond his depth, he exprest his doubt of

their being present at their shrmes, or knowing what might

be passing on earth at the time ; save only what they

might hear from other souls more recently departed from

earth, or by communication from God : moreover, as to

miracles said to be done by them, that these might pro-

bably be by angelic ministration, even though under the

martyr's semblance.^ Between which confessedly doubtful

and restricted views, as to the saints knowing, hearing, and

acting, and the views of Paulinus and Jerome, Avhat a con-

trast ! And how comparatively innocuous in such case the

belief that, whilst in the separate state, departed saints

pray for men ; I mean innocuous as to diverting the eye

from Christ !—And thus, when any question arose about

the Mediator and High Priest that was to make man's

offerings acceptable to God, we have seen how clear he

was, and how strong. In his sermons on the martyrs' and

saints' commemorations he still as expressly stated the

same opinion.^ In his answer to Paustus the Manichaean,

(while allowing much evil in the matter which the Church

> See Cyprian, quoted before, Note * p. 338. Also Note ^ p. 344 infra.

Cyprian, writing in 251, allows the possible efficacy of martyrs' intercession, but in

a guarded manner. " We are willing to admit the merits of the martyrs, and their

interest with our righteous Judge; but this not till the clay of judgment." Till then

the answer to such prayers of the martyrs, as well as to other of their prayers, was de-

ferred ; as intimated in the Apocalyptic vision of the souls under the altar. Moreover
he would have none of the lapsed to presume on the martyrs' prayers ;

" lest the un-

happy sinner should have added to his other misfortunes that of the curse denounced
by God on such as trust in man." De Lapsis His contemporary Origan was not

80 guarded. See p. 338 Note *.

2 See his Treatise De Cur^ Gcrenda pro Mortuis, 19, 20, &c., from which Treatise

Dr. Gilly has briefly abstracted, pp. 87—90. (Tom. ix. 884.)
3 Tom. viii. 1625; " Nos martyres nostros pro diis non habemus ; non tanquam

Deos colimus. Non martyribus sacerdotes offcinint. Absit. . . Deo otferunt."

Again, 1685; "Pro martyribus non oratur: tam cnim perfect! exierunt ut non sint

suscepti nostri, sed advocati : neque hoc in se, scd in illo cui capiti perfecta membra
eo/ifFserunt. Ille est enim verfe ndrocatm unus, qui interpellat pro nobis sedena ad
dextram I'atris." (Serm. 273, 285.)
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unwillingly tolerated,)^ he added with regard to the honour

judged due by him to departed saints, that it was but of

the same nature as was paid to them when alive, though

warmer in degree ;
^ and that the saints themselves would

repudiate any higher worship, as more hateful to them than

even drunkenness itself at their feasts.^—So that in this,

as in every other point, the holy Augustine was as emi-

nently and essentially Christian,—as eminently with the

eye and heart directed to Christ, as the alone Mediator,

propitiatory sacrifice, and High Priest,—as the prevailing

system was eminently and essentially anti-christian. It

was a subject indeed which he delighted to dwell on/ And
he declared that whosoever directed men to another media-

tor might be considered Antichrist.^

Nor was Augustine as yet so singular in his views and
feelings. " There was much incense given to the Angel."

Multitudes doubtless under his influence, as well as others

^ In Faustum B. xx. c. 21 ;
" Aliud est quod docemiis, aliud quod sustinemus

;

aliud quod praecipere jubemur, aliud quodj emendare prsecipimor, et donee emende-
mus tolerare compellimur."

In an Epistle to Januarius he says ; " I cannot approve many new practices

;

neither dare I censure them too freely, lest I should give offence. But it grieves me
that so many salutary precepts of Scripture should be held cheap, and so many in-

ventions of men held sacred. Therefore as to all such observances as are not con-

tained in Scripture, ordained by Councils, or sanctioned by the custom of the universal

Church, they ought to be laid aside. They burden our religion, which God intended
to be free, with servile burdens heavier than those which opprest the Jews. How-
ever, the Church, surroimded as she is with chaff and tares, endures many things

;

though, as regards what is contrary to Christian faith and practice, she neither does
it, nor approves it, nor is silent as to her disapprobation."—He adds that the votaries

of superstition silenced and neutralized the efforts of true reformers. Ep. 55. 35.

The same spirit and views appear in his earliest Treatise, that written early in 388,

Be Mor. Cath. Eccl. 75. " Follow not the crowds of the unwary ; who in then- very
religion are superstitious, . . so as to forget what they have promised to God. For
I know that there are many adorers (adoratores) of sepulchres and pictures of

saints
; " &c.

* " Colimus martyres eo cultu dilectionis et societatis quo et in hac vitS coluntur

sancti homines Dei ; . . sed illos tanto devotius, quanto securius post certamina su-

perata." Contra Faustum xx. 21.
•' " Oderunt martyres lagenas vestras ; oderunt ebrietates vestras ; . . sed multo plus

oderunt sicolantur." Serm. 273. 8. So too in ..the context of the passage quoted in

the preceding Note.
* So the heading of C. D. ix. 17; "Ad consequendam vitam beatam . . non tali

mediatore indigere hominem qualis est daemon [sc. bonus], sed tali qualis est unus
Christus." And so elsewhere in this ixth Book of the C. D. copiously ; and, again,

in the C. D. x. 22, 24.

* So Tom. xii. p. 93, on 1 John ii. 1, (" We have an advocate with the Father,

&c.") he says ;
" If John had said, ' If any man sin'J will pray for him,' (as Par-

menianus in one place makes the Bishop the mediator between the people and God,)

where is the faithful Christian that would tolerate it ? Who not \dew him rather as

Antichrist than as an apostle ? " (" Q,uis sicut apostolum Christi, et non sicut auti-

christum, iutueretur ?
")
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elsewhere under other teaching, united in offering the in-

cense ot" their prayer and praise simply through the media-

tion and propitiatory atonement of Jesus. May we not

trust that the promoters of the Laodicean Council, how-

ever timid and partial in their restriction of the crying evil,

were yet influenced by sincere regard to Christ ? Again,

of Joviniau may we not hope the same ? ^ Ay, and even

of not a few who were intellectually clouded on this point,

and superstitious ?—Most of all we must note " the Pro-

testant of his age " Virjilantius : ^ one that was more pro-

minent than Augustine himself in the direct act of protest-

ing against the prevalent superstitions ; and whom we may
well believe with Dr. Gilly to have done this, not in the

mere way of protesting against false mediators, but as him-

self seeing, and worshipping through, the true one.^

1 " Dicit virgines viduas et maritatas, quae semel in Christo lotae sunt, si non
discrepent Cieteris operibus, ejusdem esse nieriti. Nititur approbare eos qui plen^

fide in baptismate renati sunt a Diabolo non posse subverti. Tertium proponit in-

ter abstinentiam ciborum, et cum gratiarum actione perceptionem eoiimi, nullam

esse distantiani. Quartum, quod et extreniuni, esse omnium qiu suum baptisma

servaverint unam in regno ca'lorum remunerationem." So his vituperator Jerome,

(as cited by Gieseler, c. vii. § 104,) of Jovinian's heretical doctrine. What he chieliy

reprehends are Jovinian's anti-ascetic views. But Joviniau seems to have formed

these on the Bible ; and his opposition to one superstitious error, on the ground of

its variation from Scripture doctrine, must have involved opposition also to others.

See Milner's remarks on him. Cent. v. ch. x.

- Gibbon v. 126.

' Vigilantius wa-s so remarkably the Protestant of the times when he wrote, that

it would be wrong not to quote what is recorded by a bitter enemy concerning his

protestation.

In his Letter then to Riparius, Jerome says that Vigilantius called those who re-

ceived the martjTs' relics cinder-gatherers and idolaters (cinerarios et idolatras) ; also

that Vigilantius abominated the vigils, or night-watchings, kept by pilgrims at the

shrines of the saints on their fe.stivals.

In his Book against Vigilantius, written after receiving copies of his wiitings, he

again states him to have denied that the sepulchres of the martyrs were to be vener-

ated, and to have condemned the rigils. Also he quotes him as having written

thus :
" What need is there for you with so much respect not only to honour, but

even to adore, and in your adoration to kiss, dust fokled up in a linen ch)th .•"

"

Again :
" Under the pretext of religion we see a custom introduced into the churches

which approximates to the rites of the Gentiles ; viz. the lighting of multitudes of

tapers, even while the sun is yet shining. And everywhere men kiss in their adora-

tion a small quantity of dust folded up in a little cloth, and deposited in a little

vessel. Men of this stamp give great honour forsooth to the most blessed martyrs :

thinking with a few insigniticant wax-tapers to glorify those whom the Lamb, who is

in the midst of the throne, enlightens with all the brightness of his majesty."
'

Again ; " The souls of the apostles and mart}Ts have settled themselves either in

Abraham's bosom, or in a place of refreshment, or under the altar of God ; and they

cannot escape from their tombs, and present themselves where they please." And

;

" So long as we are alive we can mutually pray for each other : but after we are

dead the prayer of none for another can be heard ; especially since the martyrs pray

ineffectually to obtain vengeance for the shedding of their blood." Again ; " Do
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And what the result of their so offering ? It was indi-

cated in the vision. The Covenant-Angel received their

offering :
" and the smoke of the incense," we read,

" which came with the prayers of the saints, ascended up
(accepted) before God out of the Angel's hand." Yes

!

they might, some at least, like Vigilantius,^ be cast out as

heretics by their fellow-men : but they were accepted before

God. As to the rest, the earthly ones in Roman so-called

Christendom, and neglecters of Christ the Saviour, on them

judgment must follow.^ " The Angel took the censer, and

tilled it with fire of the altar, and cast it (the fire) upon

the earth : and there were thunderings, and lightnings,

and voices, and an earthquake.—And (then) the seven

angels that had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to

sound."

CHAPTER II.

INTENT OF THE TRUMPET -SOUNDINGS, AND EXPOSITORY

PRINCIPLES OF THE FOUR FIRST TRUMPETS.

I. Preliminarily to our inquiry into the principles to be

followed in our exposition more particularly of the four

first Trumpets, it may be well to premise a few remarks on

the souls of martyrs love their ashes, and hover round them, and be always present

;

lest, if any suppliant should perchance happen to draw near, they might not hear him
in consequence of their absence ? " Finally, it was his saying, " that the miracles

said to be done in the churches of the martyrs were profitable for the misbelievers,

not for the faithful."*
Besides which Vigilantius protested against the system of celibacy and monacMsm

:

against the former by asserting that it led to incontinence ; against the latter by
saying, " If all should shut themselves up, and live in solitude, who will serve the

chm-ches ? Who wiU win the men of the world ? Who will exhort siimers to

virtue ? " Further, he deprecated sending money to the monks at Jerusalem, &c.

;

deeming it better to attend to the poor of his own neighbourhood. See GiUy, pp.
375—382 and 389 et seq.

1 Vigilantius is still in the Roman list of heretics.

2 Compare again Ezek. viii. 11, x. 2.

* Dr. Gilly thinks Vigilantius' meaning in this to be, that when true faith was in

the heart, the internal evidences of the truth were sufficiently convincing, and there

was no need of a show of miracles (p. 443). But might he not rather mean that it

furnished occasion to the heathens against Christianity, seeing that they could not

but see the falsehood ? Just such was the case of Eunapius, the Pagan sophist

quoted p. 335 supra.
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the general significancy of the Apocalyptic symbol of the

Tnimpets, and the septenary number of the soundnigs on
which the judgments foredoomed were now about sue- v^
cessively to be poured out on the Roman earth. An
inquiry this that cannot but be useful and interesting. For,

since we are told that it was by God's own appointment

that trumpets were made and used in the ancient Israel/

as also that their uses were all expressly defined by Him,
and these uses of them to be made in the Jewish temple,

by priests that "stood before God,"^—and since in the

visions of Patmos the Apocalyptic temple was similarly

the locality of the trumpet -blasts, and the trumpet-angels

similarly designated as those that stood before God,—there-

fore we seem warranted in supposing an analogy between
the two cases ; and that a significancy attached to the

trumpets in the latter case not dissimilar from what attached

to them in the former.

Now under the Levitical law the uses of the priestly

trumpet may be classed as twofold. 1st, and as regarded

the Israelites, its use was to proclaim to them the epochs

of advancing time,—the sabbaths, the new moons, the new
years, and annual or other festivals ; on these summoning
the congregations for praise and prayer : besides that it

served also, whilst they sojourned in the wilderness, to pro-

claim each forward movement of the camp, and thus to

note their advancing steps towards the end of their pil-

grimage.^—2ndly, during war-time, and as regarded their

enemies, its use was to proclaim war against those enemies,

as from God Himself: the trumpets blown by his priests

against them being a declaration that the Lord had taken

up Israel's cause as his own cause, and that He would fight

for Israel.*

And it seems to me that of these two kinds of uses, we
may apply not the one only, but both, to the emblematic

trumpet-soundings in the Apocalypse.—To his own Israel,

to the 144,000,—emerged indeed out of the Egypt of

Pagan oppression, but having still the tribulation and long

» Numb. X. 1—10. 2 Deut. x. 8.

' See besides Numb. x. 1— 10, already referred to, Levit. xxv. 9 ; Ps. Ixxxi. 3

;

&c. Also 1 Cor. xiv. 7, 8.

* Jer. li. 27, ice.
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pilgrimage of the wilderness to pass through,—each trum-

pet-angel's sounding, like the hour-strikings on a chrono-

meter, might be regarded as a chronological epoch in the

prophecy, a note of advance towards the promised blessed

consummation. Such, for instance, is the chronometrical

use made of them in the vision of Apoc. x: in which
vision the sun-beaming Angel, that descended and stood

with his feet on land and sea, when he would distinguish

the true time of the consummation from the wrong, thus

expressed his meaning ;
" He sware by Him that liveth for

ever and ever, that,"—not in the days of the sixth Trum-
pet-angel, under which his descent took place,—but " in

the days of the seventh, the mystery of God should be
finished." This, I say, was one thing signified to St. John
by the successive trumpet-soundings. And as to him by
the figurative trumpet-clangs, so similarly was it signified

to the saints from time to time living, (in so far as under-

standing on the subject might be given them,) by the

voices of the actual events prefigured ; as one, and then

another, pealed upon a startled world.^— Further, since

during all this time there was a state and a people in

open opposition to the truth and the true Israel, therefore

the successive trumpet-soundings might be considered,
,

also, as the repeated proclamations of war from the Lord ^
Himself against them. Indeed this is the meaning most
prominently marked in the trumpet-soundings of the Apo-
calypse; as it is the use most frequent of the figure in

other Scriptures.—And let me add that, supposing the

trumpets to have been blown in the temple of vision, like

those in the ancient temple of Jerusalem, " over the burnt-

^ Isa. xviii. 3 ;
" All ye inhabitants of the world and dwellers on the earth, . .

when he bloweth a trumpet, hear ye."—So Vitringa ;
" Clangores tubaj, qui prsBce-

dunt Dei judieia in Romanum imperium, significant ilia Dei judicia fore notabilia,

magnum m mundo editura esse sonum, omnium . . suscitatura attentionem, et per

nniversum mundum per famam vulganda, &c." p. 440.

It is observable, as Mede has appositely remarked, that Ammianus Marcellinus,

the most eminent historian of the times we speak of, adopts the very same figure of

trumpet-soundinffs to mark certain threatenings of universal war (which however did

then only very partially fulfil themselves) in the reigns of Valentinian and Valens.
" Hoc tempore, velut per universum orbem Romanum bellicum canentibus buccinis,

excitae gentes ssevissimse limites sibi proximos persultabant." Lib. xxvi. 4. This
was with reference to the invasions of the empire by the Northern barbai'ians, A.D.
364. But it was not yet God's time for his trumpet's sounding. The invasions were
all repulsed.
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offerings and peace-ofFerings " on the great altar,^ then it

must have looked hke an intimation that the cause, tlms

espoused by God, was espoused as the cause of those who
had made a covenant with Him by sacrifice ; and as against

them specially that had forsaken the holy covenant asso-

ciated with that mystic altar, and its one great sacrificial

offering. >

There were to be seven Trumpets sounded, and under ^
the seventh Trumpet seven Vials poured out. The numeral

resemblance of these to the seven trumpet-blasts sounded

on seven successive days against the ancient Jericho, and
which were followed on the seventh day by seven compass-

ings of its wall, till on the last the wall fell down, and en-

trance was given to Israel into that first city of the pro-

mised Canaan,^—this interesting resemblance, I say, has

been noted by Ambrose Ansbert in old times, and in more
modern times by Vitringa, and other Apocalyptic comment-
atoi's after him. It almost seemed as if some power were

marked out hereby as the New Testament Jericho ; whose

domination opposed, and whose overthrow would introduce,

the saints' enjoyment of the heavenly Canaan. And if so,

what power but that of the now nearly dominant anti-

christian apostasy ?— It is observable, and perhaps confirm-

atory of this view, that in the ancient Jewish Feast of Ta-

bernacles there was kept up a constant commemoration of

the above-noted manner of the fall of the ancient Jericho

;

and this with a certain reference to the future, in the

ritual, as well as to the^;«-s^. On seven successive days,

(according to the divine ordinance,) a palm-bearing pro-

cession, with trumpets blowing, were then wont to visit the

Temple ; and, on the last of the seven, seven times to

compass the altar, still sounding the trumpets, and chanting

Ilosanna I ^ Now, as the cry Hosanna was supplicatory,

signifying Save noiv, that is in address (so as in Ps. cxviii.

25) to Jehovah, it seemed to refer to some enemy ,ye^ to he con-

quered by Messiah for his people, some Jericho yet to be

» Numb. X. 10. 2 Joshua vi. 3—16.
' See GodvrvTi's Moses and Aaron, iii. 6, and Jlomc's Introduction, Vol. iii. P.

iii. 4. 7, on this Festival. In the text I have followed Ilome in countin;^ the 8th

day of Lev. xxiii. 39 as the 7th, according to tlic well-known Jewish inclusive mode
of reckoning. Compare Joh. xx. 26, Matt. xvi. 21, &c.
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overthrown.-—Many a time must St. John himself have

witnessed the celebration of this ceremonial. And thus

when he saw prefigured the rising up and reign of an

earthly anti-christian power, to which the duration meted

out was that of the seven trumpet-soundings, and under

the seventh trumpet of the seven vials out-pouring, the

remembrance of it, and the application, could scarce fail to

strike him. Of the fall of the first, or Canaanitish Jericho,

the commemoration was in that Jewish Feast of Taber-

nacles of which I was just speaking. Of the fall of the

second the celebration was to be in the anti-typical Christian

Feast of Tabernacles, yet future :—that same festival that

St. John had just a little while before seen figured antici-

patively in the Palm-bearing vision ; and to which the eyes

of the saints have ever since been directed, as the destined

term to all the evils, and all the enemies, of the wilderness.

II. But now as to the interpretative principles, more

particularly, of \hQ four first Trumpets.

The sacred narrative respecting them, and the figura-

tions that ensued on their several soundings, are as follows.

" And the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire

of the altar, and cast it upon the earth : and there were

thunderings, and lightnings, and voices, and an earthquake.

And the seven angels which had the seven trumpets pre-

pared themselves to sound.
" And the first sounded, and there followed hail and fire

mingled with blood, and they were cast upon the earth

;

and the third part of the land was burnt up, and the third

part of the trees was burnt up, and all green grass was

burnt up.—And the second angel sounded : and as it were

a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea

:

and the third part of the s^a became blood ; and the third

part of the creatures that were in the sea which had life,

died; and the third part of the ships were destroyed.

—

And the third angel sounded : and there fell a great star

from heaven, burning as it were a lamp ; and it fell upon

the third part of the ri^rs, and upon the fountains of

water ; and the name of the star is called Wormwood

:

and the third part of the waters became wormwood ; and
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many men died of the waters, because they were made
bitter.—And the fourth angel sounded : and the third

part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the

moon, and the third part of the stars ; so that the third

part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a

third part of it, and the night hkewise."^

Tiie four tirst Trumpet-visions, it will be seen, like those

of the four first Seals, are connected together by certain

strongly marked features of resemblance ; and which are here

of such a nature as to make it desirable to consider the four

visions together. They depict the destructive action of a /

series of tempests, successively affecting the third part of ^
the Roman earth, third part of the sea, third part of the

rivers, and third part of the firmamental luminaries. By
English Protestant inteqjreters they have been generally

explained, and I doubt not truly, of those successive inva-

sions and ravages of the Goths, chiefly in the fifth century, v/

which ended in the subversion of the Western empire. At

the same time there has been as to the details, and the ap-

portionment of its part in the Gothic ravages to each one

of the four Trumpet-visions distinctively, such a remark-

able difference of opinion,—scarcely two commentators, I

believe, explaining them alike,—as to have thrown discre-

dit, in the opinion of not a few, on the Gothic application

altogether. Nor is the want of distinctness less marked

in the expositions of German or other expositors, who take

quite a different general view of the prophecy.^ Hence a ne-

cessity, evidently, that the principles, on which we are to form

a distinctive and particular application of the several figur-

ations, should be carefully inquired into and established.

' Apoc. viii. 5— 12.—There is here no variation in the critical editions from the re-

ceived text of the least importance ; except the insertion in verse 7 of the clause »c«i

TO rpiTov rr)Q fTiQ KartKar), "and the third part of the earth was burnt up :" which

I have accordingly inserted.

2 In the copious notices of other expositors' views which will be found in my Ap-

Eendices, especially in the Appendix to the 4th volume of this work, the reader will

ave ample means of testing the truth of this remark. For an example take Eichorn,

HeinricfiA, or M. Stuart, all of the common modern German School, which expounds

the first part of this prophecy of the fall of Jerusalem, the second of that of Niyo. The
"third part," says each one, is put for a considerable part : ("exquisite" so put, ob-

serves Eichhom !) the hail, volcanic mountain, star of bitterness, and heavenly lumin-

aries obscured, were sigjis of coming calamities on Jerusalem. But, says Heinrichs
;

" Sedulo eavenduni erit interpreti ne ad sfngula desccndat, et quid eis indicatum sit

conquirat curiosiiis. 2sil cuntinetur vv. 7— 12 quam omnis generis calamitas pub-

lica " !

!
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I said that of the general truth of the Gothic appHca-

tion of these four Trumpet-visions I had myself no doubt.

And on the question whether they were so intended, or not,

the reader, whosoever may thus far have followed and
agreed with me, will I think soon see reason not to hesitate.

Considering that we were brought by the visions of the

six first Seals to that period of the Roman history when
Paganism fell, and Christianity was established under

Constantine and his successors,—and that the sixth Seal's

closing figurations of the four threatening but temporarily

arrested tempest-angels, and the sealing and palm-bearers,

fixed our position at Theodosius' arrest of the Gothic

insurrection under Valens, and the contemporary Augusti-

nian revelation,—an arrest of which the sudden ending at

Theodosius' death might seem to mark a new and fateful

epoch, just such as to answer to the seventh Seal's opening,

—considering, I say, that in comparing the parallel course

of the prophecy and the history, we were thus brought by
the apocalyptic visions to the precise epoch of the com-

mencement of the great Gothic irruptions into the Roman
empire, and that then (after a preliminary figuration which

seemed not obscurely indicative of that sera's crowning sin

of saint and martyr-worship) the symbols in vision next

following were such as well to suit those Gothic devasta-

tions, — being the symbols of thunderings, lightnings,

and an earthquake, then, after trumpet-soundings from on
high, those of tempests, volcanoes, and meteors, succes-

sively bursting on the Roman earth,—it seems to me almost

impossible to doubt but that the latter were intended as a

prefiguration of the former.—There are two further coinci-

dences that must not be omitted, as furnishing corrobora-

tive evidence of the truth of this conclusion. The one is,

that as the Gothic ravages terminated in the extinction of

the Western emperors and empire, so the fourth Trumpet-

vision, the last of the series, depicted the partial darkening

of what were the well-known symbols of rulers,^—the sun V
and the heavenly luminaries. The other, that as the Go-

thic desolations were succeeded, after a half century's in-

See my observations on these symbols, under the sixth Seal, p. 247 supra.
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terval, or rather more, by the Saracen invasions, so the

fourth Trnmpet-vision was succeeded, after a forewarning

notice which niiglit well correspond with that interval, by
the fifth Trunipet-vision ;—a vision almost demonstrably

prefigurative, as I hope to prove, of that very Saracenic woe,

AVhich point being settled to our satisfaction, we come
next to the question of the right particular application

of each one of the four visions to the one particular

irruption of the Goths really corresponding. For that

some such particular application is intended, and that dis-

tinctive marks are given in the visions to fix it, I cannot

doubt. The divine selection of the symbols, being the

best possible, must needs, we might feel assured a priori,

be precise and distinct : and their precision and appropri-

ateness in every one of the Apocalyptic visions that we have

hitherto considered, has very strikingly illustrated and con-

finned the fact. The only doubtful question is as to the

distinctive mark intended.—The question is naiTowed by
the important fact, to which notice has been called already,

of the fourth vision of the series almost obviously prefigur-

ing (if the general reference be admitted) the extinction

of the Western Csesars. So that it is only in the cases of

the former three that we have need to seek out the dis-

tinctive characteristics.

And now then, as with this view the reader considers

the three Trumpet-visions in question, this will, I think,

very soon strike him ;—that though there may be, and pro-

bably is, something partiallij characteristic of each particu-

lar invasion in those of the symbols, respectively, that pre-

figure the poiuers invading, I mean the hailstorm, the

volcano, and the blazing meteor,—yet that the measure of

similarity of character between them, as being all alike

figures of hostile and desolating armies, is such as to pre-

clude them from furnishing any decisive distinction.^ And
thus he finds himself forced to look to other stated particu-

lars in the several visions, for the marks he is in search of;

especially to their designations of the locality orgeographical

' Thus Yitrinfja observes in his Preface, that " the burning mountain cast into the

sea might, of itself, indicate either the evils whicli tlie Jews suffered from the Ro-
mans,—those which the Western Romans suffered from the Goths,—or the Eastern

Romans from the Turks." p. v.

VOL. I. 23
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division in each case invaded :^—the which indeed, from the

singular and marked character of the phraseology that de-

fines them, appear expressly intended % fix the attention

of the reader ;
" the third part of the land'^ and of the

trees'^ " the third part of the sea," " the third part of
the rivers."

But behold Commentators of high name interpose ; and

tell us that there is nothing of local or geographical mean-

ing in these expressions ;—that they are all mere figures.

" The Roman universe," says Mede, (and he is followed

in the spirit of his exposition by many subsequent English

expositors,) ^ " is compared to the mundane system, which

consists of earth, sea, rivers, heaven, stars ; the system or

constitution of the empire having as its earth that which is

the base and foundation, as it were, of the whole polity

;

as its sea, that amphtude of rule which circumscribes its

earth, as the natural land is circumscribed by the natural

sea ; its political rivers also which originate from and flow

into the sea, viz. the provincial magistrates," &c.* And

1 I say the part invaded. Mr. Faber has suggested a geographical distinction of

quite a diiferent kind ; viz. with reference to the quarters (not on which the tempests

were to fall, hut) from which they were to blow. This is founded on the hypothesis

of each one of these four tempest-angels (Apoc. vii. 1) corresponding (indeed being

identical) with one of the four trumpet-angels ; and of their blowing one by one

singly in the first four trumpet-visions, then ceasing. But surely the idea of their

identity ill consists with the respective positions of the tempest-angels and the trumpet-

angels ; the latter in the Apocalyptic temple " before God," the former at each of the

four cardinal points of the heaven. And, as to the notion of the separate" actings and
blasts of each of the tempest-angels, it takes for granted what should be proved ; be-

sides that the limitation of the tempest-angels' action to but these four blasts is in-

consistent with the much longer commission which, it seems probable, as will be seen

hereafter, attached to them.—Further, even waiving these objections, how indistinct

would be the distinction proposed ; because there is nothing to fix the order in which,

in such case, the winds should blow. Mr. Faber's order of North, South, West, and
East, is altogether arbitrary ; as indeed would be any other. See his S. C. ii. 249,

&c. (2nd Ed.)
2 See Note i

p. 353, as to the insertion of this clause in the best critical Editions.
3 So Mr. Cuninghame (p. 49, Ed. 4) ; "All interpreters of note agree that this

universe is to be considered symbolical."

There is, however, much variety in the application. Vitringa in Trumpet 2 (p.

465) makes the sea, like the earth, to be the Roman empire : having just before, (p.

456,) with an inconsistency strange in his case, explained it to symbolize the bar-

barous nations separated from the Roman empire."

—

Baubuz says that the sea means
"the greater part of the Roman subjects; the rivers the smaller remaining part." p.

377.

—

Faber thinks that by the " allegorical sea " is to be understood " the people of

the Roman empire, distracted by the wars and revolutions of the 1st Trumpet :

" (S.

C. ii. 263:) though elsewhere (ib. iii. 260) limiting it to "the largest nation of

the divided Roman empire." "The rivers and fountains" he explains to be the

"numerous Gothic kingdoms of the divided Western Empire." (ib. ii. 267.)—This
may suffice. * Mede's Works, p. 459.
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then as to the third part, whether of Land, sea, or rivers,

he expounds it to mean the ivhole Roman earth ; as con-

stituting, he says, about one-third of the known world, at

the time of the Evangehst.^—AVho can wonder that by in-

terpreters who have adopted any such principle of inter-

pretation the visions of the three first Trumpets should be

applied with equal facility and plausibility to one as to

another of the Gothic invasions ? For the very distinctive-

ness of these symbols in the sacred text is annihilated by
their interpretation : and a meaning so nearly common at-

tached to them, that, whosoever or whensoever the invader,

in so far as any one of the three designated objects might
be disturbed by the invasion,—whether the figurative

earth, figurative sea, or figurative rivers,—it must needs be
that the two others would be thereby disturbed also.

1. Reserving the consideration of the third part for a

separate inquiry, let me first ask what can be the reason for

thus setting aside the natural geographical and topogra-

phical sense of these expressions, land, seji, rivers ? It has

arisen, 1 believe, from an opinion that, whenever any one
prominent part of a prophecy is clearly symbolic in its lan-

guage, the rest ought to be intei-preted in a symbolical or

figurative sense also; at any rate in such an example as

that now before us. So that in the present instance the

land, sea, and rivers mentioned ought to be construed sym-
bolically, because such is clearly the case in regard to

the burning mountain, tempest, and meteoric phaenomena
specified. This opinion, which seems to have prevailed

widely among commentators, is evidently of too great im-

portance, and if true, of too extensive application, not to

demand an iumiediate inquiry into its correctness.^

> So also Daubuz, lip. Newton, &c.

—

Lovman interprets it as to mean a great part.

Mr. Ciintuffhame, after a lenj^hened discussion on the subject, candidly confesses (p.

62) thiit if the question were put to him, " why the proportion of one thud of the

symholical universe should be the limit aflSxed to the efl'ects of the four first Trum-
pets," he cannot answer.

2 Thus Archdeacon Woodhouse, when objecting to the usual interpretations of the

fifth Trumpet, as having reference to the Saracens, says; "To make out the inter-

pretation, Commentators are obliged to apply the prophetic characters sometimes in

a borroiccd, sometimes in a literal sense; which I nuppose is unwarravtrd. They
ought all to be applied in the same sense."—So too, in a measure, the Keviewer of
Keith's Signs of the Times, in the Investigator, iii. 271.

23 •
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I have put the question restrictedh/ , viz. as apphcable to

an example involving local terms, like that before us, be-

.cause really as regards the general question, the mixture of

the literal and the symbolic is so palpable and so frequent

in prophetic Scripture, that it seems quite needless to de-

tain the reader by citations to prove it. He can scarce

open a page in the prophecies without seeing examples.^

Would any man in his senses suppose that because in Psalm

22 the predictive words " All my bones are out of joint,

'

and those, " They parted my garments among them, &c.,"

are to be taken literally, therefore the " fat bulls of Basan,"

mentioned in connexion, are to be construed literally also ?

Or vice versa? I believe not an Apocalyptic Commentator
can be found, whatever his predilections in favour of taking

all literally or all symbolically, that has been able fully to

carry out the rule into practice.^ It is indeed, in my opinion,

all but an impossibility.—Thus it is the limited question

of the admissibility of literal localities, and a literal geogra-

phy, into prophecies generally symbolical, that seems alone

to need investigation. Nor will it detain us long to furnish

the proof requisite for an answer in the affirmative.

The best proof seems to be that of examples from other

prophecies, where the mixture spoken of is unequivocal.

Let me then cite a few.—My first shall be from Ezek. xxvii,

26 ;
" The east wind hath broken thee in the midst of the

seas." In this passage Tyre is symbolized as a ship, and
Nebuchadnezzar as the destroying wind that shipwrecked

it : — yet, symbolical as is the general phraseology, the

chorographic phrase, " in the midst of the seas," designates

the literal locality of the situation of Tyre ; and " the East"

that of the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar with respect to it.

I the rather select this as a first example, because it illus-

trates the manner in which the locality froin ivhence a

threatened evil is to issue, is often, by the peculiar appro-

^ Augustine, C. D. xx. 21. 2, suggests a reason : "Locutiones tropicse propriis pro-

phetico mofe miscentur ; ut ad intellectum spiritualera intentio sobria, cum quodam
utili ac salubri labore, perveniat."

2 Woodhouse is probably one of the most consistent advocates of the wholly figur-
ative principle, Burgh of the literal. Yet the former sometimes deviates into literal

interpretation; and so too his follower Br. Park ; e. g. in regard to the prophetic

numerals : the latter sometimes into figurative; e. g., in his explanation of the /lorses

from the Euphrates of the sixth Trumpet.
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priateness of the emblem, intimated in Scripture metaphors;

as well as that on which the evil is to fall. That the mean-

ing I have attached to the emblem, as thus significant, is

not undesigned or fortuitous, will appear from its frequent

and distinctive use elsewhere to the same effect.^—A second

example that I shall cite is from chap, xxxii of the same

prophecy. Here Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and his people

and power, are figured under the symbol of a crocodile.

After which comes the clause following : "I will water with

thy blood the land wherein thou swimmest, even to the

mountains ; and the rivers shall be full of thee." Of which

the meaning is plain. The waters of the Nile being wont

to overflow from mountain-chain to mountain, which form

the Egyptian valley, and, except at flood-time, to separate

at the Delta into many different streams,—the prediction

made was that these literal rivers, this literal land, should

be tinged with the blood of Pharaoh and his people.—In

which example observe that, though the land previously

spoken of means the literal land of Egypt, and the rivers

its literal rivers, yet the sun, moon, and stars are in the

very next verse used figuratively of its governing authori-

ties
;
just as in the case of the symbols of the fourth trum-

pet, as compared with those of the three former. For these

are the words of verse 7 ;
" And -when I shall have put

thee out," (i. e. out of the water,) " I will cover the hea-

ven, and make the stars thereof dark ; and I will cover

> For instance in Ezek. xix. 12; "Thy mother (Judah) is like a vine, &c. But
she was plucked up in fury ; she was cast down to the ground : the caM wind dried

up her fruit." And again in xvii. 10, a passage very similar. So also in Jer. xviii.

17, and Hosea xiii. 15. In all these cases the emblem that I speak of, the east uind,

is appropriate \)oi\i figuratively, (with reference to the general picture,) and geo-

graphically, with reference to the situation of Babylonia and Assyria as lying east of

Judaea. So in Isaiah xli. 2 Abraham's coming out from Mvsnpntamifi or Babylonia

to Canaan is spoken of as his coming from the east ; and in Matt. ii. 1 the wise men
from Babylonia are called the wise men from the eaxt.

It is to be observed that the Babylonians, though east of Palestine, yet entered it

from Dama-scus and the north. Hence they are sometimes spoken of as coming from

the north. So Jer. i. 13, 14; "I said, I see a secthing-pot, and its face is toward

the north. Then the Lord said unto me, Out of the north shall an evil break forth

upon all the inhabitants of the land." But nowhere is such a figure as a whirlwind

from south, or west, applied to Nebuchadnezzar or the Assyrians ; though winds quite

as suitable to cause shipwreck as the east wind. Compare Isa. xxi. 1 and Zech. ix.

14 ; in both which the whirlwind from the south is tlie figure : and it is used in the

one case of Persia attacking Babylon, a city north-west of it ; in the other r)f Judah
attacking the Greeks, whose Asiatic cities (as Antioch, &c.,) were situated north-west

of them.
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the sun witli a cloud, and the moon shall not give her light

:

all the bright lights of heaven will I make dark over thee ;

and set darkness upon thy land, saith the Lord."—Take a

third example from Ps. Ixxx. 8, 11 ; "Thou hast brought

a vine out of Egypt: . . it sent out its boughs unto the sea

and its branches unto the river :" where, though the vine

is symbolic, yet the Egypt, sea, (Mediterranean Sea,) and

river, (Euphrates,) are all notoriously literal.—Once more,

for a case of minuter locality, we may refer to Jeremiah

iii. 6. " Hast thou seen that which backsliding Israel hath

done ? She is gone up upon every high mountain, and

under every green tree ; and there hath played the harlot."

Here the harlotry of Judah is figurative ; but the high

mountains, and the green trees, indicated the literal locali-

ties, where that figurative harlotry was committed against

God.^

Thus much on the admixture of the geographically or

locally literal with the figurative, in the phraseology of

other Scripture prophecies. To which let me add, that

in the Apocalyptic prophecy itself there are localities spe-

cijfied, as we shall see, both general and particular, which

must necessarily be interpreted literally as localities. So,

for example, in passages like that of Apoc. xii. 12, where it

is said, " Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and of the

sea ! " For unless the land were the literal land, and the

sea the literal island-studded sea, how could they have in-

habitants? And so again in Apoc. ix. 14, where the Eu-
phrates spoken of must needs mean the literal Assyrian

river ; supposing only that proof can be given satisfactory,

(of which I do not doubt,) that the judgments figured under

the sixth trumpet were those of the Turkish woe.

2. It remains that we investigate the meaning of " the

third part ;" a question certainly more difficult.— It has

been mentioned that many commentators interpret the

phrase as one designative of the whole Roman world, orV
perhaps of some large but indefinite portion of it. The
unsatisfactoriness, however, of all such indetinite explana-

' Just the same image, and same mixture of literal Jand figurative, occurs Is. Ivii.

5, &c.
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tion is evident. To say nothing of other inconsistencies

in it, it makes one of the most strongly-marked phrases of

designation in the whole Apocalyptic prophecy,—one used

seven times here, and twice elsewhere,—it makes this, I

say, altogether unmeaning. No wonder therefore that they

who thus interpret should be themselves dissatisfied with

their interpretation ; and show, like Mr. Cuninghame, that

they have only given it, because of not perceiving any

threefold division of the Eoman world, such as in their

opinion to answer to the conditions of the prophetic clauses.

That the earth, or wmid, spoken of in the Apocalypse means n/

the Roman earth, or tvorlil, cannot I think be doubted ; it

being a use of the term frequent in other Scriptures,^ (not

to say in the best profane writers also,^) and already proved

I believe elsewhere to be the true Apocalyptic sense.^

Again, that some actual threefold division of the empire is

intended by the phrase " third part," seems to me also in-»

dubitable
;
just as by that of " Wvq four parts of the earth,'*

in Seal 4, taking Jerome's readhig. The only question is,

what?—And, though it be a question confessedly diffi-

cult, yet, let it be remembered, it is one on which we do

not enter without a hint to aid us. For (besides that the

famous quadripart ite division of the 4th Seal may perhaps

help to throw light on it,) from the fourth trumpet-vision's

exhibiting the third of the sun as eclipsed, in symbolization

of an event which we saw reason anticipatively to regard as

the extinction of the Western emperors, the inference follows

that, whatever were the other two of the Apocalyptic thirds,

tJie Western empire must needs have been one ;—indeed

the one intended all through the present four visions.

And this seems of itself sufficient reason why the natural

^ E. g. Luke ii. 1 ; " A decree from Csesar Augustus that all the world (oikh/xcvi))

should be taxed."
* E. g. Dionysius Hal. Antiq. Rom. i. 3 ; 'H St 'Vwftauav ttoXic airaaris fiiv apxu

yriQ, oar] fit] avi^fiarog tori, Traffrjc le Kparti OaXaaffrig, &c. And Ovid Fasti ii. 683 ;

Gentibus est aliis tellus data limite certo,

Romana; spatium est urbis ct orbis idem.

It would have been needless to quote authorities on a thing so notorious, except for

Mede's sufrjrestion as to the Roman empire being the third part of the earth.

3 See p. 121 supri; where I have referred to the connexion of this earth, or yt),

with th^ seven-hilled city, Apoc. xvii. And so the use of the word has been already

exemplified in the '2nd, 4th, and 5th Seals : e. g. in those words of the last-men-

tionea Seal, " Uow long dost thou uot avenge our blood on them that dwell on tht

earth."
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tripartite division of the Roman world into European, Afri-

can, and Asiatic,—the same that has been suggested as an

alternative by Vitringa/ and subsequently adopted by Mr.

Paber and others,—should be set aside. Por, at the time

we speak of, the Western empire,—that over which the

Gothic and Vandal invaders extinguished the Roman Go-

vernment,—instead of embracing the whole of the Euro-

pean provinces, agreeably with this natural division, and

no more, comprehended in itself only four European pro-

vinces, I mean Britain, Gaul, Spain, Italy, (the addition

of Noricum and Pannonia being, as I shall presently ob-

serve, doubtful,) and at the same time comprehended the

province of Africa.—The same objection seems decisive

against that political trisection of the empire which was
made, on the death of Constantine, between his three sons

Constans, Constantine, and Constantius ; and which other

expositors, as Messrs. Erere and Irving, have imagined to

be here referred to.^ Eor the western third then included

the provinces of Britain, Gaul, and Spain only ; both Italy

and the African province being detached from it.—Suppos-

ing my presumption respecting the fourth trumpet-vision's

meaning to be correct, it must be regarded as the first essen-

tial characteristic of the true trisection intended, that its

Western third, like the Western empire overwhelmed by the

Goths, should comprehend at once the African province, and

the four provinces also that have been specified in Europe.

1 " Nihil probabilius quam per tertiatn terrae partem vel esse intelligendam unam
ex tribus majoribus terrae partibus, Asia, Africa, vel Europa, in quas olim non ter-

rain tantum totam a geograpliis, sed Eomanum quoque imperium, sub titulo orbis

terrarum, divisum fuisse ex numis constat ; . . vel majorem aliquam Romani Imperii

partem; &c." Which latter alternative is that which he actually adopts.— Mr.
Cuninghame justly objects against Mr. Faber, by reference to his Vials, the charge

of inconsistency with himself in carrying out his theory of this natural trisection.

Dr. Keith's interpretation of the point in question I am unable to comprehend.
He nowhere states clearly what threefold division he intends : and, when he does

make a statement, seems soon after to contradict it. Thus at the commencement of

his exposition of the fourth Trumpet, he speaks of one third part as "the transalpine

provinces," i. e. Britain, Gaul, Spain; of another third a.s, the maritime province of

Africa ; and then of Italy as a third third. Afterwards, in the same chapter, he seems
to speak of the Constantinopolitan empire as yet another third, or two-thirds. Yet,

a little after, he thus marks in capitals an historical extract respecting the proceedings

of Odoacer and the Heruli, after that the Western empire had been extinguished by
them ; " one-third of those ample estates, to which the ruin of Italy is originally

imputed, was extorted for the use of the conquerors." Signs of Times, i. 273,

275, 279. (8th Ed.)
2 And so too, more early, Bicheno in his " Signs of Times," i. 222. (6th Ed.)
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And thus we find ourselves forced on another and differ-

ent trisection of the Roman world :
^ one which we shall

find to have existed de facto at the precise time to which

I refer the first Trumpet-sounding; and which had been

indeed regularly marked out, some 80 or 90 years before,

^ It may be satisfactory to the reader to sec here a statement of all the successive

legitimatt; dinsions of the Roman imperial world. I therefore subjoin it, arranged

chronologically. It will be seen from it, that there were no de jiu-e (npartitions ex-

cept those specified in the text. Other divisions were into four, two, and once six.

A.D.

290 Division into four Pra?fecturcs by Diocletian : the 1st, Italy and Africa ; 2nd,

Asia and Thrace ; 3rd, the Rhine frontier, and three Western Provinces ; 4th,

the Danube frontier and Illyricum.

This quadripartition continued till the death of the 1st Constantius A. D.
306 : when, Consta)ttine having succeeded him in the West, Maxentim being

emperor at Rome, Maximian (who had resigned) resuming the pm-ple, and
two subordinate emperors, instead of one, being made by the Eastern Augustus

Galerius, (viz, Licinius for the government of lUjTicum, and Maximin for the

government of Syria,)—for the first and last time,

308 The Roman world was divided between six emperors. This continued till

311 the death of Galerius.—That same year war arising, the result was the first

tripartition of the empire ; viz. that between Constantine, Licinius, and Maximin,
spoken of in my text above.

313 On Maximin's defeat and death the Roman world was bipartitioned be-

tween Constantine and Licinius ; Licinius having the East and Illyricum.

314 On Licinius' first defeat Illyricum was transferred to Constantine.

324 On Licinius' second defeat tlie whole Empire was reunited under Constantine.

337 On Constantine's death there was a tripartition again ; that between his

three sons, Constantine, Constans, Constantius.

350 After civil wars, and the death of the two other brothers, Constantius again

reunited the Roman world. The monarchy continued after his death under

Julian, and then Jovian.—On whose death,

364 The celebrated bipartition into Eastern and Western was made by Valen-

tinian and Valens : the Western Empire including the whole of Illyricum ;

the Eiistern Thrace and Mcesia. (See Gibbon iv. 242.)

379 On Gratian's appointing Theodosius Eastern Emperor, after the death of

Valens, forasmuch as the Gothic war was to be Theodosius' special care, the

Illj-rian Prtefecture was dismembered, and the Dioceses of Dacia and Mace-

donia added to Thrace, Asia, and Egypt, as Theodosius' portion. (Gibbon iv.

422.)

383 On Maximus defeating and murdering Gratian, Theodosius arranged tem-

porarily with that usurper that he should confine himself to tlic countries be-

yond the Alps ; leaving to Gratian's brother, Valentinian the 2iid, Italy, Africa,

and W^estem Illyricum. (Gibbon v. 13.) Tliis w;is much the same trisection

as between Constantine's three sons ; and continued till Maximus' invasion of

Italy, 387, and defeat and death, 388 A.D.
For a year or two after A'alentinian's death, 392, Theodosius reunited the

395 Empire. Then, on his death, it was finally partitioned into Eiistem and
Western, under his two sons Arcadim and Honorius ; the lilyrian Pra'fecture

being divided between them, nearly as now between the Turks and Germans.

Noricum, Paimonia, and Dalmatia belonged to the West ; Dacia and Mace-

donia, (the other half of the lilyrian Pra'fecture,) to the East. (Gibbon v. 138.)

The result was very speedily a total separation of the two empires. Gibbon

V, 161, He observes somewhere that, about 410 A. D., such was the absolute

separation of the two monarchies, both in interest and att'ection, that Con-

stantinople would rather have obeyed the orders of the Persian than those of

the Latin Court.
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as a de jure trisection, on an occasion passing, but most
notable, alike in history and in the Apocalyptic drama.

The epoch I allude to was that memorable one when,

Galerius,having died, and Maxentius been drowned in the

Tiber, the Roman world found itself under the dominion

of the three emperors Constantine, Licinius, and Maximin.y
At which time what the partitionment of the provinces,

which then fell to the three respectively ? To Constantine,

we read, there attached Britain, Gaul, Spain, Italy, Africa
;

to Licinius the vast Illyrian Prsefecture, which coincided

with, and embraced, the rest of Roman Europe ; to Maxi-
min the Asiatic provinces and Egypt:—a trisection this

which, in so far as regards the Western third at least, pre-

cisely answers to that indicated by the 4th Trumpet vision

of the Apocalypse. And there is a direct and striking re-

ference to it at its first forming, (as I doubt not will ap-

pear,) in a vision the subject of which is chronologically

anterior to the four Trumpets, though in the Apocalyptic

arrangement placed supplementally after them ; I mean
that of the travailing woman and the dragon in the xiith

chapter : where it is said of the dragon, that " he drew
with his tail the third part of the stars of heaven

;

" in

reference, if I mistake not, to the then sole representative

and head of the Roman Pagan power, viz. in the first

instance Maximin, then Licinius.—Hence altogether a pre-

sumption in favour of this, as the very trisection here in-

tended.

No doubt it may be objected that other temporary divi-

sions of the empire followed afterwards ; and, more especially,

that, just before the irruption of the Goths, there was made
one too memorable on many accounts in history, and too

permanent, to be overlooked in the prophecy :—I mean, of

course, the twofold division into Eastern and Western, first

made under Valentinian and Valens, then finally under

Theodosius' two sons Arcadius and Honorius.—But the

truth is that, considering the matter merely on the de jure

principle, the original intermediate Illyrian Praefecture will

be found to have been so shifted from time to time, now
to the Eastern, now to the Western empire, that it might
seem almost needful for clearness' sake, even on that ac-
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count, to preserve a notice of the old tripartite division, in

which Illyricnm held a separate place.^—And yet more,

considering the matter de facto, it will appear that at the

aera to which the 1st Tmmpet is supposed by me to refer,

(I mean the aera after Theodosius' death,) Illyricum was so

detached by Gothic occupation from the rule of both East-

ern and Western empire, that its fortunes could not be

considered as involved in those either of the Western or

Eastern empire ; but, for distinctness' sake, needed (I may
say absolutely needed) to be considered separately. Al-

ready Illyricum had been the scene of the earliest occu-

pation and devastations of the Goths, after the battle of

^ The apportionment of IHjTicum was variable both before, and after, the bipartite

division under the emperors Arcadius and Honorius.

—

Before the first war between

Constantine and Licinius, the IlljTian Priefecture was attached to the Eastern em-

pire ; but, after the first war between them, it was taken from the East, and added

to the West.—When a bipartition was next arranged between Valentinian and Valens,

it was all again attached in the same manner to the Western empire.* But on Va-

lens' deatli, and Theodosius' accession, the Prtcfecture was dismembered ; and its

Eastern half, including Dacia and Macedonia, added by Gratian to the East.f—It

was this last that was the line of separation settled on in the bipartition between

Arcadius and Honorius, to which our difficulty chiefly refers. Yet we find that,

some ten years after, the Western emperor claimed jurisdiction over the whole of Illy-

ricum, " according to its true and ancient limits
:

" %—^md about 20 years still later, a

new arrangement was made between the two emperors, by which the whole of the

Western Illyricum was ceded to the Eastern empire. This took place A. D. 425.§

It was the final line of dispartition, and one to which I shall again have to call the

reader's special attention.—Thus the staple, if I may so say, or pcmianently legitimate

territory appertaining to each respectively, was still Constantine' s original third for the

Western empire, and Maximin's original third for the Eastern empii-e.—In every case,

I should observe, the latter included Thrace.

* See the tabular view p. 361. t Gibbon iv. 422. J lb. v. 234.

§ lb. ri. 7. This partition was made between Theodosius 2nd and Valentinian

the 3rd. " The emperor of the East acquired the rich maritime Province of Dal-

matia, and the dangerous sovereignty of Pannonia and Noricum ; which had been

filled and ravaged for above twenty years by a promiscuous crowd of Huns, Ostro-

goths, Vandals, and Bavarians." Gibbon refers to Count Buat, a laborious investigator

of the antiquities of those times, as his authority for this Treaty ; and which he con-

siders quite satisfactory.—Yet it would seem that still the Western emperor revived

his claim to one of its provinces. For in an embassy to Attila he sent tlie civil and

military governors of Noricmn as his envoys. Gibbon vi. 92. So also Sismondi,

Roman History, i. 160 : who says indeed that the complaint of Attila had reference

to things embezzled in a church at Sirmium ; a town situated a little south of the

modem Belgrade.—In A.D. 453, again, the emperor Marcian granted all Pannonia,

as far as Vindobona (Vienna), to the Ostrogoths.

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Eastern Illyricum was a point similarly dis-

puted between the Roman and Byzantine Sees. Thus, in the year 4.51, the Council of

Chalcedon adjudged that the Patriarchate of the Constantinopolitan Bishop extended

over Eastern IlhTicum. Yet in 490 we find that Pope Felix 2 (or 3) had his vicar

in the Eastern Illyricum, resident at Thessalonica. See Mosheim, v. 2. 2. 1, vi. 2. 2.

1 ; and also the letters of certain lUjTian and Thessalian Bishops addrcst to the Pope,

as to the vicar of Peter and Chnst, and their metropolitan, A.D. 631. They are

given in Hard. ii. 1111, &c.
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Adrianople. Nor did the peace that they made shortly

after with Theodosius cause any effectual alteration in their

occupancy of it. "The vast regions they had ravaged,"

says Sismondi, " were abandoned to them, if not in abso-

lute sovereignty, yet in terms little at variance with their

independence." Thus they already constituted, as it were,

a living wall of separation between the two divisions of the

empire which were most properly Roman in their popula-

tion.^—More especially such was the case after Alaric's

and the Goths' first revolt on Theodosius' death, and
overrunning of the southern part of this same Praefecture

;

Alaric being thereupon constituted, (as I shall afterwards

again have to mention,) Master-General, or in fact inde-

pendent Prince, of Illyricum. And it was precisely at this

epoch, as I conceive, not before, that the first Trumpet
sounded.

Nor indeed was it at this time only that the Illyrian,

or intermediate third, was thus separated in its history and

fortunes from the other two-thirds. The same continued

the case afterwards. In the 6th and 7th centuries the

Bulgarian power was formed : and the result was that first

the Avar, then the Bulgarian dominion, intruded into it

:

and " Msesia, during the middle ages, was broken into the

barbarian kingdoms of Servia and Bulgaria."^—In the 9tli

century Macedonia and the eastern Illyricum were inun-

dated by Sclavonic hordes, by whom even the whole

southern Peloponnesus is said to have been Sclavonized -^

and which were thus not in language only, but also in go-

vernment, very much separated from the Greek Empire.

—

Pinally, and much later, the Franks in their crusading ex-

peditions severed the southernmost of the Illyrian provinces

from the Greeks, and long occupied them.—I the rather

mention this last act, in tracing the distinct and separate

1 So Ambrose, on Luke xxi. 9, writing A.D. 386, nine years before Theodosius'

death, says ;
" Nos quoque in Illyrico exules patriae Gothorum exilia fecerunt

:

" with
reference to the Gothic hordes driven through terror of the Huns across the Danube

;

and which, after conquering Valens, occupied, though as subjects to Theodosius,

much of Illyricum. (The passage is cited by me more fully Ch. iv. infra.)—Again
Jerome, Ep. xi. ad Ageruch. written A.D. 409, says that for thirty years the Goths
had been occupying and desolating Pannonia.

- Gibbon i 37, viii. 194, x. 196, &c.
3 effKXajSiodTi Traaa ») x'^P'^ Constantine Porph. Them. ii. 6.
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history of the Illyrian Praefecture, because it carries us

down to the times of the Turks : and shows how properly

that self-same tripartite division of which we have spoken,

was used even under the 6th Trumpet in the prophecy
;

seeing that it was but " the third of men,"^—the eastern

third,—against whom the slaying commission of the Eu-
phratean horsemen coidd be properly said to be given.

Thus the result of our investigation has been to show
that on general grounds, and with reference to the general

tenor of Roman history, at and subsequent to the time of

the Gotliic invasions, instead of the tripartite division that I

speak of being a division inappropriate to make use of, in the

prophetic pretiguration of those events and times, because

of the notable hipartition of the empire into Eastern and
Western that had taken place a little previously, it was pre-

cisely the most appropriate that could be chosen. And
this the rather because of its having been framed from

Diocletian's memorable quadripartition, noted in the 4th

Seal, by the union in one of the Italian and Gallic im-

perial Prsefectures. It only remains to see whether it will

suit the details of the three first trumpet visions, as we have

already by anticipation seen that it does those of the, fourth.

And when we shall have completed the comparison of

these details with the details of the history corresponding,

I tnist that on this point also the reader will find himself

equally satisfied.

CHAPTER III.

THE FOUR FIRST TRUMPET-VISIONS.

In order to enter in this part on our comparison of the

prophecy and the history to the best advantage, it will be

peculiarly desirable that we should endeavour to place our-

selves, as it were, in the situation of the Evangehst ; and to

see the varied images of the successive visions, as far as

possible, so as he saw them :—more particularly, I mean, as

' Apoc. ix. 15.
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each locally affecting, and locally associated witli, its as-

signed portion of the Roman world ; that same Roman
world which seems to have been extended in living though

miniature landscape beneath and around him, with its

triple divisions of territory marked therein, and their re-

spective boundary lines, whether of river, sea, mountain, or

desert. All this,—though the unassisted human eye could

not comprehend it,—the prophetic eye might, as usual

with the prophets, or indeed the natural eye, as with Christ

in his temptation,^ be strengthened to discern. And need

I suggest what an advantage it must have afforded to St.

John all through, towards the right understanding of the

visions ? Much of that to which a laborious train of rea-

soning has already thus far conducted us, would have been

manifest to him, as I conceive, at a glance. And as in

regard to what has preceded, so in regard to what is to

follow also : above all in figurations such as we are now
entering on ; where distinctive symbolic details are compara-

tively scanty, and the most distinctive part of the symbol
is its local origin, course, or destination. Hence the im-

portance to those who have not had it given them to be

eye-witnesses, of calling the imagination in aid, in the man-
ner I suggested. To facilitate this a Map has been ap-

pended ; with the three great divisions, which we have seen

reason to suppose alluded to, distinguished upon it by dif-

ferent colours : and, in regard to which several territorial

divisions, it may be well to remind the reader that each

one included its third of the Mediterranean or Roman
sea,^ as well as its third of the land ; and each one also its

own characteristic stream of the three great frontier rivers,

the Rhine, Danube,^ and Euphrates.—In order yet more to

aid the imagination, I shall make the attempt, before enter-

ing on historical events and fulfilment, to describe the im-

agery of the successive visions, so as I conceive it to have

passed over the landscape of the Roman world before the

1 Matt. iv. 8 ;
" The Devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and

showeth' him all the kingdoms of the world," &c. See p. 99 supra.
- The Mediterranean was often spoken of by the Romans as their sea, "mare

nostrum." Hence, when the word sea was used by itself, this would be the meaning
attached to the word by them.

^ The higher third of the Danube indeed belonged to the Western division ; but
its whole lower stream to the lllpian.
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eye of tlie Evangelist :—always taking care that there

shall be in this no unlicensed play of the fancy ; and no-

thing inconsistent with that faithful adherence to the

written descriptions which is due to every word of God's

Holy Book.—I have already hinted that it is one and the

same Western tliird of the Empire to which I apply alike

all the four first Trumpet visions ;—its land territory, its

nuiritime dependencies, its frontier nV^r-valleys and foun-

tains, its sun and stars. This the unity of these four

visions seems to me to require.

I. The imagery of the preliminary altar-court

ACTION IN THE APOCALYPTIC TEMPLE, AND OF THE FOUR

FIRST TRUMPET-VISIONS CONSEQUENT.

Behold, then, the Angel-priest has come forth from offer-

ing the incense of his faithful ones in the inner temple : his

censer still in hand ; but emptied of the sacred embers of

fire, with which that incense had been kindled by him be-

fore the Holy One. And see ! he moves straight back again

to the great altar in the altar-court, and takes again of the

same burning embers, and fills the same censer with them
;

— only now not to bless, but to devote to destruction. For,

having filled it, he scatters the fiery ashes from the temple-

height, that they may fall on the despisers of his proffered

mediation and atonement in the world below ;—the world

professing but ajwstate. Not an instant passes without

signs of recognition in heaven and on earth, alike by the

animate and the inanimate creation, of this devoting of the

land to a curse. Forthwith from the cloud of glory there

issue thunderings and lightnings. And see ! they are re-

sponded to by the bursting of tempests (the four angel-

forms seen darkly careering therein) over the central pro-

vinces of Illyricum, Greece, and Epirus ; the first that

selfsame district which they had already sometime before

appeared to overhang, m\n-ky and threatening. The Roman
earth quakes sinuiltaneously through its vast extent ; and

he faces of men gather blackness : some from present

suffering ; all from forebodings of greater evil to come.

But look to the temple again. See ! the trumpet-angels

are preparing themselves to sound; and therewith the

/
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more definite evolution of the divine judgments to be de-

fined, and to proceed. Which is the first grand destined

scene of suffering ?

1st Trumpet.^— The first Angel sounds his trumpet

:

and lo the same tremendous tempest as before, black with

other clouds from the cold hail- generating countries beyond
the Danube,^ and charged with lightning and hail, appears-

driving westward. " The third of the land,'' or conti-

nental provinces of the Western division of the Roman em-
pire, is declared the fated scene of ravage. The Asiatic

continent and maritime province of Africa are to remain

unharmed by the storm : and the European provinces, too,

of the Eastern Empire mostly to escape. The skirts of

the storm discharge themselves, as it passes forward, on

the Rhsetian hill-country. Then quickly its course is to-

wards Italy. As it sweeps across the Italian frontier, other

terrific thunder-clouds from the distant north-west quarter

of the heaven succeed, and intermingle with the first. Once
and again the almost united tempests spread in desolating

fury over Italy, beyond the Alps and Apennines. Then
dividing, a part, impelled yet further south, bursts with

terrific lightnings directly over the seven-hilled imperial

city, and passes thence to the southernmost coast of Brut-

tium beyond. A part, driven backward, takes a westerly

course over the Rhine into Gaul, and far and wide devas-

tates it ; then, crossing over the Pyrenasan chain, pours

its fury on the Spanish provinces : nor spends itself till it

has reached the far shores, west and south, of the Atlantic

and the Mediterranean.—Thus has the entire continental

division of the western empire been involved in its ravages.

Throughout the whole the lightning fire runs along the

ground, even as in the plague of ancient Egypt ; burning

in wide-spreading conflagration country and town, trees

and pasture. And there are signs too, not to be mistaken,

/ of the destruction of life, as well as of vegetation : for

blood appears mixed with the fire and hail. Slowly at

1 Kai 6 irpiDTog [ayytXoc] eaaXirirTs' Kai tyevtro xaXa^a icai nvp fxtiiiyfiiva iv

aifiaTi, Kai tj3\r]dri tig ti]v yrjV Kai to rpiTov rr]g yT]g KaTtKat), Kai ro rpirov tojv

StvSpwv KaTtKarj, Kai nag xopTog x^Mpog KartKaij. Tregelles' text, as before.

2 On the cold of ancient Germany, sec Gibbon i. 316.
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length the storm subsides ; destroying, however, even in

its subsidence. The desoLation that it leaves is frightful.

The land was as the garden of Eden before it. It remains

a wasted wilderness.

2nd Trumpet.^—A pause ensues. Then presently there

is heard another trumpet-blast of judgment.—Now is the

visitation of the Western third of the Mediterranean sea,

and the islands and trans-marine province included in it ;
^

a part hitherto unscathed and safe. Behold yon giant

mountain-rock, blazing with volcanic fires, that upheaved
from the southernmost point of Spain near the Straits of

Gades, and cast into the sea, looks like Etna in its raging !

Mark how the waters of the midland sea are agitated by it

!

The lava pours down the mountain-sides. The igneous

stones and ashes of the volcano are scattered for hundreds
of miles all round, on sea and mainland, coasts and is-

lands ;
^ first on the coast of Africa, then on that of the

opposite continent, from the Atlantic Straits, all along up
to the head of the Adriatic. Ships appear set on fire by
them, at sea and in the harbours, and light the water with

their conflagrations. Blood marks the loss of life accom- ^
panying

;
just as in the former vision. Over the whole

maritime scene of its devastations whatever is habital)le ap-

pears desolated; whatever had life, destroyed. " The third

' Kai 6 CtvTipog ayyiXoQ ecraXiTKTf Kai wf opog fitya irvpi Kaiofitvov ift\r]di]

{((,• Tr]v 9a\a(T(jav' Kai lytvero to rpiTov Ti)q OaXaaar/Q ai/ia' Kat airiOai't to tqitov
Twv KTKTfioTwv Tuiv IV Ty OaXadtTy Ta txovTa ipvxai;' Kai to TpiTOV twv ttXokui'

cu<l)9api]aav.

* The sea was a word used by the Romans to include the islands and maritime
coasts. So Facciolati ;

" Mare interdum est regio maritima et insiiLe maris ;
"

quoting Xopos in Con. 4 ;
" Ad mare missus est, ut Cypriis et Phaaiicibus naves

longas impcraret ; " and Tacitus Hist. i. 2; "Plenum exsiliis mare."— So in Scrip-

ture "the sea" is used for "the strength of the sea," i. e. Tyre, Isaiah xxiii. 4.

^ This is no exaggeration of the extent of volcanic action, seen in nature. Dion
Cassius (Ixvi. 23) relates that in the eruption of Vesuvius, in whicli I'liiiy lost his

life, the ashes reached Africa, SjTia, and Egj-pt, and filled the air above Home.

—

Citssiodorus, describing an eruption of the same volcanic mountain in the time of

Theodoric, saj's; "Per totam pene Italiam cognoscitur (|uand() ilia indignatio commo-
vctur. Volat per mare magnum einis decoctus ; et, terrenis nubibus excitatis, trans-

mariniis quoque provincias pulvereis guttis compluit." B. P. M. xi. 1157.

In more modern times, during one eruption of Etna, an area of 150 miles in cir-

cumference is said to have been covered with a stratum of volcanic sand and ashes
twelve feet deep. In the year 1783 a cun-ent of lava sixty miles long, and twelve
broad, was formed by a volcano in Iceland. And in 1815, as Mr. IJakewell states, in

the eruption of the volcano of Sumbawa the clouds of smoke and ashes darkened the

sky for 300 miles round; and the sound of the explosions was heard in Sumatra, 970
miles distant. See Memoire sur les iles Ponces ; and Bakewell's Introduction to

Geology, pp. 342, 343.

vol.. I. 24
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part of the sea became blood ; and the third part of living

creatures ^ in the sea [i. e. those that were in the third part

of the sea] died ; and the third part of ships was de-

stroyed."

3rd Trumpet.^— The volcano has not yet fully spent

itself, when another of the angels sounds his trumpet-clang.

And what the new scene of judgment ? " The (Western)

third of the rivers," it is said, " and the fountains of waters."

—It begins where yon mighty river to the North forms

the ancient limit between barbarian Germany, and the

lllyrian or middle Prsefecture of the Roman empire. Mark
the portentous meteor that glares over it ; like a blazing

torch trailing its long red line of light ^ behind it in the

Northern sky ! And see ! where the Teiss, pouring itself

into the Danube, marks the central point of the base of the

great lllyrian Praefecture ; there suddenly it descends, and

blazes, and taints with its sulphureous exhalations the

downward course of that ancient river.—But it was the

same Western third of the Empire, as before, that was in this

case too to taste specially of the bitterness of the woe. And
mark how, in fulfilment of its mission, the meteor, rising

again, tracks the course of the upper Danube, and then reaches

and moves along the Rhenish frontier-river of the Western

Empire ; blazmg over and poisoning its waters, down even

to the Belgic lowlands. Thence again unquenched it rises
;

shoots in rapid course westward ; is repelled, as if by some

counter-electric force, and as from a region on which it be-

hoved not that it should permanently shed its malignant

influences ; then in southerly direction falls on the foun-

1 KTKTfia. Compare 1 Tim. iv. 4 ; vav KTivfia koXov and James i. 18 ; w<;

aTrapx'H '''wv avTH KTidfiaTiav. Also, Apoc. v. 13 ; -nav KTiafia 6 arriv iv rqt

ovpav<f>, Kai ev rt] yy, Kai em ttiq OaXaaarig a tort, rjKovan XeyovTag, &c. In St.

James and the Apoc. the word is evidently used of intelligent creatm-es. Mark in

the latter the word XeyovTag in the masculine agreeing with rrav KTiafia.
'^ Kai 6 rpiToc ayyeXoQ tffaXTriat' Kai tTriatv tK rov ovpavov aurjjp fityag Kai-

o/itvog ijjg Xa/iTTag' Kai nriaiv tni to tqitov rwv -rroTafiwv, Kai em tuq Trrjyag

vSarojV Kai to ovofia tov aarepog Xeyerai 6 Atl/iv9og' Kai eyeveTO to TpiTov rwv
vSariMv tig aipivOoV Kai iroXXoi t<ov av0pw7ra»f airedavov ck rwv vdarwv, oti

eniKpav67](Tav.—It is to be observed that the limiting epithet, a third part, applies to

the rivers mih/, not to the fountains of ivaters.

^ " A great star blazing like a torch." This designates a meteor, as distin-

guished from one of the starry luminaries. So Virgil, ^n. ii. 694.

de coelo lapsa per umbras
Stella facem ducens multa cum luce cucurrit.
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tains of tlie European waters, there where the Alpine snows
are dissolving from their eternal glaciers.—Wheresoever it

has fallen, the rivers and their tributaries have been poison-

ed by it ; and the dead and dying, of those that drink

them, appear lying on the banks. " For the name of that

star is Wormwood ;
^ and many died of the waters because

they were made bitter."—Having thus done its part, it

shoots back towards the Danube ; there blazes for a mo-
ment longer, and is extinct.

4th Trumpet.-—The vision has past; the /o««*//« angel

sounds. Hitherto, though its land, its sea, and its frontier

river and fountains of waters have been desolated, yet the

sun has still continued shining on the W^estern empire, as

before. But now at length this too is affected. To the

extent of a third part of its orb, it suffers eclipse. The
shadow falls over the Western empire. Then the night

supervenes.—And see the eclipsing hifluences act on the

luminaries of the night also. Presently the Western third

of the moon becomes eclipsed ; and of the stars scattered

over the symbolic firmament, all that are in the third of

the Roman sky, are darkened also.

So closes this fourth vision. And then another angel,

diverse from the seven trumpet-angels, breaks upon the

continuity of their succession. By his solemn and loud

cry in mid-heaven of, " W^oe, Woe, Woe, to the inhabitants

of the earth, from the voices of the trumpet-angels that

have yet to sound," he occupies the seer's attention for a

while, with a Avarning voice of judgments yet to come ; and
seems to intimate also a certain break, and perhaps change
of character, bet;/een the judgments gone before, and those

that were to follow.

Such, T conceive, may have been the manner in which
the phsenomena of the successive visions passed before the

• Compare Jer. xxiii. 15; "I will feed them with wormwood, and make them
drink the water of pall ;

" i. c. in the attlictions of the Bahylonish captivity. Also
Lam. iii. 15, 19.—The metaphor is not imcoininon. In Autar, the Aral)ie Romance,
we find it applied, as here, to death. " Death served them with a cup of absinth by
my sword." Hamilton's Tran.sl. iii. 129.

- Kat o TfTuoTOQ ayytXoQ ittaXTttTC Kai nr\t}yti to rpirov rnv j'/Xioy, Kai to
TpiTov Tr)Q (Ti\r))'i)i, Kai ro rpirnr tuiv aiJTt^tuiv 'ira (TKOTiaOy to rjuroi/ avTOJf, kui

jj yfitoa fii} (^lavy to TpiTov avTtjS, Kai tj vvK o/ioiwt"-

24*
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Evangelist : for I have stated nothing but what is con-

sistent with, and (if we suppose the same to have been

geographically represented before him) in no little mea-

sure implied in, the brief descriptions of the visions in the

text. And what, let me ask, would be the natural, the

almost necessary interpretation he would attach to them ?

Surely, considering the character of the symbolic figures,

both in themselves, and as illustrated by their use in other

prophetic Scriptures,^ he would construe them as pre-

figuring the ravages of some terrible invaders from North-

ern Germany :
— invaders who would desolate first the

European continental provinces of the Western empire

;

then its maritime provinces, islands, and fieets in the Me-
diterranean :—a fresh and dreadful scoarge being super-

added, commencing on the Illyrian Prsefecture; but soon

to ravage the Western provinces watered by the Rhine

also, and the Alpine regions, the local source of the Euro-

pean waters :—followed, finally, by the extinction of the

imperial dynasty of the West, and soon after of its subor-

dinate rulers also.—Such, I conceive, must have been his

interpretation. It remains to see how the figurations were

fulfilled in the progress of the Gothic, Vandal, Hunnish, and

Ostrogothic desolations. This was to be my second Head.

II. The historical fulfilment.

And, in demonstrating this, need I detail at any length

1 1st, the tempest.—So Is. xxviii. 2 ; "The Lord hath a mighty and strong one •"

which, as a tempest of hail and a destropng storm, as a flood of mighty waters over-

flowing, shall cast down to the earth with the hand." This was said of Shalmari'

ezer and the Assyrian invasion.—And again of Gog, Ezek. xxxviii. 9 ;
" Thou shalt

ascend, and come like a storm : thou shalt be like a cloud to cover the land : thou,

and all thy bands, and many people with thee."

2. The volcano or burning mountain.—So Jeremiah li. 25 ;
" Behold I am against

thee, destroying mountain, saith the Lord, which destroyest all the earth. And
I will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and roll thee down from the rocks, and vrill

make thee a burnt mountain."—This was said of Babylon. It is compared, says Dr.

A. Clarke, " to a burning mountain ; which, by vomiting continual streams of burn-

ing lava, inundates and destroys all to^vns, villages, fields, &c. in its vicinity. . . So

had the Babylonish government set the nations on fire, deluging and destroying them

by its troops : tiU at last exhausted, &c., it is extinguished ; "—becomes an extinct

volcano.

3. The meteor., or star blazing as a lamp or torch.—With this we may compare

what is said of the invading kings of Syi'ia and Israel in Is. vii. 4 ;
" Fear not, nei-

ther be faint-hearted, for the two tails of these smoking fire-brands ; for the fierce

anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah."
4. The eclipsed heavenly luminaries. See my p. 247 supra.
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the history of the five great destroyers of the Western em-

pire ;— I mean of Alaric and Rhadagaisus, in the first

instance ; then of Genseric, Attila, Odoacer ; the two

earHest associated nearly as one, in the time and scene of

their devastations under the first Trumpet?—The tale has

been often repeated by expositors, as well as historians.

So, after briefly noticing in Alaric's opening career and acts,

in the character just assigned him, what will be found well

to answer to the introductory earthquake thiniderings and
lightnings, (Apoc. vii. 5,) that followed instantly on the cast-

ing of the altar-fire in vision on the Roman ivorld,—I shall

proceed to show, as succinctly as may be, in the further

history of those barbarian invaders of the empire, the ful-

fllment, severally and separately, of each of thefour Trumpet-

visions themselves.

As to the introductory thunderings, lightnings, and earth-

quake, it will be remembered that the seventh Seal's open-

ing just before them answered in my view to the epoch of

the death of Theodosius, Jan. 17, A.D. 395. And, as

thereupon the figured silence in the Apocalyptic firmamental

heaven, or stillness from the long-threatened tempests, con-

tinued but for one half-hour's duration, and then the seven

war-trumpets against the Roman earth were given to the

seven angels, and the altar-fire cast upon it, with the light-

nings, thunderings and earthquake in response, so ''be-

fore the ivinter had ended," says Gibbon, " the Gothic nation

was in arms."^ The inten'al in fact was one rather of days

than weeks. Tor it needed but the circulation of the news
of his death to rouse the Goths to revolt, among the farms

already sometime occupied by them according to treaty, in

the Illyrian and Maesian Provinces : and, having strength-

ened themselves by fresh hosts of their countrymen from

the forests on the other side of the Daimbe,^ forthwith they

threatened war against the Roman empire.—Not however

before there had been enacted in the empire, alike what
might answer to the saints' incense-offering figured in the

Apocalyptic temple, and to the implied Christ-renouncing

counter-worship of the men of the earth. For then was

1 Gibb. V. 176. 2 Ibid.
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precisely the sera to which our ecclesiastical sketch of the

preceding chapter relates, the sera of 395, 396 : when Au-
gustine, just about entering on the Episcopate, was in

doctrine and life setting forth Jesus as the propitiation and
mediator, as well as life and light, of sinful men ; and
Vigilantius too (not to speak of other faithful ones) was
preparing for his protestant stand against the saint-worship

and other superstitions of the inrushing apostasy ;—while

Sulpitius, Pauliniis, Jerome, Gregory Ngssen, Martin of
Tours, and other such, were all too prominently counte-

nancing and helping forward those superstitions of the mass
of the people in Roman Christendom, to the neglect and
forsaking of Jesus.

It was in 395, as I said, after the pious Theodosius, just

like King Josiah, had been taken away from the coming evil,

that the empire was shaken, as by an earthquake, with this

Gothic revolt. Then, in 396, the thunderings and lightnings

of the Gothic war burst on the central and hitherto un-

ravaged provinces of Thessaly, Greece, Epirus, and the Pe-

loponnese, under the direction of Alaric :—a lightning-

storm this introductory to, as well as characteristic of, all

that followed. The land trembled before the invading

Goths in terror. "The deep and bloody traces of their

march could be easily discovered," we are told, " by travel-

lers many years afterwards."^—It is observable that there

had been portents of nature, both earthquakes, and eclipses,

and a strange long-continued darkness, just before Theodo-

sius' death,—portents renewed in the selfsame year 396 of

the invasion of Greece now spoken of,—such as to cause

general forebodings of evil being at hand. So alike Am-
brose from Milan, and Jerome from Bethlehem, tell us ;

'^

and the chronicles of the time confirm their statements.^

It was like nature's own alarum,#with men's voices of alarm

• Gibb. V. 180.

* " Hoc nobis motus terrarum graves, hoc juges pluviae minabantur, et ultra solitum

caligo tenebrosior denuntiabat quod clementissimus Iraperator Theodosius excessurus

esset e terris. Ipsa igitur excessum ejus elementa maerebant." So Ambrose, De Obit.

Theodos. ad init.

Jerome's notice on the subject was when Vigilantius was with him, in 396. There

was then an eclipse as well as earthquake : and Jerome says, " Obscurato sole omnis
mundus jam jamque venturum judicem formidaret." Gilly's Vigilantius, 304, 305.

^ The Benedictine Editor of Ambrose notes on the former extract ;
" Marcellinus

in Chronico sue auctor est profligate Eugenio terram continuis motibus, a mense
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answering in response ; as well as the furnishing in the

natural world of the very portents that were here used

symbolically, to prefigure the events and the epoch, in the

Apocalyptic vision.

Then in history, as in prophecy, came a brief pause.

The Trumpets of doom were to be sounded specially, not

against the already detached Illyrian Prsefecture, including

Macedonia and Greece, but against the AVestern Empire,

against Italy, and Rome. It was a pause in which Alaric

had to prepare himself for the mighty task. " The trum-

pet-angels prepared themselves to sound." And see the

wonderful manner in which this was facilitated. By the in-

fatuation of the Eastern emperor Arcadius, Alaric was made
Master-General, after returning from the Greek invasion, of

the Eastern lUyricum ;^ and so furnished with arms for

their destruction from the Romans' own armouries. Four
years he occupied himself in pre])aration for his great

enterprise. Seated in authority in the centre of that vast

Praefecture, which since the days of Valens had been very

much occupied by the Goths and other barbaric tribes, he

there, " on the verge as it were of the two empires,"^

had but to meditate, like an eagle of prey, on which of the

separated halves he should fall of the devoted carcase ; then

to seize, and to devour. The Gothic chieftains at this point

of time elevated him on a shield, and solemnly proclaimed

him King of the VisigotJis.^ On their part, as well as

otherwise, his preparation was complete.

1. Then at length the/r5^ Trumpet sounded. The object

of doom marked out by it was Italy and Rome. Accordingly,

as Alaric told an Italian hermit aTterwards,'' " he felt a secret

and praeternatural impulse, which directed, and even compel-

led, his march to the gatesof Rome."—As his trumpet sound-

Septembri ad Xovembrem usque, in quibusdam Europae regionibus quassatam fuisse,

anno (A.D. 394) qui Theodosii mortem antcccssit."

Marcellinus also, I observe, notes in his Chronicle the earthquake and portents of

396 ;
" Terrne motus per dies pluriraos fuit, ca-lumque ardere visum est

: " i. e. in the

year next after Theodosius' death. See the B. P. M. ix. 619.
' So Claudian, Eutrop. ii. 213;

Vastator Achivne

Gentis, et Epirum nuper populatus inultam,

Praesidct lUyrico.
2 Gibbon v. 189. 3 Ibid. * lb. 254.
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ed, and his march advanced, terrible omens and prognostica-

tions preceded hini.^ " The Christians however," says

Gibbon,^ " still derived some comfort from the powerful in-

tercession of the saints and martyrs." So does he note

again the very cause that had been hinted in the Apocalypse

of the coming judgments. Thrice, in fulfilment of his des-

tiny, Alaric descended from the Alps on the Italian plains

;

marking his course each step, as the awe-struck historians

of the times tell us, in country and in town, with ravage,

conflagration, and blood ; till the gates of Rome itself were

opened to the conqueror, and the Gothic fires blazed around

the Capitol.^

In the mean time other destroyers, of a kindred race

and origin, had extended their ravages to the trans-rhenane

provinces. Between Alaric's first and second invasions of

Italy, Rhadagaisus, from the far north of Germany, with

a host of Vandals, Suevi, and Burgundians, burst, like a

dark thunder-cloud from the Baltic, as Gibbon graphically

describes it,* on the Rhsetian and Italian valleys. With
slaughter, though with difficulty, they were repulsed by the

Roman general from near Florence. But it was only to

bend the course of the vast remnant westward ; and over-

whelm the provinces, till then flourishing and fertile, of

Gaul and Spain. Blood and conflagration here marked
each step of their track

;
just as that of Alaric in Greece

1 On this subject, says Gibbon, (ib. 192,) " Claudian may seem prolix : but fear and
superstition occupied as large a space in the minds of the Italians. " It is as a charac-

teristic of the times that I too, here and elsewhere, notice the omens.
* Gibbon v. 193.

3 " At their entrance through the Salarian gate, they fired the adjacent houses to

guide their march, and to distract the attention of the citizens. The flames, which
encountered no obstacle in the disorder of the night, consumed many private and pub-

lic buildings : and the ruins of the palace of Sallust remained in the age of Justinian

a stately monimient of the Gothic conflagration." Gibbon v. 317.

^ Ib. 214.—The chronological intermingling of the invasions of Italy by Alaric and
Ehadagaisus will appear from the following tabular sketch.

A.D.
396 Alaric's invasion of Greece.

400—403 His first invasion of Italy. (Gibbon v. 190.)

406 Ehadagaisus with 200,000 Vandals, &c., from the Baltic, marching by way
of the upper Danube, invades Italy.—On his being defeated and killed

under the walls of Florence, the remains of his army retii'e from Italy, and

cross the Rhine into France.

408 Alaric's first siege of Rome.
409 Second siege.

410 Thix'd siege and capture.—In the same year followed Alaric's death.
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and Italy. The burning of trees and herbage, as well as

of cities, is pathetically particularized by the chronicles of

the times. " The consuming flames of war," says Gibbon,^

"spread from the banks of the Rhine over the greatest

part of the seventeen provinces of Gaul. . . The scene of

peace and plenty was suddenly changed into a desert ; and
the pi-ospect of the smoking ruins could alone distinguish

the solitude of nature from the desolation of man." A simi-

lar description is given of the desolation of Spain. ^—And
the desolators entered never to retire. " This passage " of

the Rhine, he adds, " by the Suevi, Vandals, Alani, and
Burgundians, who never afterwards retreated, may be con-

sidered as the fall of the Roman empire in the countries

beyond the Alps. The barriers which had so long separ-

ated the savage and the civilized nations of the earth, were,

from that fatal moment, levelled with the ground."^

The era of Alaric and Rhadagaisus,—that is, of the first

Trumpet,—is to be considered as chiefly embracing some
y

ten or twelve years, from A. 1). 400 to about A. I). 410 ; v

though, as the ravages of the provinces were not then dis-

continued, we may perhaps consider the vision before us to

embrace a period somewhat longer. In that latter year the

Vandals had extended their conquests to the Straits of

Gades } and Alaric, who had accomplished his destiny, and

reached in his desolating course the southernmost coast of

Italy,—while meditating still further conquests in the

islands and transmaiine provinces,^ which were intended

however for another hand and another Trumpet,—was ar-

rested suddenly by the hand of death. His royal sepulchre,

we are told, adorned with the spoils and trophies of Rome,
was built in the midst of the bed of the I'iver Consentia in

Bruttium ; and the secret for ever concealed by the mas-

sacre of the prisoners employed in constructing it :—the

1 Ih. 22.5. 2 lb. 352.
3 lb. V. 224.—Daubnz (p. 368) notices Claudian's comparison 'of Alaric and his

Goths to a hail-atorm, (De Bel. Get. v. 173,) as in the Apocalypse:

Grandhiis aut morbi [nimbi .'] ritu, per devia rerum
Pritcipites, per clausa ruunt.

Schlepjel too (Philos. of Hist. ii. 54) uses the same Apocalyptic figure. " To defend

themselves from this people, [viz. the Goths,] the sons of Thcodosius knew no otlior

expedient than to let loose on Italy these barbarians, and to divert and j)oint tlie utonn

of invasion towards that (quarter." * Gibbon v. 352. * lb. 329.
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last Italian blood that mingled with the fire and the hail,

under the judgments of the first Trumpet.

2. To the Vandal Genseric was allotted, under the second

Trumpet, the conquest of the maritime provinces of Africa,

and the islands : all in short that belonged to the Western
empire m the Mediterranean ; and which Alaric (as just

alluded to) was prevented attempting by death. It be-

longed, I say, to Genseric ; " a name," observes Gibbon,
" which, in the destruction of the Roman Empire, has de-

served an equal rank with the names of Alaric and Atiila."^

It was in the year 429 that he entered on it. In the course

of the 18 years preceding, no new invasion had broken

on the Western empire. The desolation of Gaul and Spain,

and other districts, was indeed, as observed just before, not

discontinued : but it was rather by the wars of Goths

against Goths, than of Goths against Romans. Italy, mean-
while, having been evacuated soon after Alaric's death by
the Goths under Astolphus, had partially recovered from

its ravages : and Africa, the granary of Rome and Italy,

had continued to flourish intact, as before. But now its

time was come. Invited by Count Boniface, governor of

the province, under the influence of temporary infatuation,

Genseric, in the year above-mentioned, transported thither

his Vandals from under the high Gibraltar rock across the

'Afric sea: all prepared, like some burning volcanic mountain,

upheaved and transported across the straits, for the work of

destruction.^—Then, as under the former Trmupet, fire did

indeed mingle with blood in the desolation of the unhappy
province of A.frica.^—In the second year of the invasion,

» Gibbon vi. 13.

2 In a former Edition I referred to the volcanoes of Auvergne, which in their ex-

tinct state have become so celebrated among modern geologists, as having been in

a state of active eruption during the time of this 2nd Trumpet, A.D. 458—460 ; the

three Rogation Days, immediately before Ascension Day, and which still remain in

our church ritual, having been instituted by Mamertus, Bishop of Vienne, on the oc-

casion, with the view of deprecating God's wrath.—The account I took from a letter

of the contemporary writer Sidonius Apollinaris, and a Rogation Homily of Alcimus

Avitus, the next Bishop of Vienne, still extant. See the B. P. M. vi. 1108, ix. 591.

In Dr. Pye Smith's Geology, however. Note \ p. 407, it is observed that this story

has been shown by Sir- C. Lyall to be altogether untrue ; the eruption of the volcanoes

in question having occurred untold ages ago ; and Sidonius' report being only a proof

of his credulity.

3 So Muller, Univ. History, ii. 110
;

(Hess' transl. Paris, 1814;) " Genseric wasted
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A. D. 430, the siege of Hippo was formed : and while it

was advancing, (how can I omit noticing the event ?) Ati'

gustine, its sainted Bishop, was gently released by death,

and joined to the white-robed company before the throne.

This was on the 28th of August, A. D. 430.' Then was
Hippo taken, and burnt; and then in 439 Carthage. With
the capture of which city resistance ended. The whole

province was subjected to the Vandals, and finally severed

from the AVestern empire.—Thus a part of the prefigura-

tions of the second Trumpet had been fulfilled.—But its

ships, and the insular provinces of Sicily and Sardinia, still

remained to the Western empire : of the destruction of

which the prophecy seemed to speak also. For it said,

" The third part of the creatures which were in the sea,

and had life, died ; and the third part of ships was de-

stroyed." AVas this too fulfilled by Genseric? Mark what
followed after the capture of Carthage, binding himself

shut in to the south by the desert, Genseric, we are told,

cast his eyes to the sea, and determined to create a naval

power. And then " the fleets (the Vandal fleets) that issued

from the port of Carthage again claimed the empire of the

Mediterranean." Sicily was conquered by them, and Sar-

dinia, and the other AVestern isles ;
^ all that was in the

third part of the sea :—a division of it comprehending both

that vast basin of the western Mediterranean included be-

tween the Straits of Gibraltar and Sicily, and the part

Avhich, expanding beyond, sweeps round the south-east of

Italy to form the deep gulf of the Adriatic ;—the sea-third

answering to the land-third of the AVestern empire.—The
coasts, moreover, of Spain, Gaul, and Italy, the latter as

far up as the head of the Adriatic, were mercilessly ravaged

by Genseric. AVhen asked by his pilot what course to steer,

" Leave the determination to the winds," was his reply :

" they will transport us to the guilty coast, whose inhabit-

ants have provoked the divine justice." ^ Twice, on occa-

it all with fire and the sword." And Gihhon vi. 181; Genseric determined to "re-

duce Mauritania to a desert. He burnt the villages, and poisoned the springs."

' See p 306 supra.

2 Victor Vitensis expressly says 'that Genseric had Sicif;/, Sardinia, Corsica, Mnjorcn,

Minorca ; B. P. M. viii. 676. See too Gibbon, vi. 146 and '205, and Sisinondi, liomau
History, i. 172, to much the same effect. ^ Gibbon vi. 187.
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sions alike memorable, the Roman navies of the Western
empire A. D. 457, and of the Eastern, 468, were sent, after

vast preparations, to destroy the Vandal power. But
suddenly and most disastrously, in the harbours of Cartlia-

gena and Bona, when the eyes of the Romans were fixed on

them with hopes raised to the highest, they were utterly

destroyed ;—in the latter case by fire-ships driven among
them in the obscurity of night. ^ So that the remainder of

the prediction was fulfilled also. The fire of the Vandal

volcano might not exhaust itself, until not only what was

habitable in the Western sea was destroyed, but " the third

part of the ships " also ;—those that constituted the Roman
navy in the sea-third of the Western empire.

3. In the mean time, and long ere the extinction of the

volcano, and death of the tyrant of the sea, Genseric,

(which was not indeed till the year 477,) yet another

plague was commissioned against the devoted empire ; I

mean " the scourge of God," the king of the Huns, At-

TiLA. Alone of conquerors, ancient or modern, he united

at this time under his sway the two mightyJ kingdoms of

Germany and Scythia. For the Huns had advanced their

course and their conquests, since the time when the Goths

fled before them some 70 years before, in the days of Valens,

to the furthest limits, West and North, of Germany. The
kings of the Ostrogoths and Gepidae were among Attila's

subject-princes ; and a crowd of vulgar kings watched his

nod. Superstitious awe concerning him added to his

power. He was deemed something greater than human.
" The barbaric princes could not presume to gaze with

steady eye on [what they deemed] his divine majesty." ^

How much less his enemies ! He was in their eyes like the

baleful meteor that even then blazed in the heavens, boding

ruin and war.^ For the first eight years from his accession

1 Gibbon, vi. pp. 181, 203; 2 lb. 44—46.
3 " Stella quae crinita dicitur per plurimum tempus ardens apparuit. Bleda et Attila

fratres, multarumque gentium reges, lllyricum Thraciamque depopulant." So Mar-
cellinus' Chronicon, on A.D. 444, and the first mention of Attila. B. P. M. ix. 523.

Idatius (a learned Spanish bishop contemporary with Attila) in his Chronicle adds

a notice of other meteoric portents; especially di fiery northern lights, like fiaahhiff

spenrs, in the year of Attila's invading Gaul : "signi osteusio quae mox ingeuti exitu

perdocctur." B. P. M. vii. 1235.
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(which was in A. D. 433) he had been occupied with other

wars in Germany, Persia, Scythia. Then, descending on
the Danube, he fixed the royal village near where it takes

its great bend to the southward, not far from the modern
Buda :

^ crossed it to attack the Eastern empire ; and,

after ravaging the provinces of Thrace and Maesia, and
tracing the river-course downwards in blood as far as the

Euxine, retired not until the Eastern emperor (A. D. 446)
had purchased peace by surrendeiing to him a slip of ter-

ritory S. of the Danube, from Belgrade to Novae. " The
Huns'' says Gibbon," were acknoivledged "

masters (of this

part of the lower half) of the great river."—But it is spe-

cially the river-frontier of the same Western third of the

empire to which the other Trumpets refer, that I suppose
to be chiefly intended in the present. Accordingly, about
A. D. 450, in fulfilment of a treaty wath Genseric, he
moved against the Western provinces along the iqjper

Danube : reached and crossed the Rhine at Basle ; and
thence, tracing the same great frontier stream of the West
down to Belgium, made its valley one scene of desolation

and woe ; burning the cities, (of which Strashurg, Spires,

Worms, 3Ient2, Andernach, Treves, Tongres, ' Maestricht,

are specially particularized,) massacring the inhabitants,

and laying the country waste :—until, at length, having
left that valley, which had been marked out as one destined

scene of his ravaging, and advanced farther into the inte-

rior, his course was arrested, and he was repulsed in the

tremendous battle of Chalons.—And whither then, when
thus forced to retrace his steps, did he direct them?
AMiither but to fall on another destined scene of ravage,

"the European /oMw^am^ of tvaters," in the Alpine heights

and Al])ine valleys of Italy. Then Aquileia, Padua, Vero-

na, Mantua, Milan, Pavia, Turin, felt his vengeance.
" From the Alps to the Apennines," says Sigonius, ' all

was flight, depopulation, slaughter, slavery, burning, and de-

^ The villanre of Attilii is still visited by visitors from Buda. Sec Travels in Austria,
&c., by Rev. C. 15. Elliott, Vol. i. p. 61. "About four miles hence, (i. e. from Pesti
or the modern Budii,) on some hifrh ground, is Alt lUida, or old Buda, known to the
ancients imder the name of Afjuincum, where Attila held his court. Few or no
vestiges are now to be seen of that savage conqueror's abode."

^ Gibbon, vi. G9.
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spair." Many fled to the low and marshy islands at the

mouth of the Adige, Po, and Brenta, as their only safe re-

fuge. And he who has seen the fair Venice, may do well to

remember that he has seen in it a memorial of the terrors

and ravages of that scourge of God, the Hun Attila}—But

what further of his course of devastation ? Surely, with

Italy all defenceless before him, one might have expected

that, like his predecessor Alaric, he would have continued it

on to Rome and the far coast of Bruttium. Instead of this,

behold, an embassy from the Western emperor Valentinian,

accompanied by the venerable Uomish bishop Leo the First,

was successful at this point in deprecating his wrath : and,

having granted them peace, he repassed the Alps, and re-

tired ; leaving bands only of Heruli and Ostrogoths in the

Tyrolese coimtry intermediate.—Wherefore a result, hu-

manly speaking, so unhkely? Methinks we may see the

reason. The prediction had expressly marked the term of

Attila's desolating progress ;

—
" the third of the rivers, and

the fountains of waters." Already Attila had made bitter,,

besides the surplusage of more Eastern scenes,^ the river-

line of the upper Danube and Rhine, and the Alpine foun-

tains of waters. Many had died, and still continued to die,

that drank of the waters, through famine, disease, and pes-

tilence. This being done, his course was to end. " Thus

far thou shalt go, and no farther." Returned from Italy,

he recrossed the Danube ; reached the royal village between

it and the Teiss ; and there, the very next year, was sud-

denly cut off by apoplexy. This occurred A. D. 453. So

the meteor was extinct ; the empire and power of the

Huns broken. The woe of the third Trumpet had past

away.

4. Thus was the final catastrophe preparing, by which

the Western emperors and empire were to become extinct.

The glory of Rome had long departed ; its provinces one

' For authorities see the Univ. Hist. xvi. 587. See too Miiller's Hist. ii. 115.

Gibbon is not so particuhar and detailed in this part of history as usual.

2 Some object this surplusage to my reference of the Trumpet to Attila. Would
they object to St. Matthew's application of Isaiah's prophecy, ix. 1, 2, about the

li.ijht oil Zabulon and Nepthali on account of a similar surplusage of light else-

where from Christ's ministry .'
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after another been rent from it ; the territory still attached

to it become Hke a desert ; and its maritime possessions,

and its fleets and commerce, been annihilated. Little re-

mained to it but the vain titles and insignia of sovereignty. V

And now the time was come when these too were to be

withdrawn. Some twenty years or more from the death

of Attila, and much less from that of Genseric, (who, ere

his death, had indeed visited and ravaged the eternal city,

in one of his maritime marauding expeditions, and thus yet

more prepared things for the coming consummation,) about

this time, I say, Odoacer, chief of the Heruli,—a bar-

barian remnant of the host of Attila, left on the Alpine

frontiers of Italy,—inteqjosed with his command that the

name and the office of Roman emperor of the West should

be abolished. The authorities bowed in submission to

him. The last phantom of an emperor,—oncAvhose name,

Romulus Aiigustulus, was singularly calculated to bring in

contrast before the reflective mind the past glories of

Rome and its present degradation,—abdicated : and the

Senate sent away the imperial insignia to Constantinople
;

professing to the Emperor of the East that one Em])eror

was sufficient for the whole of the empire.—Thus of the^

Roman imperial sun^ that third which appertained to the

Western empire was eclipsed, and shone no more. I say

that third of its orb which appertained to the AVestern em-
]jire : for the Apocalyptic fraction is literally accurate. In the

last arrangement between the two courts, the whole of the

Illyrian third had been made over to the Eastern division.^

So in the West " the extinction of the empire " had
taken place ;^ the ni^ht had fallen.—Notwithstanding

this, however, it must be borne in mind that the authority

of the Roman name had not yet entirely ceased. The
Senate of Rome continued to assemble, as usual.^ The

' It should be remombercd by the reader that, "on the division of the empire into

Ea.st and West, an ideal unity was scrupulously preserved." Gib. x. 152. Tiic im-
perial sun was o»e.—The same is indeed implied in the Senate's address to the Eastern
Emperor, on Odoacer's mandate.

* See above, p. 363. 3 The expression of Gibbon, vi. 226.
* For example we find it assemblinn: in oOO A.D, to welcome Tlnodoric; in 536

sending deputies, in conjunction with tliose of the Pope, clercry, and pcoi)le, to invite

Belisarius to the deliverance of the city ; in 546 tenijxirarily broken up by Totilas'

banishment of itj> members on his capture of Rome ; then restored, ana at length in
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Consuls were appointed yearly, one by the Eastern Emperor,

one by Italy and Rome. Besides that Odoacer himself

governed Italy under a title (that of Patrician) conferred

on him by the Eastern Emperor.^ And as regarded even

the more distant Western provinces, the tie which had

united them to the Roman Empire was not yet altogether

severed. There was still a certain, though often faint, re-

cognition of the supreme imperial authority.^ The moon
and the stars might seem still to shine on the West, with

a dim reflected light. In the course of the events, how-

ever, which rapidly followed one on the other in the next

half-century, these too were extinguished. Theodoric the

Ostrogoth, on destroying the Heruli and their kingdom at

Rome and Ravenna, ruled in Italy from A. D. 493 to 526,

as an independent sovereign^ -. and, on Behsarius' and

Narses' conquest of Italy from the Ostrogoths, (a conquest

preceded by wars and desolations in which Italy, and above

all its seven-hilled city, were for a time almost made desert,*)

the consulship was abrogated, the Roman senate dissolved.^

Moreover, as regards the barbaric princes of the western

provinces, their independence of the Roman imperial power

became now more distinctly averred and understood.®

After above a century and half of calamities unexampled

almost, as Dr. Robertson most truly represents it,^ in the

552 finally abolished, as a body exercising political functions, by Narses. Gibbon,

vii. 30, 223, 368—370, 377, 389.

1 Gibb. vi. 227, 228.
2 E. g. the Emperor of the East conferred on Clovis the title of Consul and Pa-

trician.—But see on this subject my notice of it in Part iv. ch. iv. § 2, with the very

illustrative Plate as to the use of the diadem on the early Gothic coinage.

3 See Gibbon vii. 1—51. On the Lombard invasion of Italy, which followed soon

after Belisarius' and Narses' conquests, A.D. 568, see ibid. viii. 126, &c.

* See Gibbon, vii. 369, 370. Marcellinus (referred to by Gibbon) states in his

Chronicon that after Totilas had taken, partly demolished, and then evacuated Rome,

carrying off the senators with him, the city remained for forty days desolate; "quadra-

ginta aut ampliu's dies Roma fuit desolata, ut nemo ibi hominum nisi bestise moraren-

tur."—Then occurred Belisarius' visit from Ostia; he having cut his way with 1000

horse through an interposing division of the Gothic army, " to visit with pity and

reverence (as Gibbon says) the vacant space of the Eternal City." Of which visit

Dr. Miley, the Roman Catholic Priest, in his ^'' Rome Fagan and Fapal," (i. 263

—

265, ii. 196,) has given a very picturesque description.

As being a very critical epoch in the history of Rome, introductorily to the estab-

lishment of the Popes as its rulers, in their assumed character of Vicars of Christ, I

shall have to recur to it more particularly in my Part iv. ch. iv. § 1, ad fin.

5 Gibb. vii. 152, 389.
6 See my Part iv. ch. iv. § 2, just before alluded to, Note ~ supra.
^ Charles V, pp. 11, 12 :

" If a man were called on to fix upon a period in the his-
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history of nations, the statement of Jerome,—a statement

couched under the very Apocalyptic figure of the text, but
prematurely pronounced on the first taking of Rome by
Alaric,—might be considered as at length accomphshed,
" Clarissimum terrarum lumen extinctum est,"^ " The
world's glorious sun has been extinguished;" and that too

which our own Poet has exprest, still under the same
beautifully appropriate Apocalyptic imagery,

She saw her glories star by star expire :
^

till not even a single star remained, to glimmer on the

vacant and dark night.

So ended the history of the Gothic period. So did

every point figured in the first four Trumpet-visions appear

fultilled in it.^ And with it ends this division of our subject.

—For a while the prophetic scene shifts : and we shall be

called presently to look Eastivard, to see the judgments of

God there fulfilling. On returning West again afterwards,

it will be to contemplate the Roman empire revived in its

old capital under a new aspect, and as it were a new head.

And then a history and a fate will be found attaching to it,

according to the sure word of prophecy, (in part fulfilled,

in part still unfulfilled,) the one more remarkable, the other

more awful, than even that which we have just been tracing

in the history of the fall of the imperial Goth-subverted

Rome.

tory of the world during which the condition of the human race was the most
calamitoas, he would without hesitation name that which elapsed from the death of

Theodosius to the establishment of the Lombards in Italy."

* Quoted Note ', p. 393 infra.—In similar figure Eumenius, in his Panegyric to

Con.stantius, c. 10, wnen speaking of the separation of the provinces from Home under

Gallienus' disastrous reign, characterizes it as the " triste pro\'inciarum d Ronuoul

luce discidium."
2 Childe Harold, Canto iv. Stanza 80.

' Let me observe, in concluding, that the exposition of the four trumpet-visions

here given resembles generally that of Whiston, Hichcno, and Dr. Keith : there be-

ing excepted my interpretation of tlic third part, of which mention has been made
before : and the connexion of Attila witli the river Rhine ; a point almost overlooked

by Whiston and Keith, though not by Bichcno.

25

y
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CHAPTER IV.

FOREWARN INGS OF COMING WOE.

"And I beheld, and heard an angeP flying through the

midst of heaven ; and saying with a loud voice, Woe, Woe,
Woe, to the inhabitants of the earth, by reason of the other

voices of the trumpets of the three angels which are yet to

sound !
" Apoc. viii. 13.

This vision, occurring as it does between the fourth

Trumpet-vision and the fifth, corresponds with that period

of time which intervened between the extinction of the last

rays of the old government at Rome, and the rise of Ma-
homet and the Saracens :—an interval of some 40 or 45
years, which we may date from Justinian's death, or the

Lombards' establishment in Italy, A.D. 565 and 570

;

and which was chiefly memorable in Rome and Roman
Christendom from the Pontificate which closed it, of Pope
Gregory the Great. ^ It is a period of transition from what

we may designate as the ancient, to the more modern divi-

sion of Roman history ; and this both as regards the West
and the East. As such it is notable, and indeed noted by
historians.^

1 Griesbach and the other critical Editors read aerov instead of ayyeXov ; an ea^le,

instead of an anffel. And the external evidence of Manuscripts is decidsdly in favour

of the former reading.—On the other hand the internal evidence of Scriptural analogy,

with which Griesbach and the rest did not concern themselves, is as decidedly,— in-

deed, as it seems to me, even more so,—against it. For nowhere in the Apocalypse is

the proclaiming function assigned to a bird, or indeed to any being but an angel or the

divine Spirit. We may compare chap. xix. 17, and xiv. 6, 8, 9. In the first of these

passages a proclamation is made not bij, but to, the fowls that fly in mid-heaven : and
for what? to fulfil their proper functions of devouring flesh. In the second the pro-

claiming agents in mid-heaven are thus described :
" I saw an angel flying in the

midst-heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach, and crying," &c. :
" And

another angel followed, saying
:

" &c.—I therefore do not hesitate to retain the read-

ing ayyfXov.

(Since writing this I see that Dr. Zullig, in his Apocalyptic Commentary, ii. 108,

argues for, and adopts, the reading ayytXov on much the same grounds as I do. He
also mentions that the learned critic Wolf had similarly contended for the integrity

of the ayyiKov. 4th Ed.)
2 Pope from A.D. 590 to 604.
3 So Hallam, with reference to the Eastern empire. "The appearance of Ma-

homet, and conquests of his disciples, present an epoch in the history of Asia even
more important and more definite than the subversion of the Roman empire in
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With regard to the vision before us, it is to be observed,

that tlie warning-cry of the coming woe was made not by
an angel in the inner temple,—the council-chamber of the

Eternal One,—but by an angel flying through the midst

of heaven. Hence we may infer, I conceive, agreeably

with the analogy of other such Apocalyptic visions, that it

was not a mere private intimation to the Evangelist of what
yet remained to be foreshown respecting the coming future,

but signified that which would have its fulfilment in some
forwarning signs in real life, publicly observable by men at

the time prefigured :—^just, for example, as the very paral-

lel proclaiming cry of the angel that appeared afterwards

flying in mid-heaven,^ may be shown to have had facts

clearly answering to it in the correspondent historic aera.

—So that we must not be satisfied to pass onward without

looking into the history of the times here referred to, and
seeing whether there was in them anything, and what,

that might be regarded as a warning-voice that told of

calamities impending :—a warning-voice audible, and fit to

strike upon the minds of men, throughout the length and
breadth of that which, from the professed christianization

of the Romano-Gothic kingdoms, might in regard of the

West, as well as East, be still called Roman Christendom.

Nor, as it seems to me, does it need more, in order to

our perceiving the thing we seek for, than that we should

throw ourselves, as it were, into the times spoken of ; and
identify our thoughts and our sympathies, for the moment,
with those of the age.—I purpose, in what follows, to

speak of the signs of the times, 1st, as they might strike

foreboding and fear into the minds of reflective men gener-

ally : 2n(lly, as they might aft'ect the minds more particu-

larly of the discerning among God's tiTie servants ; men
such as St. John himself specially represented, who had
the seal of God on their foreheads, and whose judgments

of things were formed by the rule of God's written word.

I. 1 . And let me begin with observing on the solemnity of

Europe. Ilence the boundary line between the ancient and modern di^nsions of
Byzantine history will intersect the reign of Heracliua." Middle Ages, ii. lo2.

' Apoc. xiv. 6, 7.

25 *
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the sera, and tlie solemn prognostications connected with

it, from the circmnstance of its following immediately on

the close of that mighty revolution, the fall of imperial

Romes proper empire.—Escaped from so terrible a wreck,

it might have been natural perhaps for the survivors, inde-

pendently of any peculiar causes of apprehension, to look

with awe into a dark and uncertain future.^ But to regard

it in this point of view merely will be altogether to under-

rate the awfulness of the crisis. The reader has already

seen how, on the sure warrant of Scripture, the destruction

of the Roman empire had been all along looked forward to

by the early Church as an event fraught with consequences

most peculiar and most awful. He will not have forgotten

the predictions of Antichrist's fated coming:—how his

manifestation was understood to be connected with the

dissolution of the Roman empire, its dissolution into ten

kingdoms ; and that persecutions, calamities, and judg-

ments very fearful were to follow, and after them the end of
the world. He will remember how the fathers of the

second, and then those of the third century, construed the

xoLTB-^ov of St. Paul,—the let and hindrance to Antichrist's

manifestation,—as the then existing empire of Rome;^
and the intense interest, consequently, with which its con-

tinuance was regarded by them, the alarm with which its

apprehended fall. " We pray for the Roman emperors

and empire," said TertulUan, in a passage already long

since in part cited ; "for we know that convulsions and
calamities threatening the whole world, and the end of the

world itself, are kept back by the intervention of the Ro-

man empire."^ And so again, just after the termination

of the third century, Lactantius : " The fact itself plainly

assures us that the world will ere long totter and fall. Only,

while the city of Rome is safe, there seems reason not to

apprehend it. For that is the state which as yet props up

1 So Dupin, T. 123, in speaking of the apprehensions of some, especially Pope
Gregory (of whom more presently), at the time referred to, says ; "Whenever there

have been great revolutions, Christians have easily persuaded themselves that the

end of the world was approaching."
2 See pp. 229, 230; where Justin Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian, and Hippolytus

are quoted to this eifect.

3 Apol. c. 32
;
quoted p. 230 Note i, supra.
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all things."^—The same conviction continued aften^^ards

through the fourth century, as we learn frorii the consent-

ing statements of the Latin fathers and the Greek,—of

Cyril and Chrysostom, Ambrose^^ Jerome, and Augustine :^

* Div. Inst. vii. 25, and also 15 ;
quoted more fully p. 234 Note ^ supra.

2 That is, if we mav reckon on the Comment on the Epistles given under Ambrose's

name, but which is rather the comment (in part at least) of a contemporary of Am-
brose, perhaps Hilary of Rome, (see the Benedictine remarks,) as fairly representing

his opinions. See my notice of Ambrose in the next Note.
3 It will be useful on more than one account, as well as interesting to the reader,

to subjoin somewhat copious extracts of the opinions of these eminent fathers of

the fourth century, on the great cognate prophecies respecting Antichrist of Daniel,

St. Paul, and the Apncah-pse ; opinions involving the point alluded to, about the Eo-
man empire's dissolution Into a new decem-regal form, as the event that would be

introductory to his manifestation.—Intermixed will occur notices also of their opinions

as to the nature of the predicted apostmij, (whether in the professing Church, or out of
it,) to which I may refer again at the close of this chapter.—This vdW be a sequel to

that given at pp. 229, 230, 234, of the sentiments of the earlier fathers, Justin Mar-
tjT, Iremtnis, Tertullian, Hippolytus, Cyprian, Lactantius.

1. Cyril ; ordained Bishop of Jerusalem A.D. 350, died 386.

He, like the fathers before him, explained tlie four wild Beasts of Dan. vii. to be

the Babylonian, Persian, Macedonian, and Roman empires, and identified the fourth

Beast's little horn with St. Paul's Man of Sin and St. John's Antichrist. Further he

judged that the time of his coming was to be when the times of the then Roman em-
pire wore fulfilled, {prav irXripojOuxriv o'l Kaipoi tijq tujv 'Pojfiaiwv (iacriXttag,) and
it was dissolved into ten kingdcmis, kingdoms rising up contemporaneously, but in

different places:—that then Antichrist, ("some great man raised up by the devil,")

falselv calling himself the Christ, and so seducing the Jews, wouM by magical arts

and false miracles seize on, and usurp, the power of the Roman empire, eradicate

three of the ten kings, and subjugate the other seven:—that at first mild in semblance,

and prudent, and the abolisher of idols, (all with a view to self-exaltation,) he would

afterwards show himself as God, sitting in the Jewish temple
;

(" for God forbid it

should be that in ichich we are;") and for three years and a half persecute the

Church :—finally that the apostasy, of which St. Paul spoke as Antichrist's precursor,

meant a religious apostasy, " from the right faith, from truth, and from right words."

(So Catech. Lect. xv.^

2. Ambrose; ordamcd Bishop of Milan A.D. 374, died 397.

The only prophetical notices on the point proposed in the genuine writings of this

father, are' tliose in his Comment on Luke xxi. 20; Book x. § 15— 18. He there

(like Cyril) explains the apostasy of St. Paul to mean an apostany from true religion :

("a vera religione plerique lapsi crrore dcsciscent :
")— that it would be the Jewish

inner or mental temple in which Antichrist would sit : and that then, seizing on the

kingdom, (I presume the Roman kingdom or supremacy,) he would claim for him-

self a throne of divine authority ;
" sibi divina; vindicet solium potestatis."

In the Comment on 2 The'ss. ii. of the Pseudo-Ambrose, the hindrance to Anti-

christ's manifestation is explained to be the Roman empire ; its defection {airoara-

ffta), or abolition, being the occasion of his appearance ; and that he would then

restore freedom to the Romans, ^'^ sub sue nomine:"—that the mystery of iniquity

spoken of by St. Paul was Nero's persecuting spirit against Christians, wliich still

afterwards had continued to actuate succeeding Pagan emperors down to Diocletian

and Julian ; finally that he would, "in domo Domini, in sede sedeat Christi, et ipsum

Deum se asserat."

3. Chrysostom ; ordained Presbyter A.D. 386, made Bishop of Constantinople 398,

died 407.

He too (on Daniel) expounded Nebuchadnezzar's quadripartite Image, and Daniel's

four Beasts, as the other fathers. " The days of those kings," .said of the time of the

stone being cut out, he explains as the days of the Romans : and that, in smiting

and destroying the Roman kingdom, it would destroy the others too, as included.

—

Also in his' Horn. iv. on 2 Thess. ii. he made the Roman empire to be the let or Am-
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and solemn thoughts as to the coming future crossed the

minds even of the earher of those fathers, as they watched

drance to Antichrist's manifestation meant by St. Paul : tovt tanv ij apx?] '^

"PiaiiaiKT]' brav ap6y ek fiiaov TOTt tKiivog t]^u' and again : orav avrrj KaraXvdy

tmOrifftTai (6 AvrixpiTOc) ry avapx'?; "^^^ '"'/*' '''^^ avOfxuirwv koi rijv ra Qm
tTtixtipriaa apiraffai apxr)V and he explained the temple in which Antichrist would

sit to be rather "the Christian Churches everywhere," than the Jewish temple.

—

The mystery of iniquity he thought might be Nero, as in spirit a type of Antichrist :

'Htpixtva (baavH tvttov ovra Tov AvTixptcfroV Kai yap ovtoq sjSovXtro vojii^iaOai

Qtoe' and that Antichrist was to be avTiGeog rig ; overthrowing indeed the worship

of idols and other gods, but only so as to enforce the worship of himself in the place

of them and of God.—The apostasy Chrysostom identifies pretty much with Anti-

christ himself; u)q ttoWovq fitWovra anoWvvai Kai acpiUTdv, He adds that, as

Eome succeeded Greece, so Eome would be succeeded by Antichrist, and Antichrist

by Christ.

4. Jerome; ordained Presbyter A.D. 378, died 420.

On Dan. ii. he expounds the gold, silver, brass, and iron of the symbolic Image to

be the same four kingdoms as the other fathers : the stone cut out of the mountain

without hands being Christ born of a virgin ; whose kingdom, upon the destruction

of all the other kingdoms, was finally to fill the whole earth. Ihe breaking of the

iron legs into ten toes,—part iron, part clay,—he explained of the weakness of the

Eoman empire at the time he wrote,—about A.D. 407, according to the Benedic-

tines: "Ut in principio nihil . . durius fuit, ita in fine rerum nihil imbecillius; quando

et in bellis civilibus, et adversum diversas nationes, aliarum gentium barbararum

indigemus auxilio."—On Dan. vii. he explains the four Beasts of the same four

empires ; the four heads of the third or Macedonian Beast indicating its subdi-

visions, on Alexander's death, into the kingdoms of Ptolemy, Seleucus, Philip, Anti-

gonus. On the divisions of the fourth, or Roman, he writes :
" Ergo dicamus, quod

omnes scriptores ecclesiastici tradiderunt, in consummatione mundi, quando reguum
destruendum est Romanum, decern futui'os reges qui orbem Romanum inter se dividant

;

et undecimum surrecturum esse regem parvulum, qui tres reges de decern regibus

superaturns sit : quibus interfectis etiam septem alii reges victori coUa submittent :

"

—adding that this eleventh king is to be a man, with Satan's spirit indwelling, the

same as St. Paul's man of sin : also that the Roman empire is to be finally destroyed

on account of this Antichrist's blasphemies, and with it all earthly kingdoms. " Id-

circo Romanum delebitur imperium quia cornu illud loquebatur grandia. In imo
Romano imperio, propter Antichristum blasphemantem, omnia simid regna delenda

sunt ; et nequaquam terrenum imperium erit, sed sanctorum conversatio, et adventus

Filii Dei triumphantis."—This was written between 407 and 410 A.D.
Further, on Dan. xi. 21, &c., he explains that Antichrist is to rise from the small

nation of the Jews ; at first to be low and despised, and not have royal honour : then

through fraud, falsely pretending to be the chief of God's law and covenant, and
falsely pretending to chastity also, to obtain supremacy, break and subdue "the arms"
(brachia) of the Roman people opposing him, and gain (what no Jew ever gained be-

fore) the empire of the world :
" Faciet quia simulabit se ducem esse foederis, hoc est

legis et testamenti Dei :" and that he will then fight against the holy covenant.

Again, on Jer. xxv. 26, about Sheshach, who, last of the kings of the earth, was to

drink of the cup of God's fury, {Sheshach being a mysterious name for Antichrist,)

he explains the let or hindrance in the way of Antichrist's manifestation (2 Thess. ii.)

to be the then existing Roman empire :
" Eiun qui tenet Romanimi Imperium osten-

dit : nisi enim hoc desti-uctum fuerit sublatumque de medio, juxta prophetiam Danielis,

Antichristus ante non veniet :" adding that St. Paul did not mention this, for fear of

stirring up persecution against the then infant Christian Church.—Also, in his Answer
to Qusestio xi, ad Algasiam, he says very similarly, as to the let, that "nisi prius

Romanum deleatur imperium .... nisi fuerit desolatum," Antichrist would not come.

He explains the mystery of iniquity, even then working when St. Paid wrote, to be

the evils and sins with which Nero then oppressed the Church, and prepared for An-
tichrist; and the anoaraaia, or ap)ostasy, to be a political apostasy or defection of

the nations from the Roman empire, " ut omnes gentes qute Romano Imperio sub-

jacent recedant ab iis:" adding that Antichrist's self-exaltation over all that was
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the prcinonitory signs of the times. ^ IVIiich more when, as

the tilth century opened, the Gothic inundation swept over

the Western empire, and soon temporarily overwhelmed
Rome itself, as well as the provinces, it could not be but

that an unusual awe and apprehension shoidd fill the minds
of reflective men. " Judge ye," said Sulpitius Severus,

called pod. &c., meant, " ut cunctarum gentium deos, sive probatam omnem et veraia

religionem, suo calcet pede :" and that the temple he would sit in would not be the

temple at Jerusalem, but the Church :
" in eeclesia, ut verius arbitramur." *

5. Au//u.ttine, C. D. xx. 19, 23, notices and agrees in Jerome's view of Daniel's

four BeastvS, and as to the identity of the fourth Beast's little horn with St. Paul's man
of sin and St. John's Atitichrist. He explains the apostasy in 2 Thess. ii. of a religimis

apostasy ; indeed, (expounding the abstract of the concrete,) as the apostate Anti-

christ himself; " Nisi venerit refuga primiim, utique a Domino Deo:"—also as to

the temple he would sit in, that it seemed to him dubious whether it might mean
Solomon's ruined temple, or the Christian Church : that at any rate it could not be
an idol's ox (Ucnion's temple ; because tJiat would not be called God's temple :—further

that the let, or hindrance, in Antichrist's way might not absurdly be taken to mean the

Roman empire ; though, not having been told by St. Paul like the The.ssalonian Chris-

tians about it, he must profess his o^vn ignorance in the matter :—that, as to the ten

kings, the number miglit be perhaps indefinitely meant, ten for the totality, whatever
their number:—that the mystery of iniquity might perhaps be said of Nero's spirit

and actions ; although the idea of his p(!rsonal resurrection was absurd : or, as others

thought, it might signify the unsound and bad in tlw professing Church, (" ficti et mall
in ecclesii,") until grown to a number sutficient to make up a great people for Anti-

christ, and which then might openly apostatize :—finally, that it seemed to him doubt-

ful whether Antichrist's miracles would be pretended only, or real through the help of

Satan.
1 Cyril (ubi suprk) spoke of the wars without, and the religious schisms, animosi-

ties, and secret heretical sentiments of Christians within, (which last seemed to hini

to be the working of the mystery of iniquity,) as signs that Antichrist's manifestation

was near at hand. He noted too the fact (or supposed fact) of the gospel having
been then nearly preached over the whole world, as a further corroborative proof.

This was about A. D. 3oO.

Ambrose too, writing about A.D. 386, (so the Benedictines date it,) on Luke xxi.

9, refers to the then recent wars, especially those of the Goths against the Romans ia

which Valens perished, and which had resulted in their occupation of Illyricum, as

well as to the rumours of wars, pestilences, &c., as evidence that the world was near

its end. " Verborum autem coelestium (sc. ' When ye hear of wars and rumours of

wars,' &c.) nuUi magis quim nos testes sumus, qtios mundi finis invenit. Quanta
enim prselia, et quas opiniones accepimus pricliorum ! Chunni in Alanos, Alani in

Gothos, Gothi in Tayfala-s et Sarmatas insurrcxerunt. Nos quoque in Illyrico exsulcs

patriae Gothorura exsilia fecerant ; et nondnm est finis. Qu;e omnium fames, lues

pariter bourn atque hominum, kc. ! Ergo quia in occasu seculi sumus, prajcedunt

quaedam segritudines mundi. ^Egritudo mundi est fames, aegritudo mundi est pesti-

lentia, aegritudo mundi est persccutio." Lib. x. § 10.—Again § 14, he refers to the

then recent christianization of the Goths and Armenians, as proofs of the Gospel,

having been preached over the world. " Prcedicetur evangelium ut sibculum destru-

atur : sicut pra?cessit in orbem terra; Evangelii prasdicatio, cui jam Gothi et Armenii
crediderunt ; et ideo mundi finem vidcmus."

* It should be observed in the above that Jerome makes a two-fold destruction of

the Roman empire : the one its desolation and dissolution by a breaking up into ten

kingdoms, introductory to Antichrist's manifestation ; the ot^er its total and final de-

struction, to take place on account of Antichrist's bla.sphemies at Christ's coming.

—

In the Comment on Jeremiah we have his last thoughts on the subject. It was
written (see Pref.) the latest of his Comments on the Prophets. The reader may be
interested in looking at the sketch of Jerome's life given in App. to Vol. iv.
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from his retirement at the foot of the Galhc Pyrenees, " of

the precipice that is before us ! " This was said near about

the time of the first Vandal irruption into Italy and Gaul

;

(an irruption which must still further have evidenced to

him the truth of his previously-expressed conviction that

the breaking up of the iron legs of the Roman empire into

its ten toes of iron and clay had then begun ;^) and in con-

nexion with his record of the solemn declaration of Martin

of Tours, made some eight years before, that Antichrist

was even then born, and in his nonage.^ And when Alaric

1 This occurs in the second Book of his Sacred History, written, as he tells us

afterwards, fifteen years after Priscillian's execution, (an event of the year 385,) and

consequently A.D. 400, or 401. The passage is a remarkable one. Speaking of the

iron legs of Nebuchadnezzar's symbolic image, he says ;
" Crura ferrea imperium

quartum idque Romanum intelligitur, omnibus ante regnis validissimum. Pedes

vero partim ferrei, partim fictiles, dividendum esse Romanum regnum, ita ut nim-

quam inter se coeat, praefigurant. Quod seque completum est : siquidem jam non
ab uno imperatore, sed etiam a pluribus, semperque inter se armis aut studiis dis-

sentientibus, res Romana administratur. Denique commisceri testum atque ferrum,

nunquam inter se coeuntem materiam, commistiones humani generis futurse a se

iuvicem dissidentes significantur. Siquidem Romanum solum ab exteris gentibus,

aut rebellibus occupatum, aut dedentibus semper pacis specie traditum, constat ;
*

exercitibusque nostris, urbibus, atque provinciis permixtas barbaras nationes, et

prsecipue Judseos inter nos degere, nee tamen in mores nostros transire, videamus.

Atque hsec esse postrema tempora Prophetse annuntiant." B. P. M. vi. 338.
1 "Quod autem htec ab illo audivimus," says Sulpitius, i. e. that Antichrist was

even then born, and in his boyhood, " annus octavus est. Vos autem sestimate quo
in prfecipitio consistunt quae futura sunt." Dialog, ii. 16.—Moreri gives the differ-

ent opinions of learned men as to the time of Martin's death, with dates varying

from 396 to 403 ; and concludes himself on Nov. 400 as the true date. Baronius'

date is 402. So that, reckoning the time of Martin's expressing his opinion to have

been near his death, the time of Sulpitius recording it would be about A.D. 409.

With which date well agrees Jerome's mention of the work in his commentary on
Ezekiel ch. xxxvi., as then recently published; '' Nuper Severus noster in Dialogo

cui Gallo nomen imposuit :
" this commentary having been wi'itten about A.D. 410.

—Sulpitius Severus, who was Martin's disciple and panegyrist, lived retired after his

* The allusion is evidently to the occupation of the Illyrian provinces by the

Goths, begun under Valens, some by forcible seizure, some by surrender on the part

of the Roman emperors : the same that Ambrose alludes to in the extract given in

the Note preceding, and Jerome also some ten years later; see Note •, p. 393.—This

being the commencement of that overflowing of the Roman empire by the Goths,

whence the Gothico-Romano kingdoms afterwards rose, Bishop Newton was by no
means so incorrect in quoting Sulpitius, by way of illustration to his exposition, as

Dr. Sam. Maitland would make him; Second Enquiry, p. 140. Indeed when Dr. M.
represents Sulp. Severus as "believing that he had seen the division of the empire

predicted by Daniel, not in the multitude of foreigners . . who came to settle (!) in it,

but ... in the government of the Roman empire by more than one emperor," 1 must
beg to say that the critic seems to me very much more amenable to the charge of in-

correct and unfair representation than the writer criticized. Daniel's division of the

iron legs was into feet and toes of niixt h-on and clay. And these S. S. palpably re-

presents as realized in the barbarous nations, intermixt with the Romans, who occu-

pied the soil (not as those who " came to settle" there peaceably, but) either as rebels

seizing it, or as having it surrendered to them " 2}acis specie," under the guise, but
really as the purchase-price of peace. See again Jerome cited on the next page.
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threatened, and then attacked, and at length took Rome,
the graver voice of Jerome cried once, and again, and

again, from his monastery at Bethlehem; "The Roman
world rushes to destruction, and we bend not our neck in

humiliation :"—"The hindrance in Antichrist's way is re-

moving, and we heed it not :"—
" In that one city the whole

world hath fallen."^—But the impression at this time proved

to be premature. As the inundation retired from central

Italy both Rome and the Roman empire, though mutilated

and broken, remained still standing : nor, moreover, amidst

the flux and reflux of its agitated waters over the Western

provinces, could the forms of the expected ten kingdoms

be as yet seen clearly emergent.— Still events seemed

hastening to the crisis. The Bishop of Salona, Hesychius,

during the interval between the judgments of the first and

second Trumpet, obsei'ving the signs of the times, accord-

ing to the Lord Jesus Christ's direct command, exprest his

deep conviction that the end of the world was near at

hand ; specially with reference to Daniel's and St. Paul's

])rophecies about the destruction of the fourth or Roman

death, as before, in Narbonensian Gaul. See the notice of him p. 333 supr^, and in

Gilly's Vigilantius, ch. 3.

' First, A.D. 396, on .Uaric and the Goths' revolting on Thcodosius' death, and
invading Greece, in his E])ist. (3 or) 3o ad Ileliodor. "Thraciam, ^Faecdoniam,

Dardaniam, Daciam, Achaiani, Epiros, Dalmatian!, cunctasquc Pannonias Guthus
Sarmata, Quadus, Alanus, Huuni, A'andali, Mareomanni, vastant trahunt rapiunt. . .

TJbique luctus, ubique gemitus. Quid putas nunc aninii habere Corinthios, Atheni-

enses, Lacedicmonios, Arcadas, cunctamque Grajciam, quibus iniperant barbari. Ro-
nianiis orbis ruit ; et tamen cervix nostra erecta non flectitur."

Secondly, A.D. 409, after the great Vandal irruption into Gaul, in his Epist. (11

or) 91 ad Ageruch. " Veriim (juid ago ? Fracti navi d(! minribus disputo. Qui
tenebat de medio fit ; et non intelligimus Antichristum appropinquaro, quern Domi-
nus J. Christus interficiet spiritu oris sui." Then, after describing the barbarians'

overrunning and desolation of all between the Alps and Pyrenees, Rhine and Ocean,

(" Quadus, Vandalus, Sarmata, Halani, Gepides, Heruli, Saxones, Burgundiones,

Alemanni, et, lugenda respublica, hostes Pannonii,") and the statement that, "fracto

Danubii limite," the middle provinces of the Roman empire had then been ravaged

"for thirty years, the anticipatory warning cry follows, " Quid salvuni erit si lloma
peritr " (Mark the number ten in Jerome's Gothic list.)

Lastly, A.D. 411, in his Prolog, to Ezekiel ;
" Mihi Romans urbis obsidio . . nun-

ciata est. At([ue ita constcmatus obatupui, ut nihil aliud diebus ac noctibus nisi de

salute omnium cogitarem. . . Postquam vero clarissimum terrarum omnium lumen ex-

tinctum est, imo Ilomani imperii truncatum caput, et, ut verius dicam, in una urbe

totus orbis interiif, obmutui et humiliatus sum."
Let me add that a-s early as A.D. 398, in his exposition of Matt. xxiv. 14, "The

fospel must first be preached, &c.," he had intimated, like Cyril and Ambrose before

im, that he thought that predicted preliminary to the consummation nearly fulfilled.

" Signum Dominici advcntils est evangelium in toto orbe pra-dieari, ut nuUus sit

excusahilis : quod ant Jam compfcfian, aut in breri cernimus complendum. Non euim
puto aliquam rcmansissc geutem quuj Christi nonien ignoret."
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empire, and the commotions and distress of nations then

apparent :
^ nor did the objections of Augustine weigh with

him, any more than with Ambrose and Jerome before,

against it.^ Again Evagrius similarly, from his monastic

retirement in Gaul, observed, and urged on others, those

signs of the times :
" The Roman emperors are driven from

their kingdoms : wars rage : all is commotion : Antichrist

must be at hand."^ And Theodoret, from his distant

bishopric at Cyrus in Syria,* after long and studious con-

sideration of the prophecies, confidently re-asserted that it

needed but the resolution of the Roman empire into ten

kingdoms ; and that then Antichrist would be revealed, and
the fearful consequences apprehended follow;^—So when,

at length, in the quick succession of events, and under the

judgments of the fourth Trumpet, first the office and name
of Roman emperor in the West had been extinguished by
Odoacer, and then, about A.D. 550, those of Consul and
Senate by Justinian and his generals,—when, in this man-
ner, each final vestige of Rome's ancient imperial ruling

power had been swept away, and moreover barbaric king-

1 See his epistle to Augustine (of the date 419 A.D.) numbered 198 in the Bene-
dictine Edition. On " the signs in the sun and moon, and distress," &c., he says

:

" Ea quae patiraur confiteri et poena compellit, si forte non curet voluntas ; nam in.

uno tempore et signa in ccelo, et pressuram gentium in terris, ab hominibus videri

et sustineri manifestum est. . . Nullam patriani, nullum locum nostris temporibus noa
affligi aut humiliari certum est ; sicut dictum est, Prse timore et expectatione quae su-

pervenient imiverso orbi," &c.
2 Augustine's Letters are numbered 197, 199.—Augustine's chief objection (be-

sides that it was not for men to know the times and seasons) was that the gospel

was not yet preached to all nations ; which Chi'ist said must first be, and that then

the end should come.—To which Hesychius answered what St. Paul had said of the

Gospel having been preached, even in his time, to every creature under heaven.
3 The Author, as would appear, of the Consultatio Zachoei et Apollonii; a treatise of

about the date 420, " Ardct bellandi furor : . . regna regnis confligunt : . . insuspicabiles

sceptris justarum sedium Augustas depellunt. Adde prodigiorura ineffabiles minas,

&c. iEstima, quseso, utrum hoc ferre diu sreculum possit." Hence his conclusion :

" Adesse confestim suprema [et Antichristum] dignoscimus." Dacherii Spicileg. i. 39.

On the author, and the date, see the Chronological Index prefixed to the Treatise,,

and "Monitum" preceding, by D'Achery's later Editor: also the Histoire Litteraire

de la France, Tom. ii. 252, referred to by Mosheim v. 2. 3. 7. D'Achery supposes

him to have been a monk in Africa.
* Not Cyprus, as Maclaine in his Translation of Mosheim makes him.
5 Theodoret explains the/o«r kingdoms and the little horn, in Dan. ii. and vii., (q. v.)

as the preceding fathers.—In St. Paul's 2nd Ep. to the Thess. he expounds the ajMstasy

as Antichrist, he being the great apostatizer from the truth ; the let as the Pagan
idolatry, that was to be removed to make way for Antichrist's worship ; the mystery

of iniquity as the heresies of apostolic times, preparing for him ; the temple as Chris-

tian Churches, in which he would usurp the vpoiSpua, as if God.— Theodoret wrote

his Comment on St Paul's Epistles after 431 A.D. See Dupin, iv. 94.
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doms had risen up out of its niins in the provinces, per-

haps to the very predicted number,—there seemed scarce

room for doubting that the crisis had arrived, and that the

awful events and judgments so long anticipated were in-

deed at hand.^ From Rome prostrate and ruined, a voice

seemed to issue unspeakably solemn, and which called on

the whole world to hear it ;
" Woe to the inhabitants of

the eai"tli, by reason of the calamities and judgments even

now impending
!

"

2. There was a chronological characteristic of the aera,

that tended not a little, with some, to confirm these awful

forebodings respecting the coming future. It was now be-

tween 500 and 600 years from the time of Christ's birth

:

and, according to the chronology of the Septuagint, then

generally received in Roman Christendom, either somewhat
more, if the standard of the Alexandrine copy were taken,

—or somewhat less, if that of certain other copies,^—than

6000 years had elapsed from the Creation. Now, not

among the Jews only, but among the Christian Fathers

also, the idea had been entertained, as already long

since hinted,^ that the seventh millennary was to be the

millennium of the triumph of the Church :—a consum-

mation great and glorious ; but to be preceded immediately

by the last grand outbreak of evil under Antichrist, and
the destruction of the world. It was under this conviction,

and in rehance on the accuracy of the generally-received

' In the Oxford Tracts on Antichrist, (No. 83 of the Series, p. 24,) the following

statement is made. " Another expectation of the early Church was that the Roman
monster, after retnaining torpid for centuries., would wake up at the end of the

world and be restored : &c." I presume the ^vriter refers to the wild idea mooted
by some, that Nero would rise again to act the part of Antichrist. (See my p. 68
Note * supra.) But instead of "</«e early Church" embracing the idea, it was but a
few individuals, and none of great eminence : the view of Chrysostom, and men like

him, only referring to Nero's spirit, not person. (See the abstract, pp. 3S9—391
supri.) Moreover even the Sibyl's wilder notion had to do with the lieast's head,

an individual ; not the beast or empire collectively, so as the Oxford writer, in order

to suit his argument, would represent it. The idea of itn " lying torpid for many
centuries," was an idea the most alien, if I mistake not, from patristic expectations.

2 See Ilales' Chronology, i. 211, 212; who gives 5.508 A.M. as the epoch of Christ'.?

birth, according to the Alexandrine Septuagint, 5586 according to Abulpharagi's Sep-

tuagint : also Gibbon ii. 302. See too the copious list of authorities in Mulvenda de

Antichristo, pp. 64—67.
3 See my p. 231 suprk.—For a full list of patristic authorities on this point, I may

refer to Mr. Greswell's work on the Parables, Vol. 1, p. 340. See also my Chap, vi,

Part vi, on the First Resurrection.
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Alexandrine Septuagint chronology, just observed on, that

Hippolytus, bishop and martyr in the reign of Alexander

Severus, had gone so far as to predict the year of the

world's ending, and fix it at A.D. 500.^ In precise accord-

ance with whom the learned Lactantius, at the commence-
ment of the fom'th century, gave his opinion that the com-
ing of Antichrist, and commencement of the millennium,

would not be delayed much more than 200 years.^ And
Eustathius of Antioch, exiled soon after under Constantius,

in writing on the Hexaemeron of the Creation, asserted that
" there wanted but 469 years at the time of Christ's re-

surrection to the end of the 6000 years, and commence-
ment of the Sabbath ;

"^ so fixing its commencing epoch
still about A.D. 500. Once more Hilarion, in the year

402, thus wrote :
" It now wants 101 years to the end of

the sixth chiliad ; about the closing of which the ten kings

must arise, Babylon now reigning fall, Antichrist arise and
be destroyed by Christ's coming, and so the saints' sabbath

millennary begin. "^—The opinion was recognised and
sanctioned by Jerome, about the opening of the same cen-

tury ; and indeed as evidenced in part by yet another kind

of proof. Por, connecting that saying of St. John, "It
is the last hour," with our Lord's parable of the labourers

in the vineyard, hired each one, successively, at each of

the twelve hours in the day, he inferred that the whole
allotted period of man's probation, from the Creation to the

world's end, might be resembled to the day's twelve hours

;

that, this period being otherwise known to be 6000 years,

each mystic hour of the twelve must answer to 500 years

;

and consequently that St. John's last hour, including of

course the whole time of the gospel-preaching to the Gen-
tiles, from Christ's birth or ministry to the consummation,

^ So Photius informs us. See the Note ^ p. 231 supra.
2 Div. Inst. vii. 25. See p. 234 supra. 3 B. P. M. xxvii. 34.

*_De Mundi Duratione, B. P. M. vi. 376. "A fabrica mundi usque ad passionem
Christi Salvatoris nostri anni sunt V.M.DXXX. Proinde ad conclusionem VI millium
annorum debentur anni 470." And presently again: " Apassioue Domini Christi . .

anni compleantur necesse est 470, ut concludatur summa VI mille annorum. . . De
quibus 470 annis. . . . anni transierunt 369. Restant itaque anni 101, ut consum-
mentur anni VI [so. miUe

:]
qui anni non ante complentur, nisi prius, prope ultimum,

reges decem exierint in mundum, et filiam Babylonife qute nunc obtinet de medio
mundi tulerint &c."—The tract is curious ; but has hitherto been overlooked by pro-
phetic writers.
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would extend to 500 years only.^—But behold, as events

progressed, that epoch of 500 A.D. passed, and the con-

summation came not. It might be that there was some
small error in their calculation. It might be that the 500
years were to be measured from the first gospel-preaching

to the Gentiles, not from the incarnation. It might be

that the true date of Chiist's birth was earlier than the

Alexandrine copy of the Septuagint made it ;—perhaps, as

Sulpitius Severus, A.M. 5419 ;'^ in wdiich case 581 A.D.
would end the age and world : or, as Augustine calculated

it, A.M. 5351 ; in which case it would be A.D. G50 be-

fore the sixth millennary would have its completion.^ If

so, there was still reason, on this account, as the sixth cen-

tmy was advancing to its close, to look with awful expecta-

tions to the quickly coming future.—Even Augustine's

theory respecting the Apocalyptic millennium, as commenc-
ing from Christ's first advent, and Satan's partial binding

by the gospel,'* did not do away with the impression. For,

both by himself and his followers, this millennium of time

was supposed to mean only ivJiat remained at Christ's birth

' " Siquidem in consummationc saeculoruni, in reprobationcm peccatorum, per

hostiam suam Salvator noster apparuit, et undecimi hora ad conducendos operarios

venit. Et, completil illius passione, Johannes loquitur ; Novissima hora est. In sex

millibus enim annis, si quingeuti anni per horas diei singulas dividantur, novissima
hora consequenter dicetur tempus fidei gentium." On Micah iv. 1.

Augustine notices the same argument. Alluding to the words, "It is the last

hour," he says; "Quod nonnuUi sic accipiunt, ut sex annorum millia constituant

velut unum diem, eimique in partes, velut horas, duodecim partiantur ; ut sic quin-

gentos annos postremos hora videatur habere postrema. In [qu. de ?] quibus annis

wm Johannes, inquiunt, loquebatur, quando novissimam horam esse dicebat." De
Fine S;rculi, Ep. 199. 17.

Palladius also, a contemporary of Jerome's and Augustine's, thus in his Lausiac
History connects this same statement by St. John with the Gothic barbarians' capture

of Rome, and Antichrist's coming. Melania, he observes, [about A.D. 400] spoke

thus to friends at Rome. TlcuSia, irpo TtrpaKoauov trotv typatpri, on taxaTi] wpa
tare Ti ovv tfi(pi\.oxiopeiTt ry fiaraiOTijTi tov fSion, ^t]iroTt (pdaaioaiv a'l i)fxtpai tod
Avri^^ptffroi', Kai iir] lvvri9riTt airoXavaai tov ttXovtov vfiojv. So she led them
away to Sicily, and thence to Jerusalem ; after which, says Palladius, the barbarian

storm burst on Rome, as predicted: dvtWa rig jiapliapiKij, j) Kai ti> irpo^tirtiaig

vaXai KHfitvt], (ttkttt) ry 'Poifiy Kai . . navra rropOtjaaaa (iapjSapiKtj airovoiq,

KaptCti)Ktv aTTuiXiiq., wg yiviaOai ti]v 'Pijjuijv, ttjv iv yiXioig SiaKoaiotg irtmv
6iXoKa\t]9tiffav, Kara ttjv T-qq 2i/3i;\X;jg pt)aiv pvjjirjv. Bibl. Patr. (Paris, 1624)

u. 10.34.

2 Sulpitius Severus dates the consulship of Stilicho (which was A.D. 400) at A.M.
5819 ;

(though some read 5869 ;) so making A.D. 581 to be the time of the end of

the sixth chiliad. B. P. M. vi. 371.

^ See Hales i. 212.

—

Emehius' Chronicon dates Christ's birth still earlier, viz. A.M.
5200 ; so making the sixth chiliad to end A.D. 800.

* De Civit. Dei, xx. 6, 7. Augustine ended this work A.D. 426. His millennary

view will be given more fully at the end of this "Work, Part vi. Chap, iii

.
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of the sixth chiliad, or the world's duration} Thus the

chronology of the tunes was still that which might natur-

ally add strength to the forebodings of coming evil.

3. The outward state and aspect of things was not of a

nature to dissipate the gloom of such prognostics. In the

West the wars and agitation of the new-formed Gothic

kingdoms had by no means subsided. The Lombards, a

fresh and barbarous Gothic horde, had but recently come
down from the Danube; (it was in the year A.D. 570 ;)

and, with the somewhat remarkable exception of Rome
and a connected district, had seized upon and established

their kingdom in Italy. In the East the Avar Tartars,

—

having, in their flight from the Turks of Mount Altai,

tracked the course of the Huns from the Caspian to the

western Euxine and Danube, subjected and made tributary

the Sclavonic Bulgarians, their immediate predecessors in

the work of devastation, destroyed (conjointly with the

Lombards) the Gepidae of Hungary and Pannonia, and
settled down into a kingdom in those provinces in their

place,—there hung now like a dark thunder-cloud : pre-

pared to burst at any moment, so far as human foresight

could discern, on the Eastern empire ; and (with the Per-

sians, perhaps, from the Euphrates co-operating) to sweep

it away, as the Western empire had been swept already,

from the face of the earth.^ The eye of the Roman con-

templatist could find no light there.—Yet more, there was

that which might alarm it, in turning from the inflictions of

man to those of God. The historian commemorates " the

comets, earthquakes, and plague which astonished or

afflicted the age of Justinian."^ And, as to the miseries

experienced, they were almost unexampled. The plague

especially is described as having for 52 years, from 542 to

1 C. D. XX. 7. 2.—So too in Tichonius' Apocalyptic Commentary, written proba-

bly about A.D. 400, and Andreas' and Primasius' Commentaries, written about 550
A.D. The^^'s^ (Horn, xvii.) says; "Mille annos dixit, partem pro toto. Hie reli-

quias mille anuorum sexti diei, in quo natus est Dominus et passus, intelligi voluit."

The last speaks of the "spatia posteriora," of the sixth chiliad as then evolving. B.
P. M. X. 331. For Andreas' views, to much the same effect, see his Comment, on
Apoc. XX. 2. All these will be noticed in my History of Apocalyptic Interpretation,

in the Appendix to the last Vol. of this Work.
2 Gibb. viii. 119—129, 194, &c. 3 Gibb. vii. 412.
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594, infected the greater part of the empire.^ Many cities

of the empire were depopulated and made desert. In va-

rious districts of Italy the harvest and vintage withered on

the ground. At Constantinople, during three months of

the plague's chief virulence, 5000, and at length 10,000,

died daily. At Rome, in a solemn procession for imploring

the mercy of Heaven, 80 persons dropt down dead within

an hour, from the infection.^ Procopius relates that by the

triple scourge of war, pestilence, and famine, 100 milhons

of the human race were exterminated in the reign of Jus-

tinian.^—Were not these visitations very like what the

martyr Hippolytus had noted as what would precede the

world's ending?^ Under judgments somewhat similar,

during the mortality of the fourth Seal, the venerable Cy-
prian thought that he discerned the signs of decaying na-

ture, and of a world near its dissolution.^ Were the signs,

men tremblingly thought, less portentous or significant

now ?
^

4. There was one who was emphatically the man of the

age,—the most sagacious, the most observed, the most in-

fluential :—I mean the bishop of Rome, Pope Gregory the

Great. We know what, on a general contemplation of the

state of things around him, he thought. His forebodings

1 Gibb. ibid. 422.
- Gibb. viii. 159. This was from a local pestilence.—Dr. Baron, in his Life of

Dr. Jenner, i. 193, expresses an opinion that this plague was the small-pox : which
unquestionably about the same time attacked the Abyssinian army besieging Mecca,
A.D. 568.

' So Procopius, as corrected by Gibbon, vii. 424.

See his Consummat. Mundi,"Bib. Pat. (Paris, 1624) ii. 346.
5 Sec the extracts p. 230 supra. He concludes in one place ;

" Cerniraus coepisse

gravia ; scimus imminere graviora."
^ An eastern illustration occurs in Agathias of Smyrna, writing under Justinian.

*' Tum portunta mox qua;dam ; et prcdictiones absurdae in vulgus tomerfe divulgari,

et mundi banc machinam prnedicari quam concitatissim5 collapsuram, Nebulones
priieterea quidam, et deceptores, veluti divini quidam et vates, spontc sua circumire,

et sibi visa praedicere, terroresque multis incutere, quibus facile poterat, ut antea
territis, persuaded. Hi itaque, sive incassum furere, et pravo exaj^itari dirmone se

simularent, gravissima quajdam passim jactabant, et tanqu.am ex adnata sibi pravo-

rum da;monum specie fuissent futura eaocti, deque suis admodum furiis jactarcntur.

Alii pncterea, astroruni decursus figurasque animo agitantes, majores calamitates, et

perinde communem rerum eversionem, fore significabant. Itaque terrore onmes per-

cellebantur." Ilist. v. 3.— I cite from Malvenda de Antichristo i. 117.

In an Epistle of Queen Radegunda to the Bishops of the district, written A.D. 567,
on the formation of her monastery, the phrase used by her, '' Mundo in finem cur-

rente," indicates the vulgar belief in the Tf'esl. Uarduin iii. 369.
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are on record. " Believing," says Dupin, " that the Ro-
man empire was within a finger's, breadth of its ruin, and
participating in the common idea that it was only to end
with the world's end, he came to the conviction that the

last judgment was at hand ; and in many of his letters ex-

pressed this his conviction."^ The impressiveness and
weight of such declarations from such a man, and at such a

time, need scarcely to be suggested to the reader. We
must remember, too, that of all modes of publication at

that time, in regard specially of things religious, that by
the Pope's letters missive was the most diffusive,^ as well

as the most influential. Thus throughout the length and
breadth of Christendom, from England in the far north-

west, to Constantinople, Antioch, and Alexandria in the

east and south, his warning voice was directed, charged

with presage of the dreaded evil. Was it not like the

angel ^ flying in mid-heaven ; that cried, " Woe, Woe,
Woe, to the inhabiters of the earth, by reason of the judg-

ments about to come ? " We may take his warning-cry to

king Ethelbert ^ as a specimen. " We know from the word
of Almighty God that the end of the world is at hand, and

1 Dupin Bibl. Eccl. v. 123. (Ed. Mons. 1691.)
"^ Thus of one of Gregory's successors in the papacy a few years afterwards,—

I

mean Pope Martin, enthroned A.D. 649,—we read how, after holding a Lateran
Council against the Bishop of Constantinople, he sent its canons, " per omnes tractus

orientis et occidentis, et per manus orthodoxorum iidelium disseminavit." Summa
Concil. p. 293. (Paris, 1552.)

3 I have preferred the reading angel to eagle, for the reasons stated at the be-

ginning of this chapter. But let me observe in passing, should any one get over the

difficulty of supposing a work of proclamation consigned to such an agency, and, on
account of its superior external evidence, wish to adopt the reading eagle, that the

eagle still continued to Papal, as to Pagan Rome, a characteristic ensign.

* This Letter to King Ethelbert is given by Bede, p. 84. (Ed. Stevenson, 1838.)
" Prteterea scire vestram gloriam volumus quia, sicut ex verbis Domini Omnipotentis

agnoscimus, prresentis muudi jam terminus juxta est, et sanctorum regnum venturum
est, quod nullo unquam poterit fine terminari. Appropinquante autem eodem mundi
termino midta imminent qu;B antea non fuerunt ; videlicet immutationes aeris, ter-

roresque de coelo, et contra ordinationem temporum tempestates, bella, fames, pesti-

lentitc, terrsB m6tus per loca. Quie tamen non omnia nostris diebus ventura sunt,

sed post nostros dies subsequentur."

Dupin (ubi sup.) particularizes other passages in Gregory's Letters, to the same
eifect ; viz. Lib. ii. Ind. 2, Ep. 62 ; Lib. iii. Ep. 44 ; Lib. vii. Ind. 2, Ep. 128, &c.

Fleury thus states Gregory's strong persuasion on this subject ; Vol. viii. 102, on
A.D. 595. " II etoit effectivement persuade que la fin du monde etoit proche; et

en regardoit comme les preliminaires tant d'incursions de barbares, tant de guerres

et de calamites publiques, dont son siecle etoit afflige. 11 en parle en toute occasion

;

et ne repete rien plus souvent, daus tons ses discom-s et toutes ses lettres, que la venue
du juge terrible, et la rigueur de son jugement."

In regard to Rome itself, he repeated the prediction of St. Benedict ; a prediction
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the reign of the saints which shall have no end. In the
approacli of which consummation, all nature must be ex-
pected to be disordered ; seasons deranged, wars racrin^
and famines, earthquakes, and pestilences. If not in
our days," he concludes, "we must expect it in those fol-
lowing.

'

Nor, in his warning-cry as to the judgments precursive
ot the world s end being at hand, did he omit the warning
as to Antichnst being at hand also. He connected the
one awful apprehension with the other in his forebodings
just as had been done by most of the Fathers of the
Uiiirch before him.—A notable occasion had arisen to call
tortli the public declaration of his sentiments and his fears
on this subject. The Patriarch of Constantinople, John
the J^aster, had just then assumed the title to himself
(though not, we may be assured, in the fidl meaning of the
words) of Universal Bishop} Against this, Gregory—
as mdeed Pope Pelagius just before him,—raised his most
solemn protestations. In letters written and published at
ditterent times, from 590 (or rather, including that written
111 Pelagius' pontificate,^' from 580) to nearly the end of
t^ie century, and addressed to the Greek Emperor and
±.mpress, the Patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch, and
Alexandria, the Bishop of Thessalonica, and many others ^

he declared before Christendom that whosoever in his
elation of spirit, called himself, or sought to be called, um-
versed bishop, ov universal priest, that man was the hkeness,

fot^'n'fp^' ^'^^'^'i.?*>**^','^P''*'^*^<'° «f tlic earlier fathers as to the peculiarfate of Rome, and which wa.s derived from Scripture, was still kept up "En ?Gentihhus non exterminabitur
;
sed tempestatibui, coruscis turbiuibS ac terrrmotJ^

fateTilT
""""'*• ''^^"^- "• 1^-Compar. Lactantius;^? 1^5, &"rorth^e

addJsSr^p^lLVII^af^^^^

fromTSsJEv''"'^-'
""P^"""' '""'^ I^--^ W^ddinlton, i. 299;no^KS

Tision altogether of them. ^In the which notice he was preceded by i'«rT^
"

VOL. I. 26
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tlie precursor, and the preparer for Antichrist:^—that he

bore the same characteristic of boundless pride and self-

exaltation : that the tendency of his assumption, if con-

sented to, was that which was the grand object of Anti-

christ, viz. to withdraw all members of the Church from its

only true head, Christ Jesus, and to attach and connect

them in the stead with himself:^—moreover that, in so far

as the priesthood might have acquiesced in it, there had
been prepared an army, not of soldiers indeed, but oipriests,

to assist him in carrying out that design into effect.^ It

was stated or implied in his letters, that he regarded the

title spoken of as the name of blasphemy connected with

the ten-horned beast in the Apocalypse;* the self-exalta-

tion manifested above all his fellow-men, as that predicted

of the man of sin in St. Paul's Epistle to the Thessaloni-

ans;^ and the consenting thereto as that departure from

1 "Ego fidenter dico quia quisquis se universalem sacerdotem vocat, vel vocari

desiderat in elatione sua, Antichristum prsecurrit, quia superbiendo se cseteris prse-

ponit." Ep. to the emperor Mauiice ; Lib. vi. Ep. 30.—Dr. C. Maitland in his Book
on the Catacombs, p. 188, observes that the Benedictines deserve credit for retaining

in their edition of Gregory's Works this embarrassing epistle ; considering that the

Vatican copy omits the entire epistle, and the one following it.

* " Frater et co-episcopus noster Johannes, mandata dominica, &c. despiciens,

eum per elationem prsecurrere conatur in nomine :—ita ut universa sibi tentet ad-

scribere, et omnia quoe soli uni capiti cohserent, videlicet Christo, per elationem

pompatici sermonis, ejusdem Chiisti sibi studeat membra subjugare." Lib. iv. Ep. 36.

3 " Omnia enim qufe prsedicta simt fiunt. Eex superbiis prope est ; et (quod dici

nefas est) sacerdotum ei prseparatur exercitus." lb. Ep. 38.

I read exercitus for exitus, with Pareus, Daubuz, &c.—Pareus (p. 306, Engl. Ed.)

says ; " Most copies have ' exitus sacerdotum est praeparatus :
'
" justly adding, " But

the words that follow in Gregory show that it cannot be so ; viz. ' Because the clergy

war and strive for mastery and advancement, who were appointed to go before others

in humility.'

"

But, in fact, the exitus is a simple falsification of exercitus by Romish Editors.

Says Dr. James, in his Treatise on " the corruption of Scripture, Councils, and Fa-
thers, by Romish Prelates," (London, 1688,) cited by Goode on the Divine Rule of

Faith, i. 206, (2nd Ed.) " AU the MSS. that I could procure, or get into my hands,

that is seven MSS., do read exercitus, not exitus." Yet, he adds, "for citing these

words truly Bishop Jewel has been traduced and slandered among the Papists
;

" as if

misquoting Gregory to serve his purpose.—Not aU Papists however, let me observe,

have thus adiilterated the passage. BeUarmine De Sum. Pontif. xiii. 14, ad
fin., gives it correctly, " Sacerdotum ei prteparatiir exercitus," without even noticing

any other reading. He only endeavours to do away with its force, as against the

Papacy, by observing that Gregory did not mean that priests as priests would belong

to the army of Antichrist ; but only that priests in their character of pride were

preparing an army for Antichrist :
" Non sacerdotes ut sacerdotes, sed sacerdotes ut

superbos, Antichristo exercitum praeparare."

* " Absit a cordibus Christianorum nomen istud hlasphemise." Lib. iv. Ep. 32.

Compare Apoc. xiii. 5 ;
" There was given unto him a month speaking blasphemies."

5 The " in elatione sua," and " per elationem," are in evident allusion, as Daubuz
observes from Du Plessis Mornay, to the "exalting himself," virtpai^ofxevoQ tm
iravra Xiyofitvov Qtov r) ffefiafffia, of 2 Thess. ii. 4 :—a clause, let me observe, which
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the faith, and that apostasy, which was predicted alike in the
same epistle, and in that to Timothy.' As to the Greek
Patriarch's having so acted, he said that it sui-prised him
not

:
that he only saw in the fact prophecy fulfilling ; and

recognised in it a sign of Antichrist being close at hand.''
Under which persuasion he could not but the rather raise
his protesting voice ; and that not as in a personal cause,
but in that of God and of the whole Church: earnestly
hoping that, when revealed. Antichrist might not find that
which was his own in the principles, or even in the titles,

of the priesthood.^

Oh
! sagacious and most true observer ! sagacious in

perceiving that the effect of any such allowed and recog-
nised pretensions to a universal episcopate would, as regards
men, involve the probable prostration beneath it of all

authority, secular as well as ecclesiastical ;
^ and, as regards

Christ, the certain withdrawal of the Church into apostasy
from Him, its only true Lord and head !—But what then
when, in spite of this declaration,—thus pressed as it had
been on the attention of Christendom, thus dispersed, thus
repeated, and even enregistered in the canon-law of the
Romish Church,^—this very title was, within 10 or 15
years after, officially conferred on and assumed by Gregory's
own successor in the Roman episcopate, the Greek eniiDeror
himself conferring it: assumed by him, not in its re-

has been sometimes construed as alluding simply to God ; but of which the meaninff,
—as inferred from the expression Xtyofitvov Btov, and the added word atliaaaa, or
Au^mtu8,—8^tms rather to be the hiffh soculur authorities of tliis world. Compare

•„ ,
^•,?'^' '^'^ ^^^ ^^^^ Stephens' Thesaurus ou dt/Saffua.—The whole prophecy

will be discussed in a later part of this Work.
1 1 Tim. iv. 1; "in the last times some shall apostatize from the faith," airoa-

TTiaovTai rr]Q niartw^- where the verb is one co^atc \v\i\\ the mtin in 2 Thcss. ii. 3 •

" Except there come the ajm.sta.sij." Gregory had said, Lib. iv. Ep. 39 ; " In isto
scelesto vocabulo consentire nihil est aliud quam fidem perdere."

2 "Propinqua jam esse AntichrLsti tempora designatur." Lib. iv. Ep. 34 "An-
tichn.stus juxta est." Lib. vi. Ep. 28, &c.

3 " Studios6 cui)io ne proprium quid inveniat, non soliim in moribus, sed etiam
nee in vocabulo, saccrdotum." vi. 28.

* I onlv say probable, because I am here speaking simply of the title of a'citmenic, or
unwerml buhop ; not of that title of even yet loftier jjrctensions, which in the ca.se of
the Roman patriarch (not of the Greek) was a.ssociated with the former ;—tlie title of
Christ's Vicak, or, Vicegerknt on earth. On this see my remarks i) 4l2 iiifi-^
also those made more fully in I'art iv. Ch. v. of my 3rd Volume.

'

« Pope Pelagius' remonstrance is extant, says Daubuz, » in the Collections of the
Councils, and inserted in the Collection of the Canon Law, and elsewhere " More-
over many of Gregorj-'s Epistles,—for example, those to the Bishop of Thessalonica—were circular.

'

26*
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stricted meaning, as by the Eastern Patriarch previously

;

but in its full and plain meaning of universal episcopal su-

premacy over the whole professing Church on earth, and as

a title thenceforth never to be abandoned !
^ Surely the

fact v\^as one calculated to excite both the ponderings and

the misgivings of thinking men : and to awaken inquiry

whether that dreaded phantasm, the very Antichrist of

prophecy, might not even then have been brought into ex-

istence in the world, albeit under a form in some respects

little expected ; and, if so, with fearful evils, doubtless, fol-

lowing in its train.

II. But the idea thus suggested will be better judged of,

after remarking on the awful prognostics in the religion of

the times, as viewed by men such as St. John then specially

represented ; them that kept the commandments of God, and
judged of things hj the unerring rule of his word. In the

definition of which persons I add the second characteristic

to the first, because from the infirmity of the human mind,

the speciousness sometimes of error, and the undue influ-

ence of example and authority, it is too lamentably noto-

rious in Church-history that many good men have erred in

judgment on points most important, and thereby uninten-

tionally helped forward the cause of evil and error,—As
to the sentiments of these wiser few on the point we speak

of, we can scarcely fail to judge correctly, if we glance

with them at the then general state and aspect of religion

;

including a brief retrospective view of its history and pro-

gress, during the century and a half of the Gothic revolu-

tions and settlements preceding.

In other and earlier parts of this Apocalyptic comment,

the instealing into the Church visible of the great Apos-

tasy has been already set before the reader, in respect of

its two earliest unfolded principles and features, both as

prefigured in the prophecy, and as fulfilled in the historic

times corresponding ;—the times namely of the last half of

the fourth century.^ It was on account thereof that God's

1 It was conferred by the Emperor Phocas, A.D. 606.—The grant itself, and the

epoch constituted by it, mil be recurred to in another part of this work. See on
Apoc. xiii. in my 3rd Vol.

2 See Part i. Chap. vii. § 3, and Part ii. Ch. i.
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judgments were represented in vision as commissioned

against Roman Christendom : and hence, accordingly, that

fearful outburst on it of the symbolic tempests of the first

fom- Trumpets, of the fulfilment of which we have just

traced the i)rogress.—And what then the moral effect re-

sulting ? Did God's judgments in the Gothic woe in any

measure effect their intended end ; and lead to the energetic

expurgation of those apostatizing errors from among them,

by the people of Roman Christendom:—either in the

Eastern Empire, which from afar, though itself not al-

together unscathed, witnessed the woe ; or the Western,

which was convulsed by it, and at length subverted ? Far

from it. Throughout the century and a half, or two
centuries, during which the judgments from God had gone

on fulfilling their commission, the evil had also gone on

advancing. New superstitions and corruptions had been

added to the old ; and the old become more deeply rooted

in the Church, and confinned. The baptismal sacrament

was still ministered, and regarded, as that which operated

with the mysterious efficacy of a charm to men's salvation

;

and much of the same mysterious vivifying influence, ex

opere operato, ascribed to the other and more awful sacra-

ment.^ The saints and their merits were still invocated

and set forth, and this even in the authorized liturgies, as

the most powerful mediators, and best plea, with God

;

and their relics and pictures more than ever venerated and
worshipped. AHke in the West and in the East the prac-

tice had now become all but universal.^ And who more in-

^ Alike Ambrose, the two Cyrils, Chtysostom, and other fathers of the close of the

fourth centurj', already then used such strong language about the character and effect

of those "tremendous" mysteries, as might well awe men's minds into a very super-

stitious view of the sacrament ; and filso pave the way for the trcnisithsfcnitiation of the

middle age. These views, and this language, continued in vogue afterwards ; not

the simpler and more scriptural views of Augastine. Tlie latter viewed the Lord's

Supper as a commemorative rite, though with grace accompanying it to the faith-

ful participant. See his Contra Faust, xx. 21; "IIujus sacrificii caro et sanguis

ante adventum Christi per victimas similitudinum pronnttebatur ; in pa.ssione Christi

per ipsam veritatem reddebatur : post a.scensum Christi per sacramentum memoricB

celebratur." Doctr. Christ, iii. 24, &c.—Let me refer the reader to an elaborate re-

view of the origin and progress of the doctrine of Transubstantiation in the American
Bibliotheca Sacra, No. 1.

* Mr. Palmer, in his valuable work on the Origines Liturgicat, i. 278, notices the

freedom of the ancient Oriental Litanies from the invocation of saints ; and that it

was not admitted into the Rmnan LiUiny till the seventh century. But, in fact,

Litanies of this character had been long before chanted in the Ea-tt ; as on the
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fluential than Gregory himself in finally establishing it ? In

his Sacramentary it is the saints' merits and the saints' in-

tercession that are set before the worshipper as his ground

of hope.^ And when the Christian Bishop Serenus of

Marseilles, seeing the idolatrous worship paid them by the

people, cast out the saints' images from the churches of his

diocese, Gregory took part with the people against him

:

and, though not indeed without protesting against the

actual worship, yet ordered that which entailed it, the re-

tention of the images.^

Besides all which, another error and corruption, long

covertly instealing into the Church, had just now by the

same Pope Gregory been authoritatively established, which

was likely on pecuhar grounds to excite the alarm and the

misgivings of each Christian contemplatist ;—I mean the

error of purgatory. It was an error not unconnected with

that of saint-invocation just before mentioned ; as it simi-

larly related to the inhabitants of the invisible world, and

rose in part from the same source. For, the foolish minds

of men having transgressed the limits of the written word

in their speculations respecting departed saints, what was

there to prevent the extension of those speculations to the

state of other departed ones ;—viz. of those that could not

memorable occasion of Nestorius' condemnation at Constantinople, A.D. 431. "A
long order of monks and hermits, carrying burning tapers in their hands, chanted

litanies to the Mother of God." Gib. viii. 295.—Mr. P. suggests fui-ther that where

that invocation of saints was practised, it was rather " prayer made to God for the

intercession of saints." than direct invocation of them. I suppose he means through

the saints ; so as in Pope Gregory's Sacramentary. But surely, even so, neither the

guilt nor the folly of the supplicants were diminished thereby ; for it was a worship

that involved the S'upercession and neglect of Christ, (just as depicted in that most

striking Apocalyptic iiguration of the incense-offering scene, Apoc. viii. 3—5,) alike

in his character of man's propitiatory atonement, and man's one great and divinely

appointed Mediator

!

Fleury ascribes Gregory's settlement of the Roman worship to the year A.D. 599.

—His septiform Litany seems to have been instituted in 590, on occasion of the great

pestilence at Rome. See Cave, Hist. Lit. on Gregory I.

1 I extract the following from the Sacramentary. " Memoriam venerantes im-

primis gloriosfe semper Virginis Marite . . . . sed et omniimi sanctorum tuorum

;

quorum meritis precihusque concedas ut in omnibus protectionis tuce muniamur

auxilio :" adding, however, the formal and now almost valueless saying clause, "per

Cliristum Dominum nostrum."—Compare Cyril's private explanation to the same

effect, p. 342, Note s.

See also Gregory's own extraordinary report about the relics of St. Paul to the

Empress Constantina ; in exemplification of his superstition on that head. Wadding-

ton i. 296.
2 Thus by the Church, as once by Gnostics, Christ as the Mediating God-man was

set aside.
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be considered saints at the time of dying ? The solemn

Chnrch-prayers for the dead,—though originally only ap-

plicatory to marti/rs, and others of the Christian brethren

departed in the Lord, and in such case confined to thanks-

giving for their past faith and victory, and supplication

for the speedy hastening of the Lord's coming, and there-

with of the perfect consummation of the saint's bliss in

body and soul reunited,^—had in process of time been

extended to embrace more doubtful characters,—indeed

all departed j^^'ofesscdly in the faith :
- and opinions had

been broached by learned and eloquent fathers in the

fourth century, though doubtfully and indeed self-contra-

dictorily, that in cases even of men deceased in sin (unless

aggravated cases) these prayers of the Church might per-

haps avail to obtain for them mitigation, if not remission,

of the judicial punishment.^ But, if so, must there not

be some purifying fire to burn out their sins : perhaps ap-

phed, so as heathen poets and Platonists set forth, instantly

* Such is Dr. Burton's general view of the early Church's prayers for the dead

:

(p. 318 ;) it being understood that the Christians ot the 2nd century, and part of the

3rd, expected that the saints' resurrection would precede that of the wicked, and take

place at the Millennium ; also, according to TertuUian, that during the Millennium
the order of the saints' rising would be in order of merit. " Oblationes pro defunctis,

pro natalitiis, annua die facimus." " Pro anima ejus orat [^idua], et refrigerium

interim adpostulat ei, et in prima rcsurrectione consortium, et otfert annuls diebus

dormitationis ejus." Again; "Modicum quoque delictum mora resurrectionis luen-

dum interpretamur." So Tertullian De Cor. Mil. 3, De Monogam. 10, De Anima 58.

See pp. 338, 342 supra.—On the subject of purgatory generally let me refer to a
brief digest of patristic testimony in Middle's Christian Antiquities, pp. 377—394

;

(Ed. 1839 :) also to the Rev. W. J. Hall's liook on Furgatory. (London, 1843.)
2 The prayer after consecration of the sacramental elements, Cyril of Jerusalem

tells us, had these words :
" We offer this sacrifice in memory . . of all that have fallen

asleep before us," &c. ; (i. e. in the communion of the Church ;) and consequently

of all about whom charity might entertain hope, in any of hope's various degrees

:

" believing that it is a great advantage to their souls to be prayed for, whilst the holy
and tremendous sacrifice lies upon tlie altar." Catech. Lect. xxiii. 9.

3 So especially Chnjsostom. " They," the wicked, " are not so much to be la-

mented, as succoured with prayers and alms. . . For not in vain does he who stands

at the altar, when the tremendous mysteries are celebrated, cry. We offer unto thee

for all those that sleep in Christ. . . I'he common propitiation of tlie wliole world is

before us : . . . and we may obtain a general pardon for them by our prayers and
alms." Again he says, " that prayers were made for all that were deceased in the

ftiith : (i. e. professedly :) and that none were e.tcluded from the benefit but catechu-

mens, dpng in a voluntary neglect of baptism." Ilom. 41 in 1 Cor., and Horn. 3 in

Philipp.

Epiphanitis in one passage said that prayer should be made even for sinners; in

another, that after death there can bo obtiiined no help.—The same inconsistency at-

taches to Ambrose, a.nA even to Augustine ; supposing certain piissagcs adduced by
Romanists from the latter to be genuine. But some of these we know are not genu-
ine : (see Hall, p. 146, &c. :) while many other passages in Augustine are express to

the effect that after death there is no change. So e. g. Epist. 199. 2 ; "In quo
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after death '^ and which possibly a passage in St. Paul

might have meant,^ though otherwise indeed explained by

the fathers ?
^—So, during the century and a half or two

centuries preceding, the foolish minds of men had been

darkly intruding into things not seen,* those secret things

that belonged to the Lord God;^ and preparing further

meanwhile, by their increased credulity in relics and mira-

cles and visions, for any delusions on tMs point that the

priesthood, itself also debased by superstition, might for

gain or for ambition palm upon them. And now behold, as

the sixth century closed in. Pope Gregory arose to fix

authoritatively the awful truth of a purgatorial fire imme-

diately after death.^ It was on the evidence of superna-

tural visions and revelations. Germanus, Bishop of Capua,

had himself seen the soul of Paschasius the deacon boiling

in the hot baths of St. Angelo P—Who could calculate the

depth of superstition into which the purgatorial doctrine,

thus authorised,^ was likely to lead the people ? Who the

effect that it must have on the position and influence of the

priesthood ?

And indeed it seems to me that the influence and power ac-

cruing to the priesthood, from the accmnulated superstitions

quemque invenerit suus novissimus dies, in hoc eum comprehendet mimdi novissi-

mus dies : quoniam qualis ia die isto qiiisque moritur, talis in die illo judicabitiir."

Also Ep. 153. 3, Serm. 161. 4, De Peccat. Merit, i. 28, &c.—On Augustine's "varying

and contradictory speculations about the possibility of a purgatorial state," Prof. Butler

(writing against Newman's Development, p. 29) refers to Bishop Taylor's Dissuasive,

Part ii. B. ii. § 2.

1 See Hall on Purgatory, Ch. i.

2 " Every man's work shall be made manifest ; for the day shall declare it ; because

it shall be revealed by fire, and the fire shall try every man's work, of what sort it is.

... If any man's work shall be burned, he shall sutler loss ; but he himself shall be

saved, yet so as by fii-e." 1 Cor. iii. 13, 15.

3 See the patristic expositions in Mr. Hall, pp. 54—56. Origen, Jerome, and Au-
gustine thought that the apostle meant the fire of temporal tribulation before death

;

which even Gregory I. himself allowed might be the sense. Lactantius, Basil, Am-
brose referred it to the general conflagration at the day of judgment ; Gregory Nazi-

anzen, Chrysostom,. and Theodoret to hell itself.—Jw the judgment Augustine thought

it not unlikely that sincere but inconsistent Christians might have temporal suffering

to go through.
* Col. ii. 18. 5 Deut. xxix. 29. _

6 " De quibusdam levibus culpis es&e ante judicium purgatorius ignis credendus est."

Dial. iv. 39, 41.

7 Ibid. 40; cited by Hall, p. 26.—See on Pope Gregory's establishment of the

doctrine of Purgatory Dean Waddington's remarks, E. H. i. 404.

8 It was not however A.o^ma.t\Q,ni\y established as an article of faith in the E. Catho-

lic Church till the Council of Florence, A.D. 1439; confii-med by the Council of

Trent 100 years later.
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of the last three centuries, was a point that could scarce fail

to impress deeply the mind of the discerning Christian.

Ever since the commencement of the Apostasy, each succes-

sive step of departure from gospel-truth into superstition

and error had been of a nature to give, and to increase to

them, an illegitimate, unscriptural, and most pernicious

power ; in substitution for that better and halloAving in-

fluence assigned to them in God's own holy word.^ The

sacramental error, as I have before stated, tended to make
them viewed by the people, not only as God's honoured in-

stmments of good by bringing men into outward covenant

with Him who was the soul's life, and urging them to per-

sonal faith in Him, in order to its personal appropriation

;

but almost as themselves the direct efficient cause of life

and salvation.^ The saint and relic-worship, requiring at-

tendance as it did at the churches enshrining those rehcs,

which were under their care, suggested the necessity of

securing the priest's co-operation and favour, who was the

supposed saint's chief intimate, as well as chief voucher.^

The substitution by Pope Leo, about the middle of the

fifth century, of private confession to priests, instead of

piihlic in the church,^—and moreover the extension some-

what later of the virtue of indulgences granted by them, to

' See Hebrews xiii. 7, 17, 1 Tim. v. 17, &c.
"^ See pp. 282—286 supra.—" The Jewish priests," says Chrysostom, " had power

to remove the leprosy of the body ; or rather only to examine the cleansed, [airdWa-
yivrag,) and not any power to cleanse ;

(aTraXXarrtiv) and you know how that

office was contended for. Whereas Christian priests have received authority, not to

remove the bodily leprosy, but the corruption of the mind ; not merely to verify the

removal, but to remove it entirely :
" airaWarrHv TravrtXwg. De Sacerdot. iii. 6.

3 See p. 340.— I might say canon izer ; only that it was not till the tenth century

that the canonization of saints was actually solemnized. See Mosheim x. 2. 3. 4.

* On the injunction by Pope Leo I, Dean Waddinn:ton, after noticin<? its connexion

both as effect and cause with the increased immorality of the times, luus the fol-

lowing important obsers'ations. " But another consccjuence which certainly flowed

from this measure, and which, in the eye of an ambitious churchman, mi<?ht coun-

terbalance its demoralizing effect, was the vast addition of influence it gave to the

clerg)'. When he delivered over the con.sciences of the people into the hands of the

priest, when he consigned the most secret acts and thoughts of individual imperfection

to the torture of private inquisition and scrutiny, Leo had indeed the glory of laying

the first and corner stone of the papal edifice ; that on which it rose and rested, and

without which the industry of his successors would have been vainly exerted." i. 253.

See too Mosheim v. 2. 4. 3.

The practice existed earlier in the Ea.stcm Church ; but was, about A.D. 390, dis-

continued in consequence of abuses resulting. See Socrat. v. 19, and Sozom. H. E. vii.

16. It was however soon restored, and has been ever since continued. See Wad-
dington on the Greek Church, p. 51.
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the remission of guilt, as well as of ecclesiastical penance^

—these fresh innovations, already brought in before the

epoch of our text, had also each immensely added to their

power. And the doctrine of purgatory, which now fol-

lowed, as we have said, put a climax to it. For, if the

former had made them masters of the consciences, and
almost fate, of the living, the latter represented them as

masters in no little measure of the fate of those dear to

the living among the dead. It had given them, what
Archimedes wanted, another world on which to fix their

lever ;
^ and, so fixt, they might with it move this.—

A

power such, and so derived, was fearful to contemplate :
—

the rather, as the now enforced celibacy of the clergy,

(might not this be the evil predicted by St. Paul, 1 Tim. iv.

1 ?)^ detaching them from other ties, could not but have

the effect of directing their ambition into the only line

open to it, that of ecclesiastical power ;^ and this when (in

no little measure from the same cause) their morals, as well

as their knowledge, were too generally debased and low.^ As
to their use of this power it would of course be all neces-

sarily anti-cJiristian

:

—i. e. not to lead men to Christ ; but,

by the interposition and substitution of hving priests, just

as of departed saints, to shut Christ more and more out of

view. Insomuch that, as a doctrinal system of anti-chris-

tianism, the Apostasy might seem to have been now almost

brought by its secret deviser and guide to perfection ; not

without but within the professing Church, according to so

1 Polydore Virgil, in his work De Inventor, viii. 1. (published A.D. 1499), refers

the origin of the Romish doctrine of indulgences, as afterwards developed, i. e. as

including the remission of the guilt and future punishment of sin, as well as of its

temporal punishment, to the time of Gregory I. For the assignment of which late

date to it his Book was put into the Index Expurgatorius. Bingham, vi. 595.
^ Aoc irov (jT<it. I use, I believe, Mr. Hume's striking simile.

^ Said Ignatius, in a fragment preserved by J. Damascenus, (ap. GaUand. Bibl. i.

288,) Jla()^tviaQ ^vyov firfSivi eiriTiSrei. And Theodoret, in his comment on 1 Tim.
iv. 1, (" Forbidding to maiTy,") remarks that it was not the approbation of celibacy,

but the legal enforcement of it, so as by certain heretics, that was to mark the apostasy

meant. Hajret. Fab. v. 29.

It is observable that the apostle's notice of this feature in the predicted apostasy

occurs in the midst of his detail of the duties of bishops (or presbyters) and deacons

;

and just after stating of the one and the other that they should be " husbands of one
wife :

" so that the enforced celibacy predicted may naturally be construed as having
special reference to the same classes of Church mimsters.

* So the Koran, ch. ix, charges it against the Christians of Mahomet's time

:

"They take their priests and monks for their lords, besides God." Sale ii. 8.

5 See Mosheim vi. 2. 3. 1, 2.
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many ancient Fathers' understanding of those words " sit-

ting in the temple of God," said by St. Paul of the great

Antichrist of the apostasy.^ Indeed it might seem only to

need the superposition of one single individual heading it,

to constitute Antichrist !—For which, and whom, on a

much larger view of the evidence than Gregory had taken,

the Christian contemplatist's conclusion would be that the

priesthood were prepared, even like an army, (I use Gre-

gory's own strong language,) to abet and aid him : i. e.

supposing that, as so long expected, this aTroa-rafria. should

be but his 7rpo8^oju,oj,^ or forerunner; and he should at

length really appear.

Finally,—as to this predicted Antichrist,—it seems to

me that when considered in respect of their history, charac-

ter, pretensions, episcopal site, and relation to the too

generally apostatized Church and priesthood in Christendom,

there was that in the see and bishops of Rome which might

well have struck the reflecting Christian as wearing to

that awful phantasm of prophecy a most suspicious likeness.

Considering that, while the Apostasy was progressing,

those bishops had been too uniformly its promoters and in-

culcators, and that now, when it was all but brought to

maturity. Pope Gregory had most zealously (though not

altogether consistently)^ identified himself and his see with

its whole system, inclusive alike of its infusions of Judaism

and Heathenism, its enforced clerical celibacy and monas-

ticism, its confessional and its purgatory, its saint, relic,

and image worship, its pilgrimages, and its lying miracles,*

—considering that the seat of the episcopate thus heading

the Apostasy was Rome, the fated seven-hilled city, the

seat of the Beast in Apocalyptic prophecy, and place to

which so many Fathers had looked as that of Antichrist's

supremacy,—Rome so singularly freed, by means of the

very wTccking of its empire, from the " let " long time con-

trolling it of the overlooking Roman imperial power, and

' See the opinions of Jerome, Augustine, Chrysostom, Theodoret, &c. pp. 389— 391

Bupr^.
2 Cyril, &c. See p. 391.
' I refer to the often apparent mixture of piety \vith his superstition.

* I may refer to Dean Waddinston's Church History, i. 291—304, and 403,405,
for an excellent summary of I'opc Gregory the Ist's acts, policy, and character.
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then, by Belisarius' and Narses' conquests, from the subse-

quent but short-lived let of Italian Gothic princes, similarly

near and controlling,^—considering that the power of the

keys was now believed in the West to attach individually

to but one bishop, viz. to St. Peter's episcopal successor

and representative, (not, as previously long time supposed,

to the body of priests or bishops,) and that the fact of St.

Peter's having visited, and been martyred and buried at

Rome, had (as was thought) determined that representative

to be the Roman bishop,—considering that, in consequence,

the bishop of the now revived Imperial city was indicating

pretensions, which seemed likely to be realized, to a

spiritual empire over Christendom immeasurably loftier

than that of old Pagan Rome, and had not merely accepted

and assumed the before-mentioned title of Universal Bishop,

given by the Emperor,^ but accepted and assumed the yet

loftier title, distinctively ascribed to him a little earlier, as if

Christ's own gift, by the Italian bishops and priesthood in

Council, of Christ's Vicar on earth,^—the very characteristic

predicated of the Man of Sin by St. Paul, and identical

title, only Latinized, with St. John's term Antichrist,—
considering that, besides the priesthood thus taking part to

elevate him, the people also generally of the western part

of the apostatizing Church acquiesced in it, (like Augus-
tine's multiplied ''ficti et mali," to aid in Antichrist's de-

velopment,)^ and specially the kings of the new-formed

1 i. e. of the Herulian and Ostro-Gothic dynasties, each of which embraced Rome
in their kingdoms, and exercised royal power over it. See Mosheim vi. 2. 2. 2.

The Lombard kingdom, which followed after Narses' final conquests, had nothing to

do with Rome : which was then a dependency (though very much independent in

action) of the Constantinopolitan Exarchate or Vice-royalty of Ravenna.—Other re-

sults of Belisarius' expedition were but transient.

The existence of such a man as Gregory at this conjuncture, to take advantage of

the removal of " the let," was assuredly a very remarkable coincidence.

2 The appellation moreover of Pope, or HairaQ, hitherto the general designation of

Bishops, in the West as well as the East, was now, in Italy at least, applied ex-

clusively to the Bishop of Rome. Gieseler E. H. § 115.
3 Ennodius in his Apolog. pro Synodo, on occasion of the contest A.D. 503 be-

tween SjTumachus and Laurentius for the papacy, wrote " Vice Dei judicare Ponti-

ficem ;
" and the Roman Council adopted it. See Mosh. vi. 2. 2. 2, 4 ; Hard. ii. 983;

also my Part iv. Ch. v.

I say in the text '' distinctively" because the phrase ascribed to him, or something

similar, had been ascribed in earlier times to bishops generally. So in imguarded
phrase even Ignatius, supposing tlie passage genuine, had said that the bishop was tig

To-Kov Qtov : as also Cyprian, Epist. 63.—So early had the train begun to be laid.

* See p. 391 supra.
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Gothic kingdoms, thus adding power throughout the West
to his name and office,—considering all these resemblances,

I say, in respect of place, time, titles, pretensions, power,

might not the thought have well occurred to the reflecting

Christian of the day, that the bishops of Rome, regarded

in their succession and line, might very possibly be the iden-

tical Antichrist predicted :—he whose incoming was to be

with l\ing miracles ;
^ he who was to sum up in himself as

their head, to use Irenaeus' expression, all the particulars of

the previously long progressing apostasy ; and to be in

short, as Justin iMartyr had called him, " the Man of the

Apostasv,"^ as well as, in St. Paul's language, "the Man
of Sin?"
No doubt there was in Gregory himself much respecta-

bility of character, and semblance of piety. But this con-

stituted no objection. Both Pagan emperors and unchristian

heretics had often been personally estimable and respectable

:

and alike Hippolytus, and Cyril of Jerusalem, and other

Fathers, had exprest an opinion (an opinion derived doubtless

from the apostle's descriptive words respecting his incoming
" with all deceivahleness of unrighteousness") that Anti-

christ would at first, under direction of the Master-Spirit of

evil, wear that deceptive guise, in order the better to seduce

men.^—No doubt, again, such a view of Antichrist was in

this respect different from that of the earlier Fathers, in that-

they had looked to see him unfolded in one single indivi-

dual} But here St. Paul's own language showed that they

might very possibly be wrong. Por the apostle designated

the Roman imperial succession, that was to be the let to

Antichrist's manifestation, to >£are;^ov, under the figure of

an individual man, h xclts-^wv, he who letteth;^ so indicating

that that other phrase the man of sin might similarly be
meant of a continuously living succession.—Once more,

if the 1260 days, or three and a half years, predicted of

1 " Whose coming is after the working of Satan with Ipng miracles," &c. 2 Thess.

ii. 9.

2 "In se recapitulans apostasiam." So Irenmus.—"The man of the apostasy" is

Justin MartjT's title to Antichrist. Sec pp. 229, 231 supra.

» See pp. 229, 389—391, supra: also an abstract of patristic opinions about Anti-

christ, in my Examination of the Futurists' Scheme of Apocalj-ptic Inteqjretation, in

the Appendix to Vol. iv.

* See pp. 230, 389 suprk. » Thess. ii. 7.
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Anticlirist's continuance, would seem in such case to be too

short a period, various late Scriptural expositors, e. g. Ticho-

nius and Primasius, had suggested what might be a solu-

tion of the difficulty, and one well accordant with Scripture

usage ; viz. that the days in such prophetic formulge might

have a mystic and extended meaning : indeed, as those

expositors had each in one place stated, as well as the

learned Theodoret in his Exposition of the 70 hebdomads

of Daniel, that each prophetic day might probably symbol-

ize a year}

But however this might be,—and it is a subject that we

shall have to discuss fuUy elsewhere,—of one thing he must

have felt assured, viz. that the state of the bishops and

priesthood and Church generally, alike in East and West,

(for even as regarded Antichrist, the Eastern Patriarch was

just as much prepared to enact the character as the West-

ern, could he but have accomplished it,) I say that the

ecclesiastical state, alike of East and West, was such as to

call for the signal judgments of God. Already,—excepting
the 4>ovo<, the religious murderings,—there was not a single

one in the catalogue of sins afterwards enumerated as the

cause of the sixth Trumpet's woe and the woe preced-

ing,- that had not, at the close of the sixth century, be-

come markedly characteristic of the professed Christian

Church and clergy. There was the worship of daemons, or

saints canonized, and of images or idols of gold, silver,

brass, stone, and wood, which could neither see, nor hear,

nor walk ;^ and there were the sorceriesy or lying charms

1 Comment on" Apoc. xi. 3, 9. The important year-day question -will be fully

discussed elsewhere. See on Apoc. xiii ; where the whole subject of the Popes and
Papacy, as the predicted Antichrist, wUl also come under review. See too my
sketches of Tichonius' and Primasius' Apocalyptic Commentaries in the Appendix to

my Vol. iv.

2 ix. 20, 21 ; " The rest of the men, which were not killed by these pla^ies, yet
repented not of the works of their hands, that they should not worship daemons,
and idols of gold, and silver, and stone, and of wood, which can neither see, nor
hear, nor walk. Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries,

{(papfiaKfiiov,) nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts."

I shall fuUy support the explanation and application of the word dcemons, made in

the text above, when we come to the consideration of the passage here quoted.
3 In an expedition of the Romans into Persia, A.D. 589, a miraculous image of

Christ, one said to be made by higher hands than of man, was carried before the
army. Gibbon, viii. 180, observes that this was the first example of what were
afterwards common, the ax««po7ro(jjroi Christian images ; " I had almost said," Gib-
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5

and miracles ; and there were %)\e fornications, and priestly

religious thefts.—And must not all these have seemed to

an enlightened Christian to cry to Heaven for judgment ?—

•

Of the causes of coming tvoe against Jerusalem specified by
the ancient prophets, and of those afterwards similarly spe-

cified by Christ and his apostles, how few were there but

now applied to corrupted Christendom !
^ Specially it was

for its rejection, its determined rejection, of his own blessed

gospel dispensation long ofi'ered it, that the Lord Jesus had
finally denounced woe against Jerusalem

:

—a denunciation,

of which that maniac prophet's cry, which Josephus de-

scribes to us, of " Woe, Woe, Woe, to the city and the

temple,"^ was but the echo. And if woe was then boded
against Jerusalem, how not, at this fearful crisis of its apos-

tasy, against Roman Christendom also ? Surely the very air

must have seemed vocal to each thoughtful Christian, into

which ascended the incense of its Christ-denying worship

and blasphemies. To the West indeed, if his suspicion

were right respecting Antichrist, a temporary freedom from

the woe might be probably presumed in order to admit of

Antichrist's development, in fulfilment of the Scripture

prophecy. Yet, sooner or later, the woe must be expected

to embrace it also. So that the forewarning cry, not un-

like that of the Apocalyptic angel in mid-heaven, might

seem to him to embrace within it all that remained of the

Trumpet-judgments ; and in triple boding-cry, to proclaim

bon adds, " idols."—In these cases the sorceries and the idols were combined in one

;

and the ancylia of Rome Pa^an outdone in Rome Christian.
* Take for example the followinji: from the Old Testament. Isa. v. 20 ;

" Woe to

them that call evil good, and good e^-il, that put darkness for light, and light for

darkness," &c. : Isa. xxx. 1 ;
" Woe to the rebellious children that take counsel, but

not of me ; and cover with a covering, but not of my spirit ; that they may add sin

to sin :" Jer. xxiii. 1 ; " Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter the sheep
of my pasture, saith the Lord :" Ezek. xiii. 3 ;

" Woe imto the foolish prophets that

follow their own spirit, and have seen nothing: " IIos. vii. 13; "Woe unto them;
for they have fled from me : ... though I have redeemed them, yet they have spoken
lies against me :

" Hab. ii. 19 ; "Woe unto him that saith to the wood, Awake ! to

the dumb stone. Arise, it shall teach ! Behold, it is laid over with gold aiid silver,

and there is no breath at all in the midst of it."—And from the New Testament :

Matt, xxiii. 13 ; "Woe unto you, scribes and pharisees, hj-pocrites ; for ye shut up
the kingdom of heaven against men

;
ye neither go in yourselves, nor «ufl'er thcra

that are entering to go in : Woe unto you, hypocrites ; for ye devour widows'
houses," &c. Jude 11 ; "Woo unto them ! for they have gone in the way of Cain,

and run greedily after the crr<ir of Balaam for reward."
* Josephus, De Bell. Jud. vi. 5. 3.
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Woe, Woe, Woe, against all the inhabiters of the apostate

Roman earth !

^

CHAPTER V.

THE FIFTH OR FIRST WOE TRUMPET.

" And the fifth angel sounded : and I saw a star that had

fallen^ from heaven to the earth : and to him was given the

key of the bottomless pit. And he opened the bottomless

pit. And there arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke

of a great furnace : and the sun and the air were darkened

by reason of the smoke of the pit.

" And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth.

And unto them was given power as the scorpions of the

earth have power. And it was commanded them that they

should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green

thing, neither any tree ; but only those men which have

not the seal of God on their foreheads. And unto them it

was given that they should not kill the men, but that they

should be tormented five months : and their torment was

as the torment of a scorpion when he striketh a man. And
in those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it

;

and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.

And the likenesses ^ of the locusts were like unto horses

prepared for war : and on their heads were, as it were,

crowns like gold.* And their faces were as the faces of

men : and they had hair as the hair of women ; and their

teeth were as the teeth of lions. And they had breast-

plates, as it were breast-plates of iron ; and the sound of

their wings was as the sound of chariots of many horses

1 Jerome (Ad Dardanum) observes on this expression as one always used in a bad sense

in the Apocalypse :
" Ubicumque habitator terra legitur, et priora, et media, et extrema

tractemus, et liquido scripturarum poterit regula comprobari, semper habitatores terras

peccatores appellari : de qiiibus in Apocalypsi Johannis illud exemplum est, Vae
habitatoribus terrse ! " So also Ambrose Ansbertus.—How this sense arises out of

the figurative character of the Apocalyptic scenery, has been already noticed in the

Introduction; pp. 95,96. Compare the expression, "Them that dwell in heaven,"

used of the saints, Apoc. xiii. 6.

^ TrnrrwKOTa. ^ ofioiojfiara' translated shapes in our English version.

* wc OTi<pavoi 6/iotoi xpvaif). So Tregelles and Hahn ; as also the received text.

Griesbach and Scholz prefer xpvffot.
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running to battle. And they have tails like unto scoi'pions,

and there were stings in their tails :
^ and their power was

to hurt men five months. And they have a king over

them, the angel of the bottomless pit : whose name in the

Hebrew tongue is Abaddon ; and in the Greek tongue he

hath his name Apollyon."—Apoc. ix. 1—11.

The inten'al of fore-warning depicted in the last vision

had passed away ; and the trumpet, sounding again in the

Apocalyptic temple, gave sign to the apostle of judgment
as afresh in action, and of the first of the three threatened

woes as about to begin.—We do not find any particular

division of the Roman earth and its inhabitants marked
out expressly in this vision, either for infliction or exemption.

But, from the compaiison of a statement made in it with

an apparently contrasted statement in the vision following,

the former in verse 5 of the chapter before us, the latter in

verse 15,^—it might have been afterwards probably in-

ferred that the same third that was to be destroyed under

the sixth Trumpet, i. e. the third of the Empire nearest tJie

Euphrates, or Eastern third, was under this to be a jorm-

cipal, though not the only, sufferer.—Hitherto this division

had nearly escaped. Under the first and third trumpet,

though the European provinces of the Greek empire had
suffered, yet neither by Alaric nor Attila had Constanti-

nople been violated,^ or the war carried across the Hel-

lespont. Again, though all open and exposed by sea to

Genseric, when master of the Mediterranean under the

second Trumpet, yet the Eastern coasts had scarcely been

visited by him. " The fury of the Vandals was confined to

tlie limits of the Western empire."* The same exemption

^ So Griesbach and Hahn, as well as the received text ; Kat ixovaiv ovpag
ofiotaQ (TKopTTiocf, Kai KifTpa rjv tv Taig ovpaig avriaV (cai rj i^ov<na avrwv
aCiKijaai k. t. X. Tret,'(;lle.s reads; . . . . OKopTrioiq, xai Ktvrpa' kui tv raig

ovpatQ avTojv 7) f^ovaia avrotv aSiKrjaai. And so too Scholz, only with r« before

aSiKtfuai. Thus there is for both roadinj^s periiaps cciually good MS. authority. I

have here followed the former ; but shall again revert to the latter.

- Verse 5 ;
" And to them (the locusts) it was given that they should not kill

the men, but that they should be tormeutcd five months." Verse 15 ; " The four

angels that had been bound by the Euphrates were loosed, which were prepared . . to

kill the third part of men."
' It will be remembered that Constantinople and the Thracian district adjoining

were parts of the Eastern third. See pp. 361, 363 supra. * Gibbon vi. 189,

VOL. I. 27
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continued afterwards. The extinction of the imperial sun

in Italy and the West was an event by which the tranquil-

lity of Constantinople and the East was little affected.

Through the 60 years that succeeded,—including the

reigns of Zeno, Anastasius, and Justin,—the silence of its

annals evinces the general freedom of the Greek empire

from external war and suffering. In Justinian's reign it

even put on the aggressive ; and, both in Africa and in

Italy, under Behsarius, and then under Narses, was

crowned with success specious and surprising. It is true

that the desolating irruptions made into the Illyrian pro-

vinces by the Bulgarians about the middle of the sixth

century, and by the Avars at its close, were ominous of the

reverses that might be. But into the Asiatic third proper,

comprehending Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt, they reached

not. The Hellespont was still to that division its guarantee

Northward ; and, towards the East and the Euphrates,

the 100 years' peace with Persia, which had been concluded

in 444 A.D. by the second Theodosius, and renewed after

a year or two of war,^ A.D. 551, by Justinian.—But now
at length its hour was come to be judged. Eor of its time

of reprieve it had made no profit. Throughout the two
centuries reviewed in the last chapter, its religion, as there

indeed set forth, had, like that of the West, been sinking

deeper and deeper into superstition. In the history of its

theological controversies and synods,^ which constitute per-

haps the most characteristic feature in the Greek ecclesias-

^ A war of longer continuance branched off into Colchis and Armenia ; but with

this the Greek provinces in Asia had no concern.
2 The chief Councils in this period were that of Uphesus, A.D. 431, against Nes-

torius, in which it was concluded that there attached to Jesus Christ but one

person; and that of Chnlcedon, A.D. 451, against Eutyches, in which it was concluded

that there attached to Christ two natures. These were the third and fourth General

Councils.—The decisions of these, and of the two General Councils of Nice and Con-
stantinople preceding, respecting Christ's nature, were said to be briefly compre-

hended in four Greek words ; viz. that Christ is God and man, aXrjOiog, rtXeiwc,

aSiaiptTujQ, affvyxvTwc-* After the 5th and 6th Councils the definition was ; iv Svo

(pvaecriv, acri'yxi""'^C> aTfteTTTwg, a;^a>pt<ra>e, aSiaiperwg. Gieseler i. 369. § 126.

* So the Athanasian Creed. " The right faith is that oiu- Lord Jesus Christ is

God and man ; . . . . perfect God and perfect man : . . . . equal to the Father as touching

his Godhead : . . . .who, although he be God and man, yet he is not two, but one
Christ : one altogether ; not by confusion of substance, but by unity of person."

Hence the proof of the Creed being one of at least a century later than Athanasius :

as I have stated in the foot-note on p. 274 supra.
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tical annals of the period thus retrospectively glanced at,

we seek in vain for the Christian spirit. Rather, even

when most zealous and agitated for the letter of Christian

orthodoxy, a spirit verging towards antichristian apostasy

may be discerned as that which most deeply moved the

people.^ And therefore judgment must visit them. The
first bitterness of the iirst woe must fall on the Eastern

third of the Roman world.

But what the scourge, and whence ? Was it from the

Avars, now established, as we have seen, on the lower

Danube? Or, from the Persians, ready at any time ap-

parently to break in from the Euphrates upon the Eastern

provinces ? There were in fact irruptions, as the new cen-

tury opened, by the Avars." And there was a succession

of invasions, from 611 to 621 A.D.,^ very desolating and
terrible, by the Persians imder Chosroes. But the former

were transient ; and confined, as before, to the European

limits. And on Chosroes the tide of war and victory was,

after those ten years, fearfully rolk^d back by Ileraclius

:

indeed, ere a very few more suns had accomplished their

annual revolution, the Persian empire was swept away from

the earth.^ But this was by another instrumentality ;

—

the same that was destined, as here foreshown, to scourge

the Greek empire also.—And what and whence then, I

repeat, that avenging scourge ? The annals of the seventh

century declare it to us in characters so glaring and terrific

that he who runs may read them. And, if I mistake not,

it was indicated to the Evangehst also, in a manner scarcely

1 It was Nestorius' assertion that the Virgin IMary ought not to bo entitled

OiOTOKOQ, Mother of God, but rather Xpitrroroieoe, Mother of Christ., wliich first in-

tiamed the passions of the priests and populace at Constantinople, and throughout
Eg)'pt and Asia Minor :—i. e. zeal for the Virgin, who was already the object of their

worship, not for Christ. Of the feeling at Ephesus, where the Council was held,

Dean Waddington says :
" Popular tradition had buried her in that city ; and

the imperfect Christianity of its inhabitants had readily transferred to her the wor-
ship which their ancestors offered to Diana." E. H. i. 349. * Gibb. viii. 194, 200.

3 In the four or five years preceding, which included the reign of Phocas, the Per-
sians had been engaged chiefly in reducing the Roman fortresses on the other side

the Euphrates ; and so, thus far, had not carried their invasions within the more
proper limits of the empire.

* It was about the year 616 A.D. that Chosroes, like a second Sennacherib, when
Heraclius earnestly supplicated for peace, returned the blasphemous answer :

" I

will never give peace to the Roman emperor, till he has abjured liis cnicifiod God,
and embraced the worship of the sun." (Gibbon viii. 230.) It was in 621 that the

tide of success was for ever turned against him : and in 636, after he had himself
miserably perished, that the Persian monarchy was annihilated by the Saracens.

27*
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less intelligible, by means of the symbols, the locally charac-

teristic symbols, of the prefigiirative vision.—But this is a

species of evidence, and involves a principle of interpreta-

tion, which it may be well to set forth in a distinct pre-

liminary Section.

§ 1.—THE LOCAL APPROPRIATENESS OF SCRIPTURE

SYMBOLS.

Let me then remind the Reader,—and I think it may
be well worth his while to pause for a few moments on the

topic, ere proceeding to examine the imagery of the vision

before us,—that the symbols and hieroglyphics of Scrip-

ture prophecy are not of that locally indefinite character,

for the most part, as simply to indicate characteristic qua-

lities ; without reference in the selection to what we may
call geographical propriety. Many images there are in-

deed, and these too useful and striking to be left out of the

language of symbolic prophecy, that belong alike to every

country ; such as (to borrow examples from Apocalyptic

visions already analyzed) those of the luminaries of the

heaven above, and the tempests and the convulsions of the

earth beneath.^ On the other hand, as there are many
varieties,—whether we regard its plants and animals, or

the dress, visible customs, or assumed insignia of the inha-

bitants,—by which, in the wise appointment of the world's

great Creator and Governor, one country under heaven is

in a measure distinguished from others, so, where these

characteristic objects afford suitable emblems of the things

to be signified of a people, it is the frequent habit of Scrip-

ture to select them for its purpose. The beauty of this

local appropriateness of the Scripture imagery, wheresoever

the locality may have been stated, must doubtless have

often struck the tasteful and observant reader. Again

1 Yet even to them, as we have seen in my chapters on the four fii'st Trumpets, a
local appropriateness may be attached :—in the one case by the intimation of some
peculiar division of the heavenly luminaries ; in the other by a statement of the

quarter of the compass from which in any particular case the tempest might blow.

The latter either dii-ectly, as where the wind is called the East wind ; or indirectly,

as where the tempest is spoken of as one bringing haU, and so from the North. See

pp. 356, 357, 367—371.
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where it is unnamed, as in the unexplained prophecies,

—

and it is to this point that I here wish to call the reader's

attention,—the mind may reason on the imagery; and,

with no slight measure of confidence often, argue from the

symbol to the country symbolized. We might almost do

this when glancing at the graphic comparisons that are

sometimes used by uninspired writers ;—writers such as

are both intimate with the countries spoken of, and select

in their choice of figures.^ But the habit of Holy Scrip-

ture to make use of locally appropriate imagery is much
more marked than that of any uninspired writer. Moreover

that which I am here proposing to argue from meets us

in the form of symbolic impersonation, not of mere com-

parison. Hence the force of the inference is in its case

greater in proportion.

In order to judge of the strength of the argument thence

arising, it seems necessary that the reader should satisfy

* I may first exemplify from the earliest of the classic poets, Homer. A student

need but visit the Troud, as the author himself can testify, to be struck with delij^ht

at the perpetual realization before his eyes of one and another of Homer's similes,

on the self-same living scene. The following may serve as specimens ;—specimens

alike from the natural scenery, the zoology, and the works of man.

B. 456. Hurt Trup diSr]Kov eirifXeyii aairiTcv vXtjv

Ovpiog iv Kopv<pyc, iKaOev Sf'rt (paivtTai avytj'

E. 87. .... TTorafjif) Tr\t]9ovTi eoiKwg

Xc(/iapp(^, offT wKa peujv fKsEaaae yetpvpag, . .

E\9ovt' e^uTTivriQ, or nri^girry ^log ofijSpoQ'

r. 3. Uiiri mp KXayyt] yepavmv irtXfi SQavoOi Trpo, . . .

lb. 151 TtTTiyiamv toiKOTeg, o'lre Ka9' vXtjv

AtvSpttf) tcpti^ofitvoi ona Xtipiotaaav itiai'

E. 499. 'Qg S' avinog a^vag (popiti \tpag KaO' aXwag,

AvSp<j)v XiKfjiwvTwv. ore Tt ^av6ri AtjfjujTtjp

Kpjvy, tiTiiyofiivwv avffi(i)v, Kapirov ri Kai axvag,
Ai 5' vTToXtVKaivovTai axvpfiiai.

Among modern Poets, illustrations may be found innumerable. For example, when
Goldsmith draws his comparison from

.... those domes where Cresars once bore sway,

Defaced by time, and tottering in decay,

it is of the Italians, and especially the Romans, as we might expect, that he is speak-

ing.—Again in the comparison.

Dull as their lakes that slumber in the storm,

it is of the inhabitants of Holland.— I need but to name Walter Scott's Lady of the

Lake, Moore' » Lalla Rookh, &c., to suggest to the reader's own memory multitudinous

other examples.

Even amon<j historians, whose mind and style partakes of the graphic and pic-

turesque, an observance of the same rule of propriety is often to be marked. So,

for example, in Gibbon. When speaking in his History (ix. 312) of ambassadors

kneeling before Mahomet's throne in ilcdina, he .says thcv were "as numerou.s,

according to the .Vrabian proverb, as the dates that fall from tlie maturity of a palm-

tree ; "—an .i\jrabian simUe for an Arabian subject.
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himself as to the strength of this Scripture habit, if I may
so call it. I shall therefore beg him, in the present Sec-

tion, just to cast his eye with me over some of its symbols
;

and to observe hov^^ strikingly, v^^hether the figure be bor-

rowed from the botanical Avorld or the zoological, or from

the appearance, dress, or other visible characteristics of the

inhabitants of a country, the local appropriateness that I

speak of still marks the selection. He will find that the

symboHc pictures are indeed for the most part pictures

drawn from life.

1st, let us notice examples of emblems from plants.

Is it then Judah that is to be symbohzed? We find

the olive, Xhe, fig-tree, and the vine, selected to symbolize

it •}—fruit-trees, because the point and moral of the com-

parison had reference to its religious culture by God, and
consequently expected fruitfulness ; but all fruit-trees of
the country: and of these the vine most frequently, as

being of all others, perhaps, the most characteristic of its

mountain-produce ; indeed, as such, particularized in Ju-

dah's blessing by Jacob. ^ And, as of Israel nationally, so

of particular classes in it. Of its princes and high ones,

the cedar of Lebanon, the loftiest of the trees of Israel, is

the frequent symbol : the beauty of its holy ones is re-

sembled to the palm, perhaps the stateliest fruit-tree in the

land;^ and the people, when withering under God's dis-

1 The olive, Jer. xi. 16 ;
" The Lord called thy name a green olive-tree, fair and

of goodly fruit." Again Rom. xi. 17; "If some of the branches he broken off,

and thou, being a wild olive-tree, wert grafted in among them, and with them par-

takest of the root and fatness of the olive-tree;" &c. Also Isa. xvii. 6, xxiv. 13,

&c.

—

T\iejig. In Matt. xxi. 19 the fig-tree described as cm-sed by Christ, is allowed

by all commentators, I believe, to be a symbol of the Jewish baiTen and, at length,

accursed nation. So too Joel i. 7 ;
" He hath barked my fig-tree :

" and Hosea ix.

10 ; &c.—The vine. Psalm Ixxx. 8 ;
" Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt

;

thou hast cast out the heathen and planted it." &c. Isaiah v. 7 ;
" The vineyard of

the Lord of Hosts is the house of Israel, and the men of Judah his pleasant plant."

Also Jer. ii. 21 ; Ezek. xv. 2 ; Hosea x. 1 ; Matt. xxi. 33, &c. &c.—In Abimelech's

Parable, Judges ix. 8, &c., we have the three, the olive, the fig-tree, and the vine,

united.
2 Gen. xlix. 11 ; "Binding his foal to the vine, and his ass's colt to the choice

vine."
3 So Ezek. xvii. 3, 22, quoted in the next paragraph ; Zech. xi. 2 ; 2 Kings xiv.

9, &c.—In one passage, viz. Ezek. xxxi. 3, a foreign king, the Assyrian, is also

likened to a cedar in Lebanon : perhaps in the enlarged use of the figure as any
high cedar

;
perhaps from the Assyrian having, in the height of his power, possessed

himself, for a while, of Lebanon. So he boasts, Isaiah xxxvii. 24.—In some ex-

nmples the cedar and palm are united. So in Psalm xcii. 12 ;
" The righteous shall

flourish as 2i palm-tree : he shall spread abroad as a cedar of Lebanon."
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pleasure for sin, to the dried up grass upon the housetops}

—The same is the case in respect of other countries. So
when Egi/pt is the subject, and the particular point to be

illustrated its weak and faithless friendship to the Jews
trusting in it, the reed is the symbol chosen -^ that charac-

teristic produce of the Nile banks. Or when a Bahijlonish

dependency, then the willow ;—that of which Zion's cap-

tives told as growing by the rivers of Babylon. " A great

eagle came unto Lebanon, and took' the highest branch of

the cedar. He cropped off the top of his young twigs,

and carried it into a land of traffic. He took also of the

seed of the land, and planted it in a fruitful field : he

placed it by great waters, and set it as a ivilloiv-tree. And
it grew, and became a spreading vine of low statui'e."^ It

was Jehoiakim, king of Judah, that was the top-most

branch of the cedar. It was Nebuchadnezzar that was the

eagle that cropped it, and carried it to Babylon. It was
Zedekiah that was the seed of the land, and consequently

a vine in the prophetic imagery : but one of low stature,

and planted as a vjillotv-tree ; i. e. as a prince dependent on,

and to be supported by, the king of Babylon.

2. Next let us turn to emblems from animals.

It is less often that Judah is so symbolized. Por its

relation to God is that which is most constantly and pro-

minently dwelt on in what is said of Judah : and thus the

illustrative emblems required, are in character such rather

as those already noticed ; or perhaps that of a city dedicated,

or a virffin ajffianced to Him ;
^ not of a wild animal. StiU

there occurs at times occasion for the animal symbolization
;

and then the zoology of Judah furnishes the emblem.
Thus is it Judah conquering? The figure is that of the

lion, such as might rise up from the swelling of Jordan

:

" Judah couched as a lion : who shall rouse him up ? " Or

1 2 Kinn^ xix. 26, Isa. xxxvii. 27. The Israelites of Samaria were among those

to whom this comparison applied. See 2 Kings xviii. 34.
''' 2 Kinjrs xviii. 21 ; Isa. xxxvi. 6 ;

" Do.st thou trust upon the staflF of this

brui.sed reed ? Also Ezek. xxix. 6 ;
" They have been a staff of reed to Israel."

Compare Isa. xix. 6 ; Exod. ii. 3.

^ Ezek. xvii. 3, &c.—Compare, on the willow. Psalm cxxxvii. 1, 2.

* In the Apocalypse the Church too,—as we have partly seen already, (p. 102,)

and shall sec more iu we proceed,—is tigurud in both of these emblemutic characters.
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Judah foolishly snared by her foes ? It is that of the dove,

so common in the land
;
(as that bird's constant use in the

Jewish sacrifices assures us ;)
" Ephraim is a silly dove."

Is it Judah apostatizing ? Then, it may be, the dromedary

is the figure ; impatient of the holy city, and bent on re-

gaining the wilderness of its preference.^ Or Judah, or

her sons, in sorrow and desolation ? " Like a crane, or a

swallow, so did I chatter :
" " I am Hke a pelican in the

wilderness, like an owl in the desert,"^—Of other nations

the animal class of symbols is frequent.^ And see the

suitableness. The symbol of Edom was that of the eagle

that might have built his eyrie in the mountain-rock ; the

very image,—as he that has seen pictures of Petra, or other

Idumean cities, must be aware,—of the high rocky excava-

tions that they inhabited.* The wild ass of the desert is the

not less characteristic symbol of the Arabs ;
" Ishmael is a

man, a wild ass :
" ^ and the crocodile, the dragon of the

Nile, that of Egypt.^—Nor, passing to Daniel's animal-

symbols, do we find anything inconsistent with the usual

Scriptural rule of local appropriateness in the selection. In

the case of the four wild beasts emblematic, according to

the all but universal consent of commentators ancient and

1 The lion, Gen. xlix. 9 ; Isa. xxix. 1, margin, &c. The dromedary, Jer. ii. 23.

The dove, Hosea vii. 11 :—the commonness of which bird in Judsea is illiistrated by its

frequent use in the temple sacrifices; so Luke ii. 24, Matt. xxi. 12, &c.

* Is. xxxviii. 14 ; Ps. cii. 6. The writer of the Psalm seems here to impersonate

the Jewish nation.

^ Compare Peter's vision, Acts x. 12 ; in which the animals in the sheet let down
from heaven are expressly indicated to have typified heathens.

* Jer. xlix. 16 ; "0 thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock, that boldest the

height of the hill, though thou shouldest make thy nest as high as the eagle, yet I

will bring thee down from thence, saith the Lord."—So Numbers xxiv. 21, of the

Kenite, and Jer. xlviii. 28, of Moab.—Sketches, such as I allude to, may be seen in

Laborde, in Finden's Scripture Illustrations, or Keith's Fulfilment of Prophecy.
5 Gen. xvi. 12 ; ms s^. The former word is the wild ass in Job xxxix. 5.

s Ezek. xxix. 3 ; " I am against thee, Pharaoh, king of Egypt ; the great dragon
(crocodile) that lieth in the midst of his rivers," &c. On which see Scheuchzer.

So also Psalm Ixxiv. 13, and Isa. Ii. 9. Bochart asserts that Pharaoh means crocodile

in Arabic, which language has many Egyptian words in it ; and he blames Josephus
for saying it meant king. (See Calmet on Pharaoh.)—The crocodile was stamped,

I may add, upon Roman coins, on the conquest of Egypt, as its fittest symbol.

Elsewhere Egypt is symbolized as a heifer, Jer. xlvi. 20, 21 ; with reference ap-

parently to the worship of the bull Apis. Or, Is. vii. 18, as the gad-fly, too well

known in Upper Egypt and Abyssinia. About which see the Note in the Pictorial

Bible on the hornet mentioned Josh. xxiv. 12. (Qu. Livingstone's tsetze ?)

It is observable that Diodorus Siculus notices the habit of the Egyptian kings to

wear about the head, ravp(Dv /cat SQaKovrojv Trporofiaq, arjjxna ti]^ apx>l^' BiWioth.

i. p. 39. Cited in Note to Amm. Marcell. xix. 1.
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modem, of the four successive heathen and persecuting

pttvvers of Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, there is indeed

less of distinctiveness ; in consequence of the wide range,

over many countries, of such savage animals as might fitly

represent the persecutors of God's people. Yet still the

lion was a native of Babylonia ; the bear of the Median
mountains ; and the leopard,—as we may infer from hints

in the old notices of the neighbouring countries,—of the

forests of Pindus and Macedon.^ Besides that the tvinged

lion has been found by Capt. Layard, as almost a self-appro-

priated Assyrian emblem, in majestic sculpture at the gates

of the royal palace of Nineveh.'^ Again, in another of

Daniel's visions, (that in chap, viii,) the nature of the com-
parison allowing it, we find selected as the symbols animals

directly characteristic, in the same manner as the last noted,

of the powers symbolized ; that is, of Persia and Macedon
respectively. For the symbols are those adopted by the

nations themselves, as in a manner their own appro})riate

emblems, and stamped as such, by the one and the other,

on their respective coinage ;—I mean the ram in symboliza-

tion of Persia, the goat of Macedon.^ Of which two

' So Jer. 1. 17, notices the lion as of Babylon. Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia i. 4.

7, notices the bear as one of the wild animals of the Median mountains. And as both

Pindar (Pvth. iv. 143) speaks of the leopard-skin as worn by his Thessalian heroes, at

the foot of Mounts OljTnpus, Ossa, and Pelion, and Homer (II. r. 17, &c.) of his, at

the foot of the Trojan Mount Ida, we cannot doubt but that the leopard existed in

the earlier days of Greece in the forests and mountains of Macedon.
Let me suggest further, whether, as the li/nz is of the leopard genus, and as the

names of the region Lyncestis, the town Lyncus, and the river Lyncestius, (all appur-

tenances of Macedonia.) may not improbably have been derived from some legend

connected with the lynxes of the country, (see Ovid, Metam. v. ad tin. " Lyncura
.... lynca Ceres fecit,") the leopard may not have been chosen partly on this ac-

count as the representative of Macedon ?— Ei/Otojc wg Trnp^aXif iKtiOtv op/i>j(TOf 6

AXiKavSpoQ, says John Malala of Alexander; adopting Daniel's emblem. Ap. Dau-
buz, p. 561.

Three of Daniel's destroying beasts, and perhaps the fourth also, are particularized

in Hosea xiii. 7 ;
" I will be to them as a lion : as a kopard by the way will I ob-

serve them : I will meet them as a bear bereaved of her whelps : . . the wild beast shall

tear them."
2 See the Plate in Layard's Nineveh.—Dr. Keith, in his " Signs of the Times,"

i. 15, (3rd Ed.) spoke of tlie " four-winged leopard as the identical emblem engraved

on the shield of Alexander." Hut, in reply to my inquiries, he informed me that

he had been unable to find any authority for the statement; though believing (I fear

erroneously) that the authority exists. lie proposed to cancel the statement in

subsequent editions. [I see in the 8th Ed. i. 17, it has been cancelled.]

' Engravings are given in a later part of this work, (Part v. Ch. vii.,) on Dan. viii.

from Calmet; Taylor's Edition, Vol. v. The ram is stated to be from the Hunter
Collection. Mionnet gives a copy of the goat, also ; which is not unc(mini()n. The
symbol continued in use under the Sassanides. Ammianus Marcellinus notices it as
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emblems one at least, and perhaps both, may further have

had allusion to a current name of the country or nation.^

The examples last given being those of symbols not other-

wise locally characteristic only, but self-applied as charac-

teristic by the inhabitants of the countries symbolized, I

might naturally proceed, v^^ere it the occasion, to notice

other self-adopted national emblems,—whether derived

from animals or other objects,^ and whether designative of

the people themselves collectively, or of certain ranks or

offices of note among them,—which have been likewise, with

its usual beautiful appropriateness, adopted and applied by
sacred Scripture. Such, for example, are those striking

symbolizations, (and more striking, I think, there could not

be,) that have occurred to our notice under the three first

Seals of this Apocalyptic prophecy. And indeed I wish,

by this passing retrospective notice of them, to connect the

emblematic imagery of the parts already discussed of the

Apocalypse, as well as that of those which remain, with this

general view of the local fitness of Scripture emblems, and
of the argument from it. But my present more immediate

object is to prepare the reader for a right appreciation of

the symbols of the fifth Trumpet. And I shall therefore

hasten on to suggest just one other class of symbols, locally

a part of the insignia of King Sapor : (xix. 1 :)
" Aureum capitis arietini figmentum,

interstinctum lapillis, pro diademate gestans."
1 The name of the capital of Macedon JEgce, of its people JEgeada, and perhaps

too of its sea the ^gean or Goat-sea,, arose out of the tradition that Caranus, the

first kins? of Macedon, was directed, according to an oracle, by a flock of goats to its

site. With reference to which same circumstance Alexander's son by Eoxana was
called ^gus, son of a goat.

As to Persia, or Elam, its scriptural name, Mede notices the affinity between the

word V'^s, a ram, and oV'^y, Persia.—It is obserred by Heeren in his Manual of An-

cient History, Book i., that all the great empires of Asia seem to have been founded
either by mountaineers, or nomad tribes, which invaded and overran the more wealthy
regions. Such, he says, was the origin, among others, of the Persian empire, the

Parthians, &c. If so, the ram was a natural emblem of the Persians, as nomads.
On the allusion in popular symbols to popular names, see Eckhel's chapter (iv.

341) headed "De adlusione ad urbis populive nomen." In which chapter he ex-
emplifies in the towns of ^gm, Cardia, Leontini, Melos, Rhodes, Selinus, &c. : of which
the appropriated symbols were severally a goat, a heart, a lion, an apple, a rose, a sprig

of parsleij, &c. So again in his Vol. v. p. 90.—On the paronomasia in Holy Scrip-

ture, see p. 433, Note ^ infra.

2 Such as the eagle, the well-known Eoman ensign, which is used to symbolize the

Roman power. Matt. xxiv. 28, Luke xvii. 37, and Apoc. xii. 14;—a ship, the emblem
that we still see on the Tyrian coins ; and which is perhaps meant to symbolize Tyre,
Ezek. xxvii. 26.
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significant, that are more directly illustrative of the vision

I am refcriing to ; I mean the class of the prosopopoeia.

3. In the which class the symbolic figure exhibited

being in the human form, occasion is taken to notice dis-

tinctive points in the personal appearance,—whether in

respect of dress, armour, or otherwise,

—

of the people sym-

bolized.

Take, as a first example, that beautiful personification

of Judah given in Ezek. xvi, as a woman-child saved at

the birth, and brought up through childhood and youth

by her God, then atfianced to Him, but soon faithless and
apostatizing. Here, in the dressing up of the prosopopoeia,

there are certain details of personal appearance naturally

brought into the description ;—the woman-like growth of

hair, the anointing with oil, the white and broidered ap-

parel, the jewels, and other personal ornaments : and com-
mentators, not without probable reason, as it seems to me,

have assigned an emblematic meaning to them, as significant

of the spiritual privileges and graces conferred by God on

Israel.^ However this may be, and whether they were in-

tended to be emblematic themselves, or merely appendages

to the general emblematic picture, in one thing we cannot

be mistaken, viz. that these characteristics of appearance

and dress in the female personified, were drawn from the

appearance and dress of the noble ladies of Israel :—that

is, that the details of personal appearance portrayed in the

hieroglyphic were those of a portraiture drawn from life.

A second example, and one precisely of the same cha-

racter, will be found in Ezek. xxiii : but with this addition

that, besides the female personifications of Judah and Israel,

the neighbouring heathen with whose idolatries they asso-

ciated,— both the Assyrians and others,—are here also in

a manner symbolized ; viz. as their lovers. The descrip-

' The spiritual application of such fibres is beautifully intimated in Psalm xlv.

13; "Thu kind's daughter is all glorious within." Compare also what is said in

1 Pet. iii. 3 of the spiritual adorning of the Christian female ; and in Rev. xix. 8, of

the meaning of the white robes of the saints.— In the passage from Ezekiol, though
the articles of dress and ornament may all be shown to have been worn by Israclitish

ladies, and the anointing with oil, &c. &c. to have been customs familiar to them,

yet there is, in regard of much that is said, such an applicability to the tabernacle,

Its priesthood, and its services, that the Targura, I think, understands the whole
as having reference to them.
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tion paints them as cavaliers, all goodly young men, girded

with girdles, and with turbans of dyed attire, or it might

be crowns, on their heads :
^ a description that must be

noticed afterwards, as containing in it points of resemblance

very striking to certain of the details in the imagery of the

fifth Trumpet.—But there is no need at present of further

dwelling on this example, as it is so similar to the former.

I therefore proceed to,

A third example, different from the other, and indeed

somewhat peculiar in character ; but which may yet par-

tially, if I mistake not, be connected with the class I speak

of : I mean that of the symbolic image of gold, silver, brass,

and iron, seen in vision by Nebuchadnezzar.

In this there were figured to himself, and to the prophet

Daniel, those four kingdoms which, rising round Judah as

a centre, and all connected with it, were in succession, and
each in image-ioxm., (i. e. as associated with and support-

ing idolatry,y to hold the empire of the civilized world,

until the establishment at the last of God's own kingdom.

It has been the all but universal opinion of commentators,

both ancient and modern, that the four kingdoms thus pre-

figured (the same as those figured by the four wild beasts

of Dan. vii, previously spoken of,) were the Babylonian,

Persian, Greek, and Roman. And with reason. For the

succession of these four great empires is a plain historical

fact, recognised by the most learned heathen writers, as

1 See verses 15, 42. In the latter verse the Saheans from the wilderness are men-
tioned among Aholibah's lovers, " which put bracelets on their hands, and beautiful

crowns on their heads." It is a question among expositors whether this was on their

own heads and hands, or on those of Aholah and Aholibah. But the context seems
clearly to favour the former meaning : because one only of the two women is men-
tioned either in this verse or the two verses preceding; and thus the plural pronouns
seem scarcely explicable, but of the Sabeans. This conclusion is confii'med by the

mention of the head-covering of Aholibah's lovers in verse 15.

^ This explanation of the meaning of the image-form is, I think, the correct one ;

and not, as Lowth, Newton, and others explain it, that it was a mere form of splen-

dor ; the result, in this dream, of Nebuchadnezzar's own view of the glory of mighty
empires. Thus the hieroglj-phic of this vision will well harmonize with that of the

four wild beasts, under which the same four empires were afterwards figured to

Daniel. In the one was figured idolatry invested with power ; in the other its per-

secuting spirit against God's saints.—The fact that idolatry should be thus asso-

ciated with, and upheld by, the whole succession of dominant powers in the world,

even to the consummation, was a fact most singular to predict, but which has yet

been fulfilled. In Apoc. xiii the manner in which idolatry was to be associated with
the last form of Nebuchadnezzar's image, I mean when in its ten toes, is expressly

and wonderfully illustrated. See my Chapter on the Image of the Beast.
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well as Christian.^ And the suitableness of the component

metals of the image to symbolize them, in regard at least

of the golden splendour of the first and the iron strength

of the last, is obvious, and partially confessed even by Gib-

bon.'"^—Besides which illustration from qualities, it has been

further and appositely observed by expositors, that there

was in one case a visible resemblance between the nation

symbolized and the symbolizing metal ; inasmuch as the

very appearance of the warrior Greek was characterized by
his brazen armour.^ Now the same kind of illustration, it

appears to me, might be carried further. In comparison

of the appearance of the Greek (or indeed of the Roman)
battalia, the splendid adornment of the Persian with silver

or with gold (the Babylonians having at this time been ab-

sorbed and included in the Persian empire) was very

characteristic, and often observed on. It was noted on

• Of the hmthens I may mention, 1. Dionysim of Halicarnassiis ; who (Antiq.

Eom. i. 2), expressly including the Seleucid;e and Ptolemies in the Macedonian dy-

nasty, as mere branches of it, speaks of the Ferso-Median enipii-e as followed by the

Macedonian, the Macedonian by the Roman : 2. Tacitm ; (His. v. 8) who prefixes the

AssjTian to the Perso-Median ;
" Dum Assyrios penes, Medosque et Persas, oriens

fuit;" &c. : 3. Ptolemy; who regulates his Canon by this same succession of the

four empires.

From the Fathers ample quotations have been already given to the same effect

:

showing especially that they regarded the Roman empire as the fourth of Daniel's

prophecies. Jerome says it was the view of all previous ecclesiastical writers.

1 believe Porphyry was the first to suggest the Seleucidte as a distinct empire

:

his object in which was obvious ; viz. to escape from the cogency of the Christian

argument from prophecy. Grotius subsequently adopted the idea. But, with all his

learning, Grotius is little to be depended on in explaining prophecy. " In this way
of interpretation," says Bishop Butler of Porphyry's notion, " anything may be made
of anything." Analogy, Ch. on the E^ddence of Prophecy, p. 318. (Ed. 1813.)

2 " The arms of the Republic . . advanced with rapid steps to the Euplirates, the

Danube, the Rhine, and the ocean : and the images of gold, or silver, or brass, that

might serve to represent the nations and tlieir kings, were successively broken by
the iron monarchy of Rome." >•!. 407-—Similarly Schlegel, speaking of the Rcmian

empire, Phil, of Hist. i. 337 ;
" It was as if the iron-footed god of ivar, so liighly

revered by the people of Romulus, actually bestrode the globe." Again, Lord Byron,

speaking of the Roman legions, calls them, " the men of iron." Noted too by Davison

on Prophecy, p. 489.

The very name Rome {poifir], strength) seems alluded to in the prophecy ;
" The

fourth shall be strong as iron." Such an allusion to name is quite according to

Scripture custom : and that this was the origin of the word Rome is suggested by
profane authors. So Solinm in his Polghintor, and Fe.stus in Romam. It seems
that it was sometimes on this account called by the Latin eciuivalcnt, Valentia. See
I"acci<>lat. Lexic. in Roma.

' So Homer speaks of the A^atot xakKixiTiDViQ, continually.—So Herodotus (ii.

152) of an oracle respecting men of bra.s.s, ^aXKiot avSpi^, fulfilled by the landing on
the cojtst of brazen-armed Greeks. From the same circumsUince Pahephatus ex-

plains the story of JEolus surrounding his city with walls of brass : and Strabo (p.

723) relates a legend, that th(! Chalcidtan Greeks of Eubcea were so called from
having been the first to wear brazen armour. (Ed. 1707.)
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occasion of the battle of Platsea, in the grand review by

Xerxes, and on the fields of Issus and Arbela;^ and was

but the result and expression of that superiority in wealth,

which showed itself also in their general appearance and

habits of life. On the other hand in the Roman battle-

array, iron, a metal of later discovered working,^ at least

for military purposes, was as observable as the gold and

silver in the Persico-Assyrian, or the brass in the Grecian.

The Mars they worshipped as their father, was not, as with

the Greeks, the brazen,^ but the iron-armed Mars.* It

was early inculcated on them by their generals, that iron

armour, not gold and silver, as with more luxurious na-

tions, was the proper guise of the Roman soldier.^ And
when, in the progress of their conquests, even Oriental

kings had been subjected to Rome, the poet describes it as

the subjection of the purple to the Latian iron.^—Thus we
see a correspondence in the metals of the image with cer-

tain characteristics in the visible appearance not of one only

but of all, of the respective people.—Nor was the image-

form in which they were combined an objection to this

their national distinctiveness : because the idolatry that

1 So at Plat(Ba in Masistius's case ; Herod, ix. 22. In Xerxes' Heview the same

historian relates, vii. 83, that the Persian troops, over their other accoutrements,

were splendidly adorned with gold : ;(;pi;(rov ttoXXov Kai a(p9opov exovreg evETrptTrov.

At Issus Alexander bade his troops behold the "aciem hostium auro purpuraque

fulgentem." Cui't. iii. 10. The same at Arbela; Justin, xi. 13.—I may observe that

long after, and when the Sassanidan kingdom of Persia was just about to fall under

the Saracens, the same national characteristic was still observable. The golden

armour of the Persian general was the prize of his victory to Heraclius. Gibbon,

viii. 241.—After Alexander's conquest of Persia the Macedonians imitated the Per-

sians, in this point as in others. Curt. viii. 8.

2 This fact seems-the groundwork of Hesiod's statement in his Bpya, 149, respect-

ing the thii'd or brazen race of men

;

Toif S'rjv ^^aX/cta /JLtv revxta, xo-^xfoi Se te oikoi'

Xa\K(ijS' EipyaZovro' fitXag £' ouk soke (TtSt]pog.

Lucretius asserts the same fact ; Lib. v. 1285.

Posterius ferri vis est Eerisque reperta

:

. Et prior seris erat quam ferri cognitus usus.

So also Pausanias, Laconia, iii. 3.

3 Homer, II. v. 704, 859, &c. x:«^Kto£ Aprig.
* "Mars ferratus," is in Rutil. Itin. &c. Statins figures even his palace as of

iron ; Theb. vii. 43.
" Ferrea compago laterum ; ferro arcta teruntur

Limina; feiTatis incumbunt tecta columnis."

^ " Docti a ducibus eraut horridum militem esse debere ; non caelatum auro et

argento, sed ferro et animis fretum." Livy, ix. 40. This was on occasion of the

Samnite army appearing in gold and silver armour.
8 Lucan, vii. 228; "Atque omnis Latio quae servit purpura ferro."
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these kingdoms successively exhibited and enforced was

but as part and parcel of themselves. It was the golden

splendour of himself and his empire, that Nebuchadnezzar

would have homage done to, in that golden image that was

set up in the plain of Dura.^ The same was the case with

Daiius, and with the Seleucidae.'^ Finally it was Rome's

own iron will and power to which the consciences of men
were required to bow down, when it allowed of no other

worship but that of its own idolatrous state-religion.

And now we shall be better prepared for an intelligent

consideration of our present subject. The point of 'per-

sonal appearance, observed on in the last example, I mean
as regards the metal armour, will not be without its use in

illustrating a part of the imagery of the 5th Trumpet.

The two previously noted examples under the same head,

of direct living impersonations, will yet more illustrate it.

And, when with these there is conjoined in the reader's

remembrance the class of Scripture animal hieroglyphics

noted under a former head, he will find himself furnished,

I think, with all the parallelisms that he could desire, to

help him to a right appreciation of the point and meaning

of what I may call the prima facie ^lationally distinctive

symbols of the vision.

§ 2.—THE SYMBOLS OF THE FIFTH TRUMPET ANALYZED
TO SHOW THE ORIGIN OF THE FIRST WOE.

I now proceed, as proposed, to the consideration of the .

symbols of the fifth Trumpet vision. It was a vision por- ^
tending woe, as we are told, to the Roman earth and its

apostatized inhabitants. And what the woe, and whence,

and how originating, was all to be found intimated, if I

mistake not, and this not indistinctly, in the figures of the

sacred description following.

" The fifth angel sounded : and I saw a star which had
fallen^ from the heaven to the earth ; and to him was given

* "It was desip^ned to represent Nebuchadnezzar himself, or the genius of his
empire, according,' to Jerome, supported by Daniel ; ' Tfwu art this head of gold.'

"

Home's Introduction, vol. iii. Geo£^. Index, p. 17.
''' Vid. Dan. vi. 7—9, 1 Mace. i. 41—51. 3 nnzTuiKora.
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the key of the bottomless pit. And he opened the bot-

tomless pit : and there arose a smoke out of the pit, as

the smoke of a great furnace.—And there came out of

the pit locusts upon the earth. And unto them was given

power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. . . . And
the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared

for war. And on their heads were, as it were, crowns

like gold. And their faces were as the faces of men : and
they had hair as the hair of women : and their teeth were

as the teeth of lions. And they had breast-plates, as it

were breast-plates of iron : and the sound of their wings

was as the sound of chariots of many horses running to

battle. And they had tails like unto scorpions ; and there

were stings in their tails."

The quotation above given includes all the chief em-

hlems of the vision : and in them an intimation as to the

origin of this woe to Christendom,—both as respects the

people commissioned, their new and false religion, their

commission to destroy, and their originator and leader.

These I propose to discuss in the present Section : reserv-

ing for another what remains of the prophecy ; as it had
relation chiefly to the subsequent progress and history of

the emblematic locusts.

I. And first, as to the country and people whence it was

to originate ;—a point this for which the Section preceding

will have prepared us. For while, by the admixture of

human similitudes in the hieroglyphic with the hestial, it

was shown that men were the destined scourge, not literal

wild leasts, as in some of the ancient prophecies,—there

was further indicated, as I feel persuaded, and in the man-
ner illustrated by the examples in that Section, the very

country and people intended.

Thus in regard of the animal resemblances.—As the

ground-work of these, if I may so say, in the hieroglyphic,

there appeared the locust

:

—with the following marked pe-

culiarities, however, that it was in look, movement, and
sound like the horse, in teeth like a lion, and in the tail and
poison-sting like a scorpion. Now the qualities of the in-
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vaders thus prefigured were obvious. The locus t-(oTn\ in- ^
dicated their swarming in numbers numberless ;^ their being
in their migratory progress rapid, far-ranging, and irresist-

ible
; and moreover,—except from spme special preventive

check, such as in this case the prophecy foretold would be
actually given,-—being wide wasters of the herbage and ve-
getation."^ The horse-like appearance seemed to imply that
they would be hordes of cavalry ; the likeness to the lion, v/

that they would be savage destroyers of life ; and the scor-

pion-likaness, that of the men ni Roman Christendom,"
whose lives they spared, they would be the tormentors,
even as with a scorpion's poison-sting. All this, I say,

seems obvious.—But, passing this for the present, let us
look to see, as suggested, what the local or national indi-
cations contained in these animal symbols. On doing so
we shall find, I doubt not, that they pointed the Evangel-
ist, and that not obscurely, to Arabia and the Arabs.

First, and chiefly, the locust, the ground-wort of the
symbol, is peculiarly Arabic. So the sacred history of an-
cient times informs us. " It was the east wind," it says,
" which brought the locusts " on Egypt :^ from which the
inference arises, that the country they issued from must
have been that which, in all its extent, lies east of Egypt,
that is Arabia. Such too, in modern times, is the testi-

mony of Volney ;
" the most judicious," as Gibbon calls

him, " of Syrian travellers." " The inhai)itants of Syria,"
he observes, " have remarked that locusts come constantly
from the desert of Arabia."^ Lebruyn, from the con-
vent at Rama, gives the same report :

"^ and the Moorish
writer Leo Africanus, from the western part of North
Africa, one not dissimilar.® Besides that the very name
for locust,—and similarity of names is a thing not unat-
tended to, as we have seen, in Scriptm-e symbols,'-*—I say

' So Xahum iii. 15; "Make thyself many as the locusts."—In the Arabic poem
Antar, we find the comparison used similarly ;

" I shall command these armies, nu-
merous as the locusts; " &c. i. 6. Also iii. 73, &c.

2 Verse 4. ^ ^s in Exod. x. 13—15, Deut. xxviii. 42, &c. &c. * Verse 5.
« Exod. x. 13. « Chap. xx. Sect. 6. ^ Vol. ii. 152.
« " Persia, ct potissimum Arabia, ubi plurimjc generantur [locustiu], hoc insecto

scatent
!
" Cited by Robertson in his Clavis Pcntateuchi, on Levit. xi. 22.

9 For examples()f the />(7ro//o;rtrt.v('rt in Hebrew sec Stuart's Grammar, pp. 193, 194;
and Dr. Wilson's Table of Paronomasia- in the Append, to his Uible Stndi'iit's Guide.
Aa one example I may cite Jcr. i. 11, 12; "What seest thou, Jeremiah.^ And I

VOL. 1. 28
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the very word for locust might almost to an Hebrew ear

suggest Arab : the names of the one and of the other being

in pronunciation and in radicals not dissimilar ;—of the

locust HTMi. (arbeh),,>of an Arab 'l"?y^ (arbi). And in-

deed the locust-mwi[Q is one used in other and earlier Scrip-

tures, with its usual appropriateness, to designate the num-
bers and character of an invading Arab horde.^—Again,

as of the locust, so of the scorpion, the native locality was

by the Jews considered the Arabian desert. Witness

Moses' own words to the Israelites, on emerging from it

after forty years' wandering ;
" that great and terrible wil-

derness wherein were fiery serpents and scorpions."^—And
who know not, if facts so notorious be worth mentioning,

that it is Arabia, still Arabia, that is regarded by natural-

ists' as the original country of the liorsc f and that its wil-

dernesses are the haunts also of the lion ?^—The zoology

of the hieroglyphic is all Arabian.

said, A rod of an almond-tree, ipip. Then said the Lord, Thou hast well seen ; for

I will hasten,* n]?tc, my word, to perform it." A second maybe given from Dan. v. 28

;

" Peres, thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes and Persians :
" where a"S,

in the Hebrew, signifies both to divide, and Persia ; and in the hand-vrriting on the

wall included both these meanings. In the Greek Testament we have the notable ex-

ample, Matt. xvi. 18 ;
" Thou art Peter, Herpoe, and upon this rock, irtrpa," &c.

See too the same in the words for ram and Persia, remarked on p. 426 supra ; and
my notice there, from Eckhel, of the very frequent custom of such allusion to names
in classical types and symbols.

' So ;i3"LV is a desert ; and, with the definite article prefixed, the desert, i. e. the

Arab desert between the Dead and the Red Seas.—In this case the s is the initial

letter ; in the Hebrew for locust, the s. But these two letters are frequently inter-

changed, and in sound not dissimilar. Of theii* interchange instances occur in Gen.
xviii. 27, Job xxx. 19, Is. ii. 19, 21, &c.

;
given in Dr. Wilson, ubi supra. See

Gesenius' Hebrew Lexicon on s.

* Judges vi. 5 ;
" They (the Midianite Arabs) came as locusts for multitude :

"

where the Hebrew word is the same rt3"s ; incorrectly rendered ffrasshoppcrs in

our translation. So too Judg. vii. 12.—Mr. Forster in his Mahommedanism Un-
veiled, i. 217, writes: "In the Bedoween Romance of Antar the locust is introduced

as the national emblem of the Ishmaelites."

3 Dent. viii. 15.—The Hebrew for scorpion, a^ps (akrab), is still retained in the

Arabic. "The most remarkable creature," says Mr. Buckingham, in his account of

the desert east of Orfah, "was a large black scorpion, called in Ai'abic akrabee."

Travels in Mesopotamia, p. 140. Its bite or sting, he adds, is generally fatal.

* " Arabia, in the opinion of the naturalist, is the genuine and original country of

the horse." Gibb. ix. 224. His reference is to "the incomparable article on the

Horse " in Buiibn's Nat. History.
^ " The land of trouble and anguish, from whence come the young and old lion."

So Tsa. xxx. 6 ; on which Bp. Lowth observes, that the same deserts are here re-

ferred to that the Israelites passed through in their way from Egypt. " Her speech,"

i. e. of Arabia, says Gibbon, ix. 240, "could diversify . . the 500 names of a lion." It

is the constant emblem of valiant warriors in Antar.

* Rather, be intent upon, or tvatch over. See Blayney in loc.
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^ Next as to what was htmian in the ap})earance of the

symbohc locusts : viz. their faces as the faces of men, their

hair as the hair (the long hair) of women/ with crowns as

of gokl on their heads, (or, it might be, gold-adorned tur-

bans,)- and breast-plates hke iron breast-plates.^—The qiid"

lities and character indicated, seem here also sufficiently

plain. There was indicated man-like courage, but united ^

apparently with effeminate licentiousness ;
^ a combination

somewhat singular : also invulnerability in war, and splen-

did and constant victory.—But, for the present, what I

would wish chiefly to inquire into, here as before, is the

local significancij of these features in the symbol ; and
whether any, and what particular nation, might seem to be -^

figured by them. For in cases like this, as we have seen,

the portraiture may be generally supposed to be draAA'^n

from life : and, considering all the particulars specified, it

is assuredly very characteristic and distinctive.—Applying

this test then, by what is said of the faces as faces ofmen,^

' 1 Cor. xi. 15 ;
" Doth not even nature teach that . . if a woman have long hair it

is a glory to her ; for her hair is given her for a covering." So Mary Magdalen's,
John xii. 3. To cut it short was a mark of mourning. So Jer. vii. 29 ; " Cut off

thine hair, Jerusalem, and take up a lamentation ; " and similarly Micah i. 16.

And the same among other nations. Thus Clemens Alex, observes, Pajdag. Lib.
iii. p. 224 ; 'O Qtoz rtjv /xev yvvaiKa Xeiav T]9t\emv Hvai, avTofvtj ry KOfxy f'-ovy,

wairip iTTTTov ry x"""' y<ivpo(iivr]v. (Paris Ed. 1629.^
^ btQ (TTKpavoi ufioioi xpvot^. Thc word ijTt(pavoQ is the usual rendering in the

Septuagint of thc Hebrew n—j5 : and they are both used, not merely of royal

crowns worn by kings, but of ornamented turban-like circlets for head-covering, such

as on festival days were worn by Jewish women. So Ezck. xvi. 12, "I put a beauti-

ful crmvn on thy head:" (Ilebr. ri'ji?, Sept. aTt<pavov :) some encircling covering

" made of fine linen, silk, or gold intermixed with the same ;" says Greenhill ad loc.

:

also in the striking passage, Ezek. xxiii. 42, which will be noticed more particularly

in the Text presently afterwards.

The more usual Hebrew word for the mitre, or turban, is ?|"":u or its cognates ; the

Greek fiirpa, or Ki^apig. But the two are united, Ezek. xxi. 26, (Hebrew, verse 31,)

" Remove the diadi.in ; take off the crown."
^ 9wpaKag ojg OojpaKag aiStjpovg. The word is repeated in the Greek.
* This seems inferable from the hair being as the hair of women, and the turban

head-dress, conjointly. So Suidas; ovSiig Kop.r]Ti]q barti; ov il/i/vt^trai, quoted by
Daubuz, p. 422 ; and again, 6i]\vfiiTpog u Tropvog. Compare Cicero's description of

Clodius ;
—"P. Clodius a mitra, a muliebribus soleis," &c. De Harusp. Resp. 21.

* The Greek word for tnen is not indeed that which is absolutely distinctive of the

masculine sex, avcpuv ; but avBponrtttv, a word often used of human beings, irre-

spective of sex. But where used, .so as here, in immediate association with, and con-

tradistinction to, yvvaiKU)v, tvonien,—" tbey have faces as the faces of mcfi, and hair

as the hair of vomni,"— there, I conceive, it must be taken as having a distinct refer-

ence to the masculine sex. So Matt. xix. 3, 5, 10, three several times successively,

1 Cor. vii. 1, &c. So again in the Septuagint Gen. ii. 18, Exod. xiii. 2, Levit. xx.

10, Esther iv. 11, Eccl. vii. 28, Isa. iv. 1, &c. &c. And so too in classic authors
;

e. g. JEschin. in Ctesiphon 76 4 (Rciske) ; &c. Had the clause next following

28 *
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(i. e. with beard or moustache,) the Goths and other kin-

dred barbarian tribes are set aside : the faces of these being

very singularly noticed by a contemporary of their earliest

incursions, I mean Jerome, as having faces shaven and
smooth ; faces, in contrast with the bearded Romans, " like

women's faces''^—Again, while from the" usual habits of

both Greeks and Romans in the empire that which is

perhaps most remarkable in the described appearance, viz.

the hair as the hair of women (not to add the turban head-

covering also) was abhorrent,^— there were two great

neighbouring nations, and I think but two,^ with whose

national costume and habits both these and the other points

of description well suited ; I mean the Persians and the

Arabs. Of the Persians, alike in the earlier times of their

history and the later, the appearance is nearly thus repre-

sented, both by historians, and upon ancient coins and
bas-reliefs still remaining.* And of the Arabs, of whom I

" and with hair as the hair of women," been wanting, the meaning might be simply
" with hmnan faces," in contrast to the bestial locust-likeness previously mentioned.
As it is, supposing the faces woman-like, surely the needless and misleading avGpioTruv
would have been omitted; and the description run thus, "And they had faces and
hair as of women." The word avBpujTrwv is, I conceive, prefei'red to avSpwv, in

order thereby to intimate the double contrast in the face, alike to the general bestial

resemblance, and to the woman-like fashion of the hair.
1 " Fffimineas iacisas facies praeferentes virorum, et bene barbatorum, fugientia terga

confodiunt." In Isa.

As regards the beard, it was sometimes worn by the Romans, sometimes not—
on this point the heads on Roman coins, &c. vary. See Eckhel's chapter De Cultu

Capitis, viii. 363. From Nero to Hadrian, the imperatorial custom was to have the

beard shaven; (so Dion Cass. Ixviii. 15;) from Hadrian to Constantino unshaven:
afterwaids (with Julian's single exception) down to Phocas, shaven.

2 This appears from the Apostle's question, addressed to the Corinthian Greeks,

1 Cor. xi. 14 ;
" Doth not even nature teach you, that if a man have long hair, it is

a shame to him ? " Just like their poet Phocylides, 290 ; Apataiv oi;k firtoiKt ko^i].

Originally the Greeks wore their haii- long, as Homer describes them, Kapjj/co/io-

wvTiQ Axaioi. But the custom had very much past away before the Peloponnesian

war, as the Elgin marbles show us. Afterwards, mingling in the Roman empire, the

Roman customs in this respect seem to have prevailed among them.—Among the

Jews too the same habit, as to the hair, seems to have prevailed : for when the Naza-
rite let his hair grow long, it was as a badge peculiar to himself. Absalom, I con-

ceive, cherished his hair somewhat in the spirit of Clodius ; as an effeminate man.
See 2 Sam. xiv: 26.

3 On Trajan's column the Dacians sculptured with long hair are the nobles. So
Niebuhr (Ed. Schmitz) ii. 248. The same was the case with the Franks in the 5th

centm'y. " These princes (the Merovingians) allowed their hair to descend in long

curls over theii- shoulders ; while the rest of the Franks shaved the hair on the back
part of the head : whence the Merovingian dynasty were entitled the longhaired

kings." W. Scott's Tales of a Grandfather, France, i. 42.

The Lusitanian mountaineers too had once the distinction of flowing hair. . . So
Strabo, p. 232. (Ed. Casaub.) But these were the inhabitants only of a provincial

district.

^ The beard, the long hair, and the turban, are seen on the Darics of the Achse-
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must speak more fully, as being the people indicated appar-

ently by the points previously considered of the hierogly-

phic,—of them descriptions are given yet more exactly

agreeing with tlj^t before us. So Pliny, St. John's con-

temporary at the close of the first century, speaks of the

Arabs as wearing the turban, having the hair long and
uncut, with the moustache on the upper lip, or the beard ;

^

—that " venerable sign of manhood," as Gibbon in Arab
phraseology calls it.'^ So Solinus describes them in the

third century ;
^ so Ammianus MarcelUnus in the fourth -.

*

so Theodore of Jlopsiiesta,^ Claudian, and Jerome,^ in the

fifth :—of the last of which writers the acquaintance with

the people he wrote of must have been most familiar ; as

he passed most of the latter years of his life at Bethlehem,

on the borders of the Arab desert. This was about two
centiu'ies before the great Saracen irruption. Yet once

more, in the age immediately preceding that irruption,

and which indeed included Mahomet's childhood, the same
personal portraiture is still given of the Arab. In that

most characteristic of Arab poems, Antar, a poem com-

posed at the time I speak of,^ we find the moustache and
the beard, the long hair flowing on the shoulder, and the

mcnides, and on the rock-engraved bas-reliefs of the Sassanides, See Mionnet for

the one ; and, for both, the plates in Sir R. K. Porter's Travels. So Herodotus
describes the Persians as both KOfir\Tai and iiiTpo(popoi ; in the latter respect con-

trasting them with the Egyptians ; vi. 19, iii. 12.— I have used the word nearhj, in

the text above, because with the Persians neither the fxiTpa, nor the bmhi/ form of

wearing the hair, were so woman-like as with the Arabs.
The Lydians and Phrygians were anciently bonnetted. But, after being long ab-

sorbed into the Roman empire, it is probable that their better classes, as of the

Greeks, adopted Roman costumes and habits.—The turban, or mitre, was, I believe,

never worn oy the Romans.
' "Arabes mitrati degunt, aut intonso crine. Barba abraditur, prceterquam in

superiore lahro. Aliis et hcBc intonsa." Nat. Hist. vi. 32.
2 ix. 235, 238.
^ c. 33 :

" Plurimis erinis intonsus, mitrata capita, pars rasa in cutem barba."
* " Crinitm quidam," sc. e " Saraccnorum cunco." Amm. Marc. xxxi. 16.

' On Jer. x. ;
" Saracenos ait comam fronte quidcra detondcre, retro autctn infon-

mm (lemittere." So Valesius, on the above passage from Ammianus Marcellinus,

reports Theodore's testimony : adding also Claudian's ;
" Hinc mitrA redimititx

Arabs : " in Stil. xxi. lo6.—We may compare Herodotus' statement, iii. 8, Kiipovrat

Et irtpiTpoxaXa, TTipiKvpovvrig tovq tcporafovg, with the first clause in Theodore.
* Jerome, in the Life of Malchiis, says ;

" Ecce subito equorum camelorumque
sessores Ismaelitic irruunt, criniti.i rittatisque capitibux."—Most of my authorities on
this point are given also by Bishop Newton from Valesius, &c.

' See the Preface to Mr. Hamilton's translation, from which I quote. In the

reign of Haroun Al Raschid, copies were by his order compared, and bo a correcter

copy formed. It was the Ossian of the ^Vrabs, but more genuine.
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turban also, all specified.^—And let me add, in regard to

the turban-crown, it happens very singularly that Ezekiel

(xxiii. 42) describes the turbans of the Sabaean or Keturite ^

Arabs under this precise appellation ;
" ^abseans from the

wilderness, which put beautiful crotvns upon their heads :"^

and, still as singularly, that even the perhaps hinted re-

semblance of them in the vision to crowns, or diadems,

(they being spoken of as like gold,^) is one that has been

made by the Arabs themselves. Of the four peculiar things

that they were wont in a national proverb to specify as

bestowed by God upon the Arabs, the first was that their

turbans should be to them instead of diadems.^

The testimonies thus quoted refer to three out of the

four points of personal appearance noted in the vision.

And on the fourth, that of the locusts appearing breast-

plated tvith iron, both Antar, the Koran, and the history

of Mahomet and the early Moslem Saracens, will also

satisfy us. In Antar the steel or iron cuirasses of the Arab
warriors are frequently noticed.^ In the Koran, among

1 i. 340; "He adjusted himself properly, twirled his whiskers, and folded up Ins

hair under his turban, drawing it from off his shoulders." i. 169; "His hair

fioxved down his shoulders." iii. 117; "Antar cut off Maadi's hair in revenge."

iv. 325 ;
" We will hang him up by his hair." ii. 4 ;

" Thou foul-moustachio'

d

wretch !
" &c. &c.

'^ So Forster in his Geography of Arabia : making these Sabseans the descendants

from Abraham and Keturah ; tribes which intermingled with the Ishmaelites. See

p. 446 Note 3.

3 Hebr. n-jia?, Greek aTt<pavov, as before. See p. 435 Note -.

* I have already stated that the reading of the textus receptus, bjxoioi xpv<Tt{), is

also the reading adopted in the late critical Edition of Tregelles, (as well as in that

of Tittman and Hahn,) in preference to Griesbach's xpv(Toi..—In explaining its force

I say, "the perhaps hinted resemblance to crowns or diadems," because it may pos-

sibly have been intended merely in the sense of the beautifid coloui'ing of the crowns,

so as in Ezekiel. Compare Ps. Ixviii. 13, " the wings of a dove covered with silver,

and her feathers with yeUow gold :
" or, as in the Septuagint, tv xXwporqrt xp^'^^ov,

the greenish yellow of gold.

And indeed golden embroidery was not, and is not, uncommon in the turbans of

the wealthier Arabs. Says Niebuhr, the Eastern traveller ;
" The Ai-abs wear fifteen

caps, one over the other, some of linen, others of thick cloth or cotton. That which

covers all the rest is usually richly embroidered with gold." (Cited by Alwood,
" Key to Revelation," i. 340.

8 " It was a usual saying among them, that God had bestowed four peculiar things

on the Arabs ; that their turbans should be to them instead of diadems, their tents

instead of walls and houses, their swords instead of intrenchments, and then- poems in-

stead of written laws." Preface to Antar, p. ix, from Sale ; on the authority of Abulfeda,

Pococke, and others.—Mr. Forster in his " Mahommedanism Unveiled," i. 217,

quotes, as a precept of Mahomet, from the Mishcat-ul-Masabih, " Make a point of

wearing turbans, because it is the way of angels."

6 ii. 203; ^^ A warvior immersedm steel and arinour."—ib. 42; "15,000 men armed

with cuirasses, and well accoutred for war."—i. 23 ;
" They were clothed in iron
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God's gifts to the Arabs, their coats of mail for defence

are specially particularized.^ And in Mahomet's history

we read expressly of the cuirasses of himself and his Arab
troops.*—Individual Arabs, no doubt, like the one more
early noted by Anuuianus Marcellinus,^ might not seldom

astound the foe by their " naked bravery." * And hence

by some it has been fancied the general habit. But the

Saracen policy was the wearing of defensive armour. The
breast-plate of iron was a feature of description literallij

answering, like the three others, to the Arab warriors of

the Gth or 7th century.

Thus, on the whole, the country whence the woe was to j
originate might seem almost fixed, by these concurrent ^
symbols, to Arabia. And, turning from proj)heci/ to his-

tor//, if we ask whether there was then, about the times of

Heraclius, and the opening of the seventh century, any

correspondingly destructive irruption of Arabs on Roman ^

Christendom, the agreement of fact with the prediction is

so far notorious. A mighty desolating locust-like Arab, or v^
Saracen ^ invasion, is the chief topic of the history of that

century.®

armour and brilliant cuirasses."—iii. 274 ;
" The dust opened, and there appeared

horsemen clad in iron."—Also ii. 145 ; i. 238, 176, &:c. &c.
' Sale, ii. 104 ;

" God hath g-iven you coats of mail to defend you in your wars."
2 Seven cuirasses are noted in the list of ilahomet's private armoury. Gagnier

iii. 328—334. In his second battle with the Koreish 700 of the little army are

spoken of as armed with cuirasses ; &c. Gibbon, ix. 296, 300, 304.

Similarly in the first Saracen irruption into Syria, under the first Caliphate, among
the spoils of the defeated Roman array described as " inestimable to the Arabs,"

and as the instrument to them of new victories, we find particularized innumerable

suits of the richest armour. lb. 391, 40o. Some two centuries earlier Socrates, H. E.

vii. 18, speaks of the Saracen allies of Varanes, king of Persia, rushing under some
panic, in armour as they were, (tvoTrXot,) into the Euphrates at Nisibis.

Euthymius Monach. Zigabenus relates, as one of Mahomet's sayings, Tov QiagaKa
TOP aiC tf povv irapa rov Aaj^iS Xey ti ttqoitov enivoqdrji'ai. Bibl. Pat. (Paris

1624) ii. 301.
' x.vxi. 16.—Such was Derar, described as so formidable to the Christians of Syria,

in Ocklcy's History of the Saracens. Gibb. ix. 389.
* Gibbon x. 145: "The Arabs in the tenth century disdained the naked bravery

of their ancestors." So too ix. 369. Gibbon is in this point, where he deviates from
the Apocalyptic description, a little incorrect.

' " The name Saracen," savs Niebuhr, (Roman History Lectures, Ed. Schmitz,

ii. 333,) "is derived from the Semitic Sharx, i. e. the UaM." Others, as Valesius on

Sozomcn vi. 38, after Bochart and Scaliger, derive it from Sarak, a robber, lie adds

that it occurs long before the time of Mahommcd. I have myself oljscrvcd it in a

letter of the Emperor Aurelian's, of the third century, given by Pollio, in his Triginta

Tyranni, c. 30 :
" N(m Arabes, non Saraceni." A century after, Ammianus Marcelli-

nu.s, ibid, uses it. Also Eusebius, H. E. vi. 42, and Hilary i. 325.

* So in the so-called "Revelations" of Methodius of Patara: "Erunt [sc. the
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11. But it is further said of the locusts prefigured, that

they issued out of the smoke of the bottomless pit, ov pit of
the abyss / the pit having been opened just previously, and

the smoke ascending thereupon, out of it, as the smoke of

a great furnace. What might this mean ? And does it

apply to the origin of the Saracen invaders just mentioned ?

The point is one strongly marked in the hieroglyphic, and

evidently most important.

The v^^ord ot^ua-a-og, abyss, answers in the Septuagint

most generally to the Hebrew DirrTn. It is the same word

that is used of the deep on which the primaeval darkness

rested, in Gen. i. 2 ; and which seems to signify, most pro-

perly, that depth or hollow of the earth which is the bed of

the ocean-waters, though often used also of those waters

themselves.^ By an easy extension or change of meaning,

it came to signify sometimes that deeper depth, in which

opinion, if not Scripture, placed the receptacle of the de-

parted ; at least of the departed wicked. So it is used,

for instance, in Ezek. xxxi. 17, where it is rendered hell

by our translators ;
" They went down into hell with him,

unto them that be slain with the sword :" and it is thus

connected with the supposed habitation, or rather destined

habitation,^ of evil spirits. In the New Testament this

seems to be the more general use of the word. In Luke
viii. 31, the abyss into which the devils entreated that they

might not be sent, seems directly contrasted with the sea

Saracen invaders] tanquam locttstcemmultitvidine, qusecongregabuntur a vento." B. P. M.
iii. 731. And similarly a modern historian; "Their [the Saracens'] victorious marches

must have been like the flight of locusts ; and the devastation they occasioned have

resembled the calamities wrought by those devouring insects." Barthe, Hist, of the

Christian Chiu-ch, p. 80.

1 (ppeap Tov ajivaaov.
2 e. g. Ezek. xxxi. 4 ;

" The waters made him (the cedar) great, the deep set him

on high ; " &c. And Ezek. xxvi. 19, of Tyre, " I will bring up the deep, (Hebrew

t=inn Sept. rtfv ajSvaaov,) upon thee, and great waters shall cover thee." So again

Job xli. 32, of leviathan, or the crocodile, stirring upon the waters ; where however

the Hebrew word is different.

3 Probably this latter is the more correct expression. At present the evil spirits

seem to have the range of our earth, and the power of the air. See Mede on this

subject. Disc, iv : and compare Luke viii. 31, alluded to above. Job i. 7, 1 Pet. v. 8,

Eph. ii. 2, John xiv. 30, Matt. xxv. 41, Apoc. xx. 3, 10.—But this does not prevent

allusions to the locality beneath, as the source of what is hellish now on earth.

Thus St. James says, iii. 6 ;
" The tongue is set on fire of hell

:
" vtto ttiq ytswtjg.

So too John viii. 23.—" Quomodo cor animalis in medio est, ita et infernus in

medio terrse esse perhibetur." So Jerome on Jonah ii. 3.
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into which they precipitated the swine, immediately after

entering and possessing them. And in the Apocalypse,

—

passing over those two passages that speak of the Beast

from the abyss, in chapters xi and xvii, where its meaning
might to some perhaps seem more equivocal,— there re-

mains that other at the beginning of chap, xx, in which the

sense of the word, as signifying the prisofl-place of evil

spirits, can scarcely be mistaken ;—I mean that in which

an angel that had the key of the abyss is described as seizing

the Devil, that old serpent, and casting him into the abyss,

and there sealing him up.—In the present case the word
c^psap, or pit, ("pit of the abyss,") that is added, confirms

this as the meaning. For it signifies evidently an opening

in the earth, a shaft of communication, as it were, between

the earth and the infernal region beneath.^—And it is

yet more confirmed by the notice of the smoke, as of a great

furnace, ascending from it. For in every case in Scrip-

ture, where the smoke as of a furnace is described as rising

from out of, or from beneath the earth,'^ the context shows

that it is the smoke of penal fire. So in the case of Sodom
;

so in that predicted of the mystic Edom in Isaiah ; so in

that of the Apocalyptic Babylon.^—Thus, on the whole,

the obsener could scarce be mistaken in interpreting this

smoke from the pit of the abyss as an emanation from the

pit of hell :—i. e. as some system of error 2^6. false religion

thence originating : originating, it would seem, very sud-

denly ; and of which the effect would be, almost instanta-

neously, to darken the moral atmosphere, and dim the

imperial sun in the firmamental heaven.

AVhich being the thing predicted, we have again to

recur to history, and to inquire,—1st, whether, about the

opening of the seventh century, there arose any hellish and

false religion in Arabia, in its manner of development sud-

' <ppiap answers continually to the Hebrew "''^3, a pit. So Jer. xli. 7, 9, a dry
pit ; Psalm Iv. 23, where the word is used metaphorically ;

" Thou, God, shalt

cast them into the pit of destruction :
" <pptap ti]c Sta<]>9opag.—Compare also

Psalm Ixix. 15 ;
" Let not the pit shut her mouth upon me ;

" where the collate word
^K2 is used.

* When above the earth, as for instance in the case of Mount Sinai, Exod. xx,

the smoke and the fire were simply the accompaniments and indications of the

presence and majesty of Jehovah.
3 Gen. xix. 28 ; Isa. xxxiv. 9, 10 ; Rev. xix. 3. Compare however Note ' p. 440.
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den, and in strength such as almost at once to darken

Christendom ;
— 2ndly, whether it was out of it that the

Arab invaders before-mentioned issued forth to be a woe to

the Roman world.

And to both of these questions who knows not the

answers ?—Who knows not of the sudden rise of Mahom-
medism in Aralbia, just at the very time we speak of :—that

most extraordinary invention of fanaticism and fraud

;

which being, as it was, from beginning to end a lie, in its

pretensions superseding the Gospel of the Lord Jesus, in its

doctrines inculcating views of the blessed Grod dark, cruel,

and unholy, and in its morals a system of pride, ferocity,

superstition, sensualism,—indicated too well, to any one who
had eyes to see, that it had indeed its origin from hell, and

was an emanation, like the pestilential smoke in the vision,

from the pit of the abyss ?—Again, who knows not the fact

that it was after embracing Islamism that the Saracen

cavalry hordes burst forth in fury (as I shall have to detail

in the next Section) on Roman Christendom ; and yet

more, that they were imbued from this very source with the

qualities that the symbols in the vision indicated? Eor

there is indeed a perfect fitness in the representation of the

symbolic locusts as issuing forth all formed in cliaracter,

out of the smoke from the pit of the abyss. It was the

religion of Mahomet in fact that made the Arabs what

they were.^ It was this that for the first time united them
as one, in numbers countless as the locusts ; this that gave

them the locust-like impulse to speed forth as its propa-

gandists over the world ;^ this which imparted to them, as

to lions of the desert, the irresistible destroying fury of fa-

naticism;^ this, further, which, in case of their conquering

1 "The Arabs, or Saracens," says Gibbon, "who spread their conquest from India

to Spain, had languished in poverty and contempt till Mahomet breathed into those

savage bodies the soul of enthusiasm." vi. 413.
2 It is a Mahommedan tradition that there fell locusts into the hands of Mahomet,

on whose wings was written the inscription, " We are the army of the Great God."

So Bochart, Hieroz. P. ii. c. 6. p. 485. This has been often cited: e. g. by Daubuz,

p. 403 ; by Forster in his Mohammedanism Unveiled, i. 217 ; by Hug on Apoc. ix,

who cites it in Arabic from the Persian Miscellanies ; and by Kirby and Spence, En-
tomology i. 216. [5th Ed. 1828.]

* " The religion of Mahomet," says Hallam, " is essentially a military system.

The people of Arabia . . found in the law of their native prophet, not a license, but a

command to desolate the world." Middle Ages, ii. 165. It only needs to read the

ixth chapter of the Koran, to see the justice of this statement.—Schlegel yet more
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the provinces of Christendom, as I shall notice in the next

Section more at large, had already prepared in them a

scorpion-like venom of contempt and hatred, wherewith to

torment the subject Christian :—this, finally, that made
them the dT^Xuixirpoi described : that added sensualism to

their ferocity ; suggesting indulgence of their lusts in life,

and bidding them look and fight for a heaven of lust be-

yond it.—So that here, too, there was no one point in

which the Saracen character and history did not answer to

the prophetic emblems.

III. But who, or what, that fallen star to whom was
given the key wherewith to open the pit of the abyss ?

Originally my explanation, hke that of Daubuz, Bishop

Newton, and Hales, was that the fallen star was Mahomet}
But, after much careful re-consideration of the question,

I have been led at length to -acquiesce in Mede's opinion

that it symbolized Satan; already, sometime before the

epoch of this Trumpet's soundmg, fallen from his high

estate of supremacy in Roman Heathendom ; and now
plotting in wrath against the kingdoms in which his rule

had been overthrown. The often-cited saying of Christ,

(Luke X. 18,) " I saw Satan as Hghtning fall from heaven,"

in auticipative view of his ultimate fall from all eartlily

exactly depicts the spirit, after the Apocalyptic picture : calling it " the infernal spirit

.that produced that antichristian combination of spiritual and temporal authority,

&c. ;
" "the new/>o(6w of hell." Philos. of Hist. ii. 76, 93.

Let me add that, besides the general religious fanaticism that animated them in

battle, there were two principles inculcated in the Koran that exercised a mighty
influence to this effect on them : — first, the absolute belief in predestination ;

secondly, the ambition of a crotvn of martyrdwn on the field of battle, as that on
which the joys of the Mahommudan paradise were promised to follow. Gibbon,

ix. 297.
1 Very various have been the explanations of the falkn star by expositors who yet

concur in interpreting this Trumpet-Woo of Maliommedanism and the Saracens. Re-
sides the two mentioned above ot Mahomet and Satan, Lowman explains it to be the

he4ivenlij angel who afterwards sealed up Satan in the abyss ; Pareus, and after him
Faber and Cuninghame, as the Bishop of Home then completely fallen into apostasy

:

Keith (.3rd. Ed.) as the Persian king Chosroes, who by weakening the Ryzantine em-
pire opened the way for the Saracen successes against it : others refer it to Serif iit-s, a

Nestorian numk, who is said (though on doubtful authority) to have instructed Mahomet.
In my former Editions the opinion was exprest that the only question appeared to

me to lie between the two solutions of Malwmet and Satan. And the circumstance of

Satan being nowhere else in the Apocalypse represented as a fallen star, (so I then

thought, not having sutficiently considoreu the figures of the Apoc. xii.) determined

me in favoiu- of Mahomet The previous fall of his family from the high ottice of

governor of Mecca, and keeper there of the keys of the Caaba, was my explanation

of the star being figured as fallen at the opening of the vision.
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dominion under the power of the Gospel, is of course

much to the point : though not perfectly so ; inasmuch as the

figure is different, (that of lightning, not a star,) and the

time to which the fall spoken of refers different also. The
same as regards Isaiah xiv. 12, another passage which

has been often similarly cited by expositors ;
" How art

thou fallen from heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning :

" for,

though the figure there corresponds with the Apocalyptic

one before us, yet the person so figured is the king of

Babylon, not Satan ; and the time m this case is quite

different also.—But it now seems to me, on re-considera-

tion, that what is incidentally mentioned under the next

Trumpet-Woe (Apoc. xi. 7) respecting a further most

momentous result of this opening of the pit of the abyss,

besides that of the plague of the scorpion-locusts, viz. the

issuing forth from it of what is called the Beastfrom the

abyss, and which at the time there prefigured is represented

as the Anti-christian power then dominant in Roman
Christendom, goes far to furnish the needful corroboration

of Mede's view of the point here in question ; that is,

when compared with what we find afterwards very particu-

larly related respecting the author, the time, and the cir-

cumstances of that Beast's emanation from the pit of

hell. For, in the supplemental visions of Apoc. xii, xiii,

Satan is expressly described as the Author of its evo-

cation from the abyss ; and this at a time, and under cir-

cumstances, well agreeing with what we here read of the

opener and the opening of the pit of the abyss at the epoch

of the 5th Trumpet's sounding. First in Apoc. xii he is

figured as a seven-headed Dragon (a Draconic constellation)

in the Apocalyptic sky, erect in deadly antagonism against

a sun-clothed woman symbolizing the Church, as we shall

hereafter see, at the crisis of her primary elevation to power
and dignity, through Constantine's instrumentality ; then

as worsted in the conflict, and cast down from heaven to

earth. After which,—not immediately, but subsequently to

an unsuccessful attempt at overwhelming the woman with

floods cast out of his mouth, which floods seem to symbol-

ize those self-same Gothic hosts whose invasions of Roman
Christendom, after the fall of Heathenism, we have lately
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seen otherwise figured under the first four Trumpets,— after

this, I say, he is in Apoc. xiii represented as evoking the

Beast from the abyss, ^ in order to the more successful pro-

secution of his enmity against the woman and her cliildren.

Now the oj)ening of the pit of the abyss was of course an
essential prehminary to the Beast's issuing from it ; and the

causal agent of the one could scarce but be the causal

agent of the other. Thus, on the whole, comparing the

two cases as set forth there and here, we find the time of

the opening of the pit in either case to correspond. We find

too that in either case the opener had fallen some certain

time before from high place in the heaven of Roman su-

premacy: moreover that the emblem under which the opener
was designated in either case was not dissimilar ; if only we
suppose the fallen star of Apoc. ix to have been the bright-

est or chief star of the Draconic constellation of Apoc.
xiii. Which being so it follows, as the most natural con-

clusion, that the opener, as well as opening, was the same in

the one case and in the other
;

(the darkness of the smoke
from the pit being equally suitable as the medium of passage

for either emanation from the abyss ;) and, as Satan is ex-

pressly indicated as the actor in Apoc. xii, xiii, so here also.""^

There seems to be additional contirmation of this view

in the fact that the leader of the scorpion-locusts which
issued out of the darkness from the pit is afterwards (as

wc shall see in the next Section) said to be the Angel of the

abyss, and the title given him of Apollyon, or the Destroyer.

For who of the evil angelic intelhgences so lit to be the

invisible inspirer and leader of the locust-plague, as he who
had opened the pit of the abyss, very mainly with a view to

their emission ; that is, the star fallen from heaven ? And
to whom so applicable the title of Ajjollyon, given to that

evil angel, as to Satan ?

The conformity with historic fact of this view of the pre-

figured synchronism of the outburst of Mahommcdanism in

the East, and establishment of the Popedom or Papal em-

' Tho identity of the Beast from the abij.tn of Apoc. xi and xvii with tlic Beast

from the flood or Apoc. xiii will be fully considered, and I doubt not fully cstiblished,

in a later Part of tliis Book.
'* Satan's fall from the heaven of heavens, with those other angels that kept not

their first estate, (Jude 6,) should also not be forgotten.
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pire in the West, is notorious. And he who most carefully

traces by the light of God's unerring word the yet completer

anti-christianism of the latter than of the former, will be

most ready to recognise the justice of the assignment to it

of a common hellish origin with the Mahommedan delu-

sion.^ It is of this Mahommedan delusion, however, that w^e

have now to speak. On the other we shall have largely to

dilate in a subsequent part of this work ; and then, I doubt

not, a full justification will be given of the opinion just ex-

prest concerning it.

§ 3.—OUTBURST, PROGRESS, AND LIMITS OF THE FIRST

WOE, AS PREDICTED AND FULFILLED.

The family of Mahomet was of the princely house of the

Koreish : who, at the time of his birth in the latter part of

the 6th century, had been for some three or four genera-

tions hereditary governors of Mecca ;

^—and holders too of

the keys of the Caaba in that city ; the then central spot of

the religious worship of the tribes of the vast peninsula

of Arabia.^ After his birth his father and grandfather

1 It was a curious coincidence between the Mahommedan Caliphs and the Roman
Popes, (the one the soi-disant successoi's and representatives of Mahomet, the other

of Peter and of Christ,) that each and either claimed to have the keys of hell and of

paradise committed to them, which really are in the hands of Christ alone. (Apoc. i.

18.) Every one knows how, in token of this, the keys appear in the Tapal arms. And
similarly in Peyron's Essais sur I'Espagne, p. 189, we read ;

" The Koran continually

speaks of the hey of God, which opened to them the gates of the world and of reli-

gion. So in the Koran ;
' Did not God give to his legate the power of heaven which

is above, and fire which is beneath ? With the ketj, did he not give him the title

and power of a porter, that he may open to those whom he shall have chosen .?
'
"

The following form of renunciation of Mahommedism, enjoined by the Greek
Chm'ch on a convert to Christianity, and which is given in Nicetas' Saracenica,

Bibl. Patr. (Ed. in four vols. Paris 1624), Vol. ii. p. 286, thus alludes to Mahomet's
pretended key of heaven : AvaOtfiaTiZio ttjv Trapa rotf Sapaio/voif awoKpvipov
didaaKuKiav /cat i/Trocrxtci" ''« MojafitS' i]TiQ tprfci k\ Eid n x^v avTov yivrjmaOat
TH YlapaSeiaov.
The key was also an armorial bearing of the Andalusian Moors. So Peyron, ubi

supra. When they crossed from Africa into Spain, it was on their standard ; and
was thus, with a double signiflcancy perhaps, sculptured on the archway of the Al-
hambra. - Gibbon ix. 246.

3 Hallam Midd. Ages, ii. 162.

In the Rev. H. Forster's learned work on the Geography of Arabia, a clear

and satisfactory view is given of its colonization, grounded on evidence scrip-

tural, classical, and that of modern researches. — He traces it from six different

sources, as follows : 1. Cush and his sons, who, before the confusion of tongues,

colonized the coast of Bahi-ein and Oman along the Persian Gulf, and the north-

east part of Hadramaut.—2. Joktan, the fourth from Shem
;
(brother to Peleg,

in whose days, Gen. x. 25, was the confusion of tongues ;) whose settlements
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died ; and then the governorship of Mecca, headship of

the tribe, and keys of the Caaba, past into the hands

of another branch of the family. Thus Mahomet, as he

grew up, an orphan and destitute, found himself forced to

enter into senice for his su])port ; and in that character

trafficked for some years m the markets of Arabia and Sy-

ria. But thoughts were even then working in his mind
which were to raise him to an eminence (a bad eminence

indeed !) immeasurably higher than that of Prince of Mec-
ca. Brooding darkly over the fall of his family, the idea

of a new and false superstition was suggested to his mind
by the father of lies, whereby he might more than recover

its ancient dignity and power. Withdrawing each year to

the secret cave of Hera, three miles from Mecca, he there

consulted, and listened to, " the Spirit of fraud or of en-

thusiasm, whose abode," says Gibbon, " w^as not in the

heavens but in the mind of the enthusiast
;

" ^ and came
to suppose himself commissioned as the prophet of God.

The pestilential fumes from the pit of the abyss worked
successfully within him. At length he declared his mis-

sion ; first privately ; three years after publicly. For a

while the elders of the city, and uncles of Mahomet, affect-

ed to despise his presumption. They chased him ignomi-

niously from Mecca. His flight marks the aera of the He-
gira, A.D. 622. But soon fortune changed. " After an

exile of seven years the fugitive missionary was enthroned

occupied the interior, Nejd ; and thence in time extended to Hadraniaut and
Yemen, where the Hatnyarites preserved the name of Hamyar, gi-andson to Joktan.
—3. Ishmad, whose twelve sons were heads of twelve tribes, and their names still

traceable through the peninsiUa; the chief being the Nabathcaus and Kedarites

;

the latter the acknowledged progenitors of the Koreish and Mahomet. These (under

the general names of Ismaelitcs, or Hiigarenes) stretched from the wilderness of Sin

and Sinai across the neck of the Arabian peninsula, so as at length to invade the

Cushites of Bahrein.—4. Abraham's sons by Kttiirnh, who intermixed with Ish-

mael across the neck of Arabia : the most remarkable tribe being the Midianites

;

the Sabii'ans (mentioned in Ezekiel xxiii) another.—5. Esau; whose descendants,

under the names of Edomites and Saracens, (the latter, Mr. F. thinks, meaning the

children of Sarah,*) occupied the desert nearest to Judani ; among them Amalek.

On Amalek's destruction it would seem that a division, Hceing under Omar, made
a final settlement in Arabia Felix, where they were known as Homerites.—6. The
tribes of Ad, son of Uz, son of Aram, son of Shem, according to Arabian tradition.

The Holy Scripture does not mention them.

It is of these last that the famous Ilamyaritic Inscription speaks ; which Mr.
Forster considers himself to have decyphered. Fut whether correctly, or not, is, I

believe, still subjudice. ' Gibb. ix. 260.

* See Xiebuhr's and Valesius' different solutions, p. 439 Note ^ supra
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as the prince, as well as prophet, of his native country :
" ^

and as leader too of its armies, according to the commission

which he declared to be intrusted to him against idola-

ters and unbelievers, whether in Arabia or foreign lands.

His death prevented his fulfilling his mission against

the latter. But he marked them out to his followers

;

especially the Mariolatrists and saint-worshippers of the

Roman empire.^ And the CaHphs, his successors and vicars,

were not slow to enter on the career so marked out to them.

And how can the woe be described so graphically and
truly as under the imagery of the Apocalyptic prophecy be-

fore us ?

I. There was indicated, as well by the hieroglyphic itself

as by the words of explanation accompanying, that to the

Arab cavalry hordes, emerging from the smoke of the hell-

ish exhalation, there would be opened a fearful career of

conquest over Roman Christendom : one in which, as just

hinted before, they would flij, as it were, with locust-wings^

destroy what opposed them with the strength of lions

teeth, and torment the subjugated Christian inhabitants ^

as with the poison of a scorpion-sting.—And was there then

a correspondence with this in the facts of the subsequent

Saracenic history ?— It was in the year 629 that the Sara-

cens under Mahomet himself first issued from the desert

1 Gibbon, ix. 308.
2 In the Koi-an, ch. 5, the Christians of the Eoman Empire were distinctly

charged with worshipping the Virgin Mary as God. And in ch. 9, it is said of the

priests and monks specifically ;
" Very many of the priests and monks devour the

substance of men in vanity, and obstruct the way of God." Sale's Koran, i. 141,

115, ii. 8. Sale explains the first charge against the priests, as having i-eference to

their fraudulent gains, by the sale, exhibition, and false miracles attached to relics.

What has been already said pp. 331, 406, 414, might well suffice to justify this

charge of idolatry. But I add the following, as referring to the exact epoch we
speak of, and as what Gibbon could not omit in his sketch of the rise of Mahom-
medism. " The Christians of the seventh century had insensibly relapsed into a

semblance of Paganism ; their public and private vows were addressed to the relics

and images that disgraced the temples of the East : and the throne of the Almighty
was darkened by a cloud of martyrs, saints, and angels, the objects of popular vener-

ation." Gib. ix. 261.

"The Greeks have been everywhere worsted by the Arabs," said one of his offi-

cers to the Emperor Heraclius, " because they have for a long time walked unworthy

of their Christian profession, and have corrupted their holy religion," &c. So

Theophanes Chronogr. p. 276, cited by Hales, Chronol. iv. 331.
* The Apocalyptic locusts' commission was against rovg avQ^ti>TrovQ. So verses 4,

6, 10. In Dion Cassius, Ixxvii. 9 I observe that the same insulated phrase is used of

tlie inhabitants of the Roman empire, distinctively.
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into Syria, with proclamation of war against Christendom.

They appeared, and they retired : it was but the omen of

what was to follow. I3ut in 636, very shortly after his

death, they returned under the Caliph Omar to prosecute

their mission in earnest ; and behold, within less than three

years Syria was subdued. When Damascus had fallen,

and then Jerusalem, the unhappy Emperor Heraclius, with

tears of anguish, bade farewell to the Syrian Province. He
saw that it was lost to his crown irretrievably. The Patri-

arch of Jenisalem, yet more unhappy, had to attend the

victor Cahph through it. He muttered as he passed on,
" The abomination of desolation is in the Ploly Place !

" ^

And soon, as if to remind the Christian remnant of the fact,

there resounded that voice of the Muezzin, from a mosque
erected on the site of Solomon's temple, which, except with

brief intermission during the reign of the crusaders, has

since then never ceased.^—The subjugation of Egypt fol-

lowed cpiickly on that of Syria ;—then, some 20 or 40
years after, that of the African Province ; then, at the be-

ginning of the eighth century, that of Spain. All this,

within the Hmits of Roman Christendom : and contempo-

raneously,—though without those limits, and consequently

without the sphere of the Apocalyptic prefigurative vision,

—

that of Persia in the second quailer of the seventh century,

and that of North-tvest India and of Trans- Oxiana at the

commencement of the eighth.—Let us take, in exemplifica-

tion of the rapidity and extent of their conquests and de-

structions, two histoiical statements. The one, that in the

ten years of Omar's Caliphate, from 634 to 644, the Sara-

cens had reduced to his obedience 36,000 cities or castles,

destroyed 4000 churches, and built 1400 mosques for the

exercise of the religion of Mahomet. The other, that at the

end of the first century of the Hegira the Arabian empire

had been extended to 200 days' journey from East to West

;

and reached from the confines of Tartary and India to the

I Gibb. ix. 413.
* The Muezzin bcg.in vrith Mahommedism. He is mentioned expressly in the

capitulation of Jorasalein. "The Muezzin," said Omar, "that calls the faithful to

prayers, shall not stand on the steps of the Church of Constantino." Mod. Un. Hist. i. 431.

The minareh, it mav be observed, was not erected till 690 A.D. ; and then first at

the great Mosque of lJama.scus. D'Herbclot iii. 157. Hence the Muezzin's stand-

in;j in Omar's time on the church-steps.

VOL. I. 29
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shores of the Atlantic. " Over all which ample space," says

Gibbon, " the progress of the Mahommedan rehgion dif-

fused a general resemblance of manners and of opinions :

"^

—over all which ample space, we may add, the venom of

the scorpion-sting of their conquerors was made to rankle

in the breasts of the subject Christians.

For indeed the bitter contempt and hatred flowing out

from the Moslem faith towards them could not but be felt

perpetually. It was marked in the very terms of appella-

tion, Christian dogs and infidels.^ The enactments of the

capitulations granted them were their every day remem-

brancers of it. Deprived of the use of arms, like the He-

lots of old, and with tribute enforced as their annual life-

redemption tax,—with a different dress enjoined them from

their masters, and a more humble mode of riding,— an

obligation to rise up deferentially in the presence of the

meanest Moslem, and to receive, and gratuitously enter-

tain for a certain time, whosoever of them when on a jour-

ney might require it,—such were the ma^rks of personal

degradation ordained in the Capitulations. And then, in

token of the degradation of their religion,—that to which,

notwithstanding all their superstitions, they clung with

fond attachment,—there was the prohibition to build new
churches, to chime the bells in those retained by them, or

to refuse admission into them to the scoffing Moslem,

though they regarded his presence as defilement.^ Add
to which the inducements to apostasy, operating to an

incalculable extent, on the young and thoughtless in fami-

lies more especially, and then the penalty of death against

the apostates returning to the Christian faith, the insults too

1 Gibbon ix. 361, 501.
'^ "Ye Christian dogs, ye know your option, the Koran, the tribute, or the sword."

Such was Caled's characteristic address to the Romans before the battle of Aiznadin.

Such, near 200 years after, that in the letter of the Caliph Harouu Al Raschid to the

Emperor Nicephorus ;
" Haroun Al Raschid,' Commander of the Faithful, to Nicepho-

rus, the Roman dog." Gibb. ix. 390, x. 54.—In later years it has been the same

from the Turks, and from the same cause. " What care I whether the dog eat the

hog, or the hog eat the dog?" was the Vizier Kiuperli's answer to the French Am-
bassador, on his informing him of Louis XlVth's victories over the Spaniards. Eton's

Turkey, p. 110.
3 The above is extracted from the Capitulation of Jerusalem granted by Omar

;

which was the basis and prototype of most of the subsequent capitulations granted to

Christian subjects. The document is given by Al Wakedl, and copied into the Modem
Univ. Hist. i. 428, 429.—Compare Gibb. ix. 499 ; who speaks of these degrading

enactments as in force 200 years after.
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to Christian females, and thousand undefinable injuries of

oppression ;—and how could it be but that the bitterness

of their lot should be felt, and the poison rankle within

them, yet more even than in other days with the Jewish

captives in Babylon, and so as to make life itself almost a

burden ?
^

And now we shall be better prepared to consider,

Ilndly, What is said of the locusts having a king over

them, " the angel of the bottomless pit ; whose name in the

Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue he

hath his name Apolli/on." I have already explained this as

the opener of the pit of the abyss, and chief of destroyers,

Satan ;^ or perhaps one of Satan's angels,^ the Spirit of
evil that, like the lying Spirit in the mouth of Ahab's pro-

phets,^ had inspired Mahomet ; and of whom Mahomet,
and after him his Caliphs, or Vicars,"^ were but the mouth
and instrument.—So interju'eted, we see in this intimation

not merely a singular fact predicted, but one of important

bearing on all the main points of the prophecy. For the

prediction was to this effect,—that wheresoever the Arab
locusts might travel in their career of conquest, there they

would carry the false religion of Mahomet with them

;

' "And in those days shall the men seek death, and shall not find it; and shall

desire to die, and death shall flee from them." Verse 6. A statement, of which the

meanin^j is made clear hy the parallel one in Jer. viii. 3 ; where it is said of the

Jews taken captive to Babylon ;
" And death shall be chosen, rather than life, by

all the residue of them that remain of this evil family, which remain in all the places

whither I have driven them." And so attain Job iii. 20; "Wherefore is light given

to him that is in misery, and life unto the bitter in soul? Which long tor death,

but it comes not, and dig for it more than for hid treasures : which rejoice exceed-

ingly when they can find the grave." It is a strong proverbial expression of great

wretchedness.

Under the judgment from the sons of Ishmael, says the Pseudo-Methodius Pataren-

sis, cited p. 439, suprii, " dcsperent homines de vita sua, in captivntatibus et calamita-

tibus suis." B. P. M. iii. 732.

tichhom in loc. compares Ond in Ibin, 121 ;

Causaque nnn desit, desit tibi copia lethi

;

Optatam fugiat vita coacta necem.

* Mede, while explaining this angel as Satan, suggests Oboda, a name then com-
mon to Arab princes by the Red Sea, as perhaps alluded to in the appellative Abaddon.

' In Apoc. xii. 7, we find noticed the Dragon's angels, as well as God's.

* 1 Kings ixii. 21, 23.— It is well to remember that the Spirits of exnl, as of good,

have attached to them an indinduality of work and office, as well as of person.—As
to the name here noticed, it simply marks character; jast as in Mark v. 9; "Our
name is Ligion, for we are many."

In the Nimrod sculptures, when a king with his bow bent is going forth to battle,

a winged spirit with his bow bent is often represented over him. ' Gibb. ix. 329.
29*
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there, for however long, be ruled by its laws, and actuated

by its spirit. Now this was not a result necessary, or to

have been anticipated a priori. By no means. The Gothic

invaders that conquered and settled in the Roman empire,

embraced, almost immediately after, the religion of the

conquered, and so were rapidly amalgamated into one

people with them. The same was the case with the Saxons

afterwards, the Hungarians of the tenth century, and other

invaders. But, as the prediction (thus understood) noted

the fact respecting the symbolic locusts, so in the case of

the Saracens was it fulfilled. Through all their conquests,

in countries the most remote, the Koran, the book dictated

by the Spirit of the abyss to Mahomet, was the code of re-

ligion and of law that governed them ;
^ and the Caliphs, in-

vested with civil power, were invested simply in virtue of

their religious character and office, as Cahphs or Vicars of

the false Prophet.—And hence, in fact, the perpetuation of

their character through this period as destroyers to Chris-

tians. For the name of that Spirit of the abyss, their king,

was Destroyer. Such it appeared in the doctrine of the

Book ; such on the field of battle. And when we consider

not only the destruction of bodily life resulting, but also

the destruction of soul from the poisonous doctrines of

Mahommedism, surely the suitableness will by all be allow-

ed of the name thus given him. Oh what a contrast, (it

is one that even Gibbon cannot help alluding to,)^ what a

contrast in character, doctrine, and results to mankind,

between the spirit that animated Mahomet and his Koran,

and the Spirit of Him and his Gospel against whom Ma-
homet set himself,—the Prince of Princes, the Lord Jesus :

—the one the Spirit of Peace and Salvation ; the other the

Abaddon, the Destroyer !

^

^ III. But there was a term and limits prescribed to these

1 " It is not the propagation, but the permanency of his religion, that deserves

our wonder. The same pure and perfect impression which he engraved at Mecca
and Medina, is preserved, after the revolutions of twelve centuries, by the Indian,

African, and Turkish proselytes of the Koran." Gibbon, ix. 350.
2 ix. 295.
3 We may compare Dan. viii. 23, 24, " A king of fierce countenance, . . and that

shall destroy wonderfully :" a description very similar, though the Hebrew word there

is not -3S, as here ; and similarly, I believe, in reference to Mahometism.
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locusts ; a limit as to ejfect,—a limit as to time. They
were not to kill the men of Christendom, so as were the

agents under the second woe/ i. e. not to annihilate them
as a political Christian body ; but only to torment them

:

moreover, while injuring the men, they were very singularly

not to injure the grans or trees. Also their tormenting and
destroying was limited to the defined period of 150 days.

These are the next points for investigation.

1. And, first, as to the limit respecting the^ra-^^and the

trees.—Strange as such restriction on the scorpion-locusts

must appear, (" it was commanded them that they should

not hurt the grass of the earth,^ neither any green thing,

neither any tree,") yet had it its precise counterpart in

the Koran, and in the actions of the otherwise destroying

Saracens. The often-quoted order of the Caliph Aboubeker,
issued to the Saracen hordes on their first invasion of Syria,

" Destroy no palm-trees, nor any fields of corn, cut down
no fruit-trees, nor do any mischief to cattle," was an order

originating not from the individual character of the Caliph,

but from the precept of Mahomet.^ It w^as dictated to

him, not by motives of mercy, but of policy. And its policy

was soon evidenced in the rapid formation of flourishing

kingdoms out of the countries conquered by the Saracens

;

—a formation that but for this could never have been ac-

complished.—But what I wish here to impress on the read-

er's mind is its distinctiveness, as a characteristic of the

Saracens. For let him but mark the direct contrast that

they herein presented to other conquests and conquerors.

1 Apoc. vs.. 15, 18.

^ Tov xo(>''ov Ti}Q yijg. The word xoprof includes corn. So Matt. xiii. 26, on St

ip\a(TTr)riiv 6 xoprof, (cai Kap-irov tnoiTjae. So ag'ain Gen. iii. 18 ; ix. 3 ; Sept.
^ So (xibbon, ix. 311. Speaking of the siege of Tayaf, 60 miles south-cast of

Mecca, he says that " Mahomet violated his otvn lawn by the extirpation of tlie fruit-

trees."— It is curious that, while I am writing, a modern illustration of this law
should meet my eyes. In the Evening Mail of Dec. 2o, 1839, there occurs, in the
Correspondence from Circassia, the following passage. " My host and a man from
Semez were disputants ; the latter maintaining the impropriety of burning the corn,

the former its necessity in the present emergency. Our guest said, ' It is contrary
to the injunction of our Book, the Koran.' " (H. A. 1st Ed.)

Compare the merciful ordinance in Deut. xx. 19 : for what was dictated hy policy

in the Koran, was dictated by mercy as well in the law from Sinai. " When thou
shalt besiege a city a long time, in making war again.st it to take it, thou shalt not
destroy the trees thereof by forcing an ax against them : for thou mayest eat of

them, and thou shalt not cut them down ; for the tree of the field is man's life. . . Only
the trees which thou knowest that they be not trees for meat, them thou shalt

destroy and cut them down."
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For example, in the invasions of the Goths, Huns, and

Vandals, the desolation of the trees and herbage was a

striking feature.^ The sqrj[xiai, or desert places, that

abounded in the provinces conquered by them were long a

memorial of it.^ Hence in the Apocalyptic prediction of

the Goths the wasting of the vegetation by them is made a

distinct feature of prophecy ; in that of the Saracens, now
before us, there is the foreshowing of the direct reverse.^

2. Further, as to the idolatrous men of Roman Christen-

dom, there was the limit in the commission of the scorpion-

locusts of this woe to the effect that they should not kill, or

politically annihilate,^ but only torment them. And this

too must surely seem most singular. But it had its fulfil-

ment. When the reader consults any carefully written history

of the Saracens, he will be almost sure to find the notice of

their successes followed by a notice of certain remarkable

checks that they received after a while ; the consequence

of which was the preservation of Christendom, both in the

East and in the West. And he will find, intermingled

with these statements, expressions of surprise and admira-

tion, at checks such as these occurring, after so long and
irresistible a progress of success.^—Thus, as regards the

Eastern empire. Twice did the Saracens, in the pride and
plenitude of their power, attack the vital part of that di-

vision of Christendom, by besieging Constantinople;— 1st,

in the seven years' siege, which lasted from 668 to 675 ;

2ndly, in the years 716—718, when Leo the Isaurian was
on the imperial throne. Alike on either occasion they

1 "I shall not be easily persuaded," says Gibbon, vi. 21, "that it was the com-
raon practice of the Vandals to extirpate the olives, and other fruit-trees, of a coun-

try where they intended to settle." But his authorities are against him: and his

own narrative embodies the fact. See pp. 377, 378 supra.
^ See the strong statements to this effect, from Muratori and others, in Robert-

son's Charles the 5th, Vol. i, Note s, E.
^ Theophanes, • in his Chronographia, notices that the administration of Persia,

after its conquest by the Saracens, was regulated by an actual survey, not only of

men, but of cattle and plants of the earth ; tytvtro St i) avaypaftj km avOpwTrwv
Kai KTtjvwv (cat (pvTwv. Gibb. ix. 375. The act was characteristic.

* Compare Hos. xiii. 1.

* So Gibbon x. 2 :
" The calm historian, . . who strives to follow the rapid course

of the Saracens, must study to explain by what means the Chiu-ch and State were

saved fi-om this impending and, as it should seem, inevitable danger." And Hallam,
Middle Ages, ii. 169 :

" These conquests, which astonish the careless and superficial,

are less perplexing to a calm inquirer than their cessation :—the loss of half the Ro-
man empire, than the preservation of the rest." Also ibid. p. 3.
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were misuccessful ; and obliged to retire, defeated and dis-

graced, as they had never been before.— Similarly, in the

West, after that the Visi-gothic empire in Spain had been

all but destroyed, A.D. 71 i, in the fatal battle of Xeres,

and when, its remnant and only germ of re-vivification be-

ing with Pelayo in the mountains of Asturias, the Moorish

Saracens, flushed with victory, attacked, in order com-

pletely to destroy that remnant,—their former success for-

sook them. They were twice repulsed with great loss, and
gave up the enterprise. Again, and yet more remarkably,

in the year 732, when Abdalrahman and his Moorish

Saracens had prolonged a victorious line of march above

lOUO miles, from Gibraltar to the Loire, "adjudging to

the obedience of the Pi'ophet whatever yet remained of

France or Europe, . . and in the full confidence of sur-

mounting all opposition either of nature or of man,"^—at

that crisis, when, as Sismondi declares, "it appeared impos-

sible for France to avoid subjugation," in the which case

all Europe would probably have fallen, and, as regards our

own island, " the interpretation of the Koran be now taught

in the schools of Oxford, and her pulpits demonstrate to a

circumcised people the truth and sanctity of the revela-

tion of Mahomet,"— at that crisis a bulwark was raised up
most unexpectedly by the Franks under Charles Martel.

The Saracens recoiled broken and discomfited from the

blows of him who was called the hammer of Western
Christendom ; and " Europe owes its existence, its re-

ligion, and its liberty, to his victory." Historians, I re-

peat, agree in speaking of these deliverances of Christen-

dom as events of which, at the time, there could have been

no reasonable anticipation. But to the student of the

Apocalypse, who has thus far followed and agreed with me,

it will appear all accounted for. It was said to the Saracen

locusts, " that they should not kill," not politically annihil-

» Gib. X. 21, 23 ; Sismondi, ii. 48. In Vol. ix. p. 483, Gibbon thus notices, fur-

tlicr, the de.sjwn of the Moorish conqueror Musa ajrainst all Christendom:— " to cx-
tin<2;uish in (iaul and Italy the deelininj; kinfrdoms of the Frank.s and Li>nibard.s ; to

preach the unity of (iod on the altar of the \'atiean ; thence, subduinp; the barbarians

of Gennany, to follow the; course of the Danube to tlu^ Euxine Sea ; to overthrow the

Greek or Roman empire of Constantinople ; and, returniuf^ from Eui'ope to Asia, to

unite liis new acquisitions with Antioch and the province of Syria."
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ate the united Church and State of Christendom, either in

the East, or in any one of the kingdoms of the West ;

—

however scorpion-hke they might mutilate the pohtical

body, and torment the men, its constituents. In attempt-

ing to annihilate them, they exceeded their commission,

and were repulsed.

3. Once more there was a restriction as to time. It was to

a period oi five months, or 150 days,^ that their commission

was confined, to injure the inhabitants of Roman Christen-

dom.—In order to the understanding of which restrictive

clause, (a clause that will necessarily detain us some length

of time,) it is important, indeed essential, that the reader

should bear in mind two things :—1st, that the period

noted is not that of the duration of the symbolic locusts,

but of their aggressively striking, injuring, and tormenting

the men of Roman Christendom, with their lion-like teeth

and scorpion-stings :^ 2ndly, that the period intended by
the 150 days is, if I am right, 1^0 years. For I adhere to

the principle of expounding a day as significant of a year,

in the chronological periods of symbolic prophecy :—a prin-

ciple early suggested, as I have already intimated,^ and
partially applied, by certain old prophetic expositors of

eminence ; and subsequently, and in more modern times,

adopted and fully carried out by Mede, and most other

English Protestant interpreters after him. An examination

of the objections lately urged against it, by Dr. S. R. Mait-

land and others, will of course be necessary. This I reserve

for my comment on Apoc. xiii, as the most fitting occasion.

Eor the present I will only repeat my deliberate conviction

of the truth of the principle ; and beg attention to the re-

mark that, in its application both here and elsewhere, it

will be my care to allow myself no more license or latitude

than such as we find distinct precedent and authority for

• For 30 days went to a month. E. g. if we compare Gen. vii. 11 and viii. 3, 4, it

will appear that 150 days are the equivalent of five months.
2 Verse 5 ;

" And it was given them that they (the apostatized Christians) should

be tormented by them five months ; and their torment was as the torment of a scor-

pion when it has struck a man ; and in those days men shall desire to die, and death

shall flee from them." Verse io ; "And their power is to injure (adiKrtaai) the men
five months."—The period seems to me to be twice noticed, only by way of emphasis;

somewhat like those in Apoc. xii. 6, 14; xx. 4, 6. See my Note ^ p. 464 infra.

3 p. 414 supra.
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in otlier Scripture chronological prophecies
;
prophecies al-

lowed on all hands to have received their fulfilment.

This premised, we turn to the history of the Saracenic

warfare against Roman Christendom, to see whether there

be discernible in it any well-marked period of five symbolic

months, or 150 years, defining what we may call the in-

tensity of the looe

:

—in other words that of the irresistible

aggressive movement of the symbolic locusts
;

(irresistible,

except with the reserve implied in the restriction as to

effect already noted ;) and that of the full outflowing of

the venom of their scorpion-stings, to wound and to tor-

ment.

In the carrying out of which inquiry, the first question

of course must be, from tvhat act or event, as an epoch, to

date the commencement of the period. And here,—^just as

in regard of those two famous ancient prophecies, the one

Jeremiah's, respecting the seventy years of the Babylonish

captivity, the other Daniel's, respecting the seventy wrecks

to the Messiah,^—it is not one epoch only that suggests it-

self, as that from which we might reasonably date the com-

mencement of the period we speak of, but two or three.

Thus, did vi^e know when first the idea established itself in

Mahomet's mind of preaching his new and false religion,

that perhaps might be considered a fit epoch of commence-
ment ; as being the time when the key of the abyss was
given to Satan. ^ Next there was that of the year A.D. 609,

when Mahomet began privatelg to preach his divine mis-

sion, and so, before his family, there rose up the smoke of

the abyss; and, yet again, that of 612, when he first pub-

lichj announced his prophetic mission,^ and so publicly

caused the smoke of the pit of darkness to rise up before

the eyes of men. Fourthly, there was the epoch of the

year 629, when the locust-armies first issued out of the

* Jer. XXV. 11 ; Dan. ix. 24.
2 Bishop Newton on Dan. xi. follows Prideaux in making A.D. 606 the year in

which Mahomet retired to his cave to forge this imposture.
* Gibbon ix. 2.55, 256, 284.—Elmacin (Hist. Sarac. p. 3^ thus notes the chro-

nology of these acts. " tjt annos implevit 40 vocatus fuit aa munus propheticum :

anno autcm ictitis sufe 44 manifestavit vocationem ; ante enim chinculum tantiim

invitavit ad Islamismum." He adds afterwards, " Anno decimo quarto migravit

Mohammed Medinam."—Hence his supposed prophetic call was in the fourteenth

year previous to the flight of Medina : or (since thus flight gave date to the famous
Mahommedan lera of the Ucgira, A.D. G22) A.D. 609.
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smoke, to make their attack on Syrian Christendom.^

—

Now out of these four epochs I agree with Daubuz in se-

lecting the third. I prefer it to the two first, because in

regard of the term of duration of any pubhc woe, we ought,

I think, to have some noted 'public act, and not anything

merely private, to mark both its commencement and its

end. And I am led to it, in preference to the last, because

the commencing epoch of 612 has, as we shall see, a suit-

able epoch of termination corresponding with it, whereas

that of 629 has none.^—It is to be observed, that in the

circumstances of this public opening of his mission, A.D.

612, there was then for the first time expressed that prin-

ciple of propagating his false religion by violence and with

the sword, which made his followers a woe to all the coun-

tries near them, and was specially a declaration of war on

Christendom. Nay, more : the organization might then

be said to have begun, the destroying commission to have

been given, and in the person oS. Ali, whom Mahomet named
the Lion of God, the locust-form, with its lion-teeth and
scorpion-sting, to have been discernible in the smoke from

the just opened pit. Eor what passed on that occasion ?

" Who," said Mahomet, after announcing his mission, " will

be my Vizier and Lieutenant?" "O prophet," replied

Ali, " I am the man. Whoever rises against thee, I will

dash out his teeth, tear out his eyes, break his legs, rip up
his belly. Prophet, I will be thy Vizier." On which

I find Mr. Hallam thus observing-.^ "These words of Ma-
homet's early and illustrious disciple are, as it were, a text

upon which the commentary expands into the whole Sara-

1 It is to be observed that the Christians in Arahia, and along the Red Sea, suffered

previously to the year 629 from Mahomet's persecutions : e. g. those of Baivmat Al
Jandal ; as related by Al Jannabi, p. 147, referred to in the Mod. Univ. Hist. i. 137.

Some were Roman subjects.

2 Some object to the application of this principle, for the determining of the com-
mencing epoch of the woe. To myself, common sense seems to require it. On what
other principle do we decide on the particular Persian Edict of restoration, whence to

date the 70 weeks of Daniel .' So too as to the 400 years of Gen. xv. 13.

Mr. Birks prefers reckoning from Mahomet's death, and the Caliph Aboubeker's

accession, A.D. 632, to 782, when Haroun Al Raschid carried on a fierce and success-

ful aggression on the Eastern Empire, and concluded, he says, a treaty by which the

empire was declared a permanent tributary to the Caliph. I again refer the reader to

some subsequent remarks on this point, p. 464, and the double reckoning of the 150
years, also preferred by Mr. Birks.

3 Middle Ages, ii. 166, 167.
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cenic history." And, just as in the case of the 400 years

of affliction and servitude, predicted as to befall Abraham's

seed,^ the epoch of Isaac's mocking by Ishmael has by

some been iixed on as that of the commencement of the

period, because that in that mocking laugh there was mani-

fested the spiiit and the germ of what was more fully de-

veloj^ed aftenvards,'^—so, in the case before us, the epoch

of the announcement and first manifestation of the bitter,

fanatic, persecuting spirit of Mahonmiedism against all op-

posei-s, or even dissentients, may as justly be fixed on as

that of the commencement of the 150 years of the chief

virulence of the Saracenic woe. "After the year 612,"

says the Modern Universal History, " Mahomet sought to

propagate his religion with all his might." ^

But supposing the epoch of the commencement of the

woe thus fixed, when may we consider that its five months'

period of intensity ended? Not evidently during the pro-

gress of the aggressive religious wars and victories of the

Saracen Moslems. Not, that is to say, during the first

prophetic month (or thirty years) from this commencing
epoch of 612, in the coiu'se of which Syria and Egypt fell

before them :—not during the second month, in which

month Cilicia was reduced to obedience, their inroads ad-

vanced to near Constantinople, and the African province

invaded :—not during the third month, that in which the

subjugation of Africa was all but completed ;

—

or i\\Q fourth,

in which Spain was subdued, and the south and centre of

France almost to the Loire."* The earliest date for the end

of the chief intensity of the Saracenic woe, that can for a

moment be thought probable, is that of the battle of Poic-

1 Gen. XV. 13.

* So by Dr. A. Clarke, ad loc. He compares Gal. iv. 29.
3 Miihomet's celebrated Letter to Cho.srocs the Persian kinp^, enjoining bim to

acknowledge him a.s the Apostle of (Jod, and on bis refu.sal, and tcarinjj the letter,

declarinj^, "God will so tear the kingdom of Chosrocs," occurred as early as A.D.
615, according to Boulainvilliers. See his Life of Mahomet. Gibbon would place it

somewhat later. Gibbtm, viii. 226.
* The Syrian war was from 632 to 638, A.D. ; the Egyptian from 638 to 640 ; the

African began 647. The conquests of the Saracens, suspended in Africa near twenty
years, were resumed 665, and m 689 advanced to the Atlantic. In A. D. 670 Oairoan

was founded, their African capital. The concjuest of Africa was comi)leted in a war
from 698 to 709. That of Spain occupied them from 710 to 713. Tliat of the south

of France, from the Garonne to the Rhone, was effected, 721 ; to the Loire, 731.

—

The battle of Poictiers was in the month of October, 732 : i. e. (as it would seem
tliat the date of Mahomet's public opening of his mission, A.D. 612, was in au earlier
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tiers, already spoken of, in which Charles Martel defeated

them, and which occurred in October 732, the beginning

of the fifth prophetic month. But though defeated, or at

least repulsed, on that memorable occasion,^ their power and
spirit to aggress and to torment, with all the bitterness of

fanaticism, was not terminated. " The vanquished spoil-

ers," says Mosheim,^ " soon recovered their strength and
ferocity ; and returned with new violence to their devasta-

tions." In France the strength and power of the Saracens

was so far from being crushed, that we find its Southern

districts continued in subjection to them till the middle of

this century. Charles Martel besieged Narbonne, the chief

town of the Saracens, in vain after the battle.^ In 7rS9 he

had to invoke aid from Luitprand king of the Lombards
against the Saracens, who had taken all the chief cities in

Provence, and extended their ravages as high as Vienne,

near Lyons.* Nor were they finally driven out till some
15 or 20 years afterwards.^ In Spain the tide of their

success and supremacy, notwithstanding the ill success of

their efforts at totally extinguishing Pelayo and the Gothic

remnant, had not yet begun to ebb.^ In Africa, some
twenty years after the battle of Poictiers, the torment of

the scorpion-sting so operated, as to induce nearly the whole

Christian population of the province to apostatize, and be-

come Mussulman.^ Prom east to west, throughout the

vast Mahommedan world, one Caliph still governed the

locust-hordes in the name of the Prophet. Their power
remained unbroken.

But just about the middle of the eighth century a change

month than October, perhaps July,) at the beginning of the fifth prophetic month.
So Daubuz, pp. 414, 415.

1 " It is now believed that the slaughter at the battle near Poictiers was by no
means immense, and even that the Saracens retired without a decisive action." So
Mr. Hallam, Note 14 to the Supplement to his Middle Ages. He refers to Sismondi
ii, 132, Michelet.ii. 13.

2 H. E. viii. 1. 2. 2. 3 Michelet, Hist, of France.
* This is stated in Paul Warnefrid's History of the Lombards : and he says that

Luitprand, accordingly, crossed the Alps to give the requested aid to Charles Martel.
^ Pepin recovered Septimania and Narbonne not till A.D. 759. Sism. ii. 59,

® Fleury (Hist. Eccles. ix. 297) gives from Sandoval (p. 87) the substance of a

treaty between an Arabian chief, (respecting which see Cornwall Lewis on the Eo-
maunt, p. 118,) and the Goths and Romans of Coimbra in Portugal, fixing the tax

to be paid by them for permission to live as Christians ; a treaty of the date A.D. 734.
' In A.D. 750 a lieutenant of Africa informed the Caliph that the tribute of the

Infidels was abolished by their conversion. Gibb. ix. 495.
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occurrecl, marked by two events of such a nature, and such

importance, as to be regarded by historians, both the one

and tlie other, as constituting epochs most memorable in

the Saracenic history. The change was this. The Abbas-

sides, descendants of a different family of the early follow-

ers of Mahomet, in the year 750 supplanted the Ommiades
in the Caliphate. —And then what followed ? Eirst the

one and only survivor of the deposed and proscribed family

escaped to Spain : and behold he was there received, ac-

knowledged, and established as the lawful Caliph. This

was in the year A.D. 755. So at length was the Caliph-

ate divided. There was thenceforth a Caliph in the West,

in opposition to the Caliph in the East. " The Colossus,"

says Sismondi, " that had bestridden the whole South was
now broken." And he adds, " This revolution did more for

the deliverance of Europe from the Mussulman arms than even

the battle of Poictiers."^—Such was i\\Q first notable result.

Eurther, out of this change of dynasty, a second most
important consequence followed in the East. The new Ab-
bassidean Caliph, dissatisfied \\\i\\ the ^ijrian capital, where
his rivals and enemies, the Oiiuuiades, had so long Hved
and reigned, determined on building another on the western

bank of the Tigris, where a canal with the waters from the

Euphrates joined it,^ just a few miles beyond the old Roman
Euphratean frontier. It was in the year 762 that Almanzor
there laid its foundations ; and thither the government and
head of the locusts then took its flight, far eastward, away
from Christendom. This was the era, as Daubuz well calls

it, of the settlement of the locusts.^ They no more roved,

he says, in a body as before, in quest of new conquests.

And so Dean Waddington ;* "The [Arab] conquerors

now settled tranquilly in the countries they had subdued."

In fact the ancient warlike spirit, at least in this eastern

' Fall of Roman Empire, Vol. ii. p. 92. He dates it about the middle of August.
2 See the Mod. Univ. Hist. Vol. ii. pp. 277, 279, 284, for a full account of the

building of Bagdad, and with the original Arabic authorities subjoined. The palace
of Al Manzor, and the oldest part of the city, were built on the tcesUrii or Eiij)hr(itean

side; the fort of Al Mohdi on the eastern ; round which the city afterwards chiefly

gathered.—So Benjamin of Tudela also reports of the site of one of tiie Caliph's
palaces in his time ; i. e. in 11 70, as " on an arm of the Euphrates"—Travels, ch. xii.

* Daubuz, p. 415.—It is to Daubuz that we arc indebted for this explanation of
the loO years. * Church Hist. ii. 44.
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divisions, had ceased to animate them as of old, " War,"
says Gibbon, " was no longer the passion of the Saracens." ^

The very name that the Caliph gave to the new capital,

was but an indication of the comparatively peaceable cha-

racter that was thenceforth to attach to the Saracens. It

was named Medinat al Salem, the City of Peace.—The
aera is further noted by historians as that of the decline of

the Saracenic power. So Gibbon observes ;
^ "In this

City of Peace, amidst the riches of the East, the Abbas-

sides . . aspired to emulate the magnificence of the Persian

Kings." ..." The luxury of the Caliphs (i. e. of the Ab-
bassides) relaxed the nerves, and terminated the progress, of

the Arabian empire." So too Mills, in his History of Mahom-
medism ;

^ " The period preceding was that of . . . the rise of

the Saracenic power ; that which succeeds of . . . its decline

and fall :" and Hallam ; "The Abbassides . . never attained

the real strength of their predecessors."*—Nor must I

omit to observe on the manner in which the very geogra-

phical position of the new capital contributed to the relax-

ation of the woe. For not merely with reference to mari-

time enterprises against it, as Mr. Hallam suggests,'^ but

with reference to military also, the distance of the new
seat of government added to the difficulty, and diminished

the temptation. The locusts were no more in such imme-
diate contact, as before, with Eastern Christendom.

And now, behold, instead of aggressive war on the part

of the Saracens, aggression has begun against them, and
victoriously too, on the part of the Christians. In the

West, under the son of Charles Martel, Narbonne and Sep-

timania were in the year 759 recovered, and the Saracens

driven beyond the Pyrenees.® Again in 761, as Baronius

marks the date,''' the Christian remnant in the mountains of

Spain, under the first Alphonzo, began to roll back the

tide of war on their Saracen oppressors.—It was the same
in the East. There Constantine Copronymus, the then

reigning emperor, seized the opportunity for avenging the

1 X. 41. 2 Ibid. 36, 40.
^ As referred to by Faber, Sacred Calendar, ii. 285.
* Middle Ages, ii. 173. 5 Jbid. 177.
^ See Sismondi, ii. 59, and the Univ. Hist. xxii. 393. Gibbon, x. 27, dates it A.D.

755. ' Others give the date A.D. 757.
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wrongs, and enlarging the limits, of the Greek empire.^

—

So that the se])tenarv of years begun A.D. 755, and end-

ing 76:2, is obviously every way remarkable, as the period

of the deliverance of Christendom from the chief terror

and persecution of the Saracens. And either its year of

commencement, 755, or that of its termination, 762, is

just the fittest ej)och, so far as I see, the one or the other,

at which to consider the intensity of the Saracen woe as

terminated.^

And what then the length of the 'period of intensity and

aggression, thus defined ?—It is possible that the exact time

when the idea was first formed by Mahomet of acting the

part of false prophet, and when thus the keg ivas used

wherewith to open for him the pit of the abyss, may have

been about the year 605,^—four years before his private

preaching ; and so have furnished a date of inceptive com-

mencement, corresponding with the year 755, as that of the

inceptive termination. But the epoch of decided com-

mencement may rather be fixed, as we have said, at Ma-
homet's public opening of his mission, A.D. 612 ; and

the epoch of full termination,—as regarded the Greek em-

pire at least, to which in this and the next Tnimpet there

seems all through a special reference,—at the removal of the

Caliphate to Bagdad, A.D. 762. Indeed there is in the

next vision, as it seems to me, a direct allusion to this re-

moval, as constituting an epoch recognised and marked out

for notice in the Apocalyptic prophecy. And the interval

between these dates of commencement and termination is,

as the reader sees, precisely that laid down in the prophecy

;

viz. five prophetic months, or 150 years.

And now we have discussed, I think, all the prophetic

details, and seen their tnith and their fulfilment ; more

especially as characterizing the Saracen woe during its

' Gibb. X. 52.—IIow strange, when such were the facts, the statement of Dean
Wnodhouse ; that " the progressive conquests of the Saracen Mahometans continued

more than double the length of the period of 1-50 years !"

* Andreas, I observe, also suggests two periods, the 1st of greater intensity. See

niv Sketch of his Exposition in the History of Apocalyptic Interpretation, Vol. iv.

^ I'rideaux and Newton say A.D. 606, as observed p. 457, Note ^.
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term of chief intensity, the above-mentioned 150 years.—

A

discussion this somewhat discursive ; and which has forced

us, hke the historian of the DecHne and Fall, though all in

relevancy to his and our great topic, into inquiries respect-

ing " the genius of the Arabian prophet, the manners of

his nation, and spirit of his religion." ^ It is to be remem-

bered, however, that this period did not define the whole

duration of the Saracen power or woe.^ It was but, I

conceive, a marked primary period, within the whole period

of this hth Trumpet vision
;
just like another noted (the

parallel is observable) as a primary marked period of the

second woe, under the %th Trumpet.^—And thus it seems

fitting that we glance, ere we quit the subject, at what

remained of the history of these Apocalyptic locusts, after

the ending of their first 150 years, and memorable flight

beyond Euphrates, which later history of them was one of a

period during much of which the woe on Christendom

might seem to have been almost hound ; and bound, as I

have already hinted at as foreshown in the prophecy, and

shall in my next Chapter have more fully to notice, by
that selfsame Euphratean locality.

There then, far East, in Bagdad and the country round

it,—after a brief temporary splendour, and temporary re-

vival too into military enterprise and success, (though not

the enterprise of aggressive warfare,) from 781 to 805,

^ " The genius of the Arabian prophet, the manners of his nation, and the spirit of

his religion, involve the causes of the decline and fall of the Eastern empire ; and our

eyes are curiously intent on one of the most memorable revolutions, which have im-

pressed a new and lasting character on the nations of the globe," ix. 218.
2 In proof that the woe had not wholly terminated, yet that its character, in re-

spect of aggressiveness, strength, and bitter religious venom against Christians, was
very diiferent from what it had been before, I may refer the reader to the history of

the Abbassidean Caliphs, from after their removal to Bagdad, in the Modern Univ.

Hist. Vol. ii. Mohadi's war, A. D. 781, against the Greek empire was, as Gibbon says,

(x. 52,) retributive.

And hence, in fact, the opinion propounded by some expositors (Mr. Birks the

latest, Mystery of Providence, pp. 302—30-5,) as to two periods, of 150 years each,

being indicated as the full duration of the woe, by the twice exprest mention of the

period of five months :—the first that of tormenting, as in verse 5 ; the second that of

injuring merely, as in verse 10. But since verse 4 ascribes the adiicia, or injuring, to the

five months' period, on its first mention, and verse 10 the tormenting scorpion's sting

to the period on its second mention, I cannot think we are warranted in thus inter-

preting. Eather it seems to me to be only emphatic ; like the twice exprest mention
of the 1000 years in Apoc. xx. 3, 5, which does not imply two millenniums : or, as

Joseph said to Pharaoh, Gen. xli. 32, that his dream was doubled to mark its certainty.

^ Apoc. ix. 15 ; " An hour and day and month and year."
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under the reigns of Mohadi and Haroun al Raschid, wherein

the Greek Emperors who had provoked it suffered pain-

fully/—we must think of the once terrible power of the

Saracens as dechned and declining : luxury and licentious-

ness working their usual sure process of decay with both

prince and people, and the fervour of religious fanaticism

past away. At length in the year 841 the reigning Ca-

liph, distrusting the martial spirit of his Arabs, hired a

band of 50,000 Turkmans from beyond the Oxus, to be

the support of the Caliphate at Bagdad : and these, acting

precisely the same part as the Roman Praetorian guards

before them, revolted against, insulted, humiliated, and
deposed the Cali})hs ; and so, in this case too, became a

further and powerful accelerating cause of their sovereigns'

downfal.—j\Ieanwhile among the Moslems both in Africa,

and in Asia, the example of the Spanish schism had had

its imitators. At Fez and Tunis, in Egypt and in Syria,

in Chorasan to the North, and Persia to the East, new and
independent dynasties were set up in the course of the

ninth century : until at length, as the tenth century opened,

the Fatimites,—descendants of that AH, Mahomet's first

Vizier, of whom we have before spoken,- and of his wife

' That these were not aggressive acts on the part of the Abbassidean Caliphs, but
retributive, is expressly stated by Gibbon, x. 52, 54, 55. He says :

" In the bloody

conflict of the Omraiades and Abbassides the Greeks had stolen the opportunity of

avenging their wrongs, and enlarging their limits. But a severe retrihtdion was ex-

acted by Mohadi, the third Caliph of the new dynasty." An army of 95,000 men,
under his son Haroun al Raschid, after desolating Asia Minor, appeared A.D. 782, to

the terror of the empress Irene, opposite Constantinople, who bought favour by the

promise of a tribute. "As often as they [the Greeks] declined the payment of

tribute, they were taught to feel that a month of depredation was more costly than a

year of submission." So when Nicephorus, on his accession, added to his refusal to

pay the defiant message, " Irene submitted to pay a tribute : . . . restore the fruits of

your injustice, or abide the determination of the sword." So again afterwards, when
Nicephorus felt " encouraged to violate the peace." In every case, during these ware
of Haroun al Rascliid against the Romans, which Gibbon (x. 52) dates as from 781
to 805, the aggression, or aiiKia, was on the part of the Greeks. And so too on the

only other occasion recorded by Gibbon of the Saracens of Bagdad invading Greek
Christendom ; viz. in 838, when Amorium was destroyed by the Caliph Motassem.

Moreover in every case these were but desolating inroads, not territorial conquests.

From what has been said the unfitness of Mr. Birks' terminating epoch (A.D. 782)
of the first 150 years of the Saracenic woe wiU be, I think, apparent. It includes

the 20 years before 782, when the Greeks were successfully aggressing on the Sara-

cens, not the Saracens on the Greeks. It makes the war of 781, 782 one of Saracenic

aggression, when it was one of retribution. Once more, it draws the line of division

at 782, in the middle of Haroun's wars against the Greeks ; which wars Gibbon
classes together, as continued from 781 to 805.

2 P. 458 supri.

VOL. I. 30
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Fatima, Mahomet's favourite daughter,—asserted their right-

ful claim, not to independent political sovereignty only,

but even to the Caliphate itself : in the prosecution of this

claim reduced Africa, Egypt, and Syria ; and, from Cairo

as their capital, became known as the third Caliphate of

Islamism, excommunicating and excommunicated by its

rivals, both at Cordova and at Bagdad.—Thus more and

more dismembered, the Abbassidean Cahphate at Bagdad
more and more languished : until the Persian independent

Moslem dynasty of the Bowides, interposing on occasion

of the factions there prevalent, advanced in the year 934
to Bagdad; stripped the Caliph of his secular office and

supremacy ; and reduced him to his spiritual functions as

chief Pontiff of Islamism, the mere phantom thenceforward

of departed power. The four angels continued hound as it

were, and that for a long inaction, by the Euphrates.

Such was the progressive decline of the Eastern Sara-

cens ; and in that decline their brethren in the West in a

measure participated. Throughout the ninth century the

Christians of Spain were ever gaining ground on their

Moorish oppressors. In 904 the capital of Asturias was
advanced from Oviedo in the Gallician mountains to Leon

;

and that of Arragon from Jaca, in the Pyrenean valleys, to

Pampeluna.—The spirit of bravery and enterprise indeed

had not yet left the Western Arabs. It appeared in the

Spanish battle-fields. It appeared in the exploits of

the marauding bands that issued both from Spain and

Africa:— of whom some, ere the middle of the ninth

century, conquered the islands of Crete and Sicily ; at-

tacked, though vainly, Rome itself ; nor were expelled

from their conquests, till after a tenure of above a century

in Crete, and two centuries in Sicily.^—But these were

but like the marauding enterprises of the Normans of the

eleventh century ; indeed not so remarkable. The strength

of the lions' teeth, and the venom too of the early religious

1 Crete was seized by Saracens from Spain A.D. 823 ; regained by tbe Greek

emperor Nieepboriis Pbocas, A.D. 960.

—

Sicily was attacked by Saracens from Africa

A.D. 827; subdued 878; reconquered by the Normans, for the Greek empire, A.D.
1060—1090.

—

Rome was attacked by the Saracelis from Sicily A.D. 846 ; repulsed

by Pope Leo the 4th, A.D. 849.
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fanaticism, was greatly wanting.^ The intensitij of the

woe to Christendom had evidently passed away. The Sa-

racenic conquests and incursions in Crete, Sicily, and Italy,

were but a memento of what had been.

There remains just one other point to which I would

wish to call attention, ere concluding this present Chap-

ter; I mean the fact of two remarkable coincidences be-

tween certain notable epochs in the history of the Saracen

woe already noticed, and others equally notable in the

ecclesiastical and religious history of Eastern Christendom.

Its apostasy, its open apostasy from Christ,^ has been

mentioned as the predicted cause of the infliction ; and

further how Mahomet and the early Saracen Moslems, un-

derstanding their special commission to be against idolaters,

avowed that it was as regarding its people in that charac-

ter, that they carvied the war into Roman Christendom.

Now throughout the seventh century this charge was made
against them by their conquerors and tormentors altogether

ineftectually. At length, some twenty years, or less, from

the commencement of the eighth century, the celebi'ated

Isaurian family was raised to the imperial throne of Con-

stantinople. And its princes, otherwise doubtless illustrious,

became chiefly so on this account, because for sixty years

almost uninterruptedly,—supported by not a few really

religious, as even Gibbon admits,^ but with opposition

' In proof of i\ieformer point we may illustrate from the facts of both the Sicilian

aiid llomun carapaigTis. To effect the conquest of Sicily, it cost the Saracens above

50 years; viz. from A.D. 827 to 878; notwithstanding the weakness of the Greek

occupants of the island to resist them. Again the attack on Rome was but a

marauding attack ; which even the weak Papal government, aided by some Greek

ships from Gaeta, Naples, and Amalphi, was able to repulse. So Gibbon :
" the

[old] design of conquest and dominion was degraded to a repetition of predatory

inroads." x. 61.

In proof of the latter point, let it be observed that the marauding baud that

attacked and conquered Crete, did, in their marauding voyage from Alexandria, pil-

lage alike the settlements of Mohammedam and of Christians, and destroy mosques

as well as churches. Says Gibbon, x. 57, " The conquest of Crete is di.sdained by

their own writers."—Again in Western Spain, where Christians were held iu sub-

jection, we read that from soon after 757 Abdulrahman, the Moorish king, changed

the former mode of treating his Christian subjects to one of greater mildness. In

the ninth and tenth centuries the Saracens eveu courted alliances with Christian

powers. Hallam, ii. 4.

2 It was against " the men that had not God's mark on tlieir foreheads."

' ix. 122; "They (the monks) were now opposed by the murmurs of many
simple or rational Christians ; who appealed to the evidence of texts, of facts, and

of primitive times, and secretly desired tlie reformation of the Church."

30*
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bitter and abiding from the great majority within the em-

pire, and the Roman Popes without it,^—they set them-

selves strenuously to wipe away the reproach of image-

worship, at least from Eastern Christendom.^ And what

followed? It was in A.D. 717, very soon after the em-

peror Leo's accession,^ who even then was secretly bent on

this reform of the Church, that the grand armament of the

Saracens attacked Constantinople. It attacked it, but was

completely defeated and repulsed.—Again, in A.D. 754,

Constantine Copronymus, the successor of Leo in determin-

ation of spirit on this point,^ as well as in the throne and
kingdom, (it is of his pubhc acts simply that I now speak,)

convened a grand synod at Constantinople,—the seventh

General Council, as he most properly called it, though it

was afterwards stigmatized and disowned,—for the express

purpose of condemning image-worship. It passed that

public sentence of condemnation on it ; and behold the

very next year, as historians record, the Caliphate was

divided ; the Mahommedan colossus broken ; the scorpion-

locusts carried away, as by a strong west wind, to the

Euphrates ; the intensity of the Saracenic woe brought to

an end.

Alas ! the efforts of these emperors and of the more en-

lightened of their subjects, always resisted by the majority,

proved abortive.—In the year 781 Irene succeeded to the

imperial throne : and, having murdered her iconoclastic

husband, who stood in the way of her object, she gathered

in 787 another synod, the famous seventh General Coun-

cil; ^ in the which the decrees of the former Council were

^ They were branded with the reproachful name of iconoclasts :—a name of re-

proach which, by a curious coincidence, was the very selfsame applied by the heathen

Sophist Eunapius, in the latter half of the 4th centiiry, to the Christians of that

time, as the destroye'rs of heathen idols.

2 Gibb. ix. 129, 130, describes both the determination of the then reigning Em-
peror Constantine, and the reluctance of most of his subjects to it. Yipoypajijia yap

t$£7r«/xi|/£ irara iraaav t^apxiav ttjv vtto ttjq Xftpog avrov, navrag viroypaipai Kai

ojxvvvai rov aQtrrjaai rrjv -KQoaKvvqaiv- tojv atirrtov tiKoviov. So John Damas-
cenus, Op. i. 625

;
quoted by Gibbon.

3 His accession was Mar. 25, the Saracen attack July 15. Sismondi ii. 40.

* Theophanes, on the 27th year of Copron^Tuus, complains that whosoever said

QsoTOKs l3orjBei, in address to the Virgin Mary, was punished as an enemy to the king.

See the Dissertation on the Byzantine coinage in Ducange's Supplement, p. 27.

5 Called also the second Council of Nice.
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reprobated and disavowed, and the worship of images, by
a solemn act of the Catholic Chm'ch, declared lawful. It

was just about this time that the Saracenic woe, though
already broken, seemed as if it had received a temporary
revivification. Guided by Haroun Al Raschid, (as already

before intimated,) the Arab forces from Bagdad swept
across the Lesser Asia, on provocation from the Greek Em-
peror, not once only, but eight times, bearing down all

opposition before them. Was there not a memento of

warning from heaven in it?—But the Eastern Church per-

sisted. Under the influence of the empress Theodora the

struggle ended finally, in the year 842, in the undisputed

ascendancy and establishment of image-worship.—And
what then the consequence ? With characteristic forbear-

ance, as we have seen, the Lord continued to this guilty

people the interval of mitigation and of respite, through

the ninth and much of the tenth century. But would He
endure the provocation much longer ? How long would
be the respite before another woe ?

^

CHAPTER VL

PAUSE BETWEEN THE FIFTH AND SIXTH TRUMPETS.

" One woe is past !—Behold there come two more woes
hereafter."^ Apoc. ix. 12.

"Wlien might the Saracen woe be said to have fully

ended?—Perhaps we might fix on the epoch of A.D. 934, ^

when the Caliphate at Bagdad was stripped, as has been

noted, of its temporal power : quickly following on which
was the period from 900 to 980 or 985, when public evi-

dence of the fact was exhibited to Christendom, in the con-

quest, from those once terrible enemies, of Crete, Cyprus,

Cilicia, Antioch ; when the Greek arms were borne tri-

' Our Homily on Peril of Idolatry, Part ii, speaks similarly of the idolatry of

professing Christomlom a.s the cause of tlie Saracenic and Turkish woes.
* There is no difference of the least importance between the texts of the received

and the critical editions.
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umpliantly eastward, even across the Euphrates ; and, in

the West, the last great attempt of the Moorish Saracens

against the rising Christian kingdoms in Spain, was, after

a temporary success, totally repulsed, and the Moslems,

with continually contracted dominions, reduced finally, and
almost for ever, to the defensive.^ Let us take then this

epoch, which datesj we said, near about the middle of •^

the tenth century. In correspondence with it there seems

to have been a pause in the prophetic representations : and
perhaps too a silence from tempests in the firmamental

heaven ; such as that noticed as occurring before the

blowing of the Trumpets.^ And nothing broke it to the

Evangelist on the Apocalyptic scene, but the solemn inti-

mation, " One woe is past ! Behold there come two more
woes after it."

The aera that I suppose here referred to is one memorable
in European history, for a panic of very remarkable origin

and results, which then began intensely to agitate men's

minds, especially in Western Christendom. It was supposed

that with the end of the tenth century the world would end

also. The opinion arose, doubtless, from Augustine's in-

terpretation of the Apocalyptic millennium, as that millennial

or rather quasi-millennial period of Christ's triumph by his

Church over Satan, which, beginning at his first advent and
miracles, would only terminate with Satan's re-loosing and
Antichrist's manifestation, just before the consummation of

all things.^ I say quasi-millennial, because in Augustine's

own mind, we have seen, as well as in that of interpreters

following him in the fifth and sixth centuries, the full de-

fiuite value of 1000 -years was not supposed to attach to

* I allude to the wars of Almanzor, Vizir of Haccham the 2nd ; who for a short

time almost revived the Saracen woe to the Spanish Christians. In A.D. 980, he
attacked and defeated them, and destroyed Leon and Barcelona; hut was in 990 and
998 defeated by Dons Sancho and Garcia : and, after the latter repulse, in despair

committed suicide. "With him," says the learned writer in the English IJniv.

Hist. xxii. 411, " expired the fortune of the Cordovan Moors." So too Hallamii. 4.
2 See p. 325 supra.
s Mosheim (x. 2. 3. 3) speaks of the opinion as first springing up in the ninth

century ;
" superiori jam sseculo ex "loco Johannis Apoc. xx. 3, 4, nata." He does

not however advert to Augustine's interpretation of that passage : an interpretation

grounded by him on our Lord's saying, Matt. xii. 29, "No man can enter a strong
man's house, &c., unless he first bind the strong man;" and which I shall have
to set forth more fully in the closing Part of this Work.—So too Lucke ap. Hagenbach
on Doctrines, ii. 127.
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this ecclesiastical millennium. Their expectation that the

sabbatism of the saints would ensue after the world's lasting

GOOD years, and their belief in the Septuagint chronology,

which reckoned 5500, or else 5350, or at least 5200, out

of the 6000, to have already elapsed at the Nativity,^ made
them construe the Apocalyptic millennium as only that in-

terval which yet remained after Christ's birth to complete

the sixth millennary
;
perhaps 500 years, or it might be

600, or 700, or a little more.- But the Greek Septuagint

with its chronology having, in the long interval since

Gregory I, been altogether superseded in Western Europe

by the Latin Vulgate, and Hebrew chronology there given,

—and the sabbatical theory too having been probably for-

gotten in the darkness of those dark ages,—the main point

only of Augustine's interpretation was remembered ; I

mean his construing the time of Satan's binding to signify

that of the present supremacy of the Church over him.

And the natural and reasonable alteration having been ap-

plied to this his opinion about the millennium, of its being

not, as he had supposed likely, a mere fraction of a thou-

sand years, but a thousand years fully and exactly, it was

scarce possible but that, as the tenth century drew near,

and yet more after it had begun and was advancing, the

subject should be felt as one of intense personal interest.

Thus it was then frequently preached on, and by breathless

crowds listened to ; the subject of every one's thoughts,

every one's conversation. The time, they thought, w^as

actually come ; the end of all things at hand ; the loosing

of Satan, Antichrist's manifestation, and, what was most

terrible, the day of judgment.^—Belief on such a subject

^ See p. 396. Augustine's words are these :
" Mille anni duobus modis possunt

intelligi :—aut quia in ultirais annis mille ista res a^itur, i.e. sexto annorum milliario,

cttJH^ nunc spatia posteriora volvuntur, secuturo deinde sabbato quod non babet

vesperam ; ut hujus milliarii novmimam partem, qusc reraanebat usque ad terminutn

SKCuli, mille annos appellavorit, eo loquendi modo quo pars sigiiificatur a toto ; aut

mille anuos pro annis omnibus hujus sieculi posuit." C. I), xx. 7. 2.

- The Vulgate was the Latin translation made by Jerome from the Hebrew ; and
A.M. 4000 the date of Christ's birth, a.s computed from it. About the year A.D. 627
Dionysius, a Roman abbot, computed from, and mainly contributcci to introduce

into use, this the Vulgar ^ra.
3 Both Mosheim, ubi sup., and Michelet, Hist, de France, iv. 1, furnish interesting

illustrations.

1. In the records of the Council of Troslv, held A.D. 909, we read thus. " Dum
j am jamque adventua imminet illius in majestate terribili, ubi omiu;s cum gregibus

s ui sveuient pastores in coospectum pastoris eelerni." Hard. vi. i. 506.
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could not be inoperative. Its form of working took its

character from that of the times. Under the impression

of its truth multitudes innumerable, says Mosheim, having

given their property to monasteries or churches,^ travelled

to Palestine, where they expected Christ to descend to

judgment. Others bound themselves by solemn oath to

be serfs to churches or to priests ; in hopes of a milder

sentence on them, as being servants of Christ's servants.

In many places buildings were let go to decay, as that of

which there would be no need in future. And on occasions

of eclipses of sun or moon, the people fled in multitudes for

refuge to the caverns and the rocks.—But the time of the

consummation, fixed in God's counsels, was not yet. In

the Apocalyptic chronology it was written, " One woe hath

past : behold there come yet two more woes after them."

—The dreaded 1000th year came and past, without any

great calamity accompanying ; and gradually the alarm and
the expectation died away.

Yet there was woe at hand, the prophecy declared, though

of another kind;—the woe of the sixth Trumpet. And
where to fall, and on whom ? Was it to be on Western

Christendom : which, though not without spots less dark

at times, and points of relief,^ had been too universally and
progressively settling down since Pope Gregory's time,

last-noted,^ into the dsemonolatrous apostasy,* with its pre-

2. Trithemii Chronic. A.D. 960. "Diem jam jam imminere, dicebat (Bemhardus
aremita Thuringiae), extremum et mimdum in brevi consummandum."

3. Abbo, Abbot of Fleuri on the Loire, A.D. 990. (Mosheim ibid.) "De fine

quoque mundi coram populo sermonem in ecclesia Parisiorum adolescentidus audivi,

quod statim finito mille annorum numero Antichristus adveniret, et non longo post

tempore universale judicium succederet. . . . Fama poene totum mundum impleverat,

quod quando Aanunciatio Dominica in Parasceue coutigisset, absque ullo scrupulo

finis sfficuli esset."

4. Guglielmi Godelli Chronic, (ap. Script. Fr. x. 260.) " A.D. MX in multis locis

per orbem, tali rumore audito, timor et mseror corda plurimorum occupavit ; et sus-

picati sunt multi linem sseculi adesse."

5. Pad. Glaber,' iv. 49 :
" ..Slstimabatur enim ordo temporum et elementorum

prseterita ab initio moderans secula in chaos decidisse perpetuum, atque humani
generis interitum." So in Michelet.

1 Almost all the donations of this century, says Mosheim, mention* as their occa-

sion, " Appropinquante mimdi termino."—See too his notice of the panic, and its

passing away, xi. 2. 4. 3.

2 Such, I doubt not, were to be found in some few of the Benedictine monasteries

;

as well as in the more eminent exceptions of reformers, like Claude of Turin.
3 See pp. 404—414 supra.
* Witness, for example, Claude's account of the universal image-worship in his

diocese, on his entering it about A.D. 820.
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dieted aecorapaniments (of which more in a later chapter)

of clerical fraud, avarice, superstition, and licentiousness ;

^

till in the tenth century its moral debasement was such, as

to fix on that century the appellation of the iron age?^
Or was it to fall distinctively on Rome itself, the Western
religious ca])ital : where all these evils had been long more
than elsewhere rampant;^ and where the impiety and pro-

fligacy, specially of its popes and cardinals, (witness the

names of Theodora, Marozia, and John XII,) had in this

same tenth century risen to such a height,^ as according,

not to Mosheim only, but even to Baronius, might seem

1 See for the prediction Apoc. ix. 20, 21, a passage which will come under full re-

view in Part iii. chap, i; and for historical proof ot its incipient fulfilment, before the

Turkish woe, Mosheim's dark general sketches of the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th cen-

turies, with the authorities in his margin.

Let me add, by way of corroboration, (as Dr. S. R. Maitland has lately given a very

different colour to the period in his " Dark Ages,") a reference to the following Coun-
cils ; the ixth and xvith of Toledo, Canons 10, 3, respectively held A.D. 655, 693

;

that of Chalons, Canons 14, 15, 18, held 813; that oi Aquis Granum, Canon 39, &c.,

held 816; that of Paris, Canons 25, 34, 46, held 829; that oi Aquis Granum again.

Canons 11, 12, held 836 ; and that of Trosly, near Soissons, Canon 9, held 909.

In that of 836 the following statement is made respecting certain convents ; a

statement which will serve to introduce others similar, that will be quoted in Part

iii. ch. i, with reference to a later age ; " Monasteria puellarum in quibusdum locis

potius lupanaria ^-identur esse qukm monasteria." Hard. iv. 1398. And in that of 829

there seems to be an allusion to a habit, evidently not infrequent, of the clergy being

licensed to live in concubinage, for a money-price paid to their ecclesiastical supe-

riors ; which will also there be sho\vn by me to have had its continuance and expan-

sion in a later age.—Berengaud, a Benedictine monk of that ajra, reprobates it in his

Comment on Apoc. xviii, as a crying sin of the time :
" Scelus pessimum ab iis qui

archidiaconi appellantur committitur ; ab adulteris presbyteris pretium accipiunt, et

tacendo in malum consentiunt." The passage is well worth referring to. The Bene-
dictine Editor refers to the Councils ot Paris, Chalons, &c., in illustration. See too

in D'Achery, i. 347, &c., Ratherius de Conteniptu Canonum, A.D. 950.
2 So Baronius; " Sa!culum quod pro boni sterilitate ferreum appellari consuevit."

' The Roman Popes in the 8th and 9th centuries had been the main agents in

effecting the enactment and reception of the idolatrous canons of the 2nd Council of

Nice.—P^urthcr, the current though mistaken belief of the existence and story of the

female Pope, Joan, may suffice to characterize the moral state of Rome and its ponti-

ficate, in the latter part of the same 9th century.
* " Romanorum antistitum qui hoc saicido vixere historiam non hominum, sed

monstrorum, scelerum, flagitiorum atrocissimorum historiam esse, optimi quique scrip-

tures, et ipsi Romanorum pontificum patroni, fatentur." Mosh. x. 2. 2. 2.—Geuebrard
speaks of the Popes as rather aponfatcs than apostles. " Hoc ouidem infelix quod per

annos fere 150 Pontifices circiter 50, i Joanne scilicet VIII ad Leonem IX usque, a
virtute raajorum prorsus defecerint ; apotactici apostaticique, i>otmii quam apostolici."

Hist. p. 552, on trie beginning of the 10th Century, cited by Vitringa, p. 150. And so

too Baronius, ad ann. 912.

Of the earlier half of the eleventh, or next succeeding century, let the case of Bene'
diet IX. be taken as a sample :—a boy brought up in debauchery, and made Pope at

the age of twelve : and of whose subsequent character in the Pontificate, Desiderius,

Abbot of Cassino, afterwards Pope Victor III, thus WTites ;
" Cujus quidem post

adeptum saccrdotium vita quam turpis, quam fieda, quanique execriiiida extiterit, hor-

resco referre." Cited by Merle in his Hist, de la Reform, i. 29. (Ed. 1839.)
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to have cried to heaven, Kke as from another Sodom, for

vengeance ?

No ! not so ! For Antichrist (supposing our presump- '^

tion as to his identity with the Roman Popes correct) had
not yet grown up in those Western regions to full maturity

of development : and it was in God's purpose, as before

said, that for this his predicted complete development scope

and time should be given.—For the present Eastern Chris- "^

tendom was to be again the chief and primary sufferer : it

being indeed sunk as deeply as the West in apostasy

;

though not, like it, subject to a single heading Antichrist.

Here it was, I say, and near about this time, that the new
woe was fated to fall : although certainly at the time spoken

of, judging by human calculations, the probability of such

a visitation might have seemed very small.

It was the second Basil who was then on the throne of

Constantinople:^ his long reign having extended from the

year 976 through the first quarter of the 11th century.

And when we think what, on his looking around, and con-

sidering what was and had been, must have past before

him, it will be found that he might reasonably, as I said,

on mere human calculations, have prognosticated prosperity

and splendour, rather than woe, to the Greek empire.

For let us make the review with him.—Since the aera of

Haroun Al Raschid no woe, like that of the Saracens, had
come near, so as to mutilate or to mar the empire of the

city of Constantine.^ The only irruption on Christendom

that might at all be deemed a woe, that of the Hungarians,

from 889 to 955,^ had scarcely been felt in the Greek

* He was of the/owriA Greek dynasty subsequent to the rise of Mahommedism.

—

The GTiQ first reigning was the Heraclian ; which continued through the«eventh cen-

tury, and so bore the brunt of the Saracen woe. The next was the Isaurian ; which filled

the eighth century, and was memorable for its part in the iconoclastic controversy.

Thirdly, there was the less notable Fhrygian dynasty, which continued only about
fifty years : and then, /owr^/t, the Macedonian, begun by Basil I, A.D. 867, and to

which belonged also that Basil II of whom we now speak, as reigning 150 years

after. It was superseded by the Comnenian, A.D. 1057
;
just in time to receive and

suffer under the first Turkish onset.

2 So Gibbon of Constantinople in the tenth century, x. 103 ;
" Her treasures might

attract ; but her vii-gin strength had repelled, and still promised to repel, the audacious
invasions of the Persian and Bulgarian, the Arab and the Russian."

"' A.D. 934 is the date of Henry the Fowler's victory over them ; 955 of that of his

son the great Otho.
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dominions. Its course had been speedily deflected from

Constantinople ; followed the line of the Danube into the

heart of Germany ; thence sent out its ravaging detach-

ments into Italy, North Germany, and the south of IVance ;

and been then at length utterly defeated, and repelled out

of Christendom, into that ancient Dacian province, which

has subsequently borne from them the name of Hungary.

Thus enjoying a long comparative exemption from the

desolations of foreign invasion, with a loyalty and civil

union of its provinces unknown in other kingdoms, (the

insurrectionary movements of the Greeks, when such there

were, scarce ever extending beyond the day and the capi-

tal,) with a superiority of naval strength in the Mediter-

ranean, and an active commerce, the source of national

wealth resulting, the empire had had time and means to

recover in no little measure from the effects of the tremen-

dous Saracenic scourge.—There seemed indeed to be in-

herent in it a principle of vitality, and of endurance, un-

known elsewhere. Unchanged itself, how many the changes

that had been witnessed by the city of Constantine ! In-

violate, how many assaults had she repulsed ! Yea, more !

She had within the last half century waked up, as with

somewhat of the revived vigour of youth, to a measure of

military enterprise and success.—The two immediate pre-

decessors of Basil,—Nicephorus and John Zimisces,—had

conquered Crete, Cyprus, and Cilicia ft'om the Saracens.

And Basil had himself just achieved (it was in the year

1017) a yet more important triumph, in the conquest of

the Bulgarians .-—that power of which the rise was associ-

ated with the history of Belisarius and Justinian ; which

had in G80 been consolidated into a kingdom ; and which,

—including, as it did, under its jurisdiction not Bulgaria pro-

per only, between Thrace and the Lower Danube, but the

provinces also, half peopled by its colonists, of Dardania,

Thessaly, Epims,'—and connected too, as it was, with the

kindred bands of Servians, Bosnians, Croats, Wallachians,

by which in the eighth and ninth centuries the whole

1 In the famous dispute of ecclesiastical jurisdiction between the patriarchs of

Rome and Constiintinople in the ninth century, the provinces of Dardania, The«saly,

and the two Epiri are assigned to the kingdom of Bulgaria. So Baronius Ann. Ec»i.

A.D. 869, referred to by Gibbon x. 196.—Lychnidus, or Achrida, was the Bulgarian

capital, and seat of ita patriarch.
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country obliquely from the Danube to the Adriatic had
been occupied and Sclavonized/—had been always, even

after its embracing Christianity, like a thorn in the side to

the Greek empire,^ Thus circumstanced,—with victory

again attending its banners, with a measure of fresh spirit

infused into both rulers and people, with its dominions

extended from Antioch to Belgrade,^ and from the mouths
of the Danube, beyond Greece, to its subjected province in

the south of Italy,—was there not reason for Basil, from

considerations of its 02vn present state, to augur well of the

future prospects of his empire ?

And certainly these anticipations might have been

strengthened by a consideration of the state of other sur-

rounding countries. For whence was any overwhelming

woe likely to arise and fall on it? Prom the western

European states ? But these were but constituent parts

of the Christian world : a guarantee, it might seem, almost

of itself, against their falling as a woe on another division

of Christendom. Moreover, if the will were theirs, the

power seemed wanting. United though they were by
that singular religious tie of looking to Rome as their com-
mon ecclesiastical head, (a relation to it from which the

Greek empire had in the ninth century completely eman-
cipated itself,)* jQi politicalhj there existed no confederation,

nor any likely principle of combination, for common pur-

poses of war. And separately considered, and individually,

it needed not the practised eye of a Greek politician to

discern their weakness. The Anglo-Saxon dynasty in

England had just been conquered by Canute the Dane -^

—a new conquest that might be expected to prolong its

state of civil disunion and semi-barbarism. In France the

* " As early," says Gibbon, x. 105, " as the eighth century, Greece, and even

Peloponnesus, were overrun by some Sclavonian bauds, which outstripped the royal

standard of Bulgaria." He quotes from Constantino Porphyrogenitus the state-

ment; 'EaQXafSioOr) Traaa i) X'^P'^t '^<^' yeyovs j3apl3apoQ- (Themat. ii. 6 :) and from

the Epitomizer of Strabo, whose date is fixed by Dodwell at A.D. 980, Kai vvv Stj

naaav 'HTrtipov, Kai 'EWaSa (tx«^ov, /cat MuKsSoviav, icai YltXoTrovvrjffov 'SkvOui

2ic\aj8ot viiiovrai.—This was the Illijrian or middle third of the Roman Empire in

he 4th century ; on which see my pp. 363, 364 supra.

2 In the year 903 the Bulgarian king dictated the conditions of peace, while be-

sieging Constantinople. Anc. Un. Hist. xvii. 87.

3 Gib. X. 351. * Under the patriarchate of the famous Photius.

- 5 A.D. 1016.

i
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Carlovingian dynasty, fallen by its own weakness, had been

succeeded by that of Capet ;^ and the latter,— disorganized

as the whole kingdom was, and specially paralyzed by the

inroads on its north-western coasts of the ferocious Nor-

mans,—shrunk from even the attempt of subjecting the

independent })rinces that held fiefs of the crown. In the

Germanic empire a similar multitude of independent ])rin-

cipalities was conspicuous ; notwithstanding even their

temporary combination under Henry the Powler and Otho,

for the repelling of the Hungarians. The attempt of

Charlemagne to bind together his vast dominions, had
proved to be premature. They were compressed by his

giant grasp, not combined ; and when his grasp was re-

laxed in death, separated necessarily into their political

molecules. It was possible that out of these molecules,

instinct as they were with vitality, new forms of political

life and energy might in time arise. But for the present

a retrogradation into barbarism was the consequence. In

Sjxiin the Christian nascent kingdoms of Asturias and Na-
varre had too full occupation for their rude valour and chi-

valry in the Moorish w^ars, to think of others far distant.

And as for Itahj, trisected as she was, (and seemed fated to

be,) between the Papal estates in the centre, the Northern

attached to the Germanic empire, and the Southern, now
chiefly in the hands of the Greeks themselves, what could

she do, except with her papal thunders, which in Constan-

tinople and its empire were impotent ?—Thus much as re-

garded the states of Western Christendom. To the north,

the conquest of Bulgaria had not only removed an enemy,

but restored to the empire the Danube, as its strong fron-

tier line of defence. And the settlement of the Ilunx/arians

beyond it might, now that they had become Christianized,^

be deemed a further bulwark ; indeed all that was needed

against other invaders from that quarter.— It was true that

the Russians, a new barbarous power, half Scandinavian,

half Sclavonian, had explored another route in their naval

marauding expeditions ; and, descending their rivers from

> A.D. 987.
2 This was in the tenth century.—The family of Arpad formed, and reigned 300

years over, the kingdom of Uungury ; btgimiiug A.D. 972.
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the far North into the Euxine, had from time to time

threatened, and sometimes hmiiiliated, the Greek capital.^

Moreover respecting them a singular prophecy was rife,

said to be inscribed on an equestrian statue in the square

of Taurus, to the effect that the Russians would in the

last days become masters of Constantinople.^ But their

power, sufficient to annoy, seemed quite insufficient to con-

quer ; and the prophecy idle, and to be despised.—Thus
the Mahommedan dynasties to the East and South alone

remained to be considered. And certainly, split as the

Saracens had been into three hostile Caliphates, and ten

or twelve fragments of kingdoms,—from those of Spain,

Morocco, and Fez westward, to the principalities of the

Fatimites in Egypt and Syria, and so on to the Abbassides

at Bagdad, and beyond them the independent dynasties of

Khorasan and Persia,—I say, thus divided as they had be-

come among themselves, and inferior to the Christians as

they had proved of late in battle, there seemed little to be

apprehended from them. The only really formidable power
was that, of which rumour must have told, of the Sultan

Mahmoud of Ghizni, near Cauhul, in the far East.^ But

1 Tliese Eussian marauding excursions were continued at intervals from 865 to

1043. The Cliristianization of Russia began, but with very partial success, during

the pati-iarchate of Photius. The more proper sera is that of the baptism of the

Russian Queen Olga in Constantinople, A.D. 955.
2 So Gibbon x. 233 ;

" By the vulgar of every rank it was asserted, and believed,

that an equestrian statue in the square of Taurus was secretly inscribed with a pro-

phecy," &c. And in his Note he says that this was a brazen statue which had been

brought from Antioch, and was melted down by the Latins. He refers for author-

ities to Nicetas Choniates, Codinus, and a writer on the Antiquities of Constan-

tinople, who lived about A.D. 1100. "They witness," he says, "the belief of the

prophecy ; the rest is immaterial."

In a curious Book entitled Vaticinia Abbatis Joachimi, printed at Venice A.D.
1589, the Editor, Paschalinus Regisilmus, states in his Annotations at p. 1, that

certain Greeks asserted their nation's propriety in Joachim's prophecies; ascribing

them to one of their emperors, of philosophic turn, Leo V, A.D. 813, and reporting that

they were engraved on an ancient column at Constantinople. Paschalinus rebuts

the claim indignantly, as an injury to the prophetic fame of Joachim ; and adduces

evidence to show that no such engraved column, or statue, then existed in the Byzan-
tine capital.—Presuming that the column or statue intended was the same with that

mentioned by Gibbon, the asserted melting it down by the Latins, on their capture

of the city, would account for its disappearance. That a remembrance of the pro-

phecy itself, or some similar one, has been kept up among the Turks as well as Greeks,

even till now, the author can himself testifv ; his Janissary having related it to him,

and added that it was frequently talked of in the Turkish coffee-houses at Constanti-

nople.—The prophecy is noticed by Mr. Forster, Mahometanism Unveiled, ii. 491.

He refers to Wallichius, Vit. Mohametis, p. 158.

3 Cities that have of late years been the scenes of the triumph, and once of the

catastrophe, of British armies. The question seems natural, Can it be without some
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this was far distant. He had almost absorbed himself in the

great enterprise of the subjugation of India; and he was
now moreover in his old age, and the empire likely to fall

to pieces at his death.—Thus even to that quarter Basil

might have looked without any great apprehension. Politi-

cal security, and even prosperity, seemed assured to his

Greek kingdom, on the most considerate review that he

could make of the then state of the world. No woe seemed
from any side to threaten ; least of all from the Euphrates

and Bagdad. Could a power so fallen be resuscitated?

Could religious fanaticism be rekindled from its embers,

and imder a new commission become again terrible ?

So might the royal Basil have naturally thought within

himself. Devoted as he was to the Greek superstitions, it

is not likely that the guilt of image-worship, and of its

many accompanying corruptions, such as, we shall pre-

sently see, still flourished unchecked in the empire, would
have weighed upon his mind, as that which must needs

bring down again God's vengeance. That fearful declara-

tion against them that receive not the love of the truth,

" God shall send them strong delusion that they shall be-

lieve a lie," had already begun to have its fulfilment.—But
with real Christians, such as St. John represented on the

Apocalyptic scene, the impression must have been most

different. As they had seen one woe already sent to

])imish the apostate nation, so there nmst have sounded in

their ears a foreboding sound of other judicial woes yet to

come. For self-delusion was not security. In fact, even

while men were saying. Peace and safety, sudden destruc-

tion impended on the Greek empire ; and that from the

very quarter least looked to with apprehension. The
agencies were prepared : the Trunqiet blown again : and
the four anyels, under a new commission to destroy, let

loose from the Euphrates.

high object in the divine counsels, that the British from the far West have, in this

latter age of the world, advanced their Indian empire to the confines of Ciibul and
Ghizui ?
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CHAPTER VII.

THE SIXTH, OR SECOND WOE TRUMPET.

" And the sixth angel sounded ; and I heard one ^ voice

from the four horns of the golden altar which is before

God, saying to the sixth angel which had the trumpet,

Loose the four angels that are bound at the great river

Euphrates.^ And the four angels were loosed ; which

were prepared for (or afterf the hour and day and month
and year,* to slay the third part of men. And the number
of the armies of the horsemen were [two] myriads of my-
riads •} I heard the number of them. And thus I saw the

horses in the vision, and those that sate on them, having

breast-plates of fire, and of jacynth, and brimstone. And
the heads of the horses were as the heads of lions : and out

of their mouths issued fire, and smoke, and brimstone. By
these three was the third part of men killed, by the fire,

and by the smoke, and by the brimstone, which issued out

of their mouths. Eor the power of the horses ^ is in their

mouths, and in their tails. Eor their tails were like to

serpents, having heads : and with them they do hurt."
'^

—

Apoc. ix. 13—19.

§ 1. THE OCCASION, LOCAL ORIGIN OF, AND NATION

COMMISSIONED IN, THE SECOND WOE.

" And I heard one voice from the four horns of the golden

altar which is before God, saying to the sixth angel Avhich

had the trumpet. Loose the four angels that are bound by

^ \iiav (pojvrjv. Compare Acts xix. 34.

2 rove SeStfitvovg tiri ry iroTa/Kf. On the above rendering of the iiri compare

Matt. xxiv. 33, ty.yi'c tanv nri GvpaiQ, he is near at the door ; Thucydides, iii. 99,

TTtpiTToXLov tin Ttf) AXjjKi TroTafK}!, by the river, &c. It is Tregelles' rendering.

3 So Mede; ''post diem, &c." I shall observe on it afterwards.

* iiq Tr]v ijjpav km riinpav Kai firfva Kai iviavTov.

5 Svo nvptaSfQ fivpiaSmv. So the textus receptus. Tregelles reads SvafivpiaSts.

Griesbach and Michaelis prefer altogether to reject the Svo, as I shall have to men-
tion afterwards.

6 "H yap i^ovaia tix)v iiTTriov iv r({> aTOfian avTwv tffTi, Kai tv raig ovpaig avrwv.

Griesbach, Tregelles, &c.
^ There are no other variations in the critical editions from the textus receptus,

but those that have been specified.
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the great river Euphrates !—And the four angels were

loosed : which were prepared .... for to slay the third

part of men."

I. The thing most obsen^able in the voice here spoken

of is the point ivhence it issued ; viz. the four horns of the

golden altar of incense. Now, when a voice of command,
whether as here for the commissioning of judgment, or as

elsewhere for its arrest, proceeded from the throne in the

inner temple, from the heavenly Spirit, or from some
divinely-sent angel/—in cases like these the meaning is

plain. It was an intimation that it originated from God.
But what when proceeding (which is more seldom the case)

from some other local scene or source ? In every such ex-

ample we shall find, if I mistake not, that the locality

whence the voice invocative of judgment proceeded, was
one associated with the sin or guilt to be punished. So in

the history of Cain, Gen. iv. 10 ;
" The voice of thy brother's

blood crieth unto me from the ground." So in Job's pro-

testation of innocence, xxxi. 38 ;
" If my land cry against

me, or that the furrows thereof complain ; if I have eaten

the fruits thereof without money, or caused the owners
thereof to lose their life." So in Habakkuk's denunciation

against Babylon, ii. 11; " The stone shall cry out of the

wall, and the beam out of the timber shall answer it

;

Woe to him that buildeth a town with blood, and estab-

lisheth a city by iniquity :" and, yet again, in the denun-

ciation by St. James, v. 4, against the Jews of his time

;

*' The hire of the labourers who have reaped down your
fields, which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth." Once
more in Isaiah Ixvi. 6, (an example more exactly parallel

with that before us,) we read ;
" A voice of noise from

the city ! a voice from the temple ! a voice of the Lord
that rendereth recompence to his enemies:" and we find

this preceded by an appalHng statement of the manner in

which not only otherwise had the Jewish citizens done evil

against God, but even in the temple itself had provoked

Him, by profaning its holy sacrifices and services. " He
that kiUeth an ox is as if he slew a man ; he that offereth

' Compare Apoc. iv. 6 ; xvi. 17 ; xiv. 13 ; vii. 2, &c,

VOI-. I. ^ 31
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an oblation as if he offered swine's blood : he that burneth

incense as if he blessed an idol." So that in that case the

very incense-altar and altar of sacrifice, profaned as they

had been by the Jews, were scenes of their guilt ; and
scenes consequently from which, as well as from the city

of their iniquitous lives, a voice issued denouncing vengeance

against them :

—
" A voice from the citij ; a voice from the

temple; a voice of the Lord rendering recompence!"—

•

Just similarly, though with an inversion of the reasoning,

in the case before us, since a cry was heard announcing

and commissioning judgment against the third part of

men, from the incense-altar, in the Apocalyptic temple of

vision, it was to be inferred that that mystic incense-altar

had been a scene of special sin, (whether through profana-

tion or neglect,) on the part of the above-noted division of

the men of Roman Christendom.

But this explanation is only partial. The Evangelist

does not in mere general phrase describe the voice as issu-

ing from the incense-altar, but specifically from the four
horns of it : "I heard one voice from the four horns of the

golden altar which is before God." It would seem there-

fore as if there had been guilt contracted, in respect of

some such particular ritual as these horns of the altar were

one and all alike concerned in. And what, we inquire, the

rites of this character? I believe there were just three

services in the Mosaic ritual, and only three, in which,

agreeably with the divine injunction, this altar's horns were

thus used. The two first were the occasional atoning

services for sins of ignorance, when brought to light, either

of the priests as priests, or of the people collectively as a

people ; the third that of the stated and solemn annual

atonement, for the sins both of priests and people, on the

great day of expiation.^ Thus the ohject of the three

^ On the rite of -atonement for the priest's sins of ignorance see Levit. iv. 3—7;
oo that for the people's, ib. 13—18 ; on that of the great day of atonement, Lev.

xvi. 1—18.—The original command of the last-mentioned rite was given in Exod.

XX5. 10. It had been previously said, with reference to that part of the usual ritual-

istic service with which the incense-altar was associated, " Aaron shall burn sweet

incense thereon every momiag, . . and at even ; . . a perpetual incense before the Lord
throughout your generations. Ye shaU offer no strange incense thereon." So that

three points were herein enforced ; the offering morning and even,—the doing it by
the Aaronic priesthood,—and the offeriag sweet incense ; besides what was added

elsewhere, (Lev. x. 1, 2,) using fire from the great altar of sacrifice : in any of which
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services was similar : and, with the exception of what was

peculiar to the great day of atonement, in the high priest's

entering into the Holy of Holies and the rite of the scape-

goat, there was much of similarity in the ceremonials. In

each case the hands of the party seeking reconcilement and
forgiveness were to be laid on the head of the victim, and
his sins told over it ; then, after the sacrifice of the animal

victim, its blood to be sprinkled by the priest seven times

before the vail of the sanctuary, and then some of the

blood to be put npon the horns of the altar of incense.

So was an atonement to be made for the sins of the trans-

gressors, especially for their sins in respect of holy things

;

and so it was promised tliat their sins should be forgiven

them, and that the holy place, tabernacle, and altar should

be cleansed from the uncleannesses of the children of Israel,

and reconciled.— It was thus that king Hezekiah, with all

solemnity and earnestness, made atonement for Israel, after

its notable apostasy under the reign of his father Ahaz.^

For they had, both priests and people, for years previous,

forsaken the house and altars ' of the Lord, and sacrificed

and burnt incense to other gods in every city of Judah

;

in spite alike of severe national chastisements, sent to bring

their sin home to them, and of the remonstrances of Isaiah

and other holy prophets. But, this rite of atonement hav-

ing been performed, the promised reconciliation with God
followed. Prom the temple, and altar, and each blood-

bedewed horn of the altar, a voice as it were went forth,

not of judgment, but of mercy ; of mercy through Him
whose expiatory blood-shedding, and its application by
Himself to purify and to reconcile, the whole ritual of

atonement did but combine to typify. Instead of summon-
ing destroying armies against Judah from the Euphrates,

it staid them, when thence advancing to its invasion under
Sennacherib -^ (thus direct was the contrast between Israel's

points there mij^ht be transfrrt'ssion. Then it is added, verse 10; "And Aaron shall

make an atonement upon tlic horns of it, once in a year, with the blood of the sin-

offering of atonements : once in the year shall he make atonement upon it through-
out your generations. It is most holy unto the Lord."

' See 2 Chron. xxix. 20—24. Compare also Ezek. xliii. 20. In these cases however
it would seem a.s if Xho brazen altar was that of which the horns were blood-sprinkled.

*
i. e. the brazen altar and golden altar of the temple.

3 2 Chron. xxxii. 21 ; Is. xxxvii. 33, 31.

31 •
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case under Hezekiah, and that of Christendom as here

figured in the Apocalyptic vision :) it staid them, I say

;

and, with authority not to be resisted, bade them back.

Such were the particulars common in these three rites of

atonement ; and with their real and spiritual meaning, just

as with that of the rest of the Levitical ritual, St. John,

we know, like his beloved brother Paul, was well familiar.^

It was by this knowledge that he had been prepared to

understand the intimations given from time to time, respect-

ing the religious state of the Christian Church, in the mute
but significant language of what was enacted on the Apoca-

lyptic temple-scene : specially, for instance, how at the time

correspondent with the first preparing of the trumpets of

judgment, the large majority in Roman Christendom would

have forsaken the great High Priest of their profession, in

respect of his connexion with either altar ; in other words,

both as their atoner for sin, and as their intercessor, medi-

ator, and offerer of their incense of prayer, on the golden

incense-altar before God.^ And now then, when, after the

judgments of five successive trumpets against them, he

heard a voice denouncing judgment yet afresh from the

four horns of the golden altar,—that altar which was ap-

propriated to the true priest's oflPering the true incense,

—

those horns of which the one and only use was in the rite

of reconciliation for a transgressing priesthood and people,

—what could he infer from the figure but this, that in spite

of the fearful previous rebukes of their apostasy from hea-

ven, neither the priesthood nor the collective people, at

least of this third of Christendom, would have repented

and returned ; but the offer, the means provided, and cri-

tical occasion of respite given for reconcilement, been let

to pass unimproved and unheeded. More particularly, as

the rite had special reference to the sins connected with the

incense-altar , itself, it was to be inferred that those sins

would be persisted in : to wit the abandonment of Christ,

in his character of the one great propitiatory atonement, for

other kinds of propitiatory merit ; and in his character of

1 How beautiful the allusions to the Levitical rites in his first epistle, i. 7, 9 ; ii.

2 ; iii. 5 ; v. 6 ; &c.
2 See on Apoc. viii. 3, pp. 326—334:, supra.
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High Priest over the house of God, for other intercessors

and mediators
;

just as we have seen was the very fact

throughout the previous times of the Saracenic woe :—that

thus the sin woukl be graven even on the four horns of the

golden altar ; and their one and common voice/ or that

of the intercessorial High Priest himself from the midst of

them, forced to pronounce the fresh decree of judgment,
" Loose the four angels to slay the third part of men !

"

—

Such, I say, as it appears to me, would be his interpretation

of the voice in question.'^ Issuing from the points whence

it did, I think there could be no other meaning put upon

it, accordantly with the spirit of the Levitical ritual : as also

that no other imaginable typical action on the temple-scene

could so accordantly with that spirit, and at the same time

so pimply and definitely, have intimated the important fact.

—And alas ! if the intent of the prefiguration was thus

clear to St. John, there were answering facts in the religious

character and state of Greek Christendom, at the time we
speak of, equally clear to the discerning Christian. The
offered opportunity for repentance and reconcilement, in

regard more particularly of those crying sins against Christ

of which I have been speaking, did pass unheeded. Neither

the bitterness of the former woe, nor the taunts of the

Mahommedan foes, nor the reclamations of their own icon-

oclastic princes, or of certain purer witnesses for Christ

amongst them,^ had the effect of bringing home a sense of

their sin either to the priesthood or people. The guilt of

inveterate antichristian apostasy was fixed upon them. It

was stamped on their ritual-worship. It was stamped on

^ fiia (potvTf, one common voice. So in Acts xix. 34, (referred to p. 480,) tpuvt] iycvtro

fiia IK iravTu/v, said of the one cry in common of the Ephesians. So, again, in Mar-
tial's epigram on Vespasian's amphitheatre, and the crowds of spectators visiting it;

Vox diversa sonat, populoruni est vox tamen una :

Cum verus patrise diceris esse pater.

Perhaps too, as the four horns pointed to the four different comers of the land, it

might be signified that all parts of the land had been alike guilty-

* Daubu2, alone of the commentators that I have sucn, explains the passage under
consideration by reference to these Jewish rites of atonement. But he does not par-

ticularize the specifil sin connected with the altar of incense.—He at the same time

supposes a reference to the horns of the altar, as a place of refuse for criminals. Hut
in this supposition he seems to be in error. It was the horns of the altar of sacrifice,

not of the altar of incense, that were thus used. Sec 1 Kings i. 50—53 ; where the

expression " brought doicn from it " implies height and ascent.

* I allude to the Paulikians ; of whom I shall have to treat in my 2nd Volume, as

among the Witnesses for Christ at the time referred to, in Eastern Ciiristendom.
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their hearts. It was stamped,—not to speak of other and

earher monuments,^—on that of their very coinage. Wit-

ness the specimens here set before the reader ; a visible

memorial of the fact that has been preserved to our own
later age.^

1 Let me mention one curiously illustrative of the manner in which the Greek apos-

tatizing Chui-ch and people, in or^er the better to insure the protecting influence of its

Saifiovia, imitated sometimes the precise form of the Gnostic Abraxas, or amulets.

In these latter the seven vowels, in their various permutations, often appeared pro-

minent : a strange vu-tue being supposed (as Irenaeus, i. 10, intimates) to attach to

them ; especially when thus mysteriously mingled together. Walsh, Essay on Ancient

Coins, pp. 49, 51, gives illustrative engravings of some.

In the external wall of the ruined theatre at Miletus a large inscribed stone is

BtUl seen, divided into six columns: at the head of each of which stand the seven

.Greek vowels, m various pennutations, and underneath in each the words, " thou

Holy One, preserve in safety the city of the Milesians, and aU its inhabitants."—Judg-

ing from the rude form of the letters, the inscription may probably have been as late as

, the seventh, eighth, or ninth century.

lEIOYAHQIAQAIEOTAHQIQA EHOYIAQIHEOYEHOH* ******!
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II. " And I heard a voice from tke four horns of the

golden altar, saying, Loose the four angels that are bound
by the great river Euphrates ! And the four angels were
loosed, which were prepared ... for to slay the third part of

men."—The question now comes before us, Who, or what,

might be these angels :—angels four in number ;—angels

commmioned in the tvork ofjudgment, specially, in the pre-

sent case, for the destruction of the third part of the men of ^
the Roman Christendom ;—angels that had been hound y^q-

vious to the blast of this Trimipet,^ apparently as if in action

before the act of bhidhig ;—and whose binding had begim

habitus Yirgini BeiparcB. Pin]S^tur in numis placido ac tranquillo statu, aut stans

expansis ad protegendum manibus, vel sedens, et infantem Christum in siuu gerens.

Inscriptiones sunt AetrTrotva Su^oif, in numo Constantini XII, Monomachi ; vel

0£oro(c. Bo;j9. 'Ptofiavtft, Romani IV Diogenis. Froquentissima est sigla MP. OT,
id est M;;r7;p Qiov. Singularis est imago Deipara? mcenibus urbis ConstantinopolitanaB

circumdata
; quam vide in numis Michaelis VIII, et Andronici II, Palajologorum.

—

Sanctis quoque locus in moneta honorilicus datus. Ac primum quidem Archangelo
Mwhadi jin numo Thcodori I Lascaris, aliisque nonnuUis, scripto 'O 'Aytoc Mi. vel

'AyioQ Apx- Ml : deinde S. Georgto, . . in numis Alexii I Comneni, Jobannis II Por-
phjTogeniti, &c.—Hi tantum Ducangio fuerunt cogniti. Scrius emerserunt S. Euge-
mm . . et S. iJenwfnus."

The coins I have engraven are those, Ist of John Zimisces, who reigned from 969
to 976, the immediate predecessor of Basil II : 2ndly of Romanus III, from 1028 to

1034 : 3rdly of Andronicus II, from 1328 to 1341. They are in the collection of the
British Museum ; and are described in Mionnet, as well as Eckhel.

Thus we may regard the specimens given, as characteristic of the Constantinopo-
litan coinage and superstition, from just before the times of the Seljukian Turks to the
temporary capture ot Constantinople by the Latin Crusaders, A. D. 1204; also, subse-

quently to its recovery from the Latins, during those of the Othmans. The superstition

still continued in fuU force to the very last. During the final siege of Constantinople
by the Othman Turks, and just before its storming, the divine image of the Virgin
Wiis brought out, and exhibited in solemn procession, as the last and best hope of the
Greeks.

With regard to the device on the coins of John Zimisces, we read the following
illiLsfration in history. It seems that after defeating the Russians in Bulgaria, he
phiced on a triumphal chariot an image of the Virgin of great reputed sanctity,
" adorned with the spoils of war, and the ensigns of Bulgarian royalty ;

" and maae
with it his public entry into Constantinople. Gibbon x. 238.

On the general subject of the Byzantine Mariolatrous coinage let me refer further

to the Dissertation annexed to Du Gauge's Supplement p. 27, and Plates 3 and 7 :

—

also, on the nimbus round the Virgin Mary's head, in the coin of John Zimisces, to

F^ckhcl viii. 502—504. It would seem from his statement that the word originally

sifrnified the nubes divina, or bright nebula, which was often anciently depicted as en-
circling the heads of the heathen gods ; and then of the deified emperors. So first on
the coins of Antoninus Pius ; then fstrangely) of the Constantinian emperors ; then
of Christ, and the Virgin Marj-, and Saints.

' Tovg IfStfiivovs- Of this perfect passive participle the precise and full sense, I
believe, is, those which having been previously bound are still bound.

The Palftologian dj-na.sty of seven princes lasted from Michael Paheologus A.D.
1260 (who in 1261 recovered Constantinopk! from the Latins) to the taking of Con-
stantinople by the Turks in 1453. It included, among others, Andronicus II, John
I'alaiologus, his son Manuel, and the last Constantine.
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and continued hy the great andfamed river Euphrates ?—

I

say, by the actual famed river so called. For that the local

appellative is to be taken thus literally seems clear to me, v

alike from that common Scriptural habit of intermixing

such literal local designations with symbolic prophecies,

which 1 have sometime since remarked on and illustrated ;

^

and also from the evident unreasonableness of attaching

any figurative sense to it, so as some have done, as if the

figurative river of Rome, the figurative Babylon :
^ seeing

that Babylon is but one out of three Apocalyptic designa-

tions of Rome ; the other two being Sodom and Egypt ;
^

and consequently the Nile, just as fit as the Euphrates, to

be made its figurative river.—But who then, 1 repeat, or

what, these angels ?—The notorious fact of Tui^Jcs from the ^

Euphratean frontier having subverted the empire of East-

em Christendom, has naturally and reasonably suggested

a reference to them, as the grand subject of the sixth Trum-
pet-vision. And, led by this conviction, the majority of

Protestant interpreters,—I mean of those who regard the

Apocalypse as already in great measure fulfilled,—have

sought to explain the four angels of four Turkman, or, at

Xqb,'^fourMussulmanpowers, which, in succession, or contem-

poraneously, took part in this work of destruction. But

the interpretations are found on examination to be, one and

all, inadmissible. As the commissioning and loosening of

the four angels in vision was but a single act, so the agen-

cies symbolized must necessarily have been at one and the

same time loosed or commissioned : by which consideration

alone all such successions of destroying agencies seem ex-

cluded, as Vitringa, and after him Woodhouse, have sug-

gested in explanation.* And as to contemporary Turkman

> See pp. 357, 358 supra. The appropriateness of the example from Ps. Ixxx. 11

will be evident :
" She (sc. the symbolic vine) sent out her boughs unto the sea, and

her branches unto the river
:

" i. e. the literal river Euphrates. A representation

historically verified in 1 Kings iv. 21, 24.—So too in Jeremiah's symbolic prophecy,

through burying his girdle by the literal Euphrates. Jer. xiii. 4—6.

2 So Dr. Wordsworth of late in his Apocalyptic Commentary, p. 214.

' Apoc. xi. 8.

* Vitringa proposes the Saracens, the Seljukian Turks, the Tartars under Zenghis and
Tamerlane, and the O^^wwws. (p. 545.) So too Woodhouse ; they being four Mahom-
medan nations, he says, memorable near the Euphrates. But,—besides the decisive

objection mentioned above,—it is plain that the Saracens, having been the subject

of the former Trumpet, cannot be figured here. Moreover, after they became a
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dynasties, whether we refer to the Hst given by Mede and
Bishop Newton after him, or that by Faber and Keith from

Mills and Gibbon,^ there is no quaternion of them that can

be shown either to have combined together in the destruc-

tion of the Greek empire,—to have been all locally situ-

ated by the Euphrates,—to have had existence at the time

asserted to be that of the commissioning of the four angels,

—or to have continued in existence up to the time of the

comj)letion of the commission given, in the destruction of

the Greek empire.^ In short, the manifest inconsistency

Euphratean power, they ceased to be a destroying woe to Christendom. As to the

Tartars under Zenghis, and then Tamerlane, how did they help to destroy the Greek
empire ? The fornier destroyed, not the Greeks, hut the Seljukian Turkish dynasty,

that was long the chief enemy of the Greeks. The latter overthrew Bajazet, Sultan

of the Othman Turks, another most deadly enemy of their empire ; and thereby de-

layed its fall, instead of accelerating it, (as will soon appear,) for perhaps half a
century.

' Mede's list gives us the dynasties of Bagdad, Damascus, Aleppo, and Iconium

;

founded, he says, from 1055 to 1080, A.D. ; and of which the three last, I may ob-

serve, were founded during Malek Shah's life, and were dependent on him. So
Bishop Newton also. The list given by Faber and Keith is the quaternion into

which Malek Shah's empire split on his death, A.D. 1092 ; viz. Persia, Kerman,
S)Tia, Roum.—The two lists are nearly similar : there being this difference how-
ever, that Kerman has place in the latter, not in t\iii former ; and that Mede's Aleppo
and Damascus are supposed in the latter to have coalesced into the one kingdom, it" so

it be called, of Si/ria.

* That decisive objections exist against these lists, and such as these, objectiona

alike chronological, geographical, and historical, will thus appear. 1. Chronological :

That Mede's four dynasties did not all come into existence till some time after A.D.
1057,* whence he and Keith compute the hour, day, month, and year, follows from
the various dates of their founding, from 1055 to 1092, given in the Note preceding.

Again Faber's Kerman djmasty perished above a century before 1301, his date of the

loosing. t 2. As to geographical situation, Kerman was separated from the Ett-

phrates by 500 mUes of space at the nearest, and by the intervening kingdom of

Persia ; Roum (or Iconium) by the Ilalys and Mount Taurus ; Damascus by the de-

sert. So far were the four from being all watered, as Keith represents, by the Eu-

Ehrates and its tributaries. 3. Historically considered, neither Kerman nor Persia.

ad anything to do with the Turkish wars against the Greek empire. And as to the

Syrian Moslem djTiasty, whether under Noureddin or Saladin, though it had much
to do with the Latin crusaders, it had little concern with the Greeks. I may add
that Syria wiis not united to the Othman Turkish power till Sultan Selim's time,

A.D. 1517, long after the taking of Constantinople.—It was the Turkish dynasty of

Roum, or Iconium, that was alone charged with the commission of slaying the third

part of men.
Foxe—the earliest interpreter I have seen that applies this prophecy to the Turks

—expounds the four angels of the Turks from Persia, Tartary, Arabia, Scythia.

Mart\T.s, iv. 102. To this theory similar objections apply.

Mr. Cuninghame, after mentioning each of these solutions, and his dissatisfaction

with them, finally takes refuge with Woodhou.se in the number four as a sacred and
complete number ! iravra iv ry rirpaSi.

Mr. Foster in his " Maiiommedauism Unveiled," i. 223, cites what follows from

• This is Mede's and Keith's date of Thogrul Reg's investiture; but it should be
A.D. 1058, as will hereafter be shown.

t Gibbon x. 369, Note 47.
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with historic fact of every such attempted solution has been

hitherto, in the minds of the more thoughtful and accurate

prophetic students, like as it were a mill-stone about the

neck of the whole Turkish theory of interpretation.

But who then, we must repeat, or what, these four angels?

And does the impossibility of finding four Turkman powers

answering to the four angels, affect the truth of the general

reference of the vision to the Turks ? By no means. We
need only, I think, to look at the nature and use of angels,

as represented in the Apocalyptic figurations, to have sug-

gested to us a view of the point in question very different,

and one that will leave the rest of the Turkish interpreta-

tion altogether unencumbered.

For in the Apocalyptic prophecy, just as in all other re-

vealed Scripture, the angels figured as acting on earth

seem to mean, almost uniformly, superhuman angelic intelli-

gences, bearing commission from God as the executors of

certain defined purposes in his providential government

;

and in execution of them making use of, directing, con-

trolling, and over-ruling certain earthly and human agen-

cies subordinate.—In such case the number of angels speci-

fied is not conformed to the number of earthly agents

subordinately employed, whether national or individual.

For example, the circumstance of its being one angel,

(Apoc. xiv. 6,) that was seen flying in mid-heaven, having

the everlasting gospel to preach to every nation under hea-

ven, (and the remark applies to the other two angels also

that in succession followed,) did not imply that it would
be one individual, or one nation only, that would furnish the

earthly agency. Many probably might be co-operators in

the work. Again, the specification oifour angels in Apoc.

vii, as appointed to desolate the Roman empire, was no in-

the Abbot Ekkehard's Chronicle, (a Chronicle composed about the year 1117, and
given in Martene and Durand's Vet. Mon. Collect. T. v, p. 514,) in evidence of four

other Seljukian powers answering to the prophecy. " Inito per annos aliquos con-

silio, emerserunt ab aquilonari plaga de terra Gorizana prsescriptorum Paganorum
[so. Turcoruni] copise multse, quae sub quatuor Sultanis divisse (sic enim satrapas

suos nominare solent) uni tantuui Persico imperatore paene divini cultus more sub-

jecti, per Armeniam, indeque Cappadociam, totamque Romaniam atque S}Tiam, difFusi

sunt." But is the terra Gorizana by the Euphi-ates .-' or did the Syi-ian branch take

part in the destruction of Constantinople .''
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timation of four nations, exactly and only, being intended

to combine in that desolation. Rather the number four

was chosen in accordance simply with the propriety, or

what older commentators call the decorum, of the figure.

The thing intended to be figured being that from every v
side fierce tempests of invaders would fall on the devoted

empire, in the course of the then about connnencing Trum-
pet-judgments, four angels of the winds was the number
depicted on the Apocalyptic scene ; in correspondence with

the well-known fact that four ivincls from the four corners

of the heaven are the proverbial representatives of all the

winds.^

From the above there follows this obvious inference, with

respect to the passage before us, that there is no necessity

to suppose four earthhj powers to be prefigured as com-
bining in the work of the sixth Trumpet, because four

angelic agencies are represented as concerned ;—rather that

the number of the latter may have been chosen from con-

siderations altogether different. Moreover there is sug-

gested yet further a suspicion that, as the number of judg-

ment-angels here mentioned is the same with the number
mentioned in Apoc. vii, (and it is mentioned, let me add,

nowhere else in the Apocalypse,) so it is not unlikely that

they may be, the one and the other, the very same identical

quaternion of angels. Which idea once suggested, it will

I think only need that we trace out the characteristics

either stated or implied respecting the first-mentioned qua-

ternion, and compare them with those stated or implied re-

specting the other, in order to recognise their identity, and
to see that this is indeed the true and simple solution of

the whole matter.

With regard then to the four tempest-angels of Apoc.

vii, the nature and range of the executive commission given

them under the sixth Seal, was thus defined, " to hurt the

land, trees, and sea,'"^ of the Apocalyptic Roman world. A
commission this, let us observe, of very general and large

import, in so far as that world was concerned ; and one pos-

sibly of long duration too, perhaps even as long as that of

> Jer. xlix. 36; Ezek. xxxvii. 9; Dan. vii. 2; Matt. xxiv. 31, &c.
"^ Apoc. vii. 1.
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the 144,000 sealed, by way of protection from them : though

liable of com-se to arrests and interruptions, such as in fact

checked them at their time of first appearance ; more espe-

cially in subordination to Christ's purposes and provision

for the preservation and good of that his election of grace.

—Which being their commission, and the angels figured

as ready, with the winds in leash, to execute it, that instant

that restraint was withdrawn,—it could not surely be but

that the process and results of their acting it out woidd
enter into the subsequent figurations.^—Admitting which,

and considering that on the next or seventh Seal being

presently after opened, the judgments thereupon inflicted on

the apostate world were pictured under the several tempest-

like figures,^ first and introductorily, of thunderings, light-

nings, and an earthquake,^ then, on the two first trumpets

sounding, of hail and volcanic fire, affecting (as it is ex-

pressed with singular coincidence of phrase) " the land,

and trees, and 5m," ^—considering this, it must, I think, be

deemed scarce credible but that these selfsame judgments

were the primary results of the acting of the above-men-

tioned four tempest-angels.—And, if so, why suppose their

commission and their action to terminate with the second

Trumpet? Why not rather to go on under the third

Trumpet, and the fourth ; seeing that it is still the same
third of the Roman world which is the scene of the inflic-

tion ; and that the meteoric judgment of the third Trum-
pet, at least, is as notoriously associated as those preceding,

alike in poetic figure and in nature, with winds and tem-

pests?^—Thus have we advanced to the fifth Trumpet;

^ The circumstance of the angels themselves not being again mentioned in the

subsequent figurations of judgments no more negatives this fact, than the subsequent

silence, after the first mention of their loosing, about the angels from the Euphrates
;

whom yet we certainly know to have been the spirits, whether seen or unseen after-

wards, that impelled and directed the woe of the Euphratean horsemen.
"^ As to the thunderings, lightnings, and hail, of the seventh Seal's introductory

Vision and fii-st Trumpet, it is needless to show the connexion of winds with them.

It is notorious. With regard to their association with earthquakes and volcanic fire,

as under the second Trumpet, I may suggest Isa. xxix. 6 and xxx. 30, for Scriptui-al

examples; and further beg to refer to authentic accounts of most great volcanic

eruptions, in illustration. For example, in that at Sumbawa, (noticed by me p. 369

supra,) Daubeny says ;
" Between nine and ten, ashes began to fall ; and soon after

a violent whirlwind ensued, which blew down nearly every house in the village of

Sangir," &c. Daubeny on Volcanoes, p. 34.

3 Apoc. viii. 5. * Apoc. viii. 7, 8. ^ So Virgil, Georgics, i. 365

;
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and have only once more to inquire why, if the four de-

stroying angels were in action thus far, we should negative

the idea of their acting still ; so as in fact, gathering

round/ to have brought the locusts on Christendom :

*

especially considering that the same body of Christ's sealed

ones, that were originally noted in association with the

four tempest-angels, are referred to as on the scene now
also;^ and the same care implied in the charge given to

the earthbi agency of the scorpion -locusts, that these sealed

ones of Christ should not be harmed in the infliction,

as in the tempest-angels' original commission. Nor can

I see any reasonable ground for pronouncing against this

view.

Thus much as to the probable acting of the four tem-

pest-angels.—Then as to their restraining% let two things

" Saepe ctiam stellas, vento impendente, videbis

Pnccipites ccelo labi," &c.

And with the obscuration of heavenly luminaries, such as in the fourth Trumpet, the

winds are also associated ; as in Matt. xxiv. 29.

' The view taken supposes the combined action of these angels under each of the

Trumpets,—just as of the four winds let loose against Elam in Jeremiah xlix. 36, of

the TuvToioi avcfioi of Homer, and tlie " Uni eurusque notusque," &c. of Virgil,

—

to introduce and direct the judgment-woes.
2 So Exod. X. 13; "The east wind brought the locusts." Compare the extract

from the Pseudo-Methodius of Patara, given by me p. 439 supra :
" tanquam locustte

in multitiuline, quse congregantur k vento."

Similar is their association also with river-foods ; such as appear from Apoc. xvi.

12 to have been the accompaniment of the lion-headed horses, that issued, at the

blast of the sLxth Tnimpet from the swellings of the Euphrates against Christendom.

So Matt. \\\. 25, &c.

Let me further observe here, that the action of these angels of the winds as God's

commissioners, is not inconsistent wth the contemporary action, though in another

wav, of a spirit or angelfrom hell

:

—such, I mean, as in the fifth Trumpet is de-

scribed as acting in and influencing the locusts : or, again, such as is spoken of in

the xiith Apocalyptic chapter as urging on the Gothic invasions ; they being there re-

presented as a flood out of the mouth of the dragon, though in the viith figured as

tempests raised and directed by the angels of the winds. I say there is in this

conjunction of the two agencies no inconsistency. For it is but an exemplification

of a truth uniformly taught in the Bible ; viz. that evil angels are permitted to act

in this world's political affairs, as well as good : in such wise, however, as that the

former are overruled and controlled by the latter ; and that nothing can result which

is not according to the will and foreseen pur])ose of God.—See what is said in Apoc.

xii. 7, of the action of the devil and his angels, as well as of Michael and hix, in the

affairs of this world. Compare too the striking narrative in Job i, ii ; and also Dan.

X. 12, 13.

Compare Jer. xlvi. 8, 9 ; " Egypt riseth up like a food, and his waters are moved
like the rivers : he saith, I will go up, and cover the earth. . . Come up, ye fiorses ;

and rage, ye chariots."

3 Apoc. ix. 4 ; " It was said to them that thoy should . . only hurt those men that

had not the seal of Qod on their foreheads :" a charge implying the existence of, and

the protective care over, those that had it.
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be observed. The one is, that in any case of the restraint

being long and entire, (so, for exapaple, as when the Sara-

cen woe ceased,) the figurative phrase hound would be

perhaps the most fitting of all others to designate it, con-

sidering the element they impersonated ; whether judged

of by classical or Scripture usage. ^—The otJier is that, sup-

posing the local spot of their arrest, and cessation to act,

—

in other words, that of the eartlily agency directed by
them lapsing into quietude,—to be one very marked, then

it would just be accordant with Scriptural analogy to repre-

sent them as bound at that particular spot. So, for ex-

ample, in the memorable instance of the angel of pestilence,

commissioned against David and Israel. His course having

advanced with the pestilence from Dan to Beersheba, he

is described as with hand outstretched locally over Jerusa-

lem to destroy it, at the time when the plague was there

commencing to destroy ; and also to have been arrested

and stayed locally by the threshing-floor of Araunah the

Jebusite, when at that very spot, presently afterwards,

the plague was stayed.^—Now then apply we this Scrip-

ture mode of speaking of angelic agencies, to the case of

the Saracen locust-plague figured in the fifth Trumpet.

And, supposing the four angels of Apoc. vii to have both

acted in it during its progress, and ceased acting when it

ceased, the locality at which their arrest might be fitly

described as taking place, could be no other than that

where the plague itself received its arrest, viz. Bagdad by

the Euphrates:^ the place where they might be said to.

^ So Virgil depicts the tempest winds as hound vAiQn inactive, ^n. i. 52
;

Hie vasto rex JEolus antro

Luctantes ventos tempestatesque sonoras

Imperio premit, ac vinclis et carcere frcenat.

He also speaks, in similar figure, of their being loosed^ when afresh raging ; ib. 63

;

qui foedere certo

Et premere, et laxas sciret dare jussus habenas.

In all this Virgil follows Homer.—Compare also Prov. xxx. 4 ; " Who hath
gathered the winds in his fists } " where, as in Virgil, the winds of all the four quar-
ters are depicted as gathered and held in one spot : also Psalm cxxxv. 7.

2 2 Sam. xxiv. 15, 16, &c. ; 1 Chron. xxi. 15, 16, &c.
3 It has been already mentioned (see p. 461) that Bagdad was built on the Tigris,

within some twenty or thii'ty miles from the Euphrates ; and had in the twelfth cen-
tury, according to Benjamin of Tudela, a canal from the Euphrates falling into the
Tigris at that very spot. In the course of years changes have taken place,"and some
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have remained afterwards fettered and bound, no other

than that wliere the power of the Saracenic cahphate re-

mained ])aralyzed in its declension, and had at length its

temporal power of the sword formally taken from it ;—still

the same Bagdad hj the Euphrates.

In fine the conclusion we are forced to is this ;—that

both in respect of the local spot of their implied previous

arrest, and in respect of the local spot of their subsequent

continued restraint, a Scriptural description of those four
tempest-angels of judgment, of whose original commission
we read in Apoc. vii. 1, must at this point of time, (on the

hypothesis of the prolongation of theii* commission and
their acting,) have exactly answered to what was said, or

implied, at the sixth Trumpet's sounding, respecting that

quaternion of angels that were to act in the neiv commencing

tvoe

:

—they too being said to have been bound, (after an
implied period evidently of previous acting,) and to have

also continued bound, bg the great river Euphrates.

Thus the characteristics of the one quaternion of angels

and of the other agreeing, it seems to me that they may be. ^
reasonably considered identical.^ And the Turkish inter-

of the canals been dried up. But it may be well to add a statement or two from
both ancient authors and modern, to show that the level of the Tiii^ris there has been
always lower than that of the Euphrates ; and the iutcrveninj? land such as to allow

of the Euphratean water, whether by canal or otherwise, finding its way to Basjdad

or its neighbourhood. 1st. Arrian, who .says, vii. 7 ; 6 ntv Tiyp»je izoXv titottuvo-
ripov ptujv Tov T^v^parov, Siojpvxag iroWag tK rov Ev(ppaTOV ig avruv Bf-^tTat.—2.

Dion CV/.w/'M, Ixviii. 28; 6 Ev(ppar>iQ ttoXv v\l/f}XoTtpos tov TiypiSog trjTi.—3. Julian

by a canal brousfht down his fleet from the Euphrates to the Tigris. So Gibb. iv. 180.

—4. liuckinrjham, in his Mesopotamia, p. 495 :
" Near the bend of the Ti;;ris, about

two hours below Bagdad, we were sho^vn the marks of an inundation all the way
from the Euphrates ; rafts even coming over from one river close to the other by
its waters. This .... proves that the l)ed of the Euphrates is higher at Felugiah,

than that of the Tigris at Bagdad, in the line of east and west."
2 Since this wiis written my attention has been directed by a ,'friend to the words

avtfiovg and avifioi, instead of ayytXovg and ayyiXot, among Griesbach's varioas

readings, as readings in the Codex S^. 30. Ileinrichs ad loc. also mentions it ; and
adds both that it had evident reference to the four angels of Apoc. vii, and also that

Knittel approved it. " Indubie ex capitc vii. 1 d corri^entis manu invectum est
;
pro-

bante autem Knittelio."— In my History of ApocaU'ptic Interpretation, given in the

Appendix to my Vol. iv, it will be seen that both Frimasiua and Ambrose Ansbert so

read or understand the clause.

[I observe too that Prof. Lee p. 328, and Dr. "Wordsworth pp. 214, 218, in their late

prophetical works affirm the identity of the two quaternions, as I do. 4th Ed.]

Ileinrichs thus objects. " Istos quatuor angelos, qui rii. 1 nominantur, cave cura

his confundius. Sunt ill! naturae hnn<Py hi mallgtKe ; lUisque locus prorsiis diversus h.

nostro assignatur." But surely what is told us about the first quaternion's destroying
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pretation of the sixth Trumpet being thus freed from the

difficulty of showing four Turkman nations answering to

the four Euphratean angels, which has so long encumbered

it, it only remains, in explanation of so much of the pro-

phecy as stands at the head of this Section, that I show

respecting the Turkman poiver, or new earthly agency, as I

presume, employed under the angelic,—

Illrdly, the two points following :—1st, that the locality

where it received its commission, was the same as that

where the preceding Saracenic scourge was arrested and

bound, viz. Bagdad hy the Euphrates ; 2ndly, that its

people and power, then and there commissioned, continued

thenceforward in political life and action ; so as, in due

time, to effect the work assigned to the Euphratean horse-

men in vision, of slaying the third part of men.

And to prove these two points, nothing more will be

necessary than to trace, in brief narrative, the history of

the Turkman nation, from its first commissioning as a

Moslem power against Christendom, to the time of the fall

of Constantinople.

1 . In my sketch of the state of the world, contempora-

neously, given in the last Chapter, as that which might

have suggested itself to the mind of the second Basil at the

commencement of the eleventh century, the name of Mah-
moud of Ghisni was mentioned as the only reigning poten-

tate, whose power could reasonably have been deemed
formidable to the Greek empire. It was also noted, as

that which might allay apprehensions of danger from that

quarter, that Mahmoud seemed absorbed in his Indian con-

quests ; that he was then in his old age ; and that his em-

pire was likely, in all human probability, to fall to pieces

at his death.—We now proceed to observe, that, as it might

commission will agree with what is said of the destroying commission of the latter ;

whatever the nature of the angels employed. And of course good angels, when
60 employed, are just as subject to recall or restraint as bad angels. Compare the

case of the temporary arrest of the four angels of Apoc. vii themselves ;
" Hurt not

till," &c.: also, as to the place of their restraint, the case of the pestilence-angel

checked at Araunah's threshing-floor, mentioned" in the text. - As to Heinrichs' argu-

ment in favour of the four Euphratean angels being " malignte naturis," because of

certain Rabbinical traditions assigning to daemons a place in the most remote places

of the East, or deserts by the Euphrates, it is not worth refuting.
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then have seemed probable, so it happened. In the year

1028, three yeare after Basil's own death, Mahmoud died :

and, on his death, forthwith liis vast empire began to fall to

pieces. Among his subjects had been numerous Turkman
tribes,—descendants of those Turks of Mount Altai fi'om

whom, in the seventh century, the Avars had fled, and
with whom the em])eror Justin had negotiated:—tribes

whom it had been jMahmoud's policy to move southward

to Khorasan, a country between the Himalaya and the

Caspian ; thereby to separate them more entirely from

their countrymen beyond the Oxus and Jaxartes. It was
these that were now to become a woe to Christendom.

Soon after Mahmoud's death (it was in the year A.D. 1038)
they rose in assertion of their independence ; chose Togrul

Beff of the house of Seljuk as their chief; defeated and
killed i\Iahmoud's son Massoud ; drove the Ghiznivite

nobles eastward to the banks of the Indus ; and stood forth

before the world as the chief power in central Asia.—Ori-

ginally idolaters in rehgion, they had lately, both prince

and people, embraced with fervour the religion of ^laho-

met : and, thus become co-religionists, they were called in

the year 1055 to his assistance by the Prophet's Vicar, the

Caliph of Bagdad, on occasion of some threatening danger

of domestic factions. And then the following memorable
consequence resulted. (I state it in brief, because the his-

tory must be given by me more in detail in the next Sec-

tion.) After the quelling of the factions, and the extinc-

tion of the weak dynasty of the Bowides, who had ruled

since A.D. 933 in Persia, the Turkish chief, Togrul, was ap-

pointed by the Caliph his Lieutenant ; (the inauguration

being porfonned soon after with solemnity suited to the

importance of the occasion ;) and the Turk thereby legi-

timately constituted temporal lieutenant of the Prophet's

Vicar, and head of the secular power of Islamism.^ Then,

and thence, was the reviving and reloosing of the long qui-

escent Moslem power against Roman Christendom.^ And

' Cosri speaks of the "renrnum Edom et rcgnuin Lsmacl," i. c. " Christianorum et
Turcariim," about A.D. 1100 : so making the Turks tlie continuators and representa-
tives of the Saracenic power.

2 So Turner in his History of England, Vol. i. p. 307. " Togrul Beg produced . . a
revolution still more momentous to the mind and fortunes of mankind. Under his

VOL. I, 52
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I must here pray the reader well to mark the 'place ; as I

shall in the next Section call on him to mark the time. Eor

it was the very place noted in the prophecy, as that from

whence the destroying angels, under the sixtli Trumpet-

blast, were to be loosed and re-commissioned to destroy,

—^Bagdad, hy the Euphrates.

This was one point that we were to prove in respect of

the Turks. It only needs to pursue their history to see in

it the fulfilment of the other.

2. Thus invested then, and with a freshness of fanatic

fervour which spoke them animated by the same spirit

from hell as their early Arab precursors, a holy war against

Greek Christendom was speedily resolved on, in the very

spirit of their commission. The chief Togrul himself

dying, it fell to his nephew Alp Arslan, the successor to

the office, title, and spirit of his uncle, and " with his

name, next after that of the Caliph, similarly pronounced

in the public prayers of the Moslems,"^ to execute the

project. Bearing in the very name of Alp Arslan, " the

Valiant Lion," ^ both his own character and that of his

army, (according to the prophetic symbol, " I saw in the

vision the heads of the horses as the heads of lions," of

which more in the next Section,) " he passed the Euphra-

tes," A.D. 1063, "at the head of the Tm-kish cavalry:"

and the loss of the kingdom and frontier of Armenia, A.D.

1065, " was the news of a day."^—But mightier change

seemed portended by the then glaring comet in the heavens.^

reign the great Turkish nation adopted the religion of Mahomet. And, professing it

with all the energy of their native character, and all the zeal of recent converts, they

became its fierce champions at that precise sera when it was losing its hold on the

human intellect ; and, but for the support of theii- simple, rude, uncriticizing, credu-

lous, and vehement spirit, might have quietly expired." I copy fi-om Mr. Forster's

Mahomm. Unveiled, i. 221.

1 " The Turks deem no Sultan legitimately inaugurated until the Hutbe prayers,

on a regularly-appointed Friday, shall have been solemnly offered up, for the health

and prosperity of the new sovereign." Faber, S. C. ii. 297. Also T\'Tiiston on Eev.

p. 207 ; who cites as authority Leunclavius Hist. Mussulm. Col. 151.

2 This kind of title, which reminds one of those of the American Indians, seems

to have been common among the Tiu-kmans. So Kizil-Arslan, the red lion, (as

D'Herbelot, iii. 370, in the Ai-ticle on Tacash, explains it,) a chief contemporary with

Thogrul Beg : and again, Kilidge Arslan, the Sultan of the Tui'ks encountered by
the Franks of the first Crusade, at Nice.

3 Gibbon x. 352.
* In 1066 appeared the great comet; great as never seen before. "The appalled

multitude," it has been said, " gazed night after night at the messenger of evil ; the
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The emperor Diogenes Romanus, (successor, after two or

three brief reigns intervening, to the second Basil spoken of

in the preceding chapter,) hastened to the defence of his

empire. Franks, Normans, Bulgarians, mingled with the

Greeks to add strength to his army ; and the invisible tute-

lage of the Virgin Mary was invoked too, as we have seen,

to his succour.^ But succour came not to the Mariolatrist.

In the fatal field near Malazgerd (A.D. 1071) his army was
defeated, himself taken prisoner, and the fate of the Asiatic

provinces sealed irretrievably.—The victorious career of

Alp Arslan himself against Greek Christendom was indeed

cut short by assassination. But it was followed up under

Malck Shah, the greater son of a great father : him of

whose empire we read that it extended, in its final ampli-

tude, from the Chinese frontier, west and south, as far as

the neighbourhood of Constantinople, the holy city of Jeru-

salem, (now just taken from the Fatimites,) and the spicy

groves of Arabia Felix.^—I say the victorious career of the

Tm-ks against Greek Christendom was continued under
him. For it was under the shadow of his sceptre, as the

Asiatics express it, that Suleiman, one of the many Selju-

kian subordinate princes, achieved in 1074 the conquest

of Asia Elinor; and, with Nice as his capital, founded

what was then the dependent principality of Asia Minor, or

Roum. This was indeed, remarks the historian, " the

most deplorable loss that the church and the empire had
sustained since the first conquests of the Caliphs." Nor
did the severity of the scourge end at Malek's death. For

though three out of the four kingdoms into which his

dominions then split, I mean those of Persia, Kerman, and
Syria, had nothing to do with the fated desolation of the

Greek empire, the destiny of the fourth, Roum, now become
an independent kingdom, was different.— It seems that

Suleiman had been originally urged to the war against the

Christian infidels by the voice of the Caliph, as well as of

the supreme Sultan : and as he deserved from them the

long-hairi'd star darting its awful splendour from the horizon to the zenith
: "—

a

portent that " with fear of change perplexed mouarehs." Quart, llcv. Oct. 18i4,

p. 301.
' See the coin of this emperor in my plate p. 486 Bupri.

2 Gibb. X. 365. Ilis reign was from 1072 to 1092 A.D.

32 •
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title of Gazi, or Holy Champion, by the vigour and suc-

cess with which he conducted it, so by the manner also in

which he continued to make it subservient to the propaga-

tion of the Mahomedan faith. Throughout the whole ex-

tent of the new kingdom, from the Euphrates to Constan-

tinople, mosqueswere built, the laws of the Koran established,

the mission of Mahomet preached, Turkish manners and
language made to prevail in the cities, and Turkman camps

scattered over the mountains and plains. On the hard

condition of tribute and servitude the Greek Christians

might enjoy the exercise of their religion. But their most

holy churches were profaned, their priests insulted, thou-

sands of the children circumcised, and of their brethren

multitudes induced to apostatize. Alexius trembled on

the imperial throne of Constantinople, and in plaintive let-

ters implored the succours of Western Europe •} for, unless

some great intervention should occur to prevent it, it

threatened to extinguish his empire, and kill the third part

of men.
And such an intervention did in fact arise. The Cru-

sades began, (as 1 shall again have to notice in the next

Section,) and continued for two centuries ; not indeed so as

to avert the destruction, but to delay it. And what I wish,

at the present point of our inquiry, to call the reader's at-

tention to, is this ; that throughout those two centuries,

—

a period memorable in the historic page, as comprehending

within it the rise, progress, and end of the Crusades from

Western Europe,—the Turkish Sultamj of Roum, in spite of

the hostility thus aroused against it, still all through pre-

served its vitality. The host of the first Crusaders indeed,

having taken Nice, (A. D. 1097,) and once and again de-

feated the Turkman hordes, forced them to move back the

capital of their now contracted territory into the interior,

to Iconium." But in 1147 the leaders of the second Cru-

sade, Conrad and King Louis VII, had in melancholy

strains to relate to their countrymen that the power and

spirit of the Anatolian Sultan remained unquenched ; and

how the bones of their Christian hosts lay bleaching among

1 See the history in Gibbon, 370—375, whose words I chiefly use.

2 Gibbon xi. 57, 104.
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the Paiiiphylian hills, a monument of the continued sharp-

ness of the Turkish arrows. Yet again in the third Cru-

sade, A. D. 1189, the Emperor Frederic 1st, traversing

the same route to the Holy Land, found every step of his

fainting march besieged by the still innimierable hordes of

the Turkmans : till, in desperation, he stormed Iconium,

and forced the Sultan to sue for peace. ^—It was not until

the next century that a power of a different character, and
from a different quarter, viz. that of the 3Ioguls under one

of the generals of Zenghis, sweeping across Anatolia, broke

the kingdom of Iconium : and then in manner, and with

results, such as not to extinguish the Turkman poiver in

Asia Minor, but only the Seljiikian dynasty that had ruled

over it.

Not, I say, the Turkman power. For so it had been

ordered by an overruling Providence, that, just before this

destroying Mogul iiTuption, a fresh band of Turkmans
from Charisme and the Oxus, under Ortugrul and his son

Othman, fleeing from the Moguls,. had in A.D. 1240 en-

gaged themselves in the service, and become subjects of the

kingdom, of Aladin the then Sultan of Iconiiun.^' And
when the Seljukian dynasty had been extinguished, as be-

fore stated, one of these, reuniting some of the broken

fragments, furnished a new head to the Turkmans of Ana-
tolia. Gradually, but continuously, this process of reunion

went on under the Othmans : the dechne of the Moguls,

and death of Cazan of the house of Zenghis, having, as

Gibbon says,^ given free scope to the rise and progress

of the Ottoman Empire. And at length, in the course of

the 14th century, every fragment having been united by
them, and the whole of Anatolia (including both Iconium
and Nice, the more ancient and the later capital) embraced
in their dominion, even as in the earlier and palmy days of

Suleiman's greatness,—with the same manners, language,

and laws remaining to it as before, as well as the same re-

ligion, and with an armorial memento too, as I believe, of

1 Gibh. xi. 112—115.
2 " Orto^rul became the soldier and subject of Aladin ; and established at Surgut,

on the banks of the Sangar, a camp of 400 families, or tents, whom he governed fifty-

two years (A.D. 1247—1299), in peace and war." Gibb. xi. 432. » xi. 431.
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the Seljukian ensign, in the crescent that gilded and sur-

mounted its banners,^—it might truly be said, as Gibbon

remarks with his usual accuracy, that the ancient kingdom
of the Seljukians had again revived under the Ottoman

princes. The ruling dynasty was indeed different ; and a

brief interval of anarchy had passed before the revival : but

not so (let the reader well mark the point) as to affect the

unity and continuity of the Turkman Anatolian kingdom.

Just as the Visigothic power in Spain was continued under

Pelayo and his successors, or as the Frank kingdom, after

1 The origin and date of the adoption of the crescent as a Turkish ensign has been

a subject of much difference of opinion among the learned. Many suppose that it

was not adopted till the taking of Constantinople ; and then because of its having

been a symbol of old Byzantium. So Franciscus Menenius and Busquebius; to*

wards whose opinion Paulus Pater leans, as I am informed, in his Dissertation en-

titled " Insignia Turcica ; " though allowing the imcertainty of the question. Von
Hanmer too thinks it not improbable that European writers (among whom are

Gibbon, Hallam, Mills, &c.) may have been guilty of anachronism ; and have spoken

of the crescent, as waving on the banners of Saladin and the Seljukian Turks, by

anticipation.

On the other hand, Sir Harford Jones Brydges, whose Oriental knowledge is well

known, and who has been engaged in a Life of Saladin, gives it as his opinion on

the subject, (as I learn through the kindness of Sir Robert Inglis,) that the crescent

was one of the earliest bannerial distinctions used by the Sunni Mahommedans.
Thus he thinks that Saladin, for example, (who was a Sunni,) carried a crescent

marked on a green flag, the Abbassides of Bagdad on a black.

For my own part I cannot but strongly incline to the latter view. For 1st, it

seems little credible to me that the Turks should have gone back above 1000 years

to the antiquities of the old Byzantium for an ensign. 2nd, I read in D'Herbelot,

on the word Tacash, that in a poem composed by one Kemaleddin in honour of his

prince, a Chorasmian Turkman, after his defeating the Seljukian Thogrul Beg, there

occurs in it the passage following :
" Takash will raise the religion and state of the

Mussulmans as high (as the Seljukidae themselves). The cresce»if, which glitters

above his pavilions, has already received the homage of the greatest princes on earth."

So that at that early date, about A.D. 1070, it is spoken of as a Mussulman ensign.

3rd, In the conquest of Muscovy, about 1250 A.D., by Tartar detachments from

Zenghis Khan, we read that, on converting the churches of the country into mosques,

they fixed the crescent as the badge of Mahommedanism upon them : and that when,

200 years after, John Bascovitch delivered his coimtry from the Tartar yoke, and

restored the churches, he left the crescent standing, and planted a cross over it.—See

Rees' Encyclopaedia, on the word Crescent.

Hence on the whole I infer that it was, as a Mussulman ensign, common to va-

rious Mussulman nations, as early as the 11th century; and so to the Seljukian

Turks, the chief of the Mussulmans.—Considering the Turks' (I might say the

Moslems') reverence for the new moon, of which Purchas speaks in his Pilgrimage,

p. 295, the ensign was very natural.

Mr. Forster in his late work on Arabian Geography, i. 340, assuming that the

crescent was a Saracenic banner, suggests the passage Judg. viii. 21, " Gideon took

away the ornaments (Marg. ornaments like the moon) that were on the camels' necks,"

(sc. of the Midianites Zeba and Zalmunna,) in illustration. " The regal crescent," he

Bays, " on the war-camels of the Midianitish kings would naturally pass into the

standard of the nation, and hence become the standard of Mahomet and his followers."

He allows, however, that no mention of the crescent occurs in the early history of the

Saracens. And I believe it was a Turkman ensign, not Arabian.
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the dissolution of the Carlovingians and anarchy consequent,

was yet kept up in the new hue of Hugh Capet,—^just as,

(to take a bibhcal example,) Judah, when revived under

IVeheniiah or the Maccabean princes, after the longer or

shorter periods of interregnum consequent on the invasions

of Nebuchadnezzar and Antiochus, was still regarded in

Scri})ture prophecy and promise as the same Judah,—so

is the identity of the Ottoman with the old Seljukian em-

pire demonstrable, on this reorganization of the Turkman
power.^ And, as under the one dynasty it began the ful-

filment of the prophecy of the sixth Apocalyptic Trumpet,

so under the other, as I must now briefly notice, it com-

pleted it.

Although indeed, as to the rest, what need it to tell the

well-known history ? Of the Sultans Othman and Orchan,

Amurath and Bajazet,^ who knows not ; and of the pas-

sage of their victorious armies across the Hellespont ?

Who knows not how, from the Danube to the Adriatic,

the European provinces of the empire were then, one after

another, rent from it by the ruthless foe, until its vitality

was almost confined to the city of Constantine : just as

vegetable life sometimes dies down to the root: or, 'where

the limbs are dead, the animal life may still beat at the

heart ? Then at length, says the historian,^ for the first

' Foxe in his Eieasmi in Apoeahjpsin, explaining this Trumpet of the Turks, simi-

krly traces the continuity of the Seljukians and Othmans. " Turcos post 192 annos

Tartari attracti ab Armeniis, A.D. 1240, deturbatos principatu, . . sibi parere eoeijerunt.

Etsi Turci ipsi, noudum prorsus aboliti, sparsim quiodara rctinucrunt in CappadociS,

Galatii, et Bithynia. Principe tamen caruerunt ; donee, Tartarorura imperio pau-

latim labefacto, ciick A.D. 1300 pristinam denuo potentiam sub principe Othmanno
recuperarunt."

So too Mills, Hist, of Mahommedism ; " The Seljuks of Iconium and the Cho-

rasmian Tartars became one people, known in history by the common name of Otto-

man Turku ; and the sword and sceptre of power were transferred from the slujj^ard

Stljukian princes to their ambitious and enterprizing generals." p. 261. Cited by
Fabcr, ii. 288.

I believe the title Tartar is here incorrectly given to the Ottoman Turks. M. IHa-

proth distinguishes between Turks and Tartars ; considering the former as of Cau-

casian, the latter of Mongol race.

* The dates of the reigns of the four first Ottoman princes arc as follows : Othman,

A.D. 1299—1326; Orchan, A.D. 1326—1360; Amurath, A.D. 1360^1389; Bajazet,

A.D. 1.389—1403.

It was about the time of the decline of the Moguls, and a little before the acces-

sion of Othman, that the Latin Crusaders were finally driven out of Palestine. 1291

was the date of that event.

Orchan subdued the Asiatic provinces to the Bosphorus and Hellespont, consum-

mating the captivity or ruin of the seven Asiatic Churches ; and was the first also

to cross into Europe. * Gibbon xi. 445.
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time for above 1000 years from its foundation, Constantino-

ple was surrounded both on the Asiatic and European side

by "the arms of the same hostile monarchy." The four

tempest-angels seemed to have occupied each its corner of

the heavens, whence to destroy : and the Turkman Sultan,

Mahomet the 2nd, furnished the earthly agency for the con-

summation of the catastrophe.—On the particulars of this

catastrophe it is not my present purpose to dwell. There

are various most interesting points of detail, which will call

for notice in the next Section. Suffice it in the present to

have shown, as I proposed, the national continuity of these

Turkmans, from the time of their first commissioning, and
the loosing of the Moslem power under them against Ro-
man Christendom, down to that of their destroying the Greek
empire. And, in conclusion, let me only remark how by
their official titles and appellatives the Turkman Sultans

seemed almost to proclaim before the world their identity

on those points with the prefigured agents of the second

woe. Slayer as he was, in Apocalyptic phrase, of the third

of the men of Christendom, the Sultan called himself Hun-
kiar, the slayer of men} Reviver and relooser as he was,

agreeably with the Apocalyptic prophecy, of the long dor-

mant spirit of the preceding woe, i. e. of the spirit of the old

Moslem Caliphate, he had soon the calij^hate, or spiritual

headship of the Moslem world, yielded up to him,^ (as, long

before, its temporal headship,) and added it also to his titles.

Finally, having in 1530 united Bagdad to his dominions,

—^just as if to direct the attention of an enquirer to that

city hy the Euphrates, as the local source whence, as here

foretold, his primary commission issued,—he inserted it

prominently into the list of his proud titles of empire. " I

Sultan of Sultans," was his style of writing, " Governor

of the earth, Lord of Mecca, Medina, and Jerusa-

1 See Dallaway's Constantinople, p. 41, and Thornton's Turkey, p. 95. Thornton
explains this of the Sultan's right of slaj-ing his own subjects. But is this probable ?

2 It was solemnly assigned in the year 1517 to the Turkish Sultan Selim, hy the
Sherif of Mecca, after the overthrow of the Circassian Mamelucs in Egj-pt. His was
at that time the chief (^2<«s«-caliphate remaining : the Abbassidean caliphate at Bagdad
having been extinguished by the Tartars in the year 1258; that of the Fatimites
A.D. 1171 ; and that of Cordova yet earlier, before the middle, I believe, of the eleventh

century.—Hence the Sultan's title of Imam ul Muslimim, Chief Pontiif of Mussul-
mans ; and the almost divine sacredness of his character in their eyes, in consequence.

See Gibb. xi. 128, 418 ; Univ. Hist. xii. 263 ; and Thornton pp. 93, 94.
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lem, &c. &c.,—and more particularly of the capital of the

Caliphs, Bagdad." ^

^ 2. FURTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATION

COMMISSIONED IN THE SECOND WOE.

In the preceding Section the two first noted and most

prominent particulars, designative of the people that were

to be God's scourge under the second woe, viz. their re-

ceiving their commission from the same locality where the

former or Saracenic woe had been bound, i. e. by the

Euphrates, and their destrojjing the third part of men, the

Greek empire, have been shown to apply to the Turks,—
the Seljukian and Ottoman Turks. And it surely needs

not to say that they can apply to no other nation whatso-

ever. In order, however, yet more distinctly to fix the

application, there are added certain other characteristics of

the people intended ; describing their numbers, their per-

sonal appearance, the particular instrumentalities used by

them in destroying and irijuring, and the period of time (a

period very singularly defined) within which they were to

execute their commission of slaying the third part of men.

These I proceed now to consider—the simpler points more

in brief; the difficult and the most important more at

large.o^

y

1. And, first, as to their numbers. "The number of

the armies of the horsemen," it is said, " was myriads of
myriads :

^—a numeral phrase indefinite, but, according to

its natural and not infrequent use in Scripture,^ expressive

1 Ferrario, Part iii. Sec also Thornton's Turkey, p. 54 ; who gives the list as

headinj^ a Treaty of A.D. 1790, witli the king of Prussia.

2 Mauy manuscripts read Ivo fivpiaSti; or Svc nvpiaSiQ. These our translators

have followed. Gnesbach, on external evidence, prefers the more simple reading

fivpiaCtQ fivpiaStjjv; wliich seems to me preferable on internal also. So too Mi-
chaelis, in liis Introduction to the New Testament, ch. xxxiii.

'J
11. (^larsli's Trans-

lation, j He thinks the Svo "very improbable." So too the Translator of Hug on

N. T. Introd. p. cxcv.
3 Compare Gen. xxiv. 60; ytvou ttc x'^"'^<'C fivptaSojv. "Be thou the mother of

thousands of myriads :

"—Num. x. 36 ; tTriarpKps Kvpu xiXiaSac /ivpiaSai; iv T<ft

laparfX- " Return to thy thou.sands of mjTiads (Heb. mj'riads of thousands) in Israel;

"

an example strikingly to the point, a-s the numbers of Israel are mentioned, in the

census of Num. i. 4-5, 46, to have been only 603,.5.)0 above twenty vears old ;—Dan.

vii. 10 : fivpiai fivpiaSts naptiaTijKtiaav avTiff " Myriads of myriads stood before
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of large numbers ; and of which the applicability charac-

teristically to the Turkman armies, more especially as it is

not mere numerousness of soldiers that is noted, but numer-
ousness of horsemen, is to a student of the history of the

times notorious. Numerous indeed were the contemporary

armies of Western Europe, at the close of the 11th cen-

tury ; though not innumerous like the Turks. But herein

was a greater distinction. With them the cavalry or knights

were comparatively few ; the bulk of the army being foot-

soldiers : whereas of the Turkman, as of the Saracen

armies before, (and who so well knew the fact as the Greeks

and Pranks that encountered them ?) the numbers num-
berless were cavalry.^—Further it has been suggested by
Daubuz,^ and I think not without reason, that there may be

probably an allusion also in the form of expression to the
,

Turkman custom of numbering by tomans or myriads. ^

For though not unused among other nations,^ yet there is

probably none with whom it has been from early times so

prevalent as with the Turkmans and Tartars. Thus, as the

same author adds in illustration, the population of Sa-

marcand was rated at seven tomans, because it could send

out 70,000 horsemen warriors. Again, the dignity and
rank of Tamerlane's father and grandfather was thus de-

scribed, that they were the hereditary chiefs of a toman of

10,000 horse.^ So that it is not without his usual pro-

priety of language that Gibbon speaks of "the mijriads

of the (Seljukian) Turkish horse overspreading the Greek
frontier, from the Taurus to Erzeroum :" or of the cavalry

of the earlier Turks of Mount Altai " being, both men and
horses, proudly computed by millions."^ He had doubt-

less the Turkman phraseology and mode of numbering in

Mm: "—and the same nearly, Rev. v. 11 : ?jr 6 apiBjiog avnov (ivpiaStQ fivpiaSwv'

i. e. according toGriesbach's reading. Compare Procopius' nvpia5u)v fivpiag, (Gibb»

vii. 424,) said of the numbers that fell by the plague under Justinian.
1 e. g. The forces of the Seljukian Sultan Soliman, encountered by the first Cru-

Baders at Nice, are stated by the Christians, says Gibbon, (si. 60,) at 200 or even
360 thousand horse. Again KnoUes states the number of the Timariot horsemen

' of the Othnian Turkish empire, as alone amounting in his time, i. e. in the earlier

half of the 17th century, to above 700,000. 2 p. 442.
3 e. g. Of the inhabitants of Nineveh there are said in Jonah, iv. 11, (Septuag.) to

have been twelve myriads. * Gibbon, xii. 4.

^ Gibbon, vii. 287, (where note the expression "both men and horses," conjointly,

just as in our prophetic figuration,) x. 351.
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his mind, when he penned the two sentences ; and, in the

last of them, their proud habit of exaggeration also. And
wherefore then may we not suppose a similar reference,

since the turn of the phrase is similarly apt and character-

istic, in the Apocalyptic notice of number before us ?

It is added, " And I heard the number of them." And,

considering the pointedness of the declaration,—appended

as it is to the notice of the numbers previous, in an order

and form unusual,^—and also John's representative charac-

ter on the Apocalyptic scene, I cannot but think that it

may have been meant to betoken that the report of the

Turkmans' might and numbers would fall tvith more than

common impressiveness upon the ear of the Christian Church.^

If so, it surely needs but a glance at history to see the

realization of the intimation. Passing over the terrors of

the Turkman name to the G-reek Christians, we know that

by Peter the Hermit personally, and by the letters also of

the Patriarch of Jerusalem, the report was carried to all

the princes and churches in Western Christendom. " Je-

rusalem has been besieged, taken, sacked, razed, triumphed

over. What may the rest of Christendom promise itself?

The strength of the Turks is daily increased : their forces

are fiercer and stronger than the forces of the Saracens :

they have already devoured the whole world in hope. We
call on you for help, as Christians not in the name and pro-

fession only, but in heart, soul, spirit. Ere the tempest

thunder, ere the lightning fall on you, avert from your-

selves and children the storm hanging over your heads !

^

' The usual and simple mode of expressinp^ the thought would have been ;
" And I

heard the number of them, mj-riads ot myriadls ;
" the notice of hearing being prefixed

to the statement. Compared with which the emphasis of the actual expression, " the

number of them was myriads of myriads ;—and I heard the number of them :
" will

be evident.
' Compare a somewhat similar, though less emphatic use of the expression in 1

Sam. xiii. 3, 4 :
" Jonathan smote the garrison of the Philistines that was in Geba

;

and the rhiluttines heard of it. And Saul blew the trumpet throughout tlie land, say-

ing, Let the Hebrews hear ! And all Israel heard say that Saul had smitten a gamson
of the Philistines ; and that Israel was had in abomination with the Philistines." So
too 1 Sam. xvii. 23, &c. It marks impression.

Compare too in " the burden of Babylon," seen by Isaiah, what was imprest on his

car in vision ;—" The noise of a multitude in the mountains, like as of a great

people: . . the Lord of hosts mustereth the host of the battle." Isa. xiii. 4. Also

2 Kings vii. 6 :
" The Lord hath made the host of the Syrians to hear a noise of

chariots, and a noi.se of horses, even the noise of a great host :
" &c.

3 Observe here the Apocalyptic figure of a tempest ; a figure agreeing with the sup-

position of the four tcmpest-angcLs being the invisible directors of the woe.
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Deliver iis : deliver your religion ; and God shall requite

you." So as Knolles relates/ the report was echoed and
thrilled through Western Christendom :—among the true,

as well as the false, that bore the Christian name : the for-

mer having as yet not formally, or in a body, separated

from the Church visible. And what followed? The Coun-
cil of Clermont : the fermentation through Christendom

:

and then its precipitation in the crusades against the Eu-
phratean horsemen. All was but the result of that hearing

of the bruit of the Turkish might and terribleness from

Jerusalem. " And / heard the number of them."

2. The next descriptive trait represents to us their ^7^r-

sonal appearance and array. This is a point not for-

gotten, as we have seen, in the figurative prophetic descrip-

tions, whether of the Old or New Testament. So, for

instance, in that of the Assyrian lovers of Aholah in

Ezekiel ;
" Horsemen clothed zvith blue, riding upon horses,

captains and rulers
:

" ^ and again, turning to the Apoca-

lypse, in that of the Saracens with man-like faces, but hair

as the hair of women, just preceding ; and in that of Papal

Rome and its hierarchy, as typified by the scarlet-coloured

Woman, yet to come.^ So here of the Euphratean armies :

" I saw the horses in the vision, and them that sate on
them, having breast-plates of fire, (i. e. of fire-colour,)

mid jacinth, and sidphur ;
" or of red, blue, and yellow. On

which it is the just remark of Mr. Daubuz,^ " that from their

first appearance the Ottomans have affected to wear war-

like apparel of scarlet, blue, and yellow : a descriptive trait

the more marked from its contrast to the military appear-

ance of Greeks, Franks, or Saracens contemporarily." And,
indeed, I may add that it only needs to have seen the

Turkish cavalry, (as they we^^e before the late innovations,)

whether in war itself, or in the djerrid, war's mimicry, to

leave an impression of the absolute necessity of some such

1 See the Patriarch's Letter in Knolles' History of the Turks, p. 13 : also Gibb.

X. 385 ; who says, " A nerve was touched of exquisite feeling ; which vibrated to the

heart of Europe."
- Ezck. xxiii. 6.—So again in Ezek. xxvii. 7, of Tyre ; " Fine linen with broidercd

work from Egj^it was that which thou spreadest forth to be thy sail ; blue and piu-ple

from the isles of Elishah was that which covered thee." Also Nahum ii. 3, &c.

2 Apoc. xvii. 4. • *
P- ^^^-
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notice of their rich and varied colourings, in order to

convey in description at all a just impression of their ap-

pearance.

The word Jufacinthine, let me obsen^e, seems to fix the

primarjj meaning of the other two words fire-like, sulphur-

like thus, as signifying colour. At the same time the sin-

gularity of the words used to figure it,^ cannot but strike

us. And the general appropriateness of Scripture emblems,

—an ap})ropriateness largely evidenced and exemplified in

a former chapter,-—may suggest the suspicion of fire and
sulphur having been things in some peculiar and character-

istic manner connected with the Turkish armies :—a sus-

picion confirmed, and also explained, by a subsequent men-
tion of fire and sulphur in the emblematic figuration of

them ; and of which this twofold notice tends to show the

importance.

3. To this point, then, let us next direct our attention.

" The heads of the horses," the Evangelist proceeds to ob-

serve, " were as the heads of lions : and out of their mouths
goeth forth fire, and smoke, and sulphur. By these three

was the third of men slain ;—by the fire, and the smoke,

and the sulphur that proceedcth out of their mouths. For
their power is in their mouths, &c."—The horses and their

riders are here evidently a composite symbol : the riders

being mentioned just once, as if, like the human resem-

blances in the Arab scorpion-locusts, to notify mans agency

in the scourge ;
^ but all the principal characteristics, in-

cluding such as must needs refer not to animals, but to men,
being said of the horses. So in the clause, " their heads

were as the heads of lions." On which let me just observe,

in passing, that as the heads, being unnatural, are of course

symbolic, and the symbol, according to its all but constant

use in Scripture,* to be intei-preted of leaders of the Eu-

' Wc may indei-d compare the irvQivo^ in this sense with the nvppog of Apoc. vi.

4 and xii. 3 ; but the Omocuf;, sulphur-like, is not used elsewhere in Scripture to de-

note colour.

2 See p. 420, &c., supri\.

' The " decorum " of the symbol h^re, but not tfiere, admitting of thi« mode of

introducing the human clement.

E. g. Isa. vii. 8; " The head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus is

Eezin." Dan. ii. 38; "Thou art the head of gold." Judges xi. 11 ;
" They ma^e
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phratean armies,—it might seem a preintimation that to

these leaders the same Kon-hke destroying character would
attach, as to the Saracens before them. And we have seen

that there was an answering, in respect not of character only,

but even of title, in the Alp Arslans and Kilidge Arslans,

the Valiant Lions and Noble Lions, of the Seljukians ; and
in the pretensions and character of the Othman Sultans

also.^—But it was specially of the new destroying agency^

predicated of them, that I was to speak, as the really cha-

racteristic point in the description, " Out of their mouths,"

says St. John, " issued ^re, and smoke, and brimstone :"^ it

being added, as if to limit and define their instrumental use

;

" By these three was the third part of men killed, by the fire,

and by the smoke, and by the brimstone, which issued out

of their mouths." Now that there is in this, as Mede sug-

gests,^ an allusion to the modern artillery used by the Otto-

mans against Constantinople, seems to me so obvious and
so striking, that I cannot but wonder that any one, as

Dean Woodhouse, should have objected to, or even, as

Vitringa, hesitated about it.* Wherefore could the Dean
speak of the interpretation as a force on prophetical lan-

guage, unworthy of respectable names ? If the arms of a

nation be often elsewhere noticed in prophetic Scripture,

why not here?—And where, indeed, and on what other

occasion, did ever the arms employed bear so memorable,

so all-important an influence, on the great catastrophe?

For I would wish strongly to impress this point on the

reader's mind. It is marked prominently in the prophecy

before us. It is marked prominently also in the history.

It was to " the fire and the smoke and the sulphur," to the

artillery and fire-arms of Mahomet, that the killing of the

bim to be a head and governor : " Kt^aXrfv sai apxttyov. Again in Rev. xiii we read

in this sense of the seven heads of the Beast ; and in Psalm Ixxiv. 13, 14 of the heads

of Leviathan and the Dragon. So again Psalm xviii. 43, " Thou hast made me to be

the head of the heathen."
1 So Ryeaut on the Turks, chap, xxi :

" The Turks compare the Grand Seignior

to the lion, and other kings to little dogs."
2 Or stdphur. ^ So too Brightman before, and Daubuz after Mede.
* " An raystice hie alludatur ad morem bellorum gerendorum per machinas flam-

mam ex incenso pulvere sidphureo evomentes, . . fidenter asseverare non ausim." p.

541.—Probably Vitringa's hesitation on the subject arose out of his unfortunate

exposition of the four angels, as meaning four successive Mussulman powers that

attacked the Greek empire ; of whom none but the Turks used cannon.
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third part of men, i. e. the capture of Constantinople, and

by consequence the destruction of the Greek empire, was
owing. Eleven hundred years and more had now elapsed

since her foundation by Constantine. In the course of

them, Goths, Huns, Avars, Persians, Bulgarians, Saracens,

Russians, and indeed the Ottoman Turks themselves, had
made their hostile assaults, or laid siege against it. But
the fortifications were impregnable by them. Constanti-

nople survived, and ivith it the Ch'eek empire} Hence
the anxiety of the Sultan Mahomet to find that which

would remove the obstacle. " Canst thou cast a cannon,"

was his question to the founder of cannon that deserted to

him, "of size sufficient to batter down the wall of Con-

stantinople ?" Then the foundry was established at Adri-

anople, the cannon cast, the artillery prepared, and the

siege began.—It well deserves remark, how Gibbon, always

the unconscious commentator on the Apocalyptic prophecy,

puts this new instrumentality of war into the foreground

of his picture, in his eloquent and striking narrative of the

final catastrophe of the Greek empire. In preparation for

it he gives the history of the recent invention of gunpow-
der, "that mixture of saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal:"

tells of its earlier use by the Sultan Amurath ; and also, as

before said, of Mahomet's foundry of larger cannon at Adri-

anople : then, in the progress of the siege itself, describes

how " the volleys of lances and arrows were accompanied

with the smoke, the sound, and the fire of the musketry

and cannon :" how " the long order of the Turkish artillery

was pointed against the walls ; fourteen batteries thunder-

ing at once on the most accessible places :" how "the for-

tifications which had stood for ages against hostile violence,

were dismantled on all sides by the Ottoman cannon, many
breaches opened, and, near the gate of St. Romanus, four

towers levelled with the ground :" how, as " from the lines,

the galleys, and the bridge, the Ottoman artillery thun-

dered on all sides, the camp and city, the Greeks and the

Turks, were involved in a cloud of smoke, which could only

be dispelled by the final deliverance or destruction of the

• I have not particularised the Latin capture of Constantinople, A.D. 1203, because
the Latins had a party aiuoug the Greeks.
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Roman empire :" how " the double walls were reduced by
the cannon to a heap of ruins :" and how, the Turks at length
*' rushing through the breaches," " Constantinople was
subdued, her empire subverted, and her religion trampled

in the dust by the Moslem conquerors." I say it well de-

serves observation, how markedly and strikingly Gibbon

attributes the capture of the city, and so the destruction

of the empire, to the Ottoman artillery.^ For what is it

but a comment on the words of our prophecy, " By these

three was the third part of men killed ; by the fire, and by
the smoke, and by the sulphur, which issued out of their

mouths."—Indeed by a Turkish historian, describing the

same catastrophe, the destroying instrument of war is de-

scribed under a very similar figuration to the Apocalyptic.
" The Moslems placed their cannon in an effective position.

The gates and ramparts of Constantinople were pierced in

a thousand places. The flame which issued from the

mouths of those instruments of warfare, of brazen bodies

and fiery jaws, cast grief and dismay among the miscreants.

The smoke which spread itself in the air rendered the

brightness of day sombre as night; and the face of the

world soon became as dark as the black fortune of the un-

happy infidels."
^

4. Next as to the appearance of the horses' tails.—And
in this, according to what I cannot hesitate to regard as

its true interpretation,—though to support it we have not,

as before, the authority of many consenting interpreters,

but by all of them that I have seen, except Dr. Keith, it

is not so much as hinted, and by him only glanced at al-

lusively, and in a Note,—I say there seems to me in this

descriptive point a symbol as remarkable and as character-

istic of the Turks, as even that on which we last com-

mented:— I might perhaps say more so. Por what are

the terms of the description ? " The horses' power (^*

1 Gibbon xii. 62, 197, 210, 211, 221, 228, 229, 231.—I observe that the same point

is noted somewhat strikingly in the narrative of the Byzantine historian Chalcocon-

dyles. He calls the cannon TrjXtfioXns-

• Cited appropriately by Dr. Keith (in Apoc. Vol. ii. p. 46) from the Tadg al Ti-

varikh (or Diadem of Histories) of Saadeddin, " the preceptor and historiographer of

Murad 3, and prince of Ottoman historians," as translated in David's Grammar of

the Turkish language.
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s^ooG-ia Tcov iTTTrcov) is in their month, and in their tails :

for their tails were hke unto serpents, having heads,^ and

with them they do injury." Now had it been simply said,

" their tails were like serpents, and with them they injure,"

the case would have resembled that of the scorpion-locusts'

tails of the plague preceding ;' and might be presumed

to have indicated here, just as there, the injury merely,

and venom of a false religion accompanying it, done by

the new agencies of woe. But there is mentioned, in ad-

dition, the peculiarity of these serpent-like horse-tails,^ seen

in vision, having heads. And thus, according to the usual

well-known prophetic use of the symbol of a head, as

already a little while since observed,^ the further idea is

naturally, I may almost say necessarily suggested, of rulers,

or governing authorities,^ in association with the horse-tails.

But how" so ? The crotvn seems a sufficiently natural symbol

to denote a conquering emperor, the diadem a monarch, the

sword a military prefect, the balance an administrator of

justice. But a horse-tail to denote a ruler ! Strange as-

sociation ! Unhkely symbol ! Instead of symbohzing au-

1 (\ovaai Kt<pa\ag' i. e. the ovpat, or tails of the horses.

2 Apoc. Lx. 10 ; " They (the locusts) have tails like scorpions, and stings were iu

their tails."

In describing the emblem under consideration there is much inexactness among
expositors. E. g. Bishop Newton: "They (the horses) very much resemble tlie

locusts ; the tails of serpents, with a head at each end, being attached to the horses."

And Dr. Hales ;
" The horsemen sting ^vith scorpions' tails." By this misapprehen-

sion of the prophetic statement these interpreters seem to me to have blinded

themselves and their readers to the singular significancy of the symbol. The tails,

according to the prophetic language, were still horse-tails : but serpent-like, through

having seqjcnt-likc heads at their extremity ; and with the hairs of the tails inter-

twined, so as to give to the whole horse-tail a serpent-like form and appearance.

The word o^iaiv, let it be observed, is masculine; the ovpai and ixovaai

feminine.

Since so writing I see that Hengstenberg, in Apoc. Vol. i. 371, notices this point in

the figure. " It is not said of the tails of the serpents that they had heads, but of

the tails of the horses." He strangclv adds ; "These resemble serpents, which have

grown to the tail, and have the head tree for biting." (! !)

3 In illustration of this serpent-like allusion in the symbol I may observe that,

at the time of the first rise of the Scljukian Turks, it was said of them by one of his

Omrahs to Massoud, son of Mahmud of Ghizni ;
" Your enemies were in their

origin a swarm of ants. They are now li/tle -snakes. And, uidess they be instantly

crushed, thcv will acquire the venom and magnitude of serpents." The above is

quoted by Gibbon x. .343 ; and illustrates, in respect of the serpent-like form of the

Apocalyptic horse-tails, not the figurative sense only, but in a manner also the na-

tional appropriateness of the symbol.
* See Note*, p. 509, suprik.

* a'l (i,ovaiai avrwv, "their authnrities arc in their tails," is the notable reading

in some MSS. The word is similarly used in the plural Luke xii. 11, Rom. xiii.

1, &c.
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tliority and rule, the tail is in other Scriptures put in direct

contrast with the head, and made the representative rather

of the subjected and the low.^ Besides which it is not

here the lordly Hon's tail, but that of the horse. Who
could ever, a priori, have conceived of such an application

of it ? And yet among the Turks, as we know,—i.e. among
the Euphratean horsemen who were to kill the third part

of men,—that very association had existence, and still ex-

ists to the present day. It seems that in the times of their

early warlike career the principal standard was once lost, in

the progress of battle ; and the Turkman commander, in

its default, cutting oflP his horse's tail, lifted it on a pole,

made it the rallying ensign, and so won the victory.^

Hence the introduction and permanent adoption among
the Turks throughout their empire of this singular ensign

;

—among the Turks alone, if I mistake not, of all the na-

tions that have ever risen up on our world's theatre :^ and

this as what was thenceforward—from the prime vizier to

the governors of provinces and districts—to constitute

each ruler's badge, mark his rank, and give him name and

title. For it is the ensign of one, two, or three horse-tails

that marks distinctively the dignity and power of the Tu7']h-

ish Pasha}—Marvellous prefiguration ! And who but He
could have depicted it, to whom the future is clear as the

* So Deut. xxviii. 44 ; Ovtoq sorai eig KKpaXrjv, av St tat) hq ovpaV " He shall

be the head, and thou shaltbe the tail."

* So Tournefort Travels, Letter 1 3 ; also Ferrario. The following is Ferrario's account

of the origin of the ensign. " An author acquainted with their customs says that a

General of theirs, not knowing how to rally his troops that had lost their standards,

cut off a horse's tail, and fixed it to the end of a spear ; (pomo d'una lancia ;) and the

soldiers, rallying at that signal, gained the victory." Costumi, &c., i. 126.—He adds

further, that whereas, " on his appointment, a Pasha of three tails used to receive a

drum (tamburo) and a standard, now for the drum there have been substituted three

horses' tails, tied at the end of a spear, round a gilded haft. One of the first ofiicers

of the palace presents him these three tails and a standard."
3 The Hetman of those Cossacs that migrated to Poland is also stated, I have

somewhere read, to have been presented by the Polish king with a horse-tail, among
other ensigns of authority. But these Cossacs vfere but a small tribe ; and it seems

likely that they borrowed this military ensign, as they did many of their military

terms, from the Turkmans.
4 In Blackwood's Magazine for August, 1842, the writer of the Chapter on Turkish

history thus appropriately makes use of the figure. " The recent overthrow of the

Mameluc power by the Ottomans had extended the shadow of the horse-tails far along

the coast of Africa." He is speaking of the times of Barbarossa.

And in that same North of Afiica we still find the figure used, by the remnant-few

of the once mighty Turkish empire there remaining. On General Bugeaud's sum-

moning the tribe of Mascara to submission, the answer began thus ; " The liorse of

submission has no tail." Semaphore de Marseilles, June 12, 1841.
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present ; and Avho, in his Divine prescience, speaks of things

that arc not as though they were ?

" And with these they do injustice :" aSixouo-i. There

seems a certain antithesis in this to what is predicated of

the heads in front. With the Uon-Hke fire-breathing heads

in front the symbohc horses were to kill the third of men

;

i. e. to kill them in their political or national character.

AVith these heads behind they were afterwards to injure

and oppress the individuals of the remnant left ; wdiile also

diffusing around them the poison of their false religion.

—

And alas ! turning to historic records for illustration on

this point, wdiere is the tvriter on the Turkish conquests

and administration that does not tell of the oppression of

tlie Christian subject rayahs by these Turkman Pashas ? As
Knolles, in his Sketch of the Turkish Greatness, expresses

it ;
" His Bassaes, like ravening harpies, as it were suck out

the blood of his poor subjects." And where is the travel-

ler through European Turkey, (at least if his travels dated

before the late Greek revolution,) that has not with his

own eyes witnessed the same ?—Even now the scene rises

in memory before the author, of the long train of a Turk-

ish Pasha proceeding to his Pashalik in Greece ; which past

him by, winding in picturesque aiTay up one of the defiles

of Mount Othrys, near where that mountain-chain frowns

over Thermopylae. And bright, he remembers, shone the

sunbeams on the varied colourings, the "red, blue, and
yellow," of the horses, horsemen, and foot-retainers, in the

])rocession; and proudly the ensign was borne before the

Turkman of tivo horse-tails, to mark his dignity. But
associated with the remembrance there rise up other recol-

lections also :—the scene of a village which, on entering it

a few days before with his companions, he had found de-

serted, though with marks of recent habitation ; and from

which, as a straggler emerging from his hiding-place in-

formed them, men, women, and children had tied to the

mountains, to escape from the visit, on some errand of op-

pression, of one of the officers of a neighbouring Pasha.

Nor again can the scene be forgotten of other permanently

deserted villages, such as the traveller's path each day

almost had to pass by ; anrl often with nothing but the
33 *
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silent grave-yard in its loneliness, to tell the tale of former

life and population. Thus was there set before his eyes

how the inhabitants had failed before the oppressions of

the Turkman Pashas. And, long ere he thought of enter-

ing on the direct investigation of prophecy, the singular

aptitude and truth of this symbol, as applied to them, fixed

itself on his mind ;
" The horse-tails were like serpents,

having heads ; and with these they do injury and oppress!'

So ends our analysis, and identification with the Turk-

man destroyers of Greek Christendom, of what was visible

in the details of the Apocalyptic symbol. It is a sym-

bol, we see, thoroughly Asiatic in character, to figure a

thoroughly Asiatic subject. Yet, as involving so much
admixture (i. e. according to my view of it) of the literal

and the symbolic, objections might be anticipated, and

have been made, against the explanation. And I feel it

right that the reader should see and consider them.^ But

the truth of the coincidences that have been affirmed be-

tween symbol and fact remains unshaken. And the utter

flatness and unmeaningness of the sacred symbol, according

to these objectors' counter-view of it, seems to me only to

add confirmation strong, though most unintended on their

part, to the correctness of the Turkish solution.

5. There remains for explanation but one point more in

the prophecy ; viz. the time within which, as measured from

the loosing of the four angels at the 6th Trumpet's sound-

ing, their commission to destroy the third 'part of men was

to be accomplished. A point this of great interest, and some
difficulty. Tor, though freed by our explanation of the four

angels spoken of, and of their hinding near the Euphrates

previously to the 6th Trumpet-blast, from various difficul-

ties which have caused no little embarrassment to many
former expositors,^ it is yet one that needs careful consider-

1 See my Paper on the objections to the Turkish solution in the Appendix to this

Volume.—The Paper referred to, and also the above-written Paragraph in the text,

first added to the 4th Edition of the Horse, were the result of certain controversies

that I had to carry on, with reference to the 6th Trumpet, subsequently to the pub-

lication of the previous Editions.

2 Nothing, I conceive, can well be clearer, as to the chronological intimation con-

tained in the prophecy, than these three things :— 1st, that the four angels must have

been in existence both at the earlier time of their binding, and at the later time of

their loosing :—2. that the time of their loosing must have been at the sounding of
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ation, in order to the satisfactory fixing of the meaning of

the phrase in which the chronological term is annonnced.

This settled, the historical fuliilnient will soon appear.

As to the chronological term it is expressed as follows

:

" And the four angels were loosed ; which were prepared,

sig TTyV cooav xai r,^soa.v xai [xriva, xai sviccurov, to slay the

third part of men." I conceive its meaning to be, that the

slaying should continue for, or rather be completed at the

end of, the mystical term of an hour day month and year,

aggregated together. Hence both my view of the aggrega-

tion of the nouns of time, and my view of the sense of the

preposition sig, governing them, are the first things to be

here explained and justitied.

Now as to my construction of the nouns of time collect-

ivehj, and in the aggregate, I so understand them on two

accounts. 1st, because that which is the only alternative

construction appears to me on every account inadmissible

:

I mean that which, taking them each separately, would

render the clause thus ; that at the destined hour^ and des-

tined dag, and destined month, and destined year, they

should slay the thu'd part of men.^ For,—to say nothing

of the want of the article prefix to three out of the four

the sixth Trumpet :—3. that the predicted period of the hour day month and year,

(if those words be meant to signify a continuous period,) must have been the interval /
between the angels' loosing, and their accomplishment of the stated subject of their *^

loosing, viz. to slay the third part of men.
But what say expositors on this point, who, like Mede and Newton, Faber and

Keith, explain the four angels to mean four Turkman Euphratcan powers ? As

they cannot find any such tour to have been constituted, or to have had exintence,

till about A.D. 1080 or 1090, (see my Note p. 489 supra,) they therefore necessarily

look for some later event than this to answer to the binding of the angels. And they

think to find it in the restriction of tlie Turkman power by the crusades ; and the

angels' loosing consequently, (and that of the 6th Trumpet's sounding,) in the cessa-

tion of tliat restraining power somewhere between the years 1280 and 1801 ; a time

when the curbing power of tlie crusades had ceased, and tlie Otlimanuic Turkman
come to the supremacy. But mark ! at this epoch neither Mede's (quaternion of king-

doms, nor Faber's, were any longer in existence.—Further, the period of the hour

day month and year being made to end by Mede and Keith, where I think the <^

Apocalvpse really intends it to end, viz. at the capture of Constantinople by tlie Turks,

and fall of the Greek empire, this pi'riod is necessarily from its very length made by

them to begin about 105.5; i. e. 250 years before their epoch |of the sixth I'rKinpet's

sounding.—On the other hand Bishop Newton and Mr. Faber, rightly deeming that

iU true commencing epoch ought to be tliat of the Trumpet's sounding, and of the

angcLs' loosing, do yet make it end, in consequence of their date of the sounding, 250

years after the slaymg of that third part of men, the Greek empire, which was to be

the prophetic period's terminus. So too Hales.

I have thus reverted to, and expanded, my chronological argument at p. 489, from

a sense of the importance of the point involved in it.

^ So, or nearly so, Vitringa, Daubuz, Ueinrichs, M. Stuart, &c.
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nouns, a prefix needed, I conceive, for siicli a rendering,^

—it will be obvious that it explains the clause as made up
of tautologies : tautologies such that every successive word
after the first, instead of strengthening, only weakens the

supposed meaning ; and which bring out, at last, as the

result of their accumulation, nothing more than this, that

the destruction spoken of should be effected at the time

appointed. Do the inspired Scriptures ever speak in this

way ?—2ndly, I so take them, because in another complex
chronological phrase, and one, in respect of its enigmatic

form, perhaps the most nearly parallel to the present that

prophetic Scripture offers, we have the exposition of in-

spiration itself, interpreting the constituent terms of the

phrase as to be taken in the aggregate. 1 allude to the

well-known clause in Daniel, (xii. 7,) £/? xat^ov, xaipou^,

xa< Tjpo-y xaipoo, " for a time, times, and half a time," or

year, years, and half a year : which chronological formula,

being made the equivalent of 1260 days,^ i. e. of three

years and a half, must consequently be a period of a year,

two years, and half a year, aggregated together.—In this

view of the clause now before us, the article prefix, stand-

ing at its head, may be understood not only to govern aU
the accusatives that follow, so as Ave find done elsewhere,^

but also to be a means for the better uniting of them, as it

were under a bracket, as an hour day month and year, all

added together : at the same time that it may mark them
also as together making up the period ; i. e. the period

fore-ordained and fore-shown in the divine councils.

As to the rendering of the preposition sis, whether in

the sense of for, or else after, at the expiration of it must
of course depend very mainly upon the sense attached to

the verb aTroxrsivai, to kill. If that verb may be taken

in its less natural sense of a continued slaying of the in-

habitants of Gi'eek Christendom, imtil completed at length

in the political slaughter of them as a national corporate

body,'^ then the preposition before us will have its more

^ So Matt. XXV. 13 ; ovSe rrjv rjfitpav, ovSe tt)V wpav.
2 Compare Dan. xii. 11 ; Eev. xii. 6, 14, &c.
' TTjv Svi'ttfiiv Kai irXovTov Kui (jo(piav Kai laxvv, &c. ; Apoc. v. 12. More gener-

ally the article is repeated; as ib. 13; ?) ivXoyta, kui rj rifit), kui r) So^a, &c.
* Less natural, because the slayuig predicated is that of the third part (ro rpiroj')
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common sense of /or, or during, attached to it. If, on the

other hand, arroxTsivai be deemed a verb denotative rather

of the grand completed act of pohtically slaying the third

part of men, i. e. the Greek empire,—then it seems ne-

cessary to take the preposition in its less common sense of

after, or, at the expiration of.—As regards the first-men-

tioned chronological sense of the sig, (and I may suggest

generally that in its application to chronological periods,

or statements, the varied meanings of the word seem all

borrowed from those which attach to it in its primary

reference to place,y I say in regard of my first-mentioned

of the men of Roman Christendom colkctivclij, and natiotudhj. Were it the slapng
of the individual members of that third part, then a continuous acting out of the

slaughtering commission would be natuiuil. Just as in Homer, II. A. 154, Aitv airon-

rttviov tTir' Apytioiai KtXtvutv,

* The original moaniu^c of the preposition ttf, and that fi'om which those relative

to time are derived, is one implying motion towards a place, as its term and object

;

—motion which maybe incomplete and that oi progress, or completed hy arrival

;

very much as represented in the English equivalents, itfito, at. Hopivoixsvog tig

'lipoaoXvfia- going to or towards Jerasalem : here the movement is incomplete.

KariXOuiv iic K-ai<rap(tav baring come to, or arrived at, Caesarea : here it is com-
pleted in arrival. To which latter class belong those cases in which actions, tran-

sient or continuous, are done at the place after arrival; as in, An /ie Troirjaai rtjv

topTi}v tig 'l(pnao\v[ia' "I must keep the feast «< Jerusalem :
" Eweaxt XP"*'"'' "?

Ttiv Amav "He stopped a while at or in Asia." * Because, when the sentences

are filled up, this would be tlie form of them ;
" Having arrived at Jerusalem, I must

there keep the passover : "t '''' Having arrived in Asia, he stopped there."

From these meanings of hq that refer to place the transition is easy to ideas of

time : and the English until, up to, or at the point of time limiting, answer here, in

the rendering, to the English unto, up to, or at, in the cases just given of motion to

a local limit. Eiqotc, until when? Eig r/tXtov KaraSwra, till sunset. J Edevro

t(f rqptftjiv UQ Tt]v avpiov "they put them in ward till the morrow." § In all these

the implied motion to the fixed point of time limiting is incomplete.—HX^ov hq rtjv

wpau TavTt]V "I came to, or have arrived at, this hour:" Tr\t)p(o9i]aovTai tig tov
Kaipov avru>v " My words shall be fulfilled at, or when arrived at, their season."

||

Here the progress toward it is supposed to be completed.

To which general observations this must now be added : that whereas, in cases of

a local term or limit, the part nearest of that local limit is yet at a certain distance

from the original point of motion, and allowing consequently of progression towards
it, there are sometimes, on the other hand, chronological cases in which the tertn of
time limiting, (being not a fixed moment, but a term of some extent,) is in its nearest

point in actual conjunction with the time then present, or that from which the pro-

gression is to be reckoned. In such cases the limiting point is necessarily the end
of the term, not the beginning ; and the meaning of the tig either up to that end, in

the sense of duration through tJie whole term mentioned, or at the end, acconling to

the nature of the action noted. So, first, in cases like those cited in my text

:

"ZtrovSag tig iviauTov "a truce for a year," i. e. " up to the end of a year, dated
from the time then present : Kti}itva tig trr) TroXXa" "goods laid \i\)for, or to tJie end

* Luke ix. 53; Acts xviii. 21, 22; xix. 22.

t Compare Matthiie on tig; p. 1006. (Bloomfield's ed. 1832.)

X Homer Odyss. ii. 99 ; iii. 138. § Acts iv. 3.

II
John xii. 27; Luke i. 20. So again I'hil. ii. 16; vai;x>}/'a fioi tig I'lfiipav

Xpirrrov. Job xii. 5; t'lTotfiaaro Kianv ng xpovov tuktov &c.
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chronological sense of the eig, as for or during, applicable

in the case of the uttoxtsivoli being meant of a continuous

slaying of the men of Greek Christendom, illustrative

parallel cases abound. So, for example, XTrov^ag sig sviao-

Tov, a truce ybr a year : K.cx.ri(r^v(rs 'Fo^ooc^ sig stt) rpiot,

Rehoboam was strong for three years ; &c.^ Just similar

to which also is 07ie use of the analogous adverbs of time,

soig and ap^p'.^—In regard of the other suggested meaning
of sig, as after, or, at the expiration of, a meaning needed in

the case of arroxTsivai being taken in the sense of the indi-

vidual momentary act of killing, or destroying the national

existence of the third part of men, the following two ex-

amples occur in illustration. 1st, according to the usually

received punctuation of the Septuagint copies, Dan. xii. 7 :

" He said ; How long {hoig ttots) shall it be to the end of

these wonders ? And he sware by Him that liveth for

ever and ever, on sig xaipov xai^oug xai i^[xi(ro xai^ou, sv

rco <ruvTsXs(rQriva.i ^ia(rxof>7ri(ry.ov, yvcoa-ovrcci Travra raorof

they shall know these things at the end of the aggregated

time, times, and half a time." But the punctuation here

seems more than doubtful.^ In verse 12, however, of the

same chapter we have an example not to be questioned

:

M.ax(x^iog utto^svcov, xoli <pSa(rag, sig -^[xspoig ^iXiag

Tfiiaxoa-iag rpiaxovra ttsvts. " Happy is he who arrives

(not at the beginning, but) at the end of the 1335 days." A
use of the sig precisely similar again to that of the analogous

adverbs swg and oc^^i^

of, mauy )reai-s :
" * tig ate ''for ever, or to the end of the auav, or world : " Zwv

tifii HQ Tovg aiuivag rinv aiMvwV "I am alive /o/', or to the end of the ages of ages." f
All these are examples of duration through, or uj) to the end of the period.—lu cases

of the other rendering, at the end of there may be applied a similar principle of ex-

planation.
1 2 Chron. xi. 17. Sept.
2 Save only that a^pi and imq have a genitive following, the preposition nq an

accusative. So twg, Dan. vii. 25 ;
" They shall be given into his hand ewf icaipov

Kai Kaipatv Kai -ys r^fiiav Kaipov " i. e. up to the end of the aggregate period, and
through or during it.—The same too with axpi- So axpt^ Katpov, Luke iv. 13 ; "the
devil left him for, or i(p to the end of, a season :

" and again Acts xiii. 11 ; where we
are told of Elymas being blind axpi Katpov, for a season.

^ Surely a full stop should follow the Kaipov ; and the tig, before the terms of

time, be construed in the sense of duration. Thus :
" It shall be for a time, times,

and half a time. At the end of the dispersion they shall know all these things."
* Of the axpi, as in Acts xx. 6 ; ijXQofiev Trpog avrovg tig rtjv Tpwada axpig v/Jii-

* Luke xii. 19.

f Apoc. i. 18. Similarly 2 Peter iii. 18 ; Avr(i> ?/ So^a, Kai vvv Kai tig t'lfxtpav

aiiDvog.
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After whicli la^t example when we turn to the passage

we are discussing, " And the four angels were loosed, ol

r,TQifjia(r[xsvoi stg rrjv aJpav xai T^fxepccv xai [xrjva xai sviau-

Tov, \va a7roxT£iV(o(ri to rpiTov tcov avSpwrrfuv," the proba-

bility must suggest itself of the preposition being here too

intended in the same sense ; and of the true meaning of

the ])hrase being that after, or at the exjnration of, the ag-

gregated term of an hour day month and year, (calculated

from the time of the angels being re-commissioned and
loosed,) " they should slay the third part of men." ^—Sup-
posing hoAvever the other value of the Big to be preferred,

in connexion with the other value of the aTroxreivcoa-i,

"they were prepared /or an hour day month and year, to

go on staging the third of men," i. e. until the slaughter was
completed in the destruction of their national existence,"

—

the sense of the passage will come practically to the same
thing : the chronological term in either case giving the in-

terval between the epoch of the angels loosing, and the

epoch of their compteted killing of the third of men.
\\ hat the exact length of this period, and how many

prophetic days it would in all make up, depends of course

on the value that we attach to the sviavrog, the year men-
tioned : whether we prefer to consider it as, like the xaipog,

a year of twelve months of thirty days each, i. e. a year of

3f)() days, not counting in the supplemental days added to

make it accord with solar time ; or Avliether as the actual

current year, of near 3G5 days 6 hours. The latter value

is attached to it by Mede and others : and there is, I think,

piov invTf " Wc came to them at the end of five daj-s ;
"

i. e. of five days of travel-

liui,'.* Of t'wc, as Matt, xxvii. 64; " Tliat impostor said, After three days {fiira

rptiQ ifnipazj I sliall rise ai,^aiu : command therefore that the sepulchre be made sure
until the third day; twc '"'JC rpiriig I'lfitpoQ." Wliere ^' until the third day" an-
swers to ''after three days;" and consequently means not until the bcyiuning, but
until the end, nf the third day. So again Dan. xii. 6 : '¥mq ttots to irtpai; wv tipi]-

KaQ Twv Oavfiaffiiov.

1 I have the rather elaborated the foregoing criticism because of the importance of
the point it relates to : and p;irtly too because of the ditticulty felt by some com-
mentators respecting it ; and the hasty, and, ;i,s it seems to me, incorrect criticisms

passed on it oy others. See Woodhouse, Faber, &c.—Mede construes the iig as I

nave, ^^ after;" but does not support his translation.—Keith makes the whole time
tliat of the preparation of the four angels : as if the participle were in the present,

troniuifiivoi, preparing ; not in i\\c past, ifToinaafiivoi, prepared.
' So Mr. liirks in his Mystery of Providence.

• So Hoogeveen translates it (p. 83), " Venimus intra quinquc dies; i.e. "lu eo
itiuerc consumpsimus quiuque dies."
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k priori probability in its favour from the adoption of the

word svioLUTog, in the place of xaipog, here, and here only in

prophetic Scripture ; a word signifying etymologically that

tvhich returns into itself} At any rate the question is an

open one ; and the agreement of historic fact (as we shall

show) with the calculation, as thus made, may be con-

sidered as deciding in its favour.—Thus estimated, then,

the length of the period will be found to amount on the

year-day system to 396 years 118 days ; reckoning 12

hours to the prophetic day, on the principle some time

since stated.^ This was the period at the end of which,

as measured from the epoch of their loosing, on the sixth

Trumpet-blast, from the Euphrates, the horsemen of the

vision, it was foretold to St. John, were to destroy the third

part of men. And, convinced as we have been that the

Turks were the horsemen that acted under the guidance

of the four angels in the matter, what now remains for us

to do is only to look at historical dates : and, so calculating,

to compare with the aforementioned prophetic period the.

actual historic interval between the first loosing from the

1 Compare Wintle on Daniel, Preliminary Dissertation, p. xlix. After observing

that the Babylonians and Persians, as well as Jews, held the division of the year into

twelve months each of thirty days, he adds ;
" But Daniel adopted the name of timos

(",^5iy) for his periods, instead of calling them by the name of far, anni; which

more properly applied to the full annual revolutions of the sun." And then he
appends a Note as follows. " c^irr, anni, from nJiy, iterare ; wherein the sun re-

iterates his course, and returns to the same point whence he set out : or, according to

Buxtorf, ' in re sua per vestigia semper volvatur et redeat.' So the Greek iviavroQ,
from his revolving in himself [ev tavri^) : and hence the Egyptian hieroglyphic of a
serpent with its tail in its mouth." Similarly Gesenius on nri

2 As the Julian year equals 36.5 days 6 hours, the correspondent Apocalyptic pe-

riod would, on the year-day principle, be in amount as follows :

A year = 36.5| days = 365 years + j of a year.

A month = 30 days = 30 years.

A day = 1 year.

Years 396.

j^of a prophetic day, or year, = 91 days, i „„ ,

Deduct Gregorian correction of 3 days,* ]
^^^'

An hour = ^'j of a prophetic day or year f = 30 days.

Total = years 396 + 118 days.

* The exact length of the year is 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 57 seconds ; or
about 11 minutes less than 365^ days; a diiference which in about 130 j'ears amounts
to a day. Hence the necessity of retrenching a day from the Julian year every 130
years, or so, in order to keeping true time.

t See p. 325 supra. Mr. Barker has suggested, Mr. Birks adopted, this view of
the hour. " Are there not twelve hours in the day ?

"
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Euphndcs of the Moslem j^oiver, after revivification through

connexion with the Turkmans, and the taking of Constanti-

nople, and destruction of the Greek empire, by the Turks

under the 2nd Mahomet.

In regard to the circumstances and the date of the

former important event, and epoch, we may be thankful that

we have full and authentic information in the two well-known

Arabic historians Abulfeda and Elmakin ; and indeed in

the earlier and fuller historians, Al Bondari and Emad
Eddin.' From them I borrow my statements and chrono-

logy in what follows.

It has been already noted ~ that in the year 1055, or of

the Hegira 447, the Bagdad Caliph wrote to Thogrul Beg
to come to his assistance against some threatening danger

;

the Boivid chieftain, who was at this time the secular head

under him, having proved altogether an inefficient pro-

tector. Thogrul immediately answered to the summons,
and gave the protection asked for : then, on occasion of

some civic tumidt occurring, seized on and imprisoned the

Bowid Chief, thus extinguishing the supremacy of the

Bowides, after it had lasted, says Elmakin, 127 years. ^ He
was now by the Caliph appointed, and publicly proclaimed

in the mosques, " Protector and Governor of the Moslem
empire;" the secular authority of the caliphate delegated

to him ; and his name recited, next to the Caliph's, in the

public prayers.^—All this occurred in the month of Rama-
zan of that same year; that is in December A.D. 1055.

This is the epoch noted by both Abulfeda and Elmakin,

and not without reason, as that of the commencement of

1 See the notice respecting these authors, pp. 525, 526 infr^.

2 See p. 497 ; also on the orij^in of the Rowid rule at Bagdad, p. 466.
3 He adds as to date and pithlicity ; " Et cessavit oratio ejus in fine Ramadani;

atqtic itii dcsiit imperium Hoijtarura :

"—the oratio that he speaks of, being fliat same
puolic prayer for the Bowid, as chief lord of the Moslems, which I noticed in refer-

ence to the Othmans, p. 498 supra.

* After stating that it was in that year that the power of the Bowides ended, and
was transferred to the Seljuks, Abulfeda adds ; " Eo cnim (sc. anno, A. II. 447) pri-

mus Togrul Bee, ut summus post Chalifam princeps, imperiique Muslcmici protector

atque gubernator, per templa proclamatus piisque votis dccoratus fuit." He also

says; " Consensu etjussu Chalifie preces ipsi Bagdad! publica; fieri incipicbant die

vicesimo socundo nonu; mensis hujus anni ;
"

i. e. tlie Iliithe prayers for Togrul Bee.

De Guignes observes, of the same circumstances and period, " II fut revetu de toute

I'autorite."
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the Seljukian empire at Bagdad : the inauguration and in-

vestiture celebrated some two years after, or a little more,

being only a more splendid solemnization of that appoint-

ment to his high office, which now already took place.

Thus appointed, then, Thogrul Beg fixed his head-quar-

ters in the citadel of Bagdad ; and stayed there thirteen

months : meanwhile establishing his authority/ and cement-

ing his connexion with the Caliph, both otherwise, and by
giving him his sister in marriage. The effect of the con-

nexion was, as regarded the Turkman army and people, to

give them a character of religious consecration to the ser-

vice of Islamism : while, on the other hand, the power of

the Moslem caliphate, so long paralyzed at Bagdad, was
^prepared by it with new energies ; and revivified, as it

were, to act again in the cause of its false faith.

And now we are directed by the terms of this prophecy,

to mark the time when the Moslem power, thus revivified,

was loosed from the Euphrates : in other words, when,
under its new Turkman head, it went forth from Bagdad,

on the career of victory and aggrandizement thenceforth

afresh destined for it. The date is given by Abulfeda

;

the 10th of Dzoulcaad, A.H. 448. That was the day in

wdiich Thogrul with his Turkmans, now the representative,

as we have said, and head of the power of Islamism, quitted

Bagdad to enter on a long career of war and conquest.

—

The part allotted to Thogrul himself in the fearful drama
soon about to open against the Greeks, was, like the mili-

tary part enacted long previously by Mahomet in regard

of Christendom, preparative. It was to extend and establish

the Turkman dominion over the frontier countries of Irak

and Mesopotamia ; that so the requisite strength might

be attained for the attack ordained in God's counsels

against the Greek empire. His first step to this was
the siege and capture of Moussul ; his next, of Singara.

Nisibis, too, was visited by him : that frontier fortress

which had in other days been so long a bulwark to the

Greeks. Everywhere victory attended his banner; a pre-

sage of what was to follow. And, on his return after

1 Thogrul Becus domicilium fecit in arce imperiali ; fuitque ei Bagdadi stabilitum

imperium." Elmakin. So too Abulfeda.
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a year's campaign to Bagdad, for the purpose of the

more solemn inauguration that we spoke of/ (an inangur-

ative ceremony celebrated in Oriental history,^) the result

^ The dat« of the investiture is fixed hy Abulfeda as on the 25th Dzoulcad, A.H.
449 : with which date Elmakin's narrative perfectly agrees.

2 As regards this ceremonial Elraakin thus speaks ;
" Chalifa induit principem

Togrul Becum veste imperiali, eunique coronavit, et torque atquc armillis ornavit
scripsitque ci auctoritatem consignatam de pra-fectura aula; suic." Abulfeda adds
that the Chalif committed the charge of the empire to him in words like these :

" ilandat Chalifa tua; eura} omne id terrarum quod Deus ejus curae et impcrio com-
misit ; 'tibique civium piorum, fidelium, Deum colentium, tutelam sublocatorio no-
mine demandat."

In De Guignes' abstract of the history the date is printed 2.5th Dzoulcad, A.H.
448, simply by an error of 'the press for 449. That it is a misprint is plain ; for De
Guignes dates Thogrul Beg's quitting Bagdad the 10th Dzoulcad 448; then speaks of
his besieging Moussul for four months, then Singara, and mt (ill ajfter these events,

returning to go through the ceremony of investiture at Bagdad. Unfortunately Dr.
Keith did not observe that it was a misprint, or consult original authorities ; and
building his calculations and exposition of this Apocalyptic period upon it, built on a
foundation of sand.

As the ceremonial was very notable, it was one that might not improperly have
been made an epoch of commencement to the prophetic period, if its chronology had
answered. At the same time it must be remembered, ^>-«<, that we date a reign from
the accession of the monarch, not from his coronation : (and both Abulfeda and El-
makin, as the reader has seen, assign Thogrul Beg's apjwintment, or accession, to the
office of secular Head of the Moslem empire to the year A.H. 447 :) a/so that the
epoch noted in the prophecy is that of the reloosing from the Euphrates of the power
that had been bound there, not of its rc-invigoration.

De Guignes' fuller narration is borrowed from Al Hondari's Arabic History of the
Seljukides ; about whom Gibbon says in a Note, when referring to De Guignes, Vol.

X. p. 349, " I am ignorant of BondarPs age, country, and character." As the sub-
ject described is a curious and interesting one, both to the general reader and the

prophetic student, and I found, on reference to our University Libraries and the
British Museum, that the same want of information still continued with regard to

this the chief author on whom we have to depend for the narrative, it seemed to me
worth while to make inquiries at the King's Library at Paris ; where I doubted not
Bondari's manuscript would be found. In reply M. licinaud (of the Library) oblig-

ingly gave me the following information on the manuscript and its author. " L'ouvrage
est une Histoire des Sulthans Seljoukides, ecritc en Arabe par Emad-cddin, secretaire

du grand Saladin. (Voyez sur Emad-eddin ce que j'ai dit dans mon Introduction

aux Extraits des Historiens Arabes des Croisadcs, Paris 1829, en 8vo.) Cet ouvnage
fait partie des manuscrits Arabes de la Bibliotheque Royale, fonds St. Germain, No.
327. Comme il ctait ecrit dans un style poetique et plein d'eiophase, un compa-
triote d' Emad-eddin, le 8heikh-Fath, fils d'Aly, fils de Mohammed, al Bondari/, al

Ispahany, I'abregea, et le reproduisit sous des formes plus simples. La redaction

d'Al-Bondary se trouvc parmi Ics manuscrits Arabes de la Bibliotheque, ancien fonds,

No. 767, A. C'est celle-ci dont De Guignes a fait usage."

He was so good as to forward at the same time a French translation of Emad-
eddin's account of the ceremonial at Bagdad, made for me by M. Munk, an eminent
Oriental scholar at Paris ; which the literary reader will, I am sure, thank me for

subjoining.

Retoiir de Togrttttcg a Bagdad.—// se prvsente dcvant le Khalife.

II retouma i Bagdad victoricux, et dans toute la plenitude de la puissance. Le
Khalife lui donna une audience, le jour de Samedi 2o de Dliou'l Kaada (do I'ann^e

449.*) II s'embarqua sur le Tigrc, faisant courir son esquif sur I'ondc du fleuve,

* L'ann^e 449 n'est pas indiqu^c par Bondari ; m.ais on la trouve i\ la fin du
chapitrc precedent dans l'ouvrage original, dont celui de Bondari n'est qu'un extrait.

Le chapitre suivant commence dans les dciL\ ouvrages par I'annee 450.
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is thus described by Elmakin ;
" There was now none left

in Irak or Chorasmia who could stand before him." ^

And what then the interval between this epoch of the

loosing of the united Turco-Moslem power from the

Euphrates, and that of the fall of Constantinople ; in other

words, between the 10th Dzoulcad A.H. 448, and the

jusqu'a ce qu'il arriva a la porte de misericorde de la sublime com-, et du palais.

La ou lui presenta un coursier qu'il monta; et U entra a eheval jusqu'au vestibule

du palais de la paix* et de la citadelle d'lslamisme. ^nsuite il descendit, et marcha
h pied; et les Emirs marcberent devant lui, sans armes, jusque la ou residait la

majeste, et oti la direction (de la foi) subsistait par Kaiem : lieu digne de la mission

(prophetique), siege perpetuel de I'Imamat; ou la prophetic ne cessait d'eti-e here-

ditaire, et ou renaissait sans cesse la valeur. Un rideau plein d' eclat etait suspendu

sur le pavilion, et la piu-ete de la grandeur etait empreinte sur cette magnificence.

Al-Kaiem-biamr-Allah etait assis derri^re le rideau, sur un trone eleve ; dans un por-

tique qui etait bien fait pour donner sejour a la grandeur, et dans un palais dont le

sol etait un ciel pom* la gracieuse reception. Sur ses epaules, et dans sa main, on

voyait la Borda et le sceptre du prophete, arroses de I'eau (de I'eclat) pure de Mo-
hammed. Lorsque Togrulbeg se fut approche du sublime siege, et des marches
voilees, lorsque le rideau du pavilion fut leve, et qu'il vit briller le visage du Khalife,

comme la lune dans les tenebres du trone sublime, U s'acquitta de ses devoirs (de

respect), et se prosterna. Ensuite il se releva ; et debout devant Kaiem, il attendait

les ordres qui lui seraient donnes. Le supreme Reis monta sur un siege elegant.

Le Khalife lui dit : Fais monter Rocn-eddaula f aupres de toi. Avec lui se trouvait

Mohammed-ben-Mansour al Condari, qui lui servait d'interprete. On placja un
siege pour Togrulbeg. II s'assit, et Amid-al-mulc :j: lui lut Facte d'investiture du
Khalife. § Ensuite Togrulbeg se leva pour aller a I'endroit oCi il devait recevoir sa

haute dignite, et etre revetu du manteau d'honneur (Khilah)
||
.... On lui mit des

bracelets et un collier, et on le revetit de six Khilut noires, montees sur un seul

bord (autour du cou), et par lequelles on lui confia a la fois le gouvernement des

sept climats. II fut par6 d'un turban rausque et dore ; et il portait a la fois les deux
couronnes des Ai"abes et des Perses ; ce qui lui fit donner les surnoms de Motawivedj

(coui'onne) et Ifoammem (orne d'un turban).H On lui ceignit une epee ornee d'or.

Puis il sortit, et revint s'asseoir sur le siege. II voulut se prosterner ; mais il ne le

pouvait pas, a cause de la couronne Imperiale qu'il portait. II demanda la faveur de

baiser la main du Khalife. Celui-ci la lui donna deux fois : il la baisa, et la porta

sur ses yeux. Le Khalife lui fit ceindre une autre epee qu'il avait devant lui ; et

par les deux epees il se voyait investi du gouvernement des deux royaumes. Le
Khalife I'appela Roi de r Orient et de V Occident ; et, ayant fait apporter le diplome,

il lui dit, " Voici notre diplome, dont notre ami Mohammed-ben-Mansour va vous

donner lectm-e. Nous le deposons entre vos mains. Gardez-le bien. C'est un lien

sur, et qui merite toute confiance. Et maintenant levez vous. Que Dieu vous ac-

corde sa protection, et que son ceil veille sur vous ! " **
I " Nee in utr&que Irace et Chorasmia quisquam fuit reliquus qui litem ei

moveret."

* Allusion au nom de la ville de Bagdad, qui s'appelait aussi Ville, ou Habitation,

de la Paix.

t Soutien de Vempire^ titre d'honneur de Togrulbeg.

X Ministre de Togrulbeg residant a Bagdad. Voyez Aboulf. Annal. Moslem.
Tom. iii. p. 161.

\ L' enumeration de tout ce que le Khalife lui confia en le nommant Emir-al-

Oraora.

II
Je supprime ici quelques mots qui ne s'accordent pas dans les deux manuscrits.

ris ne renferme qu'une paraphrase poetique de la Khilah.

If [N.B. Compare this notice of the Arab gilded turban, or crown, with the Apo-
calyptic " crowns like gold," said of the locusts. See p. 438 supra.]

** Lit. garde par le calme de Dieu, et regarde par I'ceil de sa protection.
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29th of May A.D. 1453, on which day the siege (begun
on the 6th of Api-il pi-evioiis) fatally ended ? And how-

does it correspond with the prophetic period before us?—
The calcuhition is soon made. The 10th Dzoulcad, A.H.
448, corresponds with January 18, 1057 A.D.^ From
this to January 18, A.D. 1453, is 396 years ; and to May
29 of that same year, 130 days more. Such is the exact

historical mterval.—And now, turning to the jjropheiic in-

terval, since its hour and day and month and year amounts,
as has been ah-eady shown, on the most exact calculation

to 396 years, and 118 days,^ we find that it falls short of

the whole historic interval by but 12 natural days, or

less than half a prophetic hour : so that, in fact, had the

prophecy been expressed as " tivo hours and a day and a

month and a year," it would have overleaped the real epoch
of the fall of Constantinople by near three weeks.—Nor
this alone. We may trace the fulfilment yet more exactly.

The precise day of the Apocalyptic period's expiring, and
consequently that " after ivhichj' according to it, the third

of men was to be slain, was May 16, the fortieth da/j of
the siege. And is then our usual Apocalyptic expositor.

Gibbon, silent about it ? Not so. We find him marking
that last crisis in the siege, when Mahomet, by transporting

his war galleys across the isthmus of Galata into the inner

harbour, and with their aid planting batteries against the

long river defences, had completed the investment of the

devoted city ; and, without a hope remaining to it any
longer, was preparing his final assault. Then follow the

unintended expository words ;
" After a siege oiforty days

the fate of Constantinople could be no longer averted."^

That fortieth day was the day of the death-warrant of the

Greek empire.

* In the Latin translations of Abulfeda and Elmakin, the date by the Christian

Mr^ is noted marginally, as well a.s the year of the Ilegira. But the reader who has

not access to these works will find in Sir 11. Nicholas's volume on Chronolo^, in

Lardncr's Encyclopipdia, both a Table of the Turkish months, and a simple rule for

turning Turkish time into that of the Christian JEra. The Turkish year, being lunar,

is 11 days short of the solar. Of it.sl2 nwnih^ Ramadan is the 2i\\, Dzoulcadi' i\\B 11th.
* See p. o22 supra.— In support of my view of a prophetic Jwur as ,'jth of a pro-

phetic day, i. e. a year, I omitted to observe at p. 325, that Ezekiel's "day for a year"
was evidently one of 12 hours only, not including the night.

' Gibbon xii. 221. Gibbon does not here give his authority: hut it seems to be
from Chalcondylas, Lib. viii., that he has taken tliis precise date of time. Kat t tti
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Sucli is the result of our investigation. And surely it

must be deemed most remarkable. For my own part,

when I consider the length of the period embraced by the

prophecy, scarce less than 400 years,—and when I con-

sider further, that of all symmetrical chronological formulae,

such as symbolic prophecy alone makes use of,^ there

does not seem to be one that could express the interval

with anything like the same exactness as that before us,

—

I cannot but partake of Mede's feeling of admiration,^ and

marvel greatly at it. Who but He could have announced

the period who knoweth the times and the seasons, and fore-

seeth the end from the beginning ?—Nor let me forget to

add, with reference to that singular mysticalform in which

the period is exprest, " the hour and day and month and
year," that even this would seem very singularly to have had

in it a something of Turkish character. The only term of

time similarly exprest that has ever met my eye in historic

record, is that Avhich defined the truce granted to our

Richard the 1st by the Turkman c\\\ei Saladin;^

—

"three

rffftrapaKovra 7) fi e p a g rotg r»jX£j3o\otc ervirTt to reixog KTxvpug, Kai Kan-
/3rt\6 fjiiya ixipog. This he says, after an account of Mahomet's transportation of a

small fleet of his war-ships from the Bosphorus into the inner harbour, whereby he
became master of it ; then building a floating bridge, and planting batteries on
it; and thence cannonading the long line of wall and towers hitherto unscathed,

which skirted the Western water line of the harbour. (In all which Phranza cor-

roborates him.) Then, adds Chalcondylas, it was evident that the Greeks were in bad
case; ffWifSaivEi' ovtw TcavTaxfl TroXiopKeiaOai rr]v iroXiv, Kai ra rrjg TroXtug ravTrf

TrpayfiaTa, (cat twv iXXrjvtjiv, aaOtvij yiyvtaOni.

Further it would appear from Ducas (see Univ. Anc. Hist. xvii. 213) that at this

crisis the Greek Emperor in despair sent to offer the Sultan to hold Constantinople and
the Greek empire as his vassal and tributary, if he would raise the siege and spare it

;

but had his offer rejected by Mahomet. WTieroupon it only remained to the unhappy
Emperor to sell his life and city dear ; what remained of the defence being but to him
the agony of dying hard.

^ e. g. a time, times, and half a time; forty-tAvo months; 1260 days; 70 weeks.

The only way of expressing the period to the end of the siege as exactly as the Apoca-
lyptic formula is by computation of the whole in hours. The actual interval amounts
to 4755i prophetic hoiu-s, the Apocalyptic to 4755. Would the former rude expression

have accorded with Scripture use or beauty ? Reckoned to its virtual ending the pro-

phetic formula, as we have seen, is absolutely exact.

- Mede, like his follower Dr. Keith, dates indeed from the epoch of the inmigur-

ation of Thogrul Beg ; and is, like him, incorrect in his calculation, although in a

different way. He knew the true year, A.H. 449, of the inauguration, from El-

makin, but not the montli : and, supposing it might be the very beginning of that

year of the Hegira, inferred a coincidence between the historic period thus com-
menced, and the prophetic, which did not exist. But this is a comparatively un-

important difference. The main point is the reference of the commencement of the

prophetic period to the Turkman's connexion with the caliphate under Thogrul Beg.

Of this Mede is the originator. And certainly it was due to Mede, on the part of

Dr. Keith, to have so mentioned him.
^ " The truce was concluded for three years, three months, three weeks, three days,
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hours, and three da/js, and three weeks, and three months, and
three years :" all nouns of time to be added together, let us

observe, just as here, and taken in the aggregate.

and three hours : a magical number which had probably been devised by the Eu-
ropean." So Hume, in his Richard I, Vol. ii. p. 21. Now that this was' a form of
the Turkman k^aia^in's devising, not King Richard's or other European's, appears
from the fact that Saladin dictated the terms of truce ; which was ncgociated with
him by Saladin's brother Saphadin, from friendly regard to Richard, in his illness and
dirticulties.

As to his original authority for so stating the period, Hume specifies none. Nor
does the French " Biographie Universelle," Tom. xxxvii. p. 540, when similarly

stating it ;
" II se vit oblige de conclure avec Saladin une trove de trois ann, trois

mots, trois semahies, trois Jours, ct trois heures." And I have had some difhcultv

in ascertaining the point.—Generally the Chroniclers, both European and Oriental,

speak of the time of truce, as one for three years from a certain day. So Viuisauf,

(p. 422) :
" Saphadin solicite tales sub hac forma procuravit inducias : viz. ut As-

calon .... dirueretur, a nuUo hominuni reparauda ante terminum trium annormii, ad
Pascha proximum scqucntium vel incipientium ; sed post tres annos quisquis superior!

vigeret potentia cederet Ascalon eam occupanti :

" and again ;
" inducias in tres annos."

So again similarly Roger Hoveden ;
" treugas d Pasehate proximo venture per tricn-

nium :
" and Matthew Paris ;

" treugfc inter Christianos et Paganos, . . d Pasehu sub-

sequentiusqxie ad terminum trium annorum." OtherwisejBohadin, in his Life of Saladin,

p. 259 :
" Conditiones pacis in tres annos, quse initium sumeret « die Mereurii, 22

Sjabani, anni 588 (^A.D. 1192):" adding that "die Mereurii, 22 Sjabani illuscentc,

onmes ad regem [Ricardum] sc sistere jussi. Ejus accepta manu, jusjurandum quo-
que exegerunt." From which same day Abulfeda* says that it w;is for three years

and three months. " Induciis ansam pnebuit morbus regis Angliie, longa jam fessi

militia. . . . De induciis transactum est die Sabbati 18 Sjabani, ejusdemque meusia

22, qui Mereurii erat dies, jurejuratum. . . . Communes terra marique pacta; induciic,

quip tres annos et tres menses diu-arent, inciperentque ah Elulo, qui congruit in 21
Sjabani." And Richard of Devizes (a contemporary of King Richard) in his Chro-
nicle, ^ 93, states the period prccisclv as Hume and the French Biographer. " The
Council was assembled before his brother Saladin : and, after seventeen days of

weighty argument, Saphadin with ditKculty succeeded in prevailing on the stubborn-

ness of the Gentiles to gi-ant a truce to the Christians. The time was appointed, and
the form approved. If it please King Richard, for the space of three years, three

months, three icevks, three days, and three hours, such a truce shall be observed be-

tween the Christians and the Gentiles, &c."
Now at first sight there will appear to be in these various reports such direct in-

consistency as to the exact length of the truce granted by Saladin, that it may seem
scarcely warrantable to take for granted, so as do Hume and otliers, the correctness of

Richard of Devizes' statement; notwithstanding even its important, though only

partial, confinnation by Abulfeda. In fact the well-known modern French Historian

of the Crusades, M. Michaud, resting implicitly on ^'inisauf, does not hesitate to state

the lengtli of the truce at 3 years and 8 months : his 8 months expressing the in-

tenal from the time of signing the truce to the next ensuing Paster, which festival

he evidently supposes Viuisauf to have meant by the " Pascha proximum ; " and his

3 years being Viuisauf s three years, beyond and after that Paster, f
After however considering and comparing the several reports, I perceive clearly

that tliere is a way of reconciling tlieiii ; and tliis, one that (juitc justifies and cor-

roborates the statement of Richard of Devizes.—First, it is evident, as regards that

chronicler, that he understood liis remarkably exprest period of the truce, as meant
to be reckoned from the time when it was signed by Richard. Now we know both

from Bohadin and Abulfeda that this time of signing was Wednesday morning, at

day-dawn, on the 22nd of the Turkish month Sjaban A. H. 688 : i. e. as Abulfeda

• Ibid. 00, 56.—Abulfeda was a descendant of Saladin's brother. Gibbon xi. 131.

t So too Bohn's English Translation of Viuisauf, p. 330.
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There is just one thing that I must not omit, ere I con-

ckide this head and chapter. I mean to impress upon
the reader's mind how remarkable, and contrary to all human
probability, after once the Turkman woe had been let loose,

was the protraction of its accomplishment of the work of

destruction assigned it, to this far distant sera. Ere 40
years had elapsed from Thogrul Beg's inauguration, Con-

stantinople and its empire were on the very verge of ruin

by the Seljukian Turks : and nothing less than an almost

miraculous intervention seemed capable of averting it.

But the intervention occurred. The crusades from western

Europe, however ultimately ineffective in Syria, yet so crip-

pled the Seljukian power, as for 200 years to aid in uphold-

explains it, the 2ucl EM, or 2nd September A.D. 1192 ; seeing that the Syrian

month Elul answered entirely to tlie September month of the Latin Calendar.*

Next, and Avith reference to the other chroniclers, it will be found that the word
Pascha, which occurs in their definition of the time of truce, was not one exclusively

applied by the middle-age ecclesiastical writers to the Feast of Easter ; but also lo

the other two great Christian festivals of Christmas and Whitsuntide, specially the

former.\ Which considered, it may well suggest itself, even a. priori, as most pro-

bable that the Pascha proximum meant by our chroniclers, when writing of a

transaction in September, would be the next Christmas festival. Let us then cal-

culate the period on this hypothesis, and compare it with the other. And,
since from September 2nd to December 2nd is 3 months, from December 2ud to De-
cember 23rd 3 weeks, from December 23rd to December 26th 3 days, it results that

Vinisauf's, Matthew Pai'is', and Roger Hoveden's 3 years of truce " post Pascha
proximum," i. e. " after the next Chi-istraas," added to the previous interval of truce

from the time of signing, corresponds quite to exactness with Richard of Devizes'

period of 3 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, and 3 days ; the 3 hours additional fixing the

expiration of the truce at about 9 A.M. on the day after Christmas-day, 1195. j

* So Sir H. Nicholas, in his Chronology of History, p. 10. Speaking of the

Seleucidean Era, " which prevailed not only in Seleucus' dominions, but among almost

all the people of the Levant," he says that " the Julian yeai-, formed of the Roman
mouths, to which SjTian names were given, was used ; " and that the SjTian month
Eloul answered to the Roman September : also that the Greeks of Syria generally

commenced the year with September 1.

Bohadin's and Abulfcda's date of the truce well agrees with the other Chroniclers'

report of what preceded and followed. The last previous date in Vinisauf is the day
of St. Peter ad Vmcula, or August 1. On that day occurred King Richard's relieving

Joppa ; and shortly after a dangerous conflict, in which Richard repulsed his assail-

ants, but afterwards fell ill from the fatigue. Which illness gave occasion to the ue-

gociations for a truce. The truce concluded, he embarked for Western Europe on
Thursday Oct. 8. So Hoveden :

" post festam S. Michaelis, octavo Idus Octobris,

feria 5."

t So Ducange in his Medieval Dictionary, on Pascha. " Quodlibet magnum Fes-

tum in qiubusdam provinces vocari Pascha observat Durandus. Certe constat hodie

omnes majores festivitates Paschata Italos et Hispanos vocare." And so Sir H. Ni-
cholas ibid. p. 128 :

" Paque de Noel, Christmas-day : formerly called Puque without

any addition ; distinguished from the Feast of the Resurrection by the latter being

called Les grandes Paques."

I If we count from the 1st of Elul, as perhaps does Abulfeda, then the truce would
expire at 9 A.M. on the Christmas-day, 1295.
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iiig against it the Greek empire.^ Then the Moguls under
Zenghis yet further crippled, and delayed the resuscitation

in its strength, of the Turkish power.—And, after it had
at length risen u]) in all its pristine vigour, under the Aniu-
raths and the Bajazets of the new Otlunan dynasty, and
when, some fifty years and more before the hour day
month and year had come to a com})letion, Constantinople

and the empire were again on the verge of destruction ;

—

when the chivalry of the West, vainly intervening, had been
broken in the battle of Nicopolis, and the victorious Baja-

zet thus addressed the emperor, " Our invincible scymitar

has reduced almost all Asia, and many and large countries

in Eiu'opc, excepting only the city of Constantinople : re-

sign that city, or tremble for thyself and thine unhappy
people;"—when, I say, the slaying of the third part of

men seemed thus innuinent, full half a century before the

})rophetic period had elapsed that fixed it, what was there

that could occur to prevent the catastrophe ? Behold, from

the far frontiers of China, Tamerlane was brought against

him. " The savage," says Gibbon, " was forced to relin-

quish his prey by a stronger savage than himself: and by
the victory of Tamerlane the fall of Constantinople was
delayed about fifty years.""— But when the predicted

penod had elapsed, and the Sultan Mahomet was pressing

the siege, like some of his predecessors before him, then no
intervention occurred to delay the catastrophe, either from

the East or West, from the crusaders of Christendom or the

savage wamors of Tartary. On the dial-plate in heaven,

tlie pointing of the shadow-line told that the fatal term had
expired, the hour and day and month and year. Then'

could no longer the fate of the unhaj)py Greek be averted.

And the artillery of the Othmans thundered irresistibly

against Constantinople : and the breach was stormed : and
the city fell :—and, amidst the shouts of the conquering

Turkmans from the Euphrates, and the dying groans of

' The Latins weakened indeed the Greek empire but not so as to interfere with
their delayinj^f its destruction hy the Turks. So Gibbon, xi, 105 ;

" The first crusade
prevented the fall of the declinin*^ empire."

• Gibbon xi. 400, xii. 26. The date of Bajazet's defeat by Tamerlane was Jidy 28,

1402 ; the place Angora.

3i»
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the last Constantine, the third of the men were slain, the

Greek empire was no more !

^

1 It is the observation of Aristotle, Polit. iv. 14; r/ yap voXirtia fiioQ riq tan
TT)Q TToXtwc" the same figure of life being applied by him to political constitution and

independence as here.—Scriptural examples occur elsewhere. So Hosea xiii. 1

;

"When Ephraira offended, then he died." So too the Christian father Jerome, of

Rome and its empire, when first threatened by Alaric ; " Roma vitam auro redimit."



APPENDIX TO VOL. I.

No. I.

NOTICE OF THE ARGUMENTS OF PROFESSORS LUCKE .\ND

M. STUART FOR THE GALBAIC OR XEROXIC DATE
OF THE APOCALYPSE.

{See Page 48.)

Subsequently to the printing of the greater part of my second Edi-

tion Professor Moses Stuart's Apocalyptic Commentary came into my
hands ; the result, it is said, of some twenty years' thought and la-

bour :
' and, afterthe publication of that Edition, the " Einleitung " to a

Commentary there promised by Professor Liicke.^ And I have carefully

looked into both the one and the other to see by what new evidence or

argument they might seek to justify the Neronic date, on which in

fact their systems are alike mainly based. The argument occupies in

M. Stuart from p. 263 to p. 284 of his first Volume ; in Liicke the

Sections 29 and 44, beginning at pp. 245, 403, respectively. The

greater part of the ground I have already gone over ; but there are

some points new. And, as the subject is so important, the advocates

on the side I oppose so well known for ability and learning, their

assertion of the correctness of their view so dogmatic and positive,

and moreover a movement of mind among some of the more literary

in this country, especially of the dissenting body, has been lately

manifested in unison with the German aud American Professors,' I

• So the Bibliotheca Sacra.

* Ed. Bonn, 1832. I know not whether the intended ComOT«i<ary was ever published.

^ I infer this from an Article in the Eclectic Review of Dec. 1814, entitled Theory of

Prophetic Interpretation, followed by another in Kitto's Biblical Cyclopaedia on the

word Revelation ; both, it seems, by Dr. Davidson of the Lancashire Independent Col-

lege : and from an Article entitled " On the Date of the Apocalypse," in the Biblical

Review and Congregational Magazine of March 1846.

In our own Church Projessor Lee has also advocated a date prior to the destruction

of Jerusalem. But in his recently published elaborate work on Prophecy (London,

1S49), he does not enter on the argument from historic testimony: simply saying, p.

237 ;
" It is true tradition makes Patmos the place of John's exile under Domitian ;
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think it right to put the reader in full possession of their arguments

and evidence :—of Professor Stuart's more particularly ; as having

written latest, and perused and made use of Liicke. Their argument

embraces of course both the external evidence, (that of historical

testimony,) and the internal. Let me notice what seems noticeable

in it under either head.

I. Professor Liicke's and Stuart's external, or historical, evidence.

1. And here, in his opening summary,' Professor Stuart admits dis-

tinctly in the first instance the futility of the attempts that have been

made to get rid oi Irenceus' famous testimony asserting the Domitianic

date, by supplying another nominative case, instead of AttokoXvt/^ic, to

the verb eiopadr), so as I have stated at p. 33 supra : whether Iwavvrjg,

on Wefstein's principle ; or ovofia, on Knitters and Storr's ; or the

Beast, on that of the Latin translator. An admission in which Liicke

preceded him.^ And really the true construction with AiroKoXvJfiiQ

is so palpable, that one is astonished at this time of day to find any

respectable writer so bewildering himself, as to attempt the revival of

the absurdities that Professor Stuart thus rejects.^ Also he here ad-

mits, (though afterwards, we shall see, recalling or modifying that

admission,) as prohably to be construed the same w^ay with Irengeus'

testimony, that of Clemens Alexandrinus, and that of Tertullian, given

by me at pp. 83, 34 supra : fairly observing that Eusebius and Jerome,

at least, distinctly so understood and represented the testimony of

those early fathers. Nor does Liicke materially differ from him.*

Further he adds, on the same Domitianic side, the direct testimonies

of Victorinus, Euselius, Jerome, Sulpitius Severus, Augustine's friend

but this seems to have no better authority than that of conjecture." A most strange

statement surely, and strange omission : considering, on the one hand, the notorious

strength of historic testimony in favour of the Domitianic date ; on the other, the fact

of the Professor's whole system of Apocalyptic interpretation depending upon proof of

its falsehood !

1 i. 263. « p. 298.

^ So howeyer the writer in the Biblical Review, referred to in a preceding Note, who
adopts Wetstein's view.—Let me put a parallel case. Suppose a writer at this present

time noticing some enigmatic allusion in the imagery of Coleridge's Christabel, and
then observing, " Had it been necessary it might have been explained to us by him
whose poetic eye saw pictured before it the imagery of the poem ; having been seen not

very long since, but almost in our own generation, shortly before the end of the reign

of George the 3rd," what should we think of a critic arguing that it was the writer's

meaning that Coleridge himself was then seen
;

(qu. as a7i apparition f) not the

imagery of the poem ?

* At least as regards Clement. See his p. 405.
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Orosius, and that of the autlior of a Greek work on the twelve

Apostles, vulgarly ascribed to Hippolytus : ' to which, let me observe,

we may probably add that of Grecjory Kyssen}—Against all which

weighty and strong evidence what has he to oppose ? Excepting a

dubious passage from Origen, of which, as most important, I deem it

best to take notice by itself afterwards, and an anonymous Latin

Treatise, supposed to be of the date 190, and acknowledged by him

to be nearly worthless,' there is nothing more than the old names of

Epiphanius, the Syriac Versio7i's Title-Page, Andreas, Arethas, '.and

Theopliylact

:

— i. e. of Epiphanius, advocating a Claudian date, not a

Neronic ; and exposing in it withal, as I have shown, his o^\ti self-con-

tradiction and absurdity :
"*—of the Syriac Version, against the gener-

ally-admitted lateness of which, as being the PhUoxenian of about

A.D. 500,^ Professor Stuart has only to state that this "is somewhat

doubtful ;
" and " that it would rather seem that there was a Syriac

Aversion of the Apocalypse earlier than the Philoxenian," because

Ephrem Sjtus of the 5th Century often appealed to the Apocalypse,

and " is generally supposed not to have understood Greek :
" (an hy-

pothesis on an hypothesis :)—of Andreas of the 6th Century, from

whose statement that there were some who applied Apoc. vi, 12

(though he himself did not) to Titus' destruction of Jerusalem, our

American Professor argues that " they of course believed that the

' All cited or referred to by me pp. 34—36 supra, except that of the pseudo-Hip-
polrtus, which I omitted as worthless.

' He calls the Apocalypse TiKivraia tjjs ^apiTo^ /3t/3\os. Tom. iii. p. 601. I

borrow this from Dr. Wordsworth's recent Apocalyptic Conmicntary, p. 1. I presume
the TiXtuTaia has reference to the time of the Book's composition ; which would
hardly have been regarded as a clear fact by Gregory, unless he had judged it to have
been written under the Domitianic persecution, not the Neronic.

' " A fragment of an ancient Latin writing, probably about A. D. 196, first pub-
lished by Muratori in his Antiq. Ital. iii. p. 8o4, and attributed by many, yet without
good reason, to the presbyter Caius. C. F. Schmidt has cojjied it. It contains a kind
of catalogue of the N. T. Scriptures ; and, among other things, says ; ' I'aulus, sequens
pra-decessoris sui Johannis ordincm, non nisi nominatim .scptem ccclesiis scribit ordine

tali.' John therefore was Paul's predecessor, according to this writer : and, as John
wrote only to seven churches by name, so Paul, following his example." So Professor

Stuart, p. 266 ; adding :
" No great reliance can be placed on this incondite composi-

tion."—And with good reason. For what docs the writer make St. Paul do .' Since
John did not (even on the Neronic theory) return from Patmos, and publish the Apo-
calypse, till after Nero's death, and Paul suffered before Nero's death, by making
Paul to have written his Epistles, or settled the number of them, after St. John's
publication of the Apocalypse, our author mokes him to have done so after his otrn

death !

!

' See my pp. 38, 39 supra. So Liicke 406 : " Dicse Meinung, so singular und un-
wnhrscheinlich, . . . folgt Nicmand weiter."

* See my quotation from Michaelis, p. 39, Note *.
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Apocalypse was composed before that event : whereas, since Andreas

also states that there were expositors who explained the successive

Seals of Christ's birth, baptism, ministry, and burial,' he might

equally well argue that those expositors believed the Apocalypse to

have been composed before Christ's birth :—of Arethas, whom Pro-

fessor Stuart states to have been also of the 6th Century, whereas I

have proved him to have been as late at least as the 8th or 9th ;
^

and whose self-contradicting testimony, and recognition of the Domi-

tianic date of St. John's banishment to Patmos, (also cited by me,)'

the Professor states but in part, and therefore unfairly :
^—also finally

of Theophylact, a writer of the xith (!) century.

Such, I say, is Professor Stuart's own list of the opposing historic

testimonies. And, in reviewing and comparing the two lists, what

might we expect to be his judicial sentence as to their comparative

weight and value ? Surely this, that there is in reality no comparison

whatsoever between them : the one being so strong, not in respect of

number only, but of age, weight of character, and consistency ; the

other in every respect so weak. Instead of this, however, we have

the amusing statement ;
" If now the number of the witnesses were

the only thing which should control our judgment, we must, so far as

external evidence is concerned, yield the palm to those who fix on

the time of Domitian :
"—there being added, in order to make the

other side seem even to preponderate, the assertion that " a careful

examination of the matter shows that the whole concatenation of

witnesses in favour of the Domitianic date hangs upon the testimony

of Irenseus ; " and moreover a most unwarranted depreciation (in

spite of certain expressions of respect) of Irenseus' own testimony.

—

I say a depreciation of Irenaeus' testimony. For it is spoken of as

that of a man who lived, or wrote, some 100 years after Domi-

tian ; and only inferred what he tells about the Apocalyptic date

from the Apocalypse itself ill-understood.^ Tet did not Irenseus

pass his youth, and learn his lessons about St. John, as he himself

tells us, at the fieet of John's own disciple Polycarp ; which latter

was martyred within little more than a half century from the Domi-

* See my notice of Andreas' Commentary in the Appendix to my Vol. iv.

* See p. 39 supra ; also the notice of Arethas in the Appendix to my Vol. iv.

^ See Arethas' Note on Apoc. iii. 10, cited in my Vol. iv. ibid ; where he expressly

states this as his own opinion.

* p. 268.—Liicke states the thing more fairly, p. 409.

* So Stuart pp. 281, 302; in sequence of Liicke p. 411 " Irenaeus lebte hundert

Jahre nach Domitian ; also ziemlich fern von der Abfassungszeit der Apokalypse."
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tianic persecution ? '—As to the asserted dependency of all the other

testimonies on that of Irenaeiis, how does it appear ? Does Clement

then confess to this ? or Tertullian ? or Victoria ? or even Eusebius,

Jerome, Sulpitius, or Orosius ? By no means. But because " their

evidence is little more than a mere repetition of what Irenaeus has said."

So the Professor at p. 269 : whereas at p. 271, only two pages in ad-

vance, he urges that there are such varieties as to detail in the testi-

monies on the Domitianic side, (Tertullian having apparently placed St.

John's return from Patmos before Domitian's death, Clement of Alex-

andria, Eusebius, and Jerome, on Nerva's accession after it, and Victo-

rinus added the statement of St. John's being " in metallum daranatus,'

'

condemned to the mines or quarries,'^) as " make strongly against any

uniform and certain historical tradition, with regard to the subject be-

fore us." The Professor here answers himself too well to need any

other answer. But I cannot pass from the argument without ob-

serving that there seems to me to be (somewhat as in the case of the

Evangelists) just enough variety to mark independence in the testi-

mony ; nothing of such variety as to aifect its truth.

• "Who a better refuter of M. Stuart's own arguments on this point than M. Stuart

himself ? Read what he says at p. 301, on the value of Ireneeus' testimony respecting

St. John's authorship of the Apocalypse, as in fact representing Polycarp's own.
" Could Ircnajus have believed in the apostolic origin of the Apocalypse, if Polycarp

had not believed the same ? And must not Polycarp have certainly known what

was the fact in regard to the authorship of the Apocalypse ? .... In his remarks

on Rev. xiii. 18 (about the number of the Beast) Irenaeus speaks of the testimony to

the reading x^~! ''* being delivered by tKtivwv tiov kut' o\j/lv tov Iwauvtiv hopaKoTwv.

Is not Polycarp included among these ? And, if not, does not the testimony necessa-

rily imply, that some of the personal acquaintances of John had ascertained from
him what the reading in question was, and told Irenajus ? " Why, this is the very

passage in which Irenieus tells of the time of the Apocalyptic vision in Patmos, as seen

under Domitian. See the extract in my p. 32. So Professor Stuart would have it

that Ircnirus must needs have had Polycarp's or St. John's own testimony, to owe of

the points that he affirms about the Apocalypse, viz. St John being its author ; and

yet have learned nothing whatsoever, and heard nothing whatsoever, as to that other

importiint point that he affirms, of its having been seen under Domitian !
!—Stuart

himself (p. 281) dates Irenaeus' birth about A.D. 100.

» " Condemned to the mines (?) in Patmos." So writes Professor Stuart, p. 271, with

a note of interrogation : implying apparently the sceptical question, " Were there then

mines in Patmos ?
" But metallum signifies marble qtiarries, as well as mines : such

quarries as are not in Paros and Antiparos only, but in many other of the .3igean

islands. So Statius Silv. iv. 3. 98

;

Arcus bclligeri ducis trophaeis,

Et totis Ligurum nitens mctallis.

I have observed a note in Burmann De Vectigal, p. 108, to exactly the same effect. He
says ; " Sub metallic etiam lupidicitue habentur : marmora enim, et saxa, et aurum, et

cetera metallaex terra effi)diuutur. Hiuc in Codicum Titulis de Metalluriis pleraeque

leges de Ijipidibus loquuntur."
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2. But now comes the testimony of Orlgen; one which; from the

importance attached to it alike by Liicke, Stuart, and others of the

same school,' and also as having not at all noticed it in my own sketch

of evidence,! have thought best, like Professor Stuart himself, to reserve

for separate consideration. The passage is as follows. " But the king

of the Eomans, as tradition teaches, condemned John, who bore testi-

mony for the word of truth, to the isle of Patraos. And John informs

us respecting his own testimony; (or martyrdom ;) not stating who

condemned him : saying in the Apocalypse these things ;
' 1 John, your

hrother, Sfc. was in the island that is called Patmos for the word of God ;'

and he seems to have seen the Apocalypse in that island." I subjoin

the original, with the immediately preceding context.^—On this passage

Professor Stuart and his followers thus argue. Origen could not but

know Irenseus' declaration as to Domitian having been the king that

banished John. Yet, knowing this, he refers not to it as decisive, nor

to tradition as according with it ; and even says that John himself has

not decided the question, who the king was that banished him : thereby

evidently showing that in his judgment the thing was doubtful, and not

to be decided in any way that Origen knew, A fact most important,

considering that " Origen was the greatest critical scholar of the first

three centuries." ^—Now there is just one little questionwhich an intel-

ligent and reflective reader would wish to put, before acquiescing in this

view of the passage itself, and of Origen's meaning in it. Does it occur

in a discussion, like our own, on the subject of the date of the Apoca-

lypse ; or in any critical sifting of the evidence about it, such as might

lead to a " decision," on the side of the one Koman king, or the other,

as the actual banisher,—Nero or Domitian ? To which question the sim-

ple answer is, Nothing ofthe hind ! Origen had been speaking of Christ's

saying to the two sons of Zebedee, James and John, that " they should

drinh of his cup, and he baptized with the baptism he teas baptized with.

' Liicke p. 404, Stuart 271. It is also noted, and argued from, in the Numbers of

the Eclectic Review and Biblical Cyclopaedia already referred to.

"•* UeTTcaKacTL S^ iroTriptov, kul to ^ct'micrfi.a ijiairTLaQr^rrav, ol tov ZiBiSaiov vlof

fTTEiTTS/O 'KptoSii^ /mevaTTEKTeiVEV la.Kwj3ov[Tov a6i\({)0v] Iwavvov ixa-)(aipft,6 St'Puyfxaiwu

(ia<TL\tvi, (is v irapaSoai^ 8iba(TKti, KaTtSiKacrs tov Ia)avv^u, fiapTvpovvTa Sia tov tijs

aXijOttas \oyov, sis YlaTfiov Tr\v vri<Tov. AiSacrKu St xa irtpi tov ixapTvpioii iavTuv

Iwavvi}^, fiij \iyo3v Tis avTov KUTtdiKaers' <pa(TKu>v f.v tij ATroKaXvij/f.t tuvtu' Eyto

Imayi/j/s o aSE\(poi vfxwv, Kai (TvyKoivwvo^ iv t;/ QXi^lrn Kai (3acn\eta Kai VTrofxavij

TOV I»)o-ou, iytvofjiijv sv tij vijcrci) ti) KaXov/xivri IlaTfxm di.a tov \oyov tov Btov Kai Ta

£ J)|s. Kat toiKi Tiji/ ATToKaXvxffiv IV TJ) vt^aru) TtOiwpyjKtvai. Vol. i. p. 417- (Ed. Paris

1679.)

3 Stuart 272.
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And, after an argument of some length, to show that by this baptism

Christ meant, not the baptism in water, but that o^ martyrdom or suffer-

ing, he adds that, if this be admitted as the sense of the phrase,

then Christ's saying may be shown to have had fulfihnent in respect of

either of the two sons of Zebedee. For, adds he, "Herod indeed" (the

Jewish king) " killed James with the sword ; but the Roman king, as

the tradition reports, exiled John to Patmos : who himself tells us the

fact, though not mentioning who it was that condemned him ; saying,

' I was in the isle that is called Patmos for the word of God, &c.'
"

The context shows clearly enough, as it seems to me, that the point of

Origen's allusion to what St. John had omitted specifying, was its

being a Roman, not (as in his brother James' case) a Jewish king,

that was the author of his suifering.' Had Origen wished violently

to deviate from his whole subject, so as darkly to refer to a disputed

chronological point, would he not, instead of 'O It 'V(i)jxaiwv ftatriXtvg,

have rather said, 'Pufiaiuv de PacriXtvQ ne?—The passage is surely,

on the face of the thing, utterly worthless, for the purpose for which

it has been adduced. Indeed, in so far as it goes, it is in favour of the

Domitianic date, not the Neronic. For Origen says, in the singular,

" as the tradition reports to us : " (wc »/ napa^oaig ^idacrKec) not, in the

plural, " as two or more varying traditions report." So that he would

seem to have known of but one tradition
;
just like Eusebius 70 or

80 years afterwards :^ and that, by necessary inference, the tradition

of Irenceus ; as he could not be ignorant of it.—In corroboration of

which view I may add that Victorinus, who so decidedly and unhesi-

tatingly refers John's banishment to Domitian, and was apparently

quite unaware of any doubt or variance of opinion on the matter, is

expressly said by Jerome to have been a careful student of Origen.'

' At first it occurred to me that Origen might have had in his mind, when so speak-

ing, the kindly and forgiving spirit of St. John, in thus never naming his injurcr.

Professor Hug's remark in his Apocalyptic Commentary, had struck me as here appli-

cable : who, speaking of the Beast's ten horns as figuring ten Ca?sars up to Domitian,

thus expresses himself on John's supposed omission of Domitian ;
" But has he counted

only the dead, and is he silent respecting the one living^ (i. e. Domitian.) This Cfrsar

had opprest Christianity, and banished John himself. What honourable mention

could he make of himf And was it in the spirit of his Master to speak evil of him ?

Then, if he could not say good, and might [not] say evil, had he any choice but to be

silent respecting him ? " Introd. to New Testament, ii. G80. But, on reconsideration,

the explanation seems to me clearly enough to be that given above.

' See to this effect my pp. 3o, 36 suprii.

' " Taceo de Victorino, et cretcris, qui Origenem in explanatione duntaxat Scrij)-

turarum sequuti sunt." Ad Vigilant. Ep. 36. Cited by Lardner iii. 172.
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3. Comes Professor Stuart's addendum on the external evidence for

the Neronic date, written after receiving Guerike's adhesion to that

vievr : and which in part reverts to the old previously disputed evi-

dence ; in part reports a certain new light profest to be thrown on the

subject by Guerike.—As to the old, he says that he inclines to think,

on reconsideration, that both Clement's testimony and TertulliarCs

may be regarded as favouring the Neronic, rather than the Domitianic

date:' the first, because John could hardly at the age of ninety-five

have been supposed to travel on horse, or on foot, as Clement relates,

after the young prodigal :
^ (but is not John's great a^e at the time

• The writer on the Date of the Apocalypse in the Congregational Magazine before

referred to, when abstracting Professor Stuart's catena on the Neronic side of the ques-

tion, not only does so without stating the admissions made by the latter with regard to

the weakness of the evidence, or drawbacks in certain cases, but even lays claim to

Clement and Chrysostom, unlike the doubtful and vacillating American Professor, as

distinct and decided witnesses on that side, in respect of their story of the recovered

reprobate. In order to this it is essential that the story be made one of inany years ;

more than can be supposed to have elapsed between John's return from Patmos, on
the hypothesis of the Domitianic date, i. e. A.D. 96, and his death. Accordingly

(though doubtless from inadvertence) the Reviewer makes Chrysostom so state it

;

" Some time after this, Clement says not how long, but Chrysostom says many years:"
—which however Chrysostom does not say. His expression is irokvv xpouov a chro-

nological phrase variously to be construed as to length, according to the nature of the
thing which it relates to ; and which may even sometimes only mean a few days, or

houi-s. So in the case of Ajax's body remaining unburied; (Sophocles Ajax Mastig.

1402;) Hdi) yap iroXus sKTETaTai XP o "os, k. t. X. On which says the Scholiast;

IToXus ')(povoi a(p ov TETEXfUTrj/cEi/ 6 Aias, kul f]Sri 6e.i avTov Ta<piivat. So again in

Arrian's History, v. 27: Tavra utrovTo^ AXe^avSpov iroXvv fxsv \povov cnw-rrt]

t]v, ovTs. avTiXtycLV ToXfxwvTwv Trpos TOP fSaaiXta £/c tov euOeos, ovts. (rvy)(wpf.Lv

idiXovTuyv. And similarly Joseph. Antiq. Jud. xii, 9. 5 ; &c.—In the present case a year
or two would surely satisfy the requirements of the phrase. And this would well consist

also both with Chrysostom's intimation that the reprobate was still a young man
when recovered ; and with Clement's yet more characteristic intimation, of the inter-

val being simply one in which nothing had occurred in the country Church (though
o» p.aKpav, not very far off,) to make it needful pi-eviously to send for St. John from
Ephesus. Now John's life was prolonged into Trajan's reign, according to Irenaeus

;

its 3rd year, say Eusebius and Jerome ; thus giving four years' interval between his

return to Patmos, on the Domitianic hypothesis, and death.—As to St. John's age, which
the Reviewer says must have been at the lowest computation 90 at Domitian's death,

(so presuming on a questioned point, on which see the next Note,) it is a marked feature

in the story.

I have in the above somewhat repeated what is already more briefly said at p. 34,

from wishing to satisfy the objections of this respectable, but evidently inconsiderate

writer.

^ On St. John's age Jerome's is, I believe, the most authoritative statement of an-

cient tradition ; the same that I have given p. 34, Note ^, supra. According to this,

he was still a piier, when called by Christ ; a word which, I think, would suggest the

age of not more than 18. Professor Hug (ii. 261,) reckoning his age as at that time
about 16, makes him but 19 at Christ's death ; and thus 84 on Nerva's accession.

As to St. John's not being able to travel on horse or on foot at the age of 95, com-
pare Eusebius' account, or rather that of the contemporary record inserted by him, of
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one essential point in Clement's story ?)—the second because it rather

seems to him that TertuJlian meant to note a synchronism of suffering

in Paul, Peter, and John, though indeed be does not say anything of

the kind. To this I deem no further answer necessary, beyond what

has been already given by me.' But the new point is a curious one,

and deserves notice. Guerike has discovered that Irenceus' oicn

evidence is for Nero, not Domitian. How so ? It is thus. Irenaeus

says that " the Apocalypse was seen, almost in oiu- generation, -k^oq

Ttf TiKii rr)c Ao/i£ria»'ou ap^T/c." Now, argues the German critic
;

Ist, if ^ojjLiTiavov were a noun and proper name, it ought to have the

article tov before it, rjjc tov ^ojxtriavov np^jjc ; and, as this is wanting,

it must be taken adjectively. Which being so, then 2ndly, in ac-

cordance with the law of Greek grammatical formations, it must be

regarded as derived from the name Domitius, not Domitian : for the

adjective formed from Domitian would be ^ofitnaviKoq. Hence

Domitius Nero must be the emperor referred to ; Domitius having

been JS'ero's pr£enomen.

Such is Guerike's discovery and argument. No wonder Prof. Stuart

is much struck with it. Says he ;
" The conjecture is very ingenious ; or,

if we must rank it higher, the criticism is acute and discriminating.

The usual fact is (as Guerike states) that nouns ending in

—

voq, form

adjectives in —ikoq. ... If he is right in his criticism on the word \ont-

Tiavov, the past opinions in respect to it present one of the most singular

cases of long-continued and oft-repeated philological error, -nhich has

ever come to my knowledge."' Yet the two circumstances, I. that so

many Greek fathers, and Latin ones understanding Greek, supposed

Domitian to have been meant by Irenaeus, 2. that Domitius was so very

unusual an appellation of Nero, make the American Professor hesitate

Poll/carp's c.ipture and martyrdom. In which record Polj'carp is stated to have
moved from village to village, on foot apparently, and then rode back on an ass, then
walked on foot with alacrity to the Pro-consul's tribunal, though at an age that can

hardly have been less than 95 ; as he speaks of having served God 86 years. M.
Stuart, indeed, i. 292, makes this 86 years to mean the whole length of Polycai-p's life.

But this does not seem to me the natural meaning of his words.

' See my pp. 40, 41 supra. In order to do away with tlic argument from Tertul-

lian's noting John's^6a?tJsAwe«< as a punishment inflicted on St. John, and the known
fact that Domitian so punished Christians as well as others. Professor Stuart says, p.

281, " Doubtless 6ani«/(»(e?j< of Christians took place under both ;
"

i. c. under Nero, as

well as Domitian. But he gives no authority to prove this ; and, I believe, can give

none. See my observations at p. 44. It is an assumption on the part of the Professor

just as gratuitous, as that other assumption, so necessary to his theory, that Koro's

persecution of Christians extended beyond Rome, into all the provinces of the empire.
« i. 283.
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at acquiescing in Gruerike's soljation, and still retain "some doubts"

respecting the matter.

Now what is the real state of the question, and real value of Guerike's

criticism and argument ? 1. Instead of the article tov being required

before Aofienavov, in case of its being a proper name, we have in the

very chapter of Eusebius referred to, H. E. v. 8, no less than three cases

of proper names without the article, in precisely the same collocation,

between an article preceding them, and the noun that belongs to it

following :

—

Hepi r-qq Iwaj'vov awoicaXv^ewQ' M-ejjivrjTai Se ttjq lioavvov

TrpijJTriQ fTTtoToXr/c" E/c rwv MapiciioroQ crvyypafXfxaTwv' not tov Iwari'ov,

or TOV MapKiwvoc.—2. Even were Aojuenarou taken adjectively, it is

not true that it can only be derived as an adjective from Ao/^tr/oe,

not AoiAETiavoQ. According to analogy it may be from ^the latter

proper name, quite as well as from the former :' and in fact we have

examples of both kinds of formation. But mark ! Whereas in

reference to Domitius Nero, JDomitius is the usual adjective made

use of, (so " Domitia gens " in Suetonius, speaking of Nero's gens

and kindred,) never, I believe, Domitianus,—in reference to the

emperor Domitian the adjective Domitianus in question is expressly

used ; and this by his own friend and contemporary Statins. In the

Preface to the 4th Book of his Silvse, Statins speaks thus of a road

formed by Domitian, called in common parlance " The Domitian

road ;
" " Tertio viam Domitianam miratus sum." And indeed he

heads his third Ode in that Book with the title, (this being the

subject of the Ode,) "Via Domitiana."

II. So much on the Professors Stuart and Liicke's external e^ddence.

—As to their internal evidence it is based primarily on three points :

—

all alluded to, and suflSciently refuted, I believe, in my preceding Essay.

1. There is urged the fact of St. John's Gospel being written in better

Greek, the Apocalypse more Hebraic, as well with more of fire and

spirit : a fact accounted for quite otherwise, as I have shown in my
Note ^ page 5,- sjipra ; and on which see also to the same effect Prof.

Hug, ii. 675.2-7^2. They argue that Jerusalem must have been standing

^ So e. g. Coflex Justinianus, Vasa Gratiana, &c.

^ Dr. Wordswortli well cites the case of Horace, (which I have also myself just

alluded to) as composer both of the Sermones and the Odes, in quite different styles, in

illustration of the unreasonableness of those objections that have been drawn from the

different styles of the Johannic Gospel and the Apocalypse, as if showing that the

John who was author of the one cannot be the author of the other.—The same illustra-
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when the Apocalypse was written, because of sealed ones out of the

tribes of Israel being noted in Apoc. vii, and the temple measured, and

" city where our Lord teas crucijied " spoken of, in Apoc. xi :—an argu-

ment this which, taking for granted as it does the literal meaning of the

designation Israel, and the temple-aymhol, &c., is one of the most extra-

ordinary cases of the petitio principii that I have ever met with : espe-

cially considering their recognition of the seven candlesticks, ?'rt a tetnple

like the Jewish, at the opening of the Apocalypse, as symbols of Chris-

tian Churches ; and of " the twelve tribes of Israel " in the IS^ew Jerusa-

lem, at tlie end of the Apocalypse, as meant of the sjJiritual Israel, or

Christian Church}—3. They note the circumstance of five Roman

emperors having fallen, reckoned from Julius Caesar, says Stuart,

from Augustus, says Liicke ;
^ and the sixth reigning at the time of

the Apocalypse, according to the Angel's statement in Apoc. xvii,

whether Nero or else Galba. AVhich last argument also takes for

granted, what needs to be proved, that the Beast's heads mean single

emperors; contrary to the aualogy of Daniel vii. 6, viii. 22. On
which point, however, and other difficulties connected with the view

of these expositors, I must beg to refer to my examination of the

Prceterist Apocalyptic Scheme in the Appendix to my 4th Volume.

They are difficulties, I believe, which the Praeterists can never get

over.^

4thly there is referred to by them that point of internal evidence,

arising out of comparison of tlie Apocalyptic representation of the

state of the Asiatic Churches, and the Pauline, on which I have

cursorily touched in my primary Essay on the Date ;"* but on which

the arguments of these expositors of the German School make a few

additional remarks desirable.—It is fully admitted by them that the

difterence of the Apocalyptic picture and the Pauline, in respect both

of the number of the Christian Churches in Proconsular Asia, of the

state of the two older Churches of Ephesus and Laodicea, (the only

two out of the seven that occur alike in both the two sketches,) and

tion may be applied, in proof that the greaterfire of one composition of an author does

not prove it to be the composition of a younger ape, the more prosaic style that of an

older age. lioracc's Ser/noncs were productions of a comparatively young age, many

of his most spirited Odes of an older. See Beutley's Chronological Essay, prefixed to

Gcssner's Horace.

» M. Stuart ii. 379. * Stuart i. 27'j, Liicke, p. 417.

=• Dr. Davidson's internal evidence is a mere repetition of the above from Stuart

and Liicke.

* See my p. 46 supra.
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of the governing apostle, or bishop, in the one case Paul and Timothy,

in the other St. John,—that these differences are so marked, as to

require the supposition of a certain not inconsiderable interval of

time to account for it.^ But, says Stuart, " some seven or eigJit years

probably had intervened between Paul's Letter [to the Church of

Ephesus] and the Epistle of St. John: "^ (an interval which Liicke's

hypothesis of the Apocalypse having been written under Galba, rather

.than Nero, would increase to eight or nine years : ^) and that this in-

terval is quite sufficient to account for the changes.—Now I must

beg the reader here to observe the strange omission made by these

writers, as if the Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon,

were the only Pauline documents extant, to compare with the Apoca-

lyptic. We have also for comparison St. Paul's two Epistles to

Timothy, Bishop of Ephesus ; and more especially the 2nd Epistle

:

one written, as may be inferred from almost decisive internal evidence,

during a second imprisonment of St. Paul at Home, very shortly be-

fore his martyrdom ;
* an event assigned by Liicke himself to the

1 Liicke, p. 245 ; Stuart, i. 273.

2 Stuart, ibid. 279. In order to get thissecewor eight years' interval Stuart is obliged

to suppose that St. John's Apocalyptic visions, and letters to the Asiatic Churches,

were revealed and written not till the very end of Nero's persecution and life. For of

Paul's Epistle to Ephesus the earliest possible date is towards the decline of A.D. 60 ;

(the true date, I believe, though by most expositors, as I shall have to observe presently,

it is dated later,) and Nero died in June 68. Now Nero's persecution begun in 64 ; and
Paul's martyrdom under it occurred in 66 or 67.

^ Liicke, p. 413, expresses himself on this point with a rather strange indistinctness.

" Zwischen der Paul. Stiftung des Christenthumes in diesen Gegenden, und dem
Zeitpunkte wo, nach unsrer Bestimniung, die Apok. geschrieben ist, war weuigstens

eine Zeit von mehr als zehn Jahren verflossen. Das ist ein Zeitraum in welchem nicht

nur eine Menge neuer Gemeinden, die Paulus noch nicht kannte, entstehen, sondern

auch in den iilteren Gemeinden, wie Ephesus, die erste Liebe und Reinheit sich schon

Terlieren und schwachen konnten." He here speaks in his first sentence of the ten

years' interval at least between St. Paul's " stiftung des Christenthumes," planting of
Christianity in the Asiatic district, and his own date of the Apocalypse, as written

under Galba. In his second sentence he speaks of a change having in that time taken

place to the establishment of more Churches there than St. Paul kneiu. Now Paul's

kyioioledge on this point would of course have to be inferred from his epistles to the

Churches ; supposing (which, as stated above, is not the case) that these were the

only Epistles of his to judge by :—epistles dating much later than the, " stiftung
"

spoken of, and consequently separated by a much shorter interval than ten years from

Lucke's Apocalyptic a?ra.

» The argument for referring the 2nd Epistle to Timothy to a second imprisonment

of St. Paul has been well drawn out by Michaelis and others, and seems to me quite

decisive. St. Paul's first imprisonment at Rome followed on his voyage from Ceesarea

through the Mediterranean, by the South of Crete, Malta, and Puteoli : and during

the two years it lasted he was in his own hired house ; and seems to have had a con-

siderable measure of liberty, with friends ministering to him, and full expectation of

a release. The imprisonment under which he was suffering when he wrote the 2nd
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year 68, the last of Xero.' Thus the time of the Epistle must be

considered as almost touching, certainly scarce more than a year or

two years prior to, the date assigned by Stuart, or even Liicke, to the

Apocalypse.'^ And consequently, were their theory of the Apoca-

lyptic date correct, we might expect the hints that we find in this

Epistle of Paul to Timothy about the state of things in the Asiatic

churches to correspond in considerable measure with the Apocalyptic

picturingg. But is it so ? Surely rather the contrary. Not a hint

do we find in it of any such large accession and combination of Chris-

tian Churches in Asia as the Apocalypse tells of:—not a hint as to

persecution (persecution that might probably be unto death) having

reached, or threatened, the Churches there :—not a hint as to the

beloved disciple St. John's arrival, or expected arrival in Ephesus, to

supersede Timothy in the chief superintendence of the Asiatic

Churches, and be ready to bear the brunt of the storm coming upon

them.^ There is on the face of the documents a marked chronological

interval between the times of the writing of the one and of the other

:

precisely such an interval as that of the thirty years between the

Neronic persecution, under which Paul suffered ; and the Domitianic,

under which, according to Irenseus, St. John saw the Apocalypse in

Patmos.

5thly, and finally, let me advert to Liicke's chronological argument,

from comparison of the Apocalyptic report as to the then state of the

Laodicean Church, with the fact of the Laodicean earthquake in the

Epistle to Timothy, followed evidently after a voyage, and journey, in which he had
dropped Trophimus at Miletus,* Erastus at Corinth, arid, between those two places,

left a cloak and parchments at Troas. (2 Tim. iv. 13, 20.) Moreover there was then a

state of persecution and imminent danger, in which he knew that he would have to

suffer martyrdom.

' Liicke, p. 245 ;
" die Zeit von dem Todte des Apostels Paulus in der Neronischen

Verfolgung, etwa 68."—Clinton, ad ann. 65, dates the death of St. Paul in that year.

But in thi.s he seems to me to'have varied without sufficient reason from Eusebius and

Jerome, who place it one or two years later.

* Nero was slain, as observed before, in June, 68. Therefore Stuart can hardly fix

his Neronic date of the Apocalypse later than the end of 67.

' 1 beg my readers to run their eye through St. Paul's second Epistle to Timothy,

with this particular point in view.

• Some who advocate the idea of this being Paul's 'first imprisonment, explain the

Miletus here mentioned as that in Crete ; and as thus in accord with St. Paul's first

route to Home by sea. But, if the reader looks at the majj, he will .see that St. Paul s

vessel sailed along the South coast of the island by Lasca, the Fair Havens, and Pha'-

nice ; whereas the Cretan Miletus was on the North side of the island.

See my discussion on the Pauline Chronology in the Appendix to Vol. iii., and the

Pauline Chart in my Warburton Lectures.

VOL. I. 35
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6tli year of Nero, (ending Oct. 13, A.D. 60,) as dated by Tacitus.

The subject is one tbat I have noticed cursorily in my primary Essay

on the Date;' but it maybe well to supplement the argument as there

stated.—Liicke's reasoning on this head is directed not against the

Domitianic theory of date, but against theories which would date the

Apocalypse at any considerable time before Gralba. Could it have

been said to the Laodicean Christians, he argues,^ " Thou sayest, I am

rich, and increased with goods, and have need of nothing," imtil

several years had elapsed after the earthquake, and given its inhabit-

ants time to recover from its effects ? And, so far, his argument

seems fair and unanswerable. I observe that Professor Stuart, who

advocates a Neronic date, before Galba, though he had Lucke's Essay

in his hands, yet entirely omits adverting to this point.' But, while

valid against Stuart's Neronic date, is not the argument valid against

Liicke's own Galhaic date also ? Against which date, only suggested

apparently in order to get this somewhat longer interval, there lies the

grave additional objection that no historic evidence points to it as a

time of persecution of Christians. Besides which apply now, what I

before omitted, the internal evidence bearing on this point which may

be drawn from St. Paul's Epistle to the Colossian Church, and that

to the individual Colossian Philemon. It is all but universally ad-

mitted, and not without good reason, that these two Epistles were

written and despatched by St. Paul from Rome, during his first im-

prisonment there.^ To fix theirprecise date is difficult. In our larger

Bibles it is given as A.D. 64. But this seems clearly too late. The

best critics, as "Whitby, Macknight, Lardner, &c., give the date A.D.

61, or 62 : quite irrespective however of the fact of the earthquake

we speak of, which somewhat remarkably they altogether overlook.

1 pp. 45, 46, supra. ^ Liicke, pp. 418, 419.

3 There can hardly he less than a year's difference between Stuart's Neronic and

Lucke's Galbaic date. And, as Nero's persecution began in the year 64, and Galba's

short reign in 69, the former may be as much as 3 or 4 years earlier than the latter.

* 1 learn indeed from Kitto's Cycloptcdia, on the word Colossm, that of late j'ears

this has been controverted by Dr. Schulz ; who would have both this epistle, and

those to Philemon and to the Ephesians, to have been written by St. Paul] during his

two years' imprisonment at Caesarea. But the writer of the Article shows that the

internal evidence is by no means conclusive in favour of this view : which being the

case, (and more might be added against Schulz' hypothesis,) " the testimony," says he,

" of tradition may fairly be permitted to settle the question : and this is unequivocally

in favour of the opinion that these epistles were written from Rome, during the earlier

part of St. Paul's confinement there."-—It is curious that the fact of the earthquake at

Laodicea should have been passed over in silence (as I infer fi'om the Cyclopaedia) in

this controversy.
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For my own part I incline to assign them to the autumn of the year

60 ; in order to make the date consistent with Tacitus' date of the

Laodicean earthquake, as in Nero's 0th year, ending, as I said, Oct.

13, A.D. 60. Tor, of course, the circumstance of St. Paul's writing to

the Colossians, and sending messages to, or respecting, the Christiana

of Laodicea, as also of Ilierapolis,' shows that those cities were all three

then in existence ; and that no such tremendous catastrophe, as that

of an overthrow by an earthquake, had just immediately before that

time befallen any one of the three cities. At the same time, as the

autumn of GO seems full early for the date of the two epistles spoken of,

a doubt may not unnaturally suggest itself to many as to the accuracy

of Tacitus' date, and a preference be given to that of Euschius ; who,

alluding doubtless to the same earthquake, assigns it to the lOth year

of Nero, four years later. ^ "With uhich date, let me observe, the

medallic and historical evidence referred to in my Essay suits, just

as well as with that of Tacitus.' Then, if so, in Liicke's own exprest

' Col. ii. 1 ;
" I would that j-e knew what great conflict I have for you, and for

them at Laodicea, &c." iv. 13, 15, IG : "I bear him record (sc. " Epaphras, who is

one of you,") that he hath a great zeal for you, and for them that are in Laodicea,

and them in Hierapolis. Salute the brethren which are in Laodicea.

.

. . And, when
this epistle has been read among you, cause that it be read also in the church of the

Laodiceans."
• "Eodem anno [sc. 6th of Nero] ex inlustribus Asia) urbibus Laodicea, trcmoro

terra; prolapsa, nuUo a nobis remedio, propriis opibus rcvaluit." So Tacitus, Ann. xiv.

27 ; already cited by me p. 45.

" Anno Neronis 10. Nero, ut similitudinem ardentis Trojac inspiccret, plurimam

partem Romanac urbis incendit. In Asia tres urbcs terrac motu conciderunt, Laodicea,

Hierapolis, Colasce." So Eiisebius, Chrouicon.

I follow Tillemont in supposing the same earthquake to be meant by Tacitus and

Eusebius. So p. 45 Note * supra.

' So too the inscription on the Laodicean amphitheatre, alluded to p. 46 supra, as

noticed by Kitto in his Pictorial Bible. A notice however, as I have since discovered,

by no means correct. Deeming the point one of much interest, if, as he represents

it, the inscription shows the theatre to have been in course of erection at the very time

when the Apocalyptic letter was dictated to the Church at Laodicea, I thought it

desirable to look at the Inscription, and see whether it warrants his statement ; the

rather, because he does not cite his authority for it. Accordingly, I have compared

two copies of the Inscription, given respectively by Chandler in his Inscript. Ant.

J). 30, and by Eckhel, Vol. vi. p. 435, from Muratori. They agree, with one or

two slight and unimportant diflerenccs. And this is the translation.

" To Titus Cxsar Augustus Vespasian, Consul the seventh time, son of the Emperor
Vespasian, and to the People, Nicostratus the younger, son of Lycius, son of Nicos-

tratus, dedicated ... at his own expencc ; Nicostratus his heir having completed what

was wanting of the work, and M. Ulpius Trajanus, the Proconsul, having consecrated

it."

It results that the amphitheatre was completed and dedicated in the year of Titus'

7th consulship ; i. e. as Eckhel, Clinton, and also Chandler give it, A.D. 79 :—a date

well suiting, it will be obvious, either Tacitus' or Eusebius' date of the earthquake
;

also Tacitus' statement of the restoration of the citv bv the Laodiceans' own re-
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judgment the interval between tliis Laodicean earthquake, A.D. 64,

and his presumed Apocalyptic date under Galba, in the last half of 69,

will be too small to consist with the Apocalyptic picture of Laodicea's

then flourishing state of worldly ease and opulence ;—an inconsist-

ency still greater, of course, in the case of Prof. Stuart's somewhat

earlier Neronic date.

As to the time of Colossse's restoration, it may be remembered that

the negative medallic evidence mentioned in my Essay militates

against its having occurred till a long time after. Pliny indeed in

his N. H. V. 41, written probably under Vespasian,* cursorily men-

tions Colossae, with eight others, as among the most famous towns of

Phrygia. But writing from books apparently, (see his B. iii. c. 1,)

rather than from personal knowledge of the locality, he may probably

have repeated in this some earlier account about the towns of

Phrygia, written before the catastrophe of the earthquake. On the

other hand, in the copious and particular enumeration of all the

cities in that neighbourhood, then standing, by Ptolemy, the learned

geographer of the times of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius, the name of

Colossae appears not.'^ A fact this quite accounting for the omission

of Colossae in the Apocalyptic epistles to the seven Churches.

In fine we see that while all and every indication, medallic and

historic. Scriptural and classical, internal and external, combine to

militate against a Neronic or Galbaic date, they all accord pei'fectly

with the supposition of a Domitianic date to the Apocalypse.

sources ; and the Apocalyptic Letter to the Church there established, speaking of it as

in A.D. 96 rich and increased in goods. I

By a most strange mistake Chandler, in his Travels, pp. 225, 226, seems to confound

the ProconsuVs office with the consitl's ; and because M. Ulpius Trajan (the so7i)

was consul A.D. 91, and the date of A.D. 79 occurs at the commencement of the In-

scription, (for he gives no other reason,) states that "twelve years were consumed in

perfecting the structure." On which mistake Dr. Kitto advances by making the

amphitheatre " in course of erection " A.D. 96.

Eckhel justly observes that it must have been M. Ulpius Trajan thefather (not the

son, afterwards emperor) that was Proconsul of Asia at the time specified.

' In the year 72 Pliny was writing his 14th Book ; in the year 77 he dedicated the

completed Book to Titus. See Clinton, Fast, Rom., on those two years.

2 I observe in Ptolemy mention of Pergamos among the Mysian cities ; of Thyativa,

Sai'dis, Philadelphia, Laodicea, among those of Lydia and Moconia ; and of Hierapolis

in Phrygia : besides, of course, the greater and more famous cities of Ephcsus and

Smyrna. Thus all the seven cities of the Apocalyptic Churches arc mentioned by

him ; which makes his omission of Colossa?, conformably with the Apocalyptic omis-

sion of it, the more remarkable. Lib. v. c. 2. pp. 119, 120, (Ed. Amstelod. 1605.)



APPENDIX.

No. II.

ON THE COUNTER-STRUCTURAL SCHEME WHICH SUPPOSES A
CHRONOLOGICAL PARALLELISM OF SEALS AND TRUMPETS;
THE SEALS AS PREFIGURING THE CHURCH HISTORY,

THE TRUMPETS THE SECULAR HISTORY OF ROMAN
CHRISTENDOM.

{Seepage lOG ; also pp. 79, 125.)

This counter-scheme of the Apocalyptic Seals was made chiefly not-

able, after the Reformation, by Parens' and Yitringa's adoption of

it ;
' and it has been subsequently adopted, with various modifica-

tions, by Woodhouse, Cuninghame, Bickersteth, Birks, and a few

other expositors of our own day.'^

It is a cause of much gratification to me that, since the publication

of the 4th Edition of this Work, Mr. Birks has renounced this coun-

ter-scheme of structure ; and declared his acquiescence, after very

careful re-consideration of the subject, in the structural view adopted

from Mede by myself and many other expositors.^ As Mr. Birks

' So far as regards the application of the first Seal to Christianity and the Church,

it was a scheme, as will be seen,* of early patristic origin. But, beyond the first Seal,

the idea of explaining the Apocalyptic horse to mean the Church was not received, I

believe, or the Seals interpreted with reference to it, till Ansclm of Havilburg in 1245.

See my Notice of Anselm in the History of Apocalyptic Interpretation.

* Dr. Keith can scarcely be counted in the number ; his peculiarities of view being

too considerable. For, while supposing the tchitc horse to figure the Christian Church,

he explains the red of Mahotninedism ; the black of Popery ; the 2Mle of Infidelity. I

have sufficiently shown the untenableness of this view in my J'indici^e Horarice. As it

has not, I believe, been much adopted by other expositors, there seems no need of my
further noticing it here.

The Works referred to of Cuninghame, Bickersteth, and Birks are Cuning-

hame's Dissertation on the Apocalypse, -tth Edition ; Bickersteth on the Prophecies,

7th Edition ; Birks' Chronological Table of Sacred History, ap. Bickersteth, p. 412,

and also his Mystery of Providence, published in 1848.

* So in a Letter to myself, written in 185(i. " I agree now with you in the points

following :

—

1st, The subordination of the Trumpets to the Seals : i. e. that the 7th Seal includes,

and is unfolded in, the seven Trumpets.

* See my History of Apocalyptic Interpretation, Vol. iv., two first Periods.
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may naturally have been looked up to as the ablest and most emi-

nent modem advocate of the counter-scheme, the fact of his renun-

ciation of it might perhaps by some be regarded as a sufficient reason

for omitting in the present 5th edition of my Work this review and

refutation of it. And so I was for a while inclined to think myself.

After reflecting, however, on Vitringa's high and deserved reputation,

as one of the most learned of Apocalyptic expositors, and the tend-

ency of the human mind, when inclined towards speculation, to re-

produce from time to time, unless the refutation be before them, old

tlioroughly refuted schemes of exposition, I have thought it better

still to retain this paper in my Work.

As regards Vitringa it is important to premise that, perceiving the

naturalness of Mede's scheme of structure, and the obvious fitness

moreover of the symbols of the first Seal, when applied historically,

to depict the state of the JSoman Empire from Nerva's accession,

immediately after the Apocalyptic revelations, to that of Commodus,^

2ndly, the reference of Seal vi. to the fall of Paganism in the Roman empire.

3rdly, the periods of time of the earlier Seals.

4thly, the mystical sense of the sealed tribes (Apoc. vii-), reaching through the

whole dispensation.

5thly, the probable date of the 2nd Woe."
He adds that he still prefers to refer Seal i. to " the triumphs of the Gospel from

St. John to Commodus;" thinks that " the symbols in Seal iii. denote a limited

scarcity ;
" adheres to his former interpretation of " the 4th part " in Seal iv. ; and

thinks that in the palm-bearing vision of Apoc. vii. there is " a prospective reference

to a time still future."

On none of these points of difference can I see any reason to change the opinions

previously exprest by me. The coincidences of fact and prophecy, so explained, are

not denied by Mr. B. And this I consider to be the strong foundation of all my
Apocalyptic Exposition. But with these points of difference I have nothing to do in the

present Paper; or indeed in the present Appendix, save only as regards " the fourth

part" of Seal iv. considered in its bearing on "the third part" of the four first

Trumpets. On which see my No. iv. ^ 3.

' Says Vitringa ;
" Neque ego inficias earn hanc interpretandi rationem [vik. the

general scheme of subordinating the Trumpets to the Seals as the evolution of the seventh

Seal, and applying the six first Seals as a prefiguration of the fortunes of the Roman
Empire down to the revolution under Constantine] magna se commendare specie."

p. 306. Besides its structural natui-alness he gives two additional reasons which miich

influenced him in its favour :—1. that, except on this scheme, the immensely important

revolution under Constantine seemed left unprefigured in the seven Seals :— 2. that if,

instead of the Constantinian revolution, the sixth Seal (or rather its first half in Apoc.

vi.) was made to figure the revolution at the consummation, (in his view the only con-

ceivable alternative,) then the seventh Seal would seem to have nothing of prefigiira-

tion left for it.

After concluding, however, to adopt the Church-counter-scheme of structure, he pro-

poses to obviate the latter objection against it by making the silence at the opening of

the seventh Seal (its whole subject according to him) signify the millennial rest : the
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he would apparently at first fain have seen his way to some consist-

ent continuous Roman interpretation of the Seals, could he have done

80. But, having only Mede's historic application of this scheme before

him, which gave another view of the first Seal than that which, like

myself, Yitriuga recognized as just,' while, in respect of the other Seals,

it was manifestly indefensible, and perceiving himself as regarded them

no better, he settled in fine on that counter-scheme which I have here

to review :—the grand characteristic of which is to regard the Seals as a

series of figurations synchronic with the Trumpets, in symbolization of

the phases and fortunes of the Church ; while the Trumpets figure those

of the secular empire ; each from St. John's time to the consummation.

As Vitringa's scheme, though in this main point like the others,

has yet difterences sufficiently marked to render a distinct view of it

desirable, a separate diagram of it is subjoined.^

former by reference to the vision in the xiith Chapter (i. e. in another series of the

Apocalyptic figurations), as supplying the defect, and prefiguring the Constantinian

revolution. Thus he .satisfied himself. But his followers, for the most part, are not

satisfied with it ; and offer consequently modifications of the scheme, some of which
•will be seen in what follows of this Appendix.

' " Sub bonis et laudatis principibus, a Nervu usque ad Commodum, facies Roman
Imperii satis fuit tequ.ibilis; et embleraatc, non rufi [as Mede], sed albiequi, cum ses-

sore victorioso, figurari potuisset." p. 310.

' Vitringa's Church-Scheme of the Seals.

First ^^eal.
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And there are three things to be particularly noted in his scheme,

when considered in comparison with the others :—1st, that he insists,

again and again, on the point that it is the external state of the

Church, whether of the Church visible in the Eoman world, or of the

faithful Church, (for he makes the four first Seals figure the Church

visible, the fifth faithful confessing Churches,) that is the subject of

the symbolization ; '—2. that he most strongly repudiates the idea

of interpreting the horse and his rider, in each of the four first Seals,

separately, and of making the horse, by itself, the representative of

the Church visible: his judgment being that the rider and the horse

should be taken {centaur-lihe') together, as a composite symbol, to figure

the varying phases of the Church : ^ and that whosoever attempted

more, and explained the horse, as above-intimated, by itself would,

though he might do well enough in the first Seal, find himself inex-

tricably embarrassed in those that followed :
^—3. that he includes

in his first prophetic series the seventh Seal, as itself figurative of

the Millennium : whereas other expositors, who take the Church-view

of the Seals, end their first series with the sixth Seal ; making the

seventh to include the seven Trumpets, and so to constitute their second

series.—Now the structural inconsistency of supposing the seventh

Seal to figure the selfsame millennial happiness which has already

been pictured, according to him, in the Palm-bearing Vision of the

sixth Seal is very obvious. Again, with regard to the four earlier

Seals, I must say that his declaration as to the impracticability of

explaining the horse separately, amounts nearly, as it seems to me, to

a confession that he was unable, on the principle of applying the

1 " Sigillis hisce exteriorem ecclesise statum depingi jam ssepius monuimus." p. 364.

—He expressly makes the true Church the subject of the 5th Seal : sayiiig that from

the calamitous state of the Eastern Churches ia the 4th Seal St. John, in the 5th,

"transit ad statum externum veroi ecclesicB, et populi Dei, in occidentali Christian!

orbis plaga." Ibid.

* " Perspexi . . equum non designare suhjectum rationale, a sessore equi distinetum
;

sed certa solummodo demonstrare sessoris attributa ei projirietates." As, for example,

if the rider were to represent a minister of the Divine Providence, the horse would re-

present the quickness of his executing the divine commands ; its colour the character

of the pro^-idential dispensations committed to him. p. 328.

^ " Videbam interpretes, qui per equum albwn hie intelligunt Ecclesiam Christi,

sive apostolos super quibus dici potest vehi, vehementer laborare in sequente emblemate

recte exponendo." Ibid.

universalis judicii character, nulla plane hie memoria, ut nee aliarum judicii novissimi

KipLTaaiwv." p. 385.—The tempest-winds of Apoc. \'ii. 1 he supposes to be {retro-

spectively) that of which the earthquake, &c., of the 6th Seal, just before described,

was the result.
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Seals to Church history, to make out a fully satisfactory interpreta-

tion of them. And enough will now be stated that is applicable to

Vitrinsa's scheme, in the examination I am about to enter on of that

of the best known recent commentators who have adopted a scheme

mainly similar, ' to confirm this view of its unsatisfactoriness.

Proceed we then to consider more particularly the schemes of

Messrs. Cuninghayne and Bickersteth : — schemes substantially the

same with each other, and which alike take Woodhouse as their ori-

ginal ; being only somewhat more elaborated. The Diagram sub-

joined below gives a general view of them.'^

Now by these commentators, notwithstanding Vitringa's warning,

the horse is boldly taken as a separate symbol ; to figure throughout,

they say, the professing Church visible:^—at which preliminary point

let me caution the reader always, when the Church is named, to mark

distinctly tohat Church is meant, and in what point of view. And^

to justify its symbolization as a war-horse, this Church visible is called

also bv them the Church militant; a confusion, I must say, of two

' Viz. Woodhouse, Cuninghame, Bickersteth.

* The following are the Church-Schemes, respectivelj-, of Cuninghame and

Bickersteth.

B. First Seal.
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things very different :
^ in the sense, it seems, (but one, we shall soon

see, that will ill bear the testing,) of its being " the Lord's instru-

ment," (so Mr. B. expresses it,) through all the four Seals, " for subdu-

ing the kingdoms of the world to himself." '-^ As to the riders, they

are, says Mr. Cuninghame, the rulers or ministers of the Clmreh for

the time being : says Mr. B., the four Spirits of the heavens, some bad,

some good, noted in Zechariah ;

'^ though surely the mere thought

might have deterred Mr. B. from such a notion, that it makes Zecha-

riah's fourth rider, or the fourth Spirit of the heavens, like the rider

in the fourth Seal, to be Death.—Then the colours of the horse they

expound to signify rather the inward and spiritual state of the Church

visible, than its earthly and external guise, so as does Vitringa : though

not so, if I rightly understand them, as altogether to exclude the lat-

ter sense also.—And thus, according to them, the white horse repre-

sents this Church in its inward primitive purity and earthly course of

conquest, from Christ's ascension,* or the fall of Jerusalem, to Con-

stantino's establishment of Christianity in the Eoman Empire :—the

red horse the visible professing Church in its spirit of discord andfeud

from Constantino to Justinian :—the hlack horse the visible professing

Church (at least that part of it in Western Christendom), in its state

* Mr. B. himself thus notices the difference : "The Church" (true Church) " is a

gathering of his people, not only out of the world, but also out of the visible Church
;

a gathering that has been going on in every age. Part of this Church is now with the

Lord; part is militant here on earth."—Homily Sermon, p. 27. Militant, I conceive,

(when said of the Chtirch,) means at war with sin, the flesh, the world, the devil, as

Christ's faithful soldiers ; and thus is only applicable to true Christians.

^ " The visible Church in unbroken union we see existing in the first four Seals, as

the Lord's instrument for subduing the kingdoms of the world to Himself." Prayer

Book and Homily Sermon, p. 28. Both Bickersteth on the Prophecies, p. 294, (" The
horses describing the Church militant"^ and Cuninghame, p. o, speak of the horse

as tlie Church militant. At p. 293 the former writes thus ; " The series of the four

horsemen, as denoting the visible Church in successive stages, after being obscured for

a time by its foul degeneracy, &c." But it would seem from the clause just cited, and
his reference on the four first Seals, in his Chart, to Zech. vi., where no riders are told

of, that " horsemen " was written by mistake instead of horses.
•'' Seethe diagrams.—The passage in Zechariah vi. 1

—

o, referred to for the explana-

tion of the riders (?), is as follows :
" These are the four Spirits of the heavens which go

forth from standing before the Lord of the whole earth ;" and follows after a vision of

four chariots with their respective pairs of horses,

—

red, black, white, and gristed and
bay : but without a word being said either of riders, or drivers. In Zech. i. 8, how-
ever, there is a vision of a red horse with his rider, and of some others speckled and
white.—Both prophecies are most obscure. And, if the riders be explained from

Zechariah's vision, should not the horses also ?

* For, notwithstanding the chronological intimation by the revealing Angel, " I

will show thee what is to happen after these things," Mr. C. thus antedates the open-

ing prefiguration of the Apocalypse.—See Irenreus' decisive testimony on this point,

as well as other evidence, in my Preliminary Essay on the Date of the Apocalypse.
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of dark ignorance and spiritual famine, under the oppressive Papal

yoke, from Justinian, for some five centuries, to the time of Pope

Gregory Yll :—the pale horse the Church visible in its state of spi-

ritual corruption, together with persecution of the faithful even unto

death by the Church's ruling authorities, after the Popedom had

attained its climax of corruption and of power, from about 1070 to

1400 or 1500 : '—while the vision of the fifth Seal, or of the souls

under the altar, represents in its first part the cry of slaughtered

martyrs, from Huss to the Reformation inclusive ;^ in its second part

the vindication of tlie martyrs by the establishment of the Eeforma-

tiou.3—Finally, the earthquake, &c., of the sixth Seal they suppose

to figure that of the French Eevolution ; and the ivinds threatened

afterwards to indicate some final desolation and judgment on Chris-

tendom.

Now, ere we enter on the more particular historical examination of

this scheme, let me just suggest, in passing, the general unfitness of

the emblem of a horse to be the representative, so as they would have

it, of the Church visible. Even as an emblem of the Church in its

primary course of progress, during its earlier purer state, the symbol

seems singular :—seeing that Judah's victories, when God makes it

(to quote the test adduced as a parallel) " his goodly horse in battle,"
*

are to be, as is generally supposed, victories obtained by actual force,

and iu a literal field of battle ; whereas those of the earlier Church were

obtained by the foolishness of preaching, and the force of its mem-

bers' holy life, and patience in suffering. Much more how in later

days the Church visible could be God's horse at all, " for subduing

the kingdoms of the world to himself,"—I mean after its purity had

altogether past away, and it had become (so as both Mr. B. and Mr.

C. most truly, I believe, assert it to have become from Justinian's

time) the Church of Antichrist, not Christ,—how, I say, it could

thenceforward be God's horse at all for subduing the world to Him-
self, appears to me not only incomprehensible, but that the very idea

savours of making God the associate of evil ; and especially if the

rider be supposed one of the delegated Spirits of his Divine Provi-

• In Mr. C.'s scheme the commencing date given is 1200, in Mr. B.'s 1073.

' Mr. Cuninghame's commencing date is about 1400, Mr. Biekersteth's 1438. But
I conceive the latter at lea.st includes Huss.

' In explanation, with Vitrincra, of the " white robes being gi\en them."
* Zech. X. 3; cited by Mr. Ji. on Trophecy, p. 317.
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dence. I know nothing in Scripture to justify such a representation.

Can the Devil's chosen instrument be Grod's chosen instrument ?

Can Christ have communion with Belial? or cast out devils by

Beelzebub ?

From this general view I pass on to consider their explanations

more in detail. And here at once, as we enter on the first Seal, the

fact (as well as reason for it) strikes us, of their giving to the sym-

bols that characterize the Church's state a meaning chiefly spiritual

;

'

though with a sufficient measure of the eartMy and visible to intro-

duce confusion. As what they call the conquests of the Church,

in the second and third centuries, confessedly appeared in the ex-

tension of its visible limits, and increase of its adherents and influ-

ence,—indeed was so palpably a visible and earthly success and ad-

vancement, that Gribbon's description of it is referred to by Mr. B.

in illustration,^—it might surely be expected that to the crown, given to

the rider of the horse in this Seal, there would be attached the sense

of an eartlily crown ; and to the horse's white colour that of earthly

triumph and joy. But not so. The croion is construed as half

earthly, half heavenly ; in designation of the horse and his rider being

heavenly warriors, as well as of their gaining earthly triumphs : ' while

the white of the horse is explained simply in a spiritual sense, as in-

dicating the then inward and primitive purity of the Church. Why
is this ? Dean Woodhouse had himself justly declared that the white

was a symbol of "victory, peace, and happiness."'* And, notwith-

standing Mr. Cuninghame's disclaimer,^ the thing is notorious.

Again, the crown was as notoriously a badge of earthly conquest, and

imperial supremacy. And, let me add, the circumstance of the crown

* In direct contrast to Vitringa.

* Viz. Gibbon, chap. xv. So B. On Prophecy, p. 416.

' I will quote from Mr. C. " Being invested with the croion is the symbol of a

spiritual or heavenly warrior. And the whole complex hieroglyphic denotes the host

of the Lord, that is, his Church militant, shining with its primitive purity, and going

forth in'a career of victory ; and it marks the triumphant progress of the Gospel during

the first three centuries." p. 4.

* p. 122, 2nd Ed. He shuns this meaning however, like the rest, in his explanation.

* " White is everyiohere used as the symbol of holiness," p. 3. I presume he means

in Scripture only. And, even so, we might object the ^nhite of the asses of Jewish

judges and governors, the white of Esther's royal robe ; &c. But the main point here

to be considered is, what authority has an expositor to exclude the Roman or Greek

meaning of symbols ; seeing that they are notoriously taken into account in Holy

Scripture elsewhere ?
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in the vision being given to the rider forthwith upon his setting forth,

and on the other hand of the heavenly crown being never spoken of

in Scripture as given to the Christian warrior, or the true Christian

Church collectively, till after death, or at Christ's coming, shows

clearly enough that the earthly, not the heavenly, was meant.' But

in truth our expositors must have known that the symbols, if so con-

strued of earthly success and joy, would be utterly unfit to depict the

vmble state of the Church during the greater part of these two cen-

turies. Let the accounts be read that have been given in a previous

chapter of this work, and illustrated by extracts from eminent Chris-

tians of the time,'^—and it will, I think, be seen that to have applied

the bright symbols of this first Seal in any earthly sense to them,

amidst their often bitter sufferings, mockeries, and tears of blood,

would have been felt as an act adding insult to injury.—At any rate

we may require consistency in expositors. If the crown of the rider

* So Apoc. ii. 10 ;
" Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of

life." Also 2 Tim. iv. 8; 1 Pet. v. 4, &c. Similarly the crowns of the twenty-four

presbyters, &c. seem to be those of departed saints.

* Part i. ch. v. See for example the quotation given from TertuUian, p. 215 supra.

Let me illustrate this further by the subjoined inscription on a martyr that suffered

under the second Antonine ; the inscription being on a commemorative tablet in the

catacombs of Rome, and given by Boldetti. (Dr. Wiseman, Lcct. on Science, ii. 130,

gives it as from Aringhi. But I do not find it in my Ed. of Aringhi ; Paris, 1659.)

ALEX.\NDER MORTUUS NOX EST, SED VIVIT SUPER AS-

TRA, ET CORPUS IX HOC TUMULO GUIESCIT. VITAM
EXPLEVIT SUB AXTON'IXO IMP. QUI, UBI MULTUM BENE-
FITII ANTEVENIRE PR^VIDERET, PRO GRATIA ODIUM
REDDIDIT. GENUA ENIM FLECTENS, VERO DEO SACRIFIC.Y-

•tURUS, AD SUPPLICIA DUCITUR. TEMPORA INFAUSTA,*

QUIBUS INTER SACRA ET VOTA NE IN CAVERNIS QUIDEM*
8.\LVARI POSSUMUS. QUID MISERIU3 VITA. SED QUID MISE-

RIUS IN MORTE, CUM AB AMICIS ET PARENTIBUS SEPELIRI

NEQUE.\.NT. TANDEM IN C(ELO CORUSCANT. PARUM
VIXIT QUI VIXIT IN X. TEM.

This last clause is explained by the Rev. C. Maitland, to whose Book on the Cata-

combs 1 was first indebted for the inscription, as an abbreviation for, m Christianis

temporibus. " He scarcely has lived who has lived in Christian times." If this

be doubtful, the O tempora infausta, and again the Quid miserhis vita, well

illustrate the unsuitableness of the application of the white horse and his rider, to

whom a crown was given, going forth conquering and to conquer, to the Christian

Church of the second and third centuries.

Let me add a brief descriptive clause of the sad state of the Christians in Clement
of Rome's time, immediately after St. John : Bios itfiwv aWo ovSm n /xtj BavaTo^-

also in the third century, as given by Celsus, viii 418 ; f/>f u-yoi/rt? Kai KpvirTOfiivoi,

tj aXitiKOiitvoi Kai wrroWv/iivoi. Cited by Neander, Ch. Hist. i. 147.

• Here stands the monogram for Christ, the same as on the labartim ; to signify

the devotion of the deceased to Christ.

• • Here & palm-branch ; an emblem generally oi martyrdom.
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of the white horse be the heavenly crowu, and the white that purity

which is described as belonging, or attributed, to the saiutd and

church collectively in the heavenly state, then let his conquests be

consistently explained as those conquests over sin, the flesh, and the

devil in the inward heart, to which that crown and robe of white are

attached in Scripture. Alas ! if they attempt this, the whole solution

is found to crumble to pieces in their hands. For then the white and

the crown would belong not to the horse,—the whole visible profess-

ing Church of the second and third centuries,—but to a part only

(perhaps much the smaller part )
' out of it ; and not to this small

minority during the second and third centuries only, but just as much

to the end of time.—In fact a consistent explanation of the Jirst Seal

on this theory cannot be given.

It will not need to say much of the second Seal, and its red horse,

whose rider had a yreat sword given him " to take peace from the

earth, and that they should kill one another :"—a symbolic picture

which the expositors spoken of explain to signify the theological dis-

sensions andfeuds ofthe Church visible, from Coustantine to Justinian.

It may suffice to suggest two questions in reference to it. One is,

on what authority do they apply our Lord's language, " I am not

come to send peace on the earth, but a sword,'' "^ in explanation of the

sword of this vision, to the feuds of the visible Church as begun not

till after the time of its establishment by Constantine ? It is usually

explained, and I conceive with good reason, of the enmity that would

forthwith be shown by the unbelieving members of each heathen and

Jewish family into which the gospel might enter, towards such of its

members as embraced the faith. And, if so, then Christ's saying

about the sword sent would rather apply to the times before the im-

perial establishment of Christianity than to those after ; i. e. to the

times of the first Seal, rather than of the second.—My other question

is, how many thousands of Christians do Messrs. C. and B. suppose

to have been killed by their brother Christians throughout the whole

extent of the Eoman empire, during the two centuries alluded to

;

' Notwithstanding the representation given of the Church as preserving its primitive

purity through the three first centuries, the reader will see, on the testimony of the

most eminent of the Christians themselves, that such was far from the case. See my
p. 227 supra ; also Mosheim, and (though I think the work too severe on the early

Church) Mr. Taylor's " Ancient Christianity."—Compare too, on the Church's state

about A.D. 100, the Epistles to the seven Churches.

- Matt. X. 34.
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aud what the populatiou of the whole empire ' (uow professedly

christianized) out of which that number was slain ? I suspect that

the numeral returns given would show clearly enough, by themselves,

that the mutual slaughter of Christians which occurred in a few

places, (much the most in the single African province,') was utterly

insufficient to answer to the fearful symbol of the blood-red horse

under the great stoord of its rider, and the fateful sentence pronounced

that its constituent members were then " to kill one another." ^

I turn to the third Seal and its black horse, with a rider holding a

yoke, (so they "prefer to interpret the l:^vyov*) who had certain words

addressed to him from the throne about corn, wine, aud oil ; in sym-

bolization, they say, of the spiritualfamine of the visible Church, for

some five centuries of the middle age, from Justinian till Gregory

yil : which fatnine however, as already shown, the specified price of

barley and uninjured state of the oil and wine makes an impossi-

bility.—Of course, as the horse appears again in his integrity, we

might expect the Church visible represented to be that of Koman

Christendom, in the same full extent as before. But this, it seems,

is not so. The rider's yoke being the Papal, the horse is to be under-

stood of Western Christendom only : and the other half of the Church

A'isible is, at the pleasure of the expositors, excised.^—Pass we this,

however, to consider the horse's colour ; which, being black, ought

certainly, so as when applied elsewhere to pictures of famine, to sig-

nify the distressed aspect, and thus the distress itself, of the famished ;

^

' Gibbon's second Chapter (Vol. i. 68), compared with his notices of the subsequent

decrease of the population, will furnish data for this.

* By the CircumcelUones, a band of ruffians hired by the Douatists.—Much more
generally the war carried on by the Christian antagonistic sects was one of the tonyue.

Kut' a\\)|\<Di< avTi oofiaTcov tKii/ovv t«s y\wcr(rav. Theodorct, H. E. i. 6.

^ It will be seen, on comparing Vitriiii;a's scheme with the others, that, as his se-

cond Seal is included in their first, so much of his third is their second.

* Wrongly I am persuaded. See my Note, p. IGl supra.—Vitringa (p. 344) con-

8idei"s, as I do, the concurrent mention of the chwnix to be a decisive reason for under-

standing the word ^wyos in the sense of a balance. And the fact (for fact I believe it

is) that such an emblem as a yoke held in the hand is positively unknown in archeo-

logy, furnishes an argument pretty decisive of itself against the word having the

meaning of a yoke here.

' Woodhouse indeed speaks of the yoke of superstition imposed upon the Greek
Church, and even on Mahommedans also. But Mr. Cuninghame understands it'distinct-

ively of the Papal yoke. And so too, I suppose, Mr. Bickersteth : since the duration

of his 3rd Seal, reaching from .\.D. .533 to near 1073, (the date of his next Seal,) em-
braces a period for the greater part of which nearly all communion between Eastern

and Western Christendom was eiit off.

* So Lam. iv. 4 ;
" The youug children ask bread, and no man breaketh it unto
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then when the appetite craves, and there is nothing to satisfy it.

But how can this apply to the state of Christendom during the time

spoken of ? The ecclesiastical history of the times negatives the idea

of any such spiritual craving on the part of the mass of the popula-

tion. Not merely as seen by man, but (to adopt Mr. Bickersteth's

way of putting the case) as seen by the Holy Ghost,^ there was then

nothing, or almost nothing, of the distressed aspect of spiritual

famine. The general case was that of Judah in Jeremiah's time

;

" The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their

means, and my people love to have it so.^^^

But it is the address to the rider about the corn, wine, and oil that

perhaps most curiously exhibits the difficulties and infelicity of this

part of these expositors' interpretation. The spiritual state of the

Church visible being the supposed subject of symbolization through

the Seals, it is laid dowTi by them, (indeed by Vitringa, as well as by

"VVoodhouse, Cuninghame, Bickersteth, &c.,) that the corn, wine, and

oil are to have a spiritual signification :—though, on the question,

what precisely is the spiritual thing signified, there appears a certain

diversity of opinion : some explaining those articles of food, all alike,

of Church doctrines,^ Church ordinances, and the Bible itself ; some

the oil and wine, at least, of the comforting, rejoicing, and sanctify-

ing influences of the Holy Spirit :* which last surely ought not to be

omitted.^ But how reconcile the two clauses of the address ; the

first tantamount (on their understanding of it) ^ to " Let the wheat

and barley be at scarcity price,"—the second, " Hurt not the wine

and oil,"—with each other, and with historic fact ? Vitringa argues

fairly that the first clause is rather a charge to moderate the scarcity

them." After which conies the description of the aspect of famine, ascribed to another

cognate class of the sufferers :
" Their visage is blacker than a coal."

1 Prayer Book Sermon, p. 29. ^ Jer. v. 31.

^ So Vitrinffa, as illustrated in what follows ; and, in part, Woodhouse and Bicker-

steth.

* Woodhouse explains the wheat and barley of the great savmg doctrines of Chris-

tianity ; the wine and oil of the divine knowledge laid up in the Bible as a depository
;

which, he says, has been always accessible to somepersons, [qu. to how many in the dark

ages?] and handed down to us with its text uncorrupted.— Citwiw^rAawe understands

the wheat and barley of the word and ordinances, dispensed to all within the pale of

the visible Church ; the wine and oil, of the comforting and sanctifying influences of

the Spirit of God, imparted only to true believers, p. 8.

* Compare, on the symbols of corn and bread. Psalm Ixxii. 16, Ixxxi. 16, Prov. ix. 5

Amos viii. 11, John vi. 35 ;—on the loine, Prov. ix. 2, Isa. xxv. 6, Iv. 1 ;—on the oil,

Psalm xxiii. 5, xlv. 7, Isa. Ixi. 3, Matt. xxv. 3.

* They consider not the three barley chcenixesfor a denarius. See p. 166, &c,, supra-
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of corn, than to cause it ; and so in apposition, not contrast, with the

second about the wine and oil. Agreeably with which explication of

the symbol he asserts that the councils and rulers of the Church,

from the fourth to the ninth century, (in his view the aera intended,)

defined and preserved the true doctrines of religion, especiaUy on the

great contested questions of Arianism and Pelagianism. And so,

very mucli, Woodhouse also. But, on consulting historic testimony,

it will appear that though, on the two questions specially noted by

him, the councils and rulers at the beginning and end of the fourth

century did indeed define and assert the truth, yet at the same time

they had even then begun, and in the four succeeding centuries went on,

80 to inculcate superstitious idolatry, so to make void God's word by

their traditions,^ and so too to teach a system of semi-pelagianism

also,^ as almost to cut off the people from all nourishment of Christ's

evangelic doctrine, and consequently from the grace and influence

of his Holy Spirit ; in short, to introduce a spiritual famine.

Keally it is astonishing that by such a man there should have been

propounded an ecclesiastical picture of the age referred to so incor-

rect.—But even this is not so marvellous as that which attaches to

Mr. Cuninghame's and Mr. BicTcerstetK's exposition ; supposing even

that, for argument's sake, we were to admit the price specified of

harley (especially as connected with what is said of the wine and oil)

to be, what we have long since seen it cannot be, a famine or scarcity

price. For Vitringa, in all he says, supposes the sera represented to

be prior to that of the Apocalyptic Beast, or Antichrist.' But Messrs.

B. and C, while supposing the sera to be that of the Papal Antichrist,

and indeed most strongly and energetically insisting on the point, do

yet, in their interpretation of this Seal, assert an authoritative charge

to have been given to the then rulers of the Church visible, (whether

the popes, or priesthood, or Spirit of superstition,*) not to injure the

icine and the oil of spiritual grace and joy,"^ at that very time when,

according to their own exposition of other parts of the prophecy,

' See my sketch of the aera, pp. 404—41.5 supra.

* See my observations pp. 316, 317 supra ; also my Ch. vii. \ 2, Part iii. ad init. on

the Western Witnesses, in the next Vol.

=* Vitringa would prefer to regard the 3J years of the domination of the Papal Beast

as meaning 3 J centuries, from the rise of the Waldenses about 1170 to Luther's pro-

test A.D. 1517. See his Commentary, p. 620.

* The latter, Mr. B.'s hypothesis, it will be remembered; the former, Mr. C.'s.

* See the abstract from Mr. C. in the Note on p. 551.

VOL. I. 36
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Christ's true Church would be living in the barrenness of the wilder-

ness,^ and the body of the Church visible, or constituency of the hlack

horse, (which of course was as well to profit by the conservative charge

about the wine and oil, as to suffer from the restrictive charge about

the wheat and barley,) would be drugged,—universally and willingly

drugged,—through the agency of these self-same rulers, with wine

from the poison-cup of the fornication of the mystic Babylon ! !
^

Nor does this interpretation succeed better in the fourth Seal, and

its vision of Death on the pale horse, with Hades following ; and all

the destroying agencies in operation, in reference to " the fourth part

of the earth," of the sword, famine, pestilence, and wild beasts.

—

Wherever Death is impersonated, it always, I believe,—and certainly

always when associated, as here, with Hades,^—means the King of

terrors, the destroyer of natural life. And Vitringa, sensible of this,

as well as of the necessarily literal meaning of the sword, (of which

more presently,) forms his interpretation accordingly ; and explains

the Seal of the dreadful destruction of life made in Christendom by

the successive scourges of the Saracen and Turkish invaders :

—

though hinting, however, the possibility of the spiritual injury done

by them to the Christian life and faith of the inhabitants being also

intended.'' The other interpreters too that I am speaking of consider

the rider Death to be an impersonator of the destroying powers of

life natural, as well as life spiritual:^ and, though explaining his

weapons o^ famine and pestilence spiritually, viz. of the pestilential

doctrines and famine of the word and ordinances introduced by him,

yet admit that the sioord must mean literally that of persecution. It

is another example of the sliding scale between things spiritual and

temporal.—And who then suffers from this sword ? Of course (ac-

cording to the purport of the symbol) they that are represented by

' Apoc. xii. 14. See my Comment on the verse, Vol. iii. Part iv. ch. ii.

2 Apoc. xvii. 2, xviii. 3.—Mr. Cuninghame indeed (p. 8) would have the oil and

wme, spared by the rider, to be set aside for Christ's true servants alone. But there

is no distinction whatever in the words from the throne as to the parties to be affected

respectively by the charges respecting the ivheat atid barley on the one hand, and the

oil and wine on the other. And, in either case, it was evidently to be those that con-

stituted the body of the horse.

3 Compare Apoc. i. 18, " I have the keys of Hades and of death ;
" xx. 13, " Death

and Hades gave up the dead that were in them ;
" xx. 14, " Death and Hades were cast

into the lake of fire." * PP- 353—355.

^ So Woodhouse, Cuninghame, and I believe Bickersteth.
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the horse;—i. e. the Church visible of the times. Yet, in the nature

of things, could this be so ? The ghastly and putrid colours of the

horse, presiguifying, it is said, the Church visible in its then " climax

of corruption" and spiritual death,' would indeed be of itself evidence

of its having sutiered from the spiritual famine and pestilence : and

from the wild beasts of the earth, also, if interpreted of false ministers

" like wolves in sheep's clothing," so as Mr. Cuninghame somewhat

curiously would explain the emblem.'^ But this very putridity and

moral corruption would be its safeguard from the rider's sword 0/

persecution. I say, from the very nature of the symbol, and character

of the rider, as they themselves represent it, that sword could only

be directed at individuals of spirit essentially and altogether distinct

from that of the horse:— individuals, spiritually alive, not dead.

J ust agreeably with which view of the necessity of things, the history

of the aera supposed to be represented describes the objects of the

fierce Papal persecutions of those middle ages to have been persons

solemnly excommunicated and cut offfrom the body of the Church ;^

nay more, depicts the members of the Church visible, of that a^ra,

—

in other words, the constituent body of the pale horse,—as the active

energetic co-operators with their ecclesiastical superiors, or animating

malignant Spirit, figured by the rider, in this persecution of the ex-

communicate "Waldensian and other heretics. Turn it which way we

may, this palpable inconsistency will be found essentially involved in

the above scheme of interpretation of the 4th Apocalyptic Seal.

—

How far it accords with scriptural theology to represent God as com-

missioning a minister of his providence, and arming him with the

sword of persecution, against his own faithful servants, is another and

more serious question.* This, however, has been already hinted at.

And I feel bound to repeat that I believe it directly contrary to all

spiritual representations of the dealings of God.

' Bickerstcth on Prophecy, p. 298, and Sermon for Prayer-Book and Homily So-

ciety, p. '29.

* p. 12.— Bickcrsteth explains them of the idolatrous secular empires. " The
effects (of Death's going forth) were persecution, famine of the word, fal.se doctrine

full of deadly infection ; and the kingdoms of the Western Empire became earthly

and idolatrous." H<'mily Sermon, p. 29.

' See my Vol. iii. Part iv. Chs. vi. .3, vii. 4.

When God's servants apostatize and are unfaithful, then God, as the God nf

justice, is frequently described a.s sending a sword against the people or land, lu

regard of the faithful Satan sends the trial, as in Job's case ; God permits and over-

rules it.

36 •
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Thus there remains only for consideration on this head the ex-

planation offered in the scheme we are examining of thaifourth part of

the earth^ on which the rider Death is presumed to have had to exe-

cute his commission. In regard of which, Dean "Woodhouse by his

generalism of explanation,^ and Mr. Cuninghame by his entire silence

on it, alike confess by implication their inability to offer a satisfactory

interpretation. Mr. Bickersteth,however, boldly meets the difficulty,

by identifying this fourth part of the earth with Daniel's fourth em-

pire :
^—a parallelism and identification of chronological order with

geographical division surely most extraordinary ; and only to be

justified, even prima facie, on the hypothesis that Daniel's four great

successive empires had each its peculiar and distinct territory, and

that the territories of all four united together, reaching from the

Atlantic to beyond the Indus, constituted the Apocalyptic earth.

It scarcely needs to say that not only is there no evidence in favour

of such hypotheses,* but abundant evidence against them. If we

look but at the context, we shall find that both in the Seal next but

one preceding, and in that too next following, " tlie earth,''' used

integrally, means, according to Mr. B. himself, simply Roman Christ-

endom ; that is to say, has the same sense that he now attaches to

thefourth part of the earth. And, as to the third part, no sooner has

he laid it down as an axiom in his prophetic scheme that it always

signifies (i. e. territorially) the Greek, or third of DanieVs great

empires,^ than he contradicts his own statement : explaining the judg-

' The reader will remember tlie different reading of the clause preferred by me-

See pp. 201, 202 supra.

' "It may perhaps be found that the Christian countries which underwent the rage

of this Seal bore this proportion (one fourth) to the remainder." p. 140. The Dean uses

the word rage in reference to the sword of persecution, which he seems to view as the

main subject of this Seal.

3 So in his work on Prophecy, p.' 297, and Prayer-Book Sermon, p. 22.

* 1st, I know not what territory could be assigned to the Babylonian empire (except

that of North Africa, of which Berosus speaks, reaching to the straits of Gades) that

did not belong also as properly to the Persia?! : which latter empire began with, and

dates from, its subjugation and incorporation of Babylon.

2ndly, no evidence whatever exists of the Apocalyptic earth, in its original and

largest extent, having reached beyond the Euphrates or Tigris ; the limits of the old

Roman Empire in the East.

* Axiom 62 ;
" The third part denotes uniformly the third or Eastern empire."

—

Axiom .54 ;
" The second Trumpet (i. e. ' The thirdpart of the sea became blood, and

the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, died,') relates to

the fall of the Latin emperorship of Rome." Ibid. p. 297»
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meat on the third part of the sea, figured under the second Trumpet,

as " the fall of the Latin Emperorship of Boi/ie."^

After this it will not need, I am sure, that I enter at any length

on their explanations of the other three Seals. Suffice it to say that

they are clogged with difficulties and inconsistencies, just like those

before. For example, who can believe that the vision of the souls

under the altar in the ffth Seal, crying for vengeance against the

earth's inhabitants, and then having white robes given them, and

being told to rest till other martyrs were slain like themselves, can be

meant in its latter half as a picture of the Reformation :—that glori-

ous event which was elsewhere partly prefigured, as we have seen,

(and Mr. Bickersteth owns the correctness of that part of my view,^)

by the living representative of true professing Christians taking pos-

session of that mystic altar-court, and casting out their enemies ?

Not to add that the enemies of the Reformation, occupying still

nijje-tenths of Eoman Christendom, instead of thenceforth recogniz-

ing the earlier Protestant martyrs' innocence, (according to the im-

port of the white robing in the symbol,) have ever since blasphemed

them, as before.—Again, in the sixth Seal it is hard to see what its

earthquake and revolutionary convulsions of earth, sun, and stars,

—

the prototype, they say, of the French Revolution,—had to do with

the spiritual state of the Church visible ; which spiritual state they

affirm to be the great subject of the Seals:—besides that, so far as

we have yet seen, there has appeared nothing in the feelings of the

nations judged under the French Revolution, to answer to that con-

sciousness of suffering under the wrath of the Lamb, w'hich was ex-

pressed by the parties judged under the 6tl\ Seal.—And then, as to

the notable sealing vision which follows, (still in the same Gth Seal,)

introduced by the Evangelist with the note of time, ^^ After these

things I saw," and which consists of two contemporary and parallel

parts, viz. of Angels of the w'inds standing prepared to desolate the

earth, but temporarily restrained from it, and of the sealing of God's

servants, as a safeguard from the winds, by God's seal-bearing Angel,

—does it need my suggesting that it adds its own strong evidence,

• Compare my opening remarks, No. iv. § 3, on " The third Part," infra.

* It having been communicated confidentially to Mr. B. So in the Sermon before

the Uoniily Society, before quoted, p. 2'J ; where he refera to it with entire approbation.
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alike from either of its two great subjects of figuration, against the

scheme in question ? 1. With regard to the tempest-angels, if their

temporary restraining was of importance such as to call for particular

symbolization, (an importance strongly dwelt on by Messrs. C. and

B.,') much more must their letting loose the tempests have been of

importance to call for it. Tet, in the scheme under review, the pro-

phecy is made to pass at once from the vision of these tempest-angels'

restraint, and the contemporary sealing by the other Angel, to the

palm-bearing vision, figuring (they say) the Millennium, without the

slightest prophetic intimation of the outburst of the tempests ; which,

however, must notwithstanding necessarily have happened in the

interval.2—2. With regard to the sealing and the sealed ones, here

first depicted to St. John in vision, there is a very observable notice

in the figuration of the 5th Trumpet ^ of a certain few then visible,

or at least then existing, on the Apocalyptic scene, not only of the

same general character as these sealed ones, but that bore, and were

to be recognised by, the precise mark and stamp here described as

impressed by the Angel : whence the natural, might I not say neces-

sary inference, that the chronological sera of the 5th Trumpet-vision

(just according to its position in the Apocalyptic record) is subse-

quent to that of this sealing vision. Whereas the Church-scheme of

the Seals inverts this order ; making the date of what the sealing

vision figures some 1200 years later than that which is figured under

' Mr. C. Pref. p. x. (4th Ed.), speaks of this as the key to our present position in the

prophecy : that is, on the understanding (in which Mr. B. agrees with him) of its

signifying the restraining of the European nations from war since the Peace of 1815-

I must observe that, whereas in the vision the sealing-angel is plainly from the time

of his rising the restramer, and the /<??/>• tempest-angels the prepared inflictors of the

judgment, Mr. C. strangely makes these last the restyainers : applying it to the four

allied powers, England, Austria, Russia, Prussia ; and their endeavours, ever since

1815, to preserve the peace of Europe.—Vitringa makes the four angels the desolators

of the earth, as I do.

2' Vitringa (pp. 391, 392) tries to escape from this difficulty by making the four

tempest-angels the causers of the physical commotions, earthquake, &c., described

previously in Ch. vi.- But unfortunately the vision of the tempest-angels is expressly

stated to have occurred afte'c the conclusion of the commotions of Apoc. vi. So Apoc.

vii. 1 ; " After these things I saw four angels .... holding the four winds of the

earth, &c."
3 Apoc. ix. 4.—I might refer too to the mention of the 144,000 sealed ones seen on

Mount Zion with the Lamb, Apoc. xiv. 1 ; since, according to the most natural signi-

fication of that vision, it seems to be one in general opposition to that of the Beast's

kingdom and followers, during the 1260 years. But Mr. C. makes its chronological

position identical with that of the seventh Trumpet's sounding ; and is therefore not

necessarily chargeable on this head of his scheme with inconsistency.
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the oth Trumpet :—nor do either Messrs. B. or C. seem to me to

offer any explanation of the anachronism.

And thus at length, and through all these difficulties and incon-

sistencies, the interpreters in question come to the seventh Seal

;

which however they can ill agree what to do with. Mr. C. feeling

justly that at any rate this Seal ought to contain something, and also

that the palm-bearing vision, symbolizing the Millennium, is the

fittest possible termination to his first prophetic series, makes it em-

brace the seven Trumpets, and so begin the figurations de novo ;

with the same commencing chronology as the^^r*^ Seal.' On the

other hand, Mr. B., dissatisfied with this inversion of order, makes

the seventh Seal the termination of his first series, like Yitriuga

before him. Also, like Yitringa, finding no other subject-matter in

it (since he will not admit it to contain the Trumpets) but the half-

hour's silence before the Trumpets' preparation, he is fain to make

something sufficient out of this ; and, after first identifying the

silence with the previously described pause on the restraining of the

tempest-angels,^ adopted subsequently the view of its meaning some

"pause at the return of Christ," so as in Apoc. xix, xx,' whether in

the sense of its figuring the millennial rest, or what else precisely, I

do not well understand. Now that one of the Seals should simply

reveal " a pause " seema to me little credible; above all when the

Scripture evidence for such a pause is so wanting that we are given

the large margin of Apoc. xix, xx, in which to seek it.*

Thus, on the whole, our close examination of this Scheme of the

Seals has issued, I believe, in seeing its total failure :—a failure, not

as regards one Seal only, but every Seal ; nor as tried by one test

only, but by multiplied tests : and, if I mistake not, without one

single strong point of evidence appearing in its favour.

' Sec the Diagram prefixed to his Work :—a Diagram which (like the cycles and
epicycles of the old astronomers) strikingi)' marks to the eye the want of simplicity,

and consequently ( I should say) of probability, in the scheme de|)icted.

2 So in his Work on Prophecy, (6th Ed.) p. 363 ;
" Seal vii, Apoc. viii. 1, Pause be.

fore judgment ; .\.D. 1815."

' So in a corrected copy of his Scheme privately communicated to me.
* Subsequently in his 7th Edition, p. 29.5, he added, " Events unfolded Apoc. xix,

XX." This makes the case no better, but rather worse. If the sul)jcct-matter of the

Seal be a pause, how can it include stirring events f
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I might suggest, in yet further corroboration of my argument, the

impossibility of fitting the symbols of the next opening series of the

Trumpets to the events of Roman history, as begun and progressing

from after the time of St. John's seeing the visions in Patmos ; so as

to furnish any plausible historic evidence for its being a prophetic

series of chronological parallelism with the Seals. This impossibility

appears more clearly than ever before in the attempt at overcoming

it made by Mr. Birks himself, in his recently published book on "The

Mystery of Providence ;
" and will be briefly noticed by me in a sub-

sequent Paper in this Appendix, entitled, " On the third part in the

four first Trumpets." •

' No. iv., § 3.—I have mentioned at the opening of this Paper that Mr. Birks, since

the publication ofmy 4th Ed., has intimated to me his abandonment of the whole Church
Scheme of the Seals, and adoption of the same structural theory of them as myself,

after Mede. For the same reasons, however, that I have given for the retention of the

present Paper, I think it well to re-insert the other. 5th Ed.



APPENDIX.

No. III.

ON THE ROMAN COINAGE, COINS, AND WEIGHT, ENGRAVED
IN THIS VOLUME.

{See Pages 126, 184, ^c.)

§ 1. OEKERAL NOTICE ON THE ROMAN COINAGE AND COINS.

As I have somewhat largely illustrated my Apocalyptic Exposition

in this Volume by Eoman coins, and shall have to avail myself of the

same kind of illustration, though more sparingly, in the remaining

Volumes, it will, I think, be both interesting and useful to the reader,

with a view to his correcter judgment on the illustrative value of the

medals thus made use of by me, to have before him a brief general

sketch on matters connected with the Eoman coinage. I purpose

therefore in my present Paper first to give this general sketch ; then

to add a few exemplifications, with remarks in detail on them, such as

we may so be better prepared for, from various Eoman undisputed coins

engraved in my book. On two or three, with which controverted

questions are connected, there will be separate Essays.' I shall ab-

stract almost throughout from Eckhel's great work on the Doctriva

Vetemm Numtnorum ; a work confessedly the most learned and

authoritative thai exists on the general subject.

I. The date of the first coinage of money seems to have been nearly

about the commencement of the Olympian JEra, B.C. 776, or found-

ing of Eome, B.C. 753 : the metals silver, and, though much more

rarely, gold ; the country Greece.''' Thence the art and custom past

' Viz. 1st, on the Unman character of the coins with the horse and Mars' head and
Rome ; 2udly, on the Cretensic reference of Nerva's Dianic coin ; 3dly, on the earliest

imperiul coins on which the Roman emperors were depicted with a diadem.
* Eckhel Prolejjom. i. ix.—Demosthenes refers to a law of Solon's imposing the

penalty of death on such as adulterated the public money. Now Solon, we know, livt d
some oOO years before the Christian icra ; and Wius the contemijorary of Cyrus king of

Tersia, and Tarquiniu.s Priscus the oth king of Rome.
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in early times to its various Western colonies, especially those in

Magna Grsecia and Sicily : so tbat we have coins of Ehegium and

Messana still extant of as early a date as V.C. 276,' or B.C. 477 ;

and of Zankle, (the previous name of Messana,) of Caulonia in the

Bruttii, and of other ancient neighbouring cities, still earlier.'*—The

Soman coinage is said to have begun under king Servius, whose death

occurred V.C. 218 ;^ though none of so ancient a date yet remains :

and it was at first, .and for a long time after, only of brass ; in direct

contrast with the earliest Greek coinage, which, as observed, was

originally of silver* The date of the first Roman silver coinage is

fixed by Pliny at V.C. 485, five years before the first Punic war ;

^

with which statement the evidence of medals still extant sufficiently

agrees.—The earliest and standard t^pe of the Roman bt'ass coinage

seems to have been for the as Janus' head on the obverse, for the

lesser coins the head of Jove, Minerva, Hercules, or Mercury ; with

a ship's prow in all on the reverse :^ the type of the as having refer-

ence to Saturn's arrival in a ship in the Tiber, according to an an-

cient tradition ; and teaching a certain primitive king, Janus, there

resident at the time, both other arts of civilization, and specially the

coining of money.'' Of the denarius, the chief Roman silver coin,

(in value equivalent to a Greek drachma, and also originally to ten

Roman asses, whence its name,)^ the earliest type extant is a winged

head of the helmeted Minerva on the obverse, and on the reverse the

Dioscuri Equites, or Castor and Pollux :^ after which, somewhat

later, the reverse often presents some one of the Roman gods in a

' The sera V. C, that is Urbis ConditcB, is always made use of by Eckhel.

* Eckhel V. 10, i. 220.—Zankle was the original name of Messana ; which new name

that city received on the old inhabitants being dispossest by a colony of Messenians

from the Peloponnesus, under Anaxilaus, shortly after the battle of Marathon. So

that, says Eckhel, coins with Zankle or Dankle on them cannot be of a later date than

V. C. 276 ; the old name having been superseded by the new one of Messana.—On
the antiquity of the Caulonian medals, see ib. i. 167-

s So Pliny : ib. v. 2. * Ibid. v. 2, 3.

* Ibid. V. 7- See too Arnold's Rome ii. 534. * Ibid. v. 11.

' Ibid. V. 14. So Ovid, Fasti i. 229 ;

Multa quidem didici : sed cur navalis in eere

Altera signata est ; altera forma biceps ?

Causa ratis superest. Tuscum rate venit in amnem,
Ante pererrato falcifer orbe Deus.

At bona posteritas puppim servavit in sere

;

Hospitis adventum testificata Dei.

From Janus originated the name of the hill Janiculum.
" ib. 18. '' lb. v. 42, 84.
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biga or quadriga ; whence the frequent ancient appellation of the

coins, as bigati or quadrigati}—Gold money does not appear to have

been struck at Rome, except on certain extraordinary occasions, till

the time of Julius Caesar's dictatorship.^—The want of a Koman

native silver coinage before the first Punic war, and want of a native

gold coinage afterwards, seems to have been mainly supplied (not to

speak now of a smaller early supply from Samuium or Campania,

furnished in a way that will be illustrated in my ne:jt Section) by the

abundant influx, or importation, of foreign silver and gold money.

So Festus ;3 whose statement is well illustrated by various facts in

the Roman Republican history.''

During the RepubHe the proper and only ordinary place for the

Roman coinage was Rome itself. Under extraordinary circumstances

however it might be elsewhere : and when struck with Roman types,

of Roman weight, and by Roman officers, it was rightly to be regarded

as Roman money .^ Probably the money to be noticed in my next

Section was an early example of this.^ Later, the money called

Lucullean, struck under Sylla's direction for use in the Mithridatic

war, was coined in the Greek Peloponnesus. We have also extant

Roman money struck ex S. C. at Osca in Spain. And, in the times

of the civil wars, we find that the Consuls, driven from Rome on

Csesar's passage of the Rubicon, struck denarii at Apollonia in II-

1yricum ; that Metellus Scipio struck denarii in Africa, on the re-

newal of the war V.C. 707 against Cfesar ; and that, still later, money

was coined by Brutus and Cassius in different towns in Greece, and

by Antony at Lyons.''—With regard to the right of coinage, as this

was always and in every nation considered as a mark of sovereignty,

so republican Rome ever jealously vindicated that right to herself ;
*

the special charge over it, and over the Treasury, being entrusted to

the Senate.^ Hence on the earliest Roman silver coins, called Numi

> lb. V. 19, 42, 4.3. ' lb. v. 37—40.
3 In Patres. " Solcbant Romani, jam indc ii Romulo, numis auri atque arpcnti

signati ultramarinis uti ; id quod publicjc et privata; rationes commcntariorum do-

cent." Ap. Eckhel v. 41.

• Eckhel, ibid., gives examples of this importation, on the successful ending of wars

in Greece or Asia. " Invexit (Juinctius, ex Gnrcia redux, in triumpho Philippcos

14,.51o; .Scipio Asiatiois, victo Antiocho M., 140,000; M. Fulvius, in trium])ho do

^tolis, r2,4"22,&c." How much vaster the influx from the ordinary course and ne-

cessities of commerce

!

^ lb. V. 6H. " See my next Section itself.

' Ibid. G8, 69. * Ibid. i. Ixx—Ixxii. • Cicero Vatiu. 15.
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Gonsulares, and which are stamped with types such as I have before

indicated, there appears neither name, nor effigy, of Consul or other

Magistrate ; but only Roina} Later the names of certain Magis-

trates were inscribed, whence the coins are called Numi Familiarum i''-

but never their effigies : such effigies as appear on certain of the

coins being not those of the Magistrates themselves, but only of

some illustrious ancestor of theirs ; for stamping which, special per-

mission was obtained from the Senate.^ It was to the dictator

Julius Caesar that the right of stamping his own image on the coin-

age was first assigned by a Decree of the Senate : after whom the

Triumvirs Octavian, Antony, Lepidus, and also Sext. Pompey and

M. Brutus, coined in their own name, and as by their own right ; an

introduction this to Augustus' and his successors' subsequent su-

premacy over the mint and coinage.*—In subordination to the Senate

the City Qucestors had charge over the treasury;^ the Triumviri

Monetales over the coinage : which Triumvirs are stated by Pompo-

nius to have been first appointed as early as V.C. 465 ;^ though the

evidence of this on coins themselves is, and could only be, much

laterJ—It does not appear that there was any regular annual coin-

age, or issue of money ; but that this was made only as required.

The Magistrates, whether Praetors, vEdiles, Quaestors, or others, seem

to have made application for it to the Senate, according as it might

be needed for purposes of war, public games, procuration of corn,

public buildings, &c., &c. : which application granted, they ordered

it from the Triumviri.* Hence frequently, in the last two centuries

of the Republic, their names on the coins, as well as also sometimes

' Eckhel calls these Numi Consulares, in contradistiuctioa to the Numi Familia-

ruin ; though the latter of course were also struck under the Consular regime.

" Praevertuiit aetatem, autequam mos signandae in numis familiee esset invectus." v. 42.

^ How late the date of their beginning, and what the chronology of the individual

coins of this class previously to the 8th century V. C, is unknown. A desideratum

much lamented by Numismatists ; and in consequence of which the coins are classed

not chronologically, but alphabetically, according to the names of the Gentes or Fa-

miliaj. Eckhel v. 53, 54.

* Prolegom. i: Ixxi. * Ibid. Ixxii. ^ Ibid. Ixxviii.

• lb. Ixxix. ; V. 61, 65. Pomponius speaks of them thus ;
" Constituti sunt eodem

tempore . . Triumviri Monetales, aeris argeuti auri flatores." But, as to their coining

of silver and gold, Pomponius, observes Eckhel, must have spoken TrpoXijirxtKcus ; as

silver was not coined till V.C. 485, twenty years later, and gold not till long after-

wards.
' Because no names of any magistrates, or public officers, were admitted to be en-

graved till some considerable time afterwards.—Names of Triumviri Monetales appear

on coins of the last century, or century and a half, of the Republic's duration.

« Eckhel V. 67.
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those of the Triumvirs ; and symbols either of their office, or of the

purpose the money was granted for.—When Eoman money was

struck in the Provinces, the Provincial QiuTstors had superintend-

ence over it, so as the Triumviri Monet, at Eome : and they inscribed

either their own names, or that of their Proconsul or Proprajtor, or

both.'

As the Roman dominion extended itself more and more in every

direction, so as at first to include Italy, then by degrees more and

more of what at length, ere the end of the Eepublic, (as well as

afterwards under the Emperors,) became known as the Roman

World, the circulation of its coinage naturally extended far and near.

Yet it was still permitted both to the Italian cities after their in-

corporation with the Republic, and afterwards to the ultramarine

Provinces, to retain among other rights of liberty that of coining

their own money, according to their respective wants and means : so

that, for example, the Asiatics of the Ephesian or Proconsular Asia

still coined as before their silver cistophori in great abundance, the

Athenians their tetradrachms.^—To the Roman colonies too, whether

in Italy, Sicily, or elsewhere, the right was attached of coining their

own money.^

So as regards the Roman coinage, and that of the Roman Provinces,

during the tmies of the Republic. On the Republic becoming changed

into an Empire under Augustus and his successors, various changes

occurred both at home and abroad. At Borne the exclusive authority

over the gold and silver coinage was attached to the Emperor ; that

over the brass coinage being alone left to the Senate :
* and in both

one, and the other, the name and effigy of the Emperor appeared on

the obverse. The Triumviri Monetales were still continued as the

executive officers over the ]\Iint : the office being one assigned by the

Emperor to certain individuals choseu by him out of the Equestrian

order ; and regarded, in common with three or four other offices,

similarly appointed to from out of the Equestrians, as the stepping-

' Eckhcl V. 69. * Ibid. i. Ixxi., 82. ' Ibid. iv. 499.

* lb. i. Ixxiii—Ixxviii. Hence the s. c. only on the imperial brass money : except

when the subject of the type of a silver or gold coin mipht be something ordered by

the Senate ; such as the consecration of a deceased Emperor, or an arc or statue dedi-

cated to him. Then the Ex. s. c. may appear: as indeed on Republican coins also, in

the case of types similarly significative, more anciently.—On the brass the s. c. ceases

under Oallicnus.
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stone to higher offices in the State.'
—

"With regard to the Provinces

it seems to have been Augustus' wish to carry out gradually the policy

urged on him by Maecenas, of making the Roman the sole coinage

current through the Roman world.'^ Thus with the Italian cities the

right of coining seems to have ceased on the first accession of Augus-

tus. In Gaul, Spain, Sicily, and the African and Cyrenaic Provinces,

it ceased under Tiberius and Caligula. The East however, from

Greece proper to Moesia on the N. E., and to Egypt, Arabia, and

JMesopotamia on the S. E., continued still to strike coins ;
' whether

aidonomi, as they are called, i. e. without the head of Emperor or

Empress, or officiosi, with it :* with this restriction, however, that the

privilege of coining silver was only granted 'to comparatively few

cities, and those of the highest rank : such as Alexandria in Egypt,

the Syrian Antioch, Caesarea in Cappadocia, Tarsus, &c.^ Eor the

Bornan Colonies it was necessary to receive the special permission of

the Emperor, or the Proconsul : and though under the Republic this

permission seems to have been unrestricted, yet it was now only

granted to certain Colonies, not to others ; and, where granted, only

extended to the right of coining brass money.*^—Such continued the

state of things, as regarded the coinage of the Eastern Provinces, till

the latter half of the third Century of the Christian ^ra. Then

under Gallienus and Claudius their coinage ceased almost altogether
;

the Alexandrian alone lingering a few years longer, till the reign of

Diocletian.'^ Imperial mints, Officincd Monetales, were now estab-

lished permanently at different places over the empire, as Siscia

in Pannonia, Treves, Lyons, Carthage, Constantinople, &c. &c., as

well as Rome;^ thus in a more systematic manner supplying the

' Eckhel i. Ixxix., v. 62, 63. So Ovid of his own appointmeiit to the office, Trist.

iv, 33;
Cocpimus et tenerfe primos a?tatis honores

;

Eque viris quondam pars tribus una fui.

There are still extant marbles which speak of III VIRI A. A. A. F. F
,

(i. e. auro

argento are flando feriundo,) of the age of Trajan, that of Severus, and that of Gor-

dian. Eckhel i. Ixxix.

- " Numismate, pondere, mensura peculiari urbs nulla utitor, sed nostris omnes."

So Dion Cassius, lii. 30. The advice was given, says Eckhel, i. 82, in the year V.C.

725, when Augustus was doubting whether or not to restore the Republic.

'•*

i. 82, 83. * Ibid, i.lxxi, * Ibid.

6 i. Ixxi. 82j; iv. 497, 499. Such a colony was Philippi, mentioned Acts xvi. 12.

Ibid. ii. 75.

' i. ix., x.

" Permanently, in contradistinction to the mints temporarily established, under par-

ticular passing circumstances, by certain of the Erap.rors ; as by Vespasian at Antioch,
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wants of the Provinces. So was prepared in respect of the coinage,

as well as in respect of the political constitution of the lloiuan world,

the grand transition in Imperial history from the earlier to the later

or lower empire.—After the fall of the Western Empire under the

Gothic invasions, and total separation of the Eastern Empire from it

in the new form that it afterwards assumed, the coinage of the East-

ern Empire had its own peculiarities, and may be called rather the

Byzantine, or Chreek, than the Soman coinage.

II. I now proceed to notice more or less cursorily, and as illus-

trative of the general historic sketch of the Eoman coinage given

under my former head, those coins of which use has been made in

this work, especially in this its first volume. In this I shall follow

a chronological order : arranging the coins under heads, accordintr

to the time when they were struck.

1. Of those of earliest date specimens occur in the medals of J/«r5

and a horse, or horse's head, with Roma or Romano inscribed, which

are given at p. 126 of this volume. For they date before what are

generally called Numi Familiarum, from the names of officials in-

scribed, and refer in the types (as we saw) to some particular person,

or particular historic fact of celebrity, connected with the particular

family of the Roman official coining ; whereas on these coins, it will

be seen, there is simply the inscription Roma, or Romano. In my com-

mentary ad loc. I have cited the judgments of Eckhel and Niebuhr,

in reference to their antiquity and origin. And I doubt not they

offer a true specimen of those very ancient E-oman ante-Familiaric

Numi Consulares. ' As the medals in question, however, involve con-

troverted matter, and this of some considerable iuiportance in its

bearing on my view of the four first Seals, I have thought it best to

treat of the subject separately and more fully, as the reader will

find, in the next Section of the present Essay.

2. Of Eoman medals of the next earliest class of coins, called

Numi Familiarum, three are engraved in this Volume, (see p.

185 supra,) in illustration of the 3rd Seal. Besides which other ex-

amples will be found described in the third Section of this Essay.

Of these three coins the second and third are illustrative of the pro-

Pcscenuius Niger in the East, Clodiu8 Albinus in Gaul, &c. Eckhel i. Ixxxi. In his

8th Volume, p. 518 &c., Eckhel gives a full list of the towns wheiv the Roman mints

were permanently tixed. ' fclce p. 572, Note '.
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curations of corn under the Republic, spoken of as made by order of

the Senate for distribution among the poorer citizens, so as the inscrip-

tion Ad. Fru. Emu. Ex. S. C. on the one, and the modius and ears ofcorn

on the other, indicate ; also of money being struck for the purpose.'

—The obverse on the third coin is a head of some ancient Eegulus,

(not improbably, we may suppose, of the Eegulus so famous in the first

Carthaginian war,) the ancestor of the L. Livineius Eegulus, Praetor of

Eome under J. Csesar's Dictatorship, for whose use in the public service

the money was struck ;
^ and thus illustrates what was before stated,

respecting the human effigies that appear on certain of the Numi

Familiarum, as not those of the inscribed magistrates themselves,

but (by the Senate's permission) of some one of their ancestors.^ The

obverse on the second coin is a head which seems to be that of Sa-

turn ; the obverse on the first, the head of Jupiter Terminalis.—With

regard to the balance on the first coin engraved, (the most important

emblem of course in the three medals towards the illustration of my

third Seal,) it was stated by me * that it appears both on Eoman Ee-

publican and Eoman Imperial coins as the symbol of justice : and

this in reference specially to two acts, or offices, in which equitable

dealing is most important on the part of governing authorities to the

commonwealth governed; viz. 1st, the judicial office, or,as it is often cha-

racteristically called, the administration of justice ; 2ndly, the coinage

of the public money, with just weight and purity of metal. The latter

view of justice was naturally a favourite subject with the officers of

the mint : and they were able specifically to point out a reference to

it, by the added signs either of a mass of metal, or instruments^ of

' See p. 572 supra.—As another illustration of this, from the Numi Familiarum, let

me add the description of a denarius of the Claudian Gens, and family of the Marcelli,

given by Eekhel v. 170 ;

I Caput Palladis alatum, prse quo x, pone modius.

I M. Marc. Victoria' in bigis ; in imo dues spicce, et Roma.
2 Eekhel V. 2.35.—This medal was restored by Trajan. Of whose restorations of the

ancient republican coins, Eekhel, after giving a list of what are still extant v. 98, &c.,

observes that it is probable he restored most, or even all. " Cum Trajanus obscurarum

familiarum numos restituerit, . . verisimile est ab eo illarum plerosque, et forte omnes,

restitutes ; sed quos hactenus videre non licuit. Videmus enim eorum numerum, etsi

lente, sensim tamen augeri ; et haud dubie complures in variis Museis latent, sed

nobis ignoti." p. 110.

3 Eekhel V. 154, 159. * See pp. 170, 186.

^ The instruments of coining appear, for example, on a medal of the Gens Carisia,

thus described by Eekhel v. 163

;

f Moneta. Caput muliebre.

\ T. Carisius. Incus, pileus Vulcani, forceps, malleus.
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coining, or significant words or letters inscribed,' or the personifica-

tion of one goddess superscribed Mone'ta, or perhaps three, with the

balance beneath
; the three indicating the three metals struck in

coinage.2 In other cases, the reference either to justice in its largest

sense,—justice executive, legislative, and administrative,—or to the

judicial administration of justice in particular, was also made evident.

I subjoin illustrations.^ In the engraving given by me, the suspen-

sion of the balance above the curule chair is sufficiently significative

of his latter reference : tliis being under the Eepublic the seat of the

Praetor, or Propraetor, in administering justice. I have given ad loc.

Spanheim's notice of the symbol to this effect, in his earlier and
smaller work De Pnestantid Nummorum ; and I now subjoin the

notice of it to the same effect, in his later and larger Work.*

The mass of metal appears on an Alexandrine medal of Commodus, eiven bv Eck-
hcl iv. 77

;

=> J

{Ko/i/iodos, &c.

Moi/rjTa. Moneta stolata stans, d. bilancem s. sceptrum
; ante pedes acervus aris.

• So in a medal of the Emperor Claudius, given by Eckhel, vi. 238 :

I
T. Claudius Ctesar Aug. Dextra bilancem tenens, intra cujus lances P. N.R.

I Cos. Des. It. Pont. .\1. Tr. P. Imp. In medio S. C.
where Eckhel explains the P. N. R. to mean Pondus Numi Restitutum.—Of the word
Moneta examples have been given in the Note preceding.

• Eckhel, vii. 188, describes a coin of this character of the Emperor S. Severus.
!S. Severus Aug. Caput laureatura.

^quitati Publicte. Tres Monetae stantes cum bilance et cornu copia. Juxta
singulas, prae pedibus, massa metalli.

In Gessner and elsewhere the reader may see engravings of the three Monetae.
3 In the mass of Roman medals with the figure of Justice bearing a balance in hand,

and the inscription .'Equitas August i, reason requires that ^-q give this large meaning
to the symbol.—Similarly in the Alexandrine medals, where we have multitudes of
types of the Emperors or Empresses, with personifications accompanying of various
other virtues, as EXttis, Et,.»)t/,;, Tvx>), Upovoui, and also that of Ai^oioo-uv.), or Jus-
tice,—zs the other personifications urc general in their meaning, so too, we may reason-
ably suppose, the AiKuioavv>i ; whose type, like that of jEquitas, in the Latin coins,
is a balance. I may cite for example one of the Emperor Claudius, given by Eckhel
iv. 51 ;

I Ti Claudius, &c.

I AiKaio<Tuvri. L. F. Mulier stans, d. bilancem.

Rasche, on AiKaioavcrri, mentions an " insignis numus," given by Segiiin, Vaillant
and MorcU

;
on which " hinc Tibcrii caput, illinc libra aquis lancihus, cum adscriptis

circum nominibus B«a-(\t(T<j-a WvQocwpii Koruoy " And he adds in explanation :

" Signata ibi libra cum lancibus ad pra;dicandum Tiberii justitiam ; dum ab eo id im-
petravit ha;c Regina Pythodoris, ut in ultioncm occisi per fraudcm a Rhcscuporide
mariti ipse in Scnatu damnaretur, et Alexandrian! delatus capite ibi lucret."

• I refer to his Vol. ii. p. HI, and Section headed, " De Pra:'toribus in Numis." He
there observes

: "Quumcurulis forct itidem magistratus, neque unum paulatim con-
stitutum sit Pnetorum in Url)e cenus, vcrum eorum primo qui ;>« Ronifr dicerent
dein qui adregendns Romani Populi Prorincias, aut cjrternquin cum militari imperio
mitterentur, tum qui prius qu«stiones publicas de certis criminibus in Urbe exerce-
rent,—ita promiscue iidem initialibus primis illius magistratQs Uteris PR, seu Prajtoris,

VOL. I. 37
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Of the procurations indicated in these coins, I noticed in my Com-

ments on the 3rd Seal the continuance and extension under the Em-

perors, with a view to the supply of the vast wants both of the

army and the Roman populace : and how in the 3rd Century the ex-

tension was such as materially to aggravate the pressure of the

heavy tax of contributions of corn required from the Provincials
;

carried out, as those procurations too often were, with injustice and

oppression. Accordingly, the modius often appears in a similar sig-

nificatory sense on Imperial coins : for example on one of Nerva's,

exhibiting a "modius prominentibus spicis," and with the inscrip-

tion, Plebei Urbancs Frumento Constituto}

And still in imperial times there was the same association as be-

fore of justice with the same symbols. Thus the goddess Justice

was sometimes depicted as sitting on a curule chair for her tribunal.^

Again, the symbol of the balance continued to be used as significative

of justice. Both the idea indeed, and the symbol, now attached

primarily to the Emperors themselves ; as the supreme legislators

and administrators of law in the State.^ The coin of Alexander

Severus given under my 3rd Seal illustrates this. Subordinately,

however, both the idea and the symbol attached to those also who

administered the law under the Emperors.* So Manilius, writing

near the close of the reign of Augustus, speaks not only of the em-

peror, but also of the Praetor and Judge, as fitly born under the

zodiacal sign of the balance.-^ Now in the hieroglyphic of the third

et communibus praetevea sellm curulis, Mlancis subinde, (vulgati justitiae, ut similiter

in aliquot Caesaruni numis, symboli,) fascium preeterea, quandoque et securium insig-

nibus utebantur."

» Eckhel vi. 407.

* " Sellse curuli, nempe pro tribunali, adsidet Justitia, hasta pura insignis ; et, por-

recta patera, religioneni sibi curse esse ostendit." So Rasche, on Justitia, referring to

a gold coin of Hadrian, given by Khell in his Supplement, p. 70.

* So Rasche on JEquitas Augusti ; observing that justice was considered to attach

properly to those, most of all, "qui jus dicere solent: " so as did the Augusti, as the

head of the law and government.
• Just as, though the Emperors were the head of the army also, and so wore the

sword of supreme command, yet the sword was borne, as the badge of military com-

mand, by the Imperial generals under them : so as we have seen under our second

Seal.

* Viz. in his 4th Book. In one passage, verse 545, he says

;

Sed cum autumnales caeperunt surgere Chelae,

Felix aequato genitus sub pondere Librce,

Judex extremae sistet vitajque necisque ;

Imponetque jugum terris, legesque rogabit.

Th's with special reference to Augustus, the supreme judge and legislator ; whom
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Apocalyptic Seal this latter application of the balance in the hand of

the rider, I mean its application to the subordinate administrators of

justice, (its administrators both judicially and executively,) was fixed

alike by the absence of the crown from his head, and by those most

significant words of charge and monition, addressed to him in the

voice from the throne, about the price of corn, and against injustice,

which Emperors " lege soluti " never received, but Provincial Gro-

vernors received perpetually ; and of which I have fully spoken in my
comment on that Seal.'

3. Of the Provincial coinage, both under the Eepublic and under

the Emperors, examples appear in my two Cretan coins given at p.

140 of this Volume.—The Cydonian medal is of silver ; and may very

possibly be in date earlier than the epoch of Crete becoming a Pro-

vince of the Eoman Empire. If later it illustrates the fact of the

permission, accorded very generally to the Provincial towns under

the Republic, to strike their numos autonoinos, and this in silver, as

before. The obverse (not given by me) has on it a Woman's head

adorned with flowers, and the inscription Nei/ajroc ETroet, designating

the designer, or the coiner.'^—The other of the Cretan Diana is of

Roman imperial times : it being struck by the Kotrov Kp?;ra»v : which

Koivov, like many others whose names appear on medals, were com-

munities formed under the Emperors, with a view simply to the

coifimon celebration of public games and religious festivals. Eck-

hel ' gives a list of the various Kotva formed about this period ; and

mentions that the extant coins of this Cretan Kolvov extend from

Tiberius to jM. Aurelius inclusive.—The Diana occurs, I may observe,

in Cretan coins under the reigns of Hadrian and Anton. Pius, as well

he here supposes to have been born under the sign of Libra, though others referred

his birth to the sign of Capricorn. (See Scaliger's Note.) Elsewhere he connects

with it judges, and law advisers, and administrators more generally.

Librantes noctem Chelae cum tempore lucis,

Per nova maturi post annum tempora Bacchi,

Mensurae et tribuent usus, et pondera rerum ; . . . .

llic etiam Icguni tabulas, et condita jux'a,

Et licitum sciet, et vctitum qua? poena sequatur,

Perpetuum populi privato in limine Prajtor.

Libra was the sign of Astraea, the heavenly goddess of justice.

' From seeing the reverse only, (so as in Spanheim's smaller work,) and the inscrip-

tion Leg. Pro. Pr. on it, I had originally supposed the coin with the balance to have

been one stamped with the name of a Legatus Propra?tore under the Emperors. It

was struck, we see, just before the establishment of the empire under Augustus.

» Eckhel ii. 309. ' Vol. iv. p. 428, &c.

37 •
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as Trajan. So comtnon and recognised was the huntress-Diana type

as Cretan, at, and for a while after, the time of the striking of that

Eoman Dianic coin by the Emperor Nerva, of which I shall have to

speak more particularly in the 3rd Section of this Essay. I observe

in Gessner another characteristic coin of the Cretan Koirov of Do-

mitian's time : the obverse presenting Domitian's head, with Ao^iir.

Kaicrap ;
(so it was not one of the autonomic provincial coins ;) the

reverse Kprjrwv Koivov, with a man holding a bow. Eckhel ' adds the

inscription on a very illustrative marble of the Lyttii of Crete, from

Gruter ; 'lepou Ayiovog HevTatrrjpiKov Tou Koirov Twy Kprjrwj^ ; show-

ing that the games of this Cretan Community were quinquennial.

4. Of Roman Imperial coins of the first grand division of the

Empire, i. e. from Augustus' accession to that of Constantino, seven

are engraven in the Horse ; viz. (in chronological order) that of Au-

gustus on horselacTc, that of Claudius Drusus on a triumphal arch,

that of Vespasian with Rome on the seven hills, that of Titus on

the destruction of Jerusalem, that of Nervals head with the laurel

crown, to which may be added the same Emperor's Dmwic coin, and

that of Alexander Severus^ with the figure of Justice.'^—On the first

of the two Nervas, the Vespasian, the Titus, and the Alex. Severus,

(the last just before referred to,) there does not occur to me any-

thing here needing further observation ; save only that on the Ves-

pasian and Alex. Severus there appear the letters S. C, marking them

to be of the Senate's coinage, and that they are of course of brass.^

—The equestrian Augustus suggests a similar medal of Domitian, the

reio^ning Emperor at the time of St. John's exile in Patmos, engraved

in Patin's Numismata, p. 157 ; one which represents that same eques-

trian statue of him, which in my Note ad loc. I stated to have been

the subject of one of Statins' Odes.—In connexion with that which

exhibits the triumphal arc of Claudius Drusus, it may be well to add

that medals of similar design were wont to be struck in St. John's

own time, on occasion of the Profectio Augusti, or Emperor's going

forth to war- So a medal of Domitian, struck in flattery by the

Senate, on occasion of one of his goings forth to war, with a horse-

man at full speed, wounding a prostrate enemy. To which let me

add one of Trajan's, coined very shortly after the apostle's death,

1 iv. 431.

2 The Vespasian is in my 4tli Vohiine ; the rest of the above-mentioned are in

this my 1st Volume. ^ See p. 572 supra.
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wrhich exhibits that emperor galloping forth, and striking down an

enemy ; with the inscription round it, S. P. Q. R. Optimo Principi.

Also a medal of Alexander Severn s, given in Gessner, Tab. 164 N.

34, of similar character, and struck on a similar occasion of his pro-

fectio, but on which, besides the emperor galloping forth and striking

down an enemy, there is also Victory, with a crown, preceding him,

(somewhat as in my Plate,) and a soldier foUoiving.

As to my sixth imperial medal of this class, (taken in chronologi-

cal order,) viz. that of Nerva with Diana on the reverse, it will be

fully discussed in the 3rd Section of this Paper, and therefore needs

not to be spoken of here.

5thly. 1 have to notice the Roman Imperial medals, given in this

Volume, which refer to the times of and after Constantine ; viz. the

Constantines with the labarum or phoenix, the Valentinian with the

diadem, and the much later Constantinopolitan coins, with the images

of Christ and the Virgin :—classed with which are the coins of Max-

imian and Theodosius given in my 3rd Volume.

On some of these, viz. the Constantinian coins and that of Maximian

and Theodosius, the reader will observe at the bottom of the coin

the marks of those Officince Monetales, which I spoke of in my first

Head as established about the close of the third century at different

places throughout the Empire ; AQP, ESIS, ASIS, TEP, TESOB.

The AQ signifies Aquileia ; the P percussum, or struck. The Sis in

the two next signifies Siscia in Pannonia, a town on the Save, some

fifty miles e.n.e. of Trieste ; the prefixt A and E designating the

particular offices of the mint there established. The Tr of the third

indicates the mint at Treves, in North Eastern Gaul ; the P, as be-

fore, percussum. The intent of the Tesoh is more doubtful ; as also

that of Conob, another word of similar form, often found at the bot-

tom of imperial coins of this period. I must refer the reader to

Eckhel's discussion of this point, in his Section on the OfiicintB Mone-

tales, near the end of his last Volume.

As to tlie radiated phoenix in my Constantinian coins, an emblem

associated with the labarum in the first given by me in Plate 10, Span-

heim thus explains it, with reference to the times of the Christian

Emperors. " Phoenix velut novje ac aeternae vitae, aut novi quasi et

fortunati seu aurei ssDCuli, symbolum est sub Christianis Caesaribus

frequentatum." So in like manner Patinus ; adverting, in explana-

tion, "ad religionem Christiauam quam Constantinus M. propa-
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gaverat, filiique omni cultu prosequebantur." ^—The symbol bad pre-

viously been made use of by Hadrian, to signify the " golden age" of

whicb his reign was a part. Whieb medal of Hadrian is tbus de-

scribed by Eckbel, Vol. vi. p. 508

;

/ Imp. Caesar. Trajan. Hadrianus. Aug. Protome laureata.

' Soec. Aur. JP. M. TR. P. Cos. Hi. Vir seminudus stans, et s.

i tenens globum cui pboenix insistit, d. circulum contingit quo

\ totus ambitur.

And he observes on it ;
" Aversa bujus numi aureum imperante Ha-

driano sseeulum depraedicat
:

" the circulus of the coin being explained

as magnifying " orbem sseculi in se revoluti."

6thly, and finally, there will be seen at p. 486 examples of the latest

of Eoman Imperial coins, and whicb indeed might rather be called

Greek or Byzantine Imperial coins ;—I mean those with an image of

the Virghi, of the Emperors John Zimisces, Bomanus III, and An-

dronicus II. But, respecting these, my observations ad loc. super-

sede the necessity of any further observations here.

§ 2. ON THE IIOBSE WITH THE MABS' HEAD, AND INSCRIPTION SOMA
OR ROMANO, AS A ROMAN COIN.2

{See Page 126.)

It is important that it should be always borne in mind, as stated

by me in my Apocalyptic Commentary and elsewhere, that the fitness

of this emblem of the horse, in the view in which I represent it, is

altogether independent of the illustrative medals given by me : the

horse having been sacred to Mars, the reputed father of the Mavortia

proles, or Eoman people ; and accordingly, from the earliest times of

Itoman history, both horse-races established as an annual festival in

honour of him, and also each October the solemn sacrifice of a horse

to him. So associated with the Eomans' reputed origin, earliest na-

tional history, public religious festivals, and known national character

too, how could there but be intrinsic fitness in the symbol of a ivar-

horse to signify the Boman martial people ? There is just as much

fitness of symbol here surely, as in the goat, from its association with

> p. 472.
' The present Paper is copied from the Appendix to the Yiudiciae Horariae, with

some slight alterations. This will explain its controversial form.
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the early national legendary history of the Macedonians, to signify

the Macedonian empire : the propriety of which latter symbol is re-

cognised in Scripture ; as appears from its adoption in Dan. viii. 5, 21.

The only attempt to impugn the justice of this argument that has

met my eye is that made by the Rev. W. G. Barker, first in his

" Friendly Eemarks on the Horse," and afterwards in his Answer to

my Reply, in the Churchman's Monthly Review.^ And what then

his objection ? Why, he asserts that the horse was not sacred to

Mars. A really startling assertion this, to any one pretty well versed

in classical literature ; and which is based solely and wholly on an in-

ference drawn by him from the statement following in Smith's Dic-

tionary of Ajitiquities :
" It may be considered as a general rule that

those animals which were sacred to a god were not sacrificed to

him ; though horses were sacrificed to Neptune, notwithstanding this

usage." For Mr. B. thence argues ;
" If this be true, the horse was

sacred to Neptune, and was not sacred to Mars." But is a writer's

general rule to be made universal, with only one exception, simply

because, in illustration of its not being universal, he gives but one

example of exception ; which yet may be, and here in fact is, only one

out of several P'^—Let me ask Mr. B. has he considered what was

meant by the ancients in speaking of one and another animal as

sacred to a god ? Was it not simply that the god was supposed to

delight in, and affect the company of that animal; so as Jupiter that

of the eagle, Juno of the peacock, Venus of the dove, Minerva of the

owl ? And was not the horse thus associated with Mars ? What
reports Pausanias on this point ? That among the two or three

statues of Mars that he saw in Greece, one was of Mars on horseback

?

AVhat Horace? " Martis equis acheronta fugit." What Ovid?

' Friendly Remarks, pp. 4—6 ; Churchman's Monthly Rev. for 1847, pp. 718—720.
* The cocA was sacred to ^-Esailapiiis ; yet, as in Socrates* well-known example,

was sacriKced to him. It was sacred too to Mars, and so called by Aristophanes

Apcos vioTTot ; yet perpetually sacrificed to him. (Potter, Antiq. i. 379.) The stag

was sacred to Diana, as Festus and Pausanias state, and thus stags harnessed to her
car, yet stags sacrificed to her ; and so too sometimes, as the same Pausanias tells us

in his Laconics, another animal sacred to her, even the dog. Again, the horse was
sacred to the Sun, yet the horse sacrificed to him. " Constat Soli equos fuisse sacros,

tt sacrificatos. . . Sic Rhodios, &c." So Eckhel v. 49. Also Ovid, of the Persians

(Fasti i. 385 ;)

Placat equo Persis radiis Hyperiona cinctum.

* So in his Eliacs, ch. 15.— Montfaucon, Vol. vi. p. 52, after reference on this point
to Pausanias, observes that Mars, Neptune, and Minerva were the only three gods of
the ancient mythology that were represented sometimes as on horseback ; and that
they were each one designated in consequence by the title Hippius.
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" Marsqae suos, junctis curribus, urget equos."—It is from this my-

thological notion of Mars then harnessing his horses to the chariot,

that Ovid derives the institution of those equiria, or horse-races, that

I before spoke of, celebrated in the Campus Martius on the Kalends

of March in honour of him.' And, as regards the sacrifice of the horse

to Mars, Festus explains that it was either with reference to the

wooden horse by which Troy was taken, or because of Mars'" compla-

cency in the animal ; " quod eo genere animalis Mars delectari puta-

retur."—Accordingly, not without reason, the most learned lexico-

graphers and antiquarians declare the horse to have been sacred to

Mars. So Hoffman, on the word Mars : " Sacrum ei fecerunt equum,

lupum, canem, et picum
;
quos in Dei bujus tutela esse credi volue-

runt:" adding also; "Effinxere eum veteres ardentem, nunc in curru,

nunc in equo armatum, ciim hasta, &c." So again Adams, in the chapter

on the Koman Gods, in his Roman Antiquities ;
" The animals sacred

to Mars were the horse, wolf, and woodpecker :
" and once more

Facciolati, on the word Equus ;
" Fuit equus 31arti sacer, propter

usum belli, et quotannis ei Eomae immolabatur."— Tertullian, as

stated by me under the second Seal, specifies the horse of red colour,

in particular, as sacred to Mars.^

Thus the question of the Eoman reference and origin of my en-

graved medals, is one on a matter subsidiary, not essential : and I be-

lieve that on this point too the case of the impugners of the Horse

will be found on examination totally to break down. The question,

as put by my first and friendly correspondent on the subject Mr. B.

Lewis, is whether or not the horse on the medal is what may be called

the Roman horse, as being the horse sacred to the Roman Mars, whose

head is on the obverse of the coins. I was at first led to suppose by

Mr. L.'s report that Eckhel's authority was against me on this point

:

and, not having Eckhel at hand to refer to, thought it right so to state

the fact in my 2nd Edition ; though it seemed to me a little strange

in such case that there should be the horse, the Mars, and the Roma

or Romano, all. three combined together. Subsequently I had the

opportunity of consulting Eckhel ; and found that, although thinking

1 The passage with its context stands thus : Fasti B. ii. ad fin.

Jamque duae restant noctes de mense secundo
;

Marsque suos junctis curribus urget equos.

Cx vero positum permansit equiria nomen
;

Quae Deus in campo prospicit ipse suo.

^ See my p. 147, Note^, supra.
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that the type was not so properly a Eoman type, nor Eome the mint

of these medals' coinage, but rather a type and mint of some people

of Greek origin subject to Rome, like those in Campania, Magna

Graecia, or Sicily, (of which more presently,) yet, as to the point I

was most concerned with, viz. the horse being the Roman horse, and the

Mars the Roman Mars, to whom that horse was sacred,' the opinion

given by him was, in fact, in favour of my view, not against it.

" Ad Romana hie typus sacra pertinet. Refert Festus ;
' Equiria ludi

quos Romulus Marti instituit, per equorum cursum, qui in Campo

Martio exercebatur. De equo dicto Octobri, qui singulis annis Marti

in Campo Martio immolabatur, vide eundem Festum in October

equus." 2 I cited this passage in a reply to Mr. Arnold, in the British

Magazine for March 184:7 ; together with a quotation from Niebuhr,

stating his opinion that this class of medals was struck by the Roman

governor of Roman colonists early settled in Campania,' Nor was

any reply attempted, or contradiction given to my statement, either

by Mr. Arnold or Mr. Lewis.—It is to be observed that the only

other medal noticed either by Eckhel, Mionnet,* or other medallic

authors that I have consulted, in which the horse and the Mars' head

are united, so as here, is one of Cosa,—Cosa in Etruria, according to

Eckhel; in which place a Roman colony was fixed, just as in Cam-

pania also, a little before the first Punic war :
* so that this particular

medal might well serve to corroborate Niebuhr's general theory.

—

Mr. Barker, referring to Dr. Glen King's Tables of Roman medals,

says that amidst " thousands of engraved coins of the Roman em-

pire, in consular and imperial coins, the horse, as a symbol, is never

to be found." Now, 1st, Dr. G. King's Tables commence with the

Roman Numi Familiares ; and therefore could not include these,

which are of a class earlier. 2ndly, as to his requirement of the horse

being engraved as a symbol of the Roman people, there is not the

' The frequent similar connexion of the types on a medal's face and obverse is thus

stated by Eckhel, i. cv. " In Numis autonomis pars aversa plorumquc cum antica

compooitur. Sic Dii Deajque sua habent in aversis seu attributa, seu sacra sibi ani-

malia, seu victimas, &c. Cum Jove aquila ; . . cum Cerere porcus, ejus victima. Cum
Dian& componi cervum, aut canem, in valgus notum."

» Eckhel V. 49. =• See p. 12G, Note ^ supra.

* Except one sine epigraphe, and consequently on which no judgment can be pro-

nounced.
* Millingen (p. 229) prefers to ascribe these coins to Compsa or Cossa, a town of the

Arpini, a Samnitc people : adding, " Ses monnaies, qui sont de fabrique plutot

ancienne, attcstent qu'elle a du avoir ete colonic ou municipe lioinuin ; et probable-

mcnt avant sa prise par Hannibal."
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least need of my proving it such.^ The question is, whether in this

particular class of coins, (o class most abundant,) the horse engraved

M'as not meant to be the horse sacred to the Roman Mars. Mr. B.'s

mere positive re-assertion against this view of it,^ without any sup-

porting argument or evidence, is of course valueless.

"While at Eome last winter ^ I took the opportunity of consulting

two antiquaries there, well known for their knowledge in numismatics

;

I mean the Cavaliere Visconti, (a gentleman who then held high

office in the Antiquarian Department under the Papal Grovernment,)

and Signer Gapranesi. Alike the one and the other expressed to me

their persuasion that this class of coins was to be regarded as Eoman

in character, even though struck (if so it was) in Campania : and the

latter gave me a Dissertation of his own in which the subject is al-

luded to, and in which he takes for granted, as a thing known and ad-

mitted, that the horse is the horse of the Roman Mars}—Signor Ga-

pranesi also referred me to a Treatise of the learned Jesuit Fathers

Marchi and Tessieri, of the Kircherian Museum, on the early Italian

' Indeed Mr. Barker affirms that, in order to answer my purpose, the horse ought

not merely to be on Roman medals '^ as a symbol" (i. e. " of the Roman empire,")

but moreover to be on them '^everywhere."*—In illustration of his meaning in the

former of these two requirements, that of being on the coins as a symbol, he says ;

" We should recognise the coins of Roine by their horse, as we do the coins of Pelo-

ponnesus by their tortoise." But 1st, I am not awai-e that ajiy coins of Peloponnesus

^vere stamped with a tortoise. Those so stamped, and with the letters AIFI, once

ascribed to iEgium in Aehaia, are now recognised as coins of ^ISgina, an island not

Peloponnesian ; in which island they abound, or at least used to do, as I knew from

personal experience.f It was only from their large circulation in the Peloponnesus,

that they were sometimes loosely spoken of as Peloponnesian. There never, I believe,

was any common medal of the Peloponnesus as a whole.—'2ndly, as regards the

various really Peloponnesian types, such as the pegasus of Corinth, the eagle's head of

Elis, the ivolf of Argos, &c., they are no otherwise symbols of the cities, than as

referring to some legendary story connected with their early history or religion ;

precisely as the horse in the coins under discussion (according to Eckhel and the rest)

referred to the supposed origin from, and worship of, Mars at Rome.—As to Mr. B.'s

second requirement of the everywhere, where will he find any numismatic device of

any people of which this could be predicated ? Certainly not of the Persian ram, the

Macedonian goat, or the Roman eagle ; all which however are used as types of those

nations in the Holy Scriptures.

- " The coins in question were not Roman." Churchman's Monthly Rev. p. 719.

^ This was written in 1849.

* " Le monete de' Romani di argento e bronzo, anche con la scritta Romano o

Roma, portano alcune la testa di Marte, ed il busto di cavallo nel riverso." Monete

Antiche Illustrate da Francesco Capranesi, p. 4.

* Monthly Churchman, p. 720.

t See Mionnet on jEgina.—In Eckhel's time this class of medals were not so well

known as they are now.
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coins of this class ; and another on the same subject, of a little later

date, by Signor GennarelU.—In the former (entitled JEk Grave del

Museo Kircheriano, ovvero Le MonetePiu Antiche de' Popoli delV Italia

Media, Roma 1830) there are given (Plate xii.) the selfsame two

coins that are engraved in the Horje ; I mean with the Mars bearded

or beardless, the horse or horse's head, and inscription of Soma or

liomano. And in the comment it is stated, at p. 70, that they were

engraved under the direction of those learned antiquaries, with the

express object of vindicating them, not only as Roman coins, but coins

expressly of the mint at Rome ; (" non per altra ragione, se non per

rivendicarne il pieno diritto alle officine urbane di Roma.") Then,

alluding to Eckhel's opinion that from their magnificent workman-

ship their local origin might be probably in Campania or Lucania,

[districts where the chief population was of Greek colonists,] it refers

to other medals of similar beauty of fabric, and at the same time of

unquestionable Roman types, e. g. the Hercules'' head and ship's

jjrow

;

' states that some of the most ancient Roman denarii are also

of excellent workmanship ; and infers that it would thus seem that

Rome early availed herself of the skill of foreign artists.—So write

the Jesuit fathers of the Kircherian Museum.—In the other Dis-

sertation of Dr. Achille GennarelU on the Moneta Primitiva dell

Italia Antica, Rome 1843, (a Dissertation crowned by the Pontifical

Academy of Archaeology,) the subject is noticed at p. 33. And there,

—having stated, as the four grounds on which some would refer this

class of coins to Campania, 1st, that the coins come chiefly from

Campania ; 2. that the beauty of the workmanship is unsuited to

the rude civilization of Latium ; 3. that there is the Cainpanian

termination in many of the no (Romano, Aiserniwo, &c.) ; 4. the cor-

respondence of the types with those of coins that were certainly

Campanian,—he then proceeds to answer all.—Thus, as to the 1st

point, he replies that the coins do not come exclusively from Cam-

pania, but are much more frequently found in " our" [i. e. the Roman

and Latin] districts than Campania : so that, as all coin-sellers know,

they are of less value at Rome than at Naples? 2. The arts flourished

I I have myself various coins of this class, of unquest oned Roman type, which I

bought while at Rome.
* I beg the reader's particular attention to this point, rs decisively negativing one

chief ground on which Eckhol grounds his anti-Ro;nan judgment. £ckhcl was

under the disadvantage of writing at Vienna, not Romu; and moreover at a time

whun much ksb was known about this class of mcdal;^ Ihna is known now.
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in Latium, at least as much as in Campania ; a point which the au-

thor prepares to establish in his Dissertation. 3. The no termina-

tion is not exclusively Campanian : but, as the Cav. Avellino has

shown, exists alike ia the medals of the Umbrians, Latins, Samnites,

Campanians, and Lucanians. [As to the types, 4thly, many, as ob-

served before, are unquestionably Roman.']—On the whole, the writer

considers that the Jesuit Padre Marchi was wrong in excluding all

from a Campanian origin, that have the inscription Roma or Romano

;

seeing that there are some with both that, and also a Neapolitan in-

scription. But the larger number he seems to consider as of Roman
or Latian origin ; in general agreement with the Jesuit fathers.

f* Let me add that Millingen too, in his Work on the Numismatique

de VAncienne Italic, suggests that these coins may have been struck

in part by Roman Consuls, or Roman Quoestors, for the use of the

armies stationed in the Samnite or Campanian districts.

So that every authority tends to establish for my engraved coins a

Roman reference, whether struck at Eome, or elsewhere ; and to

justify my original insertion of them as coins stamped with the Ro-

man horse, sacred to the Roman Mars. ^

§ 3. MEDALLIC ILLUSTRATION OF NERYa's CRETENSIC ORIGIN.

{See Page 146.)

In the Plate opposite I give a silver Roman coin of Nerva, which

bears on its reverse the type of the huntress Diana with her quiver

1 Since writing this I have read the remarks of Sign. Riccio on the subject of this

Paper, in his Book on the " Monete delle Antiche Famiglie di Roma," pp. 264—268
;

2nd Ed. Naples, 1843 ; i. e. the same year as Gennarelli's publication, though a little

later in the year. And I see nothing in them to alter my conclusions exprest about

the medals in it.

Riccio unites with Eckhel, Millingen, and other numismatists, in judging the

district of their coinage to have been Campania ; but Campania after its subjugation

hy the Romans (p. 264), and when consequently the coinage there was in the hands

of Roman authorities. Further he considers the type of the horse to have been

originally Campanian ; doubting the Jesuit fathers' correctness (265) in ascribing the

asses with similar type to Rome. But Riccio offers no case of Campanian medals

with the united types of Mars on one side, and the horse, or horse's bust, on the

other. Nor does he state any objection to Eckhel's explanation of the Roman coiners'

reference, in this new combination of the types, to the Roman horse-games and horse-

sacrihces at Rome to Mars ; which is all that my illustrative use of the coins requires.

—In Riccio's Tables, as in those of other numismatists, the type of Rome helmeted on

one side, and Mars driving his horse-biga or quadriga on the other, are very

eonimon.

The judgments of Signors Visconti and Capranesi as to the Roman character of the

coins, noticed at p. 586, were exprest to me in 1848 in perfect cognizance of Sig.

Riccio's Book.
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NERVAS ROMAN COIN OF THE HUNTRESS DIANA.

From a com va the BntiBli Museum
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and bow. Yaillant, seeing that this was an unusual type on Roman

money, explains it by reference to Nerva's Cretensic origin ; Diana

liaving been an object of specially devoted worship with the inhabit-

ants of Crete. Eckhel, in his Vol. vi. p. 404, thus objects to this,

after description of the coin :

—

{Imp. Nerva C.es. Acg. Pont. Max. Tk. P. Caput laureatum.

Cos. II. Desig. III. P. P. Diana venatrix gradieus, d. sagittam ex pharetri

promit, comite cane.

" Observat Vaillantius hunc aversae typum in moneta Romana inso-

lentem esse. Censet igitur, cum Nervam ex Creta oriundum dicat

Victor, Diana autera singulari in hac insula religione coleretur, prop-

terea earn huic denario insertam. At dixi supra non satis unius

Victoris testimonio Cretense Nervse genus probatum. Cseterum

similis Diana? typus frequens est in numis Augusti,quem ibi ad Sicilian!

referendum diximus." He had just before (p. 403) grounded his

rejection of Aurelius Victor's statement as to Nerva's Cretensic

origin, and his preference of the younger Victor's intimation that he

was born at Narni in Umbria, on Dion Cassius' authoritative declar-

ation that Trajan was the first foreigner {aWotdvrjq) that held the

Roman emperorship.

But in reality there is nothing whatever contrary in the younger

Victor's statement to that of Aurelius Victor ; for the latter may be

considered as speaking of his family origin, the former of his birth-

place :—a view this taken by the writer in the Ancient Universal

History, cited ad loc. by me :
" Nerva was a native of Narni in

Umbria, but his family came originally from the island of Crete
;"

as well as by Tillemont, and the writer (also cited by me p. 146)

in the Encyclopa-dia Metropolitana. And, as to Dion Cassius, his

words, as I there stated, are strongly coufirmatory of Aurelius Victor's

statement, not contradictory. For he shows his own meaning about

Trajan by contra-distinguishing his foreign extraction, not merely

from that of the Itali, or persons of original Italian extraction, but

also from that of ItaJlotce, or persons of Greek extraction Itali-

cized by settlement in Italy. Precisely of which latter class Nerva

was, according to the combined testimonies of the two Victors ; and

Nerva alone of all the Emperors preceding Trajan. So that, were we

to set aside Aurelius Victor's statement, and suppose Nerva, like all

his predecessors in the empire, to have been of original Italian ex-

traction, Dion Cassius's introduction of the Ilaliotoe, as well as of the
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Itali, in contra-distiiiction to Trajan's w^oZZy foreign origin and birth,

would be so utterly without point or object as to be little better than

absurd.

Which premised let us consider, on Eckhel's own accurate princi-

ples of investigation and judgment as applied to medals, whether his

or Vaillant's view of the medal now in question be the more probably

correct.

Says Vaillant, as the groundwork of his argument, ''The huntress

Diana is an unusual device on Eoman money." (On Roman money,

the reader will observe, or money struck at Rome, as this is ; not

coins struck in the Greek provinces under the Emperors
;
which is

quite another thing, and of another argument.) ' Eckhel denies not

Vaillant's statement of the type, as a Roman type, being unusual-

But, says he, " the same type appears frequently on the coins of Au-

qustus ;" as if this were a sufficient precedent, and sufficient reason,

for its appearing on ISTerva's.—But was there then nothing peculiar

in Augustus' case, with reference to this monetary device ; nothing

but what might attach to succeeding Emperors, in their simple cha-

racter of Eoman Emperors, as well as to him ? Eckhel himself

tells us quite the coutrary ; and indeed some of Augustus' own medals

that have the Diana on them, tell the same also quite as clearly.

Auo-ustus' high fortune and attainment of the empire arose chiefly,

Eckhel justly observes, out of his two great naval victories :
the one

over Antony, at Actium in Epirus ; the other over Sext. Pompey,

off Artemisium in Sicily. Now at Actium there was a temple of

Apollo; at Artemisium, or Dianium, as it is in Latin, one of Diana.

To these deities then Augustus ascribed his fortune. And, in ex-

pression and commemoration of it, he struck frequent medals, of

» For, of course, certain types might be natural and proper to the coinage of foreign

provinci'al cities, whether by reference to the productions of the soil, or the religious

worship of the country, which might be strange, except for some special justifying

cause on a Roman coin. K palm-tree might be natural on a byriau or African pro.

Yincial coin ; an elephant on an Asiatic ; a crocodile on an Egyptian. But, if seen on

an emperor's Roman coinage, the question must arise as to what particular cause

mio-ht have originated it. And history generally explains the particular reason
;
as in

the" elephant coins of Julius Caesar, the palm-trees of Vespasian and Titus, the

crocodiles of Augustus or Hadrian.-Similarly, in regard of types betokening the

religious worship. A Diana was a natural and common type on an Ephesian or a

Cretan coin, considering the Dianic worship predominating there. But it was not a

common Roman type; except in that form in the bigati, under which most of the

chief gods of Rome were from ancient times stamped on the Roman coinage, Diana as

well as the rest. See p. 571 supra.
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many successive years : some inscribed Act. Imp. with the type of

Apollo of Actium ; others with Diana s bust, or Diana as a huntress,

and a reference to Artemisium. There seem to be two chief varieties

of the latter or Dianian class, which are described thus by Eckhel : '

—

1. fProtome Dianae.

\lmp. Casar.—Templum, intra templum trophaeum navale, triquetra.

2. {Anrj. Div. F.—Caput nudum.
\Sicil. Imp. viii.— Diana stolata gradieusd. telum ex pharetri prorait, s. arcum.

Now it is to be understood that the triquetra, or three-legged

figure, in the former medal of the two, is the well-known symbol of

the triangularly-shaped Sicily ; while in the latter the name Sicil.

occurs. Thus the reader sees that the reasons of Augustus' striking

medals with the type of Diana are indicated on the medals themselves,

as distinctly those which affected him individually and alone ; and

which consequently could in no wise have suggested the type to

Nerva. The reasonable inference is that Nerva must have had some

peculiar individual reason for striking his coins with the Diana, as

Augustus had for striking his : the rather if, as I believe, the Diana

Venatrix does not appear on any Roman money of the ten interven-

ing emperors ; save and except, perhaps, on a brass coin of Domitian,^

who celebrated the Ludi Seculares in her honour. Which brass coin

was of the Senate's striking, not the Emperor's ; a difference notable

in the view of numismatists :
^ whereas Nerva' s was a silver coin,

struck under his more personal direction.

And I am led to regard this inference as yet the more strongly

probable, from observing that in the Koman Republican coins too

this precise type of Diana as huntress seems unknown.* And indeed

' Vol. vi. pp. 85, 93.

^ Mionnet alone gives this of DciwJcVmw. Medailles Rom. i. 169. Eckhel, Gessner,
Morell, I think, give none. I observe in Pntinus, p. 1.51, a coin of Titus with Diana
and a bow, which some I believe have considered Roman. But it is without any
name of a people. And Patiuus suggests that it was probably struck either at

Ephesits or in Crete, as being the two chief Eastern localities most famed for Diana's
worship.

Mr. Barker, disputing my above-made statement, mentioned various Imperial
Dianic coins of intervening emperors. But, on exaniinaticm, they proved every one
to he proviiicial co\n%; whether of Ephcsus, Colophon, Crete, or Patras ; the latter

being stamped with the Laphraan Diana, whose temple there was famous. See
Pausanias.

' " Confer cum his (sc. the imperatorial gold and silver coinage, the types on one
of which were generally repeated by the same emperor in the other) monetam a;neam
sub primis imperatoribus signatam, quam enorme utrinquc discrimcn, nullis certe aut
nonnisi raris communibus typis:" i. e. no common types with the contemporary gold
or silver coinage. Eckhel i. l.\xiv. On the Senate's superintendence of the brats

coinage, see my p. -573 supra. * I still go on Eckhcl's authority.
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where otJier types of Diana occur, Eckhel almost always seeks a par-

ticular reason for the type ; and generally finds it. Thus in coins of

the jMmilia gens, struck by the Quaestor Buca, we have, " Diana, ad-

stante Victoria, ad virum humi dormientem descendit." ' And we

find that this Buca was Quaestor to Sylla : and that the story was

current of a goddess having appeared in a dream to Sylla, whether

Luna (one of Diana's names), or Minerva, or Bellona; bidding him

strike his enemies, and presenting him with a thunderbolt. Which

same explanation applies also to coins of the Cornelia gens, struck by

Sylla himself, with three different types of Diana ; ^ one very similar

to that just described.^—In a coin of the Caninia gens, where there

appears on one side Diana's bust, with the quiver and bow, on the

other a dog running, Eckhel reasonably supposes an allusion in the

dog (canis) to the name Caninia : and that the Diana is added as the

dog's natural companion.*—In a coin of the Plancia gens we have on

one side a woman's head, with a pileus ; on the other a mountain-

goat, and by it a bow and quiver. And Eckhel expresses himself

delighted with Visconti's solution : who, explaining the woman
as Diana, (an explanation obvious from the mountain-goat, bow, and

quiver on the reverse,) refers in illustration to an old marble, on

which there is mention made " Dianae Plancianse," of the Plancian

Diana : whence, says he, we may infer that there was the private

worship of Diana in the houses of the Plancii.^—In one coin of the

Posfumia gens there is the head of Diana, and on the reverse a man

in the toga on a hill sacrificing a bull, the inscription bearing the

name of A. Postumius Albinus : while another coin of the same

family has the head of Diana, and a dog running. And these are

explained from Livy's statement that A. Postumius Albinus was

made Decemvir for the purpose of celebrating sacred rites ; which

probably, says Eckhel, were the Ludi Seculares, in honour of Apollo

and Diana. ^—The same Ludi Seculares furnish the explanation given

by Spanheim, as Eckhel tells us, of a medal of the Claudia gens,

struck by P. Clodius, with Diana holding a torch in either hand

:

while in another medal, struck also by P. Clodius, we have the Sun

radiated on one side, the Moon among stars on the other ; which Sun

' Eckhel V. 121. * lb. pp. 192, 194.

3 ( Caput Veneris, juxta globiis.

( Vir humi decumbens ; adsistentibus Diana, et Victoria, palmoe ramum tenente.

* lb. 162. * lb. 275. 6 II,. 288.
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aud Moon are but other names and figures of Apollo and Diana.'

Eckhel himself offers the alternative of a reference to the private

family religion of the Claudian gens ; another coin of which also pre-

sents Diana's head, with the accompaniment of a quiver aud bow.

And he further suggests these alternative explanations of the Ludi

Seculares, or a Dianian private family religion, in explanation of a

coin of tlie AquiUia gens; where the radiated Sun appears on one

side of a coin, and Diana in her biga on the reverse.*—These medals,

together with two of a probably Sicilian reference, and two curious

coins of the Mamilian and the Hostilian gens respectively, in which

the Diana seems to refer to something in the histories of Ulysses and

King Hostilius, the reputed ancestors of the two families,^ make up

the whole, I believe, of the Eepublican coins on which Diana is

stamped ; save and except three or four on which she appears in the

higa;* that common ancient type, in connexion with Rome's various

gods and goddesses, whence the old coins were often called higati.^

Thus, in almost all, we see, some particular explanation of a Dianian

type is suggested and illustrated by Eckhel.

AVhat then, on the whole, the probable and fair conclusion respect-

ing the device of Diana the huntress on Nerva's coin, but that Nerva

had some particular individual reason, as I before said, for choosing

it ? And what a more natural or satisfactory reason than that sug-

gested by Tristanus and Yaillaat from Narva's Gretensic original, and

consequent Dianian family religion : seeing that Diana was a goddess

worshipped with special devotion in most of the cities of that island,

as their several coins still abundantly testify ;6 while on certain coins

of the Koivoi' ]s.{)r)Tiov, or Cretan community iinder the Emperors, as

will have been already seen, there is just a similar type to that on

Nerva's ; viz. of Diana as the huntress, with her quiver and her bow ? •

' lb. 172. « lb. 141. » lb. 226,242.
Viz. in the coins of the Axian, Flavian, and Furian Gentes ; noted by Eckhel,

pp. 148, 213, 222.

' Noted by T.icitus, De Mor. Germ. 5 ;
" Pecuniam probant veterem, et diu notam,

serratos bigatosque." Also by Pliny and Livy. See Eckhel, v. 19, 111.
' Ovid in his Fasti, iii. 90, thus notices together Mars as the chief Roman tutelary

God, Diana as the chief Cretan :
—

Et tamen ante omnes Martcm coluerc priores,

Hoc dcderat studiis bellica turba suis.

Pallada Cecropidic, Minoia Crcta Dianam ; . . ,

Mars Latio venerandus crat.

7 See my engraving.—Let me add that Vaillant gives another coin of Nerva, which
he thinks to have a Cretan bearing : and which he thus describes :

—

VOL. 1. 3S
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Eor as to the idea of Narva's having chosen the type from any special

connexion with Sicily, Ephesus, or any other place, Crete alone ex-

cepted, where Diana's worship peculiarly prevailed, it seems out of

the question. Nor, we know, did it fall to his lot, as to Domitian's,

to celebrate the rare and slowly returning Ludi Seculares.—A con-

clusion this which seems not a little corroborated by the frequent

recurrence of the same Dianic type after Nerva under the reign of

his sons by adoption, Trajan, Hadrian, and the two Antonines.^

§ 4.—ON THE AlXeiTpov, on BILIBEA, OF ALEXANDER SEVEEUS.

(See paffe 184:.)

I PROPOSE here to give an abstract of Padre Secchi's very ingenious

and conclusive argument, in proof that the ancient 21b. weight given

in my Plate at p. 184 was a weight made, and sent to its destination,

under the reign of Alexander Severus. Ere entering on it I must

beg my readers to remember Maecenas' advice to Augustus ; an ad-

vice gradually more and more acted on both by himself and by his

successors, that throughout the Roman empire no other tneasures and

weights (as well as no other coined money') should be used, but the

Roman only.^

The antiquity and genuineness of the weight as an old Eoman

weight is undisputed and indisputable. 1. there is the evidence

of its being of the same form as three other old Roman weights

;

one of which is stamped, very similarly to the one under considera-

tion, with the words rpmyKiov ItoXikov :—2. there is the palaeography

of the inscription:—3. it is hard incrusted with " serpole marine;"

showing that it must have been long immersed in the sea. Thus the

only question is as to its date under the emperors.

And on this point there are three several indicative characteristics,

all converging to show that it was a weight made under the Emperor

Alexander Severus.

{AvTOKp. NfpOUS.

. EXeuS. Ajj^ou. Mulier stolata (sc. Libertas.)

It is doubtful who were the people here noted as enfranchised by Nerva : but Vaillant

thinks some people of Crete.

' Trajan's seems to have been struck at the beginning of his reign. Eckhel tI. 443.

* See p. 574.
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1. On considering the palaeography of the capital letters in the in-

scription there appears a peculiarity in four of them ; viz. the small o,

the small w, the diphthong «, and the c for sigma. Now, of these

(not to speak of the small o, which is less distinctive) the small w is

noted by Eckhel as " forma non admodum vetusta, serius in^ numis

obvia." ' As regards the c, which is a character that stands some-

times for the Digamma, and sometimes for K, as well as for S, yet

wherever other characters are used for R, so as here, and there can

be no admissibility of a Digamma, which is the case here also, then

it must necessarily stand for S. So taking it, the time when, and

during which, it was so used in Magna Graecia is thus defined by

Eckhel ;
" Obvium in numis inferioris sevi ad usque Valeriani tem-

pora ;" '^ in which period, we must observe, the reign of Alex. Severus

is included.—Further, by the « the date is more nearly fixed to the

actual time of his reign. For it is first seen on medals of Sept.

Severus, beginning with the close of the 2nd century ; and is much

more usual on the imperial medals of the 3rd century ; especially on

those of Elagabalus and Alex. Severus. So Montfaucon ;
^ and Eck-

hel gives a coin of that date, which adds its confirmation.* Hence,

on the whole, the date seems to be probably fixed by these palaeo-

graphic indications to an epoch somewhere between Sept. Severus and

Valerian ; i. e. between about A.D. 200 and A.D. 260 ; in the mid-

dle of which term falls the reign of Alex. Severus.

2. We have the indication of the ETOYL- AI of the inscrip-

tion.—It is to be observed that, though the existing mark between

the A and the I is nearly effaced, yet as the interval is too small

for a letter, it therefore can only be a point ; so as pretty much

of itself to show that the A I must be taken as a numeral ; an ex-

planation of it which is confirmed by the mark — above. Thus, uu-

merally construed, A • I= 14, the mark evidently, as connected with

the word etovq, or year, of the date. And, as it was inscribed on a

government public standard weight, this must have been by noting

the year of the tribunician power of the then reigning Augustus, or

' Prolegom. i. civ. ' Eckhel Prolegom. i. cii.

' Palseograph. Grace. § ix., and L. ii. 7, p. 17'5.

• iv. 233. It is a eoin of the Macsian Marcianopolis, with the inscription, 'Hy«juti/«

TEpt/Jfi^twou: struck, says Eckhel, "sub Caracalli et Alexandro Severo." I suppose

it was repeated under the latter emperor ; the same Roman Praeses, Terebentinus,

still continuing in the Maesian government.

38 •
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Emperor ;
' though here, as in sundry other ancient authorized

weights or measures, for public use, the name of the actual Emperor

is wanting.

To supply this want, however, and show the particular emperor

reigning, there is, 3rdly, the indication of the name of one Julius

Klatius Severus as consul that year ; meaning by consul the ordinary

consul, not the surrogate,'^ forasmuch as in the 3rd century the or-

dinary consul was alone noted, not the surrogate, to mark the year.

Now in the interval between Sept. Severus and Valerian there was

no consul bearing the name Severus but one that was colleague to

Quintianus, in the year of whose consulship the Emperor Alex. Se-

verus is known to have died. And that year was precisely the 14th

year of his tribunician power.^

Thus, in fine, we are led to conclude on Alex. Severus as the spe-

cific emperor in whose reign the weight was made. The two last

indications taken together will appear the more decisive and satis-

factory, from the fact that of all the Eoman emperors from Octavian

Augustus to Diocletian there were but twelve who enjoyed a 14th

year of tribunician power, viz. Octavian, Tiberius, Claudius, Nero,

Domitian, Trajan, Hadrian, the first and second Antonine, S. Severus,

A. Severus, and G-allienus ; and in the 14th tribunician 3'ear of not

' See Eckhel's Dissertation, beginning viii. 391, on the Tribimicia Potestas of the

emperors. Augustus, he observes, obtained from the Senate that he should have the

tribunicia jjotestas for a continuance : not the actual office ; which was nominally as-

signed to others, down perhaps to Constantine's time, and involved restrictions that

would have been to an emperor altogether inconvenient. Whence arose the custom of

its being assigned each year ever afterwards to the reigning emperor ; and, as Dio

Cass, observes (liii. 17), the year was marked by the numeral indicating how many
times he had had this power renewed to him ; Tj)i/ Si] Svvafxiv ti]v tcov Si^/jiap-^wv

iracrav bai] irtp Ta fxaXi^a eytViTO npouTidivraL' Kai 6i' auTjjs Kai h t^apidfj.ii<m

TO)!/ ETwi/ T))s apx^]^ avToov, COS /cat kut' £Tos avTi}v . , XufifiavovTwv, irpoliaLvei.

It would seem that from Augustus to Antoninus Pius the tribun. potest, of the

emperors was dated from the day on which it was received ; from Antoninus Pius to

Gallienus from 1st January.

^ i. e. One who might be appointed in place of the ordinary consul, in case of his

dying in the year of his consulship.

' There has been some difference of statement among the ancient writers as to the

exact time that A. Severus reigned ; and hence some controversy as to the year of his

reign in which he died among moderns. But Clinton in his Fasti Rom. states the

time in accordance with Secchi. Thus, A. D. 222, Feb. 3, Elagabalus was slain,

and A. Severus declared emperor. This therefore was the first year of his Tribunician

power, to which coins still extant witness. A. D. 223 was (as coins also attest) the

2ndyear of his Trib. power, dating from Jan. 1. (See Note ' supra.) And so A.D. 235

was the 14th year, still dating from Jan. 1. It seems to have been about Feb. 10 that he

was slain ; Severus and Quintianus, as Clinton has it, being Consuls.
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one of these, save only of Alex. Severus, was there any one named

Severus as the ordinary consul.

To the above, which has reference to the only point of import-

ance in the inscription bearing on my Apocalyptic exposition, it may

be interesting perhaps to the reader if I add a remark or two in

elucidation of two other points in it which may seem to need

elucidation.

1. As regards the ayopavofiOQ specified, one Mnestheus, there

would seem to have been something a little unusual in the specifica-

tion, judging from such ancient Eoman standard weights and

measures as remain to us. On these, under the Eepuhlic, there was

generally inscribed the name of a Consul or Quaestor : under the Em-

pire that of the Emperor, either alone, or united with the name of the

Consul. So on a Congius of Vespasian, of which there is a copy ' in

the Kircherian Museum, and on a Balance in the Neapolitan Museum.

Or, yet more generally, the Emperor's name is united with the name

of one of the Praefects of the Eoman city. Of this last-mentioned

class there are six in the Kircherian Museum with the inscription,

" Ex Auctoritate Q. Junii Rustici Frcef. Tlrh" Of the specification

of the -iEdile's name there is no other example than the one here

spoken of. The mention of it however may be probably explained

by what Lampridius reports of an arrangement of Alex. Severus.

While assigning to the Senate the duty of appointing the City Proe-

fects, he himself appointed (as I have just hinted in a Note at p. 18-1)

fourteen " curatores urbis," from among men of Consular rank, whose

business it would be to hear causes connected with city business

(urbana negotia) in association with the Praefect of the City. It is

Secchi's opinion that the Mnestheus of our weight was one of these

fourteen. There can be no objection to this idea from the circum-

stance of the inscription being in Greek ; because in Alex. Severus'

time there were many Grreek officials, and much use of the Greek

language, in Rome.

2. With regard to the notice of this weight as a AiXeirpov IraXi-

Kov, it will be observed that the noun AtXetrpov is on the one side,

the adjective ItoXikov on the other. That they agree together is

obvious. And it is to be understood that it is by no means uncom-

mon thus to have the complement on the reverse of coins, and other

' "Una, copia," p. 23 ; whether in drawing only, or an actual weight in facsimile,

Secchi says not.
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such ancient monuments, of words used on the obverse. Such is

Eckhel's statement.^

The Aeirpov is the archaic orthography for Airpov^the Eoman

lilra. As to IraXiKov it was the appellation always given by Greeks

to Homan weights and measures. So rpiayKtov IraXiKov, stamped (as

before mentioned) on another extant weight, and many others.'-'

—

That the weight is a public standard weight appears, 1st, from the

inscription ; 2ndly, from its material, resisting oxydization as it does,

like other E-oman standard weights ; 3rdly, from its square and flat

form, in which respect it differs from other weights, whether of metal

or marble.

1 Secchi, p. 25.

2 e. g. WaXiKT] XiTpa, ItoXkcj) /uvo, fxoSio^ ItoXikos, and so on ; lb. 27; all, says

Secchi, in the sense of Roman. E. g. iu Cleopatra's Cosmetics ; p. 163 supra.



APPENDIX.

No. IV.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS TO CERTAIN OF MY EXPLANATIONS ON
VARIOUS POINTS IN THIS VOLUME.

§ 1. OK THE CONTINUED PRESSURE OF THE AGGEATATED TAXA-
TION ON THE PROVINCIALS OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE UNDEI^

ALEXANDER SETEKUS, AND AFTER HIM.

{Seepage 173.)'

It is Gibbon's statement,^ as from Lampridius, and has been urged

against my solution of the third Seal by Dr. Keith, that Alexander

Severus reduced the tributes (that is the more proper provincial

tributes) to a thirtieth part of the sum exacted at the time of his ac-

cession. Referring to the original in Lampridius,' we find it to the

effect, as will be seen, that Alexander reduced the public vectigalia

80 far, that he who paid ten aurei vmder Elagabalus now paid only

one third of an aureus : also that, in order to facilitate the payments

on this reduced rate into the exchequer, he first coined half-aurei

;

then, as the vectigal was further reduced, coins equivalent to a third

of an aureus.* On this passage Salmasius expresses his conviction

that in the word vectigalia the provincial tributa were meant :
" Dicit

' This Paper is taken from the Vindiciae Horariae. * Gibbon i. 268.

' " Vectigalia publica in id contraxit, ut qui decern aureos sub Heliogabalo praestite-

rant tertiam partem aurei praestarent, hoc est tricesimam partem. Tuncque primum
gemisses aureorum formati sunt ; tunc etiam, cum ad tertiam aurei partem vectigal

decidissct, tremisses." ch. 39.—The value of the aurexis at this time was not very

different from that of a gold Napoleon : a pound of gold (the equivalent to £40
sterling, says Gibbon, iii. 89) being coined under Alex. Severus into 48 aurei. (Under

the Constantines, and through the 4th century, it was coined into 72 aurei.) So Sal-

masius. Of this gold coinage the purity was always kept up ; even during the times

of greatest adulteration of the silver, in this third century. It was in it that the

tributes had always to be paid. Oibb. iii. 86.

* This, judging especially from the context that follows, seems to me pretty evi-

dently to be the meaning of Lampridius. Salmasius, overlooking it, would change

the semisses into tremisses. Eekhcl, vii. 279, refers on the subject to Dupuis in the

Memoiresdes B. L. vol. xxviii. p. 683, as throwing light on it.
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Lampridius Alexandrum vectigalia publica in id contraxisse, ut fro-

vinciales, qui decern aureos sub Heliogabalo praestiterant, tertiam tan-

tiiai aurei partem prsestarent." " Vectigalia hie pro trihutis accepisse

Lampridium sum certus." And on this opinion of Salmasius Gibbon's

statement seems to be wholly founded. In myjudgment however it is

palpably and altogether an erroneous one. I proceed to state myreasons.

For, in the 1st place, let it be observed, this is not the proper

meaning of vectigalia. So Salmasius himself fully allows. Tributa,

says he, is the more proper expression for the land-tax and capitation-

tax paid by the provincials
;
(the former paid in money or kind

;)

vectigalia for the custom-duties paid on imports or exports. The dis-

tinction indeed, as he adds, was not always observed. But why the

word should be here taken in its less proper and more unusual sense,

and one different too from that which Lampridius himself seems

elsewhere to attach to it,' neither Salmasius nor Gibbon explains to us.^

2. The reduction of tax, if so understood as by Salmasius and Gibbon,

would have been to an extent that seems to me utterly incredible.

For let my readers only consider the vast amount of the provincial

tribute, as elsewhere estimated by Gibbon. He tells us that it could

seldom be less than from fifteen to twenty millions sterling.' Now is

it conceivable that Alexander Severus should at one fell swoop have

all but sacrificed this fifteen or twenty millions of revenue
;
preserv-

ing nothing more^ of it than the trifling remnant of some £600,000

or £700,000 : it being remembered that the grand expense of the

army remained the same under him as under Caracalla himself
;

(for

Macrinus' intended plan of reduction had proved abortive ;)* and

consequently that the chief subjects for reduction of state expendi-

ture must have been those only of what we might call the civil list ? ^

1 Ch. 24 ;
" Vectigal pulcherrimum instituit

; " -viz. one on workers of metal-

plates, (reading bracteariorum with Scaliger,) glass, skins, waggons, &c. ; where the

word must mean either a custom-duty on the wares, or license-tax on the workers :

also c. 64, and elsewhere.

* Indeed Salmasius in fine admits of the word being here taken, if persons so

prefer, in its other and more proper sense ;
" Sive de tributis hunc locum accipiamus,

sive de vectigalibus." ^ i. 260.

^ I do not forget the fact of the provincials having now the floman citizens' taxes

to pay. But so it was under Elagabalus, with the proper provincial taxes besides.

Therefore I think it insuificient to justify Salmasius' theory, on this head of objection.

* e. g. Lampridius tells us that A. Severus bound himself by oath to have no one

adscriptum of the vacantes, " ne annonis Remp. gravaret : dicens malum pupillum

esse Imperatorem qui ex visceribus provincialiuni homines non necessaries, nee Reip.

utiles, pasceret." ch. 15. So again, c. 41, that he had as many only in office in

the palace " quot necessitas postularet."
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3. A 3 regards the supposed particular application of the immense

reduction spoken of to the land-tax, it is to be further borne in

mind that Alexander Severus' abundant supplies oiprovisions for the

troops, and also for the citizens, is a matter quite prominent in Lara-

pridius' history ; while the palace too retained its share. We find

express mention made of his public granaries, established and well-

stored in all the various parts of the empire.' " Am not I he," was

his language to the mutinying troops at Antioch, " who bestow on

you the corn, the clothing, and the money of the provinces ? " ^

Now then, does it seem consistent with such conduct that this should

have been the particular branch of revenue all but sacrificed by him?

—i. Not a word of this extraordinary and immense reduction of

the provincial taxation is mentioned either by Dion Cassius or

Herodian : though in the former's brief concluding notice of Alex-

ander Severus' reigu,^ there might seem to have been the exact

occasion for stating it ; I mean when he t^lls of that emperor's

minister Ulpian rectifying many of the evil measures of Elagabalus's

administration.'' Instead of this he proceeds next to speak of Mam-

msea's avarice, and collecting money from all quarters.—5. If Lam-

pridius' statement were true, in the sense attached to it by Salmasius

and Gribbon, there must then have been coined, and scattered over

all the provinces, a ^ast profusion of the half and third aurei pieces,

connected with the fiscal reduction ; seeing that this fiscal reduction,

and new coinage, (if the passage be so understood,)]must have ap-

plied to all the provincials of the empire. Yet not a vestige of the

said coinage is to be found.^—6. There is the inconsistency arising

out of the two combined facts which all the historians unite in stat-

ing
; first of Mammaja, Alexander Severus' mother's ascendancy over

' C. 39 ;
" Horrea in omnibus regionibus publica fecit." To which horrea, it is

added, those who had no safe custodia of their own might bring their goods.

* Gibbon i. 2o2. So Lampridius c. 53 ;
" eum qui acceptam a proviitrialibits ati-

nonam, qui vestem, qui stipcndia vobis attribuit." In c. 15 it is mentioned how,

generally speaking, " annonani militum diUgenter inspexit
:

" in c. 45, 47 how
depAts were provided on their marching expeditions. Of the citizens at Rome we
read c. 21 ;

" Commeatum Populi Komani sic adjuvit, ut cum frumenta Ileliogabalus

eyertigset, vicem de propria pecuniil loco suo rcponeret :
" again 22 ;

" oleum, quod
Severus populo dederat, quodcjue Heliogabalus imminuerat, turpissimis honiinibus

pra'fecturam annona; tribuendo, integrum restituit." (So 24 about oil for the baths
;

particularly the baths of Caracalla, which were finished by him.) Again 2G ;
" Con-

giariuni populo ter dcdit, donativum militibuster ; carnem populo addidit."

3 Though Dion Cassius' history breaks off at this point, yet he seems to have sur-

vived, as Niebuhr states, to the reign of Maximus and Balbinus.

' Ixxx. 2. The inferior authority of the biographies of the Augustan History to

that of Dion or Herodian is well known. ' So Eckbel, vii. 279.
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him, iiisomuch that his reign was almost like her regency ;
^ secondly

of her covetousness : ^ a covetousness which is noted as one of the

chief drawbacks to the good of Alexander Severus' reign; and to

which probably we are to ascribe the new taxes which Lampridius

himself tells us of as a thing objected to him.^ The inconsistency is

noted by Niebuhr.* After mentioning Alexander's weakness in this

subjection to his mother, insomuch that " his government was in

reality the regency of Mammsea," he goes on thus to express his

opinion on the subject that we have been discussing :—" On the one

hand we read of a great reduction of the taxes ; while on the other

hand, we hear of great complaints of his mother's avarice ; which

are contradictory things."^

On all these grounds, grounds which I trust will be acknowledged

to be abundantly strong and convincing, I conclude that Salmasius'

explanation of the vectigalia that were reduced almost to extinction

by Alexander Severus, as if meant in the improper sense of the

word, with reference to provincial-tributes, is incorrect; and that

the statement has reference -rather to certain of the vectigalia, or

custom-duties, taking the word in its more proper and natural

sense, that had been instituted by Augustus.^ In which case

Eome itself might be the limited locality to which the reduction

would apply ; and a comparatively small issue of the new coinage all

that would be needed for the intended reduced taxation : a fact (if

such it was) accounting for the semisses not now existing.—Thus, as

regards the provinces, the amount of taxation would remain much as

before: except in so far as Alexander Severus' endeavours to

select proper governors might be successful; and his appeals for

' 1. Dion. Ixxx. 1 ; ^ (i. e. Mammsea) Tijy twv 'irpayfxaTuiv oiKovofxiav fxiraKtx^t-

piiTTo' and ib. 2; 6 6e avrtiirEiv t-ti fxriTpi ovk t}Svi/aTo, KaTapxovari avrov. 2. Herod,

vi. 1; 17 TJ)S apxv^ oiKovopua vtto tuis yvvai^i Siwkhto' i. e. under Maramaea and

Msesa, till Maesa's death : then, ibid. >jpx* 7"/" avTov vTri.pl3aXXovTw^ h /xrjTtjp. 3.

Lamprid.- c. 60 ;
" Egit omnia ex consilio matris." So too c. 14.

* Dion. Ixxx. 2 ; HxTtoj/ ovara Xprip-dTcov v AXt^avSpov jutjTtjjo sxpvt^aTLX^tTo iravTO-

6tv. Herod, vi. 1 ; Htiuto 2s kui tjjv ixt^Tcpa. .... opwv avrrjv ovarav (^ikoxpnt'-aTov,

KOL TTfpi TOVTO VTrtpCpVtOi ICtTOvSaKVLaV .... Kai SllftaWiV i<Td' OTTT) TOUTO TTJV

apx^lV avTov okovto^ te /cai a(Txa-WovTOi, ouffias tivwv, kui. KXtipovoniai, tf eitj)-

piia^ \jc^apTraaaar]i (.Ktivr)<i. Similarly Lampridius 14, 59.

^ Lampridius, c. 64, says that among the faults charged on Alex. Severus, one was
" quod aurum amabat, (a fault previously ascribed to Mammaea distinctively,) et quod

vectigalia multa inveniebat."
* ii. 307. * His references are merely to Lamprid. c. 39, 14.

* The duty imposed by Augustus varied in amount from ^th to ^'^th of the value

of the goods imported. Gib. i. 261.
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equitable dealing in the provincial administration duly responded to.

But I conceive, in agreement with Gibbon's other and juster

notice of the state of things under this reign, (and here Dr. Keith

himself concurs with me,) that his success was but partial, as well as

transient ;
" his administration being," as we both state after that

historian, " an unavailing struggle against the corruption of his

age."' So that if the Apocalyptic horse was, as I have supposed,

the symbol of the Koman people or empire, the darker aspect

which it had assumed ^ on account of this aggravation of former evils,

under Caracalla's fiscal and administrative oppression, can by no

means be considered to have wholly passed away even under Alex.

Severus.

And what when we pass onward to the next following reigns of

Maximin and his successors, from A.D. 235 downwards ?—That under

Maximin the administration of the provincial governors was, in

respect of fiscal exactions and extortions, as well as otherwise, most

oppressive, we have the strong concurrent testimony not merely of

the historians Herodian and Capitolinus, but yet more decisively of

the contemporary consular writer of the letter to Maximus and

Balbinus. Says Capitolinus of Maximin's general administration'

" He encouraged false accusers ; condemned all brought into court

on the accusation ; and made of the richest men paupers."* And

Herodian tells how, beginning with the impoverishment of the rich,

he proceeded to that of the less wealthy, and of the populace in

general :
* the provincial governors (as for example the one over the

Carthaginian province)* being his ready instruments of oppression.

In similar terms the consular wTiter of the gratulatory epistle to

Maximus and Balbinus, on Maximin's death,^ thus alluded to the

laceration of the provincials by the avarice of their governors ;
" gra-

tulatus provinciis quas, ineocplehili avaritid tyrannorum laceratas, ad

spem salutis reduxistis." The oppression, in truth, would seem to

» Gib. i. 251 ; Keith, i. 233 ; Horse i. 173.

* " And darker, as it downward bears,

Is stained with past and present tears."—W. Scott.
' Vit. Maximin c. 13.

* Herod, vii. 3; n yap t)v 0(pi\o9. . . . \tias airaytiv twv i)f6p<oi', yvuvouvra Kai

Tas ovaiai a<(>aipoufifvov twv oiKtiu>v ; . . . . iKatrTtji yovv iifiipav t}V tdtit/ tous i^Oiv

ir\ov<riwTaToui t»j? tirioutnit /iJTOtTouirras .... TOfffJUTrj Tis tjw Ttji TvpavvtSoi fi

<(n\oxpi/J-aTia, uri 'irpo<f>a<Tn ttjs -mpt tovi o-rparLuna': )f/>t)^aTaii/ auvtxoui X°f"l-

'yia9, K. T. \.

= lb. 4. • Capitol, Max. et Balb. c. 17.
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have been as great and general under Maximin after Alexander

Severus, as under Elagabalus before him.'—To change which for the

better the succeeding emperors, Maximus and Balhinus, whatever

their inclination, can have done but little during their few months'

precarious tenure of the empire ; they being slain in the self-same

year, 238, of their accession. And the younger Gordian too, who

followed, is said during the earlier years of his reign to have trod in

the steps of the evil administrators that preceded him, not of the

good ; his administration being consigned to the eunuchs of the

palace, who sold the honours and offices of the empire, as Gibbon

tells us,^ to the most worthless of mankind. Two years, and but two

years, succeeded of a better administration under the care of his

father-in-law Misitheus. And then came Gordian's death, and Philip's

succession and murder : and therewith the commencement of that

fearful period of war both foreign and civil, and of famine too and

pestilence, which I assign to the 4th Seal ; and in which historians

describe the effects of the evil that I speak of, so long previously in

operation, as only the more made manifest.—In the concluding para-

graph of his Chapter on this sera Gibbon thus notes the changed

aspect of the empire under Philip from what it had been under Au-

gustus or Hadrian ; and with reference to the long previous continu'

ance of that self-same evil, as its causal agency, which I suppose to be

the evil specially figured in the 3rd Seal. " To the undiscerning eye

of the vulgar, Philip appeared a monarch no less powerful than Hadrian

or Augustus had formerly been. The form was still the same ; but

the animating health and vigour were fled. The industry of the

people was discouraged, and exhausted, hy a long series of oppression.'''^

And again, somewhat later, in his sketch of the twenty years of con-

fusion and calamity that followed after the death of Philip; that

" the general famine [which then befell the empire] was the inevitable

consequence of the rapine and oppression, which extirpated theproduce

of the present, and the hope offuture harvests :
" a passage cited by

me in my Horse, under the fourth xlpocalyptic Seal, in illustration of

my view of the 3rd Seal.—Nor did the evil stop there ; but still con-

tinued onward under Gallienus, and even under the then afterwards

^ Gibbon in fact, in his Index of Contents to Vol. i., speaks of the relief under Alex-

ander Severus as only a passing one ; indeed as limited, if I rightly understand him,

simply to A. Severus' own reign :
—" Temporary reduction of the Tribute."

2 Gibb. i. 306, 307.

^ This expresses precisely my idea of the intent of the 3rd Seal's symbol.
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commencing restorers of the Eoman empire, Claudius,' Aurelian,

Probus ;
"^ (Gibbon, not without due historical authority for it, so

painting the thing :) until in fine with the sera of Diocletian, A.D.

284, and the re-establishment of the empire under him, there was

developed more fully and systematically, in the oppressive fiscal

system established by him, that same particular branch of oppressive

provincial contributions in kind, which, as Gibbon observes in his

earlier sketch of the oppressive Roman fiscal system begun under

Caracalla, did then, and thenceforward, " darken the Eoman world

with its deadly shade."

§ 2. ON THE CONSTANTINO-THEODOSTAN REVOLUTION, AND OVER-
THROW OF HEATHENISM, AS THE SUBJECT OF THE PRIMARY

VISION OF THE GtH SEAL.

{See page 236.)

There is nothing novel in the general view that I have taken of

the 6th Seal's primary vision, as symbolic of that mighty revolution

whereby Heathenism was overthro\vn and ruined in the Eoman empire:

—a revolution begun by Constantine, and completed 80 years after

by Theodosius. It is one however which, perhaps more than any

other of the particular interpretations in the Horse, has incurred the

censure and opposition of more than one class of critics and exposi-

tors ; alike of those of the Futurist School, and of some too of the

Protestant Historic School. It may seem desirable therefore, more

especially as the question is one of great importance, to add yet a few

further remarks upon it, its evidence, and the objections and counter-

schemes opposed to it ; albeit that my proof has been drawn out in

the Chapter on the 6th Seal pretty fully, and as I think satisfactorily :

and to show that, while that proof and that %o\\JLi\ou,fairly considered,

cannot be set aside, alike that which the Futurists offer in its place,

and that which the Section of Historic expositors referred to ofter,

crumble into ruin when tried by a critical examination.

As regards my own Constantino-Theodosian revolution theory I

' Claudius, addressing his soldiers, represents the people as " ruined by oppression,

and indolent from despair; " and unable consequently " any longer to supply a nu-

merous army with the means of luxury, or even of subsistence." Gibbon ii. 8. The
historian says at the same place, that " the frequent rebellions of provinces had in-

volved almost every person in the guilt of treason, almost every estate in the case of
confiscation."

» See on these two last-mentioned reigns my p. 198 supra.
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said that it was that -which^,fairly considered, would stand the test of

criticism, because on no point has there been more of misrepresenta-

tion. By one and another and another objector the theory has been

represented as if it made the 6th Seal symbolize wholly or chiefly

Constantino's victories, and the establishment of Christianity there-

upon in the Eoman empire.^ But events the most opposite in

character may be connected and concomitant ; and pictures very

different be required to depict the one and the other. It would be

but poor and reckless criticism to object to some dark and sad picture

of Napoleon on his fall, after the battle of "Waterloo, that the

picture was absurd on account of the joyousness of the event to

England and the European continent generally. Therefore thejirst

charge that I would here inculcate on my readers is, never to be mis-

led by any misrepresentations, however reckless and pertinacious, so

as to forget that it is the overthrow of Heathenism from its high place

of dominancy in the Empire that we make the subject of the 6th

Seal : a revolution begun with Constantine's series of victories, but

completed by Theodosius ; and of which the magnitude was such

that there has never yet occurred any politico-religious revolution so

mighty and momentous, in the whole history of Christendom.^

—

When the theory has thus been fairly stated, then the next thing

must be to require of the objector to disprove the paralleKsm of

all those several Scripture passages that I have cited from the Old

Testament prophets, couched under similar imagery to that of the

6th Seal ; and on the fact of the reference of which to political or

politico-religious revolutions our view of the 6th Seal's meaning was

mainly grounded. And let it be remembered that, if the objector wish

' So, first, Dr. S. E.. Maitland, on Antichrist, pp. 21, 22; "According to all the

•writers whom I have mentioned, [Brightman, More, Bishop Newton, Faber, &c.,] the

language of this tremendous prediction appeared to predict the setting up of Chris-

tianity on the ruins of Paganism, under Constantine." And a Reviewer in No. viii.

of the Quarterly Journal of Prophecy thus writes, p. 376. "It is the necessary con-

sequence of this arrangement [viz. of the 7 Trumpets being included in the 7th Seal]

that the 6th Seal must be explained of the time of Constantine. We have always

thought this interpretation a blot upon most of our modern Apocalyptic schemes."

And then he says that a Work called, " The time of the end not yet," supplied "a

tempting illustration of the shifts to which it is necessary to resort in its support ;

"

viz. by speaking in detail of one of Constantine's victories over Licinius. So again

the Rev. C. Maitland, p. 62, speaks of " the peaceful reign of Constantine being taken

for the great day of the wrath of the Lamb."

Dr. S. R. M. had no reference to my own Work in his remarks, for it was not then

published. The other two writers were acquainted with it.

^ There must be remembered too Eunapius' and Gibbon's very similar imagery in

describing this revolution, as given in my p. 252 supra.
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to explain the strength of the symbols in any of those ancient prophe-

cies by supposing that the lesser overthrow of wicked states, there

primarily depicted, was figured in symbols of grandiloquence almost

beyond the occasion, because of that lesser revolution being in a manner

t}'pical of the great and final revolution of the consummation, where-

in all the powers of evil are to be cast down and broken before the

power of Christ, the same may be said of th.^ awful and grandilo-

quent imagery of this 6th Seal, though meant primarily as explained

by me. Indeed that first great Apocalyptically figured revolution

might perhaps the rather have been depicted in such language and

imagery, in order to admit of the thoughts of Christians, under the

persecutions of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, being thereby the more

led to hope for the great final overthrow of their enemies as an event

not very far off" ; because, as it might seem, not unsuitable to the

symbols of the first and earliest Apocalyptic figuration of any great

catastrophe.'

Then as to ani/ counter-view of the Seal to be substituted, the

question of Apocalyptic structure is of course one which must first, and

preliminarily, be urged for consideration. The Reviewer in the

Quarterly Prophetic Journal, whom I cited just now in a Note pre-

ceding, observes, with reference to this point, that the structural

theory of the Apocalypse which supposes the Trumpets to be in-

cluded in, and the evolution of, the 7th Seal, necessarily involves the

Constantinian (he should have said the Constantino-Theodosian) ex-

planation of the 6th Seal. This is not quite correct ; for even some

Futurists, as Mr. Burgh, admit this view of structure. But certainly,

on the histoinc principle of interpretation, which I presume the Re-

viewer himself adopts, such a structure of the Apocalypse does ofler

an eminently strong confirmation of my explanation of the Seal, as

figuring the Constantino-Theodosian revolution. For what mighty

revolution was there but it, subsequent to Jolin's exile in Patmos under

Domitian, to which all the Trumpet-figured events might be viewed as

posterior ? Whence the necessity of every inquirer, and every ob-

jector, looking well to the evidence on this point. I have already

elsewhere* noticed the a priori probability in favour of the structure

spoken of from its simplicity :—out of the three consecutive sevens

' Let me refer to some valuable remarks by Mr. Irving bearing on this point, near

the end of the Preface to his Translation of Ben Ezra, pp. xxxiv. xxxv.

* See p. 106 supra.
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of Seals, Trumpets, and Vials, the 7tb Seal seeming so naturally to

be evolved in the seven Trumpets, the 7th Trumpet in the seven

Vials
;
just, it has been said, as the 7th compassing day of Jericho

had seven compassings on that day to evolve it. To which let me

now add, in further evidence of this being indeed the relation to each

other of the 7th Seal and the seven Trumpets, that such a relation

is all but defined to exist between the 7th Trumpet and seven Vials.

For, as the 7th Trumpet was declared to be the Trumpet of the last

woe, and its epoch marked by very peculiar phsenomena in the scenic

temple in heaven attending it, so the seven Vials were declared also

to be the last plagues of God's wrath ; and the epoch of their intro-

duction marked by scenic phsenomena in the temple in heaven so

similar, as to seem almost like a repetition of the former. ^ Whence

the all but necessary inference of the seven Vial-plagues being

the evolution of the 7th Trumpet's woe. But, if so, then (going back)

it surely further follows that the seven Trumpets mustbe also the evolu-

tion of the 7th Seal. For a Scheme which made the seven Vials to be

the development of the 7th Trumpet, and yet the seven Trumpets not

to be the development of the 7th Seal, would have no concinnity

;

and, like a bird with but one wing, fall to the ground.—If however

the objector reject this strong presumptive evidence, and set aside

this Scheme of structure, he must then needs have the series of the

seven Apocalyptic Seals to end, not with the next following (i.e. the

sealing and palm-bearing) figurations of the 6th Seal, but with the

7th Seal : and of that Seal must make what he can. And what will

this be ? "Will the 7th Seal's subject (and so the grand ending of

his first Apocalyptic series of visions) be the half-hour's silence in

heaven ; or will it be nothing ? Tlie objector must make his election.

Let my readers never fail to remember and to press this. I have

had to notice the last point already, in my particular review of certain

such structurists of the historical school in a previous Number:^ and I

think that exemplification and illustration will make the argument

hence resulting, very clear and convincing. So as to the point of

structure.—And then ,2dly, as regards all objectors and theirc ounter-

schemes, the question of the construction of the imagery of the 6th

Seal's primary vision will come up : and there must be enforced on

them the necessity of plainly stating how they expound the elemental

convulsions of the 6th Seal's primary vision ; whether literally of the

1 Compare Apoc. x. T, xi. 14, 18, 19; and xv, 1, 5. * gge p. 567 supra.
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physical convulsions of nature, ovjiguratively of political or politico-

religious revolution. If in the hitler sense, then their exposition is

pro tanto in favour of that which I advocate. If in theformer sense,

then we must ask tliem to explain how, after the stars had actually

struck our earth,' the earth could still continue in its orhit ; and

with inhabitants good and bad remaining ou it, so as the second

vision of the self-same 6th Seal, i.e. the sealing-vision, represents to

us. If I mistake not, they will be found to shrink somewhat sensi-

tively from this question : and, when prest with it, to confess to the

wish either of ejecting that sealing vision itself from the seven-sealed

Book ;"^ or of ejecting the subject figured therein from the place as-

signed it by St. John, after the preceding primary vision of the 6th

Seal, and as in chronological sequence to it.^ But wherefore ? From

any Scriptual internal evidence suggesting such notions ? Not at all.

There exists no internal evidence of the kind whatsoever. The one

and only reason for the thing is that their own literal theory of the

primary vision of the 6th Seal imperatively requires it. Now I trust

my readers will think with me that the sound way of reasoning in such

a case is the very reverse ; and that the theory which involves such

downright violence to all internal evidence must be itself a false one.

The observations just made apply to all objectors to my suggested

view of the structural place, and historical intent, of the 6th Seal.

In regard of the two different classes of objectors, viz. that of Futur-

ists generally, and that of certain Historical Expositors, the argument

may be urged yet further by showing in detail the failure of each

and either counter-view of the Seals, propounded by the one or by

the other. And this I have already done, as regards objectors of the

Historical school, fully and at length in my Paper No. II. of tliis

Appendix.

As regards the Futurists, since their view is antagonistic to my
own, not in respect of the Seals only, but of the whole Book of the

Apocalypse, I think it better to reserve my criticism on them till the

end of this Commentary. It will be found in«Part II. of the Appendix

to my 4th Volume. But let me here just so far forestall as to say

that the Futurist theory of the Seals, though specious perhaps at first

' Olshausen, on Matt. xxiv. 29, sn3"s that such a particular in a vision as stars Jail-

ing to the earth tells of itself that it must be taken symholically.

^ So Dr. Todd, as noticed in my Vol. iv. App. Part ii. { 3.

* So Mr. Barker, as noticed in my Vol. iv. Ibid. § 4.

\0L. I. 39
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sight from its simplicity, breaks down utterly on examination. The

Seals exhibit, they say, the signs mentioned in Matt, xxiv as signs

precursive of Christ's coming ;—the preaching of Christ's gospel

over the world, wars, famines, pestilences, persecutions, and a revolu-

tion in which the sun and moon are to be darkened, &c. But in the

1st Seal little indeed is there of evidence for Christ's being the rider

of the white horse :^ so little that Mr. Kelly, one of the most zealous

of all zealous Futurists, makes him Antichrist. In the 2nd Seal

civil wars, to which its prophecy is restricted, ill suit with that of

nation rising against nation. Tet more, passing on to the 3rd Seal's

symbols, with its 51b. of barley at a denarius, and its plenty of wine

and oil, to convert this into a symbolization of famine is nothing less

than an immense absurdity .^ "With the failure of which the centre

of our expositors' counter-line is broken, and so the whole Futurist

idea of parallelism between the two prophecies overthrown. As to

their view, finally, of the first vision of the 6th Seal, its fatal incon-

sistency with the immediately consequent Sealing vision has been

already just before noted.

§ 3. OBJECTIONS AGAINST MY EXPLANATION OF " THE THIRD
PART " IN THE APOCALYPTIC TRUMPETS.

(^See page 361.)

Objections have been made in two or three critical notices of my

"Work ^ to the particular political and territorial tripartition of the

Boman world referred to by me, as explanatory of " the third part
"

spoken of in the prophecies of the four first Trumpets :—objections

grounded partly on its alleged inconsistency with the explanation re-

ceived alike by myself and most of my reviewers of a similarly ex-

prest fractional designative in the 6th Trumpet
;
partly on its alleged

inconsistency with the facts of the history to which under one and

another Trumpet I apply it. They have been urged by none, I be-

lieve, more fully than by Mr. Birks, in his lately-published Work on

the " Mystery of Providence ; " so that an answer to him may be re-

garded as an answer to all.

^ I must beg my readers to familiarize themselves with the argument on this point,

as drawn out on my p. 124 Note '' suprii. ^ ggg ^ly p. 164—168 supra.

" E. g. in an early number of the Quarterly Journal of Prophecy ; as well as by

Mr. Birks in his Mystery of Providence.
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And let me premise, before entering on my reply, that Mr. Birks

has really himself no presentable theory of " the third part " to

offer in substitution. In accordance with his structural theory of

the Apocalypse,' as recommencing its historic prefigiu'ations of the

future (from after St. John's time) with the new series of the Trum-

pets, he supposes the Roman empire's immediately following pros-

perous octogenarian period, from Nerva to the 2nd Antonine in-

clusive, to be o season of intercession symbolized by the vision of the

incense-offering angel.''* On which we have only to ask, What period

it might not just as well have symbolized, since when was the time

that was not to the Church a season of intercession ? And if, as Mr.

B. says, it was offered under persecution, where in the prophecy is

there a hint of such persecution ?—Then further he supposes the

voices, thunderings, and lightnings, on the Angel's casting fire on the

earth, as meant of the civil tumults and barbarians' preparation, during

the 70 years next following ; from the 2nd Antonine's death to Philip's

death, and the accession of Decius, A.D. 248 :'—symbols these sig-

nificant indeed of wars and commotions ; but with nothing at all dis-

tinctive in them, so as to fit them to Mr. Birks' proposed period

more than to twenty others. And then next comes the 1st Trumpet,

with its third of the earth burnt by the hail mixt with fire ; and then

the 2nd Trumpet, with its tJiird ofthe sea turned into blood, on a great

burning mountain being cast into it ; and then the 3rd Trumpet, with

its third of the rivers made bitter by a fiery meteor falling into them
;

and then the 4th Trumpet, with its third part of the sun moon and

stars darkened and eclipsed :—all which calls on him for his counter-

view of the third part. And what this counter-view ? It is still the

same in the main that I referred to as put forth in a much earlier

publication by him and Mr. Bickersteth, when noticing their explana-

tion of the 4:th part of the earth in the 4th Seal, in my critique on

their Church-Scheme of the Seals now reprinted in No. II. of this

Appendix ;* with just however certain addenda and alterations, here

and there, intended apparently to meet a part of my so made objec-

' At p. 649 I have mentioned Mr. Birks' subsequent abandonment of this structural

theory, and adojjtion of the same that I follow myself. But, for the reasons given

at p. 550, and referred to a(?ain atp 5G8, I think it well to reinsert my ])resent allusion

to it, as bearing on the earlier verses of Apoc. viii. As regards " the third part," hero

chicHy discust, he has not intimated to me any change in his opinion.

* Mystery of Providence, Ch. i. p. IG, &c.

» lb. Ch. ii. p. 35. * See p. 504 supri.

39 •
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tions. The tliird part of the earth is always, says Mr. Birks in his

late publication on the Apocalypse, the third in succession of DanieVs

four great prophetic empires, i. e. the Greek empire; while thefourth

part of the earth, so as in the 4th Seal, means i\iQfourth in succession

of DanieVs four empires, i. e. the Soman} But what the grounds for

so extraordinary a successional sense to the phrase before us ? Be-

cause, says he, (this seems to me his chief reason,) out of the many

times in which this phrase, the third, is used in other Books of the

New Testament, it is always, or all but always, used in an ordinal, or

successional sense ; and therefore here too might with reason be ex-

pected to be used similarly :
^ and if so used here, and in the sense of

order and succession, of what so naturally as of Daniel's four suc-

cessive empires on the prophetic earth ; the connexion of Daniel's

prophecies and the Apocalyptic being so intimate ? But can it really

be the case that that phrase the third, when conjoined so as here with

a noun of territorial or local significancy in the genitive, is used else-

where in the New Testament in an ordinal or successional sense r As-

suredly not. The cases Mr. B. refers to, as if parallels, are all cases

where a noun implying order and succession is exprest, or understood,

after the numeral adjective ;

—

the third hour, the third time, the third

husband, and so on. But what have these to do with such a phrase

as that under consideration, the third part of the earth ? Because the

tenth hour of the day, in John i. 39, means the tenth in the sense of

order and succession, are we therefore to seek out some ordinal or

successional sense to the same numeral adjective, when St. Paul tells

of the tenth of the spoils given by Abraham to Melchisedec ? ^ Our

friend, however unintentionally, has been evidently practising a delu-

sion on both his readers and himself.—Indeed it looks as if, in fine,

he had half waked up to a consciousness of the delusion. Tor he

suggests that there may perhaps be intended 2i, partitive sense to the

Apocalyptic phrase, as well as an ordinal ; and sets to work to try if

he cannot make out the two senses in accordance. Out of Daniel's

1 pp. 62, 63.

^ pp. 63, 64. I speak of this as his chief reason ; because his two other reasons in

proof of such an " ordinal " view of the numeral adjective being " grammatically pro-

bable," seem to me really scarce worth the mentioning :—viz. 1st, that there is no

mention in the Apocalypse oi one-half oi tla.e Roman earth, but only of one-third and

one-fourth ; 2ndly, because the fourth part is thus introduced ;
" When he had opened

the 4th Seal I heard the 4th living creature say, Come and see : and behold a pale

horse ; . . and power was given them over the 4th part of the earth."

" Heb. vii. 4.
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four successive empires, he argues, the two first had pretty much the

same territorial dominion, viz. that of central Asia : (a supposition

not quite correct ; but vrhich may be granted for argument's sake :)

'

and thus, taking the whole prophetic world of Daniel's and the Apoca-

lyptic visions into account, from the Indian frontier Eastward to the

Atlantic Westward, it might be considered as in a manner territorially

tripartited ; the Babylonian and Persian being the same first third,

taken partifiveJi/ ; and the Greek territory (that of the 3rd empire

ordinaUy) another partitive third. But would not then the Koman

territory, or territory of the 4th empire ordinally, be a third also,

(the remaining tJiird,) parfifiveli/ ; whereas, according to Mr. B.'s

hypothesis, and to suit his explanation of the 4th Seal, it ought to be

partitively a fourth ?—The tlieory is evidently altogether unfounded;

indeed, I may say, impossible. It would be easy to show how, in its

application to history, (so as made by Mr. B.,) it palpably fails. I

just give one specimen pretty fully below.' Enough however has

' Nebuchadnezzar's Babylonian empire extended further West, according to Beroaus,

than the Persian ; the Persian, if I mistake not, further East. See p. 564 Note * supra.

* My exemplification is from the 2nd Trumpet :—" The second Angel sounded ;
and

as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea : and the third part

of the sea became blood : and the third part of the creatures that were in the sea that

had life, died : and the third part of the ships was destroyed."

Originally Mr. Birks had explained this simply as symbolizing " the full of Rome :

A.D. ;3!io—112." So in the Scheme in Bickcrsteth's Guide, 6th Ed. p. 363, "th Ed.* p.

294. But a change in the chronology now appears. The 1st Trnmpet he expounds of

that irruption of barbarians over the Roman earth, from A.D. 2-50 to 268, which I con-

sider to have been figured in the 4th Seal's Death on the pale horse : and, in regard of

which, the difficulty I felt from the universality of the destruction over the Roman

world during that period, as compared with the apparent prophetic restriction of

the destroying agencies (on the usual reading of Apoc. vi. 8) to the fourth part of

the earth, will suggest the difficulty Mr. B. must have in reconciling a period of

such universal destruction with the 1st Trumpet's restricted third of the earth.

Then Mr. Birks has a 4th Chapter headed, "The Pause of Judgment;" which

he explains of the 100 years' interval of comparative freedom from judgment from

A.D. 270 to 365, including the mighty Constantinian revolution and fall of Pagan-

ism ; though there is not a ww-d to answer to such a pause in the Apocalyptic Pro-

phecy. And so he comes to the second Trumpet, which he applies historically to the

extinction of the Western Empire : including the successive stages of its fall, from the

first Gothic irruption under Valens, A.D. 365, to the abdication of the Western Em-

peror on Odoacer's bidding, A.D. 476. But how, the reader will be thinking, can this

be made to accord with Mr. B.'s theory of the third part ; seeing that the Apocalypse

makes the third ^f the sea become blood, which, according to that theory, ought to be

the Eastern or Greek empire : whereas Mr. B.'s history is all about the fall of the

Westeiii or Latin empire, the 4th of Daniel','* empires, and (as he says) thefourth of the

earth in the Apocalypse ? Thus (See pp. 119, 131, &c.) the volcanic mountain burning

with fire he considers to be figurative, not of the destroyiiifj a<jency in this case, so as

in the case of the hail and fire cast on the earth in the 1st Trumpet ; but of the subject

• In the 6th Ed. p. 359, this Scheme is noted as by Mr. Birks.
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been said on the grammatical sense of the expression to prove that

his view of it is out of the question. Some territorial or political tri-

partition of the Apocalyptic or Roman world, correspondent with the

sera symbolized, must, I conceive, be intended. The only question is,

what ?

And since, as between Mr, Birks and myself, there is entire agree-

ment of opinion as to the fact that the only two other territorial tri-

partitions of the Roman world which can compete with my own fail

to answer to the conditions of the prophetic problem,—I mean the

Continental tripartition of Europe, Asia, Africa,—and the Imperial

tripartition, on Constantino's death, between his three sons,—there

seems no need of enlarging on that point, or adding to the argument

against each and either of them, drawn out in the body of my Com-

mentary on the subject.' My present duty is simply to support the

view there given, as the tripartition preferred by me ; and to show

that the objections made against it are vain.

The objections then that have been made are fourfold:—1. that it

secures no harmony between the 4th part of the earth in the 4th

Trumpet, and the 3rd part (now our main question) in the Trum-

pets :—2. that it was a tripartition very brief and evanescent ; last-

ing as it did scarce a year during the joint reigns of Constantino,

of destruction, i. e. the "Western empire, as torn vip, cast into the sea of barbarians,

and extinguished, " The first wave that burst on the empire was the invasion of the

Alemanni." (121.) But does the prophecy speak of the sea as coming up icith its loaves

against the mountain ? Not at all. The prophecy plainly makes the volcanic moun-
tain to fall as the destroying agent into the sea, and the sea to sufier ; so that " the

third pai"t of the sea became blood." Again, if " the sea" generally is the barbarian

flood invading, what is to be said of the " third part of the sea," in accordance with

Mr. B.'s theory ? Says he, it means " that the tribes of barbarians who tuere connected

locally, or by treaty, loith the third empire, would suffer slaughter and bloodshed

themselves :
" as well as " that they would inflict it on the subjects of the empire." (151.)

And so he refers to the mass of Certain of the Goths scattered through the Asiatic part

of the Eastern empire, before Theodosius' accession, as the first point in the solution
;

(a massacre perpetrated before ever the sea of barbarians had touched the burning

mountain ;) and to certain defeats that some of the barbarians sustained. But let me
ask was Rhadaghast, who of all those barbarians perished most cruelly when invading

Italy, connected locally with the Greek empire ?

It is surely needless to go further. If this is all that a man like Mr, Birks can

make historically of this theory of the third part in the 4 first Trumpets, construed ac-

cording to the requirements of his Apocalyptic structural theory of the Seals and

Trumpets, what must be thought of that theory of structure, and that theory of the

third part f Indeed but for the fact of Mr. Birks' valued name being attached to it,

I should not have thought it worth the while to notice the theory. For it is not that

I have selected a weak part, and that other parts of the historic application are strong.

I do not think there is a single point of strength in the whole,

' See my p. 360 supra.
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Licinius, and Maximin :—3. that it is inconsistent with the sense

which I admit attaches to the third part of men spoken of in the 6th

Trumpet, that being explained of the Greek empire destroyed by the

Turks :
—-ithly, and finally, that it does not agree with the facts of

the histories of Alaric, Geuseric, and Attila, to which I apply it,

under the three first Trumpets.'—I will answer these objections in

succession.

1. As regards the Ist, then, I felt in my former editions ^ the want

of a manifest harmony and connexion between the quadripartition of

the Apocalyptic earth in the 4th Seal and its tripartition in the early

Trumpets ; though such a harmony and connexion between them did

not seem to me to be a thing essential. But now that, after very

much thought and consideration, I have settled on Jerome's reading

in the 4th Seal, " on the four parts of the earth^^ the harmony and

agreement between the two Apocalyptically noted divisions becomes

really striking : and I could hardly express it better than in Mr.

Birks' own language, when thus narrating the facts of that epoch

;

"In October, 1812, Constantine defeated Maxentius ; and the previous

fourfold division became threefold^^ For, as I have stated in my
Chapter on the 4th Seal, there was for some years, when the plagues

of the 4th Seal were most fiercely raging, that selfsame quadriparti-

tion of the empire pretty nearly, de facto, which Diocletian, just at

the close of the period included in that Seal, established de jure.*

And, as Mr. B. says, it was out of this quadripartition, simply by

Constantino's overthrow of Maxentius and the then adding of his

territorial dominion to his own previous one, that the empire past

into the form of a tripartition.

2. As regards the 2nd objection I have to reply that a division of

empire, even though transient, may yet, if it occur at some great

crisis such as prophecy loves to depict, and still more if prophecy has

actually depicted it, be well had respect to, even more than many

less transient divisions, in the after figurations. Now of the pre-

eminent and critical importance of the sera of the tripartition of the

empire in 313, under Constantine, Licinius, and Maximin, who can

doubt ? It is set forth prominently on the historic page, as con-

nected with the first edict of perfect toleration to Christianity in

• See for the objections, Birks pp. 69, 60. ' The three first.

•» lb. p. 60. See my p. 202 supra.
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the Roman empire. And then prophetically it is seized on, according

to both Mr. Birks' and my own view of the vision of the Dragon

and Woman in Apoc. xii, as an epoch too momentous to pass over

without express prefiguration : and in that prefiguration a prominent

notice of the tripartition in question occurs ; the Dragon, the inspirer

of the Eoman Heathenism, being figured as having but one third

only of the empire under his sway, when making his last great fight as

a Roman ruling power against the Christian Church.' It was thus

a tripartition of the Roman world stereotyped in prophetic symbol.

—

And though, during the interval of some 70 or 80 years after, till

Theodosius' death, the tripartition was not actually revived, yet there

was perpetually, as I have shown in my Commentary,2 what we may

resard as a certain reference to, and reminiscence of it, in the fact

of the central Illyrian division being sometimes shifted to the

Western division of the empire, sometimes to the Eastern : until at

length, just at the time of the^Goths' first grand outbreak, in other

words just at the epoch (as I construe the prophecy) before the 1st

Trumpet's sounding, Alaric first attacked South-East Illyricum, then

was ofiicially appointed ruler of it ; and in fact for the next 3 or 4

years, from 396 to 400,;ruled that division so independently alike of

the West and of the East, as to have virtually very much re-consti-

tuted the old primary tripartition of the Roman world ; its triparti-

tion into the Western Empire, Eastern Empire, and Illyricum.^

3. As regards the next objection, to the effect that I suppose one

of the thirds of the empire to be meant in certain visions, and an-

other and different third in another of the visions,—viz. the Eastern

third in the vision ofthe 6th Trumpet, where the horsemen were loosed

from the Euphrates "to slay the third part of men," as well as in the

vision of the Dragon and Woman, Apoc. xii, 4,'' but in the four first

Trumpets the Western third,—it does not seem to me to have any

good foundation. It is the definite article prefixed which gives it its

chief apparent strength. Indeed, except for this, I presume no

1 See my Vol. iii. Part iv. Ch. 1.—That Mr. Birks construes the time of the vision

of Apoc. xii. similarly, appears from his Scheme of Sacred Chronology, appended to

Mr. Bickersteth's Guide to the Prophecies (7th Ed.), p. 416; where we read thus :

—

" A.D. 313, Travail of the Church, Apoc. xii. 2." * pp. 361, 363 supra.

' Thus Mr. Birks is incorrect in saying (p. 60) that " this particular division never

reappeared." It virtually reappeared, as I have stated, at the exact epoch that pre-

ceded (in my view) the 1st Trumpet's sounding.

* Though here indeed, besides "the third part" held by the Dragon, the other two

parts were implied also, as held by the Woman.
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objection of the kind would for a moment be raised. For in the

passage from Ezek. v. 12 cited by Mr. B. (p. 64), and also by myself

before hira,
—

" A third part of thee shall die with the pestilence,

and a third part shall ftiU by the sword round about thee, and I will

scatter a third part to all the winds,"—not the same third, but dif-

ferent thirds, are one after another respectively signified ; and no one

would object that such an understanding of them is not proper and

natural. Indeed it must strike the reader that the very nature of the

statement in Ezekiel requires that a different third should in either

clause be meant ; the other two thirds being in the prophetic clause

itself otherwise disposed of. Now turn to the original Hebrew text

of Ezekiel : and we shall find that in the two latter clauses of the

verse, though the English version renders it " a third,'' the Hebrew

expresses it " the third."^ AVhich being so, and that the Hebrew

prefix of the definite article, in such a case of the numeral adjective,

is but tantamount to the English prefix of the indefinite article, and

St. John's frequent Hebraistic idiom in the Apocalypse being a thing

notorious, we may hence I think infer that the expression of " the

third," alike in the vision of Apoc. xii, and in those of the four first

and the 6th Trumpets, is to be regarded as but a Hebraism, and as

tantamount to our English a third.—Admitting which, and consider-

ing that in the prefiguration of the four first Trumpets one third of

the Roman empire was depicted as given up to desolation, it seems

to me that the a priori probability, on coming to the 6th Trumpet's

later woe, would be that the third of men spoken of as "to be killed"

under it would mean a diJP'erent tliird from the former, not the same

third ; and the mention of the four angel-destroyers from the Eu-

phrates, as its appointed desolators, seems almost to fix it, in that case,

as the third nearest to the Euphrates.

4. There remains only Mr. B.'s 4th objection, that thefacts of history

do not answer to mij theory ; and that, in regard of each Gothic host

and leader whom I consider to be figured in the three first Trumpets

respectively, viz. Alaric,^ Genseric, Attila, not merely was there a

certain surplusage of ravage accomplished by them beyond tlie limits

of the Western empire, but the Ea.st was, in Alarics case at least,

and Attila s, "their chief theatre." To the correctness of this state-

- nT'^rrr. So too 2 Sam. xviii. 2, 2 Kings xi. 5, 6, and 2 Chron. xxiii. 4, 5 ; wliero

the English version is a third, the Hebrew original the third.

* Conjointly with Rhadagaisus. See p. 619.
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ment I altogether demur. Let us look to history ; and see in the

records of each of these three chief Gothic executors of God's

judgments against the Koman empire, how the case really stands.

As regards Alaric then my readers will remember that I consider

the primary insurrection of the Goths under his leadership, immedi-

ately after the great Theodosius' death, A.D. 395, and ravaging of

the South lUyrian provinces of Macedonia and Greece, until, being

made Viceroy of lUyricum by the Eastern Emperor, he thereby, in fact,

as before observed, reconstituted virtually the old tripartite division

of the Roman world,—I say it may be remembered by my readers

that I regard all this as answering to the thunders, lightnings, voices

and earthquake that followed on the Angel's casting fire on the earth,

immediately after the opening of the 7th Seal, and preliminarily to the

sounding of the \st Trumpet} I so explain it because, 1st, I con-

ceive that those lightnings, thunderings, &c., were meant to be pre-

significations in symbol of the general character of the events des-

tined to follow under the seven Trumpets, in which the 7th unsealed

part of the Apocalyptic scroll was to be evolved
;
just as, on the

sounding of the 7th Trumpet, the symbolization then immediately

occurring of the thunders, lightnings, voices, earthquake, and syn-

chronic opening of the temple in heaven, (a sign this last quite

peculiar,) was indicative of what was to follow in the seven vials that

evolved that 7th Trumpet :—also, 2dly, that I conceive there must

have been events on earth answering to those symbols of the pro-

phecy ; events similarly preliminary, and similarly significant too, to

a discerning eye, of what was to follow.'^—There is nothing new in

this view of the intent of such preliminary symbols. It is one

adopted (though with diiferent historic and chronological explana-

tion) by Mr. Birks himself; and surely is altogether reasonable.

"Which admitted however, all that Mr. B. has to urge against my
making the Western Eoman empire (or Western-third of the Roman

world) Alaric's grand sphere of operation under the 1st Trumpet at

once falls to the ground. For after those preliminary transactions,

and during the time of his establishment (A.D. 396—400) " on the

verge of the two empires," as Gibbon says, in his government of the

Eastern lUyricum, he felt irresistibly impelled, as by a kind of secret

» See pp. 372—375 supra.

* See ibid, for the one example ; for the other Chap. i. of Part v. in my Vol. iii.
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and preternatural influence, distinctively against the Western empire}

And from his first movement "Westward A.D. 400, down to his death

in the extreme south of Italy, A.D. 410, it was the Western empire,

and Western empire alone, that was the scene of all Alaric's ravages.

—So too of all those of his coadjutors in the work of desolation, viz.

Rhadagaisus and his Vandal hosts from the Baltic : the latter point-

edly included hy me in the 1st Trumpet,^ though Mr. Birks seems to

represent me as restricting it to Alaric, and Ehadagaisus personally ;
^

the hosts of which latter chief, after his death, extended their desola-

tions over Gaul and Spain.

Next as regards Genseric.—Premising here that alike the "Western

third and Eastern third, or Western empire and Eastern, had its own

proper part of the Mediterranean sea attached to it, with the islands

and transmarine provinces inclusive, (notwithstanding Mr. Birks'

strange disclaimer of there being any such correspondent division of

the sea, as well as of the land,*) it only needs that we state, with the

dates, Grenseric's chief acts of conquest and ravage, during the

long 48 or 49 years of his career, to see whether it was the Westerti

third of the sea, or the Eastern third, that was the chief sphere act-

ed on by him. I abstract in what follows from the Universal

History and Gibbon. — A.D. 429 Grenseric crosses from Spain

into Africa with his "V^andals ;
430—439 progress of conquests

;

439 takes Carthage, and begins his reign there. " Casting his eye

towards the sea, he resolves to create a naval power ; and the fleets

that issued from the port of Carthage again claim the empire of the

Mediterranean." " 439—455 Naval power of the Vandals." 440 he

ravages Sicily : 442 Valentinian yields to him the African province :

455 he sails up the Tiber, and sacks Rome : 456, sailing against

Gaul and Italy, he is repulsed by Kicimer near Corsica.—Rejecting

tlie Greek emperor's request not to ravage the "Western Empire, in

457 the Vandal fleet is surprised at the mouth of the Liris in Cam-

pania; "but Majorian (the Western Emperor)'3 strictest vigilance

was insufficient to protect the long-extended coast of Italy from the

Vandal depredations :
" 400, on Majorian's preparing an expedition

1 See pp. 375, 376 supnu » pp. 376, 377. ' Birks, pp. 60, 204.

* Mystery of Proviil. p. 60. "Would Mr. B. argue that the islands of Sicily and Sar-

dinia appertained as much to the Eastern empire as to the Western ; or vice versS.

those of Cyprus or Samos to the Western ? Would he have it that the transmarine

Provinces of Egypt and Cyrene belonged as much to the West as to the East ; and
vice versa those of Western Africa to the Eastern empire .-'
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against him, Grenserie attacks the Eoman fleet near Alicant (in

Spain), and destroys it : 461, Genseric ravages the coasts of Sicily

and Italy, and conquers Sardiiiii : 462, the Western Emperor begs

help from the Eastern Emperor against the Vandals ; who declines

granting it, because of a treaty with G-enseric : so " the fury of the

Vandals was confined to the limits of the Western empire : " ^ 462

-—466, yearly descents on the coasts of " Spain, Liguria, Tuscany,

Campania, Lucania, Bruttium, Calabria, Venetia, Dalmatia, Epirus,

. . Sicily :
" ^ 467, Genseric, incensed against the Eastern Emperor in

consequence of some neglect of his wishes, ravages the Peloponnesus

and Greek islands, and appears once before Alexandria, but unsuc-

cessfully ; 468, Genseric destroys by fire-ships, in the neighbourhood

of Carthage, a Roman fleet of above 1000 sail, sent against him by

the two united emperors : 468—472, Genseric re-conquers Sardinia,^

also Sicily, and " all the islands between Africa and Italy
;

" then

ravages the coasts of Italy, Peloponnesus, and the Greek islands.

475, Genseric makes peace with the Eastern emperor. 477, Genseric

dies.

Such is the chronological abstract of events. Prom the year 429,

when he crost over on his destroying mission into Africa, until 467

or thereabouts, it seems that there was no ravaging by him of the

Eastern empire. .^ After that, now and then, its coasts came in for a

share, but a comparatively small share, of the Vandal ravages. Con-

quests of islands by them in the Eastern part of the Mediterranean

there was none. It was only when allied to and helping the

Western emperor, that the Greek fleet was burnt, conjointly with

the Western fleet, and this in the Western waters. Does it need

more to show how truly it may be predicated of Genseric, and his

Vandals, that the Western third of the great Roman sea was distinct-

ively the chief theatre of their conquests and desolations ?—Let me

add, what was omitted in my Commentary, that the contemporary

poet Sidonius almost adopts the figure of the 2nd Trumpet in de-

scribing them. " It was," says he, "as if Mount Caucasus [the native

volcanic mountain of the Scythian Vandals], transported into burn-

' Gibbon vi. 189.

' Gibbon (vi. 187) inserts Greece before Sicily, but with the date 461—467. I here

eliminate Greece, because its ravaging by Genseric's fleet was not till 467-

^ Sardinia had been momentarily taken from the Vandals just before, by the great

Roman naval expedition in 468.
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iug Africa, did theuce yearly cast its desolating fires on our

coasts." '

Last as to Attila. Respecting him my reader will observe, by

reference to the historic sketch in my Commentary,^ that into that

which might be considered the Eastern third proper (the same that

constituted Maximiu's and Licinius' dominion successively, when

making the last war against Christianity) Attila never penetrated.

The surplusage of his desolations, I mean over and above those on

the lines of the Upper Danube and the Rhine in the Western

empire, and on its Alpine fountains and valleys, was confined to

those parts of the Eastern lUyricum which in the prophecy, as I

conceive, were considered in a manner distinct from both the one

prophetic third, and the other prophetic third, o^ Eastern third and

Western third of the Roman world.—Now, as before intimated, the

fact of some surplusage of action, beyond the sphere specially

marked out in prophecy, seems by no means to negative the applica-

tion of that prophecy to a particular agent. It suffices, I conceive,

to show that the grand and chief sphere of the agent's destroying

action was the particular territory or empire particularly marked out

in the prophecy. Was the Turks' destroying career restricted to

the Greek Byzantine empire ? Assuredly not. But it was the

chief sphere of their destroyings and of their success. And so I

conceive that both Mr. Birks and myself are justified in explaining

' Ilinc Vandalus hostis

Urget, et in nostrum uumerosi classe quotannis

Militat excidiuin ; couversoque ordinc fati,

Torrida Caucaseos inf'ert mihi Byrsa furores.

On which passage Gibbon observes, " the poet seems inspired by his subject ; and
expresses a strong idea by a lively image." vi. 187.— I presume that t\\efurores Cau-
caseos are meant of volcanic fires ; as 1 know not what other Jurorcs of a mountain
could well be said to be cast upon a country. That Caucasus is one of the mountain-

ranges of volcanic action will be found stated in the scientific Treatises on such subjects.

With regard to the 2nd Trumjiet's figure, and reference of it to the burning "/(/-

rores " of Caucasus, as transported into Africa and the neighbouring seas, the following

illustrative passage has met my eye in Zornliu's Recreations in I'hysical Geography,

p. 272, on " Volcanic Regions." After stating that there is a marked indication of

energetic subterranean heat between the Caspian and Black Seas, and that in this

[Caueasean] region, near Baku in Azerbijan there is situated the remarkable tract

called Thefield offire,—a tract which is the native country of Zoroaster,—the writer

proceeds to speak of the inexhaustible springs of naptha in it. This, he ok^erves, from
its lightness floats on water ; and that " the inhabitants liy the Caspian frequently in

calm weather form a splendid exhibition by pouring whole tons of it into that sea.

Being then set on fire, and borne on the surface of the waves, it presents the appear-

ance of a sea q/'/a»ic4." ' See pp. 380—382 supra.
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them to be the Euphratean horsemen entrusted with the special

commission under the 6th Trumpet, " that thej should destroy the

third of the men." The case is the same here.

So ends my reply to Mr. Birks' objections. Of course my readers

will not forget further the corroboration of the view of the Apoca-

lyptic third part here advocated which arises out of the fact of the

next or 4th Trumpet's symbolization of the eclipse of the third part

of the sun moon and stars, in the Apocalyptic firmament, coinciding

so strikingly, both in respect of subject matter and of chronology,

with the next great event on the page of Eoman history, viz. the

extinction of the Western Emperors and empire. I have at p. 359

noticed this, as th^t which originally predisposed me to my view of

the third part in the four first Trumpets; and at p. 382—385^ have

illustrated it from history. If any Mie would wish more distinctly

to realize the strength of its corroborative evidence, let him look to

what theorists holding Mr. Birks' views have to ofier in its stead.

Of necessity they cannot expound it to mean the extinction of the

Eastern emperors and empire : for there occurred no such extinction,

at the time preceding the 5th or Saracenic Trumpet, to which Mr.

B. refers it. It means, he says, the partial obscuration or eclipse of

the Eastern empire, A.D. 540—622, from Justinian to Heraclius. But,

on Mr. B.'s theory of the third part, the third of the sun must needs

mean the whole imperial ruling power of the Eastern or Byzantine

empire ; and its eclipse consequently the eclipse of its whole im-

perial power, i. e. its total eclipse, or extinction. And, besides that

there was no such total eclipse of it in the sera referred to, we have

to remember that the sera is one that includes at its comm.encement

some of Justinian's triumphs in Italy ; and issues at its close, im-

mediately before Mahomet and the Saracens, in Heraclius' splendid

course of victory against the Persian invaders of his empire : which

splendour Gibbon, as cited by Mr. B. himself,' compares to " the

brightness of the meridian sun."

' p. 225.
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§ 4.—OBJECTIONS ON MY EXPLANATION AND APPLICATION OF

CERTAIN OF THE APOCALYPTIC SYMBOLS.

{See pp. 125—127, 505—516.)

Ere considering objections of the character above noted, it may

be useful to turn retrospectively to the Apocalyptic symbolizations

whence my inferences as to the things predicted have been drawn
;

seeing that already almost the whole body of the Apocalyptic sym-

bolic imagery has been brought into play.

It will have been observed by intelligent readers that there is the

greater facility for comprehending and forming a judgment on the

correctness or incorrectness of my application of them, from the cir-

cumstance of my having regarded and explained the symbolizations,

more certainly than any preceding expositor, as having some of them

a certain local fixedness and permanence on the Apocalyptic scene
;

so as to serve, in fact, like a kind of point d'appui for all that was

more passing and changeable.—Thus I have throughout supposed

the temple, with its triple divisions, to have constituted the foreground

of vision to St. John ; and all, agreeably with St. Paul's use of the

figure, as emblematic of the Christian Church:—the Holy of Holies,

with God's throne in it, and its saintly and angelic attendants, re-

presenting that part of the Church which has past into his heavenly

presence ; the Holy place, with its golden incense-altar, the earthly

worshipping Church as apparent distinctively to the eyes of God ;

and the open altar-court, with its brazen altar of burnt sacrifice, the

same earthly worshipping Church as visible (like the corresponding

court in the Mosaic tabernacle and the temple of Solomon) before the

eyes of men Again, I have throughout supposed the Apostle St. John

to have sustained tlie character of representative of the apostolic line,

through each successive age prefigured, of the then living faithful

ministers of the Gospel : always with a Christian eye observing what

might pass upon the mundane scene ; and moreover, on two extra-

ordinary occasions, himself speaking and acting. Once more, I

throughout regard the Apocalyptic landscape, which was stretched out

beneath and around the Apostle St. John and the temple with wliich

he was associated, to have been the fixed miniature of the Roman

world ; with its sea and land, its chief political divisions, and its fron-
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tier rivers too, (e. g. the Euphrates,) marked upoo it ; and with its

firmamental sky, and sun moon and stars, as figures of the place of

political elevation, and of the chief ruling dignities.—For this general

view of the intent of the several symbols specified I gave reason, as

we past on, from other Scriptures couched under the same imagery,

and where their meaning is clear and undoubted. Nor indeed was

there any material novelty in this my general view of them ; various

other expositors of successive ages having taken much the same.^

"What was more [new was, as I just now said, the carrying out the

idea of them as the permanent standing scenery of the Apocalyptic

prefigurative drama : and rigidly construing the phsenomena that

successively past on one part of the standing scene or another, and

the subsidiary symbolic impersonations also that from time to time

appeared on it, with reference to the local spot of their appearance,

as well as to the chronological order of time and succession.—Hence,

on the one hand, certain distinct and veryimportant inferences,

which had previously been more or less overlooked by expositors :

—

for example, as drawn from the Apocalyptic temple-symbol, my infer-

ences severally as to the intent of the vision of palm-bearers seen by

St. John to enter it, at the time when the tempest-winds were just

about to burst upon the Roman earth under the 6th Seal ; that of

the incense-offering in it on the opening of the 7th Seal ; that of St.

John's measuring it, as will appear in my 2nd Volume, and casting

out certain heathen abominations from its altar-court, ere the end-

ing of the 6th Trumpet-woe ; and as to that of its appearing opened

to the world, with those holy mysteries of Grod's gospel-covenant

which its ark symbolized, in visible local association some way with

the firmamental sky of the Apocalyptic standing scenery, at the aera

of the opening of the 7th Trumpet, and during the outpouring of its

7 Vials.'^ Hence too, on the other hand, as already hinted, a far

greater facility of testing the correctness of an exposition of the sym-

bols
;
professing, as it does, to view them as thus continuously and

consistently significant.

On my construction of these standing local syinhols there have been

' See on the Apocalyptic scenery and symbolization my primary and introductory

notice, Vol. i. pp. 97— 104.—My copious sketch of the history of Apocalyptic interpreta-

tion, in the Appendix to my 4th Volume, will afford to the readers ample facility for

comparing my views on this point with those of other previous expositors.

'' See this Vol. i. pp. 298—305, 327—337 ; also Vol. ii. Part iii. Ch. vi. § 2, and

Vol. iii. Part v. Ch. i.
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made two chief but almost contrary objections :—viz. 1st, that urged

by futurists, who would have tlie Apoculyj^tic temple to be literally

that of Jerusalem, and the firmament, (in the 6th Seal at least,) with

its sun moon and stars, to be the literal firmament physically con-

vulsed at Christ's second coming ; views altogether and palpably un-

tenable, in my apprehension, and on which I have elsewhere fully

entered :
' 2ndly, that made by certain historical expositors opposed

to my view of the details of some chief local divisions of the Apoca-

lyptic earth, (the often recurring third more especially,) and who pre-

fer to construe the sea, land, rivers, &c., as meant wholly and only in

an emblematic sense, not a chorographic or territorial : on which

point of difference I have also sufficiently entered, where the course

of the exposition brought the subject before us.^

There remain the objections made to my view of certain of the

detached symbolic livingfigures, or impersonations, that were exhibited

from time to time on one part or other of the Apocalyptic scene

:

among which that made by Mr. Lord of New York against my view

of the horses and horse?nen of thefiaur first Seah, and that made both

by himself and others ' against ray view of the Euphratean horses and

horsemen of the Qth Trumpet, seem to me best to deserve notice ; as

being each specimens of a class, and specimens perhaps of all others

the most notable and characteristic.

I. The noRSEMEX axd horses of the four first seals.

Mr. Lord's objections to my view on this part of the Apocalyptic

visions were exprest primarily and more moderately in his own Com-

ment on the Apocalypse, published at New York in 1847, a year after

the publication of the 3rd Edition of my Horje ; afterwards, and in

language less becoming and moderate, in a review of my Bot)k in Dr.

Berg's Protestant Quarterly Eeview, Philadelphia, 1848. In the

latter publication he reiterates his main objection so often, that I

should think it must have been wearisome to himself as well as to his

• See generally my examination of the Futurist Schemes in the 2nd Part of the

Appendix to my 4th Volume, Sect. 3 and 4 ; also my notice ou the 6th Seal in the Paper
preceding the present in this Appendix, ad fin. ; and that on the temple-altar in the

Appendix to Vol. ii.

* See on my view of " the third jjart," &c., not only my primary argument pp.
.3.53— 365 supra ; but also my supplementary Paper, No. IV., Sect. 3 in the Appendix

to this same Volume ; further, on the mixt symbolic and chorographic force of the

emblems, ib. p. 103.

^ Especially the Rev. T. K. Arnold.

VOL. I. 40
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readers. He affirms it however to involve a great law of true sym-

holic interpretation; ^ one bidden, not from the author ofthe Horae only,

but from the mass of prophetic expositors alike of our ovrn and of

preceding ages. And thus probably to his own mind he has justified

that unwearied repetition of the same thing, by the thought alike of

its importance, and of its having been until his own enunciation of it

a hidden secret.^

The objection has reference to my expounding the horsemen of the

three first Seals to be representative symbols, each one of a class or

succession of men to whom in real life such badges attached as at-

tach to the horsemen in vision. After quoting from my Book

passages in which I state this as my guiding principle in the inter-

pretation of those introductory symbolizations of the Apocalyptic

prophecy,' he objects that quite a different law of interpretation of

prophetic symbols is laid down by Christ himself, or by the angel

communicator with St. John : to the effect that the symbols are not

specimens of, or of the same order with, what they represent ; the

stars in vision denoting not stars, but messengers of the Churches

;

' So in the Section on " the Laws of symbolic Representation," at pp.22—36 in

his Exposition. " The symbols of the Apocalypse and all the prophets are taken, in

all cases where the subject is of a nature to admit it, from objects or phaenomena of a

different class from those which they are employed to represent. . . Thus, when
symbols like the four first Seals are drawn from the military and civil chiefs of the

Roman empire, they denote, not such actors and actions in that civil and military

state, but analogous agents and| agencies in some other body of men." p. 25. " This

is the first great law of symbolization." p. 28, &c. And so in his Review of the

Horae, pp. 7, 8, &c.

* " Mr. Elliott's faults are not wholly peculiar to him. . . There are works issued

every year on the Apocalypse and Daniel that are marked by the same misconceptions.

There is not one indeed of the long series who have published on the symbolic

prophecies since the Reformation, who has entered into any inquiry whether these

symbols are to be interpreted as mere specimens of the agents and acts which they

foreshow, or as representations of agents and agencies of a different order. There is

not one who has not, without assigning any reason, explained them partly on one of

these hypotheses, and partly on another. . . Their explanations accordingly are not

grounded on any law. They are mere systems of ignorant conjecture, and rash asser-

tion • inconsistent with themselves, and without authority from the prophecy. In the

many volumes of Mede, "VVhiston, Daubuz, Cressener, Bishop Newton, Faber, Cun-

inghame, Frere, Keith, Habershon, and a crowd of others, there is not we believe a

sino-le explication that can be vindicated on any of the views which they have ad-

vanced on the nature of symbols. This is a startling truth." Berg's Protestant Re-

view for 1848, p. 106.

This is a specimen, though indeed but an inadequate one; of Mr. Lord's style of

criticism:—made up as it is of sentences of the same objurgations, repeated again

and again with little variation. Like a succession of driving hail-gusts, having no

solidity or hardness but that of its own dogmatic assertions, it will be found to melt

innocuously almost as soon as it comes into contact with its object.

^ e. g. Vol. i, p. 127, and also in my general Preface.
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the candlesticks churches, not candlesticks ; the heads of the wild

Beast orders of human rulers, &c., the horns dynasties of kings.

Which being so this must be taken as the law of prophetic symbols

:

and so my construction of the three first Apocalyptic horsemen set

aside, as resting on a different interpretative principle. ^ Such is his

objection.—But can it stand ? Surely it scarce needs any suggestion

of mine to make the more intelligent of my readers recognise the

unphilosophical nature of Mr. Lord's generalizing induction from

certain particular examples of symbolization. In order to establish

a "law" of symbols, such as he talks about, he ought to have cited

and examined into all the exemplitications of symbolic prophecy given

in the Bible ; and seen whether his rule, or law, would apply to all.

Had he done so he would have found that facts were in other cases

directly against him. In Pharaoh's dream, e. g. the seven good ears

of corn, and the seven withered ears, were specimen-symhoU of seven

harvests of good ears of corn, and seven harvests of withered ears re-

spectively.' And the same too of the seven fat kiue, and the seven

lean kine. Again, turning to the Apocalypse, we have St. John as

the living representative on the scene of vision of faithful ministers

of the apostolic spirit ; and the two sackcloth-robed witnesses as

representatives of a class and line of witnesses for Christ's truth,

through successive ages, such as the Paulikians, Waldenses, &c., of

the same order and character that is ascribed to the two witnesses

:

and this, not according to my view only, but according to Mr. Lord's

own view and interpretation.^ Hence, himself being the judge, his

supposed general "law" of prophetic symbols proves to be no law

at all ; but only an unwarranted cramping and narrowing of the sym-

bolizations, in a prophecy where God has markedly used them in all

the noble fulness and variety of the imagery of other Scripture.

Which being the case, his objection to my exposition of the repre-

sentative symbols of the three first Seals at once falls to the ground.

Such is Mr. L.'s grand objection to my interpretation of these in-

1 Review, pp. 4, .5, 6, 7, &c. To make my absurdity the more evident he adds :

—

" On Mr. E.'s theory the wild Beast of seven heads and ten horns would foreshow

that a monster precisely like itself was to appear on the earth." p. 8. Also p. 4, &c.

Mr. L., as before said, is never weary of repeating the same objurgation, or objurgatory

argument.

2 Somewhat similarly Josephus, B. J. ii. 7- 3, speaks of Archclaus having seen in a

dream nine ears of corn, in signification of nine years of reigning : each ear being the

representative, as Mr. Greswell observes, (i. 274,) of a harvest.

^ Lord's Commentary, pp. 25; 251, 253, &c.

40 •
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troductory Seals. I see that he adds, as a further though lesser ob-

jection, that ia construing the horse to mean the Eoman people, or

something of a different order from the symbol, while the horseman is

construed to mean, in each of the three first Seals, something of the

savie order of agents, I am inconsistent with myself, as well as with

the Scriptural law of symbols. In answer to this it will suffice to

refer him to Zech. x. 3, " The Lord of hosts hath made them [the

house of Judah] as his goodly horse in the battle." Here the Lord

of hosts, the rider, is the Lord himself
;
yet the horse ridden is the

symbol of the Jews.

Ere concluding this head I must beg to express my satisfaction at

the testimony given by him, even when making his objections, to the

accuracy of my historical application of the very various and peculiar

badges of the symbols of the three several Seals : copying, as he all

but does, my own explanations of the symbolic impersonations. For

he makes the horseman of the symbol of the 1st Seal to be " doubt-

less Trajan, who in the year 96, immediately after the visions in

Patmos, was adopted by Nerva;" and adds that " Hadrian and the

Antonines, who followed him, princes of a similar character, and under

whom the empire continued to flourish, may also be considered as

embodied in the horseman;"'—further, that "the individual taken

for the symbol of the 2nd Seal is perhaps Quadratus, [the Praetorian

Prefect,] the first in the long series of conspirators and usurpers,

that rapidly followed each other from the beginning of the reign of

Commodus to the accession of Diocletian ; . . . which usurpers and

rivals took peace from the earth :" ^—also that the symbol of the Srd

Seal is similarly " taken from political life in the Roman empire, and

is a ruler who reduces his subjects to want and misery by taxation
;

as is denoted first by the balance, the symbol of a civil magistrate, as

a bow or a sword is of a warrior ; next by the wheat and barley, the

oil and the wine, which indicate that he exercises authority over those

articles ; thirdly, by the price, which implies that he determines the

rates at which they are to be valued : . . . and finally by the colour

of the horse, which is indicative of affliction." Moreover, as to the

exact person or time intended in this symbol of the Srd Seal, Mr.

Lord, still copying the Horse, adds that " it is doubtless Caracalla,

who commenced a system of excessive taxation, and was followed by

.ong train of similar oppressors." ^

1 Review, p. 67. * lb. pp. 74, 75. 3 ib. pp. 105, 109.
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So writes he, accordantly with myself, as to the prototype of these

several symbols ; though in the most marvellous manner, and by the

rule of contraries, making them to mean something quite different

from those actors themselves and their actions. For he supposes

these successful Roman warriors, military usurpers, and oppressors

by taxation, to be severally but types of other actors, somewhat

similar in character, and of nearly the same commencing date, but

with at^eucy only in matters of religion and the Church. Now, where

any one expositor is a declared and vehement antagonist to the

system of another, it cannot of course but be peculiarly satisfactory

to the latter to find his antagonist thus, by borrowing and copying

from him some of the most characteristic, original, and important

points in his commentary, doing homage, albeit without acknowledg-

ment or confession, to its truth and accuracy.'

II. The Hoeses and Hoesemen feom the Eupheates, of

THE 6th Teum;pet.

I select this example of detached symbols of a different character

from what they symbolized, as being perhaps of all others the most

complex and peculiar, i. e. according to the interpretation of it given

in the Hor» ; ^ and consequently that against which one might a

priori have expected that objections would be made. And, as it was

to have been expected, so it has proved. The Eev. T. K. Arnold

has here been the chief objector. And I think that I cannot better

exhibit to the reader a view of the objections to which the interpret-

ation is subject, and answers that may be given, than by citing from

my reply to him in the British Magazine of June 18-47 that part

which relates to some chief details of the symbols, and my explana-

tions of those details severally.

Let me premise that, as St. John tells us that he only heard the

number of the Euphratean horsemen, it is my impression that what

> The rather because Mr. L. often accuses me of historical inaccuracy.—On other

poinU, if Mr. Lord will look more carefully into the thing, he will find that his accu-

sations of me on the score of inaccuracy are generally founded on his own misrepre-

sentations either of me, or of historic fact. Where such is not the case, had he used

Diy 3rd Edition, (au Edition published a year before his own Commentary, and two

years before his Review,) instead of the 1st, he would, I believe, have found the few

rtial incorrectnesses noted by him already corrected.

' So given there, as the reader knows, after many other expositors, from Foxe

downwards. Sec my History of Apocalyptic Interpretation in the Appendix to Vol.

iv. Sections and 6.-The complexity and peculiarity of the symbol will appear indeed

in every interpretation of it.
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he saw in the vision was but one individual horse and horseman. For

though it is said, " Thus I saw the horses and them that sate on them"

in the plural, yet it is not very infrequent with the evangelists to use

the plural for the singular.* Supposing which to be the case here,

there is no need to apply what appeared in the monstrous form seen

in the vision to each particular horse and horseman of the whole

number. Rather it might be construed as a collective symbolic type,

like the seven-headed dragon or beast, of the whole body of the Eu-

phratean invaders. '^—This premised, I proceed with my extract from

the British Magazine.

1. First comes up in Mr. Arnold's criticism and objections my ex-

planation (after Mede and others) of the^re smoke and sulphur, that

seemed to issue from the horses' mouths in vision, as symbolic of the

artillery to which, as a principal instrumentality, both modern and

earlier historians refer the capture of Constantinople by the Turks,

and consequent destruction of the Greek Empire. " And the heads

of horses were as the heads of lions, and out of their mouths issued

fire, and smoke, and sulphur : by which three was the third part of

the men killed ; by the fire, the smoke, and the sulphur, which issued

out of their mouths."—On this, and my explanation of the fire

smoke and sulphur all conjointly, as the one destroying agency of

artillery, Mr. Arnold objects thus. " We have here three destructive

agencies, emphatically distinguished as separate agencies. It is first

stated generally that the third part of men was destroyed by these

three ; and then, to prevent as it were a mistake, the three are again

separately enumerated, each with its owti article, hy the fire, and iy

the smoke, and by the brimstone."—My reply is obvious. Mr. Arnold

is anxious, as we have elsewhere seen, that the Apocalyptic language

should be regarded and explained as " inspired Hebrew poetry."

And I therefore cannot act more in accordance with his wishes and

' " It is usual in the evangelists to ascrihe that to many which agrees only to one

of them. So that is said to be written in the prophets which is only written in one of

them : as will be evident from comparing Mark i. 2, Mai. iii. 1 ; John vi. 45, Isa. liv.

13 ; Acts xiii. 40, Hab. i. 5. See Glasse, Lib. iii. tr. 1. de Nomine, Can. 27." Whitby

on Luke xxiii. 40. Elsewhere, on Matt, xxvii. 38, Whitby illustrates the same from

comparison of Luke xxiii. 36, John xix. 29, saying that the soldiers brought Christ

vinegar, with Matt, xxvii. 48, Mark xv. 36, saying that one of the soldiers did it :—also

Matt. xxvi. 8, saying that the disciples had indignation, with John xii. 4 saying that

one of the disciples hadjindignation.

^ This will be an answer to some objections by Mr. Lord.
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his judgment than by referring, on the point of objection here mooted

by him, to the use of similar constructions of language in the writ-

ings of the Old Testament. Take then the example in Levit. xiv.

52° I read there ;
" And he shall cleanse the house with the blood

of the bird, and with the running water, and with the living bird,

and with the cedar wood, and with hyssop, and with the scarlet."

According to the rule laid do^-n by my critic against me, all these

ought to be separate and distinct agencies of purification. But

whit, in fact, was the case ? That the blood of the bird killed was to

be received in and mixed with the running water, then the cedar-wood

hyssop and scarlet together dipped in it, and then the mingled blood

and water sprinkled by them on the house ; all uniting together to

constitute one single act of purification. Take another example from

Gen. xix. 24 ; which I adduce, though otherwise less appropriate

than the former one, because two of the self-same instrumentalities

of destruction are specified as in the case under discussion. " Then

the Lord rained upon Sodom and Gomorrah brimstone (or sulphur)

and fire from the Lord out of heaven ; and he overthrew those cities,

&c." Was the fire here spoken designative of one agency of destruc-

tion, the sulphur of another ; the first altogether separate and dis-

tinct from the second ? By no means. " Quum duo nomina sub-

Btantiva, vel synonyma vel diversjE significationis, conjungantur,

eorura alterum vicem adjectivi cum emphasi sustinet
:

ut hie, Et

pluit sulphur et ignem ; id est, ignem sulphureum." So Eobertson in

his Clavis Pentateuchi, ad loc. : and I observe that Eosenmiiller com-

pares Gen. iii. 16, " I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy con-

ception;" in the sense of thy sorrow in, or as connected with, thy

conception.—Mr. Arnold advances yet another argument against my

explanation ; viz. that it is the balls of lead propelled by means of an

explosive power, of which the brimstone is indeed one ingredient,

" that are the real instruments of destruction in the modern artillery
;

while the fire and smoke, by which the explosion is accompanied, are

both perfectly innocuousr But are they indeed innocuous, if con-

sidered causally ? It is curious to contrast Chalcondylas' notice of

the invention of gunpowder and cannon, and of the Othman Turks'

use of them against his country and people, with this statement of

Mr. Arnold's ;
" Omnis potentia in ignem, ut causam, referenda est."

And, on the question, whether an intermediate causal agency may not

properly have the final effect predicated of it, let us refer again to
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examples in the Hebrew Scriptures for information. We there read

David's prayer, Ps. li. 7 ;
" Purge me with hyssop, and I shall be

clean." Was then the hyssop by itself in any wise of purifying efl&-

cacy ? Its only efficacy consisted in applying the blood of purifica-

tion. Again, to cite another example, we read in Daniel ix. 27 of the

abomination rnahing desolate. Now if we explain this, as most ex-

positors do, of the idol-standards that accompanied the Eoman army

which besieged and destroyed Jerusalem, were these standards, we

ask, the actual instruments of Jerusalem's destruction and desolation ?

They were but, we know, that destroying army's innocuous, though

significant and necessary, accompaniments. Still more does the case

apply to my purpose, if we explain the phrase to mean the Jewish

abomination of sin, brought into the temple, as inducing G-od's judg-

ment.' As to the propriety of depicting the fire smoke and sulphur

as issuing from the horses' mouths, if intending to figure, so as I con-

strue it, the fire smoke and sulphur literally combined in the dis-

charge from the Turkish artillery against Greek Christendom, it may

perhaps be well to suggest as an illustrative parallel that well-known

and awful passage in Isaiah xxx. 27, 33 : where, with reference to the

fire and sulphur literally destined to be employed in the final judg-

ment on this our earth, (for I suppose it will be allowed that there

is in the passage this reference,) they are depicted by an anthro-

popathic figure as proceeding from the Almighty's mouth, and kin-

dled by his breath.2

I have now gone through Mr. Arnold's objections on this head

;

objections on the strength of which he is pleased to designate this

particular in my solution, as " not only very unsatisfactory, but ab-

solutely absurd:'''' and my appeal is to the intelligent and candid

reader, whether Mr. A. has been successful in proving its absurdity

at all.—I must not pass on without adding that he has here further

favoured us with a detached fragment and specimen of his own

1 Such is the opinion I incline to on that passage. See it exprest to that effect in

the Appendix to my Vol. iv. Part ii. § 5—And so nearly, as I have learnt since that

was written, Dr. Alford (nowDean of Canterbury) is inclined to explain it.

^ " Behold the name of the Lord cometh from far, burning with his anger : his

lips are full of indignation, and his tongue as a devouring fire.—For Tophet is

ordained of old ;
yea, for the king it is prepared ; the pile thereof is fire and much

wood: the breath of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle it." I pre-

sume Mr. Arnold will not differ from me in supposing an ultimate reference to the

great conflagration and judgment. Compare Ps. xviii. 8 ;
" There went up a smoke

out of his nostrils, and a consuming fire out of his mouth."
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couuter-view of the Apocalyptic symbol ; a favour the more to be

prized as it is so rare. " The smoke," he remarks, " as being itself

one of the rpeic nXTfyai, must be a thick pestilential vapour emitted by

the avenging monsters." But must, as I have had occasion to observe

more than once before in this controversy, is a word often used some-

what rashly and inconsiderately by Mr. Arnold. "Will he have the

goodness to mention where in sacred Scripture the word Kuiryo^, or its

Hebrew equivalent, is used per se to signify a destructive pestilential

vapour ? Even the example from Ovid, (and how, with his sensitiveness

about treating the Apocalypse otherwise than as inspired Hebrew

poetry, could he resort to such an illustration ?) I say, even this ex-

ample from Ovid of the brazen-footed bulls of Colchos seems ill to sup-

port him ; as it was not from anything pestilential in the bulls' breath,

but from the heat of the fiery blast, that the surrounding herbage is

fabled to have been dried up and withered.'—Moreover, by the ex-

egetic law that he has laid down for himself and others, he is bound

to explain the sulphur, equally with the smoke and fire, as separately

and by itself a distinct agency of destruction. But how such an act-

ing of the pure sulphur, whether explained literally or figuratively ?

1 cannot but think that if he will be so good as to favour us with his

explanation of this particular of the symbol, and also of the " aveng-

ing monsters " themselves, of whose description it constitutes a part,

]Nir. A. will find that he has involved himself in difficulties of which

tlie solution will not be easy.''

2. We come next to the horse-tails. " For the horses' power is iu

their mouth and in their tails : ' for their tails were like unto serpents,

having heads; and with these they do injury (aZiKovai,) or injustice."

On the " have " and the " associated with," 1 do not wish to enter

further: save and except to protest against Mr. A.'s assertion, as

quite unwarranted, that I must know " that the question, whether

we are, or are not, associated with the things we have, was never

mooted, and is entirely irrelevant." I neither did know it, nor know

it now. It seemed to me, and still seems, to have been very much

I
" Tactaque vaporibus herba; Aretit."

* Mr. Arnold says that " my solution contains no explanation of the agreement be-

tween the fire, smoke, and brim.stonc, and the Owpaxai irvpivovi vuKiiiBiovt (= ni>fri-

cantes or ferrupincos) OnwCiiv." He has overlooked my remark in the Horae

(see p. 509 supra) that these adjectives sif^nificative of colour seem to have been
chosen with reference to the trvp KaTrvot and duou so prominent in the symbol ; as

symbols were frequently borrowed from anything remarkable in the living type.

* So the MSS. of the bust authority.
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the hinge on which his irony about that part of my interpretation

turned.* And, as unthinking readers are often caught by burlesque

and irony, I thought it both fair and right to shape my reply in a

form of burlesque in return. But let that pass. As an almost uni-

versal rule, the less of burlesque that is introduced with controversy

about sacred subjects the better. And, as I remain fully persuaded

of the propriety and truth of my solution of this part of the Apoca-

lyptic symbol, let me endeavour to propose and support it in a man-

ner which I almost hope will convince Mr. Arnold himself that it is

not so liable as he has supposed to objection.

The horses then in the symbol had tails ; and these horse-tails, end-

ing as they did in serpent-like heads, (for such seems evidently to

have been the nature of the heads,) presented to the view a serpent-

like appearance. Agreed thus far, we are also agreed, it would ap-

pear, in the opinion that there must have been some pointed intent

and meaning in so singular a part of the symbol. But, if so, what

the meaning and the force according to Mr. Arnold ? His reference

to the real or fabulous amphisbena (itself singularly inappropriate,

as it seems to me, even for that purpose 2) was only suggested, he

himself now tells us, " as an illustration of a head placed at the

end of the tail." But he further suggests, after Heinrichs and

Ewald, that these serpent-like heads at the end of the tail emitted

fire smoke and brimstone, as well as the lion-like heads in front ; in

order thus both to add to the terribleness of the symbol, and to show

in what manner the serpent-like tails took their part (as he asserts it

is directly stated that they did) in the destruction of the third part

of men. On which let me observe that his assertion on this point

seems to be grounded on a mis-reading of the sacred record. For,

instead of " the death of the third part of men by the fire smoke

and brimstone being connected with the statement about the tails

being like serpents by the conj unction ybr," so as Mr. Arnold asserts,

there is an intervening clause, headed by the same conjunction, be-

tween the one clause and the other.^ Moreover there seems in that

- See the quotation from his pamphlet given by Mr. Arnold, British Magazine,

p. 424.

^ Because it is no other part whatsoever of the symbol but the horse-tails that is

noted as presenting a snake-like appearance ; and, consequently, all that was snake-

like was, as a snake, with but otie head. It is easy to see how the horse-tails, if at all

twisted, as we often see them in real life, in serpentine folds, and with a snake's head

at the end, might present the appearance described.

* " By these three (plagues) was the third part of men killed ; by the fire, and by
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same record an express distinction between the effect of the lion-like

heads as killing, and the serpent-like heads as doing injtiry or injustice.

As to the idea of the tails emitting fire brimstone and smoke, it exists

only in the imagination of the expositors ; and, in the absence of any

express scriptural declaration on the subject, it appears to me that

we are bound to suppose the intended mode of the symbolic serpent-

heads, which were appended to the horse-tails, doing injury, to have

been the same as that in which serpent-heads in real life do injury ;

—

namely by their bite and the venom discharged with it. Thus Mr.

Arnold's suggestions seem in no way to help us to any rational ex-

planation of the purport of this very remarkable particular in the

A{)ocalyptic symbol. Nor do I know any view of the symbol which

offers it, except that which I advocate : which view, as the reader

knows, supposes the horse-tails in the vision to have prefigured the

horse-tail standards of the Turkish Pashas, and so the Pashas

themselves ; who, following in course after the overthrow of the

Greek empire, oppressed, and with venom like as of poisoned ser-

pents embittered, the lives of the subjected Greek provincials. The

only question is, whether this explanation be admissible, as that

which is accordant with the analogy of other parallel scriptural sym-

bolic imagery, or not.

The reader will have observed that all which my solution requires

to be allowed me is, that to the body of an animal symbolizing a

nation, there may properly be appended the badge of some ruling

magistracy of that nation, in sign of the magistrates themselves ; and,

further, that to this badge there may be appended, in addition, some

emblem indicative both of the personality attached in the divine idea

to the badge spoken of, and also of the character of them to whom

it should belong.

And to show that I am warranted in requiring this admission

there is nothing more needed, I believe, than that I refer to two

scriptural examples for authority and illustration. My first example

is from Ezek. xix. 10, &c. "VVe have there a figure of Judah and its

ruling magistrates borrowed from the vegetable world. " Thy mother

is like a vine planted by the waters : . . and she had strong rods, for

the sceptres of them that bear rule : . . but she was plucked up in

the smoke, and by the sulphur, which issued out of their mouths. For their power
is in their mouth, and in thrir tails. For their tails were like unto serpents, having

heads; and with these (uoikouo-i) they do injury."
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fury ; and her strong rods were broken." Here the vine that had

strong rods for the sceptres was a symbol of the Jewish nation : and

the strong rods, which were a part of the vine, (just as much a part

of it as the horse-tails of the horses,) designated the sceptres, or

magisterial badges, of them that bore rule, and so the rulers them-

selves. Respecting the character of these rulers, however, and their

official rule, no intimation was to be given ; and therefore the addition

of no further emblem was there required. Not so in my second

example from Daniel vii. We there read of a little horn rising among

other horns from out of the head of the fourth Beast, " with eyes as

the eyes of a many Now the Beast itself depicted, as we know, the

body of the fourth and last great ruling mundane empire ; and the

horn, from being a common symbol in the sacred writings for ruling

power and strength, was taken to signify the king himself to whom

that power would attach ; while further, to express the character of

this king—in other words, of Antichrist,—there were added eyes, as

the eyes of a man, at the extremity of the horn ; in signification either

of Antichrist's craft, or of his pretensions to a universal episcopate.

Surely, with the exception that the emblem in Daniel appeared in front

of the body of the symbolic animal, that in the Apocalyptic passage

under discussion behind, the parallelism between the two is obvious
;

and quite sufficient to justify my interpretation as one not unaccord-

ant with the analogy of Scripture.

But this, says my critic further, " is such a riddle-making style of

dealing with the prophetic Scriptures as deadens all sense of mean-

ness and incongruity, even in men of cultivated minds." It is not

the first or second time that Mr. A. has thus pointed his satire

against the riddle-makiny, as he is pleased to call it, or riddle-solving,

in the Horse. Thus, in the Letter now before us, with reference to

the allusion supposed by me in the prophecy to the Turkish dress, he

writes thus ;
" This literal (!) fulfilment of what such a fulfilment

would turn into an inspired conundrum:" and again, in an earlier

Letter, with reference to my supposition of an allusion to Nerva's

Cretan extraction, in explanation of the bow in the hand of the rider

of the white horse, " It is a conundrum unintelligible for any but the

genealogist." ' I have thus been led to reflect what it is precisely that

he means by such remarks ; and what the view he takes, and would

> See Britisli Magazine for March 1846, p. 332.
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require to be taken, of prophecy and its dark sayings ; but I have

reflected in vain. Mr. Arnold does not surely mean to deny that it

was intended there should be riddles or enigmas in prophecy ; enigmas

such as the fulfilment alone would or could explain. What, to take a

case or two from unsymbolic prophecy, of Elisha's prediction to the

nobleman in Samaria, " Thou shalt see the plenty with thine eyes,

but shalt not eat thereof r" • What of Ezekiel's saying about Zede-

kiah ;
" I will bring him to Babylon, yet shall he not see it, though he

shall die there." "^ These were riddles only to be explained in the

fulfilment. And so too, to take a case of prophetic symbol, how was

the full propriety of the symbol of a lie-goat to designate the Mace-

donian empire discoverable, until that very symbol had been stamped,

and known to be stamped, on Macedonian coinage ? ^ Nay, if we

turn to Mr. Arnold's own view of the present prophecy, what does it

present to us, in whole and in part, but an immense enigma ; only to

be resolved, if he suppose its solution to be ever intended, by some

extraordinary fjxcts and phenomena yet future :—viz. the enigma of

" avenging monsters," that are to kill men by smoke, in the sense of

pestilential vapour, and also by fire, each as a distinct separate

agency ; and, in order to this, to make their discharges from the tails

as well as from the heads! !
* In truth it seems to me, judging from

prophecies which all Christians allow to have been fulfilled, that not

only while a prediction remains unfulfilled, but even after its meaning

on all main points has been made clear by the fulfilment, there may

still be expected to remain in it certain minor details, that will con-

tinue to present somewhat of difficulty and of enigma to the accurate

investigator.

Finally, let it be remembered, as indeed already before intimated,*

that both this figuration and that of the scorpion-locusts in the 5th

Trumpet, which are decidedly the boldest and most complex of all

the Apocalyptic symbolizations, are used in reference to Asiatics,

whose own style of writing and speaking most deals in such imagery.

See, in proof of this, the very illustrative description, by a Turkish

• 2 Kings •?». 2, 17. '^ Ezck. xii. 13 ; 2 Kings xxv. 7.

' Sec Dan. viii. 5. I have given an engraving of a Macedonian coin with this

device in the 3rd Volume of the Ilora;.

* As a further illustration of the absurdity of certain semi- German critics that im-

peach the Turkish historical interpretation, let me refer to M. Stuart. " The Turko.

mans and other Orientals train their horses to the assault with the hinder part as well

as with the front ! !

"
* Sec p. 516 supra.
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historian, of the same subject of the Turkish artillery, given p. 512

supra ; in which description imagery is used similar to, and almost as

highly figurative as, the Apocalyptic' In truth, so applied, they are

just as appropriate and characteristic as the simpler symbols of the

first four Seals in their application to Boman subjects : and thus,

like the former, in the very fact of their boldness, and, as Mr. A.

calls it, grotesqueness, do but furnish additional evidence in proof of

the ever marked propriety of the Apocalyptic figuration and the truth

of my historic interpretation.

' It may be well to suggest further, for comparison, a somewhat highly figurative

personification of modern war, with its use of artillery, even by a non-Asiatic poet,

Lord Byron, in his Childe Harold, i. 39 :

—

" See where the giant on the mountain stands.

His blood-red tresses deepening in the sun,

With death-shot glowing in his fiery hands,

And eye that scorches all it glares upon

:

Restless it rolls, now fix'd, and now anon

Flashing afar ; and at his iron feet

Destruction cowers, to mark what deeds are done."

END OF TOL. I.

JOHN CHILDS AND SON, PRINTERS.
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